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REPORT
to the

PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE.

I have the honour to lay before you a statement of the conclusions arrived at by
the recent Conference held under your Presidency between representatives of the United
Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, on the subject of the Merchant Shipping Legis-
lation, together with a verbatim report of the proceedings.

The Conference was originally proposed in 1905 by the then Secretary of State for
the Colonies, and the correspondence between the Colonial Office and the Board of Trade
and between Mr. Lyttelton and the Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia and
New Zealand has already been presented to Parliament in Parliamentary Paper Cd. 2483,
on pages 79-82 of which will be found Mr. Lyttelton's despatches stating the reasons for
which such a Conference was considered to be desirable. This paper contains also copies
of the New Zealand Shipping and Seamen Act, 1903 (App. II), and the Australian
Commonwealth Navigation and Shipping Bill (App. Ill), which together with the report
of the Royal Commission on this Bill (printed as Parliamentary Paper Cd. 3023) formed
to a great extent the basis of the deliberations of the Conference.

The Conference opened on the 26th March, 1907, and sat on eight days, both in the
morning and afternoon. In addition to the Chairman, the United Kingdom delegation
consisted partly of representatives of the Government Departments concerned and partly
of representatives of shipowners and seamen, the members being as follows :-
Mr. H. Llewellyn Smith, C.8., Mr. Walter J. Howell, C.B. Mr R. Ellis Cunliffe
and Captain Chalmers, of the Board of Trade ; Mr. H. Bertram Cox, C.8., and Mr. A B.
Keith of the Colonial Office; Mr. Norman Hill, Mr. E. Pembroke, Mr. K. Anderson Mr.
H F Fernie, Mr. R. J. Dunlop, representing Shipowners ; and Mr. J. Havelock Wilson,
MP and Mr. D. J. Kenny, representing Seamen. The Australian delegation consisted
of Hon Sir William J. Lyne, Minister for Trade and Customs in the Commonwealth of
Australia the Hon. W. M. Hughes, and the Hon. Dugald Thomson, members of the
Federal House of Representatives. Dr. H. N. P. Wollaston, LL.D., 1.5.0.,permanent head
of the Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs, was also present. The New
Zealand' delegation consisted of Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G., Premier of New
Zealand Mr James Mills, Managing Director and Chairman of Directors of the Union
Steamship Company of New Zealand, Ltd., Mr. A. R. Hislop, Secretary of the Marine
Engineers' Association, and Mr. W. Belcher, General Secretary of the Seamen s Union.
Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General, was also present.

The statement of the conclusions arrived at by the Conference which is prefixed to
the Report of proceedings shews :—

[a) the Resolutions passed by the Conference,
(6) the Resolutions on which the delegations differed, and
(c) the Resolutions which were withdrawn after discussion.

In this connection it may be mentioned that voting took place by delegations, and in
cases where members of any delegation were not unanimous, the minority were allowed,
if they so desired, to record their dissent.

1 have, &c,
H. LLEWELLYN SMITH.
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STATEMENT OF RESOLUTIONS.

I.—RESOLUTIONS PASSED.
1. Survey, (p. 21.)

That it should be a suggestion to the Board of Trade that they should provide for
the issue of a survey certificate in the case of non-passenger vessels, and that standards
as to hull, machinery, boilers, and life-saving appliances established by the Board of
Trade and \ testifiedjby current certificates should be accepted for British ships in
Australian and New Zealand waters, the Board of Trade certificates to be accepted a.s
of the same effect as the local certificates.

Passed unanimously.

2. Scale of Provisions, (p. 23.)
That the provision scale laid down in the Imperial Act of L906 be recognised by

Australia and New Zealand for use on British ships not registered in those Colonies.
Passed unanimously.

3. Inspection of Provisions, (p. 24.)
That provisions on British ships which have already been inspected and passed by

Imperial Officers be exempt from further inspection in Australia and New Zealand except
upon complaint, or unless the authorities have reason to believe that such inspection is
necessary.

Passed unanimously.

4. Accommodation for the Crew. (p. 27.)
That the conditions imposed by Australian or New Zealand law as regards accom-

modation, ventilation, and conveniences should only apply to vessels registered in those
Colonies or engaged in their coasting trade.

Passed unanimously.

5. Manning, (p. 27.)
That the conditions imposed by Australian or New Zealand law as regards manning

should only apply to vessels registered in those Colonies or engaged in their coasting
trade.

Passed unanimously.

6. Accommodation Conditions in Ships already built, (p. 46.)
That the Governments of Australia and New Zealand, instead of imposing new

conditions involving structural alterations as regards cubic and superficial space accom-
modation devoted to officers and crew on vessels built prior to the enactment of such
conditions, will require only such existing vessels as have accommodation which in the
opinion of the local authorities is in fact insanitary or unhealthful to amend the same so
as to bring it into a sanitary and healthful condition to the satisfaction of the local
authorities.

Passed—Mr. W. M. Hughes and Mr. J. Havelock Wilson dissenting.

7. Rating, (p. 50.)
That no seaman should be permitted to engage as A.B. on board any British ship

who cannot show that he is justly entitled to that rating, and that the period of service
qualification should be three years.

Passed unanimously.
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8. Officers, (p. 56.)

That n<> person should be employed as an Officer on board any British ship registered
in Australia or New Zealand or engaging in the coasting trade of those Colonies who is
not—

(a) a British subject, and
'(_>) thoroughly conversant with the English language.

l>asSed—the United Kingdom Delegates abstaining from voting on this Resolution.

9. Vessels to which Colonial Conditions are applicable, (p. 68.)

That the vessels to which the conditions imposed by the law of Australia or New
Zealand are applicable should be (a) vessels registered in the Colony, while trading
therein, and (b) vessels wherever registered, while trading on the Coast of the Colony;
That for the purpose of this resolution a vessel shall be deemed to trade if she takes on
hoard cargo or passengers at any port in the Colony to be carried to and landed or
delivered at any port in the Colony.

Passed unanimously.
10. Coasting Trade, (p. 68.)

A vessel engaged in the oversea trade shall not be deemed to engage in the Coasting
Trade merely because it carries between two Australian or New Zealand ports,

(a) passengers holding through tickets to or from some oversea place,
(_>) merchandise consigned on through bill of lading to or from some oversea place.

Passed unanimously.
11. Manning, (p. 96.)

No ship shall be deemed seaworthy unless she is in a fit state as to number and
<|iialifications of crew, including officers, to encounter the ordinary perils of the voyage
then entered upon.

Passed unanimously.
12. Officers, (p. 97.)

That it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade in any amending Act to consider
the desirability of giving to Masters, Mates, and Engineers, the designation of " officers "
Lnjthe Imperial Merchant Shipping Act and its regulations, without prejudice to any
rights they enjoy as seamen.

Passed unanimously.
13. British Seamen, (p. loo.)

That every possible encouragement should be given by legislation or otherwise to
the employment of British Seamen on British Ships.Jprovided that this resolution does
not contemplate the imposition of restrictive conditions.

Passed unanimously.
14. Eyesight Tests, (p. 119.)

That the Board of Trade be urged to take into immediate consideration the question
of Kvesight tests, with a view to effecting an improvement if found necessary.

Passed unanimously.
15. Compasses, (p. 121.)

That a current certificate issued by the Board of Trade as to efficiency of compasses
shall have the same effect as local certificates.

Passed unanimously.
16. Workmen's Compensation, (p. 136.)

That the adoption of uniform legislation is desirable with a view to extend the
benefits of the Workmen's Compensation Acts to Seamen, as has been already done in
the United Kingdom and New Zealand.

Passed, the representatives of the British Shipowners dissenting and recording the
view that some system of Compulsory Insurance for seamen should be adopted.
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17. Load Line. (p. 140.)
That the Commonwealth adopt the provisions of the New Zealand Act regarding

load line.
Passed, the British delegates abstaining from voting, on the ground that as the New

Zealand Act gives no power to alter the Board of Trade mark imposed on any ship, the
matter appeared one for the decision of the Commonwealth Government.

18. Desertion, (p. 145.)
That imprisonment for desertion be abolished in the country in which the seaman is

engaged, except in the case of a seaman who after negotiating his Advance Note wilfully
or through misconduct fails to join his ship or deserts before the Note is payable.

Provided that in respect to desertion from ships other than those (a) registered in
the Commonwealth, (b) whose final port of discharge of the crew is in the Commonwealth,
deserters shall be placed on board such vessels upon request by competent authority,—in
the case of a foreign vessel the Consul of that country, in the case of a British ship the
captain.

Passed unanimously, Sir W-. Lyne not being present.

19. Wireless Telegraphy, (p. 151.)
That the desirability of the provision on board ships carrying passengers of an

apparatus for transmitting messages by means of wireless telegraphy should be taken
into consideration by the Board of Trade and the Australian and New Zealand
Governments.

Passed unanimously.
20. Treaties, (p. 159.)

That it be recommended to the Australian and New Zealand Governments in any
future Merchant Shipping legislation to insert an express provision safeguarding the
obligations imposed by any Treaties in which they have concurred or may subsequently
concur.

Passed unanimously.

21. British and Foreign Shipping, (p. 162.)
That it is desirable that the obligations imposed by Australian or New Zealand law

on shipping registered in the United Kingdom should not be more onerous than those
imposed on the shipping of any foreign country.

Passed unanimously.

22. Uniformity of Regulations, (p. 162.)
That, with a view to uniformity, it be a suggestion to the Australian and New

Zealand Ministers that in exercising any powers conferred on them by legislation to make
regulations with regard to matters affecting Merchant Shipping they should have regard
to the corresponding provisions of the Imperial Merchant Shipping Acts or Regulations
made thereunder, so far as circumstances permit; and that at least three months' notice
should be given before any such regulations come into force.

Passed unanimously.

23. Vessels Engaged in Coasting Trade, (p. 166.)
That it be a recommendation to the Australian and New Zealand Governments that

if conditions are imposed by local law on vessels incidentally engaging in the coasting-
trade in course of an oversea voyage, care should be taken that these conditions should
not be such as to differentiate to their disadvantage as compared with Colonial-registered
vessels.

Passed unanimously.
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24. Resolutions of Conference, (p. 166.)
That the Governments concerned be requested to introduce legislation to enable

effect to be given to the resolutions of the Conference in cases where legislation is
necessary.

Passed unanimously.

25. Vote of Thanks to Chairman, (p. 167.)
That this Conference desires to place on record its appreciation of the courtesy and

ability with which its proceedings have been presided over by the Right Hon. D. Lloyd-
George, the President of the Board of Trade.

Passed unanimously.

26. Vote of Thanks to Secretaries, (p. 167.)
That this Conference desires to express its appreciation of the valuable assistance it

has received from its Secretary, Mr. J. A. Webster, and his colleagues, Mr. G. E. Baker,
Mr. J. Hislop, and Mr. D. ,1. Quinn.

Passed unanimously.

11. — RESOLUTIONS ON WHICH THE DELEGATES DIFFERED.

1. Vessels to which Colonial Conditions are Applicable, (p. 78.)
The following rider was proposed to No. 9 of the Resolutions passed, and was

supported by the British shipowners but not by the Colonial Delegates, with the excep-
tion of Mr. Dugald Thomson :

" The Conference is of opinion that as a matter of expediency oversea vessels which
only engage in the Colonial coasting trade by taking passengers\>r cargo between their
Colonial ports of call should not be deemed to engage in the Coastal Trade."

2. Bills of Lading, (p. 104.)
The following resolution was proposed : —
" That the terms and conditions of the Bill of Lading at present in general use are

in many respects unsatisfactory to shippers and consignees, and that in the interests of
traders generally it is desirable that the Board of Trade should publish a form of
Bill of Lading containing such reasonable conditions as in its opinion are sufficient to
safeguard the rights of shipper, shipowner, and consignee."

An amendment in the following terms was submitted : —
" That legislation restricting liberty of Contract on Charter Parties and Bills of

Lading is unnecessary and undesirable, inasmuch as the ordinary forms of insurance
upon goods having been adapted to meet the well known exemptions from liability for the
acts and defaults of the shipowners' servants, protection against loss resulting therefrom
can be more cheaply obtained by the shipper or consignee from the underwriter direct
than by forcing a liability upon the shipowner and thereby increasing the freight."

This amendment was not accepted by the Colonial Delegations. The resolution was
supported by the Australian and New Zealand Delegations, the representatives of the
Board of Trade and shipowners dissenting. The Colonial Office representatives abstained
from voting.

3. Payment of Seamen's Wages, (p. 127.)
A resolution was proposed " that it be a recommendation from this Conference to

the Board of Trade to suggest that legislation be introduced whereby all seamen be paid
two-thirds of their wages due at every port where the crew may desire their wages to
be paid."

An amendment was proposed " that this Conference approves of the , principle
embodied in Sections 61, 62, and 63 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1906, with respect to
the allotment and payment of seamen's wages which embody an agreement at
between representatives of British shipowners and seamen."

The amendment was voted for by the United Kingdom Delegation (including the
representatives of British shipowners and seamen) and by Mr. Dugald Thomson. The
Australian Delegation (with the exception [of Mr. Thomson) and the New Zealand
Delegates present dissented, and supported the original motion. Sir Joseph Ward was
not present.
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4. Desertion, (p. 148.)
The Representatives of the British Shipowners moved the following rider (to

Resolution 18 of the resolutions passed), which was not accepted by the Colonial
delegates :—

Provided that if imprisonment for desertion is abolished, the Shipowner be relieved
from all responsibility for the repatriation of a deserter and that no penalty be imposed
on the Shipowner by the State in which the deserter is left for leaving such deserter
behind.

111. — RESOLUTIONS DISCUSSED ON SUBJECTS OTHER THAN THE ABOVE
BUT NOT ADOPTED.

1. British and Foreign Seamen, (p. 116.)
That this Conference is opposed to the employment of Lascars, Coolies, Chinamen,

or persons of any other alien race on any vessels owned, registered, or chartered to trade in
the Commonwealth or New Zealand.

2. Clauses in Articles of Agreement, (p. 131.)
That it be a recommendation from this Conference to the Board of Trade to ascertain

and investigate the various clauses attached by shipowners to the Articles of Agreement
signed by the crews of vessels. This with the view of securing uniformity in this respect,
and also establishing the principle of equity as between employer and employed.

3. Light Load Line. (p. 142.)
That it is advisable to have a light load line for ships in ballast.

4. Engagement of Seamen, (p. 142.)
That all seamen be engaged only through a Government officer—the Superin-

tendent.

5. Watertight Compartments, (p. 150.)
That all vessels constructed after a certain date shall be fitted with watertight

compartments.

6. Service Qualifications for Engineers' Certificates, (p. 152.)
That third-class engineers having sea-service, on passing a practical examination, be

permitted to qualify for higher grade certificates.

7. Subjects of Examination for Officers' Certificates, (p. 155.)
(1.) That it be a suggestion to the Board of Trade to take into immediate

consideration the necessity of including in the regulations for examination for officers the
following subjects directly relating to navigation : —

The practice and theory of plane and spherical trigonometry ;
Geometry ;
Geography, hydrography, and meteorology ;
Naval architecture and the structure of vessels.

The addition of the following subjects to examination on general knowledge : —
The English language—Grammar and composition.
A knowledge of at least one foreign language.

(2.) That it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade that all vessels should be
sufficiently staffed with officers to enable the principle of four hours on watch and eight
off being rigidly adhered to. In vessels of small tonnage the regulations should provide
that the master should keep a sea-watch of eight hours out of every 24.

8. Legal Questions, (p. 159.)
That all resolutions adopted by this Conference are understood to be without pre-

judice to any legal questions involved.
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE.

FIRST DAY.

Tuesday, 26th March, 1907.

The Conference met at the Foreign Office. There were present : —
The Right Hon. David Lloyd-G-0801, M.P. (President of the Board of Trade), in the Chair.

Unit/ d Kingdom IJelegates.
Mr. H. Llewellyn Smith, C.8.,1 Mr. K. Anderson, \
Mi. Walter J. Howell, C.8., Of the Board of Mr. H. P. Febnie, • Shipownei
Mr. It. ELLIS Crsi.im.. Trade. Mr. Nojimax Hill,
Captain A. J. Q. Cum.mkrs, ) Mr. J. Havelock Wilson, M.P.. I Representing
Mr. 11. Bertram Cox, C.8., iOf the Colonial Sir. D. J. Kenny, , Seamen.
Mr. A. B. Keith, j Office.

Australian Delegates.
Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne, K.C.M.G. j Hon. Dugald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. Hughes.

Dr. 11. \. Woli.aston, LL.D., 1.5.0., of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs, was
also in attendance.

Yew Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G. I Mr. William lliicipih.
Mr. James Mills. I Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. Fitchbtt, Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

8t eretaries.
Mr. James A. WIBSTES, >. .. ~ , .rn , I Mr. J. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr. Q. E. Baker, , 0f fche l!"altl " f Vt*Ae Mr. D. J. Quno., Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
1. Address by the Chairman.
2. Selection of Secretaries.
:;. Consideration of future procedure.
4. Consideration of questions arising out of the Australian Navigation Bill and the report of the Royal Commis-

sion thereupon—■
(a) with reference to the Coasting trade;
(6) with reference to vessels trading overseas.

5. Other business.

The ft.. Hon. DAVID LLOYD GEORGE (President
of the Board of Trade) : Gentlemen, I think we had
better commence the business of the Conference. Per-
haps you will permit me at the outset, on behalf of
the Imperial Government and on the part of the British
delegates, to welcome the representatives of the Colonies
here. It is a great delight for us to meet them at this
the first of the series of conferences to be held between
Great Britain and her Colonies. Although there are
questions of moment.—far-reaching in their character—
to be discussed at the great Conference in front of us,
I am sure there will be none of greater practical import-
ance than those which are to be submitted to this
Conference in the course of the next few days, and
certainly none of greater urgency owing to the immensity
of the interests involved. The British Empire owns half
Ihe merchant fleet of the world, and the Mother Country
carries about half the international trade of the world,
and in spite of her years she is carrying it with increasing
rapidity and readiness. A good many questions have
arisen in the working of the New Zealand Shipping and
Seamen's Act, 1904, and there are a good many questions
for adjustment which have arisen under the Australian
Navigation and Shipping Bill. I understand that the
New Zealand Shipping Act received the Royal Assent on
the understanding that it should be considered at this
Conference. The provision of these Acts of Parliament
and the suggestions contained in the report to the Royal
Commission on the Australian Navigation and Shipping
Bill have caused some apprehension amongst British
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shipowners lest those measures should impose on British
ships in Colonial ports restrictions and requirementswhich might be inconsistent with those which are imposed
by Imperial Legislation. These Imperial restrictions are
very onerous in their character, and they are increasingin their burden practically from Act of Parliament to
Act of Parliament. The burdens imposed upon the
shipowners in this country by Imperial Legislation Ithink I may claim to be the most onerous in the world,
and the fact that British shipowners—British shipping—
has thriven in spite of them, is beyond all praise. Butif these regulations vary from -colony to colony,and there is a lack of uniformity, then British ship-
owners naturally feel that they may become so burden-
some as to lie almost impossible to bear, and I thinkthe same observation will apply to the Colonial shipping.It is also to their interest that uniformity should be
secured. Colonial shipping is in its infancy; I donot see why in the future it should not claim its
share of the international shipping of the world, and
naturally it is in the interests of Colonial shippingthat you should procure now, so far as it is practicable,
uniformity in the regulations imposed upon the shipping
of the world. Some such success has been achieved in
securing international uniformity with regard to two or
three matters of very great importance, and I am notsure that we are not on the eve of securing some
kind of international uniformity with regard to load-line. The great maritime countries of the world are
approximating to the British rule in this respect. I
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am not sine that they will satisfy my friend Mi.
Havelock Wilson, but still we are making some progress
in this respect, and therefore it is exceedingly desir-
able that we should have so far as we possibly can some
kind of understanding between the Mother Country and
her Colonies as to the regulations and restrictions which
are to be imposed on British ships when they navi-
gate in Colonial waters. The legislation of last year will,
1 think, ease matters very considerably. We have not
quite come up to the Australian standard, but you ran
hardly expect us to do that. This country is old, and
moves much more slowly than her younger and sprightlier
children across the seas, and reforms proceed with much
Blower pace here than they do in the Colonies. 1 dare say
many of us regret that, and look with longing eyes to

the legislation which you have been able to achieve in
the Colonies without much difficulty. It is an old
country, and we move slowly; but we do, I think,
mim.■! lines move fairly fast, for last year we moved
much faster than our shipowners cared to do. We, for
instance, obtained the main suggestions- some of the
main suggestions —of the Royal Commission on shipping
in Australia, and we have go'ne a veiy long way towards
adopting those suggestions, and we had them in our
minds when the Mills were framed: it was part of the
material on which we proceeded when we framed our
legislation here, which included the-representations of
the Royal Commission as to the application of the Work
men's Compensation Act to seamen. That was passed in
the last session of Parliament. Then again as to the
Food Scale. I think the Food Scale is a better scale than
that of the British Navy, and is the best Food Scale pro-
bably in the world, with the possible exception of the
American. The Australian Boyal Commission recom-
mended that ships carrying 80 or more persons should
have a certificated cook, and Section 27 of the Merchant
Shipping Act of last year imposes a similar obligation on
every British foreign-going ship of 1,000 tons and up-
wards gross tonnage; and then there is another recom
Herniation which I consider the most important of all
that the Australian Commission recommended, and that
is for the air-space tor each seaman to be not less than
120 cubic feet. This recommendation was adopted as far

as the Imperial Act of last year was concerned, and it is
now part of the shipping laws of this country. So that
you see our part is very considerably eased by the legis-
lation which was passed last year. I should like to say
that the four main recommendations made by the
Australian Boyal Commission have been substantially
adopted by the legislation of last year. I have no
doubt that in many respects we still fall very short, but
that is very considerable progress for us to make in the
course of a single year in this country. Well now, there
is one difficulty which will have to be discussed. I am
not going, in the statement I am about to make, into
details which might be regarded as controversial. I do
not want at the present moment to raise any general dis-
cussion upon those questions. We have to consider them
in detail later on, but one of the most important matters
which we shall have to discuss is the question of the
mantling trade. The only suggestion I make at the pre-
sent moment is this. There are legal and treaty ques-
tions which may be raised; for my part I would rather
leave those outside if we possibly can, and would rather
discuss the whole question as practical men desirous of
arriving at some kind of a solution which may be a work-
ing solution between the Mother Country and her Colonies:and therefore for that reason, as I am in the presence of
SO many men with practical acquaintance of shipping,
both in the Colonies and from Great Britain, they will
undoubtedly be exceedingly careful in arriving at a
settlement of some of the most difficult points in con-
nection with these questions. I do not want to go into
further detail. There are several points which we have
to discuss. We have first of all to discuss the question
of procedure, and perhaps before lunch we should just
confine ourselves to one or two matters of that kind
instead of going into questions which we have to settle
finally ; we should first of all dispose of the question of
procedure. We might also discuss the question of what
communications will be made to the Press. With regard
to tin, question of procedure, 1 have been talking to
Sir William Lvne on the subject. I understand that the
Australian delegates have certain resolutions to submit
to the Conference, but Sir William Lyne informs me
that he prefers not submitting them now. ■ I was perfectly
prepared to discuss the whole of these questions upon
the basis of those resolutions, but I think that we should
discuss them later than this. Therefore we propose to
take the thing in the order in which we think it might

be discussed. With regard to the communication to the
Press, I would suggest that a small committee should be
formed of, say, three, one representative of each pi the
Colonics and a representative of the British Government.
These should form a small sub-committee, who would at
the end of each day's proceedings draft something which
might be communicated to the Press. Those are the
only two suggestions which I have made for discussion

we adjourn for lunch, but before we proceed to
discuss these two matters 1 should like to invite the
Prime Minister of New Zealand and Sir William Lyne
to make a few general observations upon the course of

onfereiice which they may think bo be relevant.
I will only now thank you, gentlemen, for respond ii
the invitation of the Imperial Government to discuss
matters oi such enormous importance to our shipping.
Shipping, after all, is our most important industry; it is
an industry of which we are naturally very proud; we

ery proud that in an element where we have; to
meet our competitors on equal terms we distance them
to the extent we have done, and therefore we are
exceedingly anxious that it should not be embarrassed
and hindered more than it is absolutey necessary in the
prosecution of its business. I do not think I have any-
thin- more to submit to the Conference except to say
that 1 think we had better confine ourselves for the next
half-hour or three-quarters of an hour to the discussion
of the general aspects of tin- case, rather than to details.
Perhaps Sir Joseph Ward will kindly say a few words.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: Mr. President and Gentlemen,
I desire in the first place to return, on behalf of the
Colon) I have the honour of representing, our warmest
thanks for the reception extended to us by the repre-
sentative of the British Government, Mr. Lloyd George,
at the same time I wish to assure you that the sentiments
to which he has given utterance are appreciated by the
delegates from New Zealand, and in turn we look upon
the Mother Country—and rightly so—as the place which
we want to co-operate with; recognising, as we do, that
in the sprightly younger countries we have an active
population who take a very great interest indeed in all
matters appertaining to the welfare of thai] own country
and the old world. They send us to the old world
which we fully recognise on account of its great popu-
lation, and the vastneSS and complicity of the interests
affected, cannot always move in the direction which the
younger countries would wish it. The importance of the
interests involved in the shipping world are fully appre-
ciated by New Zealand, and I recognise, as one of the
delegates here, how important it is to see that the owners
of that great industry are not in any way imposed upon or
handicapped as against their foreign competitors. The
owners of British ships trade all over the world. In the
case of New Zealand—which has been referred to by
Mr. Lloyd George—we have very good shipping legisla-
tion on the Statute Book, and, speaking for New
Zealand. I am anxious there should be no misunder-
standing on one point. So far as the Act to which
he has referred is concerned, I understood him to say
that the Royal assent was given to it upon the nuclei
standing that it was to be a subject of discussion at
this Conference. I hope the President will recognise
with me that it would be out of place for this Con-
ference to express any opinion as to the expediency
or wisdom of the legislation which the New Zealand
Parliament believe to be necessary for New Zealand
in the interests both of shipowners and the seamen
who man our ships in the Southern Seas. When he
says an understanding was come to that that Act should
be a subject of consideration at this Conference, he
does not, I hope, suggest that we should amend it in
the way of taking from what the Colony herself believes
to be an advantage to her people. I gather, Mr.
Lloyd-George, that the New Zealand Shipping Act will
probably be a basis upon which this Conference may
consider it desirable to improve the British legislation.
or improve the legislation in the British Empire, to
enable the shipping of the world to be controlled on
uniform lines. I heartily indorse the opinion exp
by the President that we should, as far as possible,
avoid details at this Conference—that principles only
should be dealt with. In this way, we will very soon

lain upon what material points we are in agree-
ment and upon what other points difference of opinion
arises, requiring the consideration of our respective
Governments. New- Zealand claims to own a share
of the international shipping of the world. We
are proud to own one of the finest shipping organisa-
tions in the world—the Union Shipping Company of
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.New Zealand and 1 am very glad to have associated
with me the Chairman of Directors of that Company,
who is upon my right here, a man of very wide experi-. mo. who will be able at this Conference lo give us the
benefit of his long experience and his matured judg-
ment upon points which may be regarded as inimical
to the; owners of that portion of the international
shipping of the world which is owned and controlled in
New Zealand. I recognise the stupendous difficulties
there arc in the way of having general legislation
applied to all parts ot the British world; hence it is
that the Colonics have the more or less Limited right,
which so far every Government in England has con-
coded to tin in, of passing legislation they believe to
be suitable for their requirements, the reservation for
the Assent of the Crown being the protection between
the British people and the interests in the Colonies.
Whilst carefully guarding this right we freely admit
the principle of uniformity as being desirable, and we
hope practical results for the benefit of British and
Colonial shipowners, and also of those who man the
ships, will be arrived at. In regard to the coasting
trade, referred to by the President, and the difficulties
which crop up with British owners whose ships are
engaged in it, we aie fully cognisant of the require-
ments of our country in that respect. But the British
shipowner, when he complains of the difficulty in carry-
ing out his business under a different law in Australia
and a different one in New Zealand, from that which
obtains in Britain, will, I hope, recognise the right
of these Colonies to have a distinction made for the
support and maintenance of the legitimate Australian
and New Zealand vessels where payments of officers
and crews are higher than on British ships. We find
that the increase of trade in our country calls for
special requirements from our officers and seamen, and
our people are prepared to pay a little more freight
for coasting services to help recoup the shipowners
who are carrying on business around our coast. In
my judgment a flexible law governing all portions out-
side of New Zealand is not practicable. 1 refer parti-
cularly to manning and wages—and I am sure my
friend Sir William Lyne will say the same remark ap-
plies to Australia—that it would be impossible to have
a law of that sort having extended application beyond
our own seas. I allude to this because I know if is
very important. Now. may 1 say one word on anothei
subject, as I know there are representatives of the
British steamships here. It is well known in England
that the British shipowner frequently incurs, to put it
mildly, the serious displeasure of the mercantile people
in New Zealand by having in operation a bill of lading
which from the shippers' point of view or the importers'
or exporters' point of view is worse than useless ex-
cepting to the shipowner himself. It is a bill ot lading
which provides for the supreme and absolute protection
of the British shipowner, and ignores in (he judgment of
the mercantile people in our country the rights of the
shipper and consignee—certainly it ignores the most
ordinary consideration for a shipper from New Zealand
or from Australia, and in that respect I think the British
shipowner is .brought into conflict with a large section of
the community who want to see a preference given to
British ships and British crews. We are all of us proud
to know that more than half of the mercantile fleet of the
world is owned by British shipowners; we want to help
to develop and share in those large interests in everypossible way, and we want at the same time, through the
influence of the Board of Trade of Britain, to impress
upon the British shipowner that it is a mistake for him
to protect himself right up to the eyes and allow people
who are paying freightage both to and fro. not to befairly protected within the four corners of a bill of
lading in a reasonable way. In conclusion, and speaking
generally as to the business of the Conference, I venture
to hope that when we have heard the delegates who
represent the Board of Trade and the British shipowners,they may see their way to take the New Zealand Act
as a base upon which to make sonic 1 improvements in the
interests of the British shipowner, the British officer, and
the British seaman. I desire again to express my thanks
to Mr. Lloyd-George for the warm reception which he
has given us. and to say we are delighted to be presentan.l to see the President of the Board of Trade presiding
over this important Conference.

Sic WILLIAM I.VNK: Mr. President, 1 recognise
this Conference .ailed by the Imperial Government,
as being so called together mainly because of the
propose.d legislation of the Commonwealth of Australia,

and 1 think it is wise to have called the Conference
because however dear and concise despatches may be we
get much nearer to the object we are aiming at if we
exchange our ideas personally. On behalf of the Com-
monwealth I thank the Imperial Government for extend-
ing to us the opportunity of being present to deal with
these debateable matters and for the kind remarks that
have been made by the President in his opening speech,
and which appear to me to be something that augurs
favourably to arriving at some satisfactory conclusion.
We all recognise that it is a long way to come; not
having lien here before I recognise it perhaps more
than others, and I should like very much to impress
upon shipowners that they ought to make it not a ques-
tion of miles but of time, and by that means shorten
the distance very much. But representing as I do a

government, 1 do not know whether the British
people know anything about Australia or not—some of
them do not know much about it—but it is very nearly
as large as the United States, and I venture to think in
the future it will be proved to be, if not quite, very
nearly as wealthy and as important, and having that as

session I hope the British people will not ignore
it, and 1 hope during this Conference that we will have
such an exchange of ideas that may bring us closer
in time if we cannot in distance. We recognise quite
clearly the difficulties which arc felt and the necessity,
as far as the Imperial Government is concerned] of
considering the difficulties beyond those which apply
to any one particular colony. We recognise your diffi-
culties with treaty rights which we have not, and in
many other ways you have difficulties to contend with
that we have not to contend against. But still, if our
young countries do not move so slowly as the President
described the movements of our Mother Country, we
still do move and move to some service at times, and
service too—as we proved—as far as the British Em-pire is concerned. That being so, we feel that whilst
we will be very persistent in obtaining what we think
we ought to have under the different conditions be-
tween the Mother Country and Australia and New
Zealand as well—because we are sisters—we are close
together—what one does the other generally does—
but whilst that is so, I think the Imperial Government will recognise, and 1 think the shipowners mightrecognise, that the payment to seamen in Australia would
not be accepted as it is in Great Britain—it is the rates
of wages 1 am speaking of. That is one open questionwhich Wβ have to consider, and whilst 1 quitewith the President, who was very judicious, I thought,
in his remarks that there should be nothing debateabletouched upon now, at any rate in detail, and I will tryand not to touch upon any question in detail, still weshall have to meet these things face to face before we
leave this Conference, and I think it is well to issue a
wind of warning that that will be so before we leave
this Conference. I hope that we shall come to some
definite conclusions: still, if we cannot come to that
definite conclusion, it will, 1 believe, have doneto have had the exchange of our ideas. Anothei thing
we recognise too, is the immense trade that Great
Britain carries on with her mercantile marine. As the
President said, half the merchant fleet of the worldbelongs to Britain ; we recognise that too, and we are
v< i.v proud to belong to the British Empire ami toconsider that fleet a part of our fleet too; but weask those who do our trade or do trade on our oast.which is a very long one, about 8,000 miles of coastline, that when they ilo their trade they will do it
under Ihe same conditions as our own people have to do
11 ■ ■">'! I "I" mil think that is asking too much. Thaiis one thing which we will be very definite about,
We have one or two other questions of very considerable
importance. I refer to wages, and also to two others
which are very important, hut. meanwhile, 1 am onlygoing to refer to these in a casual way. One is regard-ing the condition of seamen anil another is regarding theemployment of coloured seamen. These matters are
sine to be brought up in detail at this Conference, andwe have very strong views in Australia on these pain.ulai points. There has been I think, Mr. President,some little misconception regarding our proposed legis-lation m Australia. I saw somewhere that the con-sideration was taking place of a Navigation Act which
was. I think three years ago or two years ago, submittedto our Parliament by myself. It was in consequenceot that Act the Royal Commission sat, and the RoyalCommission in its recommendations does not approveof many parts of that Act. I have with me, thoughI do not desire to submit it because it has not
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finally be adopted by the Government, another Bill
drafted mainly on the" lines of the recommendations.
As I say, it is only a Bill, and I think the sugges-
tion has' been made" that we should deal with them.
I do not know whether there are any recommendations
from the Imperial Government, or from any commis-
sion that has sat in England, but those recommenda-
tions that have been made, and I think we will
probably even have to discuss the minority recommenda-
tions of that report. I think it will, however, be a
wise thing to take general principles in those recom-
mendations and not details in the first instance. It
would be impossible to take these recommendations in
detail. That being so, we may very much shorten the
time of the Conference, and for myself I may say I
cannot see why it should take as long as some people
have prophesied it would. I suppose we are all wishing
to curtail and save time; we have not come all this
distance to talk, we have come to work and to act. and
to get others to do the same, if they will, without
undue curtailment. But under those conditions, and
with those views, I certainly think we will get through
our work much quicker than was intended. I was just
now on the point of saying that I almost regretted
hearing a few words that fell from the President when
he said that the Assent to the New Zraland Act was on
the understanding that it should be considered at this
Conference. Now. 1 have all the documents that have
been passed, and 1 have not seen anything which leads
me to that conclusion. I may have missed it. but the
New Zealand Act has advanced almost, not quite, almost
to what Australia wants. We want a little more, and I
am pleased to have heard, as I knew somewhat before.
that Great Britain has advanced very considerably, more
considerably than we could have expected, perhaps, in
such a short time. As the President said, she moves
slowly, but considering that we have the New Zealand
Act assented to, and when we have your advance in
legislation in Great Britain, I hope we shall get our
propcrsals advanced as far as the Commonwealth is con-
cerned, and although I do not wish here to go into details
sitting in the presence of men who know more of these
questions, being shipowners, than I can possibly know,
I. as a rule, can only speak of general principles, but the
remarks made by Sir Joseph Ward as to the bills of
lading have been brought under my notice also, and I
will give you just a little incident where a case or two
of oranges were sent to Fremantle from some particular
part, and the crew, I suppose it was, exercised some sort
of right and threw the oranges over, and the empty cases
were placed upon the wharf and the agents were' called
upon to pay the freight for the oranges. They had it
taken into Court, and when they got into Court '.heir
bib of lading caused a verdict to be found against them,
and they had to pay for what they never got. I am
referring to the remarks made by Sir Joseph Ward to
show that in eases such as that I think the shipownerexercises, or the shipping law gives him the power to
exercise, lights that may be very unfairly applied.

The CHAIRMAN : That is one of the instanceswhich will be discussed.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not wish to detain you
at any great length, but I feel I must again thank vou
and thank the Imperial Government for the kindness
of their expressions regarding the Commonwealth of
Australia, and I speak on behalf of my Colony.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Will you allow me for onemoment, sir, with regard to the New Zealand Shipping
Act. I do not want to have any misunderstanding from
the point of view of New Zealand. The assent to that
Act was delayed for two years; it was a subject of
correspondence between the New Zealand Governmentand the British Government. The delay was owing tosome objections raised by British shipowners, but the
assent was finally given and it was not a conditionalassent. In the despatch the remark made was that thematter would be a subject of discussion afterwards. Iwant to make it quite clear that the New Zealand Govern-
ment would not under any conditions have agreed to a
conditional assent that its Parliament was not advised
of. There is no such thing as a conditional assent.

The CHAIRMAN : I did not put it like that.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I want to make it clear thatthat is not the position. I do not want perhaps later onin the discussion to find it stated that it was a con-ditional Act.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: The assent was not given
upon any understanding.

Mit. 11. BERTRAM COX : Oh, certainly not.

The CHAIRMAN : Perhaps we had better discuss
now the question of the adjournment. 1 understand
from the representatives of New Zealand and Sir William
Lyne that they are very anxious to meet next week.
Might we meet on Friday next week' We cannot do
very much this afternoon, but still we may clear the
ground a little.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I do not want 1., be n
sible for anybody else's business, but I cannot meet here
after the 11th.

The CHAIRMAN : tan you be here on the nth.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : Yes. in the morning.
I'm. CHAIRMAN : Supposing we make it Thursday

the 4th.

Hon-. W. M. HUGHES: If we only are to meet
on Wednesday week, that will only give us seven cleai
.lays before the Imperial Conference meets, and ill those
seven days we have to consider 500 or I'.IIU subsidiary
clauses to a Bill, some of them of great import

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not think we can settle
Bills.

THE CHAIRMAN : I do not think we can go beyondsettling principles. I do not want to anticipate difficulties,
but I do not think we can go beyond settlil
principles. Now, what about the 4th—Thursday?

Bn WILLI \M LYNE : Very well.
THE CHAIRMAN : What about the time'.' 11

o'clock—does that suit everybody? Very well, we will
say 11 o'clock.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Would it facilitate mattersat all'.' A suggestion was made as to what the powers ofthe respective Colonial Governments are, and the extent
to which they could exercise these powers—the ex-
pediency of that might be a matter that would come up—might we take it first?

I'm: CHAIRMAN : I thought of taking the coaslin,
trade first. I would not raise constitutional issues if Icould possibly avoid it. I do not think it is necessary ;
they are always very awkward questions. 1 might callthe Attorney-General here, but I think it is better not, if
we can possibly avoid it. I would rather deal, if the
Colonial delegates do not mind, with the matter as a
practical question which we can adjust. I think, on thewhole, we had better keep clear of these questions, if wecan.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Having the power does notimply it is exercised.
Tin. CHAIRMAN : One does not want to raise thesequestions il we can avoid them. The Imperial Govern-ment would rather not : we prefer discussing it on thehat you are fully within your rights! Well, nowt we have disposed of that question, shall we go on tothe question of the Press, what communications shall besent to the Press. It is important for vou. gentlemenfrom the Colonies, as it is for us.

Mn. BELCHER: With regard to this subject, 1 thinkit would be best to leave it to the discretion of no com-mittee of a Conference of this description, where interestsare, to some extent, very conflicting, to draw up thematter for the Press. I would suggest that the Hansardstaff or some of the Hansard staff, who are trustwo, Ihv—which I believe, they all are—should be admitted hereto this Conference, and thev should give, from a professional point of view, as reporters, a fair resume of whathas transpired during the different days. I (hink thatwould be the better plan.
THE CHAIRMAN: May 1 say about that, I dothink it will prejudice business if there is anything inthe nature of a debate which is reported in the Press Ithink it would be infinitely better if we had a conversa-tion rather than a debate. Well, Hansards are not eoodat reporting conversations, and therefore I think it willbe better that you should have a small, rather than afull report, of all the proceedings; that will be conduciveto business.
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Mr. H. BERTRAM COX : May 1 say that if we get
to discussing, as we may, constitutional questions ol
some sort, 1 should be very loth to see it reported in the
paper next day. One says things across the table which
one does not want to see" in print. There are very many
constitutional questions which one would like to look up
and consider very carefully.

I'm: CHAIRMAN : There is the Board of Trade
official reporter here taking a full note, but then that
would be- much too lengthy a thing for the Press. I
think it would be belter to have a summary of the pro
eeedings. Perhaps the' secretary would draft a summary
and submit it to us.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: May I say that we would like
Ihe report to be very concise. I understand we are here-
to discuss on business lines, and point out where there
an business difficulties. We do not want discussions on
these published, as they would get to our foreign com-
petitors

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I would suggest it be left
to your personal direction.

I'm. CHAIRMAN : I think the secretary would be
the best; he is absolutely impartial.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: May I make a suggestion.
We are a very long way from home, we may say
something, and it might be torn from its context in t
summary.

The CHAIRMAN : There is another question we
ought to discuss before we go any further, and that is the
selection of secretaries. The Board of Trade has selected
Mr. Webster. 1 do not know whether the Colonial dele-
gates would care to have secretaries.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : 1 have a secretary here, and
I think Sir Joseph Ward has

The CHAIRMAN : 1 think they may be treated as
joint secretaries of the Conference in that case.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not see any objection
to it.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well, then, we will treat
them as joint secretaries. They can consult together
about the minutes.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: We have not decided as to
what we are going to do as regards the summary.

The CHAIRMAN : I understood it was to be left to
the secretaries to draft some-thing and submit it to me as
President of the Conference, and then I would send it
along to the usual gentlemen to look over before we
handed it to the Press.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: We shall only want a care-
ful record of resolutions; I do not think we shall want
any summary of the discussion ; it is not as though we
were to adjourn for any length of time.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I do not think the -ingestion
that a shorthand report of the speeches should be sent to
each member of the Conference is a good one; I do not
think it is necessary. I should prefer not to see it. I
think if we arrive at decisions and a summary of the
proceedings is given, as has been suggested, that is suffi-
cient. There will, of course, be an honourable under-
standing that having decided the course lo follow we
do not say anything outside.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, that is very important; it
would only excite interest outside, and the shipping
interests might get very alarmed, and we do not wain
that.

ll.in. W. M. HUGHES: 1 think still it is a very
proper thing that the joint secretaries should say with
yourself what has been done and what resolutions have
been passed, and what has not been passed. Still, the
steps by which we arrive at those resolutions ought to be
left to the Press to report without any censorship at all.
That is my point. If the bare outlines of what has been
done in the Conference alone goes into an -authoritative
report, then on the other side of the world—which is a
very important one to us practically—there will be no
justification for any act we take at all.

The CHAIRMAN : Will not the Colonies' seenrl
see to that?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: 1 think there should
be a plain statement by yourself and the joint secretaries
as to what has been done. That this resolution was
moved by so-and-so, carried or lost, and then that the
full report should be just like an ordinary, say the
"Times" newspaper report of proceedings in the House,
and each newspaper can please itself to what extent it
prints when issued.

The CHAIRMAN : That comes to reporting the dis
cussion—does that mean that this Conference should be
open to the Press!

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : No.

THE CHAIRMAN : I think that would be disastrous
The report shall be submitted to you Sir William and
you Sir Joseph before it is communicated to tlm Press
at all. and your two secretaries will assist (he Imperial
Government secretary in drafting it, and then it would
come to me, and then I will pass it on.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not think we should
■have the Press at all.

Tin; CHAIRMAN : 1 think we will keep the Press
out; we can then talk much more freely. Is there any-
thing else to say before lunch? Very well then, we will
see now this arrangement works.

I'he Conference then adjourned for luncheon.

After lunch.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Llewellyn Smith wishes to
bring some points before the Conference.

Me. LLEWELLYN SMITH : 1 hope on behalf of
the Imperial Official Delegation to follow your instruc-
tions in your opening address, and also the suggestions
made by Sir Joseph Ward and Sir William Lyne that we
should keep so far as is possible, at the outset at all
events, to principles rather than to details, and by
principles 1 mean practical principles, not theoretical
discussions of questions of jurisdiction and validity and
treaty, and so on. These are important matters, but so
far as possible we can keep them aside. I think that on
the practical epiestions the delegates of the shipowners
will speak with more authority than any official can do,
but I think 1 may say at the outset that we understand
that their greatest desire is, so far as possible, that their
ships should not be subject to a multiplicity of codes of
regulations according to the ports with which they trade;
that in matters in which the Imperial legislation imposes
requirements and obligations on our shipowners and their
ships, that so far as it is possible these requirements
should be accepted reciprocally in all parts of the world.
Clearly from a business point of view their business is
not very much promoted and simplified if the British
ship having to conform to certain requirements as to
survey, as to construction, as to life-saving appliances,
as to accommodation, as to scale of provisions and so
forth by Imperial law, finds when it comes to an Aus-
tralian port that it has to be subjected to a wholly
different set of requirements covering those same grounds,
and that when it then goes on to New Zealand it is againsubjected to another code of requirements, and possibly
in other colonies it may find wholly different regulations,
say in South Africa or Canada. Clearly the business
of running British shipping is very much complicated.
Then of course there is our great wish—and I believe
it is the wish of the Colonial Delegations too—that
British shipping should not be handicapped by being
subjected by Colonial law to requirements more onerous
than they are in a position to impose on foreign shipping
with which we are in keen competition. There are
other matters, but perhaps these are quite sufficient to
open this discussion. I have mentioned survey, accom-
modation, safety regulations, scales of provisions, and
then of course there is the manning scale which we
have not got by Imperial law ; but with the exception
of manning, our Imperial Acts of 1894 and 1906—.specially I would refer to the recent Act of 1906—
impose requirements of an onerous kind upon British
ships. Could we perhaps have some discussion as to
how far it would be possible, from a business point of
view, that compliance with the conditions of our Act of
1906 might be recognised as substantially equivalent to
compliance with the corresponding requirements of the
Australian law. If so, 1 think it would get over a
great many of our difficulties. I do not know whether
you wish me to open on other things, Sir, or that being
one part of our subject?
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I'm. CHAIRMAN : 1 thought you were going to open
on survey.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Survey is the first of
all.
'flit CHAIRMAN : Of course you have- to take them

in detail. After all, some of them I think we should
be able to accept; others would require some dis.
and others we could adjust, but we have to discuss each
of them in detail.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : As regards survey, I
mean in the first place to take survey. Could our certi-
ficate which applies to passenger ships be accepted in
lieu of any requirements as to survey in Australia?

I'm; CHAIRMAN: Perhaps Mr. Norman Hill will,
on behalf of the shipowners, explain the difficulties
which the British shipowners feel at the present moment
in reference to this variety of standard regulations.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: May 1 suggest that half a
dozen points upon which a settlement is required should
be named, and then let us ascertain whether it is possible
really to have a compromise so as to adjust Imperial law
to conform to Colonial law or Colonial law to Imperial.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: 1 think Mr. Llewellyn Smith
has indicated in those particular regulations to which he
has referred the points which are most important. It
appears to us as shipowners that we must have regard to
the two essentially different types of ship which arc-
engaged in trade. You have firs! of all the liner which
devotes itself to the trade between this country and
Australia or New Zealand : it is a very important factor
in maintaining communication both for this country
and for the Colonies, but that type of vessel, although
perhaps looming largest in the public mind, is not the
dig cargo carrier of the world. You have, apart from
the liner, the very much amount of shipping
which is engaged in the trade of the world. Now with
regard to the liner, where the practical difficulty comes
in is that there is a very large amount of capital in-
vested in the vessel in order to provide the speed anil
the accommodation necessary fen the ocean voyage, and
it is disastrous from a business point of view- and it. is
impossible from a business point of view—to have the
liner's voyage interrupted by demands on the time '>f the
ship to go through surveys in its ports of call. Of course.
Sir, with regard to liners they are- all certificated to carry
passengers from this country, and I think a careful ex-
amination of our Act, more especially as amended by the
Act of last session, would satisfy the Conference that
there is a very high standard indeed of efficiency and
seaworthiness required from all vessels holding Imperial
Board of Trade certificates. I have at different times
had fo go very closely indeed into the requirements of
other nations, and 1 am satisfied that our standards are
substantially higher than tin- standard of any other
nation. Well, Sir, when you come to questions of survey
applying to that type of vessel, the greatest difficulty—
of course the survey is costly—l do not think we should
have any fear ot' coining up to the standards but the
great and insuperable difficulty is interrupting the voyage
and devoting the time. The survey, 1 take it. to be-
absolutely effective, as our survey is. would have to take
place whilst the vessel was in dry dock.

Mi; JOSEPH WARD : Would you allow n,.
in- iiie-nt. Under the New Zealand Act it says. Clause 186,
"Where a certificate has been granted to any steamship
"by the Imperial Board of Trade, and is still in force-.
"that steamship need not be again surveyed under this
" Act."

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is so.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: That is all right. There is
only one more step so far as New Zealand is concerned,
and. that is, it is quite possible for us. although a liner,
a regular trader, is not in fact carrying passengers, and
is not fitted with passenger accommodation, to submit
voluntarily that ship to the Board of Trade survey. We
cannot get a passenger certificate because we have not
got the berthing accommodation and such things, but so
far as the safety of the ship, the construction and the
materials of which she is constructed, the efficiency of
her engines and all such matters are concerned, we can
voluntarily pass that ship through exactly the same
survey as if she were qualified for a passenger cert ill. ate-.
and the Board of Trade will give us a certificate showing

that that vessel conforms to the standard or would con-
form to the standard if she had berthing accommodation
put in. Now as long as that class of vessel is not actually

ing possengers, we claim that having voluntarily
subjected ourselves to that survey, that that should be
treated as a passenger survey. Now. Sir, before you come
to the other type there is just one other particular ease-
to which we would like to refer with regard to passenger
ships, and that is the life-saving appliances and regula-
tions. We have recently had a very difficult question
arising with the United States Government. It arose
particularly with regard to the life belts to be carried on
board the ships. The Board of Trade, having carefully
considered the matter, decided that we should carry one
particular type of life belt; the United States Govern-
ment having can-fully considered the matter, decided that
we si Id carry quite a different type of life belt, and we
had come to the point in which the vessels—the very big
passenger-carrying vessels engaged between this country
and the United States would have had to have sailed
with two life belts for each person on board—one accord-
ing to the- Board of Trade requirements and one accord-
ing to the United States requirements. That appeared
to be absolutely the only solution of the difficulty.
Well. Sir, we made representations to the Board and the
Board made representations to the United States.
Goodness knows what the passengers would have done
with these two life belts on board and which they
would have taken if we had kept both. I do not
know what would have been the result, but finally we
came to a conclusion. The United States agreed with
this country that a ship which was conforming to the
standard of this country with regard to life-saving appli-
ances should be admitted into the United States, and in
the same way the luitecl States ships complying accord-
ing to the standards of their country, should be admitted
into our ports, and it has worked so since; and it is not
only with regard to life-saving appliances we have these
understandings. We have these understandings with
regard to all the nations whose vessels come here for
passengers. For instance, the German ships, if the
Board of Trade is satisfied that the standard in force on
ih. German pasesnger ships is substantially the same as
our standard, there is no survey. We admit German
ships-we admit French ships—we have admitted French
ships. We admit the vessels of the United States.
There is a kind of reciprocity in dealing with these
standards. Now. Sir, these are the particular points
dealing with passenger lines, but when you come to the

rriers whose services we venture to think
are of the very greatest importance to the world, the
matter is equally if not more important. You have a,
vessel which is despatched from this country, a vessel
which has been brought up to our standard. 'The owner
knows the particular employment he has secured for that
vessel the first voyage, but he knows no more. The crew
may be signed on for two or three years, and that vessel
starts from this country meaning to accept employment
in any part of the world wherever it offers. Now it is of
the utmost importance that that vessel should be free to
trade provided it has observed all necessary precautions
with regard to the securing of the safety of life and pro-
perty at sea, and that that vessel should be employed in
trade wherever employment offers. We cannot see our
way to despatch a vessel on that kind of voyage, if it
has to comply with varying standards and it is that kind
of employ nt which, to my mind, has cheapenedcarriage by sea more than anything else; it is the getting
over the difficulty of vessels in ballast. If you are ready
to take employment wherever it offers, and your ship is
ecpiipped for that employment, you do not lose on voyagesin ballast, and so have to recoup yourself out of the

-os that you are looking for.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: We meet all that under our
Act,

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Substantially.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Actually.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I am not quite sure that it
-0.-s so far as that at all points.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It says this on page 79,
elans.- 197:—"The Governor in Council may from time
"to lime make rules (in this Act called 'rules for life-
■-saving appliances') with respect to all or any of the■following matters, namely:—(a) The arranging of
"British ships into classes, having regard to the services
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" in which they are employed, to the nature and duration
"of the voyage, and to the number of persons carried.''

Mr. NORMAN HILL: You have the power. It is
not in any way provided in your Bill that compliance with
our standard "shall be taken as compliance with yours.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is the gist of the whole
thing.

I'm: CHAIRMAN : Yes. Speaking generally, in deal-
ing between nation and nation; but it is different as
dealing between the Home Country and the Colonies. In
dealing as between nation and nation it is the law ot
the place which settles all those matters as we under-
stand it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: What would you do with
foreign ships coming to Australia—German and oth

The CHAIRMAN: Apart from the coast trade-. Ishould have thought there would have been the greatest
difficulty, from the point of view of international law.
for your regulating in any way the kind of life-saving
appliances of that vessel carried on the voyage from the
German port to y port. Speaking generally, we have
always understood it is the law of the place which
kites all those matters.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: These vessels carry our
passengers.

Tin CHAIRMAN : I thought of keeping coasting out
for the present.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Those vessels come the saun-
as British liners come and enter into the trade on our
coast, anil though we do not interfere with them at sea,
when they come- on our coast and do our trade, we think
it is right that we should interfere with them.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: But may we take it—taking
the point separately — the voyage— not the coasting
voyage—the oversea voyage —the voyage of a vessel
which touches at foreign and your ports. Now we would
not suggest—I do not think it is in the interest of
British shipowners to suggest that you should say, " I
"as you phase, do what you please on your ships."
All we suggest is this, that if we point to standards
which are enforced here and which we have to obey and
observe in all other waters, if those standards substan-
tially are of the kind that you have in your minds, that
vou should then not make difficulty. It may be as it
was with regard to the United States Government that
we are most anxious to provide efficient life belts, but
there is no sense in having two life belts on board a ship
—I mean, speaking with great respect—we have eminent
officials here—but the less we have to do with the official
in managing our ships the better we believe the business
gets on, and if instead of having to do with one official
and one set of regulations, you have to think of differences
in them all over the world which are required for each
particular trade and special classes of ships—and directly
you begin limiting trades to special classes of ships you
must I think be punished in freights ; instead of having
the ship which is serving the world at your disposal and
instead of having the benefit of part of a round voyage,
directly you get to the point where you have a variety of
vessels conforming to particular standards for particular
trades, then you have at once limited competition. You
make special classes and you have to specialise in those
trades. Now that we think is bad business for our
customers. We know it is a most harassing bad business
for ourselves, and the point we want to put is that if
there is substantial compliance, substantial conformitywith the standards—that one nation is now in the practiceof accepting such substantial conformity from other
nations, it is only reasonable we should ask for the
I lonic- Country that the Colony should not put us in
any worse position than other nations. Other nations
accept this substantial conformity. That is the parti-cular point that presses on us, and I think the pointsMr. Llewellyn Smith has referred to are the particular
instances dealing with the oversea trade, where we
would be harassed and have our business made far
more costly by the strict interpretation, certainly of
the Australian Bill, and we would like to see tin-
New Zealand Bill made absolutely precise : that con-
formity to these- standards shall be accepted—not thatthey may be.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : May I ask Sir JosephWard with respect to Section 197. Have yon maderules under that Act ■

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Yes, following the Board of
Trade.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Are they identical?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : They may not be identical,
but wherever there is a difference the Board of Trade,
if they write to our Marine Department which takes
the place of the Board of Trade in our Colony—we
correspond with them and conform if we can.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL: Taking it as a prin-
ciple, you do accept the Board of Trade rules, as to
Life Saving appliances

Sin JOSEPH WARD : Yes.

Sn: WILLIAM LYNE : What?

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Tin- Board of Trade rules,
which an- a different thin- from stipulations. We are
in correspondence with them, and in all instances are
agreed upon points where there have been differences.
That does not raise the question of what the rate of
wages is going to be.

Tin: CHAIRMAN: That is a different point.
Mr. JAMES MILLS : You spoke of vessels visiting

the Colonies which are able substantially to comply with
the requirements of the Board of Trade. How are they
to ascertain that they do so

Mr. NORMAN HILL: If we voluntarily subjectourselves to the Board of Trade survey, they do not
issue a passenger certificate, but they issue a certificate to
the effect that that vessel has been surveyed in accordancewith the requirements of the Passenger Act, and subject
to her being fitted and provided with berthing and other
acce nimodation, she would be entitled to a Board of
Trade certificate.

Mr. JAMES MILLS : Why should not the Board
of Trade give that certificate ? In New Zealand everylis surveyed—a survey equivalent to the Board of
Trade -every vessel from 100 tons is subjected to thesame- survey. British ships inn all over the world with-
out a survey certificate, and with boilers which passLloyd's test, but they do not pass the Board of Trade
test, and the moment these vessels apply for the Board
of Trade certificate in the colony 10 lbs. is taken offthe pressure; although the boilers are practically as goodas the Board of Trade boilers, they will not pass the
Board of Trade test. That is one point I intend tobring up. Could not the Board of Trade test be broughtint.. line with Lloyd's? It seems absurd that a boatwhich carries Lloyd's certificate cannot pass the Board ofTrade- survey because of some- technical difference in thebuilding of the boilers.

Captain CHALMERS: Do you mind telling us whatthe distinction is ?

Mr. JAMES MILLS: Between Lloyd's test and
yours.

Captain CHALMERS : It is a distinction in the designof the boiler.
Mr. JAMES MILLS: Presumably Lloyd's is goodenough.
Captain CHALMERS : Lloyd's is good enough as faras seaworthiness goes, but our standard is above sea-worthiness—with regard to the purely cargo ships thefact of the vessel being allowed to go to sea is quitesufficient to show that she is seaworthy in our estimationOur surveyors at the different ports exercise strict super-

vision over every ship, and if they have reason to suspectany ship they go on board, and the fact of the ship beingallowed to leave our ports is evidence that she is sea-worthy.

Mr. JAMES MILLS : As a matter of fact thevwould not pass the Board of Trade survey because- ~'fsome technical difference with regard to the boilersdo not know what it is.

Me. WALTER J. HOWELL : I think the wholetrade is different in your colony. You say you musthave a Government survey of every ship. Here we donot say that, we say that it would require an army of sur-veyors to provide for a survey of every ship. We thinkthat the better plan is the one we have adopted in this
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country, in which we only interfere with the ship when
it is unfit to go to sea. We have not gone the length
of having an official survey in every case. You would,
however, not want so many surveyors as we do.

Mr .' _MES MILLS : The whole point appears to be
,asv of solution. Under our Shipping Act, clause 185,
where a certificate has been granted to any ship by the
Imperial .Board of Trade and is still in force, that steam-
ship need not be again surveyed under this Act.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : That is the passenger steamer.

Mr. JAMES MILLS : Why should not the Board of
Trade give a certificate if it is warranted?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We despatch a vessel to
South America, but you do not know what her next
voyage will be. You may go to Europe, New Zealand, or
North America—you do not know where she is going.
Before we start "that vessel we. should have to subject
her if you like, to an equivalent of your passenger
survey. Our Act of Parliament provides no compulsory
surveys.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: In every instance your pas-, Bteamers have passenger certificate*!

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Yes.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Now, instead of asking the
Colony to alter its laws, is it not a practical solution of
it for the Imperial Government to say that the cargo
steamers shall obtain the Board of Trade certificate, and
the whole thing is ended?

Captain CHALMERS : That would be impracticable.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : The Treasury would not give

the money.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Your Lloyd's surveyors could
be appointed officials under your Board of Trade-.

Mil WALTER J. HOWELL: That would be quite
against the whole spirit of the English law under which
the surveys have to be Government surveys, and in

considering the acceptance of the- surveys of German and
other ships under our new Act, we are laying it down
as a condition that every ship should have a certificate
of Government survey, not the certificate of any com-
mercial body.

Shi JOSEPH WARD: Very well then, make it a
Government survey.

Mr LLEWELLYN SMITH : As Sir Joseph Ward
has said, the New Zealand Act goes a long way towards
meeting these points. You accept, of course, our pas-
senger certificate.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : They have no passenger certi-
ficates. '

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : When we get to the
cargo boats, if the cargo boats voluntarily undergo our
survey, then you accept that certificate. It only re-
mains, therefore, to consider cargo boats which do not,
and that we might consider further—l mean the question
whether we can meet them.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is the crux of the whole
difficulty. This is of course a New Zealand Act. Now
if Sir William Lyne is in accord with the New Zealand
Act in that respect it would go a long way.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : If Australia would go as far
as New Zealand has already gone-, we might consider it
—it goes a long way.

Mr. BELCHER : I should like to ask for what
length of time are the certificates granted—the British
certificates.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Twelve months.

Mr. BELCHER : Then I would like to ask this
question. In the event of one of your vessels which is
running under a certificate making a long voyage and
eventually reaching New Zealand, if that certificate
has expired, would there be any objection on the part
of the shipowners or the Imperial authorities to allow
that ship to be resurveyed under the conditions which

prevail in New Zealand? The difficulty I see in con-
nection with the matter is that some of your ships
leave Britain and they are away for very long terms—
I believe in some cases it reaches as much as three
years. That in the opinion of our authorities in New
Zealand is too long for any ship to run without examina-
tion. There may be a defect, brought under the
notice of the New Zealand authorities for instance,
and simply because that vessel comes to New Zea-
land with a Board of Trade certificate which has ex-
pired, the New Zealand authorities would not be able
to put their examiner on board that ship to find out
what defects there really are.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH: I think we may take
it that we mean by certificate an unexpired certificate
—a certificate that is in force.

Mr. BELCHER : How many of them must there be
which are expired while the vessels are running on these
long voyages?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: The only certificates which
'exist belong to liners, the other ships do not carry
certificates. Those to which we have referred have
gone voluntarily and said, "Although we do not want
" to carry passengers, will you please survey us as if
"we did." Of ...ins.-, there is one point we must
bear in mind. The test applied by the Board of Trade
to passenger liners is far in excess of the standard
of seaworthiness. The difficulty I see, as our Act
now stands — our Merchant Shipping Act—is that
the Board of Trade has no power to issue such certi-
ficate! .

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It can get it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Yon say it can get it, but if
you have any experience of getting anything out of
our Parliament—we have nearly broken the President's
heart worrying him over the Bill of last Session.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Mr. Norman Hill I
think will agree with me that if the shipowners were
unanimous in approaching the Board of Trade, asking
them to pass a Bill so that they might voluntarily sub-
ject their ships to its examination with a view to getting
:. certificate, I do not think the Board of Trade would
out any obstacles in the way of that Bill passing.

I'm: PRESIDENT : It is not the Board of Trade.
It is getting it through Parliament.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: I do not think Parlia-
ment would object on a matter where we were
unanimous.

Mr. ANDERSON : Should we be unanimous?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : If you think of the position

of Newcastle in Australia, where we are getting ships
practically from all parts of the world—not British
ships—which come for coal—if we had not the power
to survey these ships they could do what they liked,
so that we cannot give up the power to survey if it
is necessary. I passed a Navigation Act—l think it was
the last year I was in the State Parliaments—in conse-
quence of some of these and other ships that were not
seaworthy going to sea and foundering.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: We have all that provided
for.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We do not want to interfere
with your power to detain unseaworthy ships.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: We want the power to see
whether they are seaworthy or not, especially ships you
have no control over, and there are a very large number
of foreign ships which come to Newcastle. I instance
that because they would come under any Act we agreed
to pass. We have had a great deal of trouble—we had
eight ships in one year which left the port of New-
castle for foreign ports and were never heard of or
were known to have foundered.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That power we have now—we
can survey any ship.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You can, but we want the
right to do it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes, we have the Marine De-
partment—a Navigation Department—and we had a case
only a short time ago.
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not think that is
a question which is raised. The question is not as to
whether there should be power to survey, if it is con-
sidered necessary to survey, but whether the survey
having already taken place, it should be recognised in
Australia over the period for which it is issued. That
is the point I understand.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : As it is in New Zea-
land?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I understood it was as to the
power of survey ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL, : It is the question here of
standards, not se iworthiness. For instance, the Board
have got one theory with regard to the construction of
boilers and Lloyds have got another. Probably there
is hardly anything to choose between the two. They
are both equally effective, and the ship which is up
to either standard is thoroughly seaworthy. Now that
is quite different from the ship which has departed
from both these standards. If the ship has departed
from both those standards and is unseaworthy there is
public danger, and she should be stopped, Jbut if she
has conformed to one of those standards it would be
unreasonable to enforce a third—if you please, equally
good standard, or if you please, a slightly better standard
—which did not really affect the seaworthiness. That
is the point we are on. It is this question of standards,
not seaworthiness.

The CHAIRMAN : Take this, Sir William, here is
the New Zealand Act, " Where a certificate has been
" granted to any steamship by the Imperial Board of
"Trade and is still in force, that steamship need not
"be again surveyed."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That was just the point
which was objected to.

The CHAIRMAN : That does not prevent your sur-
veying it if you have good reason to believe that the
vessel is unseaworthy.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There is provision in the
Bill; this reference is not so much to the report of the
Royal Commission, because it does not deal, as a matter
of fact, with the survey except as to the necessity of
inspectors which the Bill provides ; that is the Common-
wealth Bill.

The CHAIRMAN : That is the new Bill.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The Australian Bill, the

original Bill on which the Royal Commission sat, and
it has not been altered, I think I am correct in saying,
in that respect.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : What is that?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Section 198. " The Minister
" may, if he is satisfied that the immediate resurvey of
"any steamship would occasion unreasonable or un-
" necessary expense or inconvenience, and that no
" danger to a ship or crew, passenger, or cargo will
"arise from the extension, extend the time for her next
"resurvey and the currency of her certificate of survey
" for any period not exceeding one month," that is not
very much. And Clause 202, "In cases where the
" Minister is satisfied in regard to any British ship not
" registered in Australia or any foreign ship that the
" requirements of this Act have been substantially com-
" plied with, he may :—

"(a) dispense with any further survey of the ship;
" and

" (6) give a certificate which shall have the same effect
"as if given upon survey under this Act.

" Provided that the Governor-General may direct that
"this section shall not apply in cases where it appears
"to him that reciprocal treatment is not given to Aus-
" tralian ships."

The CHAIRMAN : You want to give something
further than that, and have each survey recognised?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Of course, this is the
Minister ; we have no Board of Trade.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We do not want to interfere
with your provisions for the unsafe ships; we keep that
quite distinct.

3—A. sa.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Mr. President, might I be
allowed to move a motion, putting on record what we
are trying to get at : " That it be a suggestion to the
" Board of Trade to provide for the issue of survey
"certificates in the case of non-passenger vessels."?

Captain CHALMERS : That would be quite imprac-
ticable.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : That it be a suggestion?

The CHAIRMAN (to Captain Chalmers) : Why?
Captain CHALMERS : From the point of view of

present practice, I may say the passenger ships that
we do survey are about one-fifteenth part of our tonnage,
so that we would have to multiply our surveyors by 10.
It would-be about 2,100 instead of 140. We would have
to have 2,100 for our mercantile marine, and we do not
survey the passenger ships every day ; we survey them
once in 12 months.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I would suggest to Sir
Joseph Ward that that does not get over the point raised.
That is that there should be recognition of British certi-
ficates.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have got that in our Act

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes; but that is the point
at issue.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes; that does not quite meet
it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think the point is, to meet
the difficulties of the shipowners who complain that in
the Colonies their survey is not recognised by what
is the Board of Trade in the Colonies. Now in our
country, the Marine Department recognises the Board
of Trade certificates, and we say so in our Act. We
make no difference between passenger and other ships.
We say, "Where a certificate has been granted to any
"steamship." Now the point arises; you issue a Board
of Trade certificate to passengers steamers, but to a
cargo steamer a Lloyd's certificate is issued. Let the
option be at the disposal of the shipowner to say which
he will have. If he elects to take the Lloyd's certifi-
cate, he goes out to the Colonies with the certain know-
ledge that he may be called upon by the Marine De-
partment there to have a fresh survey because he has
not a Board of Trade certificate. He can take the risk
therefore.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If the Board would accept
Lloyd's certificate it would save us the extra fees.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We will consider that.
It is a very big thing for us. I undertake that the
Board of Trade considers that.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think my resolution would
be : " That it be a suggestion to the Board of Trade to
" provide for the issue of a survey certificate in the
"case of non-passenger vessels." If they elect to accept
for their guidance Lloyd's Surveyor's Authority to issue
a certificate, why should not they?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It is complete as regards
New Zealand, but to make that of practical value it
would have to be followed on behalf of Australia; ifsuch certificates are granted for oversea traffic, will they
be accepted ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is the point.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : In our country it is beyond

all question. We accept the Imperial Board of trade
certificate for any steamship without distinction.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But you reserve yourself the
right not to do so. Before I personally agree to it I
should like to consider it well.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: Might I put it to the Board
of Trade in this way. That although a British vessel
holds a passenger certificate, if any one of the Board's
officers thinks that at any particular moment she is
an unsafe ship, could that vessel be stopped? I mean,
sir, although she has a passenger certificate and it is
still running. The surveyor would at once stop her inthis country.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : And in our country, too.
The CHAIRMAN : So there is no suggestion we should

interfere with your discretion—and the same thing will
apply to your own certificate.
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Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes, we have power to do it.

The CHAIRMAN : How do you deal with foreign
vessels ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : In the same way.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you claim the power of survey
of all foreign vessels ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Yes; if she is unseaworthy
she will not be allowed to go out.

The CHAIRMAN : We do the same to foreign
vessels.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Would this apply to the in-
ternal arrangements of the ship ? Supposing it ship did
not give proper accommodation in various ways but
still was seaworthy, do you propose that to come under
the provision you have now or the New Zealand pro-
vision ?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It would have to have
a certificate—an unexpired certificate—and the conditions
are pretty stringent.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Quite so; it comes under the
question, but these points do not touch survey at all.

Sie WILLIAM LYNE : That is what I want to know.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is a different point.
The CHAIRMAN : That is a different point, and we

must pass on to that.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It seems to me that we

might come to some arrangement, although I would not
like to say positively at the present time. When it comes
to the question of internal arrangements of a ship, even
though she may be seaworthy,—

The CHAIRMAN : Do you mean accommodation for
the crew ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Yes; and a variety of other
things. These are important matters. She may be sea-worthy, but she may not in the estimation of Australia
be fit to go to sea in that regard. If that does not
apply to that at all, but only as to whether she is
fit to go to sea as a seaworthy ship, then of course it
does not seem to me that the scope is so large.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : So as not to put anybody in
a difficult position in voting, I give notice of motion of
that at the next meeting.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, and it would give us time
to consider whether we cannot meet it. It would involve
an increase in our staff.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Then I give notice of motion.
The CHAIRMAN : The certificate shall be accepted,subject, of course, to the power of the authority, iftheir surveyor thinks the vessel is unseaworthy, to order

a resurvey.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON, M.P. : Might I just
say a word as representing the seamen on this. Ofcourse, when I am speaking of the seamen, we representthe trade to all parts of the world—New Zealand, Aus-
tralia, and everywhere else, and they are all interested
in this question. We do not want in any way to incon-venience the British shipowners, but rather the other way
—to help them. But we do think that with regard tocargo resaela which do not commence their voyage fromthe United Kingdom, and as a matter of fact nevertouch the United Kingdom for years, we do think itwould be a good thing if these vessels go to Australiaand have never been surveyed here for years, and goto New Zealand or elsewhere, that unless they have a
Board of Trade certificate showing that thev have beensubjected to some survey within a reasonable time, wethink that Australia or New Zealand ought to have the
right to survey those vessels.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: But in your case the Boardof Trade certificate would have expired, and thereforeit would be quite
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: 1 am speaking ofcargo vessels that are not subject to survey; I am notspeaking of passenger vessels.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I agree; but the suggestion
made by Sir Joseph Ward is this : that a cargo vessel
can voluntarily subject herself to the same surveys as
passenger vessels and have a Board of Trade certifi-
cate. In that case it should be treated as prima facie.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : We agree.
Mb. NORMAN HILL : But your case is the case of

a vessel which does not touch a British port for 12
months, and therefore the certificate has expired, and
she goes to an Australian port as an unsurveyed ship.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: Yes; we fall in with
that.

Mb. NORMAN HILL: She has no certificate; it
has expired.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Under Section 5, Clause 186,
it is provided where any certificate has expired the
Marine Department may issue a certificate.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : That would be satis-
factory to us.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What is the duration of your
certificate ?

Mr LLEWELLYN SMITH : Twelve months.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Cargo?
.Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH: Yes; but the sugges-

tion is that there should be a certificate for cargo
vessels—that should be a twelve months' certificate.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : That is a difficulty.
The CHAIRMAN : Two or three years for a cargovessel ?
Mr. NORMAN HILL: Yes.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH: I see. At any ratethat is a suggestion which will be a very useful one for

consideration, not only by the Colonial Representatives,
but by the representatives of the shipowners and the
Board of Trade.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I suggest to the shipowners
iMI they should supplement that by way of notice of
motion, to the effect that in all Colonial legislation it
be provided that the Imperial Board of Trade certificate
be accepted. If you provide for the two classes of
steamers, then you meet the whole position.

Mb. NORMAN DILL : Is it possible as a matter ofbusiness to simplify this practical difficulty—the diffi-culty of expense and the difficulty of carrying a Billthrough, by taking Lloyd's classification certificate, therecognised class certificate ?
Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is for the Board of

Trade.
I'm: CHAIRMAN : If it satisfies the Board of Trade

—it is a matter for them to look into—we must consultCaptain Chalmers on that first.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: On page 31 of your BlueBook—the report of the Royal Commission—we deal withthis question of seaworthiness. (Section 9, Section 10,Section 12, Section 13, and Section 14.) Survey pro-per is dealt with under Section 13, and it is proposedto have that particular kind of survey that you are

now

The CHAIRMAN : That is the one; yes.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: General condition of thevessel—deck, hull, and so on. We want to detain anyvessel that for any cause at all within the meaning of theAct and within our powers is unfit to go to sea—where she

is unfit according to Section 13 of our report, that is—her hull or boiler3 or her engines are insufficient, orwhere she is unfit by reason of insufficient life-saving
provisions, or the deck and load lines, and so on. Wellnow, before the Commission the representatives of theGerman and the French lines appeared and they said—the Manager of the Messageries Maritime! man, hesaid—in France they had a survey, and they hadcertificates which were in fact an equivalent and wereaccepted by the Board of Trade, and they askedus, would we accept them? The scope of theBill in dealing with seaworthiness under Section 9
is limited to all British ships and to all foreignships carrying passengers or cargo shipped in anyport in Australia to any port in the British
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dominions. That will exclude all French, German, and
other foreign passengers which trade directly from the
Commonwealth to some port other than to a port in the
British Dominions. Very well. Now we come to life-
saving provisions. That will apply to all ships regis-
tered in Australia. That would be purely coasting ships
—ships licensed to trade on the Australian coast. Then
there is a class of ship which comes under Part VII
of our Bill—that is a class of ship that, although not
registered in Australia, is licensed to carry cargo and
passengers by reason of her paying the same rates or
observing Commonwealth conditions. We need not dis-
cuss that just now. And these ships continuously trading
to any part of the Commonwealth, whose articles are
drawn out in the Commonwealth and whose final port
of discharge of crew is in the Commonwealth. Then
Chapter 12 of the report—deck and load line.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You will have to explain what
that means.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: This deck and load line to
apply to all ships leaving Australia except those belong-
ing to countries whose load lines are accepted by the
British Board of Trade. I do not think we should object
to anything like that. Then we have an inspecticn, but
in addition to that we have asked that seaworthiness
should be amended to include sufficient manning. And
personally I say as far as I know the spirit of the Parlia-
ment—certainly as far as I know the spirit of the
majority of the Commission and I think the spirit of the
majority of the people of Australia—they will most
emphatically insist thai? no ship shall leave Australia
unless she is properly manned. And seaworthiness
cannot be held to be as under the Board of Trade now ;
a ship may leave anyhow—you cannot detain her. Un-
seaworthiness now does not consist in having too small a
crew.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You could detain her—yes,
if she does not have sufficient crew. But I will not
say what a ship can do—a ship can go to sea grossly
undermanned so far as officers are concerned.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Not so far as we are—

Hoti. W. M. HUGHES : Our idea is she should be
manned, and that she should be sufficiently officered
and sufficiently manned, and all this is included in the
term seaworthiness. Now, if we are going to discuss
this, then I think we ought to realise that we are touch
ing a very big question. If it is merely the survey of
the ship and the hull, that is another matter entirely.
Only let us know where we are.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : The point I put was merely
as to survey.

Mb. WALTER J. HOWELL : Part 13 Survey, in-
cluding hull and machinery, and life-saving appliances.
Those are the only two. We are reserving the other
points; we have something we want to say on the other
points.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes, all right; but you will
excuse my pointing this out. We want to delimit this
thing which you call survey.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We want to say somethingabout manning and about seaworthiness. But the pre-
sent proposal we wanted to limit to surveys of hulls,machinery, and life-saving appliances.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is one kind of sea-
worthiness.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : And we want reciprocity.We do not want to have to toe the line to a differentstandard in each of the countries.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : You are not dealing with thequestion of manning at all.

The CHAIRMAN : Not at the moment; of coursewe have to discuss it, but 1 think we might confine our-
selves for the moment to the points submitted by Mr.Norman Hill.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am quite agreeable.
The CHAIRMAN : And the voyages referred to arenot necessarily those voyages referred to by Mr.

Hughes; you are speaking of oversea traffic pure and
simple.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : To begin with.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Those read out by Mr.
Hughes are peculiar. With regard to the survey of
hull, machinery, and life-saving appliances, 1 think
that should be general—whatever trade. If the ship
is good enough for the oversea trade in these particu-
lars— conforming to those standards—I think that
ought to apply everywhere, whether coasting or over-
sea.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The course you take would
under this proposal divide the survey into more than
one part. It is suggested by this Royal Commission
that the survey should go further than you do—should
be extended to include other things. And in a Bill
which is prepared now, but which has not been before
our Parliament—I do not know whether it was in the
original Act.—no ship shall be deemed seaworthy unless
she is in a fit state as to condition of hull and equip-
ment of boilers and machinery, stowage of ballast and
cargo, number and qualification of crew (including
officers) and in every other respect to encounter the
ordinary perils of the voyage entered upon. That is a
clause of a Bill which will probably be submitted to
our Parliament. That causes me to ask how far you
are going on this question of survey here. It is desired
that the survey shall not only include the hull, boilers,
and so on, but every thing connected with the ship as is
provided here and as Mr. Hughes has referred to.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What would be the effect
of a certificate survey in reference to hull, machinery,
and engines in the case of a ship unseaworthy for other
causes? You may have reciprocity with the Board of
Trade, but if it only covers part of that which is
understood by the generic term of "unseaworthy" the
vessel could go to sea. Therefore in discussing these
questions about an arrangement, we mean something
which will enable the vessel to go to sea, or stop hel
from going to sea.

The CHAIRMAN : It is a question of time verylargely. What would take time is not the computa-tion of the number of the crew—that would take a very
short time—but a survey of the ship would take a verylong time. Therefore the first point I think we ought
to consider is this, whether you would accept, cam
Board of Trade certificate as far as No. 13 is concerned
and No. 10. If you do, at any rate you save time.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Quite so. You save the
time of the ship. You do not have to put her throughall this, which would take a very long time.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Yes, but first of all there isthe complying with the original survey certificate. Do
we accept that? And secondly, the length of time it
is current.

The CHAIRMAN : Those are the points—under 10and 13 here in the Blue Book.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is periodical survey,really.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I think the recom-mendation of the Committee is very largely the same asin Australia.

The CHAIRMAN : Very largely.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: I understand that ■ifthe Board of Trade can see their Way to issue certi-ficates of this character, they would be accepted.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : They are issued now ifthey are asked for, and the whole question now is, willAustralia and New Zealand accept those certificates whenthey are issued ?
The CHAIRMAN : In so far as Sections 10, 12, and13 are concerned, leaving manning outside for the pre-sent.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Won't that create confusion ?We should have to go and destroy your certificate if wesaid the ship was not properly manned.
Sir JOSEPH WARD: But that is a different thin"altogether. The Act deals with that.
The CHAIRMAN : You would only accept our certi-ficate as evidence that the hull and machinery and thehfe-saving appliances were all right.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : And we don't give up anyright in regard to manning, or the right to survey. I_
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we consider it the right thing to have a survey. I want
to see that we have the power to do it.

The CHAIRMAN : Certainly. We have got the
power ourselves.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : After a ship has been built and
has got a proper certificate we can't say, " You must
"alter your accommodation," but you could condemn the
ship for being unseaworthy quite independent of the
question of a proper certificate.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But supposing a ship has not
got the accommodation that she should have, I think
we ought to retain the right to say that she is to be de-
tained until she has the proper accommodation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Supposing we agreed to a
Board of Trade certificate in reference to British ships
and other ships, how do you give a certificate in the
case of a foreign country ? Is it by a reciprocal
arrangement ? Do you recognise her certificate if she
recognises yours? If so that is not very satisfactory
to us.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We ha've to be satisfied
that their conditions are equivalent to ours.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The fact seems to be that the
Board of Trade enter into an arrangement, say, with
Germany or France, by which they say, "If you will
"accept our certificate, we will accept yours."

Ma. NORMAN HILL : But that is only done on
the understanding that their certificate is granted on sub-
stantially the same terms as ours.

Mb. CUNLIFFE: It is Section 363 of the Imperial
Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That applies to passenger
steamers only.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am bound to say that it
does not strike me as being very satisfactory. It ought
to apply to all ships—cargo and passengers. I take it
that the consul or officer acts on the information and
report of his experts, and it is upon that report that
you grant the certificate.

Captain CHALMERS : No, the consul has only to
indorse the certificate. We get the regulations from
the foreign country, and we go through them side byside with our own, and if they are substantially the
same as ours we instruct the consul : "All you have to
"do is to satisfy yourself that the certificate is in
"proper form, and that it is signed by the proper" officer."

Sib -JOSEPH WARD : Are we dealing with British
ships or foreign ships?

The CHAIRMAN : I think it would be better if we
confine ourselves for the moment to British ships, and
to these two points, and I think it has been very wellnut by Mr. Norman Hill in this paper which has just
been handed to me. He suggests that standards as
to hulls, machinery and life-saving appliances, esta-blished by the Board of Trade, be accepted, for British
ships, throughout the Empire—that is on those three
points only—hull, machinery and life-saving appliances.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If Section 363 of the prin-cipal Act, dealing with foreign ships, and Section 284,dealing with Colonial ships, is extended to all ships,and not merely to passenger ships, and is limited to the
survey of hull, boilers and engines, then I think that
Clause 6, which says "and are satisfied," should read"and are satisfied after examination or inspection." Ifthe certificate is given, it ought to be by a responsiblebody.

The CHAIRMAN : But we are dealing with Britishships only, just for the moment.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But does it take in boilers?A boiler is not a machine.

Captain CHALMERS : Yes, certainly. A boilerhas been held to be a machine by every court in thekingdom.

Mr MILLS: There is one matter I want to refer
to We find that Colonial certificates are not recognised

by the United States, and that has occasioned a good
deal of trouble and expense. The United States autho-
rities insist upon steamers going through a course of
inspection, and that leads to a good deal of delay and
expense in various ways.

The CHAIRMAN : That shows the importance of
having an Imperial standard. I think we could help
you there. Do you know if the Foreign Office have ever
tried to do anything in the matter '.'

Mb. MILLS : No, I am not aware. I can't say that
they have been asked to do anything.

The CHAIRMAN : I think that is a point we can
take up, if we could come to an arrangement with the
Colonies about it.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : May we take the question of
provisions next '! I think there is very little controversy
there.

The CHAIRMAN : That is Page 47 in Appendix A.,
and I hear that the only things we have left out are
bananas and tomatoes. You will be supplied, before next
meeting, with a copy of your scale of provisions and
ours side by side. We give more meat, I think, and you
give more bananas.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is not much
difference, really.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is the scale under your
new Act, which is not yet in force, I think.

The CHAIRMAN : It comes into force on the Ist
of June next. It is a liberal scale, and 1 think it is a
scale which might be very easily adopted.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think there will be
any difficulty.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I don't see what we
gain in this way. As to the oversea vessel leaving our
ports, we have no power over her after she leaves the
port. She is under the Merchant Shipping Act as soon
as she gets out of our jurisdiction. We are not now
dealing with vessels coasting at all. So far as the slight
difference is concerned it is not desirable to go into it
really.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : I am satisfied for the
time being. For a start, we will go on with it. I don't
say I will always be satisfied with it.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL: I should like to ask
Sir William Lyne a question, but of course he need
not answer it unless he wishes. In your revised Bill,
Sir William, do you adopt anything approaching our Im-perial food scale?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : This Bill has not been pro-perly completed. It is simply in draft, and there has
not yet been time to complete it, and I have thoughtit wise not to go any further with it until after this
Conference. That is the position at present with regard
to that Bill.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I was going to suggest this.
The Commission adopted a scale recommended Dy one of
the medical witnesses—l think it was Dr. Robertson—and I would like it to be submitted to the Conference,
and to have it printed in parallel columns, with yours,so that they could be more easily compared. The Con-
ference is not in a position to make any useful altera-tions.

The CHAIRMAN : May I take it that, so far asthe oversea is concerned, you don't pass any criticismon the food scale ?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think the differenceis so great as to cause serious trouble. There are only
one or two points, I think, that need be referred toat all. As far as we are concerned, we are quitesatisfied.

The CHAIRMAN : We shall not be able to do verymuch more to-day, but I think you might just open thequestion of accommodation.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : No, I can't open it now. Imust go. I think we might put that down as one of
the first subjects to be dealt with when we meet again.There is first the question of the food, and then I think
this subject might come next.
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : In connection with this
question of accommodation, the recommendation in
both reports—the majority and the minority report—
is that it should apply to ships registered in Australia,
ships licensed to trade on the coast, and ships con-
tinuously trading to any port in the Commonwealth
whose articles are drawn out in the Commonwealth and
whose final port of discharge of crew is in the Common-
wealth. It is not proposed in the recommendations ot
the Royal Commission to carry the provisions beyond
that, as regards accommodation. It is clause 3 in the
Summary, page 37, in the Blue Book copy.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The proposal that we have
incorporated in the draft Bill is that there should be
a space of not less than 120 cubic feet, and further on
not less than 16 superficial feet, and not less than 4 feet
measured between bunks at the forward end.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : And that is meant to
apply only to what are practically Australian vessels
and to the vessels trading on the Australian coast.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Would not that apply to the
liners ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : No, I don't think so;
but, of course, that is a matter of interpretation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The reason why the Commis-
sion agreed to limit the scope of its recommendations
in this respect, was that it should not attempt to im-
pose them upon ships not continuously within its juris-
diction. It would be a very good thing if this Confer-
ence could do it. Of course, we have a right to do it
in this case, because those are our own ships.

The CHAIRMAN : Do your recommendations apply
to ships built before the date of the passing of your
Bill ? Would you compel owners to alter their ships ?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I am not sure whether it
would apply to ships already built, but the chances are
that it would. Some shipowners are altering the internal
arrangements now, in their old ships.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : On the Mercantile
Marine Committee it was proved that there were no ships
where they had only 72 feet. The evidence was that
they were far in excess of that. The evidence on that
point was very clear, as some of you know. The majority
were far in excess of 72.

The CHAIRMAN : But not 120 ?

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes; some proved that
they had as much as 150. That is on record in the
evidence given before that Committee. It was givenin evidence by the shipowners and the Board of Trade
officials, and the evidence is available to prove what I
say.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : The minimum was so
small.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes, and the evidence
went to prove that much more was given.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Yes, certainly, in most
ships.

Thb CHAIRMAN : In reference to what Mr. Hughessaid—that you had power to deal with the matter inthe way suggested— I would rather not discuss the ques-tion of powers if we can possibly avoid it, because it
raises very large questions of jurisdiction, and I told
the Attorney-Ceneral, who was prepared to attend, that
I preferred to get along without him if we could.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : In regard to the question of
the air space for the crew, you have, in your recent Act,provided 120 cubic feet; but then a little lower down
—as very often happens in the framing of these Acts—
you say that this shall not apply when arrangementsare made for bath-houses and so on. We say, that120 cubic feet is the minimum amount that should be
allotted for the sleeping accommodation of each sea-
man, and that a bath is as much a necessity as aurinal or a lavatory, and that you ought not to take
from the sleeping accommodation, which is a necessity,what you give to the washing, which is also a neces-sity. I travelled home in quite a good ship, but thebath accommodation was extremely primitive, and wefind that on a number of very good ships the bath

accommodation usually consists of a bucket, with which
a man could go on to the deck or into the water-closet.
You make a very wise provision for a bath-house, and
then you say, as a penalty for having that, '' you shall
" have less room to sleep in."

The CHAIRMAN : I would rather put it the other
way. It is not exactly a penalty, but a reward for
providing a bath-house. As a reward for doing that,
we say, "We will allow you to reduce the space.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think it should be 120
feet clear of all incumbrances, and without any deduc-
tion at all.

Mr. BELCHER : What do you propose in your Aus-
tralian Bill?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 120 cubic feet, and 16 floor
space feet; in the British Act it is 15 feet.

The CHAIRMAN : Of course, we must bear in mind
that we have to proceed very gradually in these matters.
We cannot impose great additional burdens all at once
upon the shipowners.

Mb. BELCHER : My experience of all classes of
German ships is that the accommodation for the crew
is better than the new regulations.

The CHAIRMAN : Their regulations, at any rate,
are not equal to ours.

Mr. BELCHER : They have no regulations worse
than ours.

Mb. WALTER J. HOWELL : The German law isnot so stringent as ours in some respects.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I think the Board of

Trade ought to be able to tell us what the Germanarrangements are as to accommodation.
The CHAIRMAN : We have increased ours.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : I can only say that
their accommodation is equal to ours, and in many cases
very superior.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : As regards the re-quirements of the law. if there is any diversity of
opinion we will have the facts got out by the next
meeting.

The CHAIRMAN : I see, Sir William, that in yourold Bill (135) you only had 72 cubic feet, so you havetaken rather a big jump to 120 ?
Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, and I think if you had

seen things that 1 saw not long since, you would have
taken the jump too.

The CHAIRMAN : And we have done it already.
Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I have seen 40 or 50 men ina place where there was not much more than 120 feet

for the whole lot.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : The Board of Trade

have received a Memorandum prepared on behalf ofthe shipowners' delegates, setting forth their views,which we will now circulate among the delegates. (See
Appendix A, p. 169.)

The CHAIRMAN : Of course, all documents are tobe treated as confidential.
Mb. BELCHER : Do I understand that the Britishauthorities intend to alter their Act, and to increasethe provision for the crew's space?
The CHAIRMAN : Yes, we are altering our mini-mum from 72 to 120, and it comes into operation onthe Ist of June of this year.
Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I think there is power in

our Act to require ships to be altered, if we so desire
it, but I am not certain. I know, as far as my Depart-ment is concerned, it is considered to apply in thatway, but as Mr. Thomson has said it is for the Courtto decide.

The CHAIRMAN : But it is mandatory for all shipsto be built in the future?
Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Yes.
Sib JOSEPH WARD: I was going to suggest thatif it were possible for us to know what we are going to
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deal with next time, it would be an advantage to most
of us. There are the questions of certificates, surveys,
food, accommodation, ventilation, and manning. I think
there will be considerable delay unless we know before-
hand what we mean to discuss.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think myself the

toints we have been discussing will take much longer to
eal with.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : As regards the Royal
Commission Report, could a memorandum be made as
to the points to which exception is taken ? I think
it would be a great convenience, and it would certainly
facilitate matters.

The CHAIRMAN : The shipowners have circulated
a document which rather takes that form, I think.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is a summary
of that report which is very concise, and if it is made
use of as the basis for a list of the proposals to which
objection is taken, or which it is thought desirable to
alter, it would be a great convenience, and it would be
known what we had to consider, as regards Australia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Have the shipowners had a
copy of the summary ?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Yes, we have had that.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Those are the main points
that will probably be discussed, as far as we are con-
cerned.

The CHAIRMAN : And I understand the ship-
owners have based their Memorandum pretty much on
that summary.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, and if they take that
summary, and side by side raise their objections to it,
it would be useful.

Hon W. M. HUGHES : Do you propose to do any-
thing with regard to the summary ? Because there are
some of our summarised recommendations that don't,
and can't, concern this Conference at all, and those
need not be put in, or if they be put in it can't be
for any useful purpose. If you are agreeable, theywill send you on those recommendations that affect
Imperial shipping. There are some things which donot concern you. For instance, the Sea Carriage of

•Goods Act.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes, that is just one
thing that wants discussing.

(The Conference adjourned to Thursday, the 4th
April, at 11 a.m.)
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SECOND DAY.

Thursdayt j.th April, 1907

The following were present:—
The Right Hon. D. Lloyd-Geoboe, M.P. (President of the Board of Trade), in the Chair.

United Kingdom Delegates.
Mr. H. Llewellyn Smith, C.8., I Mr. E. Pembroke, ,
Mr. Walteb J. Howell, C.8., Of the Board of Mr. K. Andebson,
Mr. R. Ellis Cunliffe, Trade. Mr. H. F. Fernie, IShipowners.
Captain A. J. G. Chalmebs, ) Mr. R. J. Dunlop, i
Mr. H. Bertram Cox, C.8.,10f the Colonial Mr. Norman Hill,)
Mr. A. B. Keith, Office. Mr. J. Havf.lock Wilson, M.P., representing Seamen.

Australian Delegates.
Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne, K.C.M.G. - I Hon. Dugald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. HrjoHES.

Dr. H. N. Wollaston, LL.D., 1.5.0., of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs,
was also in attendance.

New Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G. I Mr. William Belcher.
Mr. James Mills. | Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General, of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Secretaries.
11* _! 4 WBBT_*,| o, the ,,

(>al.d ot Trade I Mr. J. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr. G. E. Baker, ) | Mr. D. J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
1. Sir Joseph Ward's motion " that it should be a suggestion to the Board of Trade that they should provide for the issue

of a survey-certificate in the case of non-passenger vessels."
2. Mr. Norman Hill's motion " that standards as to hull, machinery, boilers, and life-saving appliances established by

the Board of Trade and testified by current certificates should be accepted for British ships throughout the Empire."
3. Consideration of the following points :—

(a) Provision scale.
(6) Accommodation, Ventilation, and Conveniences.
(c) Manning. *4. Classes of voyages to which " Australian conditions " should be applicable.

The CHAIRMAN : Sir William Lyne has a memo-
randum which he has prepared, and I think it would be
very helpful if he would read that document, and then
I can get it copied and circulated. I think the sooner
it gets into the hands of the Conference the better.

Sir William Lyne's Memorandum is printed as an
Appendix to this report. {See Appendix 8., p. 171.)

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I have had that prepared
after going through the shipowners' memorandum, and
I may tell you I have not had the opportunity of speak-
ing to Mr. Hughes. I saw Mr. Thomson, who very
kindly called on me yesterday, but this was not pre-
pared at that time, so that I place this on the table as my
own idea, and I believe it contains the idea of Mr.
Hughes and partially of my colleague Mr. Thomson.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. President, through
you I would ask Sir William Lyne to place the memo-
randum before the Conference as a memorandum from
himself only, and not as representing the views of the
Australian representatives. I personally agree with
some of the contents of that memorandum; with other
portions I entirely disagree, and I would not like it
to be taken as including the whole of the representatives
fiom Australia. As to the memorandum, while it
may be useful in its way—we are hardly getting down
to concrete issues sufficiently. If we are going to inter-
change memoranda of this sort from one side to the
other, the thing will be endless. No doubt this one
will elicit a reply. I would suggest we get down to the

subjects themselves, and we will then see our grounds
of difference, and deal with them if need be, goingthrough the recommendations of the Royal Commission
instead of dealing in generalities which can lead us
nowhere.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have not seen that
memorandum, and until I look through it carefully I
could not say whether I agree or not. Some of the
things are very obvious; some are not so obvious. Iquite agree with Mr. Thomson that what we are here
to-day for is not to make a general statement, but toget to business, and I think really if the discussion was
limited to those matters which are given notice of we
could proceed in the proper way as if we were in Com-
mittee of the House, and deal with those things and
nothing else. Otherwise I shall have to table some
memoranda myself.

The I'll AIRMAN : There is only one observation I
have to make. If Sir William Lyne wishes to have
this memorandum circulated I will take steps at once to
get it copied. I think it is desirable from my own point
of view. I like to hear the Australian view as pre-sented by Sir William Lyne, but there are some things
we could not discuss at this conference. For instance,
the question of preference. If we entered into that we
could not proceed any further. It raises very big ques-tions, which are outside the purview of this Conference.
If Sir William will hand it over I will take steps to see
that it shall be circulated. We will now get on toSir Joseph Ward's motion and Mr. Norman Hill's
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motion. Mr. Hill's is hardly an amendment, and I
am not sure that we could not discuss them together.
I think Sir Joseph Ward might incorporate Mr. Norman
Hill's motion with his.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I have no objection to do so.

The CHAIRMAN : That would enable us to discuss
the whole thing.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : I think Sir Joseph Ward
rather follows the recognition of the general principle.

The CHAIRMAN : I think it would be more desir-
able if they could be discussed as one proposition.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I move the following
motion :—

"That it should be a suggestion to the Board
of Trade that they should provide for the issue of
a survey-certificate in the case of non-passenger
vessels, and that standards as to hull, machinery,
boilers, and life-saving appliances, established by
the Board of Trade and testified by current certi-
ficates, should be accepted for British ships through-
out the Empire."

I move that because I think a great, deal of the
trouble that arises between the Colonial Government and
the shipowners would be, if not entirely removed, greatly
minimised if the Board of Trade were asked to provide
for the issue of a survey-certificate in the case of non-
passenger vessels. The shipowner may still wish to
nave a certificate of Lloyd's instead of obtaining a
certificate for the second-class steamers from the Board
of Trade, but he would then impose upon himself
voluntarily the disabilities that arise in the Colonies
from the local Marine Department. I understand on
a former occasion that some difficulties presented them-
selves to shipowners on account of the number of cargo
steamers that might require to have a Board of Trade
certificate issued under this proposal; but that is a
matter for the shipowners. Speaking for New Zealand,
we would unreservedly accept the Board of Trade certi-
ficate. We do it with the knowledge that it requires
a review by the Officers of the Board of Trade, but we
still reserve under our laws the right to have exami-
nation of ships under certain conditions. If we believe
a ship to be unseaworthy, the local authorities should
he able to step in.

The CHAIRMAN : We always reserve that right.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : With regard to the second
portion, on the whole I am inclined to support that.
If the Board of Trade issue a certificate providing for
the standard of hulls, machinery, boilers, and life-
saving appliances, then I think to a very large extent
some of those cases, where an owner in distant countries
sails very close to the wind, would be met by the con-
ditions imposed in the first instance. In our country
we would look upon that as being satisfactory for the
preservation of life. I do not want to take up the
time of the Conference; the resolutions explain them-
selves thoroughly, and I have pleasure in moving them.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Does Sir Joseph move the
resolution -as a whole.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. We should like to hear the
views first of all of the Australian delegates.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I have not the clause before
me, but I have had a comparison made of the different
provisions in reference to surveys. The New Zealand
Act provides that every steamship shall be surveyed
once in each year, and they reserve their right to do
that. I did not quite understand whether Sir JosephWard's motion is to give that up.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : No, certainly not.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You said you were prepared

to abide by the certificate of the Board of Trade. If
you abide by the certificate of the Board of Trade you
must to a certain extent give that up. There is no
objection so far as I can see to the proposal, provided
there is a reserve power on behalf of New .Zealand or
the Commonwealth. If occasion arises in the mind of
those who have to deal with the matter, they should have
the right to make a resurvey. The Merchant Shipping
Act of 1894 says "every passenger ship," and I would
like to say, Sir Joseph, that I agree with some remarks
you made the other day that the Board of Trade, if

coming within close distance of their survey, should give
a certificate for other ships as well as passenger ships.
The Merchant Shipping Act says that every passenger
ship which carries more than 12 passengers should be
surveyed in each year. Now we are proposing to pro-
vide in the Australian Navigation Bill that every steam-
ship more than five years old shall be surveyed at
least once in every six months, and every other steam-
ship once in every 12 months. That is the present
proposal of the Australian Government, so that is more
drastic than the proposal of New Zealand. I want also
to draw attention to this fact, that this Conference,
though it is a Conference between the Imperial repre-
sentatives of the New Zealand and Australian Com-
monwealths, is practically brought about by the Com-
monwealth in connection with their latest proposed
legislation and the report of the Royal Commission,
and, therefore, I do not think the Commonwealth pro-
posal can be set on one side. I fee_ convinced that
the majority of those proposals will he agreed to not
only by myself, but by my colleagues. There may be
some difference of opinion — I don't think there will
be between Mr. Hughes and myself—but there may be
with Mr. Thomson, Lecause I know his views from the
Minority Report. It seems to me with regard to those
three Acts, giving those three different provisions, we
must be exceedingly cautious that we in the Common-
wealth of Australia

The CHAIRMAN : Does that permission extend be-
yond vessels engaged in the coasting trade ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: No; it extends to our in-
terpretation of the vessels dealing in the coasting trade.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Are you sure of that
Sib WILLIAM LYNE : That is our intention and our

interpretation of the coasting trade. First of all there
are the licensed vessels, next there are the vessels
that come from over sea, and it is a very strong point
with us in Australia that if they do our coasting trade
they shall trade exactly under the same conditions as
our own ve3sels. That is as clearly defined in the
minds of Australian people as it is possible to be.
The report is sitent, but still I know what the inten-
tion of Parliament is and of the Government, and
what our proposals are. Parliament has expressed
itself more than once in various other ways on this
point.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Oh, no; limit your
remarks.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I must say I do not limit my
remarks as to the intention of Australian people to
bring the over-sea vessels into absolute union with the
coastal trade. I like to say exactly what I think and
exactly what I mean, and that is what, so far as I am
concerned, I am willing to advocate at this Conference.

The CHAIRMAN : Will there be a condition of this
sort? Here is the New Zealand Bill. Section 185,
Sub-section 4, says, " A steamship trading to or from" any place beyond inter-Colonial limits, and which is
" not required by the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act
" to be surveyed and obtain a certificate, need not be
"surveyed under this Act."

Sib WILLIAM LYNE: It can be; I think I may
say very likely the Government will agree to that.

The CHAIRMAN : Nobody would ever dream ofattempting to deny the Colonies the right.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is a point in my mind;we are not going to give up the right we have. Pro-

bably it may be very seldom exercised, but we have toprotect our own coast line in that regard, and our
own passengers who are coming and going in foreign-
going ships.

The CHAIRMAN : If you have any reason to suspectthat a vessel is unseaworthy, it matters not whether ithas a Board of Trade certificate or not.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am not quite clear now how

far this survey is intended to go. I feel it was intended,and probably is intended with us now, that that surveyshall extend—if you call it a survey—to the inside
accommodation as well as to the boiler and frame ofthe ship; but what I am saying now I apply onlvto the survey, as described by Mr. Hill the other dayof the boiler and the seaworthiness of the ship.

Iβ
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The CHAIRMAN : And the life-saving appliances?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Yes ; when we come to the

question of internal fitting, then let it be clearly under-
stood I shall press for the Colonies to have a voice inthe- matt.-i. but T do not want to do more than to make
myself understood that the remarks I am making are in
connection with those points.

Ilos. W. M. lIUIiHES: As I said last time, there
seemed to be some misunderstanding on my part as tohow far this motion was to go, but if it is to go just as
it says it is to go, namely, a standard as to hull,machinery, boilers, and life-saving appliances, well, there
appears to be no reason at all why a certificate established
by the Board of Trade and accepted by them should not
be accepted by us; 1 do not see any reason. I think
that motion of Sir J. Ward's a very good one, and
it is a very astonishing thing it has never been put inforce before. But as to the other matters, what consti-
tutes seaworthiness, we must discuss that matter. I
suggest we might adopt this, and then proceed to discussthe other.

The CHAIRMAN : Would the shipowners like to saysomething ?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I would like to say this:Mr. Hill's motion is not merely to establish a standard

toi hulls, boilers, and machinery, but a standard toenable ships to come in and out of Australian ports upona certificate which will be revised by the Board ofTrade. Well, to do that it must be something morethan what is meant by a survey-certificate within the
meaning of Clause 2, because that is sufficient to get herout of Australian ports. Our Bill—that is the Bill wesat on—in part 4 "Ships and Shipping," Clause 191)
says: "No mastel of a steamship shall take her to
"sea, and no owner of a steamship shall knowingly or"unknowingly suffer or permit her to proceed to sea"unless a certificate of survey has been granted in" respei t of her. and is in force." Now. if Mr Hill'smotion is carried with Sir J. Ward's, then, "certificate"oi survey" will include a certificate of survey by theBoard of Trade. Very well. Now then, Clause* 187,as amended by me in pursuance of the recommenda-
tion of the evidence given by expert witnesses, will readthis way: "The issue of a certificate of survey shall" in no way exempt the owner of any ship from main-
"taining his ship in a seaworthy condition." Theobject of making these surveys is ' not to relieve theowner of his responsibility. Now if Mr Hill's motion
is carried, it practically says that Clause 193 of our Billshall include surveys by the Board of Trade, or areacceptable by the Board of Trade, and I am not agreeableto that.

The CHAIRMAN : Now I should like to hear theshipowner's view, and I shall ask Mr. Norman Hill torecollect that he has to express the opinion of the" tramps " as well.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: As the expression ofthe opinion of the Australian delegates has been askedI would like very briefly to say—and I hope it will bethe last time I will have to say it—that so far as SirW. Lyne's own opinions are concerned, whilst I mayrespect them, I cannot be expected to agree with themAnd further than that, when he speaks for Australia itmust be recollected that the opinion of the Australianpeople, or even the opinion of the Australian Parlia-ment is not known yet as regards the Bill that hasbeen brought forward and referred to a Royal Com-
mission The opinion of that Royal Commission,although unanimous on many points, is divided on somethings, and the division is 5 to 4, and, thereforeneither myself nor Sir W. Lyne cor any member ofthe Australian representatives can speak for the Aus-tralian people or the Australian Parliament. Withthose few remarks, to relieve myself from any respon-sibility that might attach to Sir W. Lyne's' remarks1 only say I entirely agree with the proposal, and, infact, I do not see how we can do otherwise than agreeMi. James Mills proposed that America should be askedto recognise vessels as complying with the Americanlaw which had complied with the Australian law asregards some of the items in this motion, that is life-
saving appliances. If -we expect America to recognise
our law surely we should be expected to recognise theBritish law e

Mi< NORMAN HILL: Might I say I do not thinkit is finite understood how comprehensive this motion
4—A. sa.

will be if it is carried and adopted by the Board of
Trade. The issue of a survey certificate to non-pas-
senger vessels will mean that not only will they be
inspected us regards hulls, boilers, and life-saving appli-
ances, but also as regards their accommodation, because
that forms part of the Board of Trade certificate as
regards a passenger steamer, and the idea is in issuingthe Board of Trade certificates to non-passenger ships
that in a general way the same course will be followed,
no doubt somewhat modified, and these non-passengerships having a Board of Trade certificate will have
complied with the requirements of the Board of Trade
as regards not only the whole of the machinery andboilers, but as regards men and accommodation, and
I presume the intention on the part of the representa-
tive's both of the Commonwealth and New Zealand is
that these certificates will he recognised in Colonial portsif oversea ships visit those ports and discharge originalcargo and load original cargo. But where other ships

;e in the coastal trade, I understand the inten-
tion is they shall be required to subject themselves to
a Colonial survey in addition to the Hoard of Trade
survey, and that may involve additional requirements.
If ships engage in the coasting trade they, I presume,will be required to undergo a survey which willdemand more than the Board of Trade demands. TheBoard of Trade certificate will be respected in thecase of all ships visiting Colonial ports merely for
the purpose of getting rid of original cargo and' load
ing outside the cargo, no matter how many ports thev
visit.

The CHAIRMAN : I think we had not better touchupon that: that is one of the points we shall h.idiscuss later -what is purely coasting and what is inci-dental.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I merely mention that as
giving rise to the value that will be attached to theBoard of Trade certificate.

The CHAIRMAN' : I agree so far as the purelycoasting trade is concerned we must give up that point.'
Sir JOSEPH WARD: I take it that is so. If yonlook at Clause 171 of the New Zealand Act vou Willfind it says : " Every steamship shall be surveyed once

"at least in each year in the manner provided in this
"part of the Act, and no steamship shall ply or pro-"ceed to sea or on any voyage of excursion unless the"owner or master has a valid certificate from the Secre-" tary as to survey, and applicable to the voyage or"excursion on which the steamship is about to proceed."They are exempted from that requirement under Sec-tion 185 of the Act: "Where a certificate has been"granted to any steamship by the Imperial Board ofTrade, and is still in force, that steamship need not be-"again surveyed under this Act."

Tin: CHAIRMAN : And Sub-section t.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes, that says : "A steamshiptrading to or from any place beyond inter-Coloniallimits, and which is not required by the Imperial Mer-chant Shipping Act to be surveyed and obtain a certi-" ficate, need not he surveyed under Section 181."
The CHAIRMAN : And under 184, even if she hadnot a certificate.
Sir JOSEPH WARD: I am quite satisfied we havethe power under our Act that if the officers desire afurther certificate they car, have it. What we are

aiming at in the motion is to insure that when- aBoard of Trade certificate has been issued, it should berecognised without the interposition of other Governments coming in to say you must have a different certificate. If the vessel is seaworthy and has already beensurveyed she ought to be allowed to proceed to sea.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: This Board of Trade cer-tificate is to be understood not to apply to any otherthan British ships, because a Board of Trade certificate

is issued in respect of foreign ships not after inspectionor examination or survey by the Board of Trade butupon statement by the Consul that the Act has ' beensubstantially complied with. That is not sufficientfor me.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: That is a foreign ship. Thisapplies to British ships. 'Mr. NORMAN HILL: There is no Board of Tradecertificate issued to foreign ships: they are excused,
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES': Quite so.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : We could step in in that case.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We are not accepting those
certificates at all.

Mb. COX : You would say the Board of Trade excuse,
but you will not.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We are not asking you to
accept the excuses. I fully realise that liners bulk very
large, but they do not do the big work of the world;
the big work of the over-sea trade of the world is done
by the general carrier. We are entirely in disagree-
ment with the Colonies as to what is the wise way of
regulating that class of ship. We believe for the last
50 years the policy of this country has been very suc-
cessful. It has improved enormously the type of vessel
employed, their seaworthiness, and the safety with
which they carry their cargo. Certainly, however strict
Government inspection might have been, I do not
think it could possibly have shown better results than
the system under which we work. Our system with
the underwriters has really worked for the purpose
of safe navigation, and we have built up on that basis,
we venture to think, the finest mercantile fleet now
afloat in the world. We are entirely in disagreement
with our Colonial friends as to the necessity for this
Government inspection; at the same time we fully realise
from our first meeting what great importance they
attach to this Government survey, and it was because
we realised that, that we brought forward the motion
which stood in my name on the lines that if we

complied with Ai the conditions laid down by
our Board of Trade, that should be accepted in the
Colonies.

The CHAIRMAN : And have a certificate, too?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Yes. It is not that we
believe that there is any necessity to subject all our
cargo vessels to the Government survey. We would
like Sir Joseph to add to his resolution, and make it so
that it reads: "That it should be a suggestion to the
" Board of Trade that they should provide for the issue
"at the request of the shipowner of a survey certificate
"in the case of non-passenger vessels." Our object is
this. We quite understand from what has been said
here that if a British vessel which does not hold a
Government certificate goes into Colonial waters, she
will be treated differently from a vessel which does
hold one. It would be a mistake for the shipowner to
be a party to any general recommendation which could
be used in support of an admission on our part that
there is any necessity for a general survey of all ships
trading in all parts of the world. We hear what the
Australian and New Zealand delegates think is neces-
sary, and we shall have to meet with their views if we
want to carry on their trade. But for the rest of our
trade, we do maintain that our policy has worked verysatisfactorily up to the present time, and if Sir Joseph
would accept the amendment I have proposed, we should
clearly understand that if we want to get the benefit of
this reciprocity, the benefit of this excusing power in
Australian and New Zealand waters, we shall have to
undergo the Government survey.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Are you not contemplating
an alteration of the Statute Law here?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : No. I suggest the Board of
Trade has now power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I thought we were going to
endeavour as far as possible to make a uniform law. You
are suggesting that it shall be optional on the part of
the shipowner that the Board of Trade shall, whenever
asked, grant such a certificate. Well, don't you think
it would be very much more satisfactory if the law were
made uniform'

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If the law were made uniform
and sensible it would be. But we venture to think it
would be a great mistake to alter the law which governs
our shipping all over the world, and move it from the
basis which, as we think, has worked so satisfactorily.

Hon. W M. HUGHES : You say worked satisfac-
torily— satisfactorily to whom?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Worked satisfactorily with
regard to loss of life, safety of cargo, improve-
ment of the type of ship used. We have worked

up to now in connection with the underwriters, we have
worked with Lloyd's and the British Corporation, and
we maintain that is the best basis to get the best sea-
worthy ships, and the less we have to do with Govern-
ment the better.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not hold with that
principle for one moment.

Mr. NORMAN" HILL : We are realising that. You
tell us what it is you will not hold with in Australia.
We- say allow the Board of Trade at the request of the
shipowner to make a survey here where it can be done
most effectively and most economically. If the ship-
owner does not subject himself to that survey, let him
take his chance in Australian waters.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON ; Would the resolution
not allow that without any amendment'.' because it
would rest with the Board of Trade.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: No; I think it is recognising
a principle which we believe to be an utterly wrong
principle, of subjecting every ship to Government
survey.

The CHAIRMAN : I think that is what Sir Joseph
contemplates, that it should be a suggestion to the Board
of Trade that they should provide for the issue of the
certificate, not that we require it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That's what I was going to
say. I think it rests entirely with the Board of Trade
and the shipowner. If the shipowner wants to have
uniformity, the Board of Trade and the shipowner will
agree with regard to the certificate.

Mb. PEMBROKE : It is not the intention that this
should apply to the trade of the whole world'

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, no.

Mr. FERNIE : Might I say a word about a class of
vessel that has not been mentioned, that is the despised
sailing ship. . I am afraid it would be very trouble-
some to obtain this survey in the case of a sailing ship
foing to Australia, because when they start away from

ere we do not know whether they will be in Aus-
tralia or not. I would like to point out that the
sailing ship trade in Australia is still of considerable
importance. We want to avoid having sailing ships
surveyed there as a matter of course. I quite under-
stand if there are any defects, then they must be sur
veyed, but we do not want to have them go there and
be surveyed every voyage, because, as Sir William Lynestated, he was anxious to have British and foreign ships
on an equal basis, or to give preference to British ships.If this proposal were carried out, I do not see howyou could enforce a survey on all foreign ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is very obvious what
would happen.

The CHAIRMAN : In order to make it clearer it has
been suggested, although I do not think it necessarybecause I think the resolution as drafted makes it
abundantly clear, it has been suggested it should beput in this form : "That it should be a suggestion to the
"Board of Trade that they should provide 'facilities'" for the issue of a survey certificate," so as to make it
perfectly clear to the shipowners here who are naturally
very sensitive on this subject.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If they arc- so sensitive as
that, I do not know what they will be later on. I want
to say this : I cannot for the life of me see why we
should not have a uniform law, and I would suggest,and if nobody else will do it I will myself move, that
it should be a suggestion to the Board of Trade that inthe opinion of thjs Conference the Board of Trade should
provide certificates in the case of all vessels.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think that would be a mis-
take. If we unanimously recommend that the Boardof Trade should provide for the issue of a certificate wemeet the whole position of putting it upon the ship-
owners either to have the Board of Trade certificate or,by not doing so, to accept all the disadvantages.

The CHAIRMAN : This may be done by an act of
administration. I want you to bear in mind our verycomplex Parliamentary machinery. Last year we had
a Bill with regard to shipping. We have not had aBill for twelve years, and we probably won't haveanother for another twelve or twenty years. Yon
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know the difficulty as well as I do of getting any Bill
through the House of Commons. We are trying to im-
prove the machinery. There is the enormous interest
involved. It is a very difficult thing to get a Bill
through the House of Commons, and 1 am sure you can-
not get the House of Commons to pass another Shipping
Bill for another twenty years, whereas this suggestion
can be carried out by an act of administration, and
it will answer the same purpose. Naturally we would
not suggest oth.-r vessels, vessels that go to the Baltic
or the E.isi

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : May 1 say a word inreply to Mr. Hughes in regard to our views on this
matter. We think that the proposal now before the
Board would be quite sufficient.

The CHAIRMAN : You mean Sir Joseph Ward's?

Mil HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes. We think it
quite sufficient for this reason; it covers a class of shipsthat 20 on long voyages, that are out of touch with the
Board of Trade: but if they go into Australian waters
there is a chance they would be surveyed, whereas our
ships trading to the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, and
the Baltic come and go from the United Kingdom everysix or seven weeks. Well, if any crew have any com-
plaints as to the seaworthiness of the vessel they are
not very long before they let us know about it, as Ithink the Board of Trade will agree, for I very often
have reasons to address letters to the Board with regardto the complaints of crews. I do not say they are
always correct, but it shows there is a tendency on
the part of the men, if they have any grievances as tounseaworthiness of the ships or boilers, they have a
means of communicating with the Union, and the Union
does not fail to bring the matter under the notice of
the Board, and the inspectors go aboard and see to it.
I think this proposal would be ample to meet our view
on the matter, as it would touch a class of vessels thatare out of touch with the Board of Trade for one or
two years at a time.

Mr. BELCHER : It occurs to me, the crux of this
question lies in this one fact : Are the Australian andNew Zealand Governments to be permitted to conducttheir own coasting inter-Colonial trade in their own
way or not? From the remarks I have heard, I under-stand there is to be no attempt to try to deter theAustralian Colonies enacting whatever shipping legis-lation they think proper. If the British shipownercannot see his way clear to ha»e certificates granted tohis ships when they are going to Australia to tradethere, then he will have to take the consequences of notdoing so. I certainly agree with Mr. Hughes; I think,as a practical seaman, that it is highly desirable noship should sail without a certificate granted by theGovernment. That is my own opinion. But this iswhere I disagree with Mr. Hughes : I do not think it isour place from Australia to suggest to the British peoplewhat they should do in that respect. They will findout probably in the course of time that they will have
to do it. And in legard to the matter of the survey
every six months, which has been mentioned by SirWilliam Lyne, which is to be incorporated in the Com-monwealth Bill, ships in New Zealand are surveyed
every twelve months, and we know they are surveyedextremely well; we have no reason to find fault withthat at all, and it occurs to me that that is where withregard to the matter of surveying difficulty will creepin so far as the legislation of the different places isconcerned. Apparently, from what Sir William Lynehas said, there will be no disposition on the part ofthe Commonwealth Government to depart from the pro-visions they have already incorporated into the Billthey hope to pass into law; at all events as one ofthe delegates from New Zealand, 1 may say that so faras the coastal trade, not only in New Zealand, but ofAustralia, is concerned, we must protect it for our own
interest. Our shipping interests are certainly not solarge as yours here, but to us they are every bitof as much importance as your trade, and we must pro-tect it.

Mr. DUNLOP: Under this provision a vessel notgoing to the coastal trade would require this survey ?
The CHAIRMAN : Yes.

Mr. DUNLOP : It appears to me if that is the sug-gestion for the class of tonnage I represent, it wouldpractically mean that we would have to secure a certi-ficate before we left. ff we sent a vessel to India, for

instance, we have no idea where she is going afterwards,
and with that prospect in view I would have to secure
that certificate before I left this country, or undertakethe liability of putting myself into the hands of our
friends in Australia to be surveyed there. Now, we
had much rather trust ourselves to the Board of Trade.
What I bring home to you is this : that this proposi-tion which you are making means a great addition to the
already overburdened shipowners. It means a great ex-
pense. I should like to hear from our Australian friends
why they require it; why they want further surveys.
From my experience, a ship has to undergo a verysevere survey from Lloyd's. We know it would be
useless to attempt to sail our ship without Lloyd's cer-
tificate, because they would practically be uninsurable;the underwriter, when you put a risk before him, looks
to see when the ship has last been surveyed, and on
that certificate he is prepared to underwrite. I main-
tain that the certificates under which we are liable now
are just as good as a Government certificate could be.
I maintain if this proposition is carried out you willrequire an army of surveyors for this work, because
every tramp steamer that is going through the Suez
Canal will require to get this certificate.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Have you considered the
second part : " That standards as to hull, machinery,"boilers, and life-saving appliances, established by the"Board of Trade and testified by current certificates,"should be accepted for British ships throughout the" Empire " ?

Mr. DUNLOP: Yes. We have a great many shipsthat we do not have a Board of Trade certificate for. Iwould have to run the risk of getting such surveyed inAustralia, or ask the Board of Trade to give me a
certificate. Hitherto we have found that our legislationhas so far worked admirably. The Imperial Parliamenthave sustained the position, and do not requireevery steamer to have a certificate. You talk ofsecond-class steamers — there is practically no suchthing.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It means a non-passeneersteamer.

Mr. DUNLOP : On this question of certificate Idiffer from Mr. Norman Hill. I should like that weshould agree.

Mr. MILLS : One great objection to the classificationcertificate is that it is issued for four years.
Mr DUNLOP : No; after a certain period it is surveyed every year.
The CHAIRMAN : That is a matter we can arrange

in the classification. I do not think we need worrvabout that; I think we shall be able to arrange it.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : I "prefer to let the motionstand with the word "vessels" instead of "steamships."
The CHAIRMAN : May I take it this resolution ismove by Sir Joseph Ward and seconded bv Mr. Nor-man Hill !
Mil. NORMAN HILL: Have we " facilities " ?

.^
THE

u
CI, J

AIRMAJ
N:, r think il means facilities-thatthey should provide for the issue of certificates; it isnot compulsory.

ab"u°tNitW' M HUGHES : The,e is nothi"g compulsory

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What different position doesthat place us in to the position we are in now' Icannot see. I think it is simply emphasizing the samething. _ou can take it Australia is not going to giveup her right if there is a reason for surveying.
Mr. COX : We do not ask it.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : At the present time she hasa right to survey. She will have a right under this. Icannot quite see what different position a shipowner is

in if this is passed than he was in before.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The difference of havingthe right to arrest a man if he does wrong or

saying he shall be arrested in any case every six
The CHAIRMAN : One of the things shipownerswant to avoid is this : they do not want to make it a
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regular burden that they should be surveyed every six
months, Imt if the surveyor has good reason to helieve
a ship is unseaworthy, then he would pay no need to a
Board o! Trade certificate- or any other certificate.

What Ih.-y want to avoid is being subjected to this
thing, as it Ki'it-, in the natural course of events.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : What my motion is intended
to do is this : As the law stands, we make provision
th_l every iteamship shall be surveyed every year.
In.l.i this, if the- Board of 'Trade issue a certificate,
this survey can he dispensed with. We want to save
trouble; we do not want to have an unnecessary ex-
amination._____ CHAIRMAN : Supposing a sailor complained to
v ■ officer in Australia and said this ship is unsea-
vvoithy, then your surveyor has a right to go on board,
ait hough the captain presents a Board of Trade certi-
ficate it makes no difference at all.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE i Mr. President, I take it that
if the Government of New Zealand or Australia has
any idoa, no matter what certificate is issued, that theie
should he a survey, they will do it in any case.

The CHAIRMAN : Certainly.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : And they won't do it unless
there- is reason. At the present time, it is compul-
sory for a certain time. Well, the only difference that
this makes is that it is non-compulsory, but it can lie
done, and in that I quite agree. But 1 am rot going
one step further to give up the right under any con-
ditions that might arise. I understand Sir Joseph Ward
is proposing to insert the word " vessels."

Sin JOSEPH WARD: I will let it stand as it was—
"non-passenger vessels."
Sip WILLIAM LYNE : There was a remark made by

Mr. Dunlop about sailing ships, and I want to say a
word about that. A sailing ship is not, perhaps, of
the very best class, but the sailing ships that come to
our coast want overhauling more than steamships. That
has been demonstrated times without number, and
therefore we must reserve our full right, especially with
sailing ships, to survey every time under any conditions
unless they have a new certificate. We would not do
it if there was a reasonably late certificate from the
Board of Trade. I speak of this because I have had
to deal with them, and I had to pass legislation to pre-
vent the previous state of things, with regard mainly
Io sailing ships that came for coal.

Mr. FERNIE : I would like to ask how you would
deal with ships under a foreign flag?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We never allow a ship to go
out of Newcastle without being surveyed, especially-
one with a foreign flag. There are Eastern ships -
many flags are flying over a less safe hull than a
British, and whenever theie is the slightest desire,
we won't let them go out of port without being sur-
veyed.

The CHAIRMAN ; I think we are fairly agreed.
Mr. BELCHER : A great deal of stress has been

laid upon manning and life-saving appliances, but there
is one point in connection with efficiency I wish to raise,
and that is the question of the eyesight of officers.

The CHAIRMAN : We will come to that later on.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want to ask now, do I
understand that this motion has been carried ?

The CHAIRMAN : No, I want to put it to the
meeting.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I want you to put every
motion formally, if you don't mind.

The CHAIRMAN : I want to be perfectly certain the
discussion has been exhausted.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It has been very exhausting,
but what I want to ask is, who is going to vote sup-
posing that we are differing in opinion ? Who is going
to vo(e v

Tin: CHAIRMAN : That's a question, I think. I
think we must vote by delegation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not think we ,-an.

The CHAIRMAN : Let us see first of all whether
there is a difference of opinion. One thing is clear, you
cannot carry by majorities, because we are each respon-
sible to his own Government, and it is perfectly clear
you cannot carry anything by a majority in a Conference
of this kind. But still if we can be unanimous, it is
all the better. Well, now, I think I had better put
this motion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: One moment. It is quite
true- tiiat we cannot carry anything by a majority, but
there are a number of gentlemen here who outnumber us,
of course, and yet do not constitute a majority, because
they cannot be regarded as delegates by the British
Government. 1 only ask what "unanimous" means?
"Unanimous" does not mean "official," or representa-
tives other than Oovernment Delegates.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh yes, they are here by invita-
tion of the British Government.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Then all 1 have to say is
this. Your invitation to us was to send three or four
representatives. Well now, it is a very obvious thing
that if you propose to confront us with 13 or 14 other
gentlemen who are already on the spot, nothing we .an
say or do can ever make us equal to 13 or 14.

The CHAIRMAN : That is why I say the vote of
the majority could not bind you. Therefore, this ques-
tion does not arise. lam rather a believer in Abraham
Lincoln's motto, " Don't cross the Fox River until you
"come to it." If we are agreed, then we need not raise
that discussion ; if we are not, then we have to decide
the question of voting. Sir Joseph Ward's motion
is :—

" That it should be a suggestion to the Board
of Trade that they should provide for the issue of
a survey certificate in the case of non-passenger
vessels, and that standards as to hull, machinery,
boilers, and life-saving appliances established bv
the Board of Trade and testified by current certi
ficates should be accepted for British ships through
out the Empire."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That raises the question that
1 raised at first, that it does not make any provisionfor us keeping an elastic power, and that ought to be
added to the resolution, otherwise when that is pre-
sented to my own Government they will say, " Why
"did you agree to it? it binds yon hard and fast to" that certificate " ; there must be something added
to it.

The CHAIRMAN : The idea is this, that this doesnot provide for any Government to survey a ship in
case of necessity.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not think that is ne<«■
sary.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I do. and I am very strong
on it. This is a bald resolution.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : This is not a recommenda
tion to alter a Statute. It cannot alter an English
Statute or an Australian Statute. It is simply a means
whereby any shipowner who chooses can avoid our
periodical survey in Australia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I hold on by the resolution
without some words to show it is not intended to beabsolutely tight.

Mh. PEMBROKE : 1 am very glad to hear Sir
William Lyne say that. I thought the AustralianGovernment were absolute. I thought you had that in-herent right.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think we have. I think
that is very necessary.

The CHAIRMAN : I thought it was not necessarv
to confirm that at the Conference at all.

Hon W. M. HUGHES: Then I suggest, Mr. Presi-
dent, that what you should do is to make a general
proviso that none of these recommendations should
take away or affect in any way the inherent constitu-
tional right that an Australian or any other Govern
ment has to make any law it pleases. I don't say it
is wanted : I think it goe-s on the face of it.

The CHAIRMAN : We cannot lay down constitu-
tional principles here.
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Sib JOSEPH WARD : How would it do to add the
words, " But without affecting the right of the respective
" Governments to require a survey in cases where they
" think necessary " ?

The CHAIRMAN : I don't think there is any objec-
tion to that.

Mr. NORMAN HILL i That prevents us agreeing on
a common standard.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you add a rider you will
spoil it.

Mr. PEMBROKE : Wouldn't it be better to say,
" In case of unseaworthiness.''

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If that rider is carried then
it takes away all Mr. Hill has been trying to obtain.

Sib JOSEPH WARD: I will make it "unseaworthy
" ships."

Mr. NORMAN HILL: ■Alleged or suspected unsea-
worthiness. '''The CHAIRMAN : I think it necessary to make
another alteration. The Colonial Office points out that
Canada is not represented on this Conference. They
are a little sore about not being invited. No ques-
tion has arisen, but I hear they are complaining, and
they might complain if we propose something which
would seem to be legislating for the whole Empire.
so instead of saying "throughout the Empire,"
I think we might say, " should be accepted for
" British ships in Australian and New Zealand
" waters."

Siu JOSEPH WARD : I have no objection to that.

Mr. COX : The Canadians asked if they were to come
to this Conference, and we said, " No, there is no ques-
" tion affecting vou." This is a Conference between
Australia and New Zealand and the British Govern-
ment. If we say, "throughout the Empire," they will
say. " We are concerned as well as anybody else."

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : 'There are Canadian
ships which go in for the Australian trade.

Thi CHAIRMAN : This is how it reads now :—■
" That it should be a suggestion to the Board of

Trade that they should provide for the issue of
a survey certificate in the case of non-passenger
vessels, and that standards as to hull, machinery,
boilers, and life-saving appliances established by
the Board of Trade and testified by current cer-
tificates should be accepted for British ships in Aus-
tralian and New Zealand waters, but without affect-
ing the right of the respective Governments to
require a survey in particular cases if they think
it necessary."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Before that is put, I should
like to say that I think those words are words of
limitation. What we want is simply to place the
British ship with its certificate on exactly the same
footing as the Colonial ship with its certificate. We
inly want the same right. Now that seems to give
us a right in particular cases other than those to
which a Colonial ship is subject. What I think should
be done is, let somebody draft a rider which will
cover it. We will accept that now temporarily. Per-
haps Sir William Lyne will allow the thing to go, and
let an amendment be drafted that will cover it. I
understand what Sir William wants. That does not do
what is required.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Would it meet the case to
say, "This certificate should be accepted for all pur-poses for which Colonial certificates can be accepted."
Make it clear that our certificate is only in lieu of the
Colonial certificate and subject to all the conditions the
Colonial is subject to.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : What is your .interpretation
of the word "Colonial"?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : You will be issuing a certi-
ficate : a British ship comes to Australia without the
Board of Trade certificate, you give her a certificate,
she goes on trading in your waters, and in three-
months it is reported that the ship is defective. Not-
withstanding the currency of your certificate, you order

vour surveyors on board, and if necessary she is con-
demned. Now if we provide that Board of Trade
certificates are to have the same effect as your certi-
ii.ate and no more, that would give you the same con-
trol over the Board's certificate as you have over your
own.

The CHAIRMAN : Will Sir William Lyne be satis-
fied if we carry this resolution as it stands and during
tin luncheon interval two or three gentlemen draft a
separate resolution and bring it up afterwards.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Do you mean as you read
it with the added words':

Tiif. CHAIRMAN: No, down to "New Zealand
waters," with the clear understanding that a proviso

is brought up immediately after lunch and carried as
a separate resolution, or added on to this.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I cannot see what objection
there tan be to the words proposed ''.

The CHAIRMAN : By Mr. Norman Hill?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No, the words you read.

Hon. W. M- HUGHES: 1 have an objection to them.
They are clearly words of limitation.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 beg my friend's pardon;
they are clearly words keeping the rights we have.

The CHAIRMAN : There is really no difference ..I
opinion. It is purely a question of drafting. I think
it is a pity the Conference should be arrested by a dis-
cussion purely on drafting.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am not wedded to the
words, but could not something be put in, so long as
there is nothing taken away.

Sib JOSEPH WARD: How would this do? Say
" the Board of Trade certificate to be accepted in Aus-
tralian and New Zealand waters as of the same effect
" as the local certificate."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am quite agreeable if it has
the effect I tell you.

The motion was then unanimously adopted in the
following form :—

"That it should be a suggestion to the Board of
Trade that they should provide for the issue of a
survey certificate in the case of non-passenger
vessels, and that standards as to hull, machinery,
boilers, and life-saving appliances, established by
the Board of Trade and testified by current certi-
ficates, should be accepted for British ships in Aus
tralian and New Zealand waters, the Board of Trade
certificates to be accepted as of the same effect as
the local certificate."

The CHAIRMAN : Now we come to the provision
scale. I think Sir William Lyne said on the whole he
was satisfied with the provision scale.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : No, I said I'd like to see
what it is. In that regard I understand that Mr.
Hughes objects to the scale of the Board of Trade.
1 have been through it, and I must say I cannot see
much difference myself. Mr. Hughes was Chairman of
the Royal Commission, and they may have seen some
good reason for making the scale in the way it was, but
that is a technical matter, and perhaps Mr. Hughes would
be kind enough to say what he objects to.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know whether I am
supposed to criticise this in detail. I do not object to
any particular thing. I say the recommendation of
our Commission is a very suitable one for Australia,
and it has been drawn up by a man who has had ex-
perience of Australian conditions. It has the ad-
vantage of being cheap.

The CHAIRMAN : That is only for our own ships.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I point out in
the Report of the Royal Commission which recom-
mends this scale, it is only proposed to apply it to
practically Australian vessels and to coasters, and there-
fore there is no difference between us.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes. that is right.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is only proposed to
apply it to ships registered in Australia and coasters,
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unless a vessel can for this cause be brought under
the definition of unseaworthy. There is a very wide
interpretation given to unseaworthiness in the Aus-
tralian proposals. Mr. President, might 1 also draw
at tent ion to the fact that we can make no effective
provision on British oversea ships for any scale of pro-
vision. We could only see that certain provisions
were on board. Alter they leave our shores, they
are under the British law, and they can serve their
provisions out in accordance with that law. So that
there is really no opportunity for any difference that
I see.

The CHAIRMAN : 1 do not see there is any sub
stantial difference in the scale.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not agree with you
altogether there. There is a difference. But I should
like to hear an expression of opinion from a British
delegate as to whether he considers the statutory scale
of your recent Act quite satisfactory. Anyhow, we
cannot do anything ; we might make some suggestion.

The CHAIRMAN : This is all we propose:—
"That the Provision Scale laid down in the Im

peiial Act of 1906 be recognised by Australia and
New Zealand for use on British ships."*

That is all we propose.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : In order to satisfy Mr.
Hughes on that point I should like to say that although
our scale is not quite up to my expectations and is not
as good as I would like to have it; still, it is a great
improvement on the old scale, and I think that if sea-
men get provisions of that quality and that amount
they would not be very badly off. There is only one
point that will have to be considered, I think, in con-
nection with that. viz. : vessels employing Lascars on
the Australian const. We have not touched the ques-tion of provisions for L.eseais. and I have no douht that
the Australian people will certainly have something to
say about that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Do you say this is not to
apply to all sailors '.'

The CHAIRMAN : You could not give this to Lascars.
Thev do not eat the same sort of stuff.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: I have already said
there certainly ought to he a proper scale of provisions
for Lascars.

The CHAIRMAN : As Mr. Havelock Wilson knows.
I have referred to that. They are under the Indian
Government, and it is not for us to provide for Lascars.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : When a man comes to our
country and is employed in our country, it is a ques-
tion for our country.

The CHAIRMAN : I know: but what I mean is
this : On the whole :hey are in a better position to
suggest a food scale than we are, and therefore I would
rather that the suggestion should come from them. This
is the provision in the Act of 1906 we have for Lascars :'This section shall not apply in the case of Lascars or
natives of India or others not accustomed to European
dietary with whom an agreement is entered into pro-
viding an adequate scale of provisions suited to their
needs and uses. So it is an agreement for providing an
adequate scale.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What is an adequate scale?
Suppose a Judge asks what is an adequate scale, what
would you say. Why don't you say an adequate scale
for English seamen? Because a sailor might 6ay, "I
"want four quarts of beer a day; I want rump steaks
"for breakfast." Why not fix an adequate scale for
Lascars I

The CHAIRMAN : That has been referred to the
Indian Government.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Speaking for myself, I
should not be in favour of allowing any Lascar who
made a complaint as to insufficient dietary to be put
off merely because his agreement said that the food
should be adequate, and he said it was not. Some
proper provision should be set forth—so many pounds
of rice, and so on.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, no; it does not matter what
the agreement calls it; the question is whether the
scale is adequate, and that would be judged by an Aus-
tialian Court.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : At present that does
not arise, because it is between our two scales, the
Australian and the British, and no Lascar scale is in
question.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : If you have those ships
on the coast, the question is bound to come up sooner
or later : What scale will you apply ? Will you apply
our scale, or what scale ? 11 is bound to come up under
any circumstances.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : You could not apply
either of these scales.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Then they are under no
scale.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think Australia
wants them, and I do not know whether they will legis-
late for them.

The CHAIRMAN : That will come later on, when we
come to manning.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It comes in this way : There
are ships trading on our coast, and they have Lascars on
them. They are coming to and from India and on the
north-west coast, and we may as well express an opinionas to whether there should be a Statutory Scale for
coloured seamen.

The CHAIRMAN: I can see that this question arises
on every item of the agenda, and that is why I pre-ferred putting it in the separate item. The "questionof the kind of vessel to which Australian conditionsshould apply, I put in No. 4 on the agenda, so I think
we had better confine the discussion to that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You had better include inNo. 4 what constitutes seaworthiness.

The CHAIRMAN: "Australian conditions" will
cover that, surely.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes; Australian conditions,generally.
The CHAIRMAN : Whatever your conditions may bewith regard to wages, manning, accommodation.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Each one of these is aseparate heading, surely.
The CHAIRMAN : This is a very comprehensiveitem. I quite see we cannot avoid discussing that, andwe have to face it. Surely you would not object tothis :—

"That the Provision Scale laid down in the Im-perial Act of 1906 be recognised by Australia andNew Zealand for use on ships registered in the
United Kingdom."

ft is pointed out to me that will not cover the otherColonies. We might say "for use on British ships not•registered in Australia and New Zealand."
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why do you propose tomake recommendations for Australia and New Zealand,and in some respects for Canada and other countriesas well.' Why not either make these suggestions generalthroughout the Empire?
The CHAIRMAN : Well, you cannot. You see, it

is not an Imperial Conference. I wish Canada had beenrepresented.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Our Government made arecommendation they should be.
Sin JOSEPH WARD : If we look after our own interests, I think we do pretty well. We cannot make itapply to the whole of the Empire.
Mil. NORMAN HILL: Would it be possible to addto the resolution "examination of the stores under the"Act of 1906"?
The CHAIRMAN : That is a separate point. Now

is this agreed to?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What is the scale for?
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The CHAIRMAN : For British ships. The resolu-
tion is :—

" That the Provision Scale laid down in the Im-
perial Act of 1906 he recognised by Australia and
New Zealand for use on British ships not regis-
tered in those Colonies."

Mr. BELCHER : 1 think it should be extended a
little further. A vessel may trade for years on the
Australian coast and be registered in Greenock or Liver-
pool.

The CHAIRMAN : I pointed that out to Mr. Hughes.
You have to ileal with thai question as a separate pro-
position—what class of vessel the Australian conditions
apply to—you have to deal with that.

The resolution was then put to the meeting and
carried unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN : Now, Mr. Norman Hill has a
point to raise about provisions. This is a pro-
position :—

" That provisions on British ships which have
already been inspected and passed by Imperial
officers be exempt from further inspection in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, except upon complaint."

Mr. NORMAN HILL : It is our object to provision
our ships so far as we can for a round voyage, and if
we have subjected our provisions to the examination of
the inspectors of our Government under the Act, and
those provisions have all been passed as satisfactory, we
submit there is no necessity for an examination in the
Australian port or New Zealand port, and that it would
be a hardship to have those provisions which have been
passed as good and sufficient and in accordance with the
standards that we have to comply with here, subjected
to another examination by another Government in-
spector.

Sir JOSEPH WARIJ : So long as the right is re-
served, because conditions may alter.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: 1 don't think it should be
on complaint. I think it ought to be in the hands of
the Government officials. If they find a ship, it might
be all right when they get there, but they have a right
to know.

Mr. COX : How would they know without complaint''

Sir WILLIAM LYNE ■ They would find out ?

The CHAIRMAN : What is the Australian provision
with regard to inspection' Supposing you inspect pio-
visions you have a right afterwards to go and inspect
them a second time.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Every time we like, if we
find there is anything wrong.

The CHAIRMAN : All we require is that it should
lie the same. The shipowners could not object to that.
Let us put it in that form.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The same power as we have
with our own vessels.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : As it is, I think it is perfectly
right.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you proceed except upon com-
plaint.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is the same as the
provision in your own Bill.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Before you put that, I
think some period should be stated. Some one was
saying they did not know where they were going. A
tramp starts out, it may go to New York, it may get
to Australia two years after it starts. Of course, the
words " upon complaint" seem to cover a great deal,
yet what sailors put up with without complaint is
amazing!

The CHAIRMAN : This does not mean except on
complaint by sailors.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES ; It means complaint on the
part of those eating the provisions.

The CHAIRMAN : It probably would be.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Just before we left home
there was a case, I believe, on the " Dartford," which
had some butter, which was alleged to have been ex-
cellent when put in at Liverpool, but it got very bad
on the way out, and the magistrate rescinded the Articles
because of it.

The CHAIRMAN : Did the sailors complain?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: They did. But, as I say,
sailors generally regard this sort of thing as being the
natural order of things.

The CHAIRMAN : I am not sure they do.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 1 am inclined to think they
do. What they put up with is something amazing. I
do not see why you should object to have your pro-
visions inspected. Water sometimes is very old, and a
man might drink it and he might not know it. Why
can't you have your provisions inspected ?

Tub CHAIRMAN : We only want the same con-
ditions with regard to British ships as you are inserting
for the protection of Australian sailors.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : An Australian ship, at the
outside, is not probably away six weeks.

Hon. DUGAL!) THOMSON : She may be more.

Hon. \V. M. HUGHES : Where does she go to?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Calcutta.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : To my knowledge there are
only seven or eight ships of any size that go farther
than Fiji. Suppose she is away three months—a British
ship may be away two years.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: We are only asking with
regard to stores that have been passed.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I object to restricting the
power of Australia or Australian officers in cases ot this
kind where it is a matter of life and death.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think at any rate a period
should be put that provisions should be automatically
inspected after a given period.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You can say inspected
within a given period.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : But in addition to that, sup-
posing a ship was leaving and taking provisions on
in Australia, we surely have the right to see the whole
of her provisions, those she has taken on. and those she
had before.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Supposing she had a lot of
butter which had not yet been consumed; it may have
become bad. The crew have not yet eaten it, but on
tin voyage home they will have to, and then I think it-
inspection were made that would be discovered.

The CHAIRMAN : You want to suggest that British
ships should be subjected to an inspection to which youdo not subject your own ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We do subject ours.
The CHAIRMAN i Mr. Hughes has already read the

provisions—you do not inspect except upon complaint.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I didn't read it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I read it from the
Government Bill.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is on the Bill, and in
addition to that, I want to point out that it has just
been suggested to me that you cannot quite conceive
all the conditions in Australia by the conditions here.
Our climate is much more trying, regarding provisions,
than yours, and it is more necessary that we should
examine those provisions oftener than you do, because
if your vessel is trading up the coast or away to China
or Japan, you are going through a hot climate and some-
times a very moist climate at certain seasons of the
year.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I should say six months
would be a fair period.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. Hughes proposes
that a period should be fixed.
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Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think if the section of the
New Zealand Law were embodied it would answer.
We provide that if three of the crew complain, there
must be examination. We provide- that under Clause
116, which says, " In the case of ships trading or going

" from any port of New Zealand through the Suez
"Canal or round the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn,
"the barrels of beef and pork, the preserved meat and
" vegetables in tins, and the casks of flour or biscuits
" intended for the use of the crew of any such ship
"shall be inspected by such officer and in such manner
"as rules under this section direct, but before ship-
" ment whenever practicable, and if in the opinion of
"the inspecting officer they are fit for that use, he
••shall certify the SUM accordingly." And then it
goes on to say, "The inspecting officer may at any
"time proceed on board any such ship to ascertain
" whether the stores and water provided have been duly
" inspected."

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : What you are reading is what
I want as a general thing.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : You contemplate an inspec-
tion for a round voyage. We have provided inspection
for our round voyages. Both the Australian and New
Zealand Bills clearly contemplate inspection for a round
voyage. But it wu'uld clearly be most unreasonable for
our Board of Trade to inspect the provisions which had
passed your standard.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think so.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Hughes suggests a time limit:
what time do you suggest'.'

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I certainly think that stores
should be examined at least every six months.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON" : Every 12 months.

Mr. FERN IE : I don't see how we can provision our
ships.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I propose the same as the
New Zealand Act, that is for vessels going north, if
that route were added—l don't know why routes should
be added myself.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, because she might come
through the tropics before she got to Australia. Either
don't agree, or put a limit.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't like a limit; I think
we ought to be unrestricted. I can well understand
shipowners not wanting anything done. They, no
doubt, will do what they think good to oppose. But
we are living on the other side of the globe, and we have
to look after our people there. Even though you may
send your ships with all good intentions, you do not
know what may transpire in hot climates. We should
have absolute power to inspect if we desire to do so,
and I hope the shipowners here do not think that Aus-
tralia wants to do all she can against shipowners.
She doe's not. She doesn't consider the shipowners a
bit in the matter. We consider the public of Australia,
and, therefore, I think we ought certainly to give fair
play to the shipowners; but we do not desire to interfere
with them.

The CHAIRMAN : These are British crews. We
don't mind Australia protecting her own.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The crews are often changed
in Australia.

Mr. PEMBROKE : I think with our crews, where
the provisions have been inspected they should stand
good unless there is a complaint on the part of the
men. The men never fail to complain when there is
anything wrong.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : How are they to know to
whom they are to complain?

Mn. NORMAN HILL : Under the Act of last S,-ssion
we are bound to conform with our Law.

Bib WILLIAM LYNE: I do not think any ship-
owners in the best class of company would attempt to
do anything wrong. Some companies may not conform
to the Act, but I don't think the best class would do
that. At the same time, we have a trust.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The shipowners might not
know what kind of provisions to provide.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We have had some experi
ence It would be very hard for us to provision our
ships here for a round voyage in accordance with the
inspectors here, and then have those provisions rejected
because they are not of some particular brand or grade.
Of course, if there is any question of unwholesomeness.
let them be condemned at once.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I shall move " upon com-
" plaint" or "at the expiry of a period of six months."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think we ought to reserve
the right altogether.

Mb. BELCHER: I quite agree with Sir William
Lyne that we should have the right to inspect when-
ever we think proper.

Mr. FERN IE: How would you apply that provision
to foreign ships ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We have the right all round.
I think the shipowners should trust Australia a little
bit.

Mr. FERN IE : We don't.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : What we are nervous about is
how you can enforce it against foreign ships.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Unless there is somethingunconstitutional, or some illegality in our doing it, il
will be done with foreign ships.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Yes, if you do it they won'tbe able to hit you back, but they will hit us back all
over the world. If you enforce regulations on a Ger-
man boat which Germany resents, she won't hit yon,but she will hit us.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They are better looked after
on some of the German boats than they are on ours.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I quite agree to an expres-sion of opinion from the Conference that it is not a wise-thing to harass the shipowners, but we must under cer-tain conditions reserve the power.
Sir JOSEPH WARD: How would it be if diis wereput in. "that in the inspection of stores and provisions"in Australia and New Zealand, the standard of quality"be accepted as sufficient."

The CHAIRMAN : We might say :—
" That provisions on British ships which havealready been inspected and passed by Imperialofficers be exempt from further inspection in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand, except upon complaint, orunless the authorities have reason to believe thatsuch inspection is necessary."
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: How can they have- reasonto believe, except upon complaint ?

Mr. COX : That is the question I asked, and Sir
William Lyne told me they were very cute and knew

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That still gives ourmen the right to complain.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE i I would not like to see thatdone away with.
The CHAIRMAN : Do you agree to that?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I don't see what it means,

but I will agree to it.
The resolution was then put to the meeting, and

carried unanimously.
Aiternoon Session.

The CHAIRMAN : The next point on the Agendais {>>) Accommodation, Ventilation, and Conveniences,and I do not know whether we will take Manning at
the same time or separate.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think we had better take
it separately, and I propose, in order to fix the dis-
cussion, to move a resolution :—

" That the accommodation, ventilation, and con-
venciences of ships owned in Australia or New Zea
land, or engaged in the coastal trade, be subject tothe local shipping laws."
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That does not say that
others shall not be.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: Do you mean only such
\. -sels. Does you motion carry a negative meaning 1

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Only such vessels, but that
practically is the law enforced in New Zealand at the
present moment.

The CHAIRMAN : That raises a legal question. We
want to leave legal questions out at the moment. We
will have to discuss the definition of coastal trade. For
the moment I think we had better use the word coastal
trade subject to definition of coastal trade later on when
we come to 4. I think we had better not discuss the
definition now.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We keep on putting off these
things—the question of accommodation, ventilation,
conveniences, manning—if that is only to refer to our
own ships and not to any others, it is no use- discussing
it at all, is it ? Because we are not here to make laws,
we are here to make suggestions. Now. in the case
of New Zealand, it is the law already. They have
made certain provisions to which British, shipowners
take exception : with regard to ourselves, we propose-
to make certain laws. Well now, if the coasting trade
is only to affect our own ships and not to affect yours,
it is no good discussing it.

The CHAIRMAN : We don't propose that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The question is, what is
coasting trade ?

'The CHAIRMAN : 'That is a point we have to dis-
cuss. I thought we would discuss that under 4. We
put that down specifically to raise a discussion on it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think it is better to dis-
cuss first what is coasting trade, then what regulations
should govern the coasting trade, and then what ships
should come under it.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not know that we want to
discuss what conditions shall affect the coasting trade ;
that is a matter for you.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : The Imperial Act refers to
coasting trade, that is why I put it in.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The New Zealand delega-
tion is in a very different position to ours. They are
dealing with a matter that has been settled. With us
we have to make the law, and any suggestion you may
offer may seriously affect our Parliament.

The CHAIRMAN : That would not prejudice your
position at all, because that simply says whatever you
insert in your law with regard to ventilation, accommo-
dation, and conveniences, shall apply to the coasting
tiade. We do not attempt to define what those con
ditions shall be.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But when we have done all
tbiis and we come, as we inevitably must, to No. 4

The CHAIRMAN : Which I hope will be to-day.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think that is quite right, so
far as it goes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES :As far as it goes? But the
question is, how far does it go?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : You have to consider that on
No. 4.

Mn. NORMAN HILL : In considering this motion
which, as I understand, will apply to all Acts, the Act
and the Bill, are we right in understanding that in

so far as they enact special requirements, they shall
extend onlv to the vessels owned in the Colonies or
engaged in the coastal trade. We would like,,of course
to submit one or two points similar to the ones we have
already discussed, that is to say that there shall be
reciprocity—they should accept our standards.

The CHAIRMAN : But Sir Joseph Ward's proposi-
tion is with regard to the oversea trade. We won't
for the moment attempt to delimit the oversea trade
from the eoaslal trade, but so far as the oversea trade
is concerned. New Zealand conditions shall apply to
those ships engaged in the coastal trade.

5—A. sa.

Mi: NORMAN HILL: The motion relieves us of
a very great deal of anxiety. It makes it clear that
our oversea conditions have to comply with our own law.
But if we support the resolution that they have the
right to make their own conditions, we would like the
Colonies to consider how tar they can extend to us
international courtesy that we- extend to other foreign
nations who deal with us. If we could come to some
understanding I think we should support the resolution,
but in supporting the resolution, we would like it to
be clear that we would like these questions considered.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not gather that
the resolution would preclude that. I don't say it would
be accepted, but it would not be out out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There is one thing that I
<annot quite agree with in Sir Joseph Ward's motion.
It is this, that not only on vessels engaged in the coastal
Hade, but vessels trading from Australia, say, vessels
registered in London or Glasgow, and trading from
Syiln.-y to Calcutta

Sin JOSEPH WARD: Perhaps if I add this to the
motion it will clear the ground : "And that coastal
"trade should comprise cargo and carriage of passengers
"on the coast or between the Commonwealth of New
" Zealand and the Islands of the Pacific."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Calcutta is not an island
in the Pacific, nor is Manilla.

The CHAIRMAN : That is raising quite a separate
issue, which we shall have to settle.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We are beginning in Aus-
tralia to have a foreign-going trade. We are having
vessels—they may be registered here or in Australia—
but they sail from our ports to foreign ports, to South
American ports, Calcutta, Singapore, and we want our
conditions to apply to them as far as possible.

The CHAIRMAN : They are practically Australian
ships, and you have tried to meet them in Subsec-
tion C. Now that is one of the things we thought we
would discuss under 1. We have been considering
that very carefully — Subsection C of your report,
page 37.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I point out that
Ihe Report of the Commission only compiises accommo-
dation and provisions for such ships?

Mil. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Hut are not those ships
practically Australian owned?

I
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Very often.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is covered by Sir
Joseph Ward's resolution; he says "owned."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But there an- verj many
which are not. Their domicile is British, although
many of the ships are registered in Australia. "'here
are other companies that are engaged in deep-sea
trading; they put a boat on the coast for three months,
and then, perhaps, she goes to Valparaiso or Singapore.
We want these provisions to apply.

Mr. COX : May 1 ask one question. Do you mean
that if a ship registered in London goes on a lound
voyage and does what we might call a coasting trade,
and then takes a voyage to Valparaiso or North
America, that Australian conditions are to apply
to that ship after she has left for Valparaiso, on the
high seas?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You see it all depends.
You can evade any law if you like by saying you do
not know whether the ship is coming back again, but
when, as a matter of fact, it does come back it goes
te> Singapore or Valparaiso, and then it takes up the
running on the coast again

Mil. COX : Do you propose to penalise her for some-
thing she has done in Singapore ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I don't propose anything
if the sort. What we say is this. We have a summary
of the recommendations of the Commission, and to these
clauses certain classes are affixed :—This applies to
ships registered in Australia, ships licensed to trade
on the Australian coast, and ships continuously trading
to any port in the Commonwealth. In any case,
whether it is provided for in our report or not, I
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feel they are there. Before 1 left, a case came into
court in connection with just such a ship as this.
Part 4 of the Hill on which we sat. Clause 185,
says : " This part of this Act shall apply to (a) all
" British ships, and (6) all foreign ships carrying pas-
" sengers or cargo shipped in any port in Australia
"to any port in the British Dominions," and it is pro-
posed to add to that Subsections (c) and (d). Well now,
that applies to unseaworthy ships, unsafe ships, life-
saving appliances, and dangerous goods.

Mr. COX : May I put a concrete case which occurs
to me. A ship is registered in the Port of London;
she goes out on a round voyage to Australia, and goes
from one Australian port to another picking up passen-
gers and goods ; she then gets to Sydney, then she clears
for Valparaiso, and she comes back to Australia. While
in Valparaiso, she has violated some of the conditions
prescribed by the Australian Act, is she liable to be
prosecuted when she gets back to Australia for what she
has done ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I should not say so. It
all depends.

Mu. COX : But doesn't it go as far as that?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Our jurisdiction begins and
ends on foreign ships while in Australia, and on Aus-
tralian registered ships wherever they are. I presume
our jurisdiction is the same as the jurisdiction of all
countries; that is, it extends to all ships within the
territorial waters or on Australian ships wherever
they are. subject, of course, to the law of other
nations. That, I presume, is the law with regard to
ourselves.

Mr. CON : Not unless it has been come to by the
Colonies, because it has been laid down that it applies
to territorial waters.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes, as regards accommo
dation. If the ship had certain accommodation while
in our waters, and in other respects manned as we
require, I cannot see how when she got to Valparaiso
she could do anything against our law. Of course, she
could stop up the ventilation.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I suggest you have
really got all you want under (6) "Licensed to trade
"on the coast."

The CHAIRMAN : We are getting on to discuss 4.1 ih.n't want to restrict discussion, but we are dis-
cussing 4 under 3.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Practically the recom-
mendation of the Commission agrees with the intention
of Sir Joseph Ward's motion in limiting the applica-
tion to ships such as appear in the footnote, that is,(a) ships registered in Australia; ib) ships licensed to
tiade on the Austialian coast; and (c) is objected tobecause of its indefiniteness, and we are asked if wehave not all that is necessary under (b).

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Quite so. There was the
ship "Century" (Howard Smith). She was registeredin the Port of London; she was engaged in the coastingtrade ; she would not be a ship registered in Australia,
and she would not be a ship licensed to trade on the
Australian coast.

Hon DUGALD THOMSON: Then she would nottrade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know whether shewould or not, because there might be no licence at all.or no licence to issue in the case of such ships—thatmight be a ship owned in Australia and registered inLondon.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Sir Joseph Ward's motioncovers those engaged, as a matter of fact, in the coasting

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If we were'to decide whatcoasting is, I think it would be better.
The CHAIRMAN : This is the motion :—

"That the accommodation, ventilation, and con-
veniences of ships owned in Australia or New Zea-land, hi- engaged in the coastal trade, be subject tothe loeal shipping laws,"

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Owned or engaged?
The CHAIRMAN : That covers your point
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Rut what about registered?
'The CHAIRMAN : It doesn't matter about regis-

tered.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It does matter, because it
might not be owned.

'The CHAIRMAN : Well, say "owned or registered."
Mu. NORMAN HILL: Isn't "registered" better

than " owned " ?

The CHAIRMAN: Would you prefer "registered"
to " owned " ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No; use the three—"own,-el
"or registered or engaged."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why should a vessel
registered in Australia be subject to different con-
ditions ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Strike out "owned," and
put "registered or engaged." After all, it does notmatter to us who owns them. And the law cannot he-altered by anything we do. There is only one otherpoint; I understand what Sir Joseph means, it is lust
simply to say "the law applies to these ships." It
does not say it does not apply to others.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: It does apply without
any resolution of ours to those ships under the New Zea-
land Act. It would apply under our Act if we passedit : but the intention is that it shall only apply.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I don't think we should put"only."
Mn. NORMAN HILL: You are seeking to impose onour ships the conditions which yon hold over the shipsunder your jurisdiction.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think it had better stand

as it is.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I think it would be well to

pass that resolution as it is, and then to discuss whenthe proper time comes what is coasting trade, and if itbe found that some ships have escaped, or might escape,th.- conditions which should apply to them under thatresolution, a rider could be put to that to make it quiteclear. But I understand that the meaning is this,
that it applies without doubt at all. It is a declaratorymotion: there can be no doubt it applies to ships regis-tered or engaged in the Australian trade.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON: But we have to goFurther; we have to decide if we an- to apply it tovessels which visit Australia, but do not coast.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : That comes under 4.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: No; the definition of

casting cones under 4, but that does not sav whethervessels which are admitted not to be coasting shall be-made subject to these provisions.
The CHAIRMAN I I think Mr. Thomson is rightthere. The definition of coastal will come in later on.But before we come to the definition, I think we oughtto decide whether these conditions are to be imposed

upon vessels that cannot possibly be said to be engaged
in coastal trade. Take a vessel which carries cargo andpassengers from London to Sydney, and does not engagein the coastal trade.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Then it would not apply.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Why not?
Siu JOSEPH WARD: We will come to that later.
riii CHAIRMAN : We will come to the definitionlater, hut subject to the definition I thought it oughtto be made clear that these conditions shall only applyto the conditions of the coastal trade or vessels regis-tered in Australia.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, it is the other wayround. The point is, not that it shall only apply tothose, but that it does apply to those and some others.Whether it shall apply to those others will be deter-mined when we have decided what coastal means.
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Tin CHAIRMAN : Not quite. Our shipowners want
to know to what class of vessel these conditions are to
apply. Sir Joseph Ward has moved this resolution, and
he- suggests it shall apply to those engaged in the
coastal trade or registered in the Colonies. I under-
stand that means that it shall not apply to those not
engaged in coastal trade, or registered in the Colonies.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is a different thing
entirely._____ CHAIRMAN : At any rate that has to be de-
cided now. 'The next thing is to decide what is coastal.
But I think we must decide whether these conditions
are to apply to ships outside these two categories.

Hon. W. M HUGHES: I say it must apply to all
ships independently of where they are registered.

The CHAIRMAN : That is agreed.
Hon W. M. HUGHES: I don't like that word

" only."

Tin: CHAIRMAN :It is necessary. We must make-
it clear, Jfou claim jurisdiction over these two classes:
outside that, you do not claim jurisdiction. .Very well.
that ought to be made clear.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have- to define what coastal
Irade is independently of that.

Tin; CHAIRMAN : Put it this ways—
"That the conditions imposed by Australian or

New Zealand law as regards accommodation, venti-
lation, conveniences should only apply to vesselsregistered in those Colonies or engaged in their
coasting trade."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There is only one thing
more, and that is if we are going to decide this, whyshould we keep manning and the other things out?

Tin; CHAIRMAN : This is purely accommodation,ventilation, and conveniences.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I see that, that is to say
on vessels registered or engaged in our coasting trade.

The resolution was then put to the meeting and
carried.

The CHAIRMAN : Now we come to manning.
Sin JOSEPH WARD: 1 move- the same resolution,

with the word "manning."
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: Does that dispose of

th. accommodation so far as the coasting trade is con-
cerned ?

T__ CHAIRMAN : Yes, as far as coasting is .oncerned, of course we shall be subject to Australian and
New Zealand conditions, and now Sir Joseph proposesthe same resolution with regard to manning—thatBritish conditions shall apply to oversea trade.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : My contention is we cannotextend beyond our own jurisdiction.
__■ CHAIRMAN : Do you agree with that, Mr.Hughes ?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes, that is to say regit

I. nil ... engaged in.
The following resolution was then unanimously agreed

to :—
" That the conditions imposed by Australian or

New Zealand law as regards manning should onlyapply to vessels registered in those. Colonies or
engaged in their coasting trade."

Mu. NORMAN HILL: W'e have agreed that the
Colonies have tin- power, now in the applicationwe do appeal to them that they will work withus in the international spirit that one nation workswith another. Take this question of accommodation.
We have- defined in our Imperial Act the kind
oi accommodation te be provided for tin- crew, andth.- vessels arc being built according to these require
incuts. To show the kind of hardship that a ship-
owner would hi- subjected to if other standards on sucha point as that apply, it is only necessary to refer tothe Australian Bill which was introduced as recently as1904. There, in introducing the Bill, the Australian

Parliament gave notice to the shipowners that theythought 72 cubic feet accommodation for the crew was
sufficient. Take it that a shipowner who was ..anxiousto comply with the regulations of the country started tobuild his ship strictly in accordance with that Bill, andprovided 72 cubic- feet, fixed his forecastle. Wow,according to I lie Report of the Royal Commission, theyhave rejected the 72 feet and recommended 120 feet,
and I understand from Sir William Lyne that that
is to he retrospective with Australian shipping. We
build our ships in accordance with our law, we man
them with crews engaged here under that law, and we
send those ships out to the Colonies, and they shouldbe governed by that law, even although they happenfor some voyages to be engaged in the coasting trade.

HON. W. M. 11l (HIES: If you will allow me, I
will read Ul and 186 of the original Bill. This section
provides that the owner of every steamship regularlyHading between any port in Australia and any otherport in Australia, New Zealand, or Fiji, or British New
Guinea, or the South Seas, shall make provision of
.2 cubic feet. Now the Commission has recommended
I2U -cubic feet, and on the evidence there was drafted,for presentation to the Commission for its approval, by
in. the following clause :—On the certificate of the ship-wright surveyor that the alterations, if any. neceesarj
to give effect to clause A of Sub-section 1 of this section
arc impracticable, the Minister may, with the con-
currence of the Medical Inspector, permit the owner of
the ship to provide other accommodation. That is to
piovide for cases where such structural alterations haveto be made as arc- in the opinion of the- practical man,
the shipwright surveyor, impracticable or almost so.
In those cases, and those- eases only where structural
alterations are either impossible or impracticable or toocostly, or mean cutting up the ship, 72 feet shall stillsuffice.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: The position would be that
a vessel could be sent out from here strictly conformingwith our regulations, and until it got out there it wouldnot know whither it could take up the employment ornot.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Quite so.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: That surely is very serious,and the principle- we have applied already with regard
1., safety regulations are eoually applicable here. Our
present standard is a goocr one; it is 120 feet, with aminimum of 72 feet, and under no circumstances canthere be less than 72 cubic feet for sleeping accommoda-tion. That 72 feet is the standard which AustraliaStarted with in 1904, so that there is no possibility of
a ship which is grossly unprovided with accommodation
coming into Australian waters.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : They were not providedfor by that resolution.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: N,,: you have said in thisresolution you have power to.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But it shall only apply
to coastal ships, or ships registered in Australia."

Mil. NORMAN HILL: _ee, but a ship which comesfrom here should be admitted into the coastal trade if itcomplies with our standard, which compares favourablywith the standard under discussion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But in Section 64 of yournew Act 120 cubic feet is laid down.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: Take a practical points
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Just one- moment. Le

point out that Section tit of your new Act says 120cubic- feel is the amount for each seaman or apprentice,
Very well, we are only going to ask you to lime ihalstrictly complied with.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We do not make it retro-spective. Sou say in your Bill 10 superficial feet: wesay 15 superficial feet. Now. is the British ship that isgiving US feet, according te r law. and which innine-tenths of tl„- trade in which it is employed willonly lie called cm to piovide those I:> feet, is it.' becauseit wants to enter the coastal trade of Australia, to bebarred unless it increases that 15 feet to 16 feet?

Hon W. \l HUGHES: First of all, it will take the
best part of a year before our Act can come into force.This Act has been in force now six months.
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Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : No; it amies into force
on the Ist June.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Now that it has been passed,
every ship built during the past six months has had in
contemplation this section. Of all those ships that are
engaged in the trade, a very large number could be so
altered as to make provision for this section. A
number of gentlemen do not seem to see the necessity
for this; but a very large number of those vessels ought
to be altered without any delay at all. The accom-
modation on some ships is simply disgraceful; there
is no other word for it. Some of the very best ships,
so far as passenger accommodation is concerned, have
absolutely the worst accommodation for seamen—abso-
lutely the worst. I have lately had an opportunity on
the Royal Commission of seeing these things. We
went round to a large number of ships. Some are
tolerable and some intolerable. We are only asking
for suitable accommodation; 120 feet is not too much.
We only ask that accommodation shall apply to those
engaged in our trade.

Tin CHAIRMAN : You are asking 120 feet in ad-
dition to bath room and mess room.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Might 1 suggest we settle one
point first. Is this to be retrospective or not? In
our law in New Zealand we do not make it retrospec-
tive, neither do 1 think it would be a fair thing to sug-
gest here that we should make all this retrospective.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: You see what I don't like,
want to ask one thing. The resolutions that have
boen carried, it is not tor me to remind you, in refer-
ence to the conveniences of ships, could only apply to
vessels registered in these Colonies or engaged in their
coastal trade—what does that mean ?

Hon DUGALD THOMSON : We have to define that
yet.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is left open.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You see what I don't like,
and why I raised the question. Yrou are passing resolu-
tions, and we may not pass resolutions. One resolu-
tion hinges upon another. The resolution as it is I
don't agree with unless there is something passed to
define, as we want it, what is coastal trade.

The CHAIRMAN :It is all subject to that. And
now we have got on to 4, we have to discuss this.

Hon. W. M HUGHES: Sir Joseph was saying some-
thing about not making this retrospective. So far as
it can be made retrospective, it should be; that is to
say, so far as alteration can be made to make the
accommodation sufficient. 1 want you to follow this.
Sir William ; we suggest 120 cubic feet should be the
minimum. Mr. Hill says that 72 cubic feet has been
for many years the minimum to which the British
mercantile marine has built its ships, and to ask them
now to make such alterations as would enable them to
comply with our section or our proposed law would
entail very considerable expense and practically make
it impossible to engage in the trade at all.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: If the principle is right, the
expense should not be considered.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What I say is this. That in
very many cases the accommodation is bad, and an
alteration ought to be made, but where such alterations
cannot be made, on the certificate of a shipwright sur-
veyor that the alterations cannot be made at all, well
then the Minister may, with the concurrence of the
Medical Inspector, make some exemption in the case
of ships already built. But there ought to be a time
fixed; say, two years from the passing of the Act or
twelve months when ships desirous of entering into the
trade other than those registered in Australia should
make an effort to comply with the Act, and those who
do not get the exemption cannot expect to engage in
the trade.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : I'd like to say a word
on this. I think there are three members present who
we're members of the Mercantile Marine Committee
which had to consider accommodation, and I think
the members present will agree with me that the
evidence submitted to that committee by shipowners

and Board of Trade experts went to prove that in
very few eases were the men limited to 72 cubic feet.
I think in the majority of the ships it was proved
they had over 120 cubic feet. Well, the evidence is
available, and if I am wrong 1 will stand subject to
collection. It was said that German ships did not
have- a standard equally as good as ours; now we have
information which proves that the German ships are
equal to ours in every respect.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : They are better.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : I am dealing with the
evidence I gave the other day. I say the evidence is
available, and it will bear out my statement that the
whole of th. evidence given by shipowners and Board
of Trade experts went to prove that in few ships indeed
wen- they limited to 72 cubic feet; and I cannot under-
stand Mi. Norman Hill raising such a big point on
this when the evidence given by the shipowners them-
selves went to prove that they did not limit the men
to 72 cubic feet at all. Why this change of front?
They must have either been wrong before the Mer-
cantile Marine- Committee or they must be wrong now.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: There is no change of front.
It is quite true that there are very few ships in which
the men are limited to 72 cubic feet; but there are
cases in which very ample accommodation is provided
in the way of mess rooms and bath rooms, where it is
practically impossible to give 120 feet in the sleeping
accommodation. Mr. Hughes has used a hard word when
h. said the accommodation on some ships was simply
disgraceful

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I don't hesitate to say it.
If you ask what ships, I will give you half a dozen.

Mn NORMAN HILL: The illustration was that
72 feet is disgracefully inadequate. May I remind you
that the Government of Australia, when they intro-
duced the Bill in 1904, thought that was the right
amount.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I should not hesitate to
apply it merely because the Government said so. They
come and go in Australia like they do here.

Mn NORMAN HILL: But it is a little bit hard
that in making the Act retrospective there should be
something like forfeiture or driving ships out of the
trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: They won't be driven out
of the trade.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Mr. Norman Hill. I
have the evidence here of the statement put in the other
ilav of the difference.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: I have worked them out.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: Here are the figures :—
Lamport and Holt, 74: British India, 945; City of
London, 84-8; Anderson Bros.. 105-9: Kurness Withy.
tlB'7; and so on, and in no case are they limited to
72 cubic feet.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I agree if you take those
instead of taking them oyer the whole. If you take
ships 10 years old and five years, and new ships, you
will find there has been steady improvement, and the
old ships would be driven out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Some of the newer ships
have as bad accommodation as the older ones.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: But they are given much
better mess room accommodation.

Mn. BELCHES : I entirely agree with what has
been said by Mr. Hughes that in the cases where it
can be made retrospective • it should be, because the
complaint of the seamen both in Australia and New
Zealand with regard to accommodation, even in some
of the newest vessels, is that it is inadequate. That
is the complaint of the men. I have visited shipsmyself and seen where these men have to live, and I
say without any hesitation that the pla os are not fit
for the number of men. Now if this idea is put into
force and is not going to In- made retrospective, we
should have this condition : that there will be ships that
are comparatively new now and which may run for the
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next 20 or 30 years where the men will have to put up
with the inconveniences. That will be inequitable with
regard to the men in the newer vessels. I shall cer-
tainly support the idea that it should be made retro-
spective where it is possible to make the alteration. I
think the cases that have been mentioned, where it
cannot be altered, will simply have to be allowed. Rut
the accommodation in which the men at present sleep
is not adequate, as you have heard.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Rut you say where- it
can be done it should be; but many things cannot he
done because the cost is prohibitive.

Mn BELCHER: Hut looked at from the men's
point eif view, are the crews to suffer, or is the ship-
owner to be- put to an expense. In other words, is
the- matter of money going to be put up against flesh and
blood.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Mr. Re-lchei refers to the
workers under this industry, which is one of the- largest
and most important. The employers are making chums
to be regarded differently from the employers in any
other business. A factory owner in Lancashire- has to
comply with an Act, not in respect of a new mill, but
in respect of his old mill. He- may complain, but he has
to comply. Why should a shipowner be treated different ly
fiom anybody els-. A shipowner says his is the most
important industry in the Empire.

Mil. COX : Doe-, that ever go to the e-xtcnt of making
him pull down his factory ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: He only wants to make a
little more provision for the crew and a little less for
the cargo.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: The point you raise has
been clone, and they refuse a licence in some cases
whe re they did not do it, and therefore I agree with
Mr. Iluglies: I do not see why there should be an
exemption made for shipowners. I want to point this
out : that this is one of the most important matters we
are going to deal with. There is one other as im-
portant, and we want to do something that will make
the conditions of seafaring men an inducement for British
men to go into the ships. If this matter is not dealt
with in the- way we have suggested in the Act we are
proposing, you won't do very much good, because I
have seen and know conditions under which seamen are
subjected at the present time which are simply dis-
graceful. That is one reason why a lot of men will not
go into the service. There is no doubt that the state-
ment made by the Royal Commission that it is not on
all fours with the inducements of land conditions is
detening a number of men in Australia from going into
the marine service who under better conditions would do
so. If this Conference refuses to give better conditions,
we are doing no good, and if you refuse to give retro-
spective conditions you are doing that which is de-
terring the se.unen from going on these ships. It is a
very big rjuestion, a very important question, and I
hold most decidedly that if a ship has neit the con-
veniences—l don't care whether she is built now or
hereafter or before—she should conform to them in the
same way as Mr. Hughes says a factory is compelled to
conform to certain conditions, even though the factory
was built long before the principle was established. I
do not think the Conference will have much effect
unless it deals very clearly with this particular ques-
tion. In one case we- are dealing with the question of
th. expense to the shipowner; in the other case we are
dealing with human life and health. I say human life
and health should go before the expense to the ship-
owner. To my mind, LBO feet should be the limit.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: This is a very important
matter, and 1 think there ought to be some- effort to
compromise it to get out of a difficulty, and it struck mi'
during the- discussion that perhaps this might meet
the position : 'That it !«• a recommendation to the Board
of Trade that where practicable the accommodation lie
fixed at 100 feet, such alteration to be made two years
from date-, and with steamships built on and after 31st
July next, the minimum be fixed at 120 feet.'

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : I do not know that
that resolution of Sir Joseph Ward's is necessary, be-
cause- I understand the only question raised by Mr.
Hill is with regard to vessels engaged in the coastal
trade of Australia. Is the point that is raised a matter
of much importance?

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : The shipowners don't
went to give more than 72 feet.

mi. WILLIAM LYNE: Why should there be ani
interference with our coastal trade regulations!

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON: Mr. Hill has only
raised it in connection with the vessels engaged in the
coastal trade of Australia, as to whether it would not
be just to consider that vessels already built could not
piovide the accommodation, and therefore should not be
compelled.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Does not that apply to our
own coastal vessels, too?

lies. W. M. HUGHES : After all, it is only in con-
nection with such ships that this Conference can deal.
With other ships this Conference has no concern. We
are here to deal with ships that are engaged in the- Aus-
tralian trade, and engaged in travelling from hen- to
Australia, and, therefore, no matter how insignificantby comparison or numbers those ships may be, we are
here to endeavour to draw up something that will suit
them. Now, Sir Joseph Ward suggests 100 cubic feet
in the case of existing ships. I say, if a ship now
provides 72 feet, and you say she shall not engage in
coasting trade unless she provides 100, and you say
that can be done, I say then that the whole ease has
I.ecu given away, because if you can make such stiu.
tin a I alterations as will piovide 100 cubic feet, it
appears to me you could make such structural altera
liens as would provide 120 cubic feet, because, after
all, with a crew of, say, 40 all told—and this will
mostly apply to mail steamers—it appears to me 800
cubic- feet more than that would be required at the
outside.

Captain CHALMERS: These vessels have a Draw of
240.

Hon. W M HUGHES: What vessels?

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: The Orient Line.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I am told that the best class of
vessel, where you can always get good sailors, is just
the class of ship where there is structural difficulty
in accommodating the crew.

Hon W. M HUGHES : Why?
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : They say, because- theyhave- provided wash-houses and mess rooms.

llo\. W. M. HUGHES: Not very l.mg ago I was on
i very good ship, and the wash-house accommodation
consisted of a bucket and the free use of the latrine.
That is a very common thing, and you may see it on
some of the best steamships.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Surely it is worth considera-
tion that New Zealand has provided that this is not
te. In- retrospective, and Australia in 1901 put clown in
the Bill 72 feet.

mi: WILLIAM LYNE: We are not doing that now.

Mn. NORMAN HILL : But it is only two and a half
years back.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: That point was objected to
when the Rill was brought forward.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: The Government must have
thought that was reasonable. There is one other point.
Our Parliament considered the question last Session.
and substantially increased the minimum from 72 to
120 on every new ship, and in forcing up the standard.
we venture to think it is an act of justice to excuse the
old ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not know whether you
are overlooking tin' fact that our coastal trade is
largely carried out under tropical conditions 72 feet
on the- Atlantic- would lie better than 100 on the Aus-
I Lilian coast, provided that the men had to sleep in
the forecastle and not on the deck. Going round Aus-
tralia, ships carry a cargo of fruit, and it is impossible-
for men to sleep on deck, therefore, they have to use
ihe forecastle, ami it is necessary it should be- well
ventilated ami r ny.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: That does not apply to over-
sea passenger ships, because the men continuously sleep
on deck.
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Bom. W. M. HUGHES: When your oversea ships
.any cargo, suppose they engage in trade, they would
largely carry cargo, say, from Adelaide to Fremantle,
and they would carry it on deck.

Till. CHAIRMAN : 1 have been inquiring about the
German provisions, and in some respects I agree they
are better than ours, but the provisions apply only Io
vessels the orders for the building of which are given
after October Ist, 1905. You see the Germans have
realised that difficulty.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : 1 think it is a matter upon
which a compromise is necessary, and I therefore pro-
pose :—

" That the limit of accommodation prescribed by-
Colonial laws should apply to existing vessels, except
in eases where the Minister is satisfied that the
character of the structural alterations necessary in
order to comply with the limit would be unreason-
able."

There must be someone to settle where the alteration can
be carried out.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: The Government of the
country is the proper authority to appoint officers to
decide that If you go into the court" it is a never-
ending business.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: The- difficulty is. we send
out our ships, and we do not know until we get there
whether they can trade. Surely it should be decided here
whether the accommodation can be increased.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : You must have a little lati-
tude.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It should be left to the
officers.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is all right for ships to
be built hereafter.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think it is right in refer-
ence to ships built.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: You cannot pull a ship down
and rebuild it like you can a factory.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You can alter the internal
arrangements.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Our owners of New Zealand
ships are doing that, but you cannot do it in all of
them and not to the hulls of any of them.

Mb. BELCHER: If Mr. Hughes' suggestion is
adopted that would cover it—that in cases where struc-
tural alterations to the ship cannot possibly be effected
that it shall then be permissible for an inspector and
a medical officer to attest to that. And then the ship-
owner would not be under the obligation to alter his
ship. 1 understand that is your suggestion, Mr.
Hughes ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: The proposal we are going
to make is this, if the Minister is satisfied on expert
evidence that it is not practicable to make the neces-
sary alterations to give effect to the requirements of
Paragraph A, Sub-section 1, of this section, the Minister
may permit similar and equivalent accommodation to be
substituted for the crew space, which does not fulfil
the requirements of this Act in another part of the
ship ; that leaves the matter in an elastic- way entirely
in the hands of the Government.

Mn. MILLS: I understand the provision to be that
in cases where it is impossible to piovide the increased
accommodation in the space provided, the shipowner
can put it in some other part of the ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What that means is. that
the accommodation shall be on the basis of the 120
cubic feet; that is to go, anyhow. 1 have not seen
the sub-section before, but I take it that it contemplates
the erection of deck-houses for the- accommodation of
seamen anywhere in the ship, provided they got the
120 feet.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: It means if the ship cannot
be altered they can allow that to be dealt with in
another part of the ship.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is no exception;
it makes it imperative.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Not under the stringent
regulation that it might have: to be done in a parti
cular part of the ship. Paragraph A, Sub-section 1,
says it need not be done. It says: "And make pro-
" vision to the satisfaction of the inspector or official

■for the adequate ventilation of the officers' rooms and
" engine room and stokehole." Sub-see-tion No. 3 of
Section 130 provides that the owner of every ship shall
provide such sanitary and lavatory accommodation, in-
cluding bathrooms, as in the opinion of a medical officer
is sufficient for the crew.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That does not fix any
particular situation.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: 1 know it does not, but as
Mr. Hughes said just now, this accommodation is, as a
rule, and should be, provided in the forecastle. The
provision is that the accommodation can be provided
somewhere in the ship. It does not say where.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : If the location is not
named in the Act, then so long as the space is provided,
wherever it is provided, it is in accordance with the
Act.

Tui. I'll AIRMAN : You might treat your ere-w as
first-class passengers.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: The object of this is they
have to get it somewhere, and if the ship is so con-
st rue-led that you cannot do it in one part, you can do
it in another. That is going to be submitted to our
Rarliame nt.

Mb. DUNLOP: The whole point is, whether this
shall be made retrospective. It seems very dangerous
that an Act altering an Act passed two years ago
should be made retrospective. The danger of such a
position is demonstrated by the fact that our own
•Government has never made such matters retrospec-
tive, nor have the German Government. Now it
appears to me that, perhaps, a little too much has
been made of this. Unfortunately, the life of a ship
is not very long, and those old ships will very quickly
be getting out of the trade. Then another point that
occurs to me is, suppose you provide so much accom-
modation, the men are never in the accommodation
altogether.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : When they are in port.
Mh. DUNLOP: Which is very seldom; that is a

mere point. But another point is that the seaman,
after all, if he finds a ship uncomfortable will very soon
leave her.

MB. BELCHER : That is what he is doing now.

Mr. DUNLOP: The very best class of ship will
suffer if we make this retrospective. These large
vessels would need an enormous alteration. Is it
really a matter of flesh and blood and life and death,
as has been suggested ? I think, gentlemen, we are
making too much of it. I suggest as a matter of
principle you should use a little latitude. It does
seem unfair that two years ago you laid down regula-tions, and now you alter them. After all, it is a
matter of money. You may say money is no considera-
tion, but it is, as the cost may make it impossible.
After all, it is only a matter of opinion whether the
additional space is necessary. Your Government a
few years ago did not think it was. I think a little
too much has been made of this matter, and you ought
to be very careful in departing from the laid-down prin-
ciple, and not make this retrospective.

Mb. BELCHER: I think there is too much being
made of what the Federal Government suggested two
years ago. What I think has happened in the mean
time is this, that the evidence which has been brought
before the Royal Commission that was set up by the
Commonwealth, and the examination they have 'made
has opened their eyes to such an extent as to convince
I heni that what they are suggesting is absolutely essen-
tial to the well-being of the men who man the mercan-
tile marine. It is not only a matter of space, either
cubic or floor, it is also a matter of where some of thee row's living quarters are situated. Now, to give you
one en two eases, concrete ones, of where men have to
live in vessels that I know myself, vessels trading on
the New Zealand coast. Let me explain. The men
coming off watch from the stokehole have to go through
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an alley way, they have to climb up to the ship's
upper deck, they then have to proceed along the main
deck, which is exposed to all the fury of the elements
and is the most dangerous part of the ship when driv-
ing into a head sea, they have to go right forward,
have- to pass the entrance to the steerage accommo-
dation, and then they come to an iron scuttle where they
reach their own accommodation, and then they have
to go down a flight of steps and then a ladder of 10
or 12 steps. These ladders are almost perpendicular,
and I say that is no place to have men stowed away;
and it is a well-known fact that the men have some-
times to remain in the stokehole because they cannot
reach their own quarters. I say it is essential that the
Board e>f Trade officials should see that the men are
not only well treated, in so far as space is concerned,
but they should also exercise a judicious supervision
over the portions of the vessel where the crew are
located. There are other vessels in New Zealand which,
if they are going to be allowed to run under the con-
ditions that obtain at the present time, the shipowners
w ill probably find them laid up, and they will get no
crew to go into them at all. 'The alterations will have
io he made sooner or later. I indorse the remark
that it is an important matter in so far as our mer-
cantile marine is concerned. It is almost impossible
in Australia or New Zealand to get native-born people
to go to sea, and, so far as I can understand, the
British is a diminishing quantity.

The CHAIRM \N : No, there has been an increase
of about 6,000.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: But you do not give the in-
crease of tonnage?

Tin-: CHAIRMAN : I am answering the question put
by Mr. Belcher.

Mr. BELCHER : If he is not diminishing, the alien
is on the increase.

The CHAIRMAN : If you include the Lascar, yes.
Mu. BELCHEB : No, no, for they are all aliens.

The CHAIRMAN : No ; he is a British subject.
Mr. BELCHER : Is he treated as a British subject?
The CHAIRMAN : That is a different point.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Would you say that the

(.000 that have increased since 1000, have increased
pro rata of the population.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, no.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Have they increased pro-
portionately to the increased tonnage?

The CHAIRMAN : No.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: As a matter of fact, it is

the only industry that shows a diminishing rate.
Mr. DUNLOP : How can we expect that the seamen

would increase proportionately, looking to the recent
vast increased tonnage of the Empire ?

The CHAIRMAN : You will see the point put in the
" Shipowners' Memorandum." You will remember in
the last few years we have increased enormously the
number e>f seamen in our Navy—from 70.000 to 129,000
in the British Navy—that has made- a great difference
in the supply.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Can you show us one other
industry that puts forward as an excuse the fact that
the Admiralty and the Army are taking the men, because
if the Admiralty takes the cream of the men for the
sea, the Army might be said to take the cream of the
men for the Army. I think it is a very poor cause,
indeed, that looks to find a way out of the difficulty
by saying that the Admiralty has taken the cream of
the men. As a matter of fact, there would be no
difficulty at all in getting British seamen provided they
paid a decent wage and gave him a decent place to
live in—better than a dog kennel. I think the question
of accommodation is the most important point we can
deal with.

The CHAIRMAN: Take naval seamen; I am told
they are exceedingly well paid, and their accommo-
dation is all right: but they have great difficulty ingetting them.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: The reason of that is
because there an- many better opportunities on shore to
earn better wages.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The evidence given before
our Commission was, that in Germany they had few,
if any. desertions. Mr. Bonar gave evidence that il
was frequently the- ease that the father was followed by
his son and his grandson in the same service.

The CHAIRMAN : You are talking about the Norel
deutscher; you are quoting a first-class German steam-
ship : they have not a great tramp business like ours.
It is not a fail comparison.

Mb. KERN IE : You might say the same about the
I 'iinard.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have not been on a Cunard,
but I have be.-n on an Orient. Some of the acconimo
dation on the ships of the Orient Line is very inade-
quate.

■Sm JOSEPH WARD: Might I be allowed to ask
the British shipowntis who are here whether the com-
promise I have suggested is agreeable to them. I want
to take the opportunity of saying that when the law
which was put on the Statute Book in 1903 in New
Zealand, before that was put into operation, we had
a Committee sitting for two sessions. It gave a mini-
mum of 72 feet and a maximum of 120 feet; that was
taken from the British law, and we did not make it
retrospective in its application. In our Parliament we
are strongly averse to retrospective legislation. All
classes in our Parliament are generally opposed to it,
and for thai reason I want, if possible, to see some-
thing done to improve the position of the sailor, but
I want to guard myself as a representative man front
affirming a matter of principle we usually oppose in
New Zealand. If the suggestion I have made is
agreeable to the gi-ntlemen round the table, we get
at this position, and I would put it to Sir William
Lyne as an experienced Minister. What the Minis-
ter has to guard against is the attempt on the part
of an official to do that which is going to be unfair
or unjust to interests which ought to be protected. My
belief is, that if something of the kind were done,
where it is not an unreasonable request that an altera-
tion should be made, and if we safeguarded it by giving
the people concerned the right of appeal to somebody,
then we go a long way to protect both the sea-
man and shipowner. And for my own part, much
as I should like to see advanced legislation put
upon the Statute Book in the general interest of
seamen. yet, speaking for the Government of
New Zealand, I am certain we will not make a
law that would break contracts of any kind. What
I have suggested as a compromise, is practically the
suggestion of Mr. Hughes and myself. Alterations
should be made, and in addition to that, to insure
reasonable safety for interests we have a right to con-
sider, we should give a right of appeal to somebody,
I suggest the Supreme Court. If the representatives of
the shipowners are averse to that, well, for my own
part. I cannot vote for retrospective legislation, and
the other members of the delegation from New Zealand,
who have the same independence here that I profess
to exercise, must, of course', speak for themselves. We
want to do something from a New Zealand standpoint
that we can ask our country to indorse. I am quite-
prepared if necessary to withdraw the motion, but I
moved it with the hope of having something settled.

The CHAIRMAN : We have arrived at a very diffi-
cult stage of the proceedings, and I should like the ship-
owners to put their heads together

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think they have done that
already.

The CHAIRMAN : I mean in view of the suggestion
thrown out by Sir Joseph Ward, and they should con-
sider it very carefully, and it might be put on the paper
for the next meeting.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I should like to say I disagree
absolutely with the remarks made by Sir Joseph Ward.
So far as I am concerned, I do not agree to the prin-
ciple that we cannot bring in retrospective legislation,
so far as this particular matter is concerned, if the
principle is bad. If we have been doing wrong in the
past where human life is concerned, and human health
is concerned, we have no right to allow that to con-
tinue regardless of any such principle as the monetary
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concern of the shipowners, and I shall not agree to
anything of the kind, so far as lam concerned. Now
the point seems to me to be as to whether or not
improper ships are to run in the trade. I say, so far
as I am concerned, they are not to. We have to look
Burst to the sanitary arrangement., and to the accom-
modation of the men, and to the health of the men.
That is certainly predominant above- any consideration
for shipowners. If, as the shipowners say, we are
going to injure our trade, we are prepared to put up
with all that. We will not injure our trade in any
hape or form, that I am convinced of. But whilst I

should like, so far as I possibly can, to meet the ship-
owners in a reasonable way, I do not think we should
subject ourselves to the consideration of the shipowners
altogether, and I am a little surprised at the remarks
just made by Sir Joseph Ward, because the words used
sc.in Io me to coincide with the shipowners, and I do
not believe in that at all, in this particular case. Ido know the feeling that exists in our country in this
matter, and I do feel and know that Australia without
a very big struggle is not going to give up the right of
dealing with these matters. There is no doubt in mymind about that. And however much it may be the
desire of the shipowners to control the trade of their
ships, Australia is not going to allow it unless they are
overruled, and that would not be a very pleasant thing
to be done. I speak from my knowledge of Australia,
in which I give place to no man, or the ideas of our
legislators, and our electors in this particular regard,and I feel that so far as I am concerned I have to be
very firm regarding the accommodation given to ships.And one of the sorest points that we have in Australia
is the fact that so many foreigners are employed in theshipping trade, and also so many Hindoos are employed.They are British subjects, but when you pay a man
lid., as against 6s. or 75., it comas home to the pockets
of the men very strongly. That is what they are-
paying Lascars to-day, I speak emphaticallyabout this, because I know how emphatically it is
thought of in our country. I hope nothing Will bedone that will restrict absolutely the power of the
Government in dealing with a question of this kind.As I said before, the shipowners must trust Australia
a little more than they do in this and every other regard,although they do not seem to like to. But the- Govern-
ment of a country, where life and limb anil health is.. in lined, is the proper instrument to deal with it andnot the Supreme Court; and I also oppose the powerbeing taken out of the hands of the Government by the
Supreme Court.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: I should just like to say Ihave not consulted any shipowner in connection with
any motion I have moved, nor am I likely 1... What Ihave done. I have done as expressing my own opinions,and I intend to do so on every question'and as I think
proper. I only want to say "that in New Zealand wehave no Lascars in the employ of the owners: we have-no Lascars trading to the country except with an OCCSsional cargo that comes from Calcutta.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You are in an absolutelydifferent position from us.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I want to do what appears tobe right. We have a very advanced shipping law. lamonly anxious to try and help out of what I know to be
a great difficulty. We had our shipping law held overfor the assent of the King for nearly two years. Thatwas on account of the advanced state of our law, and
there is ne.t i thing in our law which is retrospective. I
am anxious to help Sir William Lyne to see a betterposition of affairs in the Australian waters. I mademy remarks believing that finally there will In- anhonest effort made as a compromise'- if we want to havean effective law.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Will you allow me to say,
so far as the-se remarks are concerned, would you sitquietly by as the Prime Minister of New Zealand ifthere- was a ship built already coming to your watersthat you knew perfectly well was an unwholesome shipfor seamen? I want to ask you that question, becauseaccording to your remarks you would have to allow it.

Sin JOSEPH WARD; No, I certainly would not.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I say I will not agree tothe Government of the country's power being taken awavif an urgent ease arises.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: And neither will I. That is
not the question, however.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Mr. President, 1 want to sajthis. I would very much like to see a compromise arrived
at. because while it is perfectly true, no doubt, that the
Australian people will do what they think right in
making such legislation as is suitable for them, yet if
we can get by a compromise something that will be
operative throughout the Empire I am sure we ought
t" agree. That is what we come here to do, because
we all of us have the power of doing anything we
please for ourselves, but we come here to do something
for us all. Well now, the New Zealanders are in
an entirely different position to us. They can sit
clown and watch the business going on. They have
passed their Act, and now they have come here to
discuss whether what they have done is or is not suit-
able. But anything this Conference may do may very
seriously affect our legislation, because, as I have
no doubt the Conference know, parties are very easilybalanced in the new Parliament of Australia, and if
_ny opposition to our proposals will strengthen the
hands of the opposition. It might make all the differ-
ence between a certain clause passing and not passing.and so it is a very important th:ng to us. but in New
Zealand it does not matter at all.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Oh, yes it does. We have
not the power to do anything under this now ; we havenot the power to force an alteration on an existingship. B

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Y'ou have certain powersgiven to you by the Act. With us, we are seeking to
introduce new legislation entirely, and although in
some- respects we propose to go farther than in New
Zealand, in general we propose to go along the sameline. What we ale chiefly anxious to do is to be fairto the Australian shipowner, and what he says is
this : If you are going to compel me to pay certainwages, to provide certain accommodation, and to compete with men who do neither, you are going to dome a great injustice. We do not want to do them
an injustice any more than we want to do an injusticeto the crew or the passengers or to you. Now theshipowners will have to provide 120 feet, and what ismore they will have to piovide for each officer up toat least four a separate room with cubic capacity ofnot less than 180 feet. They will have to provide acertain number of men, and in two States there is anAct which provides machinery for declaring how muchwages he shall pay. and by an award of the High Courtof Australia, the Arbitration Court, it has been de-clared what wages and conditions officers are workedunder, and these officers are paid according to the law-laid down. Now you seek to compete with thesepeople, and we are only asking you to compete on fairterms. So far as accommodation is concerned, it maybe impossible or very expensive for you to makestructural alterations; but it is not so much the cubicspace, although that is of course very necessary, butit is the ventilation and fie sanitation. Now as toventilation, every man knows that a ship is usuallvventilated by shafts, and the sailor whose- bunk isunderneath t,, prevent being blown out stuffs his clothesup the spout. He- gets some little relief, but the mantwo bunks off is nearly asphyxiated. Now our pro-posals as to ventilation can be complied with; you canvent, ate without very much expense and without anyStructural alterations at all. If you will ventilate- vourships properly~-scientifically-you will do a great 'dealtowards reconciling us to any suggestion you can makewhich shall apply to ships now constructed. I feelsure Parliament will go a long way out of its way tomeet you ,n regard to any fair proposal. But the'menought to get fresh air and baths and wash-houses.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: That you suggest should 1...retrospective.

Hon. W. M HUGHES: sir Joseph Ward suggested100 culm- teet to apply retrospectively. If that were toapply retrospectively wherever the 120 feet was notpossible and ventilation and mess rooms and a bathwe would do what we could to meet you.
Mn. MILLS: Sir William Lyne expresses himsell .-.,,imcompiomisingly ; that is to say, under all conditionsthe increased space must be provided. We also havet" hear m mind that a further provision of the Bill
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will require ships to carry larger crews than at pre-
sent, so assuredly in the case of some of the older ships
it will be impossible to provide the accommodation. I
do not see any objection where it can be done in a
reasonable way, but I hope he won't tie his hands so
that the Minister can have no discretion at all, so that
in the case eif ships where it is impossible to comply
with the Act, as I understand the clause he has read,
it gives the Minister no latitude at all.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The power of variation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I think you would find
every effort would be made to meet requirements in
reference to structural alterations of an important
character.

Mr. MILLS: Take the case of a ship carrying a
crew of 20. If she is obliged to carry 28, to have to
give 50 per cent, more accommodation per man, and
30 per cent, in number of men, it means an enormous
addition to the space now occupied, an almost impos-
sible thing in some of the smaller ships of the tramp
type.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I quite agree with what
Mr. Hughe-s says, that there will be a desire on the
part of the Australian Parliament to meet such a reason-
able proposal, and to allow that ships which are built
according to the present law should receive fair con-
sideration before any alteration is demanded. I think
there is good reason for that, because, as Sir William
Lyne admits, the Bill brought into the Australian
Parliament declared in favour of 72 feet. In a couple
of years it may be that 140 feet is required, and
unless consideration is to be given, owners will be
placed in a very awkward position; alterations will
nave to be made which cannot reasonably be made.
But what I particularly want to say is this : I do not
see there is really very much in the matter as it has
been brought forward. We have passed a resolution, I
understand, that the Australian law in this respect shall
only apply practically to vessels registered or owned in
Australia nr conducting the coastal trade of Australia.
Now when you come to the coastal trade, if it is de-
cided that vessels that simply call in at Australia as
a part of an oversea voyage and carry passengers and
goods from port to port are coastal boats, then they
will have to submit to much greater and to them more
important provisions than this, they will have to sub-
mit to Australian conditions, Australian rates of pay
which may be fixed by the Arbitration Court, and
other conditions which will be more burdensome than
these, sufficient I think to keep them from carrying
passengers or cargo from port to port. Well then, it
is only as coasters that they would be brought under
this provision at all ; but if they do not carry passen-
gers or cargo, they are not coastal boats and they do
not come under the provision, hence where is the
importance? Having passed a resolution that vessels
which are not coastal, and which are not registered in
Australia, are not subjected to these provisions, I do
not think there is any importance in the present pro-
posal.

The CHAIRMAN : I was going to point that out.
We have already passed a resolution that ships engaged
in the coastal trade' in Australia shall be subject to
Australian conditions. Well now, I should like to know-
from Sir Joseph Ward and Sir William Lyne whether
this new proposition is to be applicable to ships inci-
dentally engaged in the coastal trade.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: How do you interpret the
word " incidentally " '.'

The CHAIRMAN : I think it was explained very
well by Mr. Thomson—a ship calling at Fremantle.
picking up cargo or a passenger there, and going on to
Sydney and dropping the passenger or cargo there.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: That is absolutely coastal
trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I suggest that the Aus-
tralian delegation should have an opportunity of dis-

og something that may be suitable to us and sub-
mit it in the morning.

The CHAIRMAN : That was what I was going to sug-
gest. I don't think we can possibly decide this to-night.
It is a very important and very difficult problem.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : After consideration it
may be the mover of the resolution would come to the-
conclusion that under the circumstances it is not of suffi-
cient importance to necessitate it being moved.

The CHAIRMAN : I think on the whole this would
be a very admirable opportunity for adjourning. I
don't think we can gain much by discussing this at
the present juncture. I think we shall be in a better
position after consultation to consider it in the morning.
But I should like to say one or two words, more
especially with reference to what fell from Sir William
Lyne. I recognise the desire of the Australian dele-
gates to meet us as far as they possibly can, but I am
sure Sir William does not wish to suggest that the
Imperial Parliament has not been exceedingly anxious
to do its best for the accommodation and the comfort
and the health of the seamen, in its legislation.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 think they have had that
feeling, but I don't think they have gone as far as they
could.

The CHAIRMAN : They have gone pretty far.
Allow me to point out that the British Imperial Parlia-
ment has been the pioneer of the world in the protec-
tion of the life and in the improvement of the conditions
of seamen, and in the load line legulations. We were
the* first to initiate legislation; we were the first with
regard to life-saving appliances; we were first with
regard to seaworthy ships, and we have been the first
with regard to food scales, and I am not, sure we have
not been in advance of Australia. Australia is dis-
cussing a food scale. So that on the wfiole we are
dealing with what is, after all, a very enormous interest
in this country. I want the Australian delegates to
remember that when we pass a law affee:ting shipping
we are passing a law which affects the biggest interest
in this country, and we have to move a huge body, and
it is a much more difficult matter for us, apart from
the principle, to propose retrospective legislation. We
have about 11,000,000 tons of British shipping already
constructed under the old conditions. That is a very
gigantic interest, and I want Sir William just to bear
that in mind. We are moving very steadily, and we
have moved in advance of Australia in one or two par-
ticulars; in fact, we have shown Sir William the way.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I dispute that.

The CHAIRMAN : And I congratulate him upon
following the admirable example we have set him, and
I am very glad to see that with the enthusiasm of a
convert he has rather exceeded the lesson which we
have given him. But I want him to bear in mind
that the lesson is ours. We are the pioneers in this
matter. We do consider the health of the seamen, and
I am glad to say on the whole the shipowners have
assisted us in this particular. They have not resisted
the Bill of last year, although it imposed enormous
obligations; they have not challenged it. That on the
whole is very creditable. Therefore, I want to put that
in as a note from the old country, if Sir William does
not mind.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I do mind very much,
because we proposed the scale before the old country.

The CHAIRMAN: We proposed it and carried it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We have taken the trouble
to ventilate it properly.

The CHAIRMAN : We did it, and you talked about
it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We proposed the old scale
before you did.

The CHAIRMAN : Well, we will put Sir JosephWard's motion on the paper for to-morrow morning.
(The Conference then adjourned.)

6—A, sa,
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THIRD DAY.

Friday, April sth, 1907

The following were present:—
Acting-Chairman: Mr. H. Llewellyn Smith, C.B.

United Kingdom Delegates.
Mr. Walter J. Howell, C.8.,) nf ... r,__„j

_
f Mr. K. Anderson, )

Mr. R. Ellis Cunl,..e, 0f ***** Mr. 11. F. Fernie, shipowners.Captain A. J. G. Chalmers, J Mr. R. J. Dunlop, [ r
Mr. H. Bertram Cox, C.8., ) Of the Colonial Mr. Norman Hill, J
Mr. A. B. Keith, j Office. Mr. J. Haveloi-k Wilson, M.P., representing Seamen.

Australian Delegates.
Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne, K.C.M.G. I Hon. Dugald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. Hughes.

Dr. H. N. Wollaston, LL.D., 1.5.0., of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs, was
also in attendance.

Xew Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G. | .Mr. William Belcher.
Mr. James Mills, | Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Secretaries.
Mr. J. A. Webster, I-. , u , . „ , I Mr. J. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr. G. E. Baker, Jul the JJoald ot irade- I Mr. D. J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
1. Accommodation, ventilation, and conveniences. Question, how far requirements should be retrospective.

Sir Joseph Ward's motion that " tin- limit of accommodation prescribed by Colonial laws should apply to
existing vessels except in eases where the Minister is satisfied that the character of the structural
alterations necessary in ordai to comply with the limit would he unreasonable ; the- shipowner to have
the right of appeal to the- Supri-ini- Court from the Minister's decision."

■1. Manning.
3. Wages.
4. Classes of voyages to which " Australian conditions" should be applicable.
Be Licences to engage in the coasting trade.
(i. Bills of lading legislation.

Tats CHAIRMAN : I am sorry that the President of
the Board of Trade should have found it impossible to
be here this morning. He has asked me to take the chair
in the interim on his behalf.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Is there any necessity for
any motion '!

The CHAIRMAN : I do not know that there is.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: There- will be- no opposition,
1 expect. I wish, before we proceed with the business
to-day, just to make a remark or two with reference to
the information that is given of the Conference. It is
very meagre, and I have been pestered a good deal about
it, and I have information from Australia that the people
then- are very dissatisfied that they are not getting more
information. I am sorry the President is not here to-day.
I wanted to see whether it was not possible to devise
some means of giving more information which would not
cause any trouble, because we have come a long way, and
the people at the other end of the world want to know
what we are doing, and they want more information than
they have been able to get so far. They will get it some-
how or other—in fact, they very nearly took possession of
my room last night; they bombarded me until 7 o'clock
last night. 1 had a conversation with the cable service
manager, and he pointed out to me that they were not

getting any information which was at all satisfactory. I
told him I would very likely bring the matter before the
Conference to-day, to see it we were able to make some
arrangement by which some more information could be
given so far as the Conference is concerned, but I pre
sunn- we cannot do anything in the absence of the Pre-
sident. But I should like you to consider that, and
perhaps you could speak to the President to see if any-
thing can be done.

Mu. BELCHER: Sir William Lyne has forestalled
me in connection with this matter.- I intended to raise
the question as to what is the nature of the report that is
being supplied to the Press here, and in which papers can
it be found. I understood that an official report would
be handed to the newspapers. I spent a lot of money in
pure basing almost every newspaper published in London,
and have looked carefully through their columns, but
have not yet discovered any reference to the business of
this Conference. I would like to know, sir, if any
official report is being given to the newspapers, and 1
would also like to know in what newspapers that infor-
mation may be found.

Thi CHAIRMAN: In answer to that I may say that,
as was agreed at the first meeting, a brief report is
diawn up at the close of each sitting by the secretaries
in consultation, and is then submitted to the President
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of the Board of Trade, Sir Joseph Ward, and Sir
William Lyne, and sent to the Press—sent to a large
number of papers. Unfortunately, we cannot control
them as to publication, but I have not spent so many
pennies in finding out what they have published as
Mr. Belcher appears to have done, and I did not know
that the reports had not appeared extensively. I believe
they have appeared in the "Times'' and other papers.
Can you tell us, Mr. Webster '!

Mr. WEBSTER : I think about 14.

Thk CHAIRMAN : The reports have been sent to the
" Times," the " Tribune,'' the " Daily Mail," the " Daily
'Chronicle." the "Daily News," the "Standard," and

the Press Association, which is an organisation for dis-
tributing information, and to other papers.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I saw it in the "Chronicle"
this morning.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What report was that?

The CHAIRMAN : That was the report that was sent
of yesterday's meeting, but we are entirely in the- hands
of the Conference as regards the amount of detail given,
and the shape in which it is presented.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But was one sent yesterday ?

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. It is well worth considera-
tion whether the actual text of the resolutions passed
should not be furnished.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is what I think.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Some- of them are
lather contingent upon what may happen in the future,
and there might be a danger in making them public-.

The CHAIRMAN : Yesterday was only the pre-
liminary stage, but perhaps after to-day we might decide
to send all the resolutions that have hitherto been passed.

Mr. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Some yesterday were
rather contingent.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cox, on behalf of the Colonial
Office, do you see any objection J

Mr. COX : None whatever.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Shall we take that as an instruc-
tion—that in to-day's proceedings all the resolutions
passed up to and including to-day be given out ''.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Is it proposed to merely hand
to the Press the resolutions ?

The CHAIRMAN : We- cannot exactly report the
discussions.

Hon. W. ,M. HUGHES : May I ask why you cannot—
is it against natuie, or opposed to some great principle'
Why cannot you ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: May we say what our ex-
perience of the London Press is'.' They give us a
miserably small notice. 'The London Press treats
shipping questions as of no moment to anyone

lleiv W. M. HUGHES: I know it is a very vicious
and entirely irresponsible Press, but I do not see any-
thing to encourage it in the report which we furnish.
A Dumber of very eminent peisons have their names put
down on a piece 'if paper: no doubt those minie-s are
very striking, but they can hardly convey much informa-
tion to the average person outside, who likes to know
what is said, but does not care much about the name of
the man who said it.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: If you turn 1., the way the
London Press reported th'- debates in our Parliamentover the Merchant Shipping Act of last Session, you will
see thai they were most condensed, and gave no infor
mation

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Will not you give our Press
a show

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Whatever you do, the Press
will pay no attention to it. They will treat it as a small
matter.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : In Australia and New-
Zealand at the present time there is a very keen desire

to know what is being done, and I feel very strongly
that the people there are not satisfied, and think they
ought to get more information. 1 have brought this up
to-day, because I do not want in any way to divulge
what is done, but if they repeat what they did last night
they are very likely to take possession of all my papers.
I thought this morning 1 would bring it up; in fact,
I told the manager of the Cable Service 1 would do
so, because he said he ought to have more information,
as he was cabling out to Australia.

The CHAIRMAN : I feel—and I think it is the
general feeling of the Conference—that all the results
achieved might fairly be given to the Press. I think
there is more room for difference as to whether our
freedom of conversation would be fettered a little ifspeeches were reported in detail.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : They cannot icpe.rt
them.

The CHAIRMAN : It was discussed.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: After all, what those of us
who are public men in Australia are here to do is to
advocate certain principles, and to endeavour to arrive
at certain conclusions. In Australia they get merely the
bald resolution as carried—they do not know what one
does towards this, or why one agrees to it, or anythingelse. 1 think it is most unsatisfactory.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We considered this
matter before, and it was flecided that only the actual
results should be communicated to the Press, or only so
much as was approved by the Committee should be com-
municated : I do not see any half-way house between that
and admitting the Press. If there is going to be a report
of the speeches, who is going to be responsible for the
reports? Who is going to select the speeches to be
communicated by the Conference to tin- Press? Who isgoing to be responsible for their accuracy in a condensed
loini Either we must have the Press present (which
you have decided against, and 1 think for good reasons),
or we must rest content with what we have done—
giving the results, and giving anything else, that the
Committee (which is the representative Committee of
Australia and New Zealand as well as of the Board of
Trade) decide. I should say there is no half-way housebetween. We will only get garbled reports.

The CHAIRMAN : You do not object to the text of
the resolutions being given.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not object tothat.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I want to say that Australia
and New Zealand are taking a very deep interest in what
is going on at this Conference, and it is very important
to the public men of Australia as well as of New Zealand
that what they are doing here should be cabled out. Ioffer the suggestion (it is for you to consider whether itis feasible or not) that something might be- furnished alittle more fully than what is considered as sufficient
here,—to be cabled out to Australia and New Zealand. 1have no objection of coarse to it being and not to bepublished here. What 1 would suggest would be thatresolutions carried here dependent upon contingent reso-lutions—if they are waiting for contingent resolutions toconfirm what the first resolution is directed to—should be-held over until the matter is finally disposed of. Thereis no reason why the Australian and New Zealand dele-gates should not together agree- upon some cable to behanded over to the Press for Australia and New Zealand.Rut 1 should be very glad to confer with Sir WilliamLyne. and s.-e whether we cannot agree upon somethinglor cabling out.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : How much furtherwould that go ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : If \e,- are all agreed -
Hon DUGALD THOMSON ; Yes, because | wouldobject to any

Sir JOSEPH WARD : None of us are anxious tosend out anything to the prejudice of representatives ofthe delegation. What is wanted is to send out informa-tion as to the class of work upon which we are engaged
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : How would that affectthe British Press?
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Sir JOSEPH WARD : 1 do not know whether they
want full details.

Mr. COX ; The only thing is that the next day the
information you sent out might be cabled back here.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : They will not waste their
money over shipping questions here.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : Last night the cable manager
made that suggestion to me, and I raised just that very
point—that the information would be cabled back again.
He said, " No, it would not be cabled back unless any
"private individual did it."

Mr. COX : I should imagine that Reuter's agents
would telegraph it here, or some of it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It is very important that in-
formation should go out—reliable information. We have
to remember, of course, that the opponents of some of
the proposals submitted here are anxious to get informa-
tion too, so it requires to be done impartially and with
care.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : If anything on the lines of
your suggestion could be done, it would De a good thing.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I may say that with the con-
currence of the Conference we will see whether we can
formulate something that would suit Australia and New
Zealand. If so, that would solve the difficulty.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is understood that
nothing shall be done until your suggestion is brought
before the Conference.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN : We may take it that the result of

this conversation is that the text of the resolutions,
except such as are held over by the wish of the Con-
ference, should go to the Press here, and that the
Australian and New Zealand delegations will try to con-
sider something that will suit their purpose—but that, I
suppose, would not go out until our next meeting. I
should have liked the President of the Board of Trade to
have seen it first.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Perhaps we had .better hold it
over until he can come.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Certainly. Is this the time,
sir, to give notice of any motion ?

The CHAIRMAN : If you please.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 beg to give notice of a

motion :—"That the law of any British possession, which
"operates in regard to vessels registered, or usually" trading, in that possession, shall also operate in regard" to all vessels coming into a final port of destination in
" that possession, or clearing outwards from any port" therein." I tiiink that will tack on to another resolu-tion. There were two resolutions carried while I wasabsent; those are not complete, as I understand, andthere is a subsequent resolution to be carried before theybecome part and parcel of the Conference business.

The CHAIRMAN : That will come under No. 4—theclasses of voyages to which Australian conditions shouldbe applicable.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes. Another resolution 1wish to give notice of is this :—" That no seaman shoulel"be permitted to engage as A.B. on board any British"ship who cannot show that he is justly entitled to that"rating." I know that my friends will agree to that.
Mr. COX : Would you mind reading the first one

again ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: "That the law of any" British possession, which operates in regard to vessels" registered, or usually trading, in that possession, shalloperate in regard to all vessels coming into a final"port of destination in that possession, or clearing out-" wards from any port therein."
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I point out thatthese matters that you propose are dealt with in theReport of the Royal Commission.
The CHAIRMAN ; I think we had better not discussthem except as they appear under the various items of

the Agenda. Sir William Lyne's first proposition will
come clearly under No. 4—"classes of voyages to which
" Australian conditions should be applicable." The words
"Australian conditions" being put in inverted commas
means

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The point Mr. Thomson is
making is this : these resolutions are already here in this
Report, and there is no earthly use—so it appears to me
—in giving notices of motion which are already, or should
be, before us. The Report has been submitted, and is
an Imperial paper for more than six months. We all
are familiar with it, and there is no use in giving these
notices, because to give notice of some of them would
seem to indicate that we are only to deal with those and
not with the others.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think it is out of
order.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If that is the case, what is
the use of giving notice when they are all here.

The CHAIRMAN : I am simply concerned with the
question of order.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : With all deference, I do not
think it is in order to give notice of motion of anything
already before a committee. It is not so in the Houses
of Parliament.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : My third notice of motion
is :—" That no person should be employed as an officer
" on board any British ship, who is not (a) a British
" subject, and (6) thoroughly conversant with the
"English language."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This Conference has
been called—in fact, the origination of it was the
existence of this Royal Commission. It was intimated
that the recommendations of the Royal Commission
would receive consideration at this Conference. 1 think
we would have saved time if we had gone through these
recommendations and their application; but if we are
going to abandon the Royal Commission's Report
entirely, then we are taking a course which I did not
anticipated, and which I do not think desirable; and if,
on the other hand, we are going to duplicate it by notices
of motion, then I think it is undesirable, and that it
would be better to go through the Report first, when
these notices of motion, many of them, would be quite
unnecessary. The proposals of the Royal Commission,in addition to recommending certain provisions, limit the
application of these provisions, and there might be no
difficulty with a great many of them owing to that
limitation; but if we are going to duplicate these re-
commendations

The CHAIRMAN : I take it that when we get to
section 4 it will be open to anybody in the Conference
to piopose anything as to the classes of voyages to which
Australian conditions should be applicable. Sir William
Lyne has given notice of one proposition; we can have
amendments and alter them, but as to whether that isthe best mode of discussing it, is a matter I am not con-
cerned with.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think, with all deference,that that is a thing you should be concerned with, be-
cause if you are not here to prescribe some sort of order,anyone may bring forward any sort of motion whatever,and, provided it can be said in any way to be relevant,we can discuss it. This motion is already before us.The reason we have been called together is becauseof this Commission making certain recommendations,and now we are here to discuss these recommendations.Sir William Lyne now brings forward motions alreadybefore us, and others, which he does not bring forward,and which have to be discussed, are also in our reportand so are before us. If he duplicated them all, itwould be obvious what he was doing.

The CHAIRMAN : It would be inconvenient.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But when he duplicates

some

Sir JOSEPH WARD: You can get over that by
giving notice in lieu of Sir William Lyne's motion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No doubt we can get overthat very easily.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I do not see how vou canstop it.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We cannot stop it; that is
the worst of it. There is no way of stopping it; I admit
that.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : That does not restrict me
in what I am going to do in reference to the Royal
Commission's Report at all. 1 only give that notice
because' I want the members to know what I am going
to do.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We do not want to know
what you are going to do.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 am sure you do not.

The CHAIRMAN : We were discussing the question
as to how far tho requirements would be retrospective.
The only motion of which notice was given is Sir Joseph
Ward's, which is before you, and I think it was under-
stood that before to-day's sitting the shipowners would
consider the matter, and" 1 think the Australian delegates
also.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 heard someone say so, but
my colleagues say they did not suggest that.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I think the President
said they would do so.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Someone said so.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I did say so, but as
nobody took the slightest notice, I presumed it was
not the correct thing, and did not go any further
with it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : However, we might probably
elicit opinion upon the question just now.

Mn. BELCHER : I wanted an opportunity of asking
another question, but I was hardly quick enough. It is
this

The CHAIRMAN : Is that in connection with this
motion ?

Mr. BELCHER : No. it is -mother matter.

The CHAIRMAN : May we dispose of this first?

Mr. BELCHER : 1 would like an answer to this
question : I want to know if there is any provision in
the Merchant Shipping Act which compels a master of
a ship which is at sea to render assistance to another
vessel in distress which might be in his locality.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I moved this motion with the
object of trying to arrive at something which would be
a compromise in its retrospective application to this
question of altering ships. I am fully in accord with
those who desire to protect the interests of seamen, but
the difficulty I have is in fixing what is the right course
to be taken to compel a ship to be altered which has
been built under approved conditions, and which is now
carrying out its work. I put this latter portion of the
motion in with the hope of getting support all round,
because I know we want the concurrence, on a matter
of this sort, of all at this table, if we expect to have
the Board of Trade as representing the shipping of
the Empire, from this end of the world, at all events—if we want to have them act in conjunction with the
Colonies and if effective results are to be obtained.
For that reason I suggest that where a decision is given
by the respective governments calling for any alterations,
if the decision is questioned as being unreasonable,
there should be an appeal to some authority, and the
Supreme Court appeared to me to be the one which was
the most impartial. I have a feeling myself, with all
respect to other delegates who are here, that the matter
of altering a ship retrospectively—altering existing ships
—is a serious matter, and that where retrospective
legislation is suggested in that direction it requires to
be adopted with reasonable safeguards. Therefore there
ought to be some qualification. If we could arrive at a
unanimous decision upon it, I should expect it to be
asked upon. I know we should have ih our own
country, at any rate, the support of the shipping trade,inasmuch as they are readily conforming, as far as
they can, to the suggestions that have been made.
For my own part I think we should try to meetthe shipping interests in a matter of this kind even
though there may perhaps be a minority with strongfeeling against any decision at which we may arrive. Ihave moved the resolution, because I think it necessary

that improved conditions should be effected, but we ought
not to pass a resolution giving power to make a matter
of this kind retrospective in its application, without giving
any appeal whatever.

The CHAIRMAN : Perhaps we had better ask the
shipowners to consider this in the interval—whether this
resolution of Sir Joseph Ward's is the right point of
view, or if not, if they have any alternative suggestion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We have considered it very
carefully, and we fully appreciate what Sir Joseph Ward
has said. We feel that as a matter of justice we have
got a' very strong case to argue that legislation of this
kind should not be made retrospective. We would like,
however, to keep the matter a little more open than we
think Sir Joseph Ward's resolution keeps it. We would
like, sir, to deal with it rather in this way. With regard
to existing vessels, the new conditions are not to be
applied as hard and fast conditions, but if in any par-
ticular case a ship is in fact insanitary, then we agree
that that vessel should be made sanitary. We think it
nfay be very difficult to effect that object by bringing it
strictly in accordance with the new conditions. 1 think
it was Mr. Hughes who pointed out yesterday that in-
sufficiency or deficiency in space might be met by
improved ventilation, and we would like it left very
general. If an old ship is in fact insanitary, then let the
proper authorities call upon the shipowners to bring it
into a sanitary condition without regard to the new con-
ditions. \\ ith regard to the appeal, we have rightly or
wrongly (to my sorrow I have to say it) as shipowners a
profound distrust of the courts; they take a long time to
give their decisions, and they are expensive, and the
appeal to the Court is, as a rule, very little good to us; it
is better to shove through the job, and get the ship to
sea, lather than await what the Court decides. I think
what I suggest is entirely in accord with Sir Joseph's
views, and if it would meet with the approval of the
Conference, I think we should be quite willing to accept
an arrangement of this kind—that the Governments of
Australia and New Zealand, instead of imposing new
conditions involving structural alterations as regards
accommodation, ventilation, and conveniences on vessels
built prior to the enactment of such conditions, should
require only such existing vessels as have arrangements
which are in fact insanitary to amend the same so as to
bring them into a sanitary and healthful condition to
the satisfaction of the local authority.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Do you put that as an amend-
ment !

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It is hardly an amendment;
it covers the same ground as your resolution.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : So far as I am concerned, in
order to conform to the spirit of the suggestion in that
resolution, I shall be only too glad to allow that to take
the place of my motion. I have no desire other than to
assist in having something done with existing ships. The
difference between existing ships and ships yet to be
built is so marked that I know, speaking with a full
knowledge of the feeling in my own country, we would
have very great difficulty in passing retrospectivelegislation. I am speaking with a very full knowledge of
the matter, so for that reason, if the other delegates are
agreeable to that motion, I should be only too glad to
withdraw my motion and to accept the other.

The CHAIRMAN : Shall I read it again—" That the"Governments of Australia and New Zealand, instead of" imposing new conditions involving structural alterations
"as regards accommodation, ventilation, and conveniences
"on vessels built prior to the enactment of such coneli-" tions, should require only such existing vessels as have
"arrangements which are in fact insanitary to amend the
" same so as to bring them into a sanitary and healthful
"condition to the satisfaction of the local authority."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I had an opportunity of
reading that just now, and I must say that from mystandpoint I do not think there is any harm in it as far
as we are concerned, because it leaves the matter entirelyin the hands of the local authorities, and I daresay the
local authorities would see, as far as it was practicable (I
know they would), that the ship was altered. It might be
very hard to alter a ship, or by an Act of Parliament, orby any regulations to say exactly what those alterationsshould be in an old ship, and I think if the resolution issufficiently elastic to leave it exactly to the discretion
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of those who would have to find what could be done, and
what reasonably should be done, I cannot see any ob-
jection to it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Sir Joseph Ward's motion,
so far a6 it goes, seems to me very reasonable, but it does
not say what is the alternative what is to be done in the
case of those ships where the Minister is satisfied that
the structural alterations necessary in order to comply
with the limit would be unreasonable.

The CHAIRMAN : That has disappeared. Sir
Joseph has accepted Mr. Norman Hill's wording as an
alternative, so that that is out of the field.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 1 do not agree with that, and
if necessary, I shall move this amendment. What I was
saying is that Sir Joseph's motion seems to me very suit-
able, provided that it set forth what was to be the
alternative. Now, the motion that Mr. Hill read is very
indefinite, and very vague. To say that the sanitary and
other health conditions should be maintained, involves
merely a matter of opinion. If people are healthy, the
assumption is that the conditions in which they live arc-
sanitary and proper. But, in an Act of Parliament it is
usual to set forth the conditions which are on the whole
suitable for the promotion of health. Now in our Bill—
the Bill the Commission sat on—Clause 186 says that
" Every place in a ship appropriated to the use of sea-
" men or apprentices shall have for each seaman or ap-
" pi entice a space of not less than 72 cubic feet."

The CHAIRMAN : What section is that?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is Section 135. That
is the Merchant Shipping Act again. It is practically a
repetition of Section 210 of the Merchant Shipping Act.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Does not that apply to new
ships ? Does that apply to all ships!

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: This will apply to all ships.
After saying that there shall be no paint-locker, latrine,
and so on, it says : " If any place in a ship appropriated
" to the use of seamen or apprentices is not so kept free
"of articles, or if any paint-locker, latrine, or similar
"erection is built in contravention of sub-section (1),"
certain things will happen. Now it is only contended by
Mr. Hill on behalf of the shipowners that the expense of
having to make structural alterations may be considerable,
and in some cases that no alterations are practicable. I
can understand that. You cannot say that if a ship has
only been constructed to hold a certain number of seamen
with 72 cubic feet of space each, and you are asked to

?rovide 120 cubic feet each, that would be practicable,
n come cases you simply could not do it, any more than

you could put three pints into a quart pot. You cannot
do it simply because a section in an Act of Parliament
says that you must. But there seems no reason at all why
the sanitary arrangements should not comply with the
Act, and why baths and mess-rooms

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: They come under the word
" sanitary."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course they do. The
only thing is that it does not say so.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : They come under the word
" sanitary."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No doubt they do. Am Ito
understand that the Merchant Shipping Act does not make
provision for sanitary arrangements! Of course it does.
The only thing is thai the sanitary arrangements must be
very largely a matter of opinion, unless it is specified what
the sanitary arrangements are to be. 'The sanitary arrange-
ments at present are epiite inadequate, and therefore so
far as the cubic capacity and cubic space is concerned, Iam quite satisfied that a motion on the lines of that
given notice of by Sir Joseph Ward should be adopted,
provided that there should follow a proviso of this kind.
" Provided that if the Minister is satisfied that the
"character of the structural alterations necessary in
"order to comply with the limit would be unreasonable.
" the Minister may. with the concurrence of the
" medical inspector or other person, permit the owner of
"the ship to appropriate other accommodation to the
"seaman or apprentice of space less that than specified.
" so that not less than 100 cubic feet and 15 superficial feet
"shall be provided." Of course, in asking 72 cubic feet,
we are asking the shipowners to do nothing at all but

what they arc doing now under the old Merchant Shipping
Act, but in reference to sanitary arrangements, baths,
the absence of impedimenta, from the seamen's quarters
the efficient ventilation of the seamen's quarters—all
these tilings are, in my opinion, even more important
than the allotment of a certain given amount of space,
because if that space be ill-ventilated, ill-lighted, and not
free from bad odours, the condition of the seamen will
be bad, even if you give them 200 cubic feet. It would
be better to have 72 cubic feet well lighted, and well
ventilated than 120 cubic feet badly ventilated and
lighted, and therefore I say in respect to the ventilation
and the sanitation required by the Colonial law, no exeop
tions can be made, or should be made. In respect to the
cubic space allotted to the crew, I am quite willing that
in cases where structural alterations would be impossible
the 72 cubic feet should stand. I do not believe that
in very many cases it would be necessary, but as far
as ventilation ami sanitary arrangements are concerned,

1 do not think any exception at all should be made, and
1 shall not vote for it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Mr. Hughes must not, 1 think
overlook the fact that we are discussing here British
ships, and British ships have been under these conditions
—the particular conditions he refers to as to keeping the
i ic-u's quarters free from stores and such things since
1867. The provisions as to ventilation and other things
have been in operation here since 1854. There is no
British ship conforming to the law that can spoil the
crew's accommodation in this way.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am not overlooking it. The
Commission went on board several ships, and quite apartfrom that 1 have been over a great many ships, and on
hardly one have I found the sanitary arrangementsadequate. Therefore it is not a question of conforming
to the Merchant Shipping Act, but of conforming to a
very much more stringent administration and a more
stringent clause that is in question. The Colonial law will
have to be made more drastic than the British Act inthat respect, and you have no right to ask, I think, that
in regard to the health of the crew you should be ex-
empted at all, save in those cases where you really cannot
make any more room for them. I admit that you ought
to have exemption, so far as mere space is concerned, in
those cases, but where it is a question of giving them
flesh air, water to wash themselves in, and freedom
from unwholesome smells, I do not think any shipowner
ought to ask for any exemption.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: We do not ask for it. Thefith section provides for that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I am quite aware of it, but
the only thing is that nobody takes any notice of it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Is not that a matter of
administration? Have those cases been brought to the
attention of the Board of Trade?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 1 am quite aware of it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Have they been brought tothe attention of the Board of Trade?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I could not say.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If the law as it stands
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I am not a seaman. I willsimply ask Mr. Belcher, who is a seaman, if it is not the

fact that in nine cases out of ten there is no accommoda-tion at all for seamen that can be termed decent in largeships and small in the- British Mercantile Marine?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : The law says they are to haveproper accommodation, properly lighted and properlvventilated. Now. if the law as it now stands is of no usebecause it is not enforced, surely it is no good passim;another law which would lead to'the same thing.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We are not passing any otherlaw. We a,e not passing or seeking to pass anv other lawMislead of that : we only say that with regard' to our in-tarpretation ..f what sanitary provisions and health conditions are. the Colonial law should govern the conditionof vessels that trade to Australia, and in that respect youought not to ask any exemption, because if present con-ditions are- all that is required, the enforcement of those

conditions can impose no hardship upon you, and there
fore we are asking for no change. That cannot hurt you

38
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Me. COX : You are only asking that Australia should
administer the law efficiently.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, we are saying that while
we have been working under the Merchant Shipping Act
we have found that the shipowners, just as is the case
here, have not provided those conditions which make for
the well-being of the seaman in regard to health.

Mr. COX: Have any proceedings been taken? Mr.
Hughes points out what is in my opinion a scandalous
state of things, but apparently nobody seems to have pro-
secuted or done anything. I cannot understand it.

Mr. BELCHER : Had Sir Joseph Ward's motion
gone with the elimination of the last sentence in it, as to
th* right of appeal to the Supreme Court, 1 should have-
been prepared to agree to it, but I entirely disagree with
the amendment now before the Conference. What we
are aiming at is to constitute some authority which is
going to see that the sanitary arrangements of the crew's
quarters are carried out in a proper manner. It has
been stated here that the Merchant Shipping Act has
provisions in it for that purpose. The Merchant Ship
ping Act might be full of them, but so far as the ad-
ministration of them is concerned, it has been very, very
lax indeed.

I iik CHAIRMAN : That is a very grave charge, and
we should like some examples. That is a charge against
Imperial administration which we should like to have
Sofia means of meeting.

Mn. BELCHER : 1 make the charge in general terms,
and I will not retract one word of what I say, that in
nine-tenths of the ships afloat, the accommodation for
the crews is not what it should be.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : That is a different
point.

Mil. BELCHER : I know of many cases where paint-
lockers and store rooms, and many other things which
the Act says shall not be contiguous to the crew's
quarters, are right alongside.

The CHAIRMAN : If you will give us particulars of
these cases in which you say the Merchant Shipping Act
has not bee-n administered, we shall be happy to look
into them

Mr. BELCHER: We have found it is almost useless
to make complaints with regard to these matters, because
no attention is paid to them at all. The law certainly
says that certain provisions shall be made for the seamen,
in so far as a certain amount of air and floor space is
concerned. Provided that is done, the person who
examines the place says the crew's quarters are in a fit
sanitary condition. lam talking from my experience of
what 1 know, more especially from a New Zealand point
of view. .

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Do you allege that
the Merchant Shipping Act is not properly administered
here, or in New Zealand ?

Mn. BELCHES : I am saying that, so far as myknowledge of British shipping is concerned when I go on
board in the colonics, in my opinion the crew's quarters
are not adequate.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : What do you mean
by "British shipping"?

Mil. BELCHER : I mean ships coming from the
United Kingdom.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : A New Zealand ship
is a British ship.

Mn. BELCHER : At any rate I make that assertion,
and can prove it beyond the shadow of a doubt.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : You must submit
your evidence before we can take any notice of the
assertion.

Mr. BELCHER : I am not in a position to call
evidence to prove it. I make the assertion, and if it
wants support, you can take the report of the Royal
Commission that sat in Australia in connection with the
matter. They in unmeasured terms denounced the
accommodation.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : To denounce accommo-
dation is one thing. To say the law is not administered
is quite another matter.

Mit. BELCHER : I take the full responsibility of my
utterances, but apart from that altogether the point 1
want to emphasize in connection with this matter is this :that there has been laxity in keeping the crew's quarters
in a proper sanitary condition, and I want to lay down
legulations whereby that shall be done. That can only
be done by legislation, and notwithstanding the opinions
held by Sir Joseph Ward and other delegates with regard
to retrospective legislation, I do hold—and very strongly
—that in every case where improper conditions for
seamen's quarters exist, and where it is possible to make
alterations and to improve those conditions, it should be
done, and that there should be legislative enactment to
compel it to be done.

The CHAIRMAN : That is really provided for in
this motion (Sir Wiliam Lyne has it in his hand), which
Mr. Hill originally suggested, and which Sir Joseph
Ward acceptcel,—in every case in which in the opinion of
the, local authorities the accommodation is deficient so as
to make it not sanitary or healthful, they propose to take
power to compel that accommodation to be improved. I
am speaking without the text of it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : My objection to that is that
I only wish to except the 120 cubic feet clause and
not those provisions dealing with the accommodation in
general. These provisions regulating sanitary arrange-
ments, ventilation, &c, should apply to all ships. The
120 cubic feet is not to apply to those ships where the
Minister is satisfied that it is unreasonable to ask them
to make the alterations, because it is obviously impossible.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Does it not amount to this:
that Mr. Hughes would be content to have it as put
in our Act of last Session? We adopted 120 feet. There
was a difference about the mess rooms, but we adopted
120 feet for vessels built after a certain date. It left
the old vessels under the old law.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am not content with that
at all.

Mr. BELCHER : I am not content either, because as
I stated the other day those vessels built within the last
j ear or two—the last few months —will live for 20 or
30 years, and if there is no attempt made to improve the
condition of those vessels—and I give you my assurance
that I have been into the crew's quarters of some of the
most recent vessels that have come to New Zealand,
and I say again that the conditions there are disgraceful,
—the crew's conditions.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Would you allow me now to
just read what our Commission recommended in reference
to this accommodation ? It is on page 17 of our report,
and on this we were unanimous, and it is not a matter, I
am sure, that any man who will take the trouble to go
through a ship will dispute. If this Conference will only
allow us, we will take them through any ships in any
port in the United Kingdom, and if four out of five
are not as I state and Mr. Bile her says, I will abandon
all opposition. It is a rare thing to find accommodation
that is really adequate. The evidence given before the
Royal Commission by seamen officers was that the accom-
modation and the general conditions were very bad and
that they would not send a dog to sea. and I went down
into the trimmers' quarters of a ship lately, where the
men, although they were in a comparatively cool climate,
were stripped to the waist before they could eat. We
went on a ship where the latrine leaked through the bed-
room or the quarters of the firemen and the greasers. This
is what we say on pages 16 and 17 of our report

Mn. FERN IE : Our pages are different.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You will find it under the
heading of "Accommodation." It says here: "In re-
spect of air spa... very few witnesses favoured the re-
" tention of the present provisions. Three were in favour
"of 140 cubic feet, 11 were in favour of 120 cubic feet, 11
" were in favour of 100 feet, six were in favour of 72'cubic feet. The medical men, eight in number, were
"practically unanimous in recommending a minimum
"of at least 120 feet, with such measurement as to
" floor space, and restrictions as to the erection and
" presence of impedimenta, as would insure the con-

venience as well as the health of the seaman." Now
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as to ventilation — sub-section (ft) of that section — our
leport says this:—"The medical witnesses were em-
" phatic in reconiending that, in addition to the air-
" space, provisions should be made for adequate ventila-
" tion. Doctors Robertson and Ham "—they are the
Health Officers, I think, of Brisbane and Melbourne—
" stated that 3,000 cubic feet of pure air per hour per
" man was the recognised minimum for the maintenance
"of health and com fort. It would appear that the
"section of the Merchant Shipping Act dealing with this
"most urgent matter has proved ineffective. As a matter
"of practice, the usual method of ventilation is by means
"of a shaft, down which, on occasions, a current of air
" rushes, seriously affecting the comfort, and even the
" health, of individuals within its immediate radius.
" On those ships which your Commissioners visited, the
"ventilators were closed up with rags, and the quarters,
" in consequence, stuffy and permeated with disagreeable
"odours. Your Commissioners, therefore, recommend
" that provision be made for efficiently ventilating the
"sleeping quarters by such means as will secure a
" diffusion of fresh air without such draughts as would
"be likely to prove prejudicial to the health of the
"seaman or apprentice. Several witnesses stated that
" this could be accomplished by electric fans and foul-air
"extractors, that it was certainly no more difficult to
" ventilate a ship than an ordinary dwelling, and that
"sanitary experts could easily effect the*desired improve-
" ments. Your Commissioners, therefore, recommend
"the adoption of such provisions as will insure this
"being done." Now, sub-section (c) deals with sanitary
and hygienic arrangements, and the report says :—" With
"regard to sanitary and hygienic arrangements, these, as
"already pointed out, are in many cases non-existent;
"in others, inadequate ; and in few, what they should be.
" Your Commissioners recommend that provision be
" made for the erection of bath-rooms, which in steam-
" ships should have an ample supply of hot water for the
" use of engineers, firemen, and greasers, and others,
" together with a sufficient number of suitable urinals and
"privies." With regard to light — sub-section (_) —we
say :—" Notwithstanding the provisions of the Merchant
"Shipping Act Regulations that sufficient light should be
"available to enable ordinary newspaper print to be read
" by a seaman in his bunk under normal conditions, the
"generality of forecastles are dark, gloomy, and depres-
sing." I do not think, therefore, that, excluding the
consideration of the 120 cubic feet which ought to be
applied to all ships where it can be made to apply to
those ships, although ships ought to be exempted where
it would be unreasonable to ask them to apply it—but
with respect to sanitary arrangements and ventilation, it
should be applied to all ships without exception at all,
and no Minister or anybody else should have the right to
except them.

Mr. BELCHER : Hear, hear.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If 3,000 cubic feet of pure air
hour per man is necessary to keep men in health, I do
not think that any Act of Parliament, or any Minister,
or any shipowner, should have the right to prevent that
being supplied.

The CHAIRMAN : Possibly discussion might be
shortened by the fact that, if Sir Joseph Ward agrees,
Mr. Norman Hill would be willing to strike out the words
" ventilation and conveniences " from his motion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you put it quite clear that
so much cubic feet space is to be allocated to each seaman
I shall be quite willing. But let us put exactly what we
mean.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Cubic and superficial space.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That will do.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Devoted to seamen.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Now, will you read that, so
that we may be quite sure how far it goes.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I was going to suggest, with
reference to the pencilled memorandum, that those words
would be better where they were suggested by Sir JosephWard than right at the end.

The CHAIRMAN : That is a suggestion to put
the words before "the local authorities" "are in fact
" insanitary." That does not change the motion, does it?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : In that motion, so far as I
am concerned, I shall not give my vote for anything that
mentions the word " sanitary " at all. It is to be under-
stood that all the conditions shall apply to all ships,
Colonial and other, except as to crew space—that that
shall be, except where it is unreasonable, 120 cubic feet,
or (where they are British ships) as provided by Imperial
legislation.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It would read this way—
"That the Governments of Australia and New Zealand''
—and so on—"as regards cubic and superficial space
"accommodation devoted to seamen" and so on. That
meets it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not think so.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: The words "in the opinion
"of the local authorities" have been suggested.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 'They would be better.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Might I say this on a point
which has been exercising Mr. Belcher's mind, because I
am anxious that we should be unanimous on a matter of
this kind ? It is not possible for this Conference to pass
a resolution for retrospective legislation that is going to
be tin- slightest use, because the Government of New-
Zealand I believe would not assent to it. All the ad-
ministration we have there—the improvement of the con-
ditions of the seamen and everything else—is done by the
Act as it is, and they are all anxious to improve these
conditions, and I know from experience of what took
place with the Shipping Bill before the Committee, that
retrospective legislation could not be carried through, and
if we are going to do that, I for my part should vote
against it. It is quite hopeless for us to get it in our
country. We cannot get retrospective legislation there,
for the Government would not introduce it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Can you call it retrospective
legislation when you apply it to existing things?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We call it retrospective if it
applies to existing things which were authorised accord-
ing to law, and makes what was lawful unlawful.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why, one of your chief
legislative Acts deals with the existing landowners' land.

Sir JOSEPH WARD ; Oh, and quite right, too,
because we pay the landowner the full value of every-thing we acquire from him. If you were to put a clause
in saying that the Government is to take over these
ships by paying for them, and then do what it likes with
them, that is another thing. That is as we treat the
landowner. We say to a landowner, "We will acquire"your land and pay you the full value. If you do not
"agree to the price then settle it by the Arbitration"Court."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : And to your factory owner
you say, "You must make your factory"—not your new
factory, but your old factory—"to suit us."

Sir JOSEPH WARD: What we do is this. We
establish a factory law providing for the conditions of the
worker and the duties of the employer. A man need notcarry it out unless he likes —he may close the factory.If he does not our inspector will come along and say tothe people in charge of the factory, "This condition of
"affairs cannot continue and this must be done." But
you cannot do that with a ship. In New Zealand wehave by legislation provided for the most advanced thingsof any country in the world, but we could not do that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do I understand you tomean this,—that everything you are passing with regardto new ships should apply to old ships?
Sir JOSEPH WARD : No, I do not say that.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : This very resolution that you

are passing now is retrospective.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : No, it provides for adminis-tration, but does not affect existing rights withoutreasonable qualification.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Well, it is retrospective,because you are giving power to ships that exist to be soaltered as to come up to sanitary requirements.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Certainly, every ship that wasbuilt could not have been built in contemplation of this
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Conference coming and making certain other suggestions
which would have the force of law; it would be retro-
spective in that fashion.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: I agree that a good
deal of objection could be taken on one side to vessels
running for 20 or 30 years—possibly new vessels now—
under conditions which are declared to be undesirable. I
also agree that, on the other hand, it would be extremely
harsh to compel shipowners to do what was next to
impossible with existing vessels, and what might not
really be necessary as a matter of health. Well, now,
it has been stated by Mr. Hughes, I think, and Mr.
Belcher, that they prefer Sir Joseph Ward's proposal to
the one that is now before the Conference, and to bring
matters to a point, and perhaps to meet the views of both
sides, I would suggest that Sir Joseph Ward's motion
be slightly altered and read thus : " That the cubic.
" and superficial space for the accommodation of seamen
" prescribed by Colonial law should apply to existing
"vessels except in cases where the Minister is satisfied
" that the arrangements of the vessel are not insanitary,
"and the character of the structural alterations necessary
"to comply with the limit would be unreasonable."
That meets Mr. Hughes's case as regards not insisting on
unreasonable alterations, but it also gives safety against
insanitary conditions by specially providing that this
permission is not given where the arrangements of the
vessel are insanitary. Would that meet the views of the
shipowners ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : No, I could not except that.
That is at once conceding the principle.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: What principle ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : That you are entitled to
legislate retrospectively. We want you to accept the
principle, if you will, that you cannot legislate, retro-
spectively, but we have built our vessels knowing that
we weie bound to provide proper accommodation pro-
perly lighted and ventilated, and we quite understand
that you will enforce that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But my feeling about your
resolution was that it is retrospective in the sense that
on vessels that exist you have a perfect right under that
resolution to have proper sanitary arrangements in every
way, and ventilating arrangements if desirable.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : That is so, if you are entitled
to it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But do you not think that
is the principle, to a certain extent, of retrospective
legislation ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD :It is with a reservation. Your
motion has the reservation that I conceive from my point
of view to be essential to enable that to be carried out.
It says : " That the Governments of Australia and New
" Zealand, instead of imposing new conditions involving
"structural alterations as regards accommodation, venti-
■■ hit ion, and conveniences of vessels built prior to the
"enactment of such conditions, would require only such
"existing vessels as have arrangements which in the
"opinion of the local authorities are in fact insanitary,
"to amend the same so as to bring them into a sanitary
"and healthful condition to the satisfaction of the local
" authorities."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is a mere verbal
objection, I take it, because that puts it in another form
which brings it into the same category as regards that
objection as the proposal of the shipowners—that is to
say, that the cubic and superficial space for the accommo-
dation of seamen prescribed by Colonial law shall not

to existing vessels (that is your own proposal)
except in cases where the Minister is satisfied that the
character e>f the- structural alterations necessary to comply
with the limit would not be unreasonable and the arrange-
ments of the vessel are not in fact insanitary.

The CHAIRMAN : You have now got to make it
" are."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: With that "not" and the
other "not" out, it will be right.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : As it reads now, it seems to
me to be laying down that the new conditions are the
only conditions which will give proper accommodation inthe old ships. I want to make it so that there might be
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give and take, that the old ships might not be able to
give the space but might be. able to give better ventilation.
Would it not meet the case if the Act were made retro-
spective only so far as regards ventilation and con-
veniences ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I take it that the principle of
the proposed Colonial law is this : that it shall apply to
all ships. 'That is, the broad general principle. Now
we get some excepting clauses.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The recommendation of
the Royal Commission is only to apply to Australian
ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Or ships trading on the coasts.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Quite so; it is only those
ships that it will apply to. It shall apply to all ships :but any ship, whether Colonial or British, which can
make out a case where the structural alterations would
be unreasonable to bring it to the cubic and superficial
capacity may be excepted so far as that is concerned, but
not so far as the sanitary, the hygienic, and other con-
ditions are concerned.

The CHAIRMAN : The motion, as it has been
altered, meets your point as regards ventilation and
conveniences; those are struck out entirely.

•Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you just read it, Mr.
President ?

The CHAIRMAN : "That the Governments of Aus-
" tralia and New Zealand, instead of imposing new con-
" ditions, involving structural alterations as regards cubic
"and superficial space accommodation devoted to seamen
"on vessels built prior to the enactment of such con-
" ditions will require only such existing vessels as have
" accommodation "

Sir JOSEPH WARD : "Arrangements."

The CHAIRMAN : I have put in "accommodation"
as a consequential alteration after knocking out " venti-
" lation and conveniences"—"as have accommodation
" which, in the opinion of the local authorities, is in fact
"insanitary or unhealthful, to amend the same so as to
"bring it into a sanitary and heilthfnl condition to the
" satisfaction of the local authorities."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Whose motion is that?

The CHAIRMAN : Well, everybody has had a turn
at it, but they are Sir Joseph Ward's words.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I cannot agree to it.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : Might I put this proposition
to Mr. Hughes : You are giving power to local authorities
where there is insufficient space, where the accommoda-
tion is bad, to have alterations made in existing vessels,
and you are doing that under this proposal with the full
concurrence of the shipowners who are at this Con-
ference. Now, I only put it to you for your con-
sideration, is it not most important in the seamen's
interests that where you have unanimity expressed by
the shipowners we should take the opportunity of having
that put on record in its application to existing vessels,
instead of fighting for what we know will be most
difficult to get. They are making it a matter for retro-
spective legislation, which if carried here would be of
very little use to any of us. With all deference to you,
my opinion is that you should support this; it is a
tremendous march forward.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : If you add the proviso,
"not less than 72 feet.''

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They cannot be less than
72 feet, because that is the Imperial Saw. Sir JosephWard's original motion is, I think, more satisfactory. Ido not like the preamble to that resolution ; and I think
Sir Joseph Ward's motion is more satisfactory, more to
the point. His original motion was—"that the limit of
"accommodation prescribed by Colonial laws should
"apply to existing vessels, except in cases where the" Minister is satisfied that the character of the structural
"alterations necessary, in order to comply with the limit,"would be unreasonable." Now, I think if you put it
this way: "The limit of cubic and superficial space for
" the accommodation of seamen prescribed by Colonial law
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" shall apply to all vessels, except in cases where the
"Minister is satisfied that the character of the struc-
" tural alterations necessary, in order to comply with the
" limit, would be unreasonable and in those cases the
"requirements of the Merchant Shipping Act" or Acts—
"Act, I suppose it would be—" shall be deemed sufficient.'

Mb, COX : I do not like referring it to the Imperial
Act, because then you get a conflict of jurisdiction be-
tween the Acts. I think it would be better to leave out
any reference to the Imperial Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: This is merely declaratory;
because, of course, every shipowner is either subject to
your law or to some other law—to OUT law, for instance.

Mr. COX : He may be- subject to both.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: He must be subject to one,
at any rate.

Mr. COX : Certainly.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If he is not subject to ours, .
\m- ask that he shall be subject to yours.

Mr. COX : It is perfectly clear that he must be subject
to ours ; and, why put that in ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course, it is perfectly
clear; but, at the same time, this is a statement of
what we really mean. The man in the street, or the
man in Australia (who is generally in the street), wants
to know, "What does this mean? What will happen?
"Are they to have nothing to regulate them at all?"
Yes, they must comply with the Imperial Act.

Mn. COX : Of course, everybody knows that a ship
must be under some law or other; it must be under the
Imperial Act.

Mr. BELCHER : You are coming to this point, are
you, that your Australian Bill is going to provide for
more space than already exists?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.

Mn BELCHER: A ship which could not comply
with that, would then comply with the provisions laid
down in the Imperial Act?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 72 feet.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am perfectly willing to
admit that everybody ought to know the law, but they do not.

Mn. BELCHER : Can you not get over that diffi-
culty by specifying the minimum space allowed by the
Shipping Act '.'

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If you like, I will put that
in my amendment.

Mr. COX : I think it is cltmrer, because it tells them
exactly what to do, rather than carrying them from one
Act to another.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I will move this
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I should like to say a word,

first.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should like to move it first,

and then we shall get it down in black and white. lam
going to move practically Sir Joseph Ward's motion
again with an addendum : " That the limits of cubic and
"superficial space for the accommodation of seamen pre-
scribed by Cedonial laws should apply to existing
"vessels, except in cases where the Minister is satisfied
"that the character of the structural alterations necessary
"in order to comply with the limit would be unreasonable,
"in which case the owner of the ship shall appropriate
" for accommodation to the seamen or apprentices space
"not less than 72 cubic feet, and 12 superficial feet
" measured on the deck or floor of that space."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The objection I have to
mentioning 72 cubic feet is that if you mention that in
the resolution it becomes the maximum, instead of the
minimum

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It cannot.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I know how these things are

worked ; it gives an excuse, if an excuse is wanted.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That can only apply to
vessels that are exempt.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But once you fix a minimum,
the officials who examine and report to their Minister
have some sort of guide as to what is wanted in that
regard ; and they come to 72 cubic feet as the maximum.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You can move another
figure.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am not going to move
anything at present. That has come up since. But, in
reference to this resolution, I feel as strongly as anyone
here, and as anyone from Australia or New Zealand, in
favour of the alteration of old ships, to get them as
nearly as possible to the requirements of the new; but
for the life of me, I cannot see what earthly harm is
going to take place if you leave the matter entirely in
the hands of the local Government, because that is what
the resolution does. And if you pass the resolution here
it does not follow that the resolution is going to be put
into an Act of Parliament. In this Act, or this Report,
there is nothing very definite; and the question was
laised by Mr. Thomson the other day as to retrospection.
I am fighting for retrospective legislation in a sense, to
get it as near as possible to what new ships have to con-
form to ; but it does not follow that you can get every-
thing you want through a House of Parliament. And
now that we have heard an expression of opinion from
Sir Joseph Ward, which is very strong on this point,
that if the shipowners are agreeable, to leave the matter
practically in the hands of the local Government, which
means the local Parliament. I know Mr. Hughes well
enough to be fully aware that if the Minister did not
carry that out properly he would soon have him by the
throat. And whilst Mr. Hughes is in Parliament the
thing is quite safe, and this will be carried out in its
entirety. There are a good many other gtmtlemen also
who will see that it is done. If we are left unhampered
in this way Parliament would pass regulations, and
very likely would provide power to pass regulations,
and Parliament will discuss this matter; and we shall
be backed up by a resolution voted by this Conference,
unanimously perhaps, which is a very strong point, re-
garding retrospective legislation. But if we have a
resolution only consented to by a portion of the Con-
ference and not by the shipowners, it gives us a little
harder work to get the Bill through Parliament.
Another point is this : it may be that some ships—l
hope there are very few—but I indorse every word Mr.
Hughes has said about the insanitary condition, and not
only the insanitary condition, but the little thought that
is given to the men on board ship to have their meals in
comfort; and I see there is a special provision here with
regard to this very matter. All these things ought to be
taken into consideration by our local Parliaments or local
Ministers; and if the Ministers, who have the power of
their Parliament behind them, allow ships to go that
can be altered, and will be altered as nearly as possibleto the requirements of the new ships, and do not do
it, they will suffer for it. But, once you put a restric-
tion upon it, I am afraid that is almost a directionas to what is to be done. And, strongly as lam infavour of retrospective legislation and to making everyship afloat on the water conform to the new ideas and
the new regulations for comfort, still there are ships
on which you cannot possibly carry that out by ap-proaching perhaps to the requirements of the new ships.I am sure no one will accuse me of giving way onany point if I do not see some fairly good reason for
doing so, but I must say that after the discussion last
night, I looked into this matter, and again this morning,and I have not seen my way as to what course to take ;
because I very much object to the idea of leaving thesematters to the Court. But this resolution seems to meto give ns unlimited scope under the direction of ourofficers and under the direction of the Ministry: and Ido hope Mr. Hughes may see his way. as we others do,to meet it in some way or the other, and let us ge-t thematter settled.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Can we get the opinions of thedelegations? I do not want to shorten the discussionunduly, of course.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I think we ought to try
to arrive at a resolution unanimously. That is reallyanother amendment of Sir Joseph Ward's originalproposition; and I would like to know if it would meet,the shipowners' views that the limit of accommodation
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prescribed by Colonial laws shall not apply to existing
vessels —that is just in accordance with their own pro-
posal —in cases where the Minister is satisfied that the
character of the structural alterations necessary in order
to comply with the limit would be unreasonable and the
existing accommodation is not less than 72 cubic feet
and 12 superficial feet? Now, Mr. Hughes is in favour
of that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 72 cubic feet and 12 what?

Ilos. DUGALD THOMSON : 12 superficial feet.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do you think it is a good
thing to put a minimum '

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It does not matter in
this case. I agree with you that if it were a new pro-
vision creating a new condition, the naming of a minimum
tends to make that minimum almost a maximum, but
this is a different case; this is a special provision given
for non-alteration, and it is really a limit that that non-
alteration shall not be allowed when there is not that
much accommodation, but the circumstances have to be
such as to make it difficult or impossible to make the
alteration—then you say that yon may give permission,
but not below that limit. That is really the safeguard
in such a case.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : They cannot give it below.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But you could.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : As there appears to be some
difficulty

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : One moment. Mr. Thomson
put it one way, and I have it the other.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : And I have a third.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should just like to have it
" right : that the limit of cubic feet and superficial space
" for the accommodation of seamen and apprentices pre-
" scribed by Colonial law shall apply to existing vessels,
"except where the Minister is satisfied that the character
"of the structural alterations necessary in order to comply
" with the limit would be unreasonable, in which case
" such other cubic and superficial space shall be provided
"as the inspector or other officers shall recommend."

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I am trying to suggest a node
course which I think would probably commend itself to
the shipping trade, and I hope to the representatives from
Australia and New Zealand as well. Taking the original
motion, 1 move " that the limit of accommodation prc-
" scribed for officers and crew should apply to existing
" vessels except in cases where the Minister is satisfied
"that the character of the structural alterations necessary
"in order to comply with the limit would be unreason-
able, in which case he will require only such existing
" vessels as have accommodation which in his opinion is
"in fact insanitary to improve the same so as to bring
"it into a sanitary and healthful condition to his satis-
" faction."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, I am perfectly fixed in
my opinion that as far as sanitary and ventilation and
hygienic arrangements generally are concerned, under no
circumstances ought the Minister to be permitted—or if
he were permitted, ought he for a moment to allow any
exemption.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I know you want to meet the
shipowners as far as you can, and if you stick out for
something they do not agree to, it comes back to this,
that this end of the world is different to ours—and are
we going to stick out for something that cannot be done,
and to refuse something which everybody agrees to do ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I will put in your motion
down "to unreasonable" and leave it to the good sense
of all parties to interpret the rest the best way they can.
There is one point you made there which I think is very
necessary, anil that is, the limit of cubic and superficial
space for officers, seamen, and apprentices.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: " Officers and crew."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: "Officers and crew "—that
will do. " That the limit of accommodation prescribed
" for officers and crew should apply to existing vessels
"except in cases where the- Minister is satisfied that the
"character of the structural alterations necessary in

"order to comply with the limit would be unreasonable"
—that is all.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We do attach importance to
the form. I believe we are absolutely at one with what
Sir Joseph Ward and Sir William Lyne have said about
this, but we do not think that it is right that the legisla-
tion should be made retrospective.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: If the result of the vote
that you ask me to give is to be interpreted that I am
against retrospective legislation, I could not vote with
you.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is not the effect.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Then Mr. Hill says that in
his motion he wants to get clearly an indication that it is
not retrospective.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: We want you to judge of a
ship as to whether it is sanitary or not, and not by any
regulation made after the ship was built. Mr. Hughes's
resolution leads off with a statement that the new con-
ditions are to apply to the old ships. Now, sir, we do
want you to put it the other way—that you will judge
of old ships by their merits—are they sanitary or are
they not? If they are not sanitary, how can they be
made sanitary —not how can they be brought strictly in
accordance with your new regulations.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Sanitation has nothing to do
with cubic and superficial space. They might be in a
place like this room, and yet be woefully insanitary.

Mr. MILLS : It is recognised that the Colonies have
the right to legislate for the shipping trade in theii
waters, whether the vessels are locally owned or owned
in Great Britain. It therefore becomes a question of
compromise, and it is hopeless to expect that all modern
ships could comply with these much more extensive re-
quirements. The. proposal now is, that all ships already
built, where it is not unreasonable to make them comply
with modern requirements, should do so, and at a reason-
able expenditure.

Mn. ANDERSON : What meaning do you attach to
"structural alteration"? Structural alteration may be
quite practicable, but, commercially speaking, it may be
impossible.

Mr. MILLS : It is difficult to define.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 do not quite understand.

Mr. MILLS : The question of whether alterations
are unreasonable must be left very largely to the
officers.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: But the Minister should
decide. No doubt, any Minister would get the advice of
his officers.

Mr. MILLS : Certainly.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Do you see any objection to
this last suggestion of mine ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : It may be only form, but
you lead off with a statement that the new regulations
apply to old ships.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is a question of
words, really—it is "shall" or "shall not." Now, why
not omit that first portion altogether? Surely wo have
got so near that we e:an arrive at a settlement. Why not
omit that first portion and say, as an addendum to the
resolution already passed (Resolution 4), something tothe effect that has been proposed with regard to the
accommodation of the crew, but without using the words
"shall" or "shall not."

The CHAIRMAN : The difference between the two
forms is, that that proposal would impose the new
standard upon all vessels, except in a particular case,
where an exemption was given. The other form ofresolution would not apply, but would give full powers
to the local authorities to require improvements where
they thought them necessary.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I am quite willing to acceptthat.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : This is the position. Every

Colonial shipowner will be a competitor with every one of
these B itisn vessels, because it will only apply to those
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British vessels that do trade on the coast, practically.
Now, we shall insist upon every Colonial shipowner bring-
ing his ship right bang up to date. We shall accept no
excuses at all. We shall demand that he shall make such
accommodation as is essential to bring his ship up to
date, and we shall only exempt him so far as space is
concerned where structural arrangements are unreasonable.
Now you are asking that you shall be placed in a better
position than our Australian shipowners.

Mr. COX : I do not see that. The difference between
Mr. Norman Hill's motion and the either motion is
simply that one puts the proposition affirmatively and the
other negatively.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Another point that strikes
my mind is this, from a practical standpoint. Our law is
passed, and unless some provision such as this is made,
which I think is just as strong as the reverse (that is,
Mr. Norman Hill's), they have all got to haul themselves
up right away, and to put themselves in alteration. In
the other case, the Government will make arrangements,
I have no doubt, to compel them to do it as soon as they
reasonably can.

The CHAIRMAN : They will screw-them up one by
one.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : That will be the practical
way of its being done, but if the Act is passed on the
basis of every one having to be up to date as soon as it
is passed, I do not see how it is going to be carried
out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I would say this—l would
give my vote to the House to give the British shipowner
fair time to bring his ship up to date ; say 12, 18, or 24
months. I would do anything reasonable in that way to
give them time to bring their ships up to date. You
cannot expect a shipowner to bring his ship up to the
requirements of the Act immediately because the Act
comes into force ; you must give him time.

Mr. FERNIE : How long would you propose to give
from the time your Act comes into force ? Within what
date of your Act coming into force would you apply it
to these vessels ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You are given the outside
limit in your Act for certificated cooks, and that comes
into force about 18 months after your Act comes into
effect. For the re3t, the provisions of the Act conic into
torce—nearly all of them—next June. Now, do you say
that 12 months is a fair time?

Mn. FERNIE : 1 think you might get some steamers
which would be on time charter, which would go awayafterwards, and would not wait to comply with the Act. "

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If 12 months' time is a fair
thing, I feel sure that shipowners could make out a
case. -Exemption in certain other cases might be pro-vided for, too.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I think we feel very stronglythat the old ships should be judged on their merits, andnot by this new standard.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: With reference to the pointof trying to prevent any idea or intention of havingretrospective legislation, that is a very awkward point
you bring in, and that is why you do not want, as yousaid just now, to have these words transposed.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We do not want thembrought all under the Etandard ; we want them to be leftto be judged separately, as to whether they are sanitaryor not.

The CHAIRMAN : You are not committed, Sir
William Lyne, by this resolution, to repudiating retro-spective legislation.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : I would not vote for it if
I were. If I were the Minister dealing with this casewhen the law came into operation I would take verygood care that they brought their ships up as far as theyreasonably could. But I do not want to try and do animpossibility.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I say this resolution of mineas it is now, with a rider which Mr. Hill can move if helikes, that such time ought to be permitted after the

passing of the Act—reasonable time to enable ship-
owners to bring up their ships to the requirements—
would meet the case.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I am epiite content to put in
an exemption to apply to vessels built prior to the enact-
ment of such conditions, having not less than 72 cubic:
feet, if that will meet Mr. Hughes's case.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not object, subject to
my proviso.

Ma. NORMAN HILL: Vessels built before, but
having in fact 72 cubic feet of space for each of the
crew. That is No. 1. No. 2 is that it must have a
minimum of 72 feet, and if the vessel tomes within those
conditions, then it is to be judged on its merits as to
accommodation—leaving out ventilation and conveniences
—and if the sanitary effect is not according to the views
of your authority, let them order an increase

Hon. \\. M. HI (HIES : I say, as far as an insanitary
ship is concerned, there ought to be no exemption at all.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : How would this do in order
to meet the position, "The limit of accommodation
"devoted to officers and crew prescribed by Colonial laws
" should apply to existing vessels, except in cases where
"the Minister is satisfied that, having regard to such
"limit, the accommodation actually provided is in fact

" insanitaiy, but may require the owners to amend the
" same so as to bring it into a sanitary and healthful
"condition to the satisfaction of the Minister."

Mil. NORMAN HILL: I rather think you have a
negative too many.

Sir JOSEPH WARD. I will read it again :—"That
"the limit of accommodation devoted to officers and
"crew prescribed by Colonial laws should apply to
"existing vessels, except in cases where the Minister is
"satisfied that, having regard to such limit, the accoin
" modation actually provided is in fact insanitary, but" may require the owner to amend the same so as to
"bring it into a sanitary and healthful condition to the
"satisfaction of the Minister."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That exempts all ships ex-
cepting those ships where the conditions are insanitary.I say the result would be that no shipowner will attempt
to make any structural alterations at all.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : But the local authority—the
Minister—can do it in that case.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Not at all. Your motion
takes all out exe:ept those that are insanitary.

Mn. FERNIE: The Minister can say that it is in-sanitary.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It applies to accommodation.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The motion is drawn with a

great number of variations.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: It would be a good thing tohave lunch now. We have got into a bit of a knot, and
we could have it out afterwards.

Tin-; CHAIRMAN : Can we do any more businessbefore we adjourn?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : There is one question, andthat is this : As this resolution now stands it leaves out

all other conditions but the sanitary condition.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, not "but the sanitary"condition"; it is the other way about.

The CHAIRMAN : It leaves everything except thecubic quantities and the superficial areas, and I think, ifI may say so, that is a very big concession from the
shipowners, having regard to their previous point ofview.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : To be epiite- clear, if thisresolution is carried, the moment it is to come into opera-tion all these things, whether a new ship or old ship,come into force on that ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do you not think that is agreat step to get ?
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Certainly it is a step —every-
thing is a step. One bite is a step towards lunch, but not
a very satisfactory one. Give every ship an opportunity
of coming into compliance with the Act by giving, say,
12 months to do it, and if he cannot do it owing to
the structural alterations being unreasonable, then the
Minister may exempt him so far as cubic and superficial
space are concerned, but he cannot exempt him in refer-
ence to sanitary and hygienic arrangements.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : He cannot under this
proposal.

The CHAIRMAN : You have got the ventilation,
you have got the conveniences; you have got your way
there.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If we have lunch now, we
can see what we can do afterwards.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : I think you are safe in
doing it.

Mr. BELCHER: There is one question I should like
to ask Mr. Hill, and it is this : In the event of a vessel
having the bare amount of space allowed by Act,
and an expenditure of £10, £10 or £20 would make the
conditions of the ship eepial to the demands of the Act,
would there be any objection to that being done ? I
gather from what is being said by the shipowners that
they object to any alterations being made in any ship at
all built prior to the regulations. 1 gather that from
their remarks. It appears to me that they are very
insistent on that point.—that they do not want to be
compelled, under any circumstances to make any alter-
ations whatever. The point we are trying to come to
is this, that where it is possible without dispossessing the
shipowner or putting him to undue cost

Mr. NORMAN HILL : I am very sorry that anythingI have said has conveyed to Mr. Belcher the idea that
w • would intentionally not introduce an improvement
which would involve a trifling expenditure of the sum
Mr. Belcher has named. 1 think our records warrant
u.s in saying that it is hardly a reasonable suggestion
to make. We should be only too glad to introduce
any improvements we can to make our men more con-
tented.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think if I understood the-question Mr. Belcher put, it was whether, if this resolu-
tion was decided en, there would be any hesitation on
the part of the shipowners to carry it out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have made another amend
ment to this, and I should like to read it before we go tolunch. "That the provisions relating to the limits of
"accommodation prescribed by Colonial laws shall not
"apply to existing vessels for a period of two years from"the passing of that Act" (our Act that means) "except"in cases where the Minister is satisfied that the struc-" tural alterations are necessary in order to comply with
"the sanitary and hygienic arrangements."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Why give them two years,if it ought to be done at once.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Two years for what?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE s Two years to alter theirships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES i Cc-rlainlv, I would give thema chance.
Mn. COX : Mr. Hughes has given us a most deplorablecondition of things. If I were in Australia, I would notperpetuate that for two years. I would not give them

six weeks.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I want to give them anopportunity to bring their ships up to our requirementsso far as cubic space is concerned. In other respects, ofcourse, there ought to be no time allowed.
Sir JOSEPH WARD: Here is my amendment:

(
the limit of ce omniodation prescribed by Colonial"laws should apply to existing vessels provided that in"cases when- ih,- Minister, having regard to such limit" is satisfied that the accommodation actually provided"is in fact unsatisfactory and unhealthfuf, he may"require the owner to amend the same so as to brim- it"into a sanitary and healthful condition to the satisfac-tion of the Minister."

Mu. NORMAN HILL: "Having iegard to such
"limit"—it is not quite clear what that refers to.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : It refers to the limit of
accommodation provided by the Colonial laws.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : " Having regard to the accom-
" modation " actually provided.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: "Where the Minister is
" satisfied that the accommodation is actually pro-
" vided " ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : No. " Where the Minister
"is satisfied that the accommodation actually provided
"is in fact unsatisfactory and unhealthfuf, he may
" require the owner to amend the same so as to bring
"it into a sanitary and healthful condition to the satis-
" faction of the Minister."

Ma. NORMAN HILL : It is not what we wanted,
but we will support it in order to get unanimity.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : 1 think we ought to have
unanimity if possible.

The CHAIRMAN : Can we get the unanimity of the
delegations! You will accept that, Sir Joseph, on behalfof the New Zealand delegation?

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I would accept that because
it puts it into the power of the Government to do what
these gentlemen wish.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not care which one it
is. Ido not want to move any more amendments.

The CHAIRMAN : We obviously cannot vote here
by numbers. W'c must take the Australian view,and the New Zealand view, and the United Kingdomview.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I cannot agree to that.
The CHAIRMAN : Would you be satisfied to record

your dissent? We must get on.

Mr. COX : Provided your dissent is recorded. I sup-
pose that would satisfy you ?

Mr. BELCHER : The scope of the resolution is toorestricted altogether. What I mean is this : Assumingthere is a place located in a ship which is altogether animproper kind of place, where light and ventilation cannotbe adequately provided for, and that place by an expenditure of a very small amount of money (assuming in the
first place there is just the bare amount of space allowed)could easily be made all right. With soap and paintand so on you can make the place clean and sanitary,but you cannot make the place proper for a man to live
in unless you enlarge it and light it better. It is largelya matter of space, and what I wanted to see inserted
in any resolution carried in connection with this matter
is that where it is possible to do so reasonably, as Mr.Hughes has put it, the shipowners should be compelledto enlarge the crew's quarters, in order to give themthe full amount of space.

The CHAIRMAN : Are you not satisfied to leave thatto the Minister?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Not at all.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I am inclined to think thatthe first resolution, as amended in two or three ways isthe one I like the better. '
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The whole thing is this : thatif that motion is given effect to there will be practicallyno alteration whatever made in any existing ship.
Mn. COX : What are your Ministers about?
Hon W. M. HUGHES: What Mr. Belcher said wasperfectly right; if you give an hour before the inspectorcomes, the latrine and bilge water and all that sort ofthing—offensive effluvia and so on-will be got rid ofbut the moment the inspector is out of the way it willbe worse than ever.

Mr. COX : But you cannot make 72 feet into 120 feetin an hour, and you cannot make your bath-houses inan hour.
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Mn. ANDERSON : Would you be satisfied with exist-
ing ships if they had 72 cubic feet and complied with all
the other conditions ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No; my ideal is 120 cubic
t.ct if it can be done; but if they cannot comply with
that without making such structural alterations as are un-
reasonable, then I am prepared to wait for a given period.

Mr. BELCHER : I am quite prepared to leave myself
in the hands of the Minister in New Zealand with regard
to the matter, if something is mentioned in the resolution
with regard to the space being increased where it is
possible to do so.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If Mr. Hill will amend his
motion by putting in a period at the end of which ships
must come the other way about, that is to say. his reso-
lution for two years—that until after two years, or any
other period you like, il shall not apply where the sanitary
at rangements are suitable, and that after that period
they shall apply, then 1 will consider it.

Mr. FERNIE: The only thing we can do is to pro-
test against all retrospective legislation.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 1 think'we had better
leave that question out.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Sir William Lyne, can we vote on
that resolution before we go? It seems for the moment
as though we are not likely to get unanimity.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I should like the original
motion as it was altered.

The CHAIRMAN : Sir William Lyne now says that
on the whole as a matter of wording (the two resolutions
really point to the same intention) he prefers the original
motion as amended. I think we may say em behalf of
the United Kingdom that we do not care which of the
two is passed ; either would do for us.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Which is Sir Joseph
Ward proposing?

The CHAIRMAN : Sir Joseph is proposing this new-
wording, but Sir William prefers the original one.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : I am quite prepared to accept
the old one if unanimity can be got.

Tin-: ( HAIRMAN : 1 gather that Sir William Lyne
is in favour? lam afraid we do not carry you, Mr.
Hughes, with us.

lies. W. M. HUGHES: No. I understood most
emphatically that every motion was to be voted upon. I
asked the President about this yesterday—as to what
had to be done in a case of voting when we were not
unanimous. What do you say, sir?

Tin: CHAIRMAN : If I had to nil,-, I should have
said it had to be by delegation:;: that is to say, the
Australian delegation, if not unanimous amongst them-
selves, would have to settle as between themselves which
way they voted But I think that a dissentient member
should have the right of recording his dissent.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Certainly, and l was going
to suggest that the last time we were here. I think the
right should be reserved to any one of tiie delegation to
express his dissent. The majority goes one way, that is
the delegation; but an individual member should have
the right to record his vote the other way.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes; otherwise there is no method
that I know of.

Sir WILL! \M LYNE : Will you read the first resolu-
tion as amended ?

The CHAIRMAN : "That the Governments of Aus-
"tialia and New Zealand, instead of imposing new con-
" ditions involving structural alterations as regards cubic
"and superficial space accommodation devoted to officers
"and crew on vessels built prior to the enactment
"of such conditions, will require only such existing
" vessels as have accommodation which in the opinion
"of the local authorities is in fact insanitary or un-
" healthful."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is to say, " local
"authority" means the Minister?

Hon. DUOALO THOMSON : Whatever authority ia
fixed.

Sn; WILLIAM LYNE : So long as it covers that, I
am content.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Or "in the opinion of the
" Minister," if you like.

Mr. COX : It is quite clear that it is not the Court.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Then the resolution goes on "To
"amend the same so as to bring it into a sanitary and
" healthful condition to the satisfaction of the local
" authorities."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: You have my pencil altera-
tion in !

Thk I'll All,'M AN : Yes, I have "in the opinion of
"the local authorities" put in• Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I have it "authority."

Hun. W. \l. 11l QHES : 1 wish to vote against that.

The CHAIRMAN : That will be recorded.

The resolution was then adopted.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: My vote is recorded againstthai : but what I want is to set down my reasons.
Whether they can be taken down or not I do not know;
but, if not, I shall furnish yon with my reasons. Shortly,
why I dissent

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Would it not be sufficient to say,
" For reasons given in the record of the proceedings " ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Only just a short statement of
my reasons. My reasons are that I think all ships should
comply with all the required conditions ; but, if it can be
shown that the structural alterations are unreasonable
then, so far as cubic and superficial capacity is concerned,the ship might be exempted. But in the case of sanitary,hygienic, general, and other arrangements—no exemptionshould be made under any circumstances whatever.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: We are not proposing
that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want that set down.

8m WILLIAM LYNE: Mr. Hughes's vote or the
minority vote should be recorded for the reasons givenin the speeches made to-day.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Personally, I was going to saythat the individuals of a delegation here, I think, with alldue deference to those present, should not vote as
individuals. They may in their speeches, of course, put
their opinions on record. But, speaking for New Zea-land, we are here as a joint delegation to represent ourcountry; and it is our duty if we can possibly secure it,to have as a delegation unanimity. lam putting their
sentiments as well as my own. We do not want to goba.k to our country and say that two men voted one
way and two voted another. Compromise is alwaysessential in these matters; and we want to have it putto New Zealand that we have voted in a certain wayunanimously with regard to these matters.

So WILLIAM LYNE: And I would like to do that;but unfortunately I have not got such an unanimousteam as has Sir Joseph Waid.
Tin; CHAIRMAN : I quite appreciate that. But, in

view of the fact that there is a strong difference ofopinion, it would be best to adopt the plan of letting adissentient delegate express his opinion.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It does not matter what wesay here; it can make no alteration. I do not proposeto put my name to anything which I am not going tostand up for in the House.
Mb, HAVELOCK WILSON : I am not in favour ofit; 1 have never consented to the law being altered as ithas been last year. I say it ought to have been maderetrospective ; and I hold by that.
Tin: CHAIRMAN : We cannot reopen the discussionnow.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: I do not wish to do
it but I am giving my vote. That is in accordance withwhat 1 have always held by, and I stand by it now.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Hear, hear. I am not alone.

Mr. DUNLOP : Well, I agree for the sake of unani-
mity but Ido not at all like it; lam simply agreeing in
order to settle the matter; but I consider it is a Dad
principle which we are embarking on.

The CHAIRMAN : We know that you have done
great violence to your feelings in agreeing to this com
promise.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I take it that it was
decided that the provision as regards accommodation
should apply only to existing vessels under certain con-
ditions. We might now discuss what this accommoda-
tion is to be.

Adjournment for lunch.

The CHAIRMAN : Although we are not all here, I
think the great majority of us are: and there- is one
question we- might now settle, that is, about our meeting
to-morrow, 1 have rather gathered from the remarks
which have fallen from various members of the Con-
ference that on the whole the feeling is against it, and
that the members of the Conference as a whole are
rather in favour of adjourning till Monday. I only
want, of course, to do what is the wish of the majority.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think we had better adjourn
till Monday.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well. Monday at 11.30.
Now, gentlemen, Mr. Hughes has a point to bring for-
ward with regard to the question of "accomodation."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The point that I wish to
bring under the notice of the Conference is, that, while
we are quite familiar with the principle of accommoda-
tion for seamen, it is proposed in our Bill to make
accommodation for officers; and in Clause 134 of our
Rill

The CHAIRMAN : Is that the old Bill?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Our Bill, the Bill on which
we were appointed to sit, Clause 134.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : What is that in ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is in the Blue Book,
at the end.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Our Bill is the Navigation
and Shipping Bill of 1004; Clause 134 of that Bill says :—
"The owner of every steamship regularly trading between
"any port in Australia and any other port in Australia,
"New Zealand, or Fiji, or British New Guinea, or the
" South Seas shall (a) make, provision to the satisfaction
"of the Superintendent for the adequate ventilation of
"the officers' rooms, engine-room, and stokehole; (ft)
"Provide for each officer, up to at least four, a separate
" room having a separate entrance to the deck, and not
" opening directly into the engine-room." I just wish to
bring under the notice of the Conference the fact that
that section exists, and that it will probably pass. There
has been no evidence at all brought forward against it,excepting the kind of evidence that was brought forward
against increasing the cubical capacity for seamen from
72 cubic feet to 120 cubic feet—that there is not suffi-
cient room. Subject to such exemptions as seem proper
in such a case, I take it that this clause will pass. That
ought to be brought under the notice of the British
shipowners. They may not have noticed it. It is a very
necessary thing that accommodation for officers should,
as far as possible, provide for separate rooms; and
certainly these ought not to open directly into the
engine-room. As to the other matters in* connection
with officers I must deal with them under the headings"Manning," "Wages," and so on. I merely wishto bring this under the notice of the Conference. Ido not know what the New Zealand Act savs on thematter .

Mr. HISLOP : Practically the same.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What does it say?
Mu. MILLS : Clause 121 says :—" In all home-trade or" intercolonial-trade steamships the owner thereof—(a)" Shall make provision to the satisfaction of a surveyor" for the adequate ventilation of the officers' rooms,"engine-room, and stokehole; and also (6) Shall provide

" for each mate and engineer, up to at least three, a

"separate room which does not open direct from the
"engine-room, but has a separate entrance to the deck
"otherwise than through the engine-room."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We say "up to at least
four" : that is practically a re-enactment of the provision
of the New Zealand Act. There will be then uniformity
as far as New Zealand and Australia are concerned. At
present, New Zealand shipowners are compelled to comply
with certain conditions which the Australians are not.
I have nothing further to say on that head, sir.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not suppose it is
meant that we should discuss that; because if we are
to discuss not only what will apply to Australian and
British shipping and trade, but also what will apply to
British trade in general, it will enlarge the discussion
very much. Mr. Hughes has called attention to the
matter, and that, no doubt, is desirable.

HON. W. M. HUGHES: I did it because I thought
the shipowners should know it was there. As the
majority of the Conference has decided that the space
accommodation is to remain as it is, so far as existing
ships are concerned, subject to certain qualifications it
may only apply to certain ships. Nevertheless, I thought
it was right f hat attention should be drawn to the fact
that it will apply to those.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It is directly opposed to the
policy of the Imperial Act. The Imperial Legislature
has never legislated with regard to the accommodation of
officers.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I said that when I started.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We certainly could not agree
that this policy is to be preferred to that of the Imperial
Act. We believe that the policy of the Imperial Act has
worked well : and we do not agree that it is desirable
that we should change it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am not asking you to agree
to anything.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If Mr. Hughes draws our
attention to it, I think it should be on the Minutes that
we are not in accord with the Colony on that point.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I quite accept that. I merely
drew attention to it because I thought it proper that I
should do so.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We are not discussing what
is the proper accommodation for officers. We have said,
and the policy of our Acts has always been, that that
is a matter to be settled between the shipowner and his
officers, and that there is no necessity for the State to
interfere. We believe that policy has worked well, and
that it should be left in that position.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We do not leave these things
to the shipowner and his officers, but the pernicious and
" demnition " Government steps in and makes a certain
regulation,

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I cannot agree with
Mr. Norman Hill that the Imperial Act has worked
satisfactorily. In the majority of ships I agree it has
v...iked .satisfactorily, but still a good many complaints
have been made by some officers as to their accommo-
dation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The accommodation provided
for some officers leaves nothing to be desired ; the accom-
modation for other officers leaves everything to be de-
sired ; no doubt some gentlemen regard it as very satis-
factory in both cases.

'The CHAIRMAN : That will appear on the record
of our proceedings. Now, if we have nothing more on
Hie question of accommodation, may we go to the next
head, "Manning"? We have passed a resolution about
manning, as to the limits within which that applies ; butthere is one point I may mention. I am sorry Sir
William Lyne is not here, as he has given notice of a
motion as to this : " That no seaman should be per-
" mitted to engage as A.B. on board any British ship who
"cannot show that he is justly entitled to that rating."
That is provided for in our Act by Section 58.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is not enforced,
though it is provided for.
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Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That was in the old
Act, and should have been put in force in 1882; but one
of the Presidents of the Board of Trade got round the
matter somehow or another by putting in the letters
" N.P." (not proven) after A.1?.; and the Act has re-
mained a dead letter.

The CHAIRMAN : But this is a modification of that
Act.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : But the old Act was
quite clear; the old Act said that no seaman was to be
entitled to be rated as an able seaman unless he had done
four years' service. I always contended that no person
should be engaged as an A.B. unless he could prove that
service. Then one of the Presidents of the Board of
Trade, to oblige the shipowners, adopted the principle of
putting " N.P." opposite the name of a man who could
not show that service; and that made the Act a dead
letter.

Mil. HISLOP : In what respect !
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That it was never

carried out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We took sojue evidence on
this. The section in the Merchant Shipping Act is well
known.

The CHAIRMAN : This is the new Act !
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What section?

The CHAIRMAN : Subsection (2) of Section OS.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : " Any superintendent or other
"officer before whom a seaman is engaged shall refuse to
"enter the- seaman as A.B. on the agreement with the
"crew unless the seaman gives such satisfactory proof as
" is required by section 126 of the principal Act of his
■title to be so rated; and if any seaman, for the purpose
"of obtaining a rating as A.8., makes any false statement
"or false representation, he shall be liable on summary
"conviction in respect of e-ach offence to a fine not
"exceeding £5." That does ne>t apply to persons with
the discharge of A.8., and this will not prevent a man
who has a discharge as an A.B. from being shipped as an
A.B. We understand this point very thoroughly, and
everybody is aware, I presume, that any man can be
shipped as an A.B. who possesses a discharge as an A.B. :and any man can get a discharge as an A.B. to whom the
master of the ship chooses to give such a discharge.
Anybody can get a discharge as an A.B. who has been,
say, a month at sea ; there is nothing to stop him, nothing
in the world. The section in the Merchant Shipping Act
was put there to prevent anybody getting shipped as an
A.B. who had not been four years at sea; but from the
day this was enacted until now, I ask, if there is any
gentleman here who has had charge of the issue of the
certificates under that section, how many certificates he-
has known to have been issued in Great Britain during the
whole period that that section has been current? I will
tell him that in the whole time of over 20 years in Aus-
tralia only two certificates were ever issued under that
section—one to a man now in Parliament, and one by
another person who, I think, is happily dead.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : We have had six in
England.

Captain CHALMERS : No certificate is issued.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : How many certificate* have
ever been issued? If you will turn up the principal Act.
you will see that a man is entitled to the rating of A.8.,
and neither the Board of Trade nor any other person is
competent to prevent him being rated ; and no man ean
get a discharge as an A.B. unless the master chooses to
give him that discharge. The man must be given the
rating of A.B. if he has been four years at sea as an able
seaman.

Captain CHALMERS : Rating does not take place
until the man has been actually entered upon the Articles.
then the superintendent says, " Produce your certificates
"of discharge"—he produces them; and, if he does that
he is put on the Articles. That is the rating; there is
no certificate.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Under the Old Act there
was a provision that a certificate should be issued, but
there were only about six such certificates issued in the
United Kingdom.

Captain CHALMERS : Because thev were not applied
for.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: Because the seamen
were not aware at the time that they could have such
certificates. We had evidence of that before the Mer-
cantile Marine Committee. That is the point Mr. Hughes
is dealing with.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It says here—(this is Section
138 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894)—"A seaman
" shall not be entitled to the rating of A.8., that is to
"say, of an able-bodied seaman, unless he has served at
"sea for four years before 'I'l' mast, but the employment
"of fishermen in decked fishing vessels registered under
"the first part of this Act shall only count as sea service
"up to the period of three years of that employment;
"and the rating of A.li. shall only be granted after at
" least one year's sea service in a trading vessel, in addi-
" tion to three or more years' sea service on board of
" decked fishing vessels so registered. 'The service may"be proved by certificates of discharge, by s certificate
"of service from the Registrar-General of Shipping and
"Seamen (granted by the Registrar on payment of a fee
"not exceeding sixpence), specifying in each case whether
" the service was rendered in whole or in part in steam-
"ship or in sailing ship, or by other satisfactory proof
And, therefore, it is not necessary at all that he should
have a certificate of discharge. That is only one of the
ways of proving. It is not necessary to have a certificate
of service. He may get it in three ways, according to
the section. In Australia, so far as I know, no one at
present has ever been rated as A.8., as provided by that
section, or the one which we have re-enacted in the terms
of that section, and what we want to see is that no
person shall be engaged or perrnitted to act as A.B. on
any ship unless he has been, say, four years at sea.

'The CHAIRMAN: We have altered it now to three
years.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I am not going to quarrel
about three years.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN: We have reduced the four years
to three years in the new Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I know you have, but at the
same time, is it clearly understood that that means that
no man can ship on board a ship as an A.B. unless he has
been three years at sea ?

Captain CHALMERS : Yes. Sub-section (2) provides
for that.

Mu. COX : Sub-section (2) of Section 58 of the Act
of 1906 says:—"Any superintendent or other officer
"before whom a seaman is e-ngaged shall refuse to enter
" the seaman as A.B. on the agreement with the crew
" unless the seaman gives such satisfactory proof as is
" required by Section 126 of the principal Act of his title
" to be so rated."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What does the principal Act
say? "A seaman shall not be entitled to the rating of
"A.8.," and so on. Now before the ship can go to sea
the men have to be rated. Very well. Therefore, the
ships cannot go to sea—you may ship as many men as you
like, but they must be rated. Therefore, Section 126
just as effectually prevented sending men to sea unless
ihey have been four years to sea, as the new section does.

Mr. COX : The superintendent must satisfy himself
now : in the old Act it was the captain who had to satisfyhimself.

The CHAIRMAN : Anyhow, we are quite satisfied
that we can comply with the terms of that resolution
which Sir William Lyne put down — that no seaman
should be permitted to engage as A.B. on board any
British ship who cannot show that he is justly entitled
under the old rating. I mean we can accept that.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is enacted in Britain,
and it is proposed in the Report of the Royal Commission
of Australia.

The CHAIRMAN : We should like to add, for the
sake of uniformity, that the service qualification should
be three years, as we have reduced ours from four to
three.

Sir

_
WILLIAM LYNE: I do not think there is any

objection to that. We also propose three in our new
Act.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should just like to read our
recommendation.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That was four years.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Evidence was given on the
subject, and Section 9 of our report says : "Of the
" shipping masters of the different States who gave
" evidence before us only one had issued any certificates
" under the section. He had, in the course of 27 years,
"issued about half a dozen. Of the others"—(that is
the other shipping masters)—"some had neither heard of
"nor received anv application for them. They had
" never consideied that the section necessitated, or
" provided for, such certificates. Evidence was also given
"that anybody could be engaged as an A.B. who had an
"A.B.'s discharge, and that this discharge must be given
"to persons who had absolutely none of the qualifi-
" cations of a seaman. Cases were cited where a man
" had, on the completion of his first voyage of less than
"six months, received such discharge. It was freely
"stated that a very large number of those signing on as
"A.B.'s were men who were not entitled to be so
" rated."

Mr. BELCHER : This is the point I want to under-
stand in connection with the matter. There is a vast
deal of difference between a certificate and a discharge.
If a man is qualified to be an able seaman, and he goes to
an official and says. "Give me a certificate to the effect
"that I am an able seaman; there are my papers to
" prove that I am an able seaman," and he has issued to
him a certificate, it stands, I take it, in exactly the same
illation to the man as the certificate of an officer does,
and it will obviate the necessity of that man at any time
producing the discharge which he gets from a ship to
prove that he- is an able seaman. I can sec the dis-
tinction that Mr. Hughes is driving at. And what I
do know in connection with this matter is this—that me-n
have gene- on board a ship for the matter of a few days
or a few weeks, and when they have left that ship they
have been given an able seaman's discharge without
having gone through the probationary periods which the
law lays down, and when once a man gets that discharge
into his possession no one can question his rating as able
seaman unless he is put through some examination by
someone who is qualified to test his capabilities.

The CHAIRMAN : I see your point.
Captain CHALMERS : Under the present conditions,

under Section 68, no seaman who fails to give the proof
required by Section 126 of the principal Act will be
allowed to sign on.

Mr. BELCHER : What I want to find out is this. Is
any attempt made when a man goes to sign on any ship—
i« there any attempt made by the superintendent or the
shipmaster, to ascertain from that man whether he is
an able seaman or not, notwithstanding the fact that
he produces a discharge? For instance, I am a lands-
man ; I meet a seaman, and I get from him a discharge
purporting to show that I am an able seaman. I per-
se, nate that man and go to the shipping office and present
that discharge. Is there any attempt made to examine
me w ith the view of ascertaining that I am really what
I represent myself to be?

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I understand under the old Act
that might have happened, but under the new Act, which
comes into force in June, that will be impossible.

Mir. BELCHED : By what means?

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: A man will have to
prove his three years' service by his book. That is what
we intended when we passed this Act last year.

Mr. BELCHER : I understand, then, that there has
been a departure from the old system, and that an entirely
new one is to be adopted.

The CHAIRMAN : That is so.

Mr. BELCHER : In that case may I ask whether,
where a man has satisfied the superintendent that he
holds sufficient discharges to qualify him for the positionof able seaman, he is then granted this certificate, which
is different from his discharge?

Captain CHALMERS : Only if he applies for it.

Mn. BELCHER.: It is not given to him automaticallv
B—A. SA.

Captain CHALMERS : No.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It appears to me that it would
be very much more satisfactory if, under this section, it
was possible for the seaman to get a certificate as Mr.Belcher has stated. He would have to prove first of all
that he was entitled to get it, but once he got it he would
not have to keep on showing his discharges, because dis-
charges, alter all, are onlj

Mn. BELCHED : A record of a term of service.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They are a record of chaiac-ter, and a man's competency might be entirely independent

of that. He could prove that he was entitled to be rated
as A.B. by production of this parchment certificate, and Ithink it would be a good thing that these certificates
should be issued. You see this contemplates his making
a statement, because it says—"And if any seaman, for the
"purpose of obtaining a rating as A.8., makes any false"statement or false representation"—that is, supposing
he has lost his discharges, or a man says to him, " I lave" you been four years at sea ?" and he says, " Yes, I have."

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : He must prove it.
Captain CHALMERS : Our present system is a con-tinuous system of discharge, in book form. We consider

that more useful than a certificate, for this reason, that,under the continuous system we can test his identity,because it contains a record of his height, description,of hair, eyes, and complexion, marks on his body, and so
on. With a certificate alone a man can come up and say :" I have lost my continuous certificate of discharge, but"here is my certificate as A.B."—and how are you todetect impersonation? He says his name is John Jones,and "John Jones" appears on the certificate.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : And it would be a bad
thing to have the two, for this reason. A man mightpresent himself with a certificate; he gets an engagement
on that, and then his continuous discharge-book he couldhand over to somebody else, and it would be easy to havethe two used in that way. All we ask for here is thatthe superintendent will satisfy himself that the man can
prove that he has been three years at sea. He must do
that at the time he signs on. That is what we are aimingat in this section.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : In those Colonies where the
continuous discharge system is not in force, and where
consequently it would be a very desirable thing to have
something in place of it—namely, a certificate—wouldyour Board of Trade accept our certificate ?

Captain CHALMERS: Certainly, if you word yourcertificate so as to enable you to detect personation, andput on the certificate the man's name, and make him signit, and give a description of his height, complexion, andso on.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Is not that a measure ofgreat detail ?
Captain CHALMERS : We do not find it so.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: But you cannot put thatsort of thing into an Act of Parliament.
Captain CHALMERS : That would be a measure of

regulation.
The CHAIRMAN : " That no seaman should be per-" mitted to engage as A.B. on board anv British ship" who cannot show that he is justly entitled to that

"rating, and that the period of service qualification"should be three years." I venture to add that to yourresolution, Sir William.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is in conformity withwhat was proposed.
The CHAIRMAN : Yes.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE ; In our proposed Act wehave this provision : " Any superintendent or other" person before whom a seaman is engaged shall refuse"to enter a seaman as A.B. in the agreement with the

"crew unless the seaman gives to him satisfactory proof"of his title to be so rated."
The CHAIRMAN : We have those words in our Act.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Then with regard to thedischarge, we propose that " No person shall give a dis-charge to a seaman as fireman or greaser unless the
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" seaman has served in the capacity in which the discharge
"is given for the time- specified in such discharge." It
positively intimates the- capacity in which the seaman
shall serve. The next clause provides for the delivery to
the seaman of a copy of the discharges. 'Those two pro
visions we intend to propose, and I move this resolution
he-cause I want to stop the system which has been carried
on in some of our ports the system of crimping which
is going on to a fearful extent. There were two or three
oases in Sydney lately, just before 1 left, when- tin- ex-
posures were- really very horrible, as to what was done
under tins buying and selling in the crimping system.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : Buying and selling dis
charges—single sheets.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE-: Oh, yes; but they go and
take money.

Mn. MILLS: 'That is an argument in favour of con
tinuous discharge . I think I am right in saying that the
system of continuous discharge is in existence in New
Zealand —not in book form, but of sufficient size to admit
of something like 14 discharges being entered upon it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: This resolution. I submit,
does not interfere with continuous discharge.

Mn. MILLS: $oo are speaking of the facility that
they have to transfer their discharges.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is already the- lm
perial law. and it is in this Royal C nimission Report.
We are all agreed as to that.

Mn. BELCHER : So far as the men in New Zealand
arc concerned, they are not favourable to continuous
discharge at all.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : That is not involved in this reso-
lution. This resolution does not raise the question of
continuous discharge.

Mil. BELCHER : But it was being referred to, and I.wanted to make my position clear, that the men do not
favour it in New Zealand, and some very good reasons
can be advanced for that. So far as the continuous
discharge-book is concerned. I believe it emanated in the
first place from the Shipowners' Federation.

Mn HAVELOCE WILSON : I think that is a point
worth the consideration of the Conference. If we could
get a uniform kind of discharge through the Empire it
would be a good thing for Australia and New Zealand.
The only objection we have to the continuous discharge
is to the character being inserted in the book, otherwise
we are in agreement with it. I speak from an experienceof over 20 years, and I say. certainly the continuous dis
charge has done a good deal to put down crimping, and
the selling of the single-sheet discharges. The only thing
we object to in it is the character report, but otherwise
il is a very good thing, and it would be beneficial if it
could lie adopted throughout the Empire.

Thf. CHAIRMAN : 'That must, of course, come up ata later stage. .
Hon. W. ML HUGHES : I should be glad to supply theConference with the evidence given for and against.
The CHAIRMAN : Can we adopt this resolution?
Hon; W. M. lIUt.HKS : Three years'

The resolution was then adopted.
Thk CHAIRMAN : Three years, yes. Now is thereanything more- on " Manning"?
Hon. W. M HUGHES: Oh. yes, I think so. Ithink we have not started on "Manning'' yet.
'Till CHAIRMAN : We have no resolution before usat the moment.
Hon. W". M. HUGHES : I will move a resolution aboutthis. In Clause Hof Report we ele-al with the

in inning of ships, and there it is set forth that the-recommendations contained in that section an- "to apply"to la) ships registered in Australia: (/,) ships licensed"to trade on the- Australian coast ; (c) ships continuously"trading to any port in the ('online nwealt h whose article's"are drawn out in tin- Commonwealth, and whose final"port of discharge of crew is in the- Commonwealth."

Now we console led this very fully, and, after a ■_ I
deal of discussion and evidence, we came to the conclusion
that it was not sufficient to see that a ship was sound in
boilers and machinery, life-saving appliances, unless
manned with a sufficient crew of competent persons.
Now, the competency we sought to secure by the- re-
commendation that has just 1 n passed—namely, that
no person should engage unless he was qualified for t he-
rating which In- engaged in, and so far as sufficiency
in numbers we recommend the adoption of a manning
schedule- we considered. We say in the 7th paragraph
of Section 8: "The weight of evidence was very
■strongly in favour of a manning scale of some' sort,

"and in this opinion your Commissioners most heartily
■- concur. 'Thev consider that no ship can be regarded
"as seaworthy unices she is not only property constructed,
" provisioned, and in e very respect equipped to encounter
'•the perils of the voyage which she is about co iindei-
■take, but also manned With a sufficient crew of competent
"persons. We hive, therefore, adopted the recommend-
" ation of the Diaft Bill, as set forth in the judgment
"of Hedley r. Pinkney S.S. Co., as to what 'seaworthy'
"ought to mean." Now "seaworthy means, according
to that, that the- ship should be manned, tc, in accord
aiicc with the judgment as set out in 10 Appeal Cases,
page __7. Neiw we have provided for the "manning*' In
the different schedule's which appear in the Report. They
deal with the officers, the deck hands, the engineers, and
the sic he-hold hands. Now whether they are suitable
schedules or not. we need not discuss that, although I
shall lie able to discuss it. if it is wished : but. 1 think it
is very necessary that some scale should be adopted. Take
C-ist the question of officers. Under the .Merchant Ship-
ping Act, a ship may go to sea, provided it is in the home
trade, without any certificated officers at all. Mr. Law
re-nee. Secretary of the Merchant Service Guild, an
association which is composed of officers and masters in
the Australian trade, gave evidence be-fore us. and on
page 355 of our evidence, he says : " The conditions in
" England are very bad." Of course, he said this in Aus-
tralia ; had he been in England he would probably not
have dared to say it. "They can hardly be said to be
"commensurable. A cargo vessel in England does not re-
"quire to cany a master according to my reading of the
"Act. If she trades as a passenger steamer she has to
"carry a master and one mate. (Q.) Can she go to sea
"without a mate? (A.I A home-trade cargo vessel need
"not have officers at all." I asked him : "What section
"of the Merchant Shipping Act do vou refer to?" and
he said, "Section 92, 1 (a), ('>), (<•)." That is the
principal Section. Now Section 92 says : " Every British
" foreign-going ship and every British home trade
" passenger ship when going to sea from any place in
"the United Kingdom, and every foreign steamship
"carrying passengers between places in the United
"Kingdom, shall he- provided with officers duly certifi
" cated under this Act according to the following
"scale :—(a) In any case with a duly certificated master;
" (h) If the ship is of one hundred tons burden or up-
" wards, with at least one officer besides the master
" holding a certificate not lower than that of only mate
" in the case of a foreign-going ship, or of mate in the
"ease of a home trade passenger ship.' There is no
mention of any cargo ship, so that a cargo ship may go
to sea not only without certificated officers, but without
a certificated master, according to that section, "(c) If
"the- ship is a foreign-going ship, ami carries more than
"one male, with it least the first and second mate duly
"certificated; "/) If the ship is a foreign-going steam
"ship of one hundred nominal horse-power or upwards,
"with at least two engineers" i up to that point there is
no need to carry any engineers at all), "one of whom
■ hall be a first-class and the other a first-class or
"second-class engineer duly certificated." It would
appear then that a home trade' passenger ship can go to
sea without any certificated person at all.

Captain CHALMERS : A home trade cargo ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: A cargo ship. Now. no
home trade- cargo ship, as far as I know, ever does go
to sea without certificated officers.

Cumin CHALMERS I Oh. yes.

Ilex. W. M. HUGHES: Well, that is even worsethan we thought.

Captain ciI A I.M EBB ; They go without a certificatedmaster, but they must have a master.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Oh. yes. certainly; they do
not go to sea by themselves. 1 never imagined that.
'They have a person who calls himself a master.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : They never get over in your part
of the world.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I will move a motion that each
Colony has the undoubted light to make- regulations as to
the shipping within its own territory.

The CHAIRMAN : We have got it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We have passed a resolu-
tion to that effect already,

Sir JOSEI'H WARD: We cann.it extend n beyond
our <>w n jurisdiction.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not see tin- ben,-lit
of our discussing these matters.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do, and I will tell you why.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We have already passed
a resolution em this point -that the conditions imposed
by Australia and New Zealand as regards manning should
only apply to vessels registered in those Colonies, or
engageel in their coasting trade. We have been able to
give a unanimous decision with regard to that, and if we
are going to enter into what should obtain under the Im-
perial law, it will he going outside our affairs altogether.
We shall open up the whole question of the Merchant
Shipping Act, and, whilst we are moving slowly now, 1
do not think anybody will live till the end of the dis-
cussion that will take place if we do that. It might
be alluded to, but I do not think we ought to discuss
it.

The CHAIRMAN : We do not propose, I believe, to
challenge your manning scale in the coasting trade.

lie,.. W. If. HUGHES: Will you allow me to show
some justification for what I am doing. 1 have here the
" Correspondence Relating to Merchant Shipping Regis
" ration in Australia and New Zealand." It was this COI
respondence that I understand was responsible originally
lor the calling of this Conference. In that is set forth at
considerable length some criticisms of the principle that
I have just now spoken of.

Mu. COX : Do 1 understand that Mr. Hughes's re-
marks are directed to giving recommendations to Great
Britain as to what ought to be adopted here? Is that
so?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not confine my remarks
particularly to Great Britain,

Mr. COX : Well, to France, Germany, or anybody
else—because if so, we are entering on a rather wide
held.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not want to narrow the dis-
cussion unduly, but the main point is to discuss things
that are mutual—where our interests touch.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you have no concern with
our trade at all, might I just inquire why we are here' —

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But we passed a resolu-
tion saying what we assented to.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You do not ask us to discuss
what laws we shall make for our own shipping?

'The CHAIRMAN : Certainly not, except so far as it
touches our own shipping.

Hon. W. M. 11l (HIES : Then what do you ask us for?

The CHAIRMAN : We want to discuss epaestions of
mutual importance—eiuestions which touch both you and
us.

Hon. W. 11. HUGHES: What is your idea of mutu-
ality? Is it your idea of mutuality to say to us, "We
" want so-and-so done by you," and directly I suggest
something to be done by you, you say : " Oh, dear me,
you must not do that " ?

The CHAIRMAN : If you could show us there was
an appreciable amount of Australian tonnage engaged in
our home trade, then it would come within the sphere of
■discussion. It is because there is a large amount of

British tonnage engaged in the Australian coasting trade
that we conceive we have aii interest there.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : On page 31 of this Blue Rook
there is a document No. 12—" Shipowners' Parliamentary

" Committee to Colonial Office," sth August, 190_—which
sets forth a number of objections to the legislation we
propused to introduce. It says here :—" To the extent

■ mentioned in those two sections the Commonwealth
"Parliament can alter the Imperial Act'' (that is, Sec-

tions 735 and 736 of the Merchant Shipping Act), "but
"they can do so no further without a breach of the Con-
"stilntion, which, of course, cannot and will not be per-

" initted." (This is signed "William Milburn, Chair-
man.") " Not only is the Bill contrary to the- Merchant
"Shipping Act. 1894, to which I have referred, but many
"of its provisions are, 1 submit, void under Section 2 of
"the Colonial Laws Validity Act. 1865,Section 2 of which
"provides that any Colonial law which is repugnant to

'tin- provisions ol an Imperial Act extending to the
"Colony shall he void anil inoperative. I trust, there
" fore, that you will see your way to impress upon the
"Colonial Government that the alterations which they
" propose to make in the law embodied in the Imperial
"Act of 1894 must In- limited in accordance with Sec

lions 7:t."i and 731i of that Act."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Has not that already been
agreed to in the New Zealand Act

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes; but what we have-
decided is, that even if those powers do not exist, and
without entering into the argument as to whether they
do exist or not, we will try to meet the wishes of Aus-
tralia and Great Britain. This Conference agrees to our
proposal as regards our own shipping.

Mr. CON : May I submit that we here do not want
to raise constitutional questions. Our object and aim
is to let Australia and New Zealand legislate for them-
selves.

Si.t WILLIAM LYNE: I am glad you have men-
tioned it in that way, because it allays a good deal of
what is in my mind if that is to be the attitude of the
Colonial Office em the matter of the law we pass. Is the
Constitutional question not to be raised so far as the
Colonial Office is concerned?

Hon DUGALD THOMSON: Speaking of the Con
forence, that is.

Mil. COX : So far as what I may call strictly Aus-
tralian trade IS concerned, the policy of the- Colonial Office
has always been that Australia should do what she wants
for herself. When she comes to apply that outside Aus-
tralia il becomes a different matter.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Australian trade may coin,- i..
mean Imperial or British vessels that come backwards and
forwards t" Australia. In that case- the constitutional
cpiestion might have to be raised.

Mu. COX : Certainly it would.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Rut not as regards purely
Ausl ralian shipping.

Mil. COX : Trading in Australia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Quite so.

The CHAIRMAN : 1 should like- just to call Mr.
Hughes's attention to the fact that in sending forward,
for communication to the Australian Government, that
letter from which he has quoted—the letter from the
Shipowners' Parliamentary Committee—the Secretary of
the- Hoard of 'Trade saiel that in communicating those
views to 1.ui.1 Northcote, "care should be taken to point
"out that His Majesty's Government do not altogether
"agree with the criticisms put forward on behalf of the
" Shipowners' Committee."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: With all deference, that is
not information at all ; that is the usual thing with which
all Governments carefully hedge about any responsibility
for anything they do. But, with deference to you, I
submit that they must have meant something.

Mn. COX : You are not referring to Australian Govern-
ments ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Oh, no! Australian Govern-
ments mean nothing.
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Mr. BELCHER : I am very pleased that Mr. Hughes
has mentioned this matter, because I have had occasion
to read very carefully the blue books referring to this
subject; and the conclusion I have come to is this : that
the British shipowner has undoubtedly used more than
a due influence with the Board of Trade. We are here
engaged in passing a resolution which we think is highly
nee.-ssary for our own convenience; and we have a perfect
right, when we come here, to expect that no obstacle
shall be put in the way, and that the subject should not
be hung up for two or three years before it can be
passed. We have a perfect right to express our opinion,
and to resent very strongly indeed the interference of
any private traders with any Government which has
the power of putting a veto on our legislation. We-
Colonials want to make that clearly understood: that
we do not want, and are going to resent, the inter-
ference of private individuals. We have no voice- in
any legislation you pass here; you can pass whatever
legislation you like: and the Colonics are never asked
whether they think it right or wrong, good, bad, or
indifferent.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not understand Mr. Belcher
to take the view that II is Majesty's Gc_verninent should
he restricted in the advice they should take as to how
a particular statute will affect the interests here.
Obviously, the Government must go to the- best sources
and to the only people who can tell them.

Mr. BELCHER : Rut I notice in all the despatches
and communications here that they are' purely from ship-
owners.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Look at this letter, the letter
from the Colonial Secretary on page IS2, to His Excellency
the Governor of New Zealand, Lord l'lunket ; in the
9th paragraph it says: "Your Government will under-
" stand that His Majesty's Government have no desire
"to withdraw from the consideration of Colonial Par-
" liaments such epuestions as those raised by the New
" Zealand Bill. But in considering the subject they
" have been forced to the conclusion that if the merchant
"shipping of the Empire engaged in the oversea trade
"is to prosper in the future as it has done in the
"past, it must be governed by a code as nearly uniform
"throughout the Empire as the diversity of cintiin
"stances will allow, and that it is impossible in practice
"to work towards such a code unless the principles
"and the more important details can be definitely
"settled in concert by the Imperial and Colonial Govern-
" ments. Such a settlement so far from impeding the
" labours of Parliaments antl Governments in the Colonies
"will, in the opinion of His .Majesty's Government,
" ultimately lighten them. It is as a first step to
"the attainment of that object that His Majesty's
'Government now propose a Conference with the
"representatives of Australian shipping." And in the
same letter, paiagraph 6, it says: "The practical
" inconveniences which may arise from divergent or
"opposed legislation in different parts of the Empire
" are indicated in the second memorandum of the
" solicitor to the Board of Trade, and in the memo-
" random of Messrs. Hill, Dickinson and Co. His
" Majesty's Government must not be taken to indorse
"all the criticisms made in these documents; but it
"would appear from both memoranda that British ships
"trading between this country and New Zealand may
■- conceivably comply with the requirements of the Law
"here, but nevertheless find on arriving at Colonial
"ports that the Law to which they were there subject
" demands of them compliance with conditions differing
"in important respects. I have already said that in the
"opinion of His Majesty's Government the time has
" come to reconsider the whole situation. It is im-
" possible to discuss and settle by correspondence ques-

" t ions of the magnitude and complexity which such
"a reconsideration involves," and so on. Now, we
come here because the proposals we set forth in that
Bill, or rather the proposals which the Government set
forth in that Bill, are not suitable, in the opinion of the
shipowners, and in the opinion of your Government,
for the Mercantile Marine. We come here, and you say
—Mr. Lloyd George suggested it himself—that you do
not propose to alter your law for the next 10 or 20 years.
I venture to say that that is one of the most astounding
statements I ever heard in my life. To ask men to come
10,000 or 12,000 miles to discuss questions with reference
to uniformity of legislation, and then calmly to tell them
that you are all in favour of uniformity but that, for

y part, you are not going to alter your laws toi
10 or 20 years, strikes me as a most extraordinary pro-
cedure.

Mil. COX : My recollection differs somewhat as to
what Mr. Lloyd George said; 1 think he laid stress
up.m the extraordinary difficulty of getting Acts through
Parliament in this country. 1 do not think he meant
that, providing we came to the conclusion that alterations
were desirable, we would not be perfectly willing to do
our level best to bring them about. What he meant
was that there- were practical di.ikulties standing in tin-
way.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have no doubt of that; but,
at the time when Mr. Lloyd George introduced that Rill
into Parliament he knew very well that this Conferencewas going to meet; we had been invited here to discuss
certain anomalies in connection bath with your own Act
and with ours: and we had anticipated that all attempt
to do anything more than introduce stop-gap legislation
was to be postponed until this Conference had decided
upon some ria media. Instead of that, you pass some-
thing into law, and then you tell us, " That is all we can
"do for the next 10 or 20 years." It is quite immaterial
whether you are willing to pass an Act hut cannot get it
through, or whether you are not willing to pass it anil
can get it through; the fact is that for 10 or 20 veils
you propose to do nothing.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It seems to me that what we
are- mainly considering is, whether or not there will he
unanimity as far as the Colonial legislation is concerned,
anil whether we will have control over British ships at
the time they come into Colonial waters. If the Imperial
Act is not altered, I do not take it that any alteration we
make will be attempted to be overridden by the Imperial
authorities; that is to say, that if we come to an under-
standing or an agreement we shall get the advantage of a
New Zealand .Vet, as we desire to have it in reference to
everything that comes within our control.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But we have that already.

Sin WILLIAM LY'NE : No, we have not got the Act
passed.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Oh! you mean the King's
assent. But you are not going to say that His Majesty's
assent is to depend upon what this Conference does.'

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think that as far
as the British shipping on the coast of England and inother parts of the world is concerned, it would be a goodthing to have it. Uniformity, if we can get it, or as
nearly so as possible, is desirable ; but that does not par-
ticularly appeal to us if we get what we want.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What I understand is
this : We are here to try to obtain uniformity of legis-
lation. The representatives of the United Kingdom
say, "We wish you would make your "legislation"—
that is Australian and New Zealand legislation—uniform
" with our Acts, the original Merchant Shipping Act
"and the amendment of that Act which we passed
" last year." But they have said, in connection with
this manning and some other things, " In view of your"representations, we acknowledge the difference of your
" circumstances, and therefore, so far as your shipping
"is concerned, we agree to the resolution which has
"already been passed, that your conditions shall have
■' force in connection with your shipping." That is all
we can expect; and if we go into the larger question
of what is to be- done in Great Britain with the- Merchant
Shipping Act. there will be no end to it; it is a bottom-
less pit.

The CHAIRMAN" : I think we ought to get before us
a substantial motion; but I feel some diffidence, in Mr.Lloyd George's absence, in dealing with the matter.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Under the- c-ireumstan.es. 1
ejuite see the difficulty; and I will defer what I have :.,
say till the President of the Board of Trade is here.

The CHAIRMAN : I think you may take it that what
he said was not in any way an expression of intention,
but only in anticipation of the difficulties.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Quite so; but what I said
was drawn from me by Mr. Thomson mentioning that
certain things had been decided as to what we were ge,in_
to do, and I felt justified in explaining exactly how il
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was I was bringing this matter forwaid. However, I will
postpone any further discussion on this head until the
President is here.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: Do 1 understand that the
bald word " manning," as put down in our programme of
business, has reference to that resolution which was passed
up to a point (resolution 5) yesterday—that the con-
ditions imposed by Australian or New Zealand law as
regards manning should only apply to vessels registered
in those colonies, or engaged in their coasting trade. I
am only asking whether this discussion applies to that.

The. CHAIRMAN : I think not. The word
"manning" was down on the agenda yesterday, and
we disposed of it so far as that resolution could do;
but it was put down' again, because it was thought there
might be other questions arising upon it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I raised the point to the
President about this very thing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We did not discuss the
epiestion of manning at all. We only said that whatever
was decided with reference to manning should only apply
to certain ships.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : We did not discuss what the
manning exactly should be in any way, and I do not
know that we, in the United Kingdom, have any concern
with that particularly. I do not know whether the ship-
owners wish to say anything about it.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: The President said in reply
to me that this was carried only up to a certain point.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : To be dealt with under reso-
lution 4.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I am not satisfied with the
resolution as it stands now, but what I want to see is a
decision as to what are the vessels to be registered under
our law.

I'm: CHAIRMAN : I am anxious to get on to that.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Am I in order in moving
the motion now, of which I gave notice:—"That no
" person should be employed as an officer on board anyBritish ship registered in Australia or New Zealand,"or engaging in the coasting trade of those colonies,
■who is not (a) a British subject, and (o) thoroughly'

"conversant with the English language."
The CHAIRMAN :If we have disposed of the

manning scale question generally, I think we could go
on to pass that at once.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I am sorry if the position is
not perfectly clear. We meant by supporting the resolu-
tion which proposes that manning should relate to vessels
registered in Australia and vessels engaged in Australian
coasting trade, to make it perfectly clear that Australia
c mid legislate with regard to those vessels in any way itliked. We wanted no reservation on that point, but atthe same time- we wanted to put it on record for what it
was worth—not with a view of moving a resolution, or
asking the Conference to agree- with us—but to put it on
record that any kind of scale based on tonnage, or oncoal consumption or Ire-grate area with regard to fire-
men, is a mistake, a delusion, and a srare. You cannotget any satisfactory scale- on any of those bases. Those
bases as to the manning you provide in relation tothe seaworthiness of the ship have no relation to the
am,unit of work the man will do. It ignores altogetherthe enormous advances which are continually being made
in labour-saving appliances. If you treat the manning ofa vessel according to the tonnage, you might as welltreat the hours of labour of a man working in a factoryaccording to the size of the factory he works in. Asfar as I know, the first manning scale that was evertalked about in this country was in the reign of Eliza-beth, and they laid it down as a principle then thatthere ought to be two men for every 3 tons.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Are you not sure that it wasnot two tons for every thiee men.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: No, it was the other wayabout. That gives you the kind of idea.
The CHAIRMAN : You do not propose that!
Mr. NORMAN HILL: No, but if you go back tothe kind of vessels which were in existence in your

Australian trade 50 years ago—if you take their tonnage
and their caigo and their carrying capacity and the
crews they had, and compare them with the steamers
now, they prove we submit that tonnage is an absolutely
fallacious oasis for calculating the seaworthiness of your
ship. It is expressed in our Act of I'arliament that a
vessel is unseawoithy unless she is sufficiently manned.
But as for tonnage and coal consumption there were
ceitain recommendations made in 1896. Well, since
1896 what have been the improvements in the facilities
for working coal in the modern type of vessel ? There
has been an enormous advance.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No doubt; but there were
plenty of snips going in 1896, which are still going.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: And if you take further im-provements—improvements in the direction of oil fuel
and such things—any scale you can think of, exceptjudging the ship on its own merits and the amount of
work the men have to do, we believe is utterly fallacious,
and what we would like, with all respect to the Common-
wealth, and also to New Zealand, to do is, to place on
record as our opinion, that a manning scale based, in thecase of seamen, on tonnage, and in the case of firemenon coal consumption, or fire-grate area or indicated horse-power, is not necessary to secure the- safely of life atsea—any of these standards can only place a very vary-ing and unceitain limit upon the amount of work re-
quired from the men, and must act as a serious checkupon the shipping trade.

Hon. W. M 111 HUES: Are you opposed to the
principle of a manning schedule altogether ! For instance,do you oppose a manning schedule lor deck hands!

Mn. NORMAN HILL: Entirely.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: For officers?
Mr. NORMAN HILL: Entirely.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Y'our law lays down that youcan send a vessel to sea without any certificated officersat all. Do you say that is right?
Mn. NORMAN HILL: In our home trade—yes. Ithas worked for the last 53 years.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh! no doubt it has worked.
Mu. NORMAN HILL: And we will show you thereturns—the way those vessels have made their vovagesthe loss then has been, and such things.

Hon. W, M. HUGHES: I have no doubt you haveread the very splendid defence of the Rotten Boroughs.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like to say aword on this as one of the English delegates. I do notat all agree with Mr. Norman Hill in his conclusions

with regard to the manning. As a member of theManning Committee that sat for three or four yearstaking evide-nce-, I say that we did come to the conclusion—the majority of the members of that Committee—thatit was possible to have a manning scale by tonnage fordeck hands, and that it was possible to have a manninescale of stokeholds on the consumption of coal, and wesay, as far as we are concerned, that the manning ofships, at the present time, is done in a haphazardmanner and that no regard is paid to the amount ofwork that the men have to perforin. And with regardto labour-saving appliances on board a ship, very littlebenefit have th,- firemen derived from any labour-savingappliances, and certainly very little benefit have thideck hands received from such, and we are of the opinionthat a manning scale ought to be adopted; and, as amatter of fact, the manning scale is in operation now,I beieye, on the New Zealand coast, ancT has workedsatisfactorily. If it .s possible to work a manning scalethere, there is no reason why it should not be workedm other parts of the Empire. I only want to put onrecord my view, that a manning scale ought to be adoptedboth for deck and engine-room.

The CHAIRMAN : I understand that Mr. NormanHill is not moving a resolution. He has made hisstatement and Mr. Havelock Wilson has made his state-ment; and those will go on the notes.

th^0 HUGHES: I "''l "love a resolution-that this Conference approves of the adoption of theprinciple of a suitable manning scale for all ships.
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The CHAIRMAN : Will you give notice of that, or
will you move it now !

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I will move it now, or give-
notice of it and move it on Monday, whichever you like.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I am very much
afraid

Siu JOSEPH WARD : Then that confirms the right
we have to legislate in our own waters, and we cannot
go beyond our own waters

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We are not appealing
to this Conference, surely, to get authority for what
we shall do as legards a manning scale. Vour approval
or non-appioval of a manning scale is not necessary to
us, when we have already got power to create a manning
scale for vessels registered in Australia or trading on the
coast.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: Not beyond our own waters.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : No.
Sm JOSEPH WARD : We have- don,- tjiat.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 1 do ml want to go
beyond that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 'That is where 1 differ. 1
want to know whether this Conference is here to merely
try and settle Australian affairs, or whether it is a kind
of embryo Imperial Council.

Mu COX : Certainly not.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Is the Imperial Council then

a Council in which the Australian and New Zealand
members merely sit down and listen.

'The CHAIRMAN : You were going to put that off
until later, Mr. Hughes.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I want to say that upon that
motion yesterday I intended to have moved this. 1 read
it at the- time, hut deferred it on account of the- absence
of Sir William Lyne. 'This is a motion I wrote put
yesterday in connection with this very matter. We
wanted a definition of coastal trade, and my definition
was this : "Coastal trade shall comprise "

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We have not got to that yet.
We shall come to that presently. It is under "4."

Siu JOSEPH W AKl> : No. n was connected with a
.notion we carried yesterday. It arose from a discussion
as to what was the definition of the- term "coast-wise."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No doubt, but it would be
better to discuss that in the proper place under Section I.
W'c have got !., deal with wages next, and one or two
incidental matters.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I was only going to say that
it arose upon tie- definition of "coast-wise," and that it
was part and parcel of it. The point is this : I recognise
—and I presume you do, too,—that we are concerned
in legislation as affecting Australia and New Zealand
with regard to (his matter of manning, and we have
affirmed we have a right to do it. We have got to settle
what the term "coast-wise" covers. Ido not see myself
that we are- going to gain anything by saying to the
British representatives, " What are you going to do in"the matter of manning ships trading from your country"to OUrs"? Thev cannot do that because they have to
trade to the East, to the Mediterranean, and all over the
world, and what applies to us is local to us, and would
have a fixed application to us; but it would not neces-
sarily apply to other parts of the- world.

Hon W. M HUGHES: W'c differ fundamentally inopinion about that, and therefore there is no good intalking about it.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Suppose we pass a resolutionthen ; we cannot do any good.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I have moved a resolutionwith regard to manning. I shall be very glad to dealwith it now, or to withdraw it for the present,—which-

ever is preferred.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The President announcedwhen he opened the Conference, that this was not anImperial Conference, and could not be an Imperial

Conference, as some of the self-governing portions of
the Empire were not represented. Consequently we are
not dealing with a law for the Empire; we are represcn
tative-s of Australia and New Zealand dealing witli
these matters, where our two jurisdictions may be con-
sidered to touch, or where our interests are intermixed ;
and this Conference having agreed to Australia and New
Zealand legislating as they see fit as to coastal trade—
it has to be settled what coastal trade is and as to
vessels registered in Australia, then 1 think we have
fulfilled all we have to do in that connection.

Mu. COX : May I add to that that that was precisely
the reason why we did not invite Canada, and why we
deprecated the attendance of that and other responsible
government colonies, because it was considered mat this
was a practical question between Australia, New Zea-
land, and ourselves, and we wanted to discuss it, as it
concerned us three, and not to discuss the question as it
concerned the whole __mpire, because ttiat would be a
very lug question. It is open to the Prime Minister of
Canada, of Australia, or of any other Colony, to open the
matter at the Imperial Conference, anil 11 is a veiv, very
wide qiestion indeed.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What 1 understand here is
ih.it clause 7, of Letter No. 21, (Mr. Lytte-lton to His
Excellency Lord Northcote) says, -'The practical incon-
" veniences which may arise from divergent or opposed
" legislation in different parts of the Empire are ineli-

eate-el in Messrs. W e-ightiiian & I'ccieler s report on the
" (lommonwealth Bill."

Mu COX : In the case of Canada, in the case of the
Cape, and in the case of Natal, no such divergence has
arisen. In the case of Australia and New Zealand it
has arisen, and therefore we wanted to discuss, as prac-
tical men, those cases where divergences had arisen,
leaving the larger question to be discussed elsewhere-.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The Imperial Government
subsequently to this introduced fresh legislation, and on
the lines (although not proceeding so far) recommended
by our Commission—that is to say you have got your
rating for seamen, you have got your increased accommo-
dation for seamen, you have got your certificated cooks,
your food scale, and so on

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : We should not object
to that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, we rejoice in ii.
The CHAIRMAN : We had better leave that until

Monday.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Very well, I will leave that.
The CHAIRMAN : I would rather you did.

Sik WILLIAM LYNE: 'The proposal m our Govern-
ment Bill is: "All ships registered in Australia, and
"all other ships (British or foreign) when carrying pas
" sengers or cargo shipped or taken on board in any
"port in Australia to be carried to and landed or de-
"live-red at any other port therein or in New Zealand,
" shall carry as crew the number and description of
"persons specified in the scale set out in Schedule 11.,
"or as prescribed." 'That is the main point.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Are- we on ih.- matter
now

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : 'That is what we were on.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I thought that wouldcome on the coastal trade

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: "Provided that the Minister
" may exempt any ships from the operation of this section
"in regard to boys or apprentices." That is what we
have provided so far in the Bill, and the schedule is givenhere,—Schedule 11.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I ask you whether
this Bill is to be constantly referred to in the Confer-ence, and whether, in that case, there would be anyobjection to members having a copy of it?

Sik WILLIAM LYNE: We have not got copiesenough, I am afraid.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : If it is being constantlyreferred to it would be advisable, otherwise it does notmatter.
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Siu WILLIAM LYNE : That is not the matter I was
going to raise a question about.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: This has not yet been laid
before your Government.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: Not the whole of the mem-
bers.

II in. W. M. HUGHES: It might create an impres-
sion that it was not a Government Bill.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Practically it is a Govern-
ment Rill. 'The matter is in my hands, and except as to
certain minor details it is a .Minister's Bill, and it will
be accepted. There is another thing that has been re-
peatedly referred to—the Report of the Commission that
sat in Great Britain, it was referred to by one of the
members of the Commission. Is there any objection to
our seeing the result of that inquiry

'The CHAIRMAN : No, it shall be circulated.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : There were two Com-
mittees the Committee on Manning, and the Mercantile-
Marine Committee.

The CHAIRMAN : Copies shall 0c furnished to mem-
bers of the Conference.

Mr. ANDERSON: Before having the subject if
manning there is one point that might be shortly dealt
with. The Australian Bill contemplates the granting of
a third class certificate to engineers. Now there are on
British ships men rated as engineers, who do not hold
certificates. 'The third-class certificate is not known to
the Board of Trade, and I want to know what will
happen to these men who are non-watchkeeping engi-
neers if they come within the purview of the Australian
Bill—that is to say. how will they rank for the purpose
of the Australian manning scale?

Mil HISLOP : The same as they rank in New Zen
land. The Bill was not retrospective, and he was
gianted his certificate, and he was allowed a certain time
to apply for his certificate.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON ; Was that an engineer
on- watch!

Mn. HISLOP : Yes.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. Anderson is Hikingabout an engineer who is not on watch.

Mn. HISLOP : Hi tan take his third engineer's certi-
ficate without going to sea at all. His sea service dates
from the time of his start as third engineer.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 1 cannot see how this matter
can possibly affect other shipowners. A thirdclass engi-neer is only permitted m New South Wales. Victoriaand one or two other States to take ships under a certain
nominal horse-power a certain distance: in cannot trade
between states.

Mu. ANDERSON : I am not speaking of engineers incharge j I am speaking of junior engineers non-certifi-
cateq.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If vou send a man out who
is not certificated, say vou send three certificated
engineers and one uncertificated on a ship which bv
"in scale requires four, for instance, if you send aship of the nominal horsepower of 240 to 800 that willrequire four engineers, and if you send three certificatedand one uncertificated that will be a breach of the
schedule.

Mn. ANDERSON: My point is this, that tin- mmcertificated British engineer in such a case would probably be as well qualified as your third-class engineer.
Hon. W. M HUGHES: But a third class engineerwould not be allowed to drive such a boat. •
Mi: ANDERSON : I am not speaking of driving—lam not speaking of a watch-keeping e ngineer.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Would he 1„- a mechanic!
Mn. ANDERSON : A mechanic, yes.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The law would not prevent

vour carrying such a man. but if the law said you had tohave four men on the watch—capable of going on the

watch—supposing you divided your sh p into four watches,
each one eit those, if the ship was of 240 to 300 nominal
horse-power, would have to be certificated men; but if of
120 to 240 nominal horse-power —if one was a third
class mechanic, the law would not stop you. He would
not rank as an engineer for any purpose.

Mn. ANDERSON : If he held a third-class certificate,
surely.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, In- would he simply a
supernumerary ; you might rank him as a greaser. Here
is what New Zealand says—that where an applicant for a
third-class engineer's certificate "has worked as appren-
" tice for at least five years in a workshop or shops where
"engines are- manufactured or repaired, or where other
"work of a similar class is performed, and during three
"years at least of such service has been employed in
" fitting and erecting machinery, " he may be exempt
from examination.

Mil. ANDERSON : These an- men who would have-
served probably five years in the shops.

Sir. JOSEPH WARD : As it will not he possible
to-day to go into this question of confining this to tin
coastwise trade, I desire to give notice of motion.
" That it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade to
"consider the desirability of altering the- designation of' 'officers and engineers' under the- term 'seamen' in the
"Imperial Merchant Shipping Act to that of 'officers and
" 'engineers.' "

'Til.: CHAIRMAN : Sir William Lyne- has alreadygiven notice of a motion bearing on much the same sub
pet, and we will put both down for Monday. Could we.
before we separate- to-day, just to finish "the manning,
take the motion of Sii William Lyne about officers'

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: About speaking English?
The CHAIRMAN : Yes,—" That no person should be

"employed as an officer on hoard any British ship,"registered in Australia or New Zealand, or engaged in
■the- coasting trade of those colonies, who is not (a) a
"British subject, and (h) thoroughly conversant with"the English language."

Mn. MILLS: Naturalised, I suppose?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Oh. yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Does that mean any British shiptrading anywhere—home trade or anywhere?
Siu WILLIAM LYNE: That can only apply as far

as we have control.

Hon. w. M. HUGHES: I should like to suggest this toSn William, as I have a motion which will definitely raisethis question as to whether this Conference ought orought not lo offer expressions of opinion as to thedesirableness of amending the- Imperial law. It mighthe. perhaps, as well for you n.-t to move that until that
is settled, because it is a desirable thing, from our stand-
point, that the principle should obtain right throughoutthe British Mercantile Marine, and a recommendation fromthis Conference to that effect might have some weight.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: You have got that inyour amended Bill, have you not !
'The CHAIRMAN : We can accept "(6)" right off.
Sin WILLIAM LYNE: " (a) " is th,- important one
at least, one of the important ones.

'The CHAIRMAN : If it only applied to vour ownwaters, ,if course we should have nothing to say.
Hon. W. M HUGHES : I will ask Sir William not to

i re,M l&at. As to cur own ships, that would be accentedlight off. 'Hon. DUGALD Thomson : Sir William Lyne is
proposing that only with regard to our own vessels.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am asking hi,,, not to put itnow. '
S,u WILLIAM LYNE: I am willing to let it standover. Mr. Hughes has a motion to define how far thisgoes.

Tin: CHAIRMAN ; Would yon like to have it ,„it inthe restrictive sense and leave the other question?.
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Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not mind.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Because, I take it, we have no
objection so far as vessels under the jurisdiction of the
Commonwealth and of New Zealand are concerned.

Mr. MILLS: What is your definition of "officer,"
Sir William 7 Does it include an engineer?

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : I think it docs

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes, it includes an
engineer.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : We are prepared to put that at
once in the restricted sense, otherwise I should like it
held over.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Restricted sense in this way—
I am epiite agreeable to that, because the other motion,
when it comes on and is decided, will affect this.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : "That no person shall be em--
"ployed as an officer on board any ship or British ship
" registered in Australia or New Zealand or engaged in
" the coasting trade "

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : You have put that in?

The CHAIRMAN : To make it in the restricted sense.
It makes it uniform in the other resolutions, in accom-
modation and manning, and so on—"who is not (a) a
" British subject, and (o) thoroughly conversant with the
" English language."

Mu. NORMAN HILL: We do not like- it. In the
restricted sense, perhaps, we have no right to criticize it.
It will apply to an engineer picked up in a voyage by
reason of death—a British trading ship may turn up in
Australian waters, and possibly be chartered for the Aus-
tralian trade.

The CHAIRMAN : It is quite clearly within the
sphere of their powers.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Perfectly. The Common-
wealth are not asking our opinion with regard to "'hat
they are enacting with reference to vessels under their
jurisdiction. We have not got any business to criti-
cize it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I would like it to be made
specific.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The only thing is how-
far we are to introduce these show motions.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : 'This is not a show motion

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We have passed what
covers that already.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think so.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Oh, yes. It enables us
to decide the conditions of manning wi'hin our own
sphere.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I objected to that motion the
mi meat I saw it.

Hon DUGALD THOMSON : There are so many other
things which come under " manning." However, the
British law is now in accordance with that.

The CHAIRMAN : Not "a British subject." We
have got "thoroughly conversant with the English lan-
guage" With regard to the provision that he should
be " a British subject" there are difficulties over here.

Mr. COX : That would prevent the employment of
any inhabitant of a British protectorate. Supposing
you found—I am only taking an extreme case a man

whose father was not a British subject, but who was
born (the man himself) in France of an Australian father
he would not be a British subject, but he would be an
Englishman to all intents and purposes, and might have-
lived in Australia all his life, but technically he is not
a British subject.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : He could be naturalised.
Mr. COX : With all deference, I think you naturalise

ve ry freely in some of the Colonies—for instance, in
South Africa.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We have never had anything
like that.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: The very fact of our giving
easier means of naturalisation removes all that.

Mr. COX : You are so careful to stop it at the fount
—you do not allow undesirables in, and therefore prima
fmii if a man is fit to come in you consider him fit to
be naturalised.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: That is so.

Mr. COX : But other British Colonies that let these
men in wholesale ought to be more careful.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You cannot bring that against
us.

Mr. COX : No.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: We an- grumbled at the
other way.

The CHAIRMAN : I understand, then, the desire of
the Conference is this. We do not feel that we have any
right to interfere with what you have proposed to do.
but at the same time, from our point of view, we could
not say that we think it desirable, btcause if we thought
it desirable we should enact it here. I mean we do not
oppose it. It is not our business.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I should like yo. to put the
motion.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : The Australian delegation are in
favour ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes.

The CHAIRMAN : And the New Zealand?

Mr. BELCHER : Yes.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: Mr. President, might I give
notice- of motion : "That it be a recommendation to the
" Board of Trade to consider the desirability of altering
" the designation of ' officers and engineers' under the
"term 'seamen' in the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act
"to that of 'officers and engineers.'" In your law as
it stands now "seamen" covers everybody except the
master. In our Act it is as indicated in my motion.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Would not that be
opening up the very question which was proposed to be
opened under the head of "manning" and extending
our discussion ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : The officers and engineers of
our country want this done if possible.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not object to the
thing itself; it is only the extension of the discussion
that I objee-t to.

Tin. ( HAIRMAN : I think that is about as far as we
can get this afternoon.

(The Conference adjourned to the following Monday,
11.30 a.m.) '
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FOURTH DAY.

Monday, April Bth, 1907.

The following were present : —
The Right Hon. I). Li.ovn Gf.oroe, M.P. (President of the Beard of 'Trade), in the Chair in tin afternoon.

Mr. 11. Llewellyn Smith, C.8., in tin Chair in tin morning.

Unitid Kingdom Dili-gates.
Mr. Walter J. Howell, C.8., )n, .. „. **r. E. Pembroke,
Mr. R. Ellis Cunuffe, Ut

Trade Mr' K' ANr>ERSON>
Capt. A I. G. Chalmers, I Mi II l-'i u.sie, Shipowners.
Mr. H. Bertram Cox, C.8., I Of the Colonial Mr. Robert .1. Dinlop,
Mr. A. I'.. KEITH, j Office. Mr. Norman II hi..

Mr. J. Havelock Wilson, M.P., representing Seamen.

.1 it<trnlion Dili gah ■--.

Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne. K.C.M.G. I Hon. Dugald Thomson.
Item. W. M. HiiiiiiK.s.

Dr. EL N. W'.ii.hsion. LL.D.. 1.5.0.. of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs.
was also in attendance.

New Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Josiin Waro, K.C.M.G. j Mr. William Belcher.
Mr. James Mills. | Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Secretaries.
Mr. J. A. Weuster. )nf ~ ~ , f re, , I Mr. -I. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir -I. Ward.
Mr. G. E. Baku., ,'" ""' ''"'"'" "r l" ,,lde' | Mr. D. J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
1. Classes of voyages to which " Australian conditions " should be applicable.

Motion by Sir William Lyne " thai the law of any British Possession, which operates in regard to vessels re-gis-
lereel. or usually trading in thai Possession, shall also operate in regard to nil vessels coming into a final port
of destination in thai Possession, or clearing outwards from any port therein."

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "thut eoastal trade should comprise the carriage of cargo or passengers from one
port to another on the const of the Commonwealth or New Zealand, or between the Commonwealth, New
Zealand, and the Islands of the- Pacific."

'_'. Wages.
3. Manning.

Mr. Hughes's motion " that this Conference approves of the principle of a manning scale applicable to nil British,
Australian, and New Zealand ships."

4. Officers.
Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "that it be a recommendation to the- Board of Trade to consider the desirability

of altering tin- designation of 'officers nml engineers' under the term 'seamen' in the Imperial Merchant
Shipping Ad to that of 'officers and engineers.'"

5. British and Foreign Seamen.
Motion by Sir William Lyne "that e-ve-ry possible encouragement should be given by legislation and Otherwise

to tin- employment of British seamen in preference to foreigners."
0. Bills of lading legislation.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Mr. Lloyd George will
be here, but I am afraid, as he is coming from the
country, he won't be with us for some time, and he has
asked me to take the chair till he arrives.

Mr. BELCHER : Before the formal business com-
mences I beg leave to have the privilege .of asking a
question: it is one of urgency, and I trust that an
answer will be forthcoming as soon as possible. I have
reduced the question to writing, and it is in the following
terms : Is it legal or otherwise to attach clauses to ships'
articles of agreement when such clauses are in direct
ccuflict with the statutory provisions of the Shipping and
Seamen Act? I should like, if possible, to get an
answer to that question from the Board of Trade officials
as soon as possible. My reasons for asking the question
are these : I am just advised from New Zealand that the

9—A. sa.

master of a British ship, that is a ship from the United
Kingdom, has recently made an attempt at one of the
shipping ports in New Zealand to deduct two weeks'
wages from a man for being absent without leave.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not want to in-
terrupt you, but would it not be the most convenient
thing to put this question in writing, so that we can
consider it! You raise a legal question wihch does not
arise on the Agenda to-day. If you could have it or we
could get it in writing and consider it and bring up an
answer, if we are in a position to do so, at the next
meeting. I think it would be the most convenient way of
dealing with it.

Mr. BELCHER : With all due deference, I maymention this is a matter of urgency, and if you will
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permit me for two minutes, I will show where the
urgency lies. This case has arisen with regard to a
British ship. The local authorities have held that the
master is not entitled to make these deductions. What
I want to say further is that I very much regret that
the well-known Steamship Company of New Zealand have
attached exactly the same clause to the articles of one of
their ships, and it is causing a good deal of concern
amongst the seafarers of New Zealand, and there is a
possibility that the coastal trade will be held up until
this thing is decided, and the reason I want an answer
as soon as possible is so that I can cable it to New Zea-
land.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : This Conference could
not give an authoritative opinion on points of law. If
you could put the point in writing, if it is a point on
which any opinion from the Imperial Board of Trade
would be of any value, we would consider it. It strikes
me, on the face of it, that you rather raise a question
which could only be decided by the courts, but I would
not like to say that definitely.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Perhaps Captain Chalmers,"
or perhaps yourself, might consider Mr. Belcher's re-
marks in this light, that you will take an early oppor-
tunity of stating what, in the opinion* of the Board of
Trade, the law is on this point, and then that could be
done without discussion.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : What the law is generally, or what
the law is on this particular point ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : On this particular point.
What I mean to say is, what, in the opinion of the
Board of Trade, the law is in reference to articles which
provide, say, for the forfeiture of two weeks' pay;
whether, in your opinion, that is proper. I think if that
were done at the afternoon sitting, or to-morrow morn-
ing, that would be sufficient.

The CHAIRMAN : Of course, what we will do is to
consider if it is a euiestion to which we could give an
answer, and, if so, give it.

Hon. W. M. HI GIIES : If you can give an answer,
then I apprehend that it would be in order for Mr.
Belcher to give notice that at another sitting he would
bring the matter up before the Conference.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : There was a cjuesti.in
raised at our last meeting about the cabling of fuller
reports for the information of the Colonial Press. You
remember that I said I should like to consult the Presi-
dent of the Board of Trade. I have not failed to do so,
and Mr. Lloyd George, of course, has not the least ob-
jection to the despatch of fuller information to the
Colonial Press, if you think it desirable ; but that as such
information or part of it is liable to be re-telegraphed
and published in the United Kingdom, it is desirable that
the rule adopted at the first meeting of the Conference,
that all communications to the Press should be approved
by a representative of Australia, New Zealand, and the
United Kingdom, should be maintained in this case. Ifthat course is convenient, perhaps when you have pre-
pared anything, one of your secretaries would communicate
with our secretary, just as in the communications for the
English Press we proceeded the ether way. I have taken
upon myself—and I ask the Conference to approve my
action—to rather alter the order of the Agenda so as to
bring up to the top the question of the classes of voyages
to which Australian, or we should have said more pro-perly Colonial, conditions should be applicable, because Ithink we have all had in our minds that until we get that
out of the way it is rather difficult to discuss some of the
other things. On that point two motions have beenhanded in. One from Sir William Lyne, and one from
Sir Joseph Ward. They have been put down in the
order in which they were handed in. Perhaps the Con-
ference will think the most convenient course will be to
take the subject in the order indicated in the Royal Com-
mission's Report, that is provided (a), (b), and (c) in the
recommendation as to application cover the whole ground.First of all, there is the question of the ships registeredin the Colony, and then ships engaged jn the coastingtrade, and then we have to consider anything else.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Both these are under the same
heading and fall under Section 4 of the original Agenda.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : If that meets with yourapproval, it will naturally be convenient to consider il

with a view to seeing how far we can go in unanimous
agreement before we arrive at any points of difference.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Did we finish the other
Agenda Paper '!

Mu LLEWELLYN SMITH : Perhaps you did not
epiite catch what I said, that I had taken upon myself to
rather alter the order, because I thought it was felt this
was a question we wanted to get cut of the way. Of
course, I am in your hands if you wish to adhere to the
other.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think you are quite right.

Mn. LLKWKI.LVN SMITH : Then the first point is,
ships registered in the Colony. Is there anything to be
said about that?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I want to say two or three
words on the motion of which I gave notice, as I under-
stand from some of the gentlemen present that they think
the wording extends too far. The motion is :—" That
"the law of any British possession which operates in
"regard to vessels registered or usually tiading in that
"possession shall also operate with regard to all vessels
"coining into a final port of destination in that possession
"or clearing outwards from any port therein." The
reason I worded it in that way is because it is in accord-
ance with the provisions of our Commonwealth Consti-
tution. Our Commonwealth Constitution provides this,
amongst other things, that the Constitution itself gives
power to legislate with respect to trade and commerce
with other countries. And it goes on to say in Sec-
tion !I8 that the power of Parliament to make laws with
respect to trade and commerce extends to navigation and
shipping. And the Constitution also provides that the
laws of the Commonwealth shall be enforced on all
British ships in the Commonwealth. What I par-
ticularly wanted to decide is that not enly registered
ships that come into the Commonwealth and go from
the Commonwealth, but all over-sea ships as well that
come and do coasting trade shall be considered as part
and parcel of the coastal shipping of the Commonwealth,not to exclude any over-sea ships, but simply to bring
them within the powers of the laws we may make whilst
they are doing coastal trade.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Does it not go beyond?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think it does, but I

am prepared to make it applicable to New South Wales
and New Zealand.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You mean Section 5 of the
Constitution?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Yes. That that section
applies and gives us power, which is a superior or a
larger power than I think is, for instance, in the New
Zealand, and we hold that that gives us power to deal
with every ship, whether a British ship, or any other ship,that conies and does trade on the Australian coast, and
it would apply, I presume, if this is agreed to, to the
New Zealand coast, but at any rate the Australian coast.
whether it be a registered ship or not. There is no
necessity to dwell on this question. I have tried to makemy intention clear, and I am quite prepared to alter the
wording and, instead of saying "any British possession.''
say "the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand,"
or any other alteration of the wording to coincide with
that; but I want it to be clearly understood that this is,
to my mind, almost the gist of the whole question, that
is, as to whether ships coming from abroad, trading on
our coasts-putting it concretely, that if that ship comes
and tiades from Fremantle to Sydney or Brisbane or
elsewhere, that that ship shall come under all the pro-visions that we apply to the registered shipping of the
Australian trade.

Mr. PEMBROKE : It is only to apply to vessels
trading from one port to another.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I want to point out that is a
matter that might be one of legal interpretation ; that I
am not sure about. I do not like to say if this will have
that power. If the Constitution allows I want it to beso, but I have read the extract from the Constitution of
the Commonwealth to see how far it gives us power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Where is that extract?
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Section 5 of the Constitu-
tion. 1 think 1 have made my intention clear.

Mr. LLEWELL. N SMITH : Sir William Lyne has
explained the object of his motion in a way that seems
to remove some, of our apprehensions. But, before we
get to it, may we take it that "ships registered in the
"Colonies" is to be the first point?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I think you may say sub-
section (a), that is ships registered in the Colonies, there
car. be no difference of opinion on that at all; that is to
say, they must obviously come under our jurisdiction.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We are speaking here
as practical men, and you may find with regard to some
of the provisions that you may have a little difficulty
in enforcing them. That is a matter for the courts;
we cannot decide that. 1 can conceive of conditions
imposed on your registered ships on a long voyage that
you might have a little difficulty in enforcing; that is
always understood, but still, from the practical point of
view We have nothing to say to that. If there is a legal
or Constitutional difficulty in enforcing the thing, that is
no matter. We- arc not competent to say how the courts
would decide about particular methods of enforcing
conditions.

Mu. CUNLIFFE : You may have a vessel registered
in Australia, which is simply registered there for the
purpose of being registered there; she may have left
their waters, and never come back at all. 'Then you will
all agree that you must appeal to the Act which can
enforce provisions upon that vessel, that is the Imperial
Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What we should say is ''with
"regard to vessels registered, and usually trading," not
"or" usually trading.

Sm JOSEPH WARM) : I am going to support the
motion as it is. 1 think it is a very important one,
and it will meet the reqt..';"3ments as I know them in
New Zealand, and is quite in touch with what is required
in New Zealand.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We have not quite
got to that. We are now considering lather as an ante-
cedent to that whether there is anything to be said with
regard to the application of Australian or New Zealand
conditions to ships registered in those Colonies.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 thought that was agreed to.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Only one caveat was
raised by Mr. Cunliffe.

Hon. W. M. HUQ-HES : 'There is another class of
vessel. There is the class of vessel registered in Eng-
land, entirely trading ir. Australia.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We get that in (c).
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : To reach that class of vessels,

vessels registered in Australia, but trading elsewhere, we
shall have io have an excepting clause lower down.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: It says "usually trading in
" that possession." I think that is all right.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Supposing the- motion to read
this way : "That the law of any British.possession shall
"operate in regard lo any vessels registered and usually
"trading in that possession."

Mil. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is not supposed
to be exhaustive; that is only the first category.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Subsection 1 says "Any
" vessel registered or usually trading in that possession."

Mn (TN 1.1FI-'E : Assuming the vessels are not
vessels which have started on voyages already according
to the Imperial Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 1 was really saying that to
inet your remarks : ami therefore- under subsection (a)
you sc" that tin: law of any British possession shall operate
"in regard to vessels registered and usually hading in
'thai possession." I take il that in ninety nine cases out

of a hundred thai will apply to vessels that are obviously
and notoriously coasting, that is to say, go from one
port to another and never leave Australian waters.

Mr. NORMAN II ILL: The point is "shall operate
"in regard to vessels registered and usually trading be-
" tween ports of the possession."

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I understand that is
what is wanted.

Hon. W. .M. HUGHES: I said "in that possession."
Registered and usually trading in that possession." I

am suggesting an amendment of Sir William Lyne's
motion.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 prefer to have it "or."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course you do. That
"or" is intended by you to include other vessels than
those registered. 1 intend not only to include those
vessels that art registered, but those registered and not
usually trading,

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I want to have the word
"or," because it embraces both.

* Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH: It is quite without
prejudice. It does not affect the others.

Mr. COX : Might 1 ask Sir William Lyne what he
means by "or." Does he mean a vessel going back-
wards anef forwards is to have the Australian law apply
after she leaves territorial waters'.'

But WILLIAM LYNE : If she comes and trades and
is registered and she is under our law. I say Ido not
want to disjoin registration from the " usually trading."
I want this to apply to both; she can be usually trading,
but not registered.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH: We want to divide
them so as to see how far we can get in unison.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Supposing you suggest this:
there are three classes of vessels which 1 intend to include
under that suggestion of mine, " vessels legistered and
" usually trading" ; those are vessels such as the ordinary
vessels belonging to the coastal and Inter-State companies
usually registered and continuously tiading in the States.
That will include all those vessels. Then we come to a
class of vessels that is not registered in the States but
usually trades there; and lastly another class of vessel
that is registered in some oversea pint engages in over-
sea trade and incidentally coasts.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is the third
category

Hon. \Y. M. HUGHES: And then you might have
another class. We had a vessel belonging to the German
Australian line. She was registered in Bremen or Ham-
burg, and she traded continuously on the Australian coast
while so registered. That is four classes of vessels. She
was detached from the over-sea trade, and she con-
tinuously engaged in the coastiqg trade. Then, of course,
you get the class of vessel which many of the delegates
Dave in their minds, namely, a class like the Orient or the
R. & 0., or any other boat that comes to Fremantle and
goes to Adelaide cu- Melbourne, and perhaps takes
passengers, and may perhaps, in some cases, take cargo—four different classes of vessels entirely. Now 1 suggest
the first class be " vessels registered and usually trading."

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : There is no difference
of opinion about that. Now what about vessels not
registered in Australia, but usually trading?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Have we agreed to any portion
now?

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I think we must have
it as whole at the end. W'c arc taking it by stages.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: I suggest that we take the
feeling of the Conference as to whether they agree- to
that first point.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: Refine you put that, I think
the whole of this might be overcome by striking out the
word "usually": it reads then : "that the- law of a*y
" British possession which operates in regard In vessels

le-iecl en trading in that possession."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No; it does not operate. The
point js not whether the Commonwealth has power, but
whether the Con tnwealth ought to, or whether it is
expedient it should make the same law which applies
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to \essels registered in Australia apply to vessels trading
cn her coasts.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think you will find it an
advantage to ascertain whether we are all agreed as to
vessels registered first.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not think we can
be unanimous. 'There will be vessels registered in Aus-
tralia, but never trading here at all. They might be
trading between the United Kingdom and America.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Supposing you put it this way :
" Vessels registered whilst trading in that possession."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That does not read
well.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think, if you will allow me,
I will put the motion as it is, because the moment you
alter it, it takes away the intention 1 had in moving the
motion. This motion has been considered by my officers,
and they rather object, so far as they are concerned to
altering the motion, because it will do away with the
object of it. Take that very point that was raised just
now when I was agreeable to deal _ with the word
" registered," then some other words will have to be put
in. I would rather see whether we cannot be unanimous
on this motion as it is.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I will not stand in the
way of Sir William putting the motion as it is, but it
does not come up yet, because we have not decided the
question. Until we get rid of the registered vessels, we
are not yet in a position to say whether the law shall
extend to something else. Your motion is: "That the
" law of any British possession shall operate in regard to
"vessels registered and usually trading" shall do some-
thing more than that. We have to get rid of this.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I will move as an amendment
on Sir William Lyne's motion that after the words "vessel
"registered," the words be inserted "whilst trading in
" that possession."

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That alters the whole
meaning.

Mr. PEMBROKE : Would it not help us if Sir
William will tell us what his object is?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I rather appeal to Sir
William Lyne to hold that back until we have con-
sidered the "registered vessel."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Is there any objection to
the registered vessel ?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Not whilst trading.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We might become a ship-

building country, and we might turn out vessels of our
own. 'Then- are any amount of vessels turned out at
Glasgow. There might be vessels registered in Sydneyand trading to Hong Kong and elsewhere and never
coming near the port. I do not say our law should
not operate; but the first part of that is not intended to
apply to those vessels.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Which vessels? It is in-tended to apply to any vessels trading on our coast. I
prefer to have the motion as it is, and I am quite pre-
pared to restrict it to within territorial waters—that is,
our territorial waters.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: I am afraid we could not
possibly support the motion as it stands. We are anxious
to fall in with your views and go step by step and see
how far we can agree with Sir William Lyne. We are
quite willing to agree that the Colonial law extends toships registered in Australia whilst trading in that Colony.That is the first step.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Now, do you object to the
vessels not registered ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : I would ask Sir William to
say what is the next step.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I want this to deal with
every vessel that comes into our waters, and trades
on our coast or the New Zealand coast whilst they arethere, no matter whether they are registered vessels, or
what they are.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : But your motion goes
a good deal beyond that. I do not think you intended it
to, but 1 think it does.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: If I put in the words,
" whilst in territorial waters," I don't see that it does.

On. WOLLASTON : I should like to explain the
practical difficulty that is in the way is this : Australian
registered ships go, for instance, to India; they go to
India for a cargo of goods, and bring them back, and if
our law operates with them, they have to provide all
these scales, and at a considerable expense. If this is
not passed, a British vessel registered in Great Britain
might collie out there and engage in the same- trade, go
from Melbourne to India and compete with our own
ships, and not comply with these conditions.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: fhey could not possibly do
that, because it applies only to vessels registered whilst
trading in that possession.

Dr. WOLLASTON : We want to trade out of the
possession.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Then we arc intending to
try and make it apply to vessels no matter where they
are registered.

Dr. WOLLASTON : I am talking about the foreign
trade from Australia to another country.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I shall try and make it apply
to that too.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I would like to stand by the
resolution, and I will add the words, " within territorial
" waters," if it is desired.

Mb FERNIE: Do you mean it to apply to a ship
going to Melbourne !

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: If she is in our waters, she
is under our laws.

Mr. FERNIE : Would you make it apply to all
foreign ships?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: She has only to go a few
miles outside of the limit and she is away.

Mn NORMAN HILL: The claim which is now putforward is a claim which no nation has ever before putforward with regard to any other nation.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I think there must besome misunderstanding. With regard to this, we havealready passed resolutions, one of which says, " that the"conditions imposed by Australian or New Zealand laws
"as regards manning should only apply to vessels regis-
" tered in these colonies or engaged in their coasting"trade." We have already passed several resolutionsas regai ds other provisions to that effect.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: That was the resolution thatwas passed in my absence and I objected to.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Might I suggest this would

do what Sir William Lyne wants, say after the words"British possession," "which operates in regard to" vessels registered and usually trading in that possession"or dining the period such vessel is engaged in the" coastal trade."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not care about thewording : I want it to embrace what I said.
Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We want to be sure asto whether we are agreed in substance.
Siu JOBEPH WARD: I suggest what I have justStated : "or during the- period such vessel is engaged in"the coastal trade," and strike out "or usually trading."
Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH ■ That is only preamble.
Sin WILLIAM LYNE: If those words were addedthey could carry with them the necessity of registration.
Sin JOSEPH WARD: Put "or trading during the" period."

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Why not leave out "regis-tered " ?
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Say, " which operates
"in regard to vessels usually trading in that possession";
that includes everything.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : You have only come to
the end of the preamble; then the operative part re-
mains which states that " vessels coming into a final port
"of destination in that possession or clearing outwards
"from any port therein"—that is an immense exten-

sion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Following your suggestion
and going in steps, all Sir Joseph Ward's suggestion
amounts to is thai we Leave out the word "registered."
We want to concede that they have the right. The
other point is if you use the word "registered" and
confer the right on the Commonwealth to legislate with
regard to all vessels that are registered without regard to
the trade those vessels are in, you may get into diffi-
culties, because those vessels in other wafers might be
under no law at all. Don't we meet the point by leaving
out the word " registered" and making our first-class
" vessels which are usually engaged in the coastal trade
"whilst they arc engaged?"

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not .like the word
" usually."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I want to suggest this:
"That the law of any British possession which operates
"with regard to vessels (a) registered in that possession
"whilst trading therein, (o) to vessels, wherever regis-
" tercel, whilst trading therein, (r) to all vessels,
"wherever registered, carrying cargo or passengers from
"any one port of that possession to another whilst within
" territorial waters."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: The proposal Mr. Thomson
suggested covers everything.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Mine gives the Conference
an opportunity of affirming (a), affirming (6), and affirm-
ing or rejecting (c).

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It applies to vessels
trading on the coast of those possessions.

Mu. NORMAN HILL : Mr. Chairman, could we not
follow your suggestion? We arc all agreed "that the
"laws of any British possession shall operate in regard
"to"; we are all agreed so far as that is concerned.
Then, as you suggest, let us fill in the classes. Cannot
we say (a) all vessels engaged in the coastal trade of that
possession ? Let us take them one at a time.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is what I am suggesting.

Mn LLEWELLYN SMITH : Your class (c) was "to
"all vessels, wherever registered, carrying cargo or pas-

" scngers from any one port to another of that possession
" whilst within territorial waters."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : First of all, I say with regard
to vessels registered, our jurisdiction extends on them in
the territorial waters, and so far as I know outside them.
Anyhow, that is a matter of opinion. With regard to the
second class, the same thing applies. With regard to the
third class—

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not know what
you mean by the second class.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is the class Mr. Cun-
liffe was speaking of. We have plenty of vessels regis-
tered in Glasgow and trading on the coast continuously.
They come here and they still keep their (■ igister.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : What is the difference
between {/)) and (c) ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The second class of vessels
that continuously engage in coasting and doing nothing
else. I do not say "usually coasting" or "continuously
trading"; as a matter of fact, they do not doanything else.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think Mr. Hughes is com-
plicating the whole thing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is your opinion.
Hon. III'GAID THOMSON: Why not take the

simple- resolution which covers the other without going
into details !

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I know what vessels are
trading there.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is all covered by the reso-
lution.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Your resolution is such that
it is impossible to distinguish between one class and
another.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: It is like a covering blanket.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is like a number of fleas
in a blanket which covers everything.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : 1 think substantially
is mil much difference of opinion; when we get

into substantial agreement I think we can see the exact
form in which we can cast our final resolution, but I want
to see how far there is any real difference of opinion
putting aside the epjestion of whether the wording of one
resolution is better than another. We are all agreed with
regard to vessels which are registered in the Colonywhile tiading then-: we are all agreed about that. 'Then
vessels not registered in the Colony, but habitually

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I did not say "habitually."
Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : This is not a questionof language : what I am trying to see is what you mean.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE :I do not mean that. 1 mean
to say, if a tramp comes down and takes a cargo from
one end of Australia to another, hut does not usually
—that is what I mean, I do not like the word " usually."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That comes under the third
class.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I want to see whether
we are all agreed. Let us try and get to agreement, and
then we will edit the thing afterwards.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am quite agreeable to
that.

Mil. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I want to see whether
it is a difference of substance, or only words. Mr. Hughes
suggests—"to all vessels, wherever registered, carrying
"cargo or passengers from one port to another of that
" possession whilst in territorial waters," and these three
classes (a), (b), and (c) added together collectively repre-
sent what Sir William Lyne has in his mind.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: In one respect Sir William
Lyne does not go far enough; a class of vessels will
escape. There is a hole in your blanket. " That shall
"also operate in regard to vessels coming into a final port"of destination." A vessel comes into Fremantle, that
is not her final port; she takes up cargo or passengers,and she takes them to Adelaide, that is not her final port.If she goes on further, she is not trading.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This goes further still;it includes all English vessels that call at Australia.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I think what we ought to

have done first of all is to define what we call trading.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We differ most when

we agree apparently.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : What is trading?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I ask you. My idea is this.

I will take the Orient. The Orient may decline to carry
cargo, and practically neither they nor the P. & 0. do
iany caigo between ports; they carry passengers, but
not cargo. Now, if trading is carrying cargo, then
neither of these would come under this section. If carry-ing passengers is trading, then both would. Now the
Royal Commission made a recommendation which was to
the effect that the conditions in the section dealing with
coasting trade should not apply pending the constructionof the Trans-Continental Railway—and Sir William Lynewill be able to tell you when this is likely to take place—should not apply to such ships. Now, we do not want itapplied to those ships, but under this proposal there is nodifference made between taking passengers from Fre-mantle to Albany or Adelaide, and competing by the
carrying of cargo with the Inter-State companies.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Surely we have power toexempt those vessels without coming to this Conference?
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course we have.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: It is no good burdening this
Conference with anything of that kind.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Is there any of these
classes which you have put in your resolution in which
tin- Colonial law, in your opinion, will be applicable
outside territorial waters?

Hon, W. M. HUGHES : I do certainly think that, so
far as our own coastal ships are concerned, if a vessel
were to sail from Sydney to Fiji or Singapore, registered
at Sydney or Melbourne, and we found she had broken
on.- law whilst outside our territorial waters, we should
certainly consider she: had broken a Commonwealth law.
Of course, the law is only enforceable within the juris-
diction.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I <1.. not see myself that
we really can go past our own registered ships, or any
ship doing coastal trade. Rut if it trades with Grant
Britain when it leaves our shores, I cannot see that our

ire going to have effect in England. Unless you
specify certain places, I cannot see that we can make it
apply all over the- world; I do not think that is prac-
ticable. And we should have it, to my mind, inside, as
far as we can, our territorial waters between New Zea-
land and Australia, and what may be termed are ferri-
tin ial waters, and that is a question that wants, perhaps,
considering a little, license there has been the que
raised as to whether we have power.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I should like- information on
the point. If we define what coastal trade is, I propose-
to leave out "or between the Commonwealth, New
" Zealand, and the islands of the Pacific " from the next
resolution.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: What does our Act say?
It says, " whose first port of clearance is within the
Commonwealth." That is clear. I am not epiite sure
whether under the second part of our Constitution the
('■institution does give us power to legislate on the
trade and commerce with other countries J and Section 98
goes cm to say, "that the power of Parliament to make
" laws extends to navigation and shipping." If that is
legal, we have the power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 1 should like to say this, if
il comes to a question of our powers, that I was not
talking of that at all.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH: That is a thing we
should have, to argue as lawyers.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We decided to try and
avoid all that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is right enough, but
the- President has said that ill so far as the Merchant
Shipping Act is concerned, what we propose is not re-
pugnant to the Statute. I want to say in my opinion wehave plenary power in respect of making laws with regard1 i navigation and shipping subject only to our Constitu-
tion Act and Hie King's assent, and that the sections of
the Merchant Shipping Act do not apply to us at all.

Mb. COX : I cannot agree to that, but I do not wantto raise a controversy.
Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I say 735 and 736 do notapply to us.

.Mr. COX : Why not?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Because- tin- Merchant Ship-
ping Act is an 1894 Act. The Imperial Statute consti-tuting us as a Commonwealth was the- 1899 Act.

Mu. CON : Where does it repeal
IL in. W. M. HUGHES: It is repealed by implica-tion. It cannot be conceived that the Imperial Parlia-ment permitted thai subsection to be put in, the

giving us power over navigation and commerce there.
—We have power there to make laws

Mi:. CON : I do not think with regard to the territoryof Australia,
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am not going to argue aboutthe matter, but I am not going to allow any observations 1..be made with which by being silent one might be held to

that, under our Constitution, we have not complete
powers we arc not at all subject to Sections 735 and 73(1
of the Merchant Shipping Act; I take it we are outside

sections.

\ln. CON : I deprecate raising these questions, but
Mr. Hughes says he is not going to allow this and that,
ami 1 must enter my caveat too. I enter my gcnci.il
caveat now, and I am not going to say anything more.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Neither of us being
Judges of the Court of Appeal, we cannot make the
law.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Now this has been said, I
do not think the Imperial Ait contains anything that
gi\.s us powers under this Constitution, or the covering
Act. without an amendment of our Constitution.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: I think Mr. Bertram Cos is
epiite right, and I would like to say the same thing.
Whatever I think to be right, and give my concurrence
.to. whether by speaking or not, I accept the full responsi-
bility for. The legal aspect of what we are doing still
requires to he settled by our Governments. I think Mr.Hughes is quite right from his point of view.

Mn. PEMBROKE: lias Mr. Hughes put his amend-
ment ?

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We have not yel Ito the point of taking the resolution and the amendment.I ,:m trying to get now a substantial agreement as to what
we want, and then I want to see if we cannot make a
resolution that will embody the whole thing. This was
a little interlude on the legal point.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I submit there is no alterna-tive but to put that in triplicate. You must divide itinto classes. I am perfectly willing to say: "That
"the law of any British possession operates in respect".-I all vessels that carry cargo or passengers from one
"port to another of that possession whilst within terri
" toiial waters."

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : But Sir Joseph Wardsaid he wanted to strike out the last line of his resolu-
tion.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I want to sav that at presentthe law in Victoria is made applicable to" all Rritish shipsbeing at any place without any consideration. 'Thaiis whal I am asking for, that it should apply to all ships
coming on to the coast of Austialia. It is the law of
Victoria to-day.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is the law of Western Aus-
tralia also.

Mu. KEITH : It is not quite so wide in New SouthWales.

Sn: WILLIAM LYNE: Bui I should certainly depre-cate on behalf ~f th,- Commonwealth reducing flic powerWe have at the present time.

Mil. KEITH : You have not, perhaps, the power inVictoria ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: It has been in force for along time, and it has been put into force a good manytimes.
Mn. KEITH : So long as the question of its validity

is not raised.

-Sir WILLIAM LYNE: We an- taking the common-sense m.w and the layman's point of view. That is thepractice to-day ass.-nted to by the Imperial Government
in \ id..ria, and that is what I am proposing in thisresolution, and I do not feel at all disposed .©withdrawthe resolution or to go back from I In- petition that isheld at the present time. If we did. 1 think we fromAustralia would be very much blamed for givine: un
si mething we have already.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: Would not Sir William LyneheJp US if he would lake- Mr. Hughes's wording and saywhere he thmks ,t defective; so (hat, if necessary, wecould add a paragraph. I understand (haf if Sir WilliamLyne gets all he wants, he does not mind i( being dividedinto se\. ial heads.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I would like to submit myresolution, which was drawn up after due consideration,
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and Ido not like it hacked about. It is like an Act of
Parliament] if you put a clause in when you are in
Committee you generally find it is wrong afterwards.

Mil. NORMAN II ILL: We are in the position of
having to oppose Sir William's resolution as a whole.
Some of it we have agreed to, but some of it we cannot
agree to. Now, if we divide it, we can tell you exactly
whore we can agree.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is a very simple matter
for the Chairman to ask, if he likes, and then you can
frame a resolution of what is desired.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Following that sugges-
tion, are we agreed that " vessels, wherever registered,
" while trading on the coast "

Hon. W. M. HUGHES s If you are going to define
what tiading is, then we shall have to

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: We shall have to define it
later on.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : My friend won't say it is
only carrying cargo.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH: You would say cargo
or passengers.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Let us discuss that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think that comes later. I
think if you use the word "trading" in this resolution,
leaving the definition as to what trading is for considera-
tion afterwards, we shall get over the difficulty, and we
do not mix up in this question the question of what
trading is. We have quite enough to deal with here,

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Are we agreed upon
that? (Agreed.)

Mb. LLEWELLYN" SMITH: Now (c) "to all
" vessels, wherever registered, trading from one port
"to another of that possession whilst within territorial
" waters."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I think that is antici-
pating. Trading on the coast of Australia you have inthe provisions of the subsection.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We have.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why not use the same

words.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I never use the same words.
Mr. BELCHER : I think the question of territorialwaters should be left out of it altogether. A vessel must

go 3 miles off the shore.
Hon. -W. M. HUGHES: But territorial waters doesnot merely mean 3 miles from the coast ; in some cases

it means more. What I put these words in for was to
show that we do not attempt to claim jurisdiction forany vessel if she had been trading on our coast and then
set out for India or England and hack again. We could
mil enforce our law, and we may as well say so. We
can enforce it in Australia, but not elsewhere.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is a matter of course.
Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH: As a matter of fact.

Mr. Belcher, I do not think those words are wantedbecause (hey are covered: "To all vessels, wherever" registered, while trading from one port to another of
" t hat possession."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The only point is this that a
vessel might go, for instance, say from Sydney to -lava.or from Fremantle to Java, ami she might conic- backagain, and we might want (he laws of Australiaenforced on her. She would not be trading from oneport in the Commonwealth to another.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It would only, ofcourse, be while she was trading from one port toanother.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What is the wordingnow.

Mn LLEWELLYN SMITH : " (a) Vessels registered"in that possession whilst trading (herein: (b) vessels,

"wherever registered, whilst trading on the coast of the
"possession; (r) vessels, wherever registered, while
'(lading from one port to another of that possession."

I think we might put that into two categories instead of
three.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: It is all covered by my
wording.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There are three classes.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH: There are. But the
definition between the second and third is between the
habitual coaster and the incidental coaster.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Very well, 1 am quite agree-able to exercise subsection (6) and let subsection (c) cover
the two.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That makes a very
neat paragraph:—"That the law of any British posses-
" sion which operates with regard to Australia and New
" Zealand shall apply to vessels registered in those
"Colonies respectively while trading therein, and to all
" vessels, wherever registered, while trading from one
"port to another of one of those Colonics."

ll.in. DUGALD THOMSON: Now, are we antici-
pating by that the proposal by Sir Joseph Ward which
follows ?

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It has been impossible
not to cover practically the ground covered by that reso-
lution. _

Sib JOSEPH WARD: If you settle it in this resolu-
tion, so far as I am concerned I do not want to move
my own.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE: I think it is getting into a
mess. We do not want to deal with the definition of the
word "trading" in this resolution.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We have taken it
out.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You have used the word
and left the definition for a separate resolution.

Mn. LI.EWKLLYN SMITH: The point that stands
over is to define the word "trading." I do not think
We can get on without that. It may be- difficult for
some of us to say whether we cordially accept this orhave any reservations until we know what is to be in-cluded under "trading."

Mb. COX : I suggest the resolution as to tradingmight be :—"A vessel shall be- deemed to trade if she
"carries cargo or passengers embarked at one Australian"port which are discharged at another Australian" port."

Mn NORMAN HILL: Is the word "carries" the
right word, because an oversee vessel from this countrywhich calls at two ports, but, does not dischai
load cargo at the first port, carries cargo on the overseavoyage ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is not coasting.
Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : You have an excellentdefinition in your old Australian Bill, part 7: "A ship"shall be- deemed to I Dgaged in the coasting trad,-

"if she takes on board passengers or cargo at any porl"in Australia to be carried to and landed or delivered"at any other port in Australia." Why cannot we takethat? It is Section 295 of the old Bill.'
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There is only one amendmentthat will be required in that. That is perfectly satisfactory to me except that as we are now dealing with the

•"astinc trade, and Sir Joseph Ward has very properlypointed out that coasting trade with ns means carryingcargo or passengers between New Zealand, Australia.'anilthe Islands of the Pacific, at any rate it means so withus, I do not think it would be advisable to scratch itout. It has already been decided in some of the courtsthat coasting means carrying cargo or passengers as faras Fiji.

Mb. COX : From a port in the Commonwealth?
1 ... ',W .,.V.- HUGHES : From a port in the Common-wealth to Fiji and back or to New Zealand.
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Mu. COX : Have they decided that carrying cargo
from Fiji and back is coasting in Australia?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It must be taken in at
a port in Australia.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No; they often do the round
trip. Coasting with us does mean carrying cargo, say,
from Sydney to Fiji, going for sugar; and the sailors
are paid coasting rates.

Mr. COX : Would not that cover cargo being carried
to England too?

Run. W. M. HUGHES : No.

Mn. COX : What is the difference?
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Pardon me, I think you are

partially right. What occurs is that the articles of the
ship upon which men are engaged cover it. The men
sign the articles, and they are to receive wages, say, of
£7 or £fi a month, but the law in our country which the
Chief Justice recently gave a decision upon

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You are confusing two things.
It is the Arbitration Court of New South Wales that has
decided that coasting within the meaning of the Award
includes ships that trade from Sydney to Fiji, whether
they come straight back or not.

•Sir JOSEPH WARD: That is the Arbitration
Court.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: That is only for the
pin pose of fixing an award for wages; it is not deciding
what is coasting trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It will never do to exclude
the Fiji trade, for Australian sailors are engaged in it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That is all covered. We do
the same thing. I was certain before I gave notice of
this motion, and I am more certain than ever since, that
legally it cannot be done without legislation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not think we can, but
we are desirous of making legislation.

Mr. COX : May I ask, do von wish to make British
ships that engage in the coasting trade and then go to
Fiji conform to Australian conditions?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If they went from Australia
to Fiji with the intention of coming back—yes, if they
did : but if they went to Fiji en route to some foreign
port, no.

Mr. COX : Supposing she went from Sydney to Fiji
and then back to England ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES :To England ? Oh, no; oh, no.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : There is a section in the New
Zealand Act which I think would facilitate this resolu-
tion. We define in Section 75, subsection (b), the
latter portion, we define clearly the matter of wages
payable on a British vessel arriving in New Zealand and
going anywhere up the coast: we define it very clearly :" That this section shall not apply to ships arriving from
"abroad with passengers or cargo, but not trading in
"New Zealand further or otherwise than for (he pur-
" pose of discharging such original passengers or cargo in
" New Zealand, and there shipping further passengers or
"cargo lo be carried abroad." Now we fix definitely ifthey do engage in our waters, they have to conform to
our local wages.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You are making a distinction
between discharge of original cargo. Certainly, that" is
entirely different; that is not (lading at all within our
meaning.

Mn. BELCHER : The law does not go any farther
than to protect the pure coasting trade. What I want to
see done, if it is possible, is to protect the shipowners
who have an immemse trade between Australia and New
Zealand.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : In Sydney they have to pay
Colonial rates when they are trading to Fiji. When they
go to Ocean Island I think they do not.

Mb. LLEWELYN SMITH: I rather suggested
that the stipulation in your Bill, Section 295 of the old
Rill might be adopted. In the new one it says :"A ship
"shall be deemed to engage in the coasting trade if she
" lakes on board passengers or cargo at any port in
" Australia to be carried to or landed or delivered at any

■ other port."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Exactly the same.

Mn. COX : I would rather have this form if you have
no objection : "A vessel shall be deemed to trade if she
" carries coastwise cargo or passengers embarked at one
" Australian port which are discharged at another Aus-
" tralian port."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What does that mean—coast-
wise?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The only thing is we should
have to say coastwise means

Mn. CON : My difficulty is, I do not see how far you
want to go. You want to make trading with the Pacific
Islands coasting; that is my difficulty.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: May I point out this
proposal does not affect that as I read it It is a vessel
taking on cargo at one port in Australia and landing it
at another.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : If Papua was deemed
to be part of Australia it would come in. I read out the
provisions of the Australian Bill which, it appears, is
identical with the new Bill, and it seemed to me it was a
very satisfactory wording.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I would like Mr. Cox's
definition read again.

Mb. COX : What I mean is this, supposing a vessel
is trading from one port of the Commonwealth to
another, that is coasting trade. But I really do not see-
how it can be coasting trade if she goes to Fiji or Tahiti
and back ; why is that coasting trade ? Fiji or Tahiti
is not part of the coast.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is determined by local
conditions. " Coasting," after all, is only a term. The
terminology of the locality must be considered. Our
coastal companies trade direct to Fiji, and they pay the
coasting rates. If it was a deep sea trade, they would
pay lower wages.

Mr. COX : My practical difficulty is this—supposing a
ship is registered in England and goes to Australia, carries

ogers and goes to one of the Australian ports, and
then she goes to Fiji and back, is she to conform during
the period she is on the voyage?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would like to be able to
make her conform if necessary.

Mb. COX : If Fiji was part of the Australian Com-
monwealth it would be perfectly clear.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I see the difficulty. We
have only the control of one end.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: We have other boats doing
nearly all the Pacific trade, and they go to the Solomon
Islands and the New Hebrides.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The Solomon Islands and the
New Hebrides do not pay coasting wages.

Mb. COX : Are the vessels not registered in Aus-tralia ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, yes. The only point isthey have to compete. I saw Col. Burns quite recently,and he is complaining very bitterly against (he German
Lines that are- running them very hard round the islands.
He has to pay £7 for a seaman and £9 for a fireman, and
a German vessel pays the men either £3 or £-1 10s. Thatis very hard, and the Germans are crowding us out.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: The difficulty seems to be
that some of these islands—the Solomon Islands, don'tthey belong to the Germans ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Some of them.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We could not control that
trade ; we could not control a ship that goes to part of
German New Guinea.
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Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : The language of the
Australian Bill seems to me to be quite fair—"a vessel
" must take on board passengers or cargo at one port in
" Australia to be carried to and landed or delivered at
"another port in Australia." That is the wording of
the Australian Bill. Do you gain anything by adding
the word ''coasting ''?

Mb. COX : What I want to exclude is Australian con-
ditions applying to a ship registered in Great Britain
which, after going to Australia, goes round the coast of
Fiji; when she leaves Australia and goes to Fiji or to
German New Guinea, she is then no longer in the Com-
monwealth.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is covered by the
previous words.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Take the case of a ship;
she comes to Sydney, discharges her original cargo, takes
a cargo to Fiji, and brings one back from Fiji to Sydney.

Mb. COX : She is not coasting.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We should regard it so.

Mb. COX : That does not matter. She may compete
as much as she likes, but she is not-coasting. You
cannot regard as coasting every ship that competes with
yours.

Mb. BELCHER : It is coasting of that kind that the
Commonwealth wants to deal with.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Would not this wording
pass as it is ? Ido not see any objection, even from that
point of view. lam opposed to it, but as to the clear-
ness of the meaning I do not see any objection.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : I think we should be content
to take the wording from the Commonwealth Bill, and,
in taking it, we fully recognise that the Commonwealth
has the power to legislate with regard to vessels that
come under that definition, but we would make a very
strong representation against the inequity of extending
all the conditions that are made applicable to the vessels
engaged habitually in the coastal trade to the oversea
vessels which only, incidental to their oversea voyages,
carry passengers or cargo between Australian ports.
We are not challenging the jurisdiction of the Common-
wealth to enforce these conditions, but we do contend it
would be against the best interests of the Commonwealth
to do so.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We will look after that.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : Whatever regulations or

restrictions or obligations you would impose upon a ship-
owner, you must remember, as the saying is, that it
always has to come out of the main hatch. Now we, the
shipowners, are responsible for providing the main hatch
and keeping it going.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I think we are, because wepay you for doing it.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : We think it is of the greatestimportance that the oversea service of the Empireshould be maintained as far as possible by the British,and we cannot do it unless we can make it pay. The
President of the Chamber of Shipping dealt very ex-
haustively at this year's meeting with the returns on thecapital invested which were made to the shareholders fora large number of years. Those figures were mostcarefully compiled, and you will see For a good many
years there has not been a fair return of the capitalinvested. If you chocse to impose coastal conditions onthe vessels which are engaged incidentally in the coastingtrade, it will cripple the service; it will lessen the ser-
vice ; or we shall have to make up the cost in some otherway. We shall not he able to give you good servicesfor the same money, and in some cases we shall have towithdraw services.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why won't you be able?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Because it affects the earn-
ings of the ship when you impose all these conditions.One point that we lay particular stress on is thewages.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What particular services areyou alluding to?
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Mr. NORMAN HILL: The incidental services that
the Lines give you, taking passengers between their first,
or second, or third port of call. We understand you
lay particular stress on the wages. Your contention is,
that in order to get equality between your coasting vessels
and the oversea vessels, which are taking these passengers
incidentally to a long sea voyage, you must make us pay
your full wages to every man on board. That is not
putting us on an equality.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Why not?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : How many passengers do we
take ?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : You take the bulk.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We do not take a boat full of
passengers. If you make us pay full wages to every man
on board, you are treating it as if we were carrying a full
list of coasting passengers. There are many other ways in
which we are already punished. Take the amount we
pay in Suez Canal dues.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I shall not like you to bring
that up because I might have to refer you to the reply
you gave Mr. Deakin.

Me. NORMAN HILL : We feel most sore about it.
We contribute to the Government about £600,000 a
year.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why don't you object?
Mb. NORMAN HILL : We have.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I thought you did not like
any Government interference at all ?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Certainly we don't. Still
less if it takes £600,000 a year as shareholders of the
Suez Canal. Look at the amount that we out of our
earnings contribute for the Imperial Services, and youhave the service of our vessels for which we have to
pay. Now we have plenty of inequalities, and the ideathat we have to toe the line because we carry a certain
number of passengers and a certain amount of cargo,that we have to pay your wages in order to toe the line
and put us on an equality with your ships, is not busi-
ness.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: First of all, with regard tothe Royal Commission. This is not as to our powers,
but our intentions. I think you may take it in theoriginal Bill—l have not seen the provision—but in our
recommendation it was proposed to exempt mail steamers
carrying passengers between Fremantle and the Eastern
States.

Mb. PEMBROKE : The principle was dropped when
it was convenient.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Never mind, I am only sayingthat this is our intention. Therefore, it is no good
drawing these harrowing pictures of what may happen.
It won't happen to anyone who gives us a regular ser-
vice. Ships that pick out the eyes of the cargo, as sometramps do, don't give us any good service at all. Thereis only one company that carry cargo habitually, and thatis the White Star from Hobart to Albany. I do notknow of any other.

Mb. ANDERSON : I think that is the only excep-tion.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We propose to exempt mailsteamers until the Trans-Continental Railway is built.I do not think you will find that Parliament will deaiungenerously with you in that way, but we must havethe right to act as we please.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : On the question ofpassengers, a point has occurred to me that there may becases, and I believe there are, in which- a passenger iscarried from the United Kingdom to Australia andbreaks his journey; he has his ticket to Sydney andbreaks his journey at Fremantle, say. He ought to beallowed to be carried on.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, yes.
Mb LLEWELLYN SMITH: And the same casemight occur with merchandise on through bills of ladingtranshipped; there is a part of that carried which istechnically between two Australian ports.
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Sib WILLIAM LYNE : We do not mean to interfere
with that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Are you speaking of cargo or
passengers only?

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I will take them sepa-
rately, but I was speaking of both.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you are going to talk about
passengers, that is all right; but with cargo, you can only
tranship into a coastal boat or one of your own boats
kept for that purpose.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : What I had in my
mind was some such proviso as this : "A vessel shall not
"be deemed to be engaged in coasting merely because it
"carries between two Australian or New Zealand ports
"passengers holding through tickets to or from some
"oversea place, or merchandise consigned on through bills
"of lading to or from some oversea place."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Leave the merchandise out.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I will ask the ship-
owners whether it is so important to have the merchan-
dise ; it seemed to me it was fair.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It would be distinctly unfair.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is not what is
meant. That would go in a coastal vessel.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have this law in opera-
tion in New Zealand, and I will tell you what we do
there. If a tramp steamer came to New Zealand with a
cargo and part of a cargo for Auckland and she landed
away down South, they could take it away in the next
steamer or book by a local steamer to its local destina-
tion without being deemed to engage in the coastal
trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Another steamer! I should
not agree with that. Directly they put their cargo on the
wharf and take it up in a boat subsequently, although
such boat may belong to the same company, it is obviously
engaging in the coastal trade.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Clearly, if it is not
an oversea boat; but it might be another oversea boat.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Take a concrete case. Sup-
?osing the " Ormuz " brings cargo to Fremantle consigned
rom London to Albany; the Orient Company does not

stop at Albany, but it might suit them to stop at Albany
with, say, every alternate boat. Then the second boat,
say the " Orontes," came and picked up that cargo and
took it to Albany, personally I do not think coastal con-
ditions could be said to apply.

Mr. ANDERSON : Let me put another concrete case.
I think the cases in which we want permission for cargo
to break its journey are rare. But here is a ease. Duringthe last year we have been carrying butter from Brisbane,and in order to save a week in the conveyance of that
butter we can put it on a P. & 0. ship in Sydney sailing
a week ahead of the steamer carrying the butter from
Brisbane. I do not think it expedient that such a trans-
action as that should be called engaged in coasting trade.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I should say that is perfectlyright.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Just as though you had

carried it in your own boat.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : When cargo is consigned

direct to London, if the P. & 0. like to fetch it down to
Sydney I think that is all right.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. President, I must
express my dissent, and I do it in very few words, to this
proposal to shut out oversea boats and especially British
boats from any incidental coasting trade that they carry
on in the course of their oversea voyage to Australia. I
am not going to enter into the full reasons of my objec-
tion ; the Minority Report of the Commonwealth Com-
mission has already set out most of those' reasons. I
would only say in a word that we propose to give—and
to that I do not object, I think it is a reasonable claim
on the part of the coastal companies—we propose to
give those companies security against the interference of
vessels trading on our coast and regularly competing with
those companies under conditions not so onerous as those

imposed on the coastal boats. Now I think the coastal
boats put forward a good claim when they required that
protection; they are getting that protection, and con-
sequently they are being secured. They are being secured
from what was a danger, and they are obtaining a trade
that was sometimes diverted from them by vessels trading
continuously on the coast not under Australian conditions.
Having obtained that, they seek something further; they
seek to stop that incidental taking of passengers really—
because you cannot say it affects cargo at all

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Not yet.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Nor can it in my mind.
They seek to stop that incidental carrying of passengers
and cargo—they do not even limit it to cargo, they
demand the stoppage of passengers also—which has been
carried on by oversea vessels, principally mail steamers,
from the first, and which has helped to give us these
vastly improved, more regular and more speedy oversea
services. As the income of the lines has been increased

%to some extent by that traffic, it has assisted in enabling
our producers to obtain a regular, ready, quick outlet
for their productions, and especially the productions of
perishable goods, in the British markets. I do not
think it is in the interest of Australia to reduce the
capability of those lines to improve their vessels, in-
crease their refrigerating space, and increase the speed
of landing perishable goods on the British market. But
leaving that out of the question altogether —and I ven-
ture to say I have the Australian interest quite as much
at heart as any of the other Australian delegates—l
think it is rather unkindly, especially in the case of
British vessels, to interfere with the incidental and in no
way seriously competitive trade, especially passenger
trade, which has always been conducted between one
Australian port and another in the course of a long over-
sea voyage. 'Then again it is reducing one of our own
conveniences. Why should a passenger, if he wishes
to go by a certain boat, or if the circumstances require
him to go by that boat, be precluded ? That convenience
is there, and is offered by British ships regularly every
week, and I consider we should not deprive ourselves of
it. Care of our own interests, where they are affected,
is shown when we drop the principle as we do in that
Majority Report of the Royal Commission as regards
Western Australia. There is no railway there, and
although our coastal boats are very good—excellent, many
of the new ones—according to the Royal Commission
Majority Report, travellers without the oversea steamers
might not get sufficiently comfortable or frequent boats.
Therefore, we at once propose to drop our principle for
the sake of that convenience. Well, I say if that should
be done with Western Australia, there is greater reason
to do it in the case of Tasmania. Now that is from the
Australian standpoint. Probably the rest of the Aus-
tralian delegation will not take my view. I would put it
to them, however, whether they cannot consider two
things. One is that if there is to be restriction it should
so apply, that the danger should not exist to which Mr.
Hughes has alluded—of vessels carrying goods, and
making only short voyages from Australia, such as up to
Java and Singapore, then coming round the coast and
making a regular trading voyage in effect, but escaping
because it was not so in name. That could be got over
by settling that incidental trade of vessels taking cargo
or passengers, but if not cargo, then passengers, from
one port to another of Australia should not be con-
sidered coastal trade when the vessels are engaged in an
oversea voyage which begins and ends beyond certain
latitudes. That would secure Australia from any serious
interference with the coastal trade, which might take
place if you did not except Singapore or some of those
near places. I would suggest whether they could not
meet the British representatives to that extent. And
further than that, I would like to point out to Sir William
Lyne that his Ministry introduced another Bill—l think
it wai the first Arbitration Bill—and it was proposed in
that Bill to take means to stop any passengers or cargo
being carried by boats on the Australian coast unless
Australian conditions had been complied with. Sir
William Lyne was not in charge of that Bill but another
Minister, and it was advocated while it was before Parlia-
ment that the conditions should be made to apply to the
whole of the voyage, and cause British boats to have to
compete with boats of other nations on the whole voyage
under those higher wages conditions. That you will see
in Hansard.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE: I believe that is correct.
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not know whether
Sir William Lyne is in the position of saying whether
his Bill would go to that extent, but it might go to
that extent. However, I do recognise that there is one
great difficulty in this matter, arguing from my stand
point—that is that New Zealand, which has a similar law, has
already received assent to its Act. That creates a great
difficulty. The law is in existence in New Zealand which
has been assented to by Great Britain, and 1 recognise
that that makes a difficult position for those who are
against the provision; still for reasons given I must
emphatically protest against the adoption of this resolu-
tion in its fullest form, and hope that there may be some
opportunity—and I shall, if there is opportunity, raise
the question later when we are dealing with the resolu-
tion—of some compromise, and that we shall not go to the
extreme limits indicated by the motion.

Mr. ANDERSON : Might I say a few words in
supplement to what Mr. Hughes has said. I thought
Mr. Hughes, with reference to the incidental wage provi-
sion in particular, spoke rather lightly. I think he was
inclined to dismiss it as a piece of special pleading. Now
I can assure him it is nothing of the kind. It is obvious
for the purposes of this argument the oversea steamer is
really two steamers. It is a large steamer carrying oversea
cargo and passengers, and it is relatively a small steamer
carrying coastal passengers. I f instead of being one
steamer it was two, nobody would suggest because a man
had a small coastal steamer, and he also owned a large
oversea steamer, that he should pay the coastal rate of
wages on the oversea stedmer, yet that is precisely the effect
of the provisions of the Bill. In fact, take the case of an
oversea steamer arriving at Fremantle. It has the whole
of its cargo space occupied with oversea traffic and, say,
75 per cent, of its passenger space—1 wish it were always
so—occupied by oversea passengers. And yet the moment
that steamer gets to Fremantle you say that although it
is oversea traffic, it becomes coastal traffic; and similarly
on the voyage home you say that the oversea trade and
passengers which the ship picks up at Sydney or Melbourne
is not oversea trade until the vessel has left Fremantle
In fact, in trying to redress a disparity which I do not be-
lieve exists, in trying to redress that apparent inequality
you are going to create an infinitely larger disparity adverse
to the oversea steamer. That is a concrete reason on that
particular point. I should like to treat the subject a little
more generally on the lines laid down by Sir William
Lyne the other day. He said this is most important to
Australia, and the Government of Australia must settle
it with a desire to do the best possible for the Australian
public and to harass as little as possible the oversea ship.
Well, now, 1 am quite content to deal with it on these
lines. But apply the test. Is it conceivable, from the
point of view of the public interest, that it is a good
thing to deny the Australian public all the coastal pas-
senger facilities which you can secure ? And from the
point of view of the oversea shipowner, I say it is distinctly
unfair to call upon him to submit to two sets of con-
ditions ; and, mind you, they are not all temporary
conditions like wages—that condition ceases at Fremantle
—but many of the conditions, like accommodation, will
be operative continuously throughout the voyage, and to
the extent that immediately the ship gets off the coast
these conditions are of a more stringent nature than those
required of bei oversea competitor. The unfortunate
incidental trader will be at a heavy disadvantage as
compared with the oversea competitor who does not trade
on the coast. I do not think, despite all that has been
said, that the oversea steamer is a competitor in an
oppressive sense with the coastal lines, that the competi-
tion has had any detrimental effect on the coasting trade ;
in fact, the best evidence you can have of that is that the
coastal companies shew excellent results. I can only say so
far as the oversea shipowner is concerned, even in his
wildest dreams he never expects to show equally good
profits. I am speaking, of course, only of vessels in the
Australian trade. But Mr. Hill has told you that the
average result is under 4 per cent, over the whole field
of shipping enterprise. I do not like to use the word,
but if I may borrow it from Mr. Dugald Thomson, I
should like to suggest that these provisions are conceived
in a rather unfriendly spirit as towards the British over-
sea shipowner. I think it is a little hard to deny him
that assistance to his oversea earnings.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: The arguments that Mr.
Anderson has used might just as well be applied to
our laws regarding the allowing or not allowing
persons to be Drought into Australia under cheap wages.

Our laws are exactly the same, and this is hinged on very
much to that. We do not allow a contract to be made
outside Australia which would bind a person for two or
three years to a cheap rate of wage, so we do not want
shipping companies to be trading on our coast and em-
ploying men at a cheap rate of wage. The two go to a
large extent hand in hand. I do not think Mr. Anderson
is right in imagining that anything we are doing is done
in a spirit of hostility to the shipping companies. That
is not the case so far as I know ; but I do know that the
coastal shippers have expressed their opinion on more
than one occasion to the fact that their trade is very
seriously interfered with by the oversea boats. I do not
know what their profits are ; but it certainly seems that
they have not been satisfactory. I do not know what
Mi. Mills would say, but I want to assure Mr. Anderson
that so far as Australia is concerned, and I am quite sure
Sir Joseph Ward would say the same for New Zealand,
that it is not out of a spirit of hostility, but it is from a
spirit of justice to our own people. That is the object
we have in deciding this.

. Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What about Western
Australia ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: You know perfectly well
that is a special case, and it cannot be brought up as
dialing with this question at all. The reason for that,
and this is the plain truth, is because we have got our
West Australian Members in our House of Parliament;
that is the real truth. And they are anxious to keep
open that particular channel until such time as the rail-
way is built. I have not any doubt that they have the
idea that by keeping this open it will help to build that
railway. That is a general case and nothing to do with
the principle, and I think those who know the intricacies
of this epjestion will admit that the reason I have given
is the right one, and it has nothing to do with the general
principle at all. I only just wanted to say a word or two
in reply to Mr. Anderson. I would like to say in replyto the speech made by Mr. Hill when he depicted such a
terrible possible state of things, he did not depict the
actual state of things. Now, we have heard that
sort of thing in Australia and on other pieces of legisla-
tion that we have passed under the Commonwealth,but it has never come to pass, because we are still goingahead by leaps and bounds and Australia is wealthier
than ever.

Mr. FERNIE : Except the shipowners.
Hon. W . M. HUGHES: The P. & 0. have just put on

four new cargo boats.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : This state of things we often
see. At the same time we are going on; we do not injure
our own people, and we do not injure those who come
and trade with us.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : May I say one word
with regard to what Mr. Anderson and Mr. Thomson
have said. I take it they have expressed very ably (he
practical objections to applying what we may call
Australian conditions to the incidental coasting trade.This resolution really speaks of the classes of vessels to
which the conditions imposed by Australian laws should
be applicable, ft does not express the opinion of this
Conference that they should all be applied, but it assertsthat it is for the Colonial Legislature to decide.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If the Conference thinks that
s' i f those conditions are such that they ought not to
apply at all to certain cases, then they can vote against it.
If they think it a matter of expediency, they might votefor it and then introduce such other amending resolutions
as they think fit.

Mil. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I am rather anxious
we should be unanimous ; it does not commit you to say
every condition is applicable.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE: I do not think it is possible
we are likely to be unanimous over this question, but
referring to some of the remarks made by Mr. Anderson,I have had placed in my hands the passenger fares takenfor the twelve months ending Ist October, 1898, andthe 30th September, 1899, for these boats, and the totalsum is £66,477.

Mr. ANDERSON : I should like to know whatrelation that has to the entire trade. Quite apart from
that, I should like to point out that the passenger traffic
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which is carried by the oversea steamers is a traffic
largely created by those steamers. In many cases it
consists of people who are accompanying friends and
relatives so far on their sea journey, and in many other
cases, except where there is no alternative by rail, I think
if you had not got the large passenger oversea steamers,
the people might prefer the rail. That is my point, that
to a large extent it is created by the steamers.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is not the P. & 0. ; it is
the total.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I might add to the
figures given by Sir William Lyne those regarding pas-
sengers between Western Australia and the Eastern States
—they are Sir William's own departmental figures. The
coastal boats have carried during the last six years three-
quarters of the passengers that have passed between West
Australia and the Eastern States; out of 264,000 they
have carried 190,000.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I have given you the whole;,
that is only part.

Mr LLEWELLYN SMITH : May ljead to you what
I conceive to be the substance of what we have come
to, and sec whether we can pass a resolution before
lunch: "That the vessels to which the conditions im-
" posed by the law of Australia or New Zealand are ap-
" plicable should be (a) vessels registered in the Colony
'■while trailing therein, and (o) vessels, wherever regis-
" tercel, while; trading on the coast of the Colony. That
"for the purpose of this resolution a vessel shall
"be deemed to trade if she takes on board cargo or
"passengers at any port in the Colony to be carried to
" and landed or delivered at any other port in the
" Colony."

Mu. MILLS: That declares that the Colonial laws
will apply to a Colonial ship wherever she is. You say
" vessels registered in the Colony or vessels otherwise
" registered trading within the Colony."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: " Whilst trading " ; that was
in my resolution.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes, whilst registered.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH then put the resolution
to (he meeting, and it was unanimously agreed to.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : May we also under-
stand that this exempts people with their tickets and
their cargo? (Agreed.)

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : So far as through tickets are
concerned, I shall be favourable : so far as merchandise is
concerned, we ought to set forth some explanatory clause
to say exactly what we mean, otherwise it can be readily
understood that that bald subsection might leave a very
wide loophole. I will consider that during lunch.

(The Conference adjourned for lunch.)
At the resumption after lunch,

Mr. Lloyd-Georce took the Chair.

'Tin. CHAIRMAN : I have to apologise for my absence
during the last two days; but I hear you have got
on uncommonly well in my absence. Where are we
now '.'

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMUT 11 : Mr. President, when
we were adjourning lor luncheon, there was before us
a question on which I do not think there was any
division of opinion. It was simply as to how we should
express the fact that a vessel should not be deemed to
engage in the coasting trade merely because it carried
between two Colonial ports passengers holding throughtickets to or from some oversea place (people who had
broken their journeys), and one little point was re-
served because- Mr. Hughes was not ciuite satisfied as
to whether it was all right. I have had a little con-
ference with him, and it has now been agreed to putin the word "oversea," so that it shall read, "An
"oversea vessel shall not be deemed to engage in the
"coasting trade merely because it carries between two
"Australian or New Zealand ports," and so on. Ithink that meets his point; otherwise, I think there

was a unanimous opinion as to that resolution.
The CHAIRMAN : I will read it : "An oversea vessel

" shall not be deemed to engage in the coasting trade

" merely because it carries between two or more Aus-
tralian or New Zealand ports, (a) passengers holding
"through tickets to or from some oversea place; (6)
"merchandise consigned on through bill of lading to
"or from some oversea place."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There is a rider in pencil
—" when carried by another oversea vessel."

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes; we have put that
in more neatly by simply saying, " an oversea vessel
"shall not be deemed."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We are drafting something
to meet the case of a ship that drops some cargo, say,at Port A, and, subsequently, that cargo is taken on to
Port B by some other ship.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is covered.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not think it does coverit.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What Mr. Hughes wanted,was that it should be an oversea vessel belonging to the
same company.

Hon. W. ML HUGHES: Yes; but you have token myrider off. I quite agree that under some circumstancesan oversea vessel ought not to be deemed to be engaged
in the coasting trade, but under, other circumstances it
would be. If this were done habitually, it would be.If we define an "oversea vessel" to mean a vessel that
is habitually engaged in travelling from some port ofthe Commonwealth, or to some port of the Commonwealthfrom some place beyond the seas

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That will do.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But it might be held to applvto an oversea vessel or a vessel registered in some placebeyond the sea.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH: Let us make it so—"a"vessel ordinarily engaged"—will that do?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: "Ordinarily and usually."
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH: "Usually engaged in"the oversea trade."
The CHAIRMAN : "In the oversea trade "—I shouldthink that would do. Now, does that meet your view,Mr. Hughes—"a vessel usually engaged in the over-sea trade shall not be deemed to engage in the coast-ing trade merely because it carries between two Aus-"tralian or New Zealand ports, (a) passengers holding"through tickets to or from some oversea place;"(6) merchandise consigned on through bill of lading"to or from some oversea place."
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes. By that, do I under-stand that it means merchandise consigned to a finalport or destination of the oversea ship alluded to—thesecond ship ?
Tui-: CHAIRMAN : Yes.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Well, I think you had better?'_ommonwearth°i' tlon * " S°me *°rt » °f the

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It might not be thefinal port of destination of the vessel, but of the goods.

~ T"\ un
Ai^_AN: "Merchandise consigned onthrough bill of lading to or from some oversea place."

H °uN- _?• _" H UGHES: Yes; to such port as suchmerchandise has been or is in fact consigned..
Thk CHAIRMAN: "Through bill of lading" arereally the words that protect you, Mr. Hughes.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH: If they carried it onit would no longer be a through bill of lading. I thinkthat is all right.
Mb. BELCHES: Assuming that the Orient Com-pany, for instance, took cargo to Australia, a portionof which was for New Zealand, and the originalcargo, we will say, was discharged at Adelaide orMelbourne, and the Orient Company chose to run avessel inter-Colonially between New Zealand and Aus-tralia, it could not very well be brought under thecategory of a coastal ship. Supposing they liked totranship that cargo to another vessel of the sort I have
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just mentioned, and run that across to New Zealand,
would that ship be a coasting ship, or what would she
be ? Or how would it affect goods shipped in the original
ship under a through bill of lading, and going through
to New Zealand ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I understand we are
not providing conjointly for these two Colonies; we are
providing for each separately by itself.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Our law is quite clear upon
the point which Mr. Belcher refers to. In that case
the vessel would be a coastal vessel when she got on
to our coast, and if her cargo was for Auckland, say,
and she then went to Wellington, she could land the
whole at Wellington, and another steamer could come
down on the same line and pick up that steamer's cargo
and carry it to Auckland. We say in our law : " Pro-
" vided that this section shall not apply to ships arriving
" from abroad with passengers or cargo, but not trading
"in New Zealand waters otherwise than for the pur-
" pose of discharging such passengers or cargo in New
" Zealand." What we do there is that we protect our
own coastal trade, but allow the outsider to carry his
cargo to its original destination.

Mr. BELCHER : I take it, that that clause applies
only to the ship which carries its own original cargo
from the port of embarkation to the port of discharge.

The CHAIRMAN : No, another vessel takes it up
again.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am not quite sure what the
effect of this may be—the word " usually "—because we
have, I think, tried to define it in previous resolutions
for the purposes of this resolution; we have said that
a vessel shall be deemed to trade if she takes on board
passengers or cargo to be carried to or landed at any
other port in the Colony. Now, that is what we decided
before lunch—at least, that is the summary that I think
the acting President brought up—and if you put in
the word " usually" it comes into conflict with this
resolution, and does away with what we intended.
A tramp may come, and bring a cargo, and trade from
port to port, but she does not " usually" trade there,
and this was intended to meet the case where a tramp
came under those circumstances, but was not usually
carrying on the trade. So if you put in the word
" usually " there, I am afraid it will give rise to com-
plications.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: "Through bill of
"lading" is quite enough.

The CHAIRMAN : I think that makes it clear.
"A vessel usually engaged in the oversea trade shall
" not be deemed to engage in the coasting trade merely
"because it carries between two Australian or New Zea-
" land ports (a) passengers holding through tickets to
"or from some oversea place; (b) merchandise consigned
"on through bill of lading to or from some oversea
" place."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes; but the point is (his.
No doubt we know what the bill of lading will do, but
we are supposing that the ship A puts this cargo out at
Fremantle. Then ship B comes along and takes it to
Albany, Adelaide, or some other place, or to Hobart.
Now, what we want to insure is that ship B is engaged
in the oversea trade. Therefore, if you knock out the
word "usually," it will read, "no vessel engaged in
"the oversea trade shall be deemed to be engaged in
"the coasting trade" merely by reason of the fact that
it takes merchandise on a through bill of lading from
one port of the Commonwealth to another. Then you
see you will insure that the second vessel shall be en-
gaged at that particular time and on that occasion in
the oversea trade.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : We are in favour of leaving
out the word "usually." I think it is clearer.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well. "A vessel engaged
"in the oversea trade shall not be deemed to engage
"in the coasting trade merely because it carries be-
" tween two Australian or New Zealand ports (a) passen-
" gers holding through tickets to or from some oversea
"place; (b) merchandise consigned on through bill of
" lading to or from some oversea place." All of that
opinion, say "Aye."

Mb. BELCHER : I am not satisfied yet with regard
to the position of New Zealand in connection with

this matter. Let me state a case with regard to our
own conditions. The Shaw-Savill Company, for in-
stance, run one of their big oversea ships to Auckland.
It suits their purpose to tranship their goods from
Auckland to the other New Zealand ports which they
have cargo for. Now, am I to understand this—that
if the Shaw-Savill Company choose to take a vessel
owner and registered in Great Britain, under British
articles of agreement, and trading on the New Zealand
coast, and running down to Auckland and Wellington
—do I understand that that vessel is not engaged in
the coasting trade merely because she is carrying through
goods on a through bill of lading ?

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH: The vessel itself must
be engaged in the oversea trade.

The CHAIRMAN : That is why Mr. Hughes insisted
upon the vessel and not the goods. It was to cover
your point that Mr. Hughes insisted upon this being
the leading sentence.

Mb. BELCHER : We will assume another case where
the ship is an oversea ship. Assuming the same Com-
pany, under the same conditions, has a ship full of cargo
at Auckland; they have a vessel laid up in Welling-
ton with nothing to do, waiting for cargo. Do I under-
stand that that ship, because it is an oversea ship, can
be taken out of Wellington Harbour and taken to
Auckland, and take that cargo down the coast to New
Zealand ?

Mu. NORMAN HILL : As part of the voyage over-
sea.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Do I understand that that
can be done ?

The CHAIRMAN : You are putting another point
now. What you want to get at is establishing a regular
service, as it were, between New Zealand and Aus-
tralia. Y'ou are putting a totally different point now.
You are putting a vessel really engaged in the oversea
trade, which has been laying up in Wellington Harbour
for six or seven months, as the case may be, becauseit has been unable to find anything to do. That is a
different case. She is a bona fide oversea vessel.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : It is absolutely clear in our
country. What would be done in a case of the kind
referred to by Mr. Belcher would be this. The Shaw-
Savill Company, or any other company that has one of
their own steamers in a New Zealand port, could take
that cargo from Auckland to any other port, and land
it, but could take no cargo from New Zealand on the
coast. In practice, that is the usual course. What is
done is, that a steamer arriving at a port which is not
intended to go beyond that port, tranships to the local
steamers under some arrangement.

The CHAIRMAN : Now it is clear that what you
want is to get at the ship—the character of the ship—
whether she is really an oversea ship, or whether she
is only nominally an oversea ship, but really a vessel
engaged habitually in the coasting trade. If the latter,then she ought to be excluded. I think your resolution
carries out this, but if you introduce words of this kind,you would complicate it, and rather weaken the resolu-
tion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I take it, that if such words
were interpreted in an Act of Parliament, the Court
would say thai "oversea trade" meant bona fide en-
gaged in oversea trade—not merely nominally engaged,but bona fide. At least, in drafting a section, I take
it that that is what we should aim at.

Tiik CHAIRMAN : Unless there is anything further
to In- saiel about that, I think we may pass from it.
Is there anything else on item 1 on the Agenda?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Mr. President, on theAgenda of the last Conference we put down the ques-tion of licenses for the coasting trade. By- an accident
that has slipped out here, but possibly it would bewell before passing from this question of the classes of
voyages in which Colonial conditions should be appli-ed ile, that I should just ask a question about that,because- in the Australian Rill (the old Bill) it was
proposed to insert licenses for the coasting trade to
foreign vessels—not British vessels. Thete was a powerof exemption in certain cases—to save treaty rights,I imagine. In the Royal Commission recommendation,the obligation to obtain a license was extended to all
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vessels not registered in the Colony. Well, of course,
we do not know which of those two quite different courses
the Australian Government will eventually adopt; but
if our vessels which wish to engage in the coasting
trade are required to take out a three years' license,
whereas the vessels registered in Australia are not so
obliged, that, on the face of it, is a differentiation
between the two classes of vessels. I do not know that
practically we wish to raise any difficulty about it if
it is a question of machinery —if it is clearly under-
stood that if our vessels are obliged to take out a license
that should be merely a certificate that the vessel coin

plies with Australian conditions, and that there should
be no fees charged which would have the effect of a tax
on British vessels.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, no, no.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : And that there should
be no discretion of any kind to refuse.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If I might say so, what the
Royal Commission had in its mind, was simply that a
shipowner by taking out a license, as it were, attorned
to the jurisdiction and said, "Oh, well, we are willing
"to comply with your requirements; we- wish to trade."
Then, perhaps, there might be a nominal fee to pay
office expenses. That was our idea—there was cer-
tainly no intention to impose anything in the. nature
of a tax.

Mb. NORMAN HILL: We trust there will be no
license required in respect of British vessels. We have
endeavoured, so far as we can, to be reasonable in these
discussions, and if we have to submit British vessels
trading within the defined limits to the jurisdiction
of the Commonwealth, we think we should be treated
like Australian vessels. Your inspectors and surveyors
will be there to see that we are complying with the
conditions, and we venture to hope that when British
vessels have submitted themselves in that way, you will
not superadd the condition that they must have
licenses.

Hon. W M. HUGHES : As far as the Commission is
concerned, what I did in following out the evidence was
to amend Clause- _!l«, Part YII of the original Bill
which deals with the issue of licenses. The original
Bill said, " No foreign ship shall engage in the coasting
"trade unless licensed so to do."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : So does the new one.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know what the new
one does-I—l have not seen the new one:—but what I
proposed to do was to strike out the word " foreign "and it then would apply to all ships, including Colonial
ships. No ship. Colonial or other, can trade without
a license. The license is issued to all vessels conform-
ing to local conditions, just as clearance papers are
issued at present.

Tin. CHAIRMAN: There would be no discrimina-tion at all against the British ships.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is what we proposed,and I think it is the safer and better way.
The CHAIRMAN : What does Sir William Lyne sayabout that ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not see any such
recommendation.

Mr. HUGHES: I do not say that.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But i( was stated so.I do not see any recommendation that it should applyto British ships only, and not to Australian vessels.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is in 298. We omitted

the word "foreign." I think it was Mr. Trelawney
(I will not be quite sure), of the P. & 0. who suggestedit. He said he thought all ships should be treatedalike, and on his evidence we thought it was a veryproper thing to issue a license to all ships, becausethere might be Colonial ships which were not com-plying with the conditions.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Is there any objection tothis licensing question?
The CHAIRMAN : No; so long as there is no dis-crimination against British ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Strike out the word
" foreign," and then it will apply to all ships.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : I quite agree, it should apply
to all.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well. Now we have to deal
with wages.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I wanted to say one thing
before we get past this. We have not yet dealt in any
way with the trade that takes place between the Pacific
Islands and Australia, as coming under all these resolu-
tions, and I think it would be the proper thing for this
Conference to give an expression of opinion in some
way or other. It was suggested by Sir Joseph Ward,
some little time ago, to take the degrees of longitude
or latitude to which this shall apply, and I think we
should do so; otherwise, we shall get into conflict with
our ships trading, and foreign ships trading, between
Australia and the Islands—that is Fiji, New Hebrides,
and several other islands, the Solomon Islands, and New
Guinea.

Silt JOSEPH WARD: Perhaps, in order to put the
matter right, 1 had better read the motion standing
in my name. It is the bottom part in No. 1 of the
Agenda.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, this had not been disposed
of ? I beg your pardon.

Silt JOSEPH WARD : To a very large extent it
has. My motion was, "That coastal trade should com-
"prise the carriage of cargo or passengers from one port
"to another on the coast of the Commonwealth or New
" Zealand, or between the Commonwealth, New Zea-
" land, and the Islands of the Pacific." Now I want
to explain why I desire to amend the words after " New
" Zealand." With others who are here, I am anxious
to see the trade conserved for those who have invested
large capital in steamships of Austialia and New Zea-
land, and in the interests of officers and crews, to pie-
vent them from the unfair competition of ships that
are paying less wages, or that are, perhaps, inferior
to the ones locally owned. And I moved that motion
with the hope that I might be able to get it through
this Conference. Since I gave notice of motion I have
been looking into the matter very anxiously. I do
not want to submit a proposal here which I feel
sure if not negatived, would meet with a very great
deal of opposition probably from people outside Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, and may not be feasible or
legal.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Why not legal?

Sut JOSEPH WARD: I am just going to explain
why. New Zealand would not agree to have forced
upon them by any Government (I am not referring
specially to the Government of Australia or any other
Government) conditions that might apply to Australian
ships. Under this proposal, if carried, it would mean
that if at any time proposals were brought forward
in Australia for a lower rate of wages for officers and
seamen, they might be forced upon New Zealand also,
and on the other hand I do not think the Australian
Commonwealth would agree to New Zealand having
power to send ships into Australia with New Zealand
conditions which might be different to theirs. We
have made the conditions now in New Zealand, but
the time might arise when the New Zealand Government
might impose different conditions from those of Aus-
tralia and vice rcrsa. I understand that Australia and
New Zealand would work together very largely as
brothers, and would not do anything inimical to the
interests of each other. But it goes a great deal
further than that. It would imply a power of the
British Government, for instance, to control the sea
between Great Britain and Gibraltar, I have satis-
fied myself, and I do not like urging the sugges-
tion, of course, but I can foresee tremendous diffi-
culties arising; and though I should be delighted to
see something of the kind given effect to, I fear that
it would immediately bring into (and one could notobject to it) active hostility of other countries who regardthemselves as having the right to use the sea betweenAustralia and New Zealand as well as ships which are
under the British flag. We have made full provision
now for direct traders that come out to our country toact under our laws when there, and if we attempt toget beyond the three-miles limit, and to go thousands
of miles beyond the ocean to the Pacific Islands, we
should immediately interfere with those vessels that
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have a perfect right equally with ourselves to the sea
traffic across that water. I have myself gived the matter
most careful consideration since I gave notice of this
motion, and I can see that a portion of it would involve-
very considerable difficulties if it were assented to. I
do not see how the principle of it could be applied to
those countries, and to the islands of the Pacific, unless
it were applied to other portions of the seas of the
world, where our own ships might trade, and British
ships might trade, and 1 think it would be a mistake
for us to pass a resolution here that would only require
attention to be drawn to it by powerful countries out-
side, to cause it to be questioned. I prefer, therefore,
to omit what I know to be impossible in practice, rather
than to ask members of the Conference to put on record
a proposal which I feel sure must be impracticable, even
if it were carried.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Mr. President, if Sir Joseph
proposes his motion without that part, the motion is
without effect, because we have settled that question.
But that is not my point at the moment. My point is
that it seems to me there should be some power by the
Commonwealth (and New Zealand, too, if New Zealand
wishes) that ships going from New Zealand or regis-
tered in New Zealand, or registered in the Common-
wealth •

The CHAIRMAN : I beg your pardon, I want to
understand what the motion is. Y'ou propose to omit
all the words after the first " New Zealand " !

Sir JOSEPH WARD : YTes, after the first " New
" Zealand."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: You propose to omit "or
" between the Commonwealth, New Zealand, and the
" islands of the Pacific." That is what Sir Joseph
Ward proposes to omit. Well, I cannot see that the
resolution is any good if that part is omitted, because
this resolution that we have passed says, " That for the
" purpose of this resolution a vessel shall be deemed
"to trade if she takes on board cargo or passengers at
" any port in the Colony to be carried to and landed
"or delivered at any other port in the colony." Well,
1 think the word "Colony" is wrong; I thing it ought
to be "Commonwealth."

Sir JOSEPH WARD : When I gave the notice of
motion defining what it should comprise, the notice of
motion given by you, which has to-day been altered,
and which contains what was in my mind, had not been
given. That was given subsequent to my motion.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It was given before yours.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Well, at all events, the
Agenda has been arranged to-day, and I said earlier
in the day that, as far as I was concerned, if what was
contained in my motion was carried in the first one,
I had not the slightest desire to move the second ; and
in view of the fact that the first has been carried it
is not necessary to move the latter part of mine. I
would just-like to say that that does not take away the
rights of the Commonwealth or New Zealand to have
the right to put a tax upon the vessels

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : That is just the point.
Sib JOSEPH WARD : Ships registered in New Zea-

land or anywhere else we have the right to put a tax
upon. It does not interfere with our right to tax ships
registered, and those are the only ones we would require
to deal with.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Those may not be the only
ones we would have to deal with in Australia.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : You have the same right as
we have.

The CHAIRMAN : Then we go on to 2—that is
wages.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What does Sir Joseph
Ward's resolution really do more than has already been
done ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Sir Joseph is with-
drawing it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Supposing you say that
coastal trade shall include the carriage of cargo or pas-
sengers from any port in New Zealand to any port of

the Commonwealth, that would do something that we
have not done yet in so many words; but I do not
know that there is any necessity to do it.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE: That is not what I am at.
The point 1 am at is that we shall not allow it—that

other ships shall not come and trade with the islands
in the Pacific on different terms to those that are regis-
tered, or that are trading on our coast.

Mr. COX : I shall oppose that.

The CHAIRMAN : The Colonial Office will have
something to say about this.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I want to quote from the
Commonwealth Acts, vol. IV, 1905, No. 19, Section 8.

The CHAIRMAN : What are you quoting from?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The Acts of the Common-
wealth, 1905, N... 19, Section 8, of the Contract Immi-
grants Act, assented to 21st December, 1905. It imposes
certain restrictions upon the importation of persons
under contract to perform manual labour. Section 6
says, "If before the Minister approves the terms of
"the contract, the contracting immigrant lands in Aus-
" tralia—[a) the contract is absolutely void, (b) the
" immigrant is liable to a penalty not exceeding £5, (c)
"the employer is liable to a penalty not exceeding
"£2O"—and so on. Then Section 8 says, "The two
" last preceding sections do not apply to an immigrant
" under a contract or agreement to serve as part of" the crew of a vessel engaged in the coasting trade in
" Australian waters, if the rates of wages specified
"therein are not lower than the rates ruling in the
"Commonwealth." Well, nrw, that contemplates the
case of vessels coming out to Australia with men stay-
ing in that vessel and trading on the coast, in which case,
unless they conic- within that section they can be
treated as prohibited immigrants, if they land or, as
in the case of a ship called the " Century," which
brought men out under an English contract to perform
manual labour within the meaning of the section, and
then took those men, or some of them to, say, Singa-
pore. Now, if they had not gone, men, under contract
made in the Commonwealth, would have had to go and,
with us, the matter amounts to this. An award of
the Arbitration Court will probably be made regulatingthe rate of wages binding the owner to pay a certain
rate of wages to officers and seamen. Now, if a foreign-
going ship can go out, and making Brisbane or Mel-
bourne, say, her headquarters, trade to Fiji or the
Pacific Islands with a crew paid at a lower rate than
this rate, that is certainly a breach of Section 8, and,
in any case, they are persons engaged to perform
a contract of manual labour (I mean the crew are) inthe Commonwealth at a rate lower than that which
obtains in the Commonwealth, and therefore, we
must have the right to say, as to the Pacific
and the Fijian trade at any rate, that vessels en-
gaged in that trade must comply with Colonial con-
ditions, because as a matter of fact, with the ex-
ception of the German boats and a few sailingvessels, they are all boats registered in the Com-
inonweaKh, and i( would not do, Mr. President,at all to allow habitual (railing amongst the islands—
a trading that has been entirely in the hands of
the Colonists now for a very long period—to go out
of out hands, which it would if this addendum
is not added to that resolution. It does not follow
that the conditions will be the same for the Pacific
and the islands, as for the Commonwealth—they mightbe different.—for instance, they are different now in
some cases—you might ship a man in Sydney for£5 a month for the island trade, you cannot shiphim under £7 for the ordinary coastal trade ; but what-
ever the conditions are, they should be uniform; theyshould be the same for all ships

Sir JOSEPH WARD : You can do the same in a
schooner now on the Australian coast; you can ship a
man at a lower rate than you do on a steamer.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You cannot ship himunder £7.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yrou can ship him at a varyingrate on a schooner.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I was talking of the islandtrade when I mentioned £5,
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This Section 8, to which
Mr. Hughes refers, only deals, I think, with the rate
of wages in the coasting trade in Australian waters.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am saying so.

'The CHAIRMAN : Does Mr. Hughes now propose
that they should be extended to the Fijian trade?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I say most emphatically,
that if your base of operations is in the Commonwealth,
then the section applies, of course. It is a contract or
agreement to perform some act, or a series of acts, of
v/hich one, at any rate, is performed within the Com-
monwealth. You come into the Commonwealth—you
come within the Commonwealth—and certainly the section
applies.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But do I understand, Mr.
Hughes, that your argument is, that there is a law in
existence which gives the Commonwealth power to fix
the rate of wages to the Pacific Islands?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, no.

Mr. COX : In the first place, as regards ships regis-
tered in Australia or as regards vessels whose first port
of clearance is in the Commonwealth, the laws of the
Commonwealth undoubtedly apply, but as regards over-
sea ships that come and trade on the Australian coast,
and then go on to Fiji and the islands of the Pacific,
I question very much the right of Australia to apply
its laws to those vessels. As to ships registered in
Australia, they apply under the Merchant Shipping Act
already. But what I do deprecate is, making the Aus-
tralian conditions apply to a ship that comes from
elsewhere outside the Commonwealth and goes to a
Commonwealth port. Of course, while she is coasting,
she complies with the Commonwealth conditions, but
I do not like those conditions being applied when she
engaged in a further trade to Fiji and the islands of
the Pacific. You might as well extend it to Singapore
and so on.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : My argument is not in con-
flict with that position; because you admit that a vessel
that has touched Fremantle first is under Colonial law
until she reaches Sydney, and then she proposes to go
from Sydney to Fiji. Now from Fremantle to Sydney
you admit she should, or ought to be, under Colonial
conditions.

The CHAIRMAN : If she is carrying goods.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Certainly. That I say
is in respect to any contract made to perfoim manual
labour in the Commonwerlth—that is to say, supposing
she takes on at Sydney any persons to go to Fiji—sup-

flosing she is short of men, undoubtedly, the Colonial
aw will apply to that ship, whether she proposes to

go to Fiji or whether she proposes to go anywhere else
while within our jurisdiction

Sir- WILLIAM LYNE : Not within our jurisdiction
unless we make it so.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Well, if you like to sur-
render that right.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am not surrendering any-
thing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I say clearly she is within
our jurisdiction.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It seems to me that a
great deal is involved in this proposal, and that a good
deal of injury, even to Australian shipping and cer-
tainly to British shipping, might lie behind it. For
instance, how can we interfere with a German or French
vessel ? They do now a large trade in the Pacific ; they
come on to Sydney with a cargo from the Pacific—how
can we attempt to impose our law on those vessels ?

The CHAIRMAN : Especially with regard to wages.
Taking a German ship, supposing we, here, imposed a
condition on German vessels or French vessels, and said,
"We will not allow you to carry from a British port
"to Spain or Norway or anywhere else unless you pay
" the British rate of wages."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Then it amounts to this :
that we are not in the same position. No doubt they
could retaliate on jou, but I do not see how they could

retaliate on us, and, after all, you know, all this regard
for other people's welfare is merely (with all deference
to you, Mr. President) a consideration of one's own
interests, and all the time you are thinking "What
" will happen to our shipping if we do so-and-so?"
But what can they do to us more than they are doing
now? The Germans can do no worse than they are
doing now.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : They can differentiate
against your trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not blame them for
that at all.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not think we really
take up this attitude, that we are not to consider how
British shipping will be affected.

Mr. COX : I will tell you what the result will be.
The German retaliation will be on Great Britain. Of
course Australia may not mind that. The Germans for
that purpose, regard the British Empire as one, and they
have already shown that they will retaliate, not on
the Colonies so much as on Great Britain—by iaising
their tariff on British goods.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : If you go to that, it will go
all over the world. We had better stop. If you go to
that, they can do it in any case, and we will give them
an opportunity of doing it as far as Australia is con-
cerned.

Mr. COX : They will do it to Great Britain.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But that argument will apply
to an alteration of a preferential tariff or anything else.
If you bring that argument into this, and that is going
to have effect, it will destroy altogether what we want.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: If, as a result of this Im-
perial Conference, you decide to recommend your
Government to impose a preferential tariff, what will
be the result as regards Germany? Here is a nation,
Mr. President, that imposed this restriction; it says
to the Norddeutscher Lloyd as a condition precedent
to receiving its subsidies, "You must not carry Aus-
tralian meat, grain, or dairy produce into our country."

Mr. DUNLOP : How will this affect foreign ships ?How will it affect our own ships ? There is a largebusiness done on timber-charter by Australians with
British ships, in which, under the contract, the coasting
trade is excluded with a view of avoiding bringing us
under Colonial conditions. I have one ship now char-
tered, trading from India to Australia, for instance.
Supposing they ordered me to go to Fiji. I could not
refuse to go. I look at my map, and I see that Fiji
is not one of the ports of the Colonies; therefore I
could not refuse to go to Fiji; and yet if this were
passed, I would be (Obliged to refuse. I should never
know where I was. Australia might at once go and
include Singapore, Hong Kong, or any other of the
British. Colonies, and say, "You must not trade there."
We would not know how to conduct our business if such
a thing were done.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I would like to ask Sir
William Lyne this : German and French vessels trade
largely in the Pacific, and American and other nation-
alities also. If a vessel comes down to Australia with
cargo collected in the Pacific and lands it at Sydney,does he mean to say that he prevents that cargo land-
ing unless subject to Australian conditions as regards
wages ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is entirely a differentposition. I do not say that, but what I want is, as far
as the trade is concerned between the Commonwealth anil
the Islands, that if a vessel comes down, as Mr. Hugheshas described, and leaves part of her cargo on the coast
or does coastal trade, anil then goes off and trades be-
tween Australia and the Pacific Islands, I contend that
we should have a right to say what wages that vesselshould pay to the men she has engaged in Australia,and under what conditions she should trade if she is
going to trade between the Pacific Islands and Australia.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Suppose she calls atAustralia to pick up cargo.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not know that we havea legal right to interfere with her. That is a questionof law as to whether we have a legal right to interfere
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with that vessel ; but what I am broadly trying to get
at is this—that there shall not be indiscriminate trading
between fir- Pacific and Australia by foreign vessels with-
out our having a say in regard to the conditions.

Mu. DUGALD THOMSON : But how are you going
(o arrive at that? Y'ou propose that that vessel should
have taken coastal cargo first of all.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: She should be a trading
coasting vessel.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : If you only mean to
apply it to trading coastal vessels, she might extend her
journey to Fiji.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Or she may come there with
the intention of trading between Australia and Fiji.
That is what I want.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is the difficulty.
Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Thai is more limited.

perhaps, than I think we understood. It is only reallythe men taken on in Australia—the seamen shipped inAustralia—the wages contract made in Australia.
' Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not think the Con-
ference realises that the Islands of the Pacific ought
to be (if they are not) OUT exclusive monopoly so far
as trading is concerned. t do not mean to say ex-
cluding Great Britain; I mean excluding ForeignPowers. Gnat Britain has been rather lax in one
or two arrangements made lately, and I am sure
of this, that the trade of the Pacific, if not strenu-
ously fought for, will go entirely into the hands of the
Germans.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : It is going very fast now, I
am sorry to s.iy.

Hon. W". M. HUGHES: We have to heavily subsi-
dise in order to mak3 any fight at all. The Germans
are subsidising boats. They mn thtir boats practically
at a loss on purpose to get the trade, and they aremost formidable competitors. Ido not profess any great
brotherly love for the Germans myself; I leave that
to other people.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I shall be very glad to do
anything at all

The CHAIRMAN : I understand Sir William Lyne'sproposal is that these conditions with regard to wagesshall apply to a crew picked up in Australia for the
Fijian trade, and not to a crew got in Great Britain
or outside Australia. Sir William simply wants these
wages conditions to apply to a contract entered into inthe Colony—a crew picked up there.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Of course, you know thekind of trade there is.
The CHAIRMAN : You could not engage men at all

unless you paid them the current rate of wages.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You know the kind of

trade that is done. This is not hypothetical at all—it is a concrete fait. They take stores and things tothe Islands, and trade them for the produce of theIslands. Sydney is the main distributing centre, and
thence copra, oil, nutmegs, and so on are sent all overthe world. Now for this trade we are very convenientlysuited, and we have a very large amount of capital in-vested in it, and I am bound to say we cannot keep
up that rate which we consider sufficient for wagesand for decent livinsr in Australia if we are going tocompete against people who only pay one-third of it.
Wo cannot do it.

The CHAIRMAN; But yours is rather a differentpioposa!, is it not, Mr. Hughes? Would you imposethose conditions as to wages with regard to the sailorswho have been engaged outside Australia?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: When a ship comes, sav.with oversea cargo, or in ballast, to Sydney, and thenproceeds to Fiji, and coine-s back loaded from Fiji, ifshe is going on with that loading to England, I do notthink we have any right to bother with her, but if sheis going to discharge that loading at Sydney, or tran-ships at some other Australian port, into one of theboats that bring South Sea trade to Sydney, and transfertheir cargo into an oversea vessel, that is coastal trade,and local conditions should be observed.

11—A. sa.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : Would not this meet the
position. Supposing the Conference pass a resolution
" That it be a recommendation to the Imperial Govern-
" ment to direct" (Fiji being a Crown Colony) "that
" boats that return cargoes from Fiji to Australia are
"not to be cleared unless they pay the same rate of
" wages as British ships trading within Australian
" waters." I do not think you can get over the diffi-
culty that we cannot legislate we cannot get legisla-
tion passed—for ships outside our own waters, and once
you gel into the ocean, it is outside our own waters.
Rut if you can insure that the rate of pay (that is
one of the important matters we are on) on ships going
from Sydney to Fiji is to be the same as in the case
of your coastal trade, and that the Crown Colony, before
charing that ship, say, from Fiji to Sydney, would
impose the returning of the crews upon its articles at
the same rate of pay that you were paying, that
w.uld to a very large extent get over the point you are
raising.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Certainly.

Mb COX : May I say that Mr. Hughes has got all
he wants already. The first part of the clearance of
that small ship is in the Commonwealth, and the Com-
monwealth conditions apply.

The CHAIRMAN : Of course, we have not got a
motion before us, and therefore we ought to know reallywhat it is that is proposed. Sir William Lyne's motionI can quite understand, but Mr. Hughes's proposal is
a very different one, and it seems to me to be, with all
respect, an almost impossible one, if I understand it.
Perhaps I do not, and that is what I want to know.
Take a German ship calling at Sydney and then pro-
ceeding, with a German crew engaged in Hamburg, toFiji. Do I understand that if she picks up a cargo(according to Mr. Hughes's proposal) at Sydney, and
proceeds to Fiji, she has got to pay the Australian rateof wages for the whole of her crew engaged in Ger-
many, and that otherwise she is not to proceed on her
voyage ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, that is not my pro-position, and I do not think that any sane person wouldever dream of it.

The CHAIRMAN : I quite agree.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What I was suggesting isthis—that first of all we never hope to enforce our law,not only on German ships, but on British ships, out-side the territorial limits. No doubt, they will paydirectly they get out of our jurisdiction their usualrate of wages. If a German vessel goes to Sydney,transfers its cargo into a Fijian boat.—which later comesback from Fiji and transfers its cargo in turn into abig Norddeutscher-Lloyd—the Fijian boat has been en-gaged in the coasting trade. Here is a crew engagedat Hamburg or Bremen for a three years' period, atGerman rates; it is competing directly with Burns-Philips and other Colonial firms, and to all intents andpurposes, Sydney being, the headquarters, they are work-men in the Commonwealth, and they are competingwith our own men. We say on such a boat (which
is very different from an oversea boat within the mean-
ing you were speaking of just now. going all the wayto Hamburg) on such a boat Colonial conditions oughtto apply. We cannot make them apply except in theport of Sydney. I admit that at once. Sir Josephsuggested that an arrangement might be made that the
Crown Colony should fall in with us. I do not knowabout that, but I do say that, so far as Sydney is con-
cerned, Section 8 ought to apply.

The CHAIRMAN : A crew engaged in Sydney?

Hon. W .M. HUGHES: No; this applies to personsengaged elsewhere to perform a contract in the Common-
wealth, but it says that it shall not apply to personsengaged to serve as part of the crew in a vessel engagedin the coasting trade in Australian waters. Obviouslyit applies, then, to seamen. It is a question whetherthis section will not catch them. If it does not I haveno doubt at all in my own mind that the Common-wealth Parliament would, when it was pointed out tothem, ana nil it so that it would.

Mb. HAyELOCK WILSON : Might I say a word onthis. I think it would work its own cure. Under theAustralian Act, I understand, there is a clause that
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seamen may leave their ships in Australia. I under-
stand that is a pioposal in the Bill.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is a proposal; it is
not a law.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I say it is a proposal
in the Bill that a seaman may leave his ship in Aus-
tralia, and he cannot be arrested.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You mean to say that he
may give up his contract?

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes, and you would
not send him to gaol.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, no.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Now then, there is a
German ship—the smaller class of vessel that Mr.
Hughes refers to—I know the class of vessel. She
engages her crew in Hamburg for a three years' voyage.
When they get out to Sydney, they trade directly to
Ocean Island or other islands in the Pacific, picking up
cargo and bringing it back to Sydney for the big boats.
Now I take it that those German seamen, when they
know they can leave their ships without being sent to
gaol

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But they cannot leave with-
out being sent to gaol.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Wait till I have finished
my story. I say the proposal

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But this is the law, and the
proposal will not alter the law.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : Wait till I have
finished. The natural thing for the Germans would be
to leave their ship, because they say, " If we leave this
"ship and engage on other vessels, we will get the Aus-
" tralian rate of wages." Well, now, that German
vessel has got to replace these men, and if the Aus-
tralians limit the engagement to the men in Sydney and
say, " If you engage crews in Sydney to go down to the
" Fiji Islands, vou will have to pay the Australian rate
" of wages."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is all very well in
theory.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : But is not that how it
would work out in practice?

The CHAIRMAN : That is what I understand to be
Sir William Lyne's proposal.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The law is that directly
these German seamen deserted and come on shore, Sir
William Lyne, or whoever is in office, would have them
arrested as prohibited immigrants. No doubt he would,
because he is a man of that kind. The contract, theywould be rejoiced to know, was absolutely void, but
they themselves (and this would quench their joy a
little) would be mulcted in a penalty of not exceeding
£5 each.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : But may I point out toMr. Hughes that they do not do that now. There are
hundreds of men who desert from German ships in the
Colonies.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, there are not.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I can assure MrHughes that I see many German ships arriving from
Sydney and elsewhere with English crews on board,who have engaged on those German ships in the Coloniesat the Australian rate of wages.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I say a word as tothe danger of some of these proposals. It may be
desirable, of course, from an Australian standpoint thatwe should impose the Australian late of wages on all•ships trading in the Pacific. First of all, of course,there is the question into which I will not enter, asto whether it is our legal right to do so, but apart from
that altogether there are meat dangers that we willcome to decisions that will be injurious to Australia
in this conenction. These French vessels and German
vessels are not merely trading in the Pacific and carrv-mg British trade: they are in many cases trading inthe Pacific and carrying the trade "of their ownpendencies—the French from New Caledonia, Loyalty

Islands, and the New Hebrides, in which latter there
is a joint Protectorate; the Germans from Samoa, the
Solomon Islands, and German New Guinea. Well, that
trade is going voluntarily to Sydney, and the goods
either for sale there or for transhipment to other por-
tions of the world. If we are to impose on these vessels
the rate of pay equivalent to our own (I mean that
of Australia), we would only force that business away
from Australia, and the accompanying employment of
labour which it gives would also be forced away from
Australia, either to a concentrating centre in the Islands,
whence it would go to Europe or we may direct it
to Singapore, and it would pass the borders of Aus-
tralia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not agree at all.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do, and to a certain
extent that is being done now, and it will be done to a
much larger extent if we try to get that power over
those vessels. Then again, there is this—that the pro-
posals of Sir Joseph Ward that the Fiji Government
should enforce a law that the rate of payment of wages
on vessels from Fiji to Australia should be the Aus-
tralian rate, and that the same should be enforced from
the other end to the Commonwealth would mean this
possibly—that Fiji, a Crown Colony, would be avoided
—that the trade, a lot of which is now concentrated
at Fiji from the other Islands, would avoid Fiji, and
go to another port outside altogether the jurisdiction
of the British Government. It is not a question of
the desirability of what you are proposing; it is a
question of the possibility, and of the dangers that we
may create in trying to avoid other dangers now exist-
ing. That is what I say. It is a very serious question,
and it is a widely-stretching question. It knocks against
international law ; it knocks against international comity ;
and it may strike at, instead of benefiting, the interests
of Australia. So that I think we ought to very
seriously consider before we attempt to do what may
only be a partial thing, and what will really have, I
think, very little effect in benefiting anybody.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do you not think that Aus-
tralia would take care to do nothing to injure Australia?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Well, the proposal is
before us now, and we are asked to accept it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It does not say that we will
do it, whether we accept it here or not.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What is the use of our
proposing to do here things that will not be carried
out?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I disagree with your ideas
absolutely. As Mr. Hughes says, supposing these
foreign ships did go away, there would be no tears wept
in Australia, because there are plenty of ships lying inthe harbours there that would take the work up.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But the work would be-
taken elsewhere ; it would not be done by those ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Colcnel Burns, during thetime our Government was in—and since, I believe—has said clearly enough, that only by increased sub-
sidies can he carry on at all. Now Sir William Lyneand Australia generally have gone for raising the tariffagainst the foreigrer.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Against the Islands,too.

The CHAIRMAN: We ought to have before us
some definite proposal, because I confess I am not quiteclear even now as to the extent to which the proposalgoes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I will move that Aus-tralian conditions shall apply on those ships.

The CHAIRMAN : Please write it down, because it
is very important. This raises very important inter-national questions.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : My motion was :—
"That the Conference recommends that the Aus-tralian and New Zealand Governments make pro-

vision that the crews shipped in the Commonwealthand New Zealand for Fiji and the Pacific Islandsbe paid at the current rate of the coastal wages ofthose countries."
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Mr. NORMAN HILL: Might I put it to Sir Joseph
—is it a question for the Conference to recommend .
Is it not rather this : -" That the Conference recom-
" mends in regard to seamen engaged or shipped in the

' Colonies that the Commonwealth shall make what regu-
" lations it pleases."

Sir JOSEPH WARD : You are quite right.

The CHAIRMAN That is a very different proposal
from Air. Hughes's. 1 thought that was Sir William
Lyne's proposal.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : My first suggestion was, and
what I had in my mind was, that if we could possibly
do it, we might lay down the line of demarcation
whereby e:ur coastal trade conditions would take effect,
and by doing that bring in an area which would cover
those islands which we desired to see the trade carried
to, so that they would be put on the same conditions as
our own. That is really what was in my mind.

Mr. Hughes here handed in a motion to the Chairman.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : 1 will read my motion
again :—■

" That the Conference recommends that the Aus-
tralian and New Zealand Governments make pro-
vision that the crews shipped in the Commonwealth
and New Zealand for Fiji and the Pacific Islands
be paid at the current rate of the coastal wages of
those countries."

The CHAIRMAN : This is Mr. Hughes's motion :—
" That Australian conditions should apply to all

ships engaged in trading between any port of the
Commonwealth and the Islands of the Pacific."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is the same thing.
The CHAIRMAN : No, that really applies to the

case I put, and as to which Mr. Hughes said that no
sane person would possibly accept it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : One moment, Mr. Presi-
dent. Where does it differ ? What is your objection ?

The CHAIRMAN : There is this difference. I tried
to point it out before, and Mr. Norman Hill has pointed
it out. That applies to crews engaged in the Colonies
on contracts actually entered into in your jurisdiction.
This is a much wider thing. This applies to the whole
trade. Wherever a labour contract is entered into, it
will have to be covered by Australian conditions. That
is much more sweeping, and besides, it is impossible to
enforce it owing to international law.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : With all deference, Mr.President, I want to point out to you that under the
Statute Law of Australia, which you cannot overlook—which is assented to, and which is now the law—the
only question that can arise is whether they can be
said to perform any work in Australia at all. But ifthey can be (and I think they can myself), then I
say they come within the scope of the Contract Immi-grants' Act, No. 19, of 1905. The only persons ex-
empted are the persons engaged at rates not less than
those obtaining in the Commonwealth in the coastingtrade of Australia. These men do not receive such
rates; therefore the section applies. Or if they are
not engaged in the coastal trade within the meaning of
the Act, then the section applies.

The CHAIRMAN : Which section is that?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Section 8.
The CHAIRMAN : "The two last preceding sections"do not apply to an immigrant under a contract or

"agreement to serve as part of the crew of a vessel
"engaged in the coasting trade in Australian waters."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Therefore it does apply topersons engaged in other than that. The "two last
"preceding sections" are merely the penal sections.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : While that is being looked up,I will read this :—
"That this Conference recommends that the Aus-

tralian and New Zealand Governments have theright to make provision that the crews shipped inthe Commonwealth and New Zealand for Fiji and
the Pacific Islands be paid at such rates of wages asthose Governments decide."

The CHAIRMAN: The crews shipped within your
jurisdiction?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes.

Mr. BELCHER: This does not go far enough. Let
us look at the thing from the New Zealand point of
view for a moment. New Zealand has got very large
interests in the Pacific, and they are affected in exactlythe same way as the Australian interests that are
running to the Pacific. Now what I want to point out
to the Conference is this : that there is no very great
violation of principle in doing what Mr. Hughes and
Sir \\ illiam Lyne are asking for. For this reason—
when a ship comes from Great Britain or any other part
of the world and engages in the coastwise trade of New
Zealand, it does not matter where her contracts are
made, or where they arc, that vessel has got to conform
to New Zealand law. There is the principle right away
established that they cannot interfere with the coasting
trade. Well, now, the coasting trade is no more
purely the New Zealanders' or the Australians' than any
Other trade is, but we think it highly necessary that
that trade should be protected, and incidentally we want
to protect the other ramifications of the trade, which
extend farther than the coast.

The CHAIRMAN: But surely you cannot possibly
suggest that the trade between New Zealand and Aus-
tralia and the Pacific is coasting trade. That is a very
considerable extension of the principle.

Mr. BELCHER : The Chief Justice of New Zealand
has ruled this in a case brought before him recentlyof a dispute respecting the wages—as to whether coastal
rates were payable outside the territorial waters. What
Sir Robert Stout has held is this—that wherever that
shipping was, the coasting rates of wages had to be
paid.

The CHAIRMAN : For a ship registered in the
Colony ?

Mr. BELCHER :. Quite so.

The CHAIRMAN : Of course, she would be amenable
to the jurisdiction of the Colony, but this would be
applicable to British ships registered here, and foreign
ships as well, which are not so amenable.

Mb. BELCHER : The rate has to be paid on the
coast. Y'ou are interfering with other people in other
contracts, are you not ?

Mr. COX : Nobody disputes that.

Mr. BELCHER : Let us look at it from this point
of view, then. New Zealand interests have established
trades, and they have built up at a great deal of ex-
pense these trades with the Islands of the Pacific. Is
is right and proper that the people who do not con-
form to the conditions of New Zealand and Aus-
tralia should be allowed to come in and take that trade
away ?

Mr. COX : May I speak from the point of view of
the British shipowner and the British taxpayer. The
whole of the expense of these Islands in the Pacific
is borne by the British taxpayer. In the New Hebrides
we shall have something like an initial outlay of
£50,000, and £10,000 a year; and it is the same with
Fiji, the same with the Solomon Islands, and the samewith others. They are all paid by the British tax-
payer, and when it is put as if it were entirely a
question of Australian and New Zealand interests, then
I say the British taxpayer is also concerned. He has
been paying for all these years, and do let us considerhim a little.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Surely you would not say thatthese British ships have the right to come down and
injure our trade simply because the British taxpayerhas been paying this money for these periods?

Mb. COX : As I said a little while ago, ships regis-tered in Australia, and ships whose first port of desti-nation is in the Commonwealth, come under Australianconditions. There is no dispute about that. But whatI do think is hard is, that a British shipowner whocomes from oversea, and then coasts in Australia, and
then goes on to Fiji, has got to observe Australian con-
ditions then. That is the only thing I object to.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You will see it says there," to and from."

Colony ?
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Mr. COX : Y'our law covers it as it is in Australia.

The CHAIRMAN: It says, "all ships engaged in
" trading between any port of the Commonwealth and
" the Islands of the Pacific."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : "To and from."
The CHAIRMAN : Where does that come in?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know where it does
come in, I am sure ; I cannot see it from here.

The CHAIRMAN : This is Sir Joseph Ward's reso-
lution : " That this Conference recognises that the Aus-
" tralian and New Zealand Governments have the right
"to make provision that the crews shipped in the Com-
" monwealth and New Zealand for Fiji and the Pacific
" Islands be paid at such rate of wages as the respective
"Governments elect to fix."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It dees not say "crews en-
"gaged in Australia or New Zealand"?

The CHAIRMAN : "Shipped in the Commonwealth."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : " Shipped.-" Well, all I
have to say is this, that that resolution is not wanted
at all. We already have that right. It has been con-
ceded to us already, and we do not want any further
recognition of that right. We have the right to ship
men under what conditions we like in the Common-
wealth.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : But at the Common-
wealth rate of wages. You do not say that up to now.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But you are not going to say
what rate of wages we shall pay.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I understand that reso-
lution to say that a man engaged in the Colonies will
be shipped at the Commonwealth and New Zealand rate
of wages.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We can do that without
asking anybody else's permission.

The CHAIRMAN : It comes back to what you sug-
gested originally—that you wanted to extend it to where
contracts were entered into outside—in Bremen, Lon-
don, or Liverpool. You want to impose Australian
rate of wages the moment they touch the Fiji trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The moment the vessel
touches the Commonwealth, we want to have a voice as
to the conditions to be enforced. We have passed three
Acts already dealing with the matter.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I should like to tell the Con-
ference of a case that has occurred in actual practice
in New Zealand. It has been conveyed to me by my
friend Mr. Mills. It was a vessel called the " Auchen
" Blae." "This vessel was chartered by my Company
" from May, 1904, to January, 1905. On her arrival
" in Auckland in August, 1904, the master was informed
"by the Collector of Customs that he would have to
"comply with the Shipping and Seamen's Act, 1903,
"in respect to manning, adjustment of compasses, and
"surveying; the two latter were waived by the Marine

Department as the vessel had been recently docked
"at Sydney, and she was allowed to proceed to sea"
(she went to Fiji, as a matter of fact) "on the under-
standing that a licensed adjuster gave a certificate" to the effect that her compasses were in good order,
" &c. 'This was done, but the master was compelled
"to increase his crew by three deck and three engine-
" room hands." Now there is a case where our law
stepped in for a vessel going across the ocean to Fiji,and compelled her to increase her crew by six hands.

Mr. DUNLOP : That is one of the cases which Ireferred to which we object to.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : I am alluding to that case inorder to show and to affirm the right I expressed inthat resolution.

The CHAIRMAN : That is an interference on the
ground of unseaworthiness.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I ask Mr.Hughes whether he would assent to foreign Powersexercising the same rights in the German Dependenciesor the French Possessions in the Pacific—whether hewould be willing to allow them to rescind a contract

made with a British seaman, and to allow the lower
rate of wages to be substituted !

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I should be willing to let
them do whatever they can do. Whatever they can do,
let them do. I think that is a perfectly logical position
to take up. Of course. I have no eh übt it may seem ex-
tremely absurd to those who think differently. The
position taken up by the British delegates appears to be
this—that anything we do to safeguard our trade, if it
comes at all into collision with other Powers, is either
absurd or impossible. Now we are proposing (I do not
believe in it myself, but I am supporting a Government
that does, and, of course, that accounts for a good many
things) to raise a tariff in favour of Great Britain and
against the foreigner. Well, they are perfectly at
liberty to exclude Australian products, say, from Ger-
many, and no doubt they will try to do so.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : And you put on a tariff
to exclude the Pacific Islands' products.

The CHAIRMAN : This is really a wider thing than
that, Mr. Hughes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I shall be glad if you will
show me how ?

The CHAIRMAN: If you wanted to lay down a prin-
ciple that anyone trading between Australia ami anyother port in any other part of the world

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not say so.

The CHAIRMAN : But that would be a principle.
Supposing you said that anyone trading between Aus-
tialia and any other part of the world must pay Aus-
tralian wages, that is one proposition; but to confine
that to the Islands of the Pacific is really in substance
an attempt to impose Australian and New Zealand coast-
ing conditions upon the Pacific Islands.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Y.-s.

The CHAIRMAN : That is raising a very big issue.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The position has arisen
owing to the fact that we have not exercised a
suzerainty over the- Pacific: It is rather late in the day,
I know, to think of doing so now.

The CHAIRMAN : That is really what is being raised
now. Well, that is a question which I am afraid c:.n
hardly be discussed here. It is a question that oughtto be raised at the Imperial Conference.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: That is very likely where it
will be raised.

The CHAIRMAN : We can hardly discuss here a
proposition so very far-reaching. This is not reallylabour; you are raising a much bigger issue, which Ido not feel it would be quite in order for us to discuss
here. It may be quite in order to raise it at the
Imperial Conference, but as to that I do not, of course,express any opinion.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Our present system in Aus-
tralia, regarding our customs, and the trailing of the
vessels along our coasts, which hive been referred to
very often, is that we seal up a certain portion of theirgoods whilst in our waters. They have protested that
they go outside the limits of our control, and that weshould not prevent them from breaking our seal before
they get to the next port. 'That may be the legal
position, but the position that we have takes! up, which
is legal, I am eiuite certain—at least, I think so, becausewe are doing it every day—is, that if they do that, andgo into another port, we will deal with them when theyare in our ports.

MR- COX : It is legal for this reason, they are notpunishing them for something they do outside yourjurisdiction, but you are making it an offence for themto enter your territorial waters under certain circum-stances.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Supposing a vessel traJesfrom Melbourne or Sydney to Fiji; when she leavesour port she is subject to our laws; she is a coastaltrader, we will say, under our definition. She goesaway, and she ignores what she has been doing whilstshe has been under our control. When she comes backagain, in the same way as when a ship comes backwith the seal on her hatch, or whatever it is, would
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we have the same power to deal with her as we have
to deal with a ship that might break her seals under
the other conditions .'

Mr. COX : If you ask me as a lawyer, having regard
to the decisions of the Courts, I should say you could
make it an offence for her to come to Australian waters,
having done certain things. But whether you ought to
do so is another thing.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I wanted to see my way to
get over this difficulty by going back to Australia on
this particular point, by placing the position of these
vessels, or the position they will be in if they commit
anything that we make it an offence to commit (like we
do in regard to the Customs) under the same conditions,
so that in that way, though not directly, we can control
that trade.

Mr. COX : Sir William Lyne has put to me a very
plain question, and 1 will give him an eepaally plain
answer. Australia has the power to do that, but
whethei it is desirable for her to do it or not I do not
know. She certainly has the power. That has been
decided by the Privy Council itself.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 believe it ha*.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Now, Mr. President, do you
see what follows from that? It follows from that that
this resolution can only affect these vessels that, having
made a contract, or having sought to enforce a con-
tract, in this country, and our law being that such
contracts have to be carried out in a certain way,
have gone outside our jurisdiction and have come back
again, having broken the law. To them only would
the law apply, and much of your objection falls to the
ground.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, but Mr. Hughes, your
resolution proposes the words "trading between," or
" to and from."

The CHAIRMAN: "Engaged in trading to and
" from."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I say we have the power to
deal with such a case without a resolution of any kind.

Mr. COX : I want to carefully guard myself against
one thing. Take the case of a ship (and that is what I
have been trying lo confine nrvself to. all through)
starting from Great Britain, registered in Great
Britain; she goes to Australia, engages in the coasting
trade, conforms to the conditions, as she is bound to
do; then she goes back to Fiji, and while she is in
Fiji she does not conform to Austialian conditions. I
think one would have to consider very carefully whether,
in the interests of everybody, having regaril to the
international questions which would have to be raised,
and having regard to the; interests of our own shipping,
one could advise His Majesty to assent to such a pro-
posal. 1 wish to guard myself very carefully as to
tnis, because all sorts of very important questions might
arise.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Cannot you see that it is
a very desirable thing for us that we should know
exactly the attitude Great Britain thinks we should
take up in this matter, because in a very little while
we propose to introduce these proposals of ours. I
know the temper of the Parliament as well as most men,
and I know they will ask that what I have suggested
shall be made law, and if we are going to impose these
conditions 1 think it is very desirable that at this Con-
ference we should have an expression of opinion by the
delegates of Great Britain as to what she considers cur
attitude ought to be.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not agree. This Con-
ference ought not to express any opinion as to what we
ought to do, but as to what we can do.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : This Conference cannot do
that; this Conference is not representative of the British
Crown.

Mr. COX : I have given Sir William Lyne a very
straightforward answer to his question, but I do not
profess to say what the Courts of Justice would decide.

The CHAIRMAN : I should like Mr. Cunliffe, the
legal adviser to the Board of Trade, to express his view
about Mr. Hughes's motion.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : I should like to put this reserva-
tion on record upon this. Assuming that you have a
right to impose upon a seuinan engaged in your business
t:iiii lie shall not engage except at a certain rate of
wages upon a ship going to J." 1)1, and that ship goes to
I'iji anu pays the seaman his rate ot wages according to
tne terms ot the contract whilst in your waters, and
lel uses to pay them Uuring the time the ship is out of
your waters—that is to say, while she is in Tiji and
until she comes back to your waters—and that during
the time she is occupied in going through your waters
to get to your port she pays your rate of wages again,
1 mink you must take it that it is open to the ship-
owner to say. that the contract is only binding upon
the ship wdnle she is in territorial waters. You must
leave u to him to raise that question, because it is a
question for the Court s interpretation. The other
matter is a matter upon which you have said, "If you
"do something when you come into our waters, we will
" penalise you ' ; the other is a matter of pure contract,
and though it is quite possible that in your own Courts
you will get an interpretation in your favour, it is still
open to tne shipowner to take that point. 1 want

■to put that reservation. They are not quite ijusdain
gi in i is, these things, and your contracts will not be
enforced against a German ship when she gets to her
own country, even if you impose those conditions on her.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Nor on an English ship.
I had a case where a crew, whilst on the Australian
coast, demanded the Australian rate of wages, and the
captain consented to it. When he arrived in London
he refused to pay, and we took the case into Court, and
the Court decided against us, because they said themaster had no right to enter into this contract without
tin- owners' consent.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There was no consideration ?That is an ordinary thing.
The CHAIRMAN : I understand Sir William Lyneintends himself to raise this question of Australian

suzerainty at the Imperial Conference.

Sut WILLIAM LYNE : I did not say anything de-
finitely. I think it is very likely it will be raised.

The CHAIRMAN : It is hardly a question we can
discuss here.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: That was only an incidentalremark I made.

The CHAIRMAN : I see. The real meaning of yourresolution is that it is an attempt to impose Australian
suzerainty over the- Islands of the Pacific.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No, it is not the real mean-
ing at all, with all deference to you. What we sayis that in such competition for trade every person ought
to be on the same footing and because practically it is
a coastal trade Australian conditions should apply.
Other countries have extended their coastal trade beyondtheir mainland boundaries. It is very easy to showthat. J

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I assume that the purposesof this Conference are primarily to endeavour to bringabout some line of action between the British shippingworld and the Australian and New Zealand shippingwe rid, to see if we can get any common ground ofdealing with these subjects so is to arrive at somethinglike a solution of these difficult subjects. But I dohope we shall avoid any attempt to settle what are legalpoints here. I have given a notice of motion now whichwill appear presently. .
The CHAIRMAN : Do you give this notice ofmotion ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I do.
The CHAIRMAN : Do you move this, Mr. Hughes?
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Then we had better put them onthe agenda for to-morrow.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I will try between now andto-morrow morning to draft something that more clearlyand precisely expresses what we want, without doingperhaps so much incidental damage.
The CHAIRMAN : This is very, very wide.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is. It is not, however,
wider than we want.

The CHAIRMAN : It is wider than, I think, we
could possibly accept.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : The discussion that has taken
place does not quite, in any of its forms, meet what
was in my mind at the commencement. What was in
my mind was : Caii we possibly make a limit of a
dennition as to where our coastal laws, or wi«,»«- ..in-
laws, shall terminate, or to where they shall extend.'
That is what is really in my mind. The thing would
oe simplified altogether if we could possibly make a
limit on the line of demarcation, embracing those places
to which our laws would apply. 1 did not want to get
into ttiese technicalities that we have been getting into
in our discussion, but can we say that the laws oi Aus-
tralia and .New Zealand shall extend so far East, so
far W est, so far .N orth, and so far South ? That is the
point 1 really wanted to get at.

The CHAIRMAN : This is a very big constitutional
issue, which 1 am afraid we are hardly competent to
decide in this Conference.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : One moment. If you look
at the map of Queensland you will find there is a line
of demarcation which runs very nearly across Torres
Strait up to the Mainland. You will find it on the
map marked right up 1 do not know how far beyond
Queensland; 1 was very much surprised when I found
it out, and I found it out in ascertaining the extent to
which certain Queensland laws took effect, and I was
very much surprised to find that. What 1 wanted now
is exactly the same thing as that—the principle is
there, and if you could get that I should be very much
obliged.

Mr. GOX : Speaking from memory, I think all within
that limit has been dehned, and annexed and made part
of Queensland.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Just one point I wanted to
clear up with reference to the resolution passed just
before lunch —that is Resolution No. 9. 1 do not want
to go back in any way on that resolution. You were
not here, sir, at the time, but Mr. Anderson and I
ventured to put forward some considerations that we
wanted the Commonwealth and New Zealand to have
regard to as to vessels engaged incidentally in the coast-
ing trade We only put it forward as a suggestion as
to what was expedient. Now, sir, we voted for the
resolution and supported the resolution, and we have
conceded that they have a right to enforce the resolu-
tion as it stands. But, sir, we are only representing
others, and if that resolution is published we would like
to have also published what we have ventured to submit,
not as an amendment to the resolution, but as a rider,and if that could be put and disposed of I should be
glad. lam not sure whether we convinced our friends
from the Commonwealth.

The CHAIRMAN: Did you propose that rider?

Mb. NORMAN HILL: Mr. Llewellyn Smith sug-gested I should propose it just after lunch, but we got
on to these other discussions.

The CHAIRMAN : We are in the middle of another
thing.

Sib WILLIAM LY'NE : If you will allow me one
moment, Mr. Mills has just placed in my hand an
award, or a decision of our Arbitration Court, givenonly a few months ago :—".The following rates of pay"and conditions take effect on the Ist January, 1907,"(and, therefore, legally or illegally, that is in force
"to-day) "and remain in force for a period of threeyears, and apply to all vessels, excepting tugs, tenders,"banana, and sugar droghers, within the Common-" wealth or on any voyage from part to part of the" Commonwealth, or on any voyage to New Zealand, New"Caledonia, or the Fiji Group, which begins and"ends within the Commonwealth." That is in forcenow.

Mb. COX : That is in Section 5 of the Commonwealth
Act.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is not the law; it isan agreement enforceable at law.

The CHAIRMAN : That is an agreement enteredinto with the Colonies. This is the notice of motion

handed in to me by Mr. Norman Hill:—"That the
" Conference is of opinion -that as a matter of ex-
" pediency oversea vessels which only engage in the
"Colonial coasting trade by taking passengers or cargo
"between Colonial ports of call, should not be deemed
"to engage in the coastal trade."

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It is what I put just before
lunch, and 1 have said all 1 have to say. Mr. Ander-
son supported it, and if you could deal with it on the
paper when you publish the resolution that has been
already passed, we should be glad.

'The CHAIRMAN : All you want is to get it on the
notes, and when we send the report to the papers, in
that report there would be an intimation that the ship-
owners wished this to be added as a rider.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : If it is given as an opinion,
I see no objection.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: No; the resolution will be
published to-morrow, and I would like to have pub
lished, also, that we suggest this, and that either you
accept or reject it.

The CHAIRMAN : May I read it again :—" The (on
" feience is of opinion that, as a matter of expediency,
"oversea vessels which only engage in the Colonial
" coasting trade by taking passengers or cargo between
" Colonial ports of call, should not be deemed to engage

'' in the coastal trade.''

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Oh, no.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We cannot agree to that.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : Then let it be said that it

is rejected.

The CHAIRMAN : I understand this is not accepted
by the Colonial representatives ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Certainly not.
The CHAIRMAN : There cannot be any objection to

this going on the notes as a proposal by the shipowners.
Have you any objection? It is really for the protection
of the shipowners.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I will give my reason for
objecting. My reason is the fact that our laws are
against it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Can we have that typedbefore we go—the one Mr. Hill has just given to you,
sir:

The CHAIRMAN : It simply goes into the papers
as their suggestion. The other will appear as the reso-
lution which has been adopted by the Conference.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is going to appear in the
press.

The CHAIRMAN : As the counter proposal of the
shipowners.

Hon W. M .HUGHES : The one that was carried
was, I understand, carried unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, subject to the proposals of
the shipowners.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It was carried unani-
mously.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes, that is so. Thisis a rider merely.

Sib WILLIAM LY'NE : There was a question arosethe other day which came before the Conference, but
was not decided owing to your absence, sir, and thatwas as to the information that might be given, at anyrate, to the Australians.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. Mr. Llewellyn Smith wiredme about it.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : We do not care about theBritish press at all, but we do care about Australia,and they complain very bitterly that they do not getmore information. I think that they will force things,
so as to get information, and I wanted to bring thematter before the Conference.
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The CHAIRMAN : The only suggestion I wired to
Mr. Llewellyn Smith was this:—"You must remember
" that all these reports may be cabled back here, and
" probably will be, by some of the papers, so that they
" will appear in the British press." If you do not mind,
I would suggest that as we submit our reports to you,
so you might submit your reports, before you cable them,
to us.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We have not cabled any
reports, but we shall be very glad to be able to cable
some.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think there is any objec
tion so long as we agree on the report. Otherwise, they
might be cabled back here; and you know there has
been a correspondence in the press, and we want to
avoid any misleading reports.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The Conference will only
last a little while—say two days more—and at the end
of that time I presume there will be no objection to
furnish the Colonial press with an ample resume of the
whole thing.

The CHAIRMAN : What has been the practice with
regard to Colonial Conferences ?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : We have generally let the
press in.

The CHAIRMAN : Not the Imperial Conferences.
Mr. Chamberlain has ruled out the press very ruth-
lessly.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE . You can do things here
which we cannot do on our side.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : As the notices of motion can-
not be type-written to-night, I propose to read them :—

" That the Board of Trade be urged to take into
immediate consideration the question of eyesight tests
with a view to imposing a higher standard of effi-
ciency than at present required."

" That the Imperial and Colonial Governments
concerned be requested to introduce legislation to
give effect to the resolutions of the Conference in
cases where legislation is necessary."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Is there any occasion for
that ?

Sib JOSEPH WARD : Certainly. I also give notice
of motion :—

" That the fact of the Royal Assent having been
given to a Shipping Act of the Commonwealth or
New Zealand should be conclusive evidence of all
purposes and in all Courts that such Act is not ultrii
vires of the Imperial Shipping Acts."

The CHAIRMAN : That is outside our limits.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I am giving it advisedly,
because when we get consent to a Snipping Act we wantthat consent to be conclusive as to its validity so far
as the Imperial Shipping Act is concerned. The
examination that takes place at the Colonial Office
before the assent is given would, of course, be of such

a character as to satisfy them on the point. If they
say "No" as to any clause, they will give their reasons,
which can be considered by our Crown Law Officers.
If the objection is admitted to be sound, our Parlia-
ment would no doubt alter the Act .before it came into
operation. If not admitted, the point could be settled
by reference to, say, the Privy Council on a case stated,
and both sides would accept the decision. Then I want
to give notice :—

" That in view of the large and steadily increas-
ing volume of trade to and from Australia and
New Zealand by way of the Suez Canal, those
Dependencies are entitled to direct representation
on the Council of Administration of the Canal, and
that the Imperial Government be requested to en-
deavour to obtain this."

The CHAIRMAN : The poor Imperial Government
has been unable to secure representation for itself on
the Canal. That was a good bargain, but it was over-
looked, that particular point. We are completely
swamped by the foreign representatives there.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : If you get one good Australian
representative, with New Zealand also having a say,
very likely you will do better.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I can tell you this, on that
question. I referred to it before you came to-day.
Lord Elgin and yourself replied to Mr. Deakin—to a
query as to whether you could not get a reduction of the
dues, considering the shares were giving 32 per cent,
interest; and Lord Elgin stated that he did not think
32 per cent, was too much.

Mb. BELCHER : I beg to give notice of motion :—
"That it be a recommendation from this Con-

ference to the Board of Trade, to ascertain and
investigate the various clauses attached by ship-
owners to the Articles of Agreement signed by the
crews of vessels. This with a view of securing uni-
formity in this respect, and also establishing the
principle of equity as between employer and em-
ployed."

" That this Conference is opposed to the employ-
ment of Lascars, Coolies, Chinamen or persons of
any other alien race on any vessels owned, regis-
tered or chartered to trade in the Commonwealth
or New Zealand."

The CHAIRMAN : I am glad that we are going to
have a nice non-controversial subject of that sort to
discuss.

Mr. BELCHER : I beg also to give notice of
motion :—

" That it be a recommendation from this Con-
ference to the Board of Trade to suggest that legis-
lation be introduced whereby all seamen be paid
their full wages at every port where the crew may
desire the wages to be paid."

The CHAIRMAN : Did you say two days, Mr.
H ughes ?

(The Conference adjourned till the following day at
11.30 o'clock.)
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FIFTH DAY.

Tuesday, 9th April, 1907

The following were present:
The Right Hon. D. Li.oyd-Georhe. M.P. (President of the Board of Trade), in tin- Chair.

United Kingdom Delegates.
Mr. H. Li.eweii.yn Smith, C.8.,| Mr. K. Anderson,
Mr. Walter •). Howell, C.8., [Of the Board of Mr. Robert J. Dunlop,
Captain A. J. G. Ch.lmers, Trade. Mr. 11. F. Keiinie, Shipowners.
Mr R. Ellis Cunliffe, J Mr. Norman Hill,
Mr. 11. Bertram Cox, C.8., |n, ~ r . . , nff. ; Mr. E. Pembroke,
Mr. A. B. Keith, | ut tne Uolo_llal umcc- | Mr. J. Havelook Wilson, M.P., representing Seamen.

Australian Delegates.
Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne, K.C.M.G. I Hon. Dugald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. HriiiiFs.

Dr. 11. N. W'cii.i.A.sriiN. LL. I)., 1.5.0., of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs,
was also in attendance.

New Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G. I Mr. A. R. Hislop.
Mr. William Belcher. | Mr. James Mills.

Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Si iretaries.
Mr. J. A. Webster, )n, ~ T> , . T , I Mr. J. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr. G. E. Baker, \ w tne uoara ot lraae | Mr. D. J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
1. Applicability of Australian and New Zealand conditions as to wages.

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "that this Conference recognises that the Australian and New Zealand Governments
have the: right to make provision that the crews shipped in the Commonwealth or New Zealand for Fiji and
the- Pacific Islands he at such rates of wages as those countries elect to fix."

Motion by Mr. Hughes " that Australian conditions should apply to all ships engaged in trading to and from
any port in the Commonwealth and the Islands of the Pacific."

-. Manning.
Motion by Mr. Hughes " that this Conference approves of the principle ofa manning scale applicable to all British,

Australian, and New Zealand ships."
3. Officers.

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward " that it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade to conside-r the desirability
of altering the designation ef ' officers and engineers' under the term 'seamen' in the Imperial Merchant
Shipping Act to that cf ' officers r.rvel engineers.' "

4. British and Foreign Seamen.
Motion by Sir William Lyne "that every possible encouragement should be given by legislation and otherwise

to the employment of British seamen in preference to foreigners."
Motion by Mr. Belcher " that this Confercnec is opposed to the employment of Lascars, Coolies, Chinamen, or

persons of any other alien race on any vessels owned, registered, or chartered to trade in the Commonwealth
or New Zealand."

5. Bills of Lading Legislation.
Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "that the terms and conditions of the b:ll of lading at present in general use are

in many respects unsatisfactory to shippers and consignees, and that in the interest of traders generally it is
desirable that the Board cf Trade should publish a form of bill of lading containing such reasonable conditions
as in its opinion are sufficient to safeguard the rights of shipper, shipowner, and consignee."

6. Brussels Conventions as to Collisions and Salvage.
7. Eyesight 'Tests.

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward " tin l the Hoard of Trade be urged to take into immediate consideration the question
of eyesight tests with a view to imposing a higher standard of efficiency than at present required."

8. Payment of Seamen's Wages.
Motion by Mr. Belcher " that it be a recommendation from this Conference to the Board of Trade to suggest

that legislation be introduced whereby all seamen be paid their full wages at every port where the crew may
desire the wages to be paid." •

9. Representation on Governing Body of Suez Canal.
Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "that in vieew of the large and steadily increasing volume cf trade to and from

Australia and New Zealand by way of the Suez Canal, those dependencies are entitled to direct representation
on the Council of Administration of the Canal, and that the Imperial Government be requested to endeavour
to obtain this,"
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10. Clauses in Articles of Agreement.
Motion by Mr. Belcher " that it be a recommendation from this Conference to the Board of Trade to ascertainand investigate the various clauses attached by shipowners to the articles of agreement signed by the crews

of vessels. 'This with the view of securing uniformity in this respect, and also establishing the principle of
equity as between employer and employed."

11. Resolutions of Conference.
Motion by Sir Joseph Ward " that the Imperial and Colonial Governments concerned be requested to introduce

legislation to give effect to the resolutions of the Conference in cases where legislation is necessary.
12. Colonial Shipping Acts and Royal Assent.

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward " that the fact of the Royal Assent having been given to a Shipping Act of the Com-
monwealth or New Zealand should be conclusive evidence for all purposes and in all Courts that such Act isnot ultra vires of the Imperial Shipping Acts."

The CHAIRMAN : I should like to know whether
Sir Joseph Ward presses the first resolution, because I
think on the whole it simply repeats the acknowledged
state of the law at the present moment.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I would like to put it on
record.

The CHAIRMAN: Could not Sir Josffph leave out
the Fiji and the Pacific Islands ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Does it not follow that the
conditions imposed by the Australian and New Zealand
law with regard to manning, applies to vessels engaged
in their coasting trade ?

The CHAIRMAN : But this goes a little further than
that.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I do not see any objection for
this reason : Supposing a vessel comes to our country,surely it is in the interests of British ships for the
Government to see that the men are being paid the same
wages.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We are so entirely opposed
to this theory of the Government fixing the rate of
wages that surely it is hardly reasonable to expect us to
support any proposal which expresses approval of that
principle. We have accepted the facts that the Com-
monwealth and New Zealand can make what laws theyplease for this particular class of vessels, and I do not
think we can be asked, in reason, to say more thanthat.

Hon. W M HUGHES: I do not think it says any-thing further.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We have adopted a
resolution defining the class of vessels to which the
Australian or New Zealand law should be applicable.This is either to rescind or extend that resolution, oris superfluous.

Mb. PEMBROKE : How does this go farther?
Sib JOSEPH WARD : The resolution passed originallyapplies to vessels registered or trading; this wouldapply to a vessel that was not registered or trading.I only want to say this goes farther than anything we

have got.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Supposing you have one manshort, or supposing they come out two men short, andthey ship two men, do you propose it to extend to thesetwo men ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You claim the right to fixthe rate of wages for residents in the Commonwealth.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Is it worth while press-

ing it? r

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Would there be any objectionto my putting in the words " be paid the current rate" of wages of New Zealand " ?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : I do not think it reasonableto pass any such resolution. Surely we can only beasked to agree to the Colonial law. We do not want toexpress any approval of what we believe to be a hope-lessly wrong thing.
Sib JOSEPH WARD : I have a case in my mind thatI do not see British shipowners ought to oppose underany conditions. I have a case where a foreign vessel
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comes and trades. We do not suggest it should be
applied to any other countries than our own, which we
govern. We do not suggest you should ask your Govern-ment to do it, but in our country that law appliesgenerally, and our shipowners have very large interestsat stake in Australia, and they ought to be consideredas well as the oversea shipowners. I think our Govern-ment should have the right to say to an outside ship
which came down there and paid its crew off and shipped
a fresh crew

Mb. PEMBROKE : Do you intend it to apply to a
few being shipped ?

Sib JOSEPH WARD : Yes, if they engage in the
trade.

Mb. NORMAN HILL: We were told yesterday, if I
may say so, rather brutal'y, that it did not matter to
Australia what happened to us in our other trades byway of retaliation for what you do. We get no helpfrom our Government in the way of reserved trade. The
only thing we can rely upon is the principle the law
of the flag governs on an oversea voyage; that is the
only hope we have. If we sit here approving of yourconduct to legislate for those ships, you won't suffer,but we shall.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I hope the remark of any-thing in the shape of brutal treatment does not applyto me. rr J

Mb. NORMAN HILL : No; but we were told Aus-tralia did not mind what happened.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : This is an important matterfrom the British shipowners' point of view, and I am
just as anxious as they are to hear the matter intelli-gently discussed. I want to say that, rightly orwrongly, we look upon the trade of the Pacific Islandsand the Fiji as a boat trade. We are not looking awayfrom those Islands, but there is a very large trade donewith the Islands from New Zealand, and it is a con-tinuous trade, and also from Sydney. Now what weare trying to do is to give a measure of protection tovery large local shipping interests against the casualman who comes along and gets into competition withthem. I am thoroughly in accord with Mr. NormanHill when he says that we should not attempt to inter-fere beyond our own borders, that we should legislatewithin our own jurisdiction; but we have a number ofIslands in the Pacific which we control.

Mr. COX : Yes; but the other ships cross the oceanto get there, and something is required to be /__ne toprotect that trade.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If you cannot interfere withoversea shipping, does it not come to the question ofbringing Fiji into your coasting trade?
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Is it necessary to passa resolution of this sort, when the Commonwealth ad-mittedly has that power?

Sir JOSEPH WARD: But New Zealand has not.You have it, and if you have it, that is the reason youshould support it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : New Zealand has thepower of fixing the wages.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have a number of smallsteamers and trading vessels, and these shipowners mayfind themselves in the position of their whole trade beingdislocated by foreign ships.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to say that
I think Sir Joseph Ward, while he is no doubt right in
pressing this, in some respects is intentionally invading
a very serious principle so far as the rights of the
States are concerned. There can be no doubt in my
opinion that we have a right to make laws regulating
the condition under which people who live in the Com-
monwealth shall work. Now these are persons shipped
in the Commonwealth or New Zealand, that is to say,
they are citizens or residents of New Zealand, and we
could say, " You shall not ship at all." No doubt
Great Britain might protest, but we might say no Aus-
tralian shall be shipped on a Norddeutscher-Lloyd vessel
at all. Wo can make it a penal offence; it might be
advisable. And the recognition by this Conference that
Australia and New Zealand have those rights that belong
to every self-governing State seems to call in question
the fact that those rights are ours already without such
recognition.

Mr. COX : It is perfectly true what Mr. Hughes
says as regards everything that occurs within the juris-
diction of the Commonwealth. Now what is going to
happen in practice is that you get a ship coming down
to Sydnev and you force her to ship at your rate of
wages, when she gets out of territorial waters she may
never come back. What is the good of the clause?
The wages won't be paid, and the Germans won't enforce
them.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We can only deal with a
case of that kind when they come back.

Me. COX : Then you make it an offence for the
German vessel for having come into your port, and then
what happens ? There is correspondence with Australia
and with Germany, and a tremendous bother and a
tremendous lot of friction. Is it worth it?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I think it is. But I think
from the answer you gave me last night that we have
the power to do all we require.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : Will you allow me to add to what
Mr. Bertram Cox has said that you must also regard
this principle as underlying everything between nation
and nation. There is nothing to prevent any vessel
entering into a contract under another scale, according
to the law of the flag or the ship. If they deliberately
do that, no Court would enforce some other law against
them.

Mr. BELCHER : The question we want established
is this : We do not want the trade of New Zealand and
Australia to be restricted to the coasting trade of these
countries only.

The CHAIRMAN : That is raising a very big con-
stitutional issue, which is outside the purview of this
Conference.

Mr. BELCHER : I want to make the position clear.So far as the British shipowners are concerned, they
oppose this .in tola. They say they won't agree to it
under any circumstances. We say in the interests of
our country that local enterprise has built up these
trades, and we want to see them protected, and we sayit is highly essential that the Colonies should be given
power to legislate against all and anything coming there
and filching away the trade built up by them. I quiteunderstand there are difficulties in the way; but we aremet in order to overcome them.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : This discussion was raised
I think on the point I brought forward as to the exten-sion of an attempt to be made to fix the line of demar-
cation where our laws extend. I think that originatedit at first. I said yesterday, and if I may be per-mitted I repeat it to-day, that if we could do this by aline of demarcation, it would be very much better than
making specific cases, though of course I should sup-port Sir Joseph Ward if he said otherwise. But thencomes in another question that I am not quite surewhether this Conference can deal with, that is the ques-tion of extending our territorial waters, and I feelsomewhat disposed to think that it is a matter for theother Conference to deal with. I should like to seea line of demarcation as to the extent of our laws forcoastal trade, but I do not think this Conference cando anything in that matter.

Mr. COX : May I point out that Sir William Lynealluded to the map yesterday. You will find that a

certain line is drawn outside the territorial boundaries
of Queensland in the sea going around and including
certain Islands. These Islands were made part of
Queensland by annexation. There was a fear that
foreign powers might come and annex small Islands
near Queensland, and therefore the British Government
annexed the whole lot, and drew a line round and said
everything within that line was part of Queensland.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do you not think it would
be a good thing to draw a line and put it under the
hands of the Commonwealth?

Mr. COX : If you ask that question, I say " No."

The CHAIRMAN : And I am afraid that is a ques-
tion we could not discuss here. I should have to get
Lord Elgin here, and Canada would have to be repre-
sented. That could be discussed at the Imperial Con-
ference, but it could not be discussed here.

Mr. COX : I believe it is one of the motions down
for the Conference.

The CHAIRMAN : I think on the whole, it is rais-
ing a very great constitutional question; it is a ques-
tion of jurisdiction largely; and I understand now,for the first time, there is a difference between theConstitution of New Zealand and the Constitution ofthe Commonwealth upon this point. Well, as to an
alteration in the Constitution, which is practically what
Sir Joseph Ward is really aiming at—because there isno doubt about the right of the Commonwealth to legis-late in a matter of this sort, and I do not know that
there was a doubt about New Zealand, but it is hardlyfor this Conference to discuss it—I have suggested to
Sir Joseph Ward that it should be discussed at another
Conference, which is to consider questions of this kind.
Personally, I do not see why New Zealand should nothave the same right as the Commonwealth to deal with
questions of this sort.

Mr. MILLS : I should like to say, speaking as a
representative of the shipowners, the question raised
here is one of very great importance; whether it is
the law or not; whether or not the Colonies have the
power to enforce their provisions as regards wages and
other matters on vessels beyond their own waters; it
has become the custom for years past for all vessels
trading from Australia or from New Zealand, between
those two Colonies and also between those Colonies and
the Islands of the Pacific, to observe the Colonial customsas regards wages, surveys, holidays, and many other
matters. The Courts there rule that our custom as
regards wages, holidays, and other things follow the
ship to distant ports, and that has all been concurred
in by shipowners, and has become the custom of thecountry.

The CHAIRMAN : That, of course, refers to New
Zealand ships.

Mr. COX : That is not the case of ships registered inNew Zealand.

Mr. MILLS : Yes, and others. Sir Joseph Ward
pointed out the other day that the Company which I
represent in New Zealand had chartered a British shipto trade between Fiji and Auckland, merely touchingat one port in each Colony, and she was compelled,before she could enter the trade in Sydney, to paythe rate of wages and ship her crew according to thecustom there. She then went to Auckland, via Fiji,4.nd there she was arrested by the officers of the Cus-toms, and demand was made to have her surveyed, andshe was compelled to carry six extra men rnder the lawof New Zealand. She was a British ship, and wastrading to Fiji from Australia and Auckland.

Mr. COX : I would not rely too strongly on thatdecision.

Mb. MILLS : I judge from what has transpired here,that the Colonies have not the right to do that.
Mr COX : If you read Sir Robert Stout's judgment,he said it was a very good thing for a judge to enlargehis jurisdiction.

Mr. MILLS : It is really important to the greatinterests of the Colonies, and it will be more important
in the future, that Colonial ships carrying large andhighly-paid crews and under onerous stipulations andrestrictions should have some measure of protection
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as against foreign ships trading in their waters. As a
matter of fact, on a ship of the same class running
under English manning and English pay, the pay is
about half the Colonial pay. A ship's wage bill of £150,
in New Zealand would be £300 per month.

The CHAIRMAN : I should have thought there would
have been a right to dictate the conditions of contract
on Colonial soil.

Mr. COX : The application of the contract is when
the ship gets outside Colonial waters.

The CHAIRMAN : I should have thought there was
no doubt about the Colony having the right to dictate
the teims under which a contract should be entered into.
'There is no doubt it would be enforced in the Colonial
Courts. But the whole question is, whether it should
be enforced outside. The terms can be dictated by the
Colonial Legislature, but there seems to be some doubt
about the right of New Zealand to do so. If there is
nc doubt about it, I do not see the object of this motion.
If the Colonies have an inherent right to legislate with
regard to this, I do not see the object of the resolu-
tion, because it does seek rather to get the assent of
the Imperial representatives and the representatives of
the shipowners to a principle which has not -been enforced
in this country, and which I do not think is likely to be
enforced, at any rate, for some time to come, the prin-
ciple of a minimum wage by legislative enactment, and,
therefore, we could hardly assent to it. And on the
other hand, the Colonies hardly want to get the assent
of the Conference on a point of this kind. Therefore,
from any point of view, I think it undesirable to press
the motion. We could not assent to it, and it might
be interpreted as an assent on our part to the general
proposition that an Act of Parliament should inter-
fere with wages either of seamen or any other body of
men.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to say that
the motion having been moved, and it having been open
to these objections that you have stated, namely, that
it seems to have challenged a right that has never here-
tofore been called into question, yet now you say you
could not possibly assent to it—that places us in a
curious position.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think I made myself
clear. I did not say I could not assent to the right of
the Colonies. On the contrary, I thought I made it
perfectly clear that I thought the right of the Colonies
was above being challenged. But I could not on be-
half of the Imperial Government assent to the prin-
ciple that you should legislate for a minimum wage for
seamen.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think myself that it is ex-
tremely undesirable that the motion should be pressed.
The whole thing is a question of industrial legislation
for the Colonies, and I think that, so far as this matter
is concerned, we should only attempt to make it apply
to vessels trading on our coasts; we cannot define what
we mean by trading here, but no doubt we shall do so,
and we could make it apply only to those ships that
interfere with the locally registered ships. If we at-
tempt to lay down a general principle here, the ship-
e wners are doubtful as to how far we shall extend the
principle. Speaking for myself, I claim the right em-
bodied in the principle, and I have my own idea as to
how far it should be applied. We cannot discuss it here,
because we should have to consider local facts. It would
not come before the Parliament at all, but the Court of
Arbitration, or some similar Court, that would determine
its application.

Mr. COX : May I ask this : in practice is there any
difficulty at all ? These ships to which you will apply
this Australian rate of wages will be ships going to
and fro from Australia and to Fiji and the Pacific
Islands, and they come back in the ordinary course
of things. The men have entered into a contract which
the law says is to be the Australian rate of wages, and
the ship comes back to your port, and so you can en-
force it. I do not see how the desire to enforce it in
Fiji

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We cannot enforce it on any
of the Islands unless the vessels are continuously trading
backwards and forwards.

Mr. . PEMBROKE : If the Colonies have the right,
we cannot help ourselves.

The CHAIRMAN : The right has not been chal-
lenged.

Mr. MILLS : I understand the right has been chal-
lenged. The Colonies have assumed the power. Sir
William Lyne quoted the finding of the Arbitration
Court of the Commonwealth of Australia. In a case
where the officers came before the Court to settle the
rate of wages, the award was made for three years, and
to apply to vessels going to Australia and the Islands
of the Pacific; in the same way the New Zealand Court
has applied their awards to vessels not only owned in the
Colony but also chartered.

Mb. COX : That is perfectly right in New Zealand
and Australia, and the Courts have the right to do it;
but what you are asking is something more. You are
asking that the Court of Fiji should enforce this.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Does the award of the
Australian Court apply to American vessels and German
vessels and the American mail steamers ?

•Mb. MILLS : They do not come under consideration.
Mb. COX : Do you want the German Courts and the

American Courts to enforce it? It may be very desir-
able, but how can you stop them? They won't enforce
it for you; you would exclude them altogether.

Mb. MILLS : That seems to be a natural consequence.

Me. COX : You cannot prevent them engaging in the
Pacific trade.

Mr. MILLS : You have a case in Australia. The
largest company in Australia is practically owned in
Great Britain. They also trade to Fiji, and the award
of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court applies to the
vessels of that company.

Mr. COX : My only difficulty is, where is the award
to be enforced ?

Mr. MILLS : It can only be enforced in Australia.
Mr. COX : This motion is asking that it should be

enforced, if necessary, in Fiji.

Mb. MILLS : I do not see how that can be done.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not think the resolution

asks us to enforce it outside. All it says is, that we
have the right to make such laws as we please as to the
rate of wages. Supposing they went out of our juris
diction, where they had been paying £7 and elected to
pay £2 instead of the £3 15s. or whatever the German
rate is, and were sued by the crew for the balance in
the Court of Bremen, the crew could not get it. But
if they came back and sued in our courts they might,
very likely they could. I should like to say that Mr.
Justice 0 Connor, who gave that award, held that the
award would be binding on all ships within territorial
waters. I do not think myself they would ever dream
of applying it to those outside, even if they had the
power.

The CHAIRMAN: I think Sir Joseph Ward's objecthas been obtained by the discussion.

Sib JOSEPH WARD : I should like to say I was
anxious to do something from a New Zealand point of
view. Australia is content, judging from Mr. Hughes's
remarks.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I am not content.
Sie JOSEPH WARD : I did not say you. I was

anxious to protect both the Australian and New Zea-
land shipowners who are engaged in carrying on the
trade and who have large capital invested in the steamers,so that they could compete on fair terms with the casual
vessels that might go into the trade. There seems to besome statement made as to what our power is. I know
we have full powers to legislate for our own domestic
concerns; I do not want that aspect introduced. Butin view of the opinion of the President that it is a matterthat the Imperial Conference ought to consider insteadof this Conference, I conform with his suggestion that
it should be brought up in another place when the oppor-tunity arrives.

The CHAIRMAN : No. 2 I have ruled out of order.In its present form, as appears on the paper, I do notthink I could possibly admit it.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is not No. 2 at all; it is
No. 1.

The CHAIRMAN : That has been withdrawn. Yours
has been ruled out. That is certainly a question for the
Great Conference.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But you will hear me before
you rule it out, will you not?

The CHAIRMAN : I confess I thought it had been
discussed very fully already.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The understanding was, with
all deference to you, sir, that I should add words to it
that would limit its application.

The CHAIRMAN : If you are under that impression,
certainly.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should like to add these
words now. The motion of Sir Joseph Ward asserted a
right that we already have.

Sib JOSEPH WARD :We have not got it. You may
have it, but we have not.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Well, we have. If New Zea-
land has not, of course that is quite different. However,
the resolution is:—"That Australian conditions should
"apply to all ships engaged in trading to and from any
" port in the Commonwealth and the Islands of the
" Pacific." As to the nature of the trade, enough has
been said about that. It is very important to us. We
are the chief parties engaged in it. It is a very im-
portant thing to us that we should retain this trade and
should have an opportunity to extend it, and I would
add these words :—" That this resolution does not apply
"to vessels* carrying merchandise consigned direct to
"or from an oversea port when carried by an oversea
" vessel."

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I do not agree with that. We
have that power now.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Quite so; no doubt we have
the power.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : You are proposing to take
away the power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not propose to do any-
thing of the sort; I merely wish to get this Confer-
ence to express approval of this. Our power, I appre-
hend, the Conference can neither add to nor take away
from—not a jot or a tittle, any more than we can alter
the British Constitution.

Sie WILLIAM LYNE : If you add the words you are
proposing to add now, that restricts at any rate the
obligation we would be under if we agreed to that—pre-venting us from dealing with ships that were not trading
to and.from, but were oversea ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is "carrying merchandise
"consigned direct."

The CHAIRMAN : Would you mind, Mr. Hughes,
confining now what you have got to say to the point of
order, because my opinion is—subject to what you maysay—that this is not a subject for us to discuss, but is
a large question of jurisdiction, which ought to be
debated at the Imperial Conference, where all the
Colonies would be represented, and where the heads
of the Colonial Office and the Foreign Office would bepresent.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Perhaps you will let me
take No. 2 now, because it was with reference to whatI said, and what Mr. Llewellyn Smith said in replythereto in your absence, that I tabled this motion No. 2to bring up this very question of the rights of this Con-
ference—that it has power to deal with all questions
affecting British legislation and the British Mercantile

all questions affecting legislation inconnection with ships trading to and from Australia
and the Southern Seas.

The CHAIRMAN : I draw a distinction betweenshipping legislation and questions which raise mattersof jurisdiction. I am just thinking rather of the com-position of the Conference. Now, this is not a Con-ference that can debate, I think, a big question likepractically the attachment of the Isles of the Pacificto the Commonwealth for the purpose of legislation. I

certainly do not think we can debate that. Here we
have the representatives of the shipowners. We have
not got the Chief of the Colonial Office here; we have
not got the Chief of the Foreign Office here. Canada is
absent; Natal and the whole of South Africa are absent;
and we really could not discuss a very large question of
this sort, that would mean placing the Islands of the
Pacific practically under the control of the Australian
Commonwealth as far as shipping legislation is concerned,
without having the whole thing debated at an Imperial
Conference. No. 2 I put in a different category. My
objection to No. 2 is that we cannot here recommend the
application of a principle to all British ships where
Canada is absent. If you confined it to the United
Kingdom, Australia, or New Zealand, then it would be
a different matter.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to just
draw your attention to the order of leave, as it were ?

The CHAIRMAN : I have just heard something, Mr.
Hughes, which I should like to mention before you pro-
ceed. I understand that there is a resolution dealing
with this question down for the Imperial Conference,
and I think it would be exceedingly undesirable that we
should debate it having regard to that fact. It must
be debated there, I understand. It is down on the
agenda.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : Which resolution are we
dealing with? We appear to be jumping from the Pacific
and the Islands to manning, and from manning back to
the Pacific.

The CHAIRMAN : No, Mr. Hughes is now debating
his first motion.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Why is No. 2 dragged
in?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you will allow me, Mr.
Havelock Wilson, I will tell you. The President de-
clines to allow me to do anything but debate the point
of order. Well, on a point of order, I apprehend one
can bring forward any argument to show that it is in
order, and 1 was merely stating that No. 2 was
tabled by me in response to a statement made by Mr.
Llewellyn Smith when he was presiding, that he would
prefer that the matters then brought up should be
discussed in the presence of the President of the Board
of 'Trade. What I said then, was that we were invited
here for certain purposes. The correspondence shows
very clearly how and why this Conference was called
together; it shows the objections urged by the ship-
owners at considerable length, both as to our rights
and as to the expediency of our insisting upon our
lights, and it is perfectly clear from this that we
were called together to secure uniformity as far as
possible in shipping legislation. Now with regard to
the despatch on page 79 from Mr. Lyttelton to Governor-General Lord Northcote, there is a copy of the reportprepared for the Shipowners' Parliamentary Committee
by Messrs. Weightman and Pedder, solicitors and
secretaries to the Liverpool Shipowners' Association;
and Mr. Lyttelton points out in paragraph 3 of his
despatch that " His Majesty's Government will be glad"if these documents can be laid before the Royal
" Commission which is now considering the Naviga-
" tion Bill "—as they were. In paragraph 4 he says :" They feel, however, that the larger questions raised
"in them should no longer be allowed to remain" without an attempt at a more general solution"than can be effected by any one part of the Empire
" alone."

Mr. COX : I am sorry to interrupt, but I want tomake quite clear my position here.

The CHAIRMAN : Just half a moment. Please letMr. Hughes conclude his argument._ Hon. W. M. HUGHES : "The difficulties surrounding" the question of the conditions which are to govern mer-" chant shipping under the British flag cannot, in their
| opinion, be properly met by a continuance without"modification of the existing system, under which the"several parts of the Empire may, and do, legislate with"different results on many important' matters in which
"uniformity is desirable. The introduction of the"Commonwealth Bill and the recent passage of a com-prehensive Act in New Zealand have led His Majesty's" Government to the conclusion that the time has now
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" come when the whole situation should be reconsidered
"in the light of the experience of the ten years since
"the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, was passed." In
paragraph 5, "the legal ami constitutional questions
"concerning the scope of the powers enjoyed by the
"Colonial Legislatures under the Merchant Shipping
"Act, 1894," are referred to. Now, if in these para-
giaphs which are cited, and in others, it is not clearly
the intention of the Colonial Secretary to call a Con-
ference, and to give that Conference" power to discuss
all those matters upon which it is necessary or desirable
that there should be uniformity, then I am bound to
say that I have been unable to understand what they
do mean. It appears to me quite clear that amongst
other things uniformity was not intended, and could
not have been intended, to have been secured merely
by suggestions as to modification of our legislation
alone, but by modification of the legislation of Great
Britain, if necessary. What you said the other day,
Mr. President—namely, that there was no reasonable
or probable chance of there being any further alteration
of the British law for the next twelve or twenty years—
after calling this Conference together to consider the
question of the necessity of arriving at uniform legisla-
tion, as far as possible, struck me as very extraordinary.
We are told by the President of this Conference that
there is no reasonable chance of any alteration in your
laws—because, you say, it is impossible to get it from
Parliament—during the next twelve or twenty years. I
would ask you, sir, what useful purpose this Conference
could possibly serve when this is the attitude taken up
by one partner of the Empire-tin- predominant partner.
If this Conference is called merely lor the purpose of
teaching us, or telling us, what Great Britain would
like us to do, I maintain that that could be done quite
as well in a despatch, and would have had quite as
much effect. I feel very certain that if we go back

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think you will find this is
carried in the resolutions as they are now.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We were told by the Presi-
dent (when it was proposed to secure uniformity in the
only way in which Conferences are expected to do—
namely, by tin- mutual adjustment of repugnant laws)
that Great Britain had done all that she intended to
do for the next twelve or twenty years. I venture to
say that the Commonwealth Parliament will not be
able to reconcile this statement with the alleged
anxiety of Great Britain to arrive at something
acceptable to the Empire. Because I do say, sir,
that I am sure we cannot, at a Conference, even
discuss anything upon the basis that Great Britain
is here to stand fast on a rock, and that the various
other component parts of the Empire are to give
way at her suggestion. If any suggestion we make-
is simply built upon the sand, and by your own
statement—which we are to assume, of course, is the
attitude of the Imperial Government —you do not
intend to do anything for the next twelve or twenty
years, I think that is in the last degree unsatisfactory.
Supposing we were to take up that attitude ? Contrast
it, indeed, with what we die! do. As soon as we got
your despatch, we absolutely put aside the Bill. The
Commission, instead of recommending the Bill be gone
on with at once, sent in an interim report (the Coin
mission still exists) in order to see what the Home
Government would do. We come here, and we find
that in the interim you have passed a Bill in Par-
liament embodying some of our suggestions, but by
no means all of them, and then you say, before the
Conference meets, that that is all you intend to do
for the next twelve or twenty years. Now, I venture
to say, sir,

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I do not think that that is
what was said.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am quite positive that was
what was intended.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I did not understand anything
of the kind.

The CHAIRMAN : This is all beside the mark,
Mr. Hughes. I do not think you are quite treating
the Conference fairly in this matter. You are simply
addressing me on a point of order. I am very, very
loth to interrupt your observations. Of course, we
are all very anxious to conduct the Conference as
fairly as we possibly can, but I must say I think you

have gone far beyond the point of order which youintended raising, and I am sorry, because it will neces-
sitate my saying just one or two things. I will have,
for instance, to correct one observation that you made
that I said nothing could be done for the next twelve or
twenty years.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to add to
that what 1 partly said, but perhaps should have ampli-fied ? The reason, you said—and you appealed to the
shipowners—was that the difficulties of getting the Bill
through the House of Commons were such that you
might say that there had not been anything done for
the last twelve or twenty years (1894 to 1906 or some-
thing of that kind), and you thought you were safe in
saying—although I would not like to say that these are
the actual words you used—that nothing could be done
for the next twelve or twenty years.

The CHAIRMAN : Would you mind telling me what
that has got to do with the point of order you are
raising? 'The point of order you are raising, allow me
to remind you (because it is such a long time ago), is
on the motion that the Australian conditions shall apply
io Fiji. Well, we have travelled a good long way from
Fiji now. Would you mind confining yourself to Fiji
for the moment ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I shall be very pleased to
show you the relevancy of what I have been saying to
the motion. The relevancy of it is this—that this Con-
ference has power under the despatch which has called
it to deal with questions wljich may modify the shipping
legislation of Great Britain. Now, the shipping legis-
lation of Great Britain

The CHAIRMAN : I beg your pardon ; it has nothing
to do with that. It is purely a question of whether
Fiji or the Islands of the Pacific should be regarded as
within the home limits of Australia. Now, that is not
shipping legislation ; it is a great Imperial question, but
it has nothing to do with shipping legislation.

Hon. Wt. M. HUGHES : It is not shipping legislationby you, but it is shipping legislation by us, and the
objection to shipping legislation by us is that it might
involve you. Supposing we said, "Well, this trade shall
"be confined exclusively to British ships." Obviouslythat would involve you in international trouble with
other Powers; therefore it is a matter which vitally
concerns British legislation and ours. And because of
that, I say, the powers of this Conference are wider
than you have stated. You say we have no power to deal
with this, that, and the other. I wish to point out to
you that we have power, or ought to have power, within
the scope of the despatch, to deal with these matters;
as to whether it is expedient to do it, that is another
matter, but you were ruling me out, Mr. President, with
all fairness to me, because the Conference had no juris-diction. Now, if the Conference had jurisdiction, then
perhaps you will say that it is inexpedient to deal with
it, or that we have not the time to deal with it, or that
a Conference later will deal with it; but to say that we
have not jurisdiction, I submit, is not borne out by thetenour of the despatch.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Mr. President, I havelistened to Mr. Hughes very carefully, and I think thereis something in one part of his remarks that should be
considered. What I want to ask you, sir, before youdecide what you will do in regard to this, or any other
matter, is that you will have consideration to the in-vitation which brought us here, a very long way, be-
cause I can assure you that unless we had thought we
were going to deal with most of the questions, we would
not have come. Therefore, if an impression is left inthe minds of the Australian people by any decisions you
may give in ruling questions out of order that we
conceive we ought to deal with, it would be very un-
fortunate. That is all I wish to say on that score.
But I want also to point out that I think this matter is
already dealt with under two resolutions : Resolution
s—" That the conditions imposed by Australian or New" Zealand "—

The CHAIRMAN : Which is that?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Resolution 5, as regards

manning :—" That the conditions imposed by Austra-
" lian or New Zealand law as regards manning should
" only apply to vessels registered in those Colonies or
"engaged in their coasting trade." That was a reso-
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lution that was passed when I was absent, and I asked
if it was to terminate there, and you said, No—that
that would be subject to any decision as to what
coastal trade was. Then, in Resolution 9 (which is an
amendment to a resolution I gave notice of) these words
are used, which interpret what coasting trade is :-*
" That the vessels to which the conditions imposed by
"the law of Australia or New Zealand are applicable
"should be («) vessels registered in the Colony while
"trading therein, and (6) vessels wherever registered
" while trading on the coast of the Colony." That is,
if any British vessel is trading on the coast of the
Colony under these conditions which are referred to,
immediately the manning scale deals with that vessel.
Now, this is the provision that is made:—"That for
"the purpose of this resolution a vessel shall be deemed
"to trade if she takes em board cargo or passengers
" in the Colony, carried to and landed or delivered at
"any other port in the Colony." Therefore the manning
scale

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Not the manning scale—
the manning.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I beg vour pardon —the
manning. 'That was my object in asking that question
on No. 5, to see that this question came.in afterwards,
which could he road in conjunction with No. 5. It
seems to me that that deals with this question (except
in one particular) which Mr. Hughes has given notice of.
His resolution is: "That this ('onfere-nce approves of
"the principle of a manning scale applicable to all
" British, Australian, and Netf Zealand ships."

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : That is not the one
which is being discussed.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Hughes has been arguing
both.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, but it is with a differ-
em-e. 1 think, as far as I can judge, we are practically
in a position, under the two resolutions that I have
referred to, to be able to deal with every ship that trades
along our'coast. That is my impression; I may be
wrong, but I think so.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : On tin- coast, yes.

Sie WILLIAM LYNE: A British vessel trading on
the coast.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes.

Mr. COX : I really do not know that it is while she
is on the coast--while she is engaged in the coasting
trade, I suppose you mean?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am speaking of the coasting
trade. If she is on the coast, and does not do our trade
at all, I do not think anyone is asking that we should
have power to deal with her then.

Mr. MILLS : That does not applv to vessels proceed-
ing from Sydney to the Islands. That is not coasting
trade.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: While she is within terri-
torial waters.

The CHAIRMAN : I think this point of order has
been very adequately discussed. Mr. Hughes has very
fully put his views forward. But let me say at once
that there is no attempt to rule out anything which it
is important should be discussed between Australia, New
Zealand, and ourselves, in so far as shipping legislation
is concerned. The resolutions we have already carried
show that we have dealt very exhaustively with many
of these subjects. Here is "survey," "scale of pro-
visions," "inspection of provisions," "accommodation
"of crew," "manning," "accommodation conditions
"and existing ships," "rating," "officers"; resolutions
with regard to the coasting trade; resolutions with re-
gard to through tickets. And we are going on to discuss
questions about articles of agreement, about lascars, and
about British sailors. Well, now, surely, I -do not think
Australia would complain that we have ruled out any-
thing that ought to be discussed.

Sie WILLIAM LYNE : It is only that I do not
desire that you should put yourself in the position that
they would blame us through you. That is what I do
not want.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think they will. I ob-
serve from a telegram in the "Times" to-day that
they are very satisfied, so far, with the resolutions
adopted. That is a telegram which comes from Sydney.
I do not think Australia is likely to complain at all
about the topics we have discussed, or the conclusions
we have come to. Let me say another thing before we
come to the point of order. I think it is necessary, as
ii will appear on the notes. Mr. Hughes has taken
rather an unfair advantage of an observation I made, I
think, with reference to the manning resolution. Ipointed out the great difficulty of carrying through Par-
liament an Imperial Bill. Our difficulties are much
greater than yours.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: There are more of them;
they are not greater.

The CHAIRMAN: After all, we are looking after
some hundreds of millions of people in the Imperial
Parliament. 'The responsibility is upon the shouldersof the Imperial Parliament, while, on the other hand,.you have, I think, about five millions. I have not the
exact details of the population before me.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: But we have not such a
majority as yours.

The CHAIRMAN : Not only that, but you have gotfour or live legislatures apart from the Commonwealth
Legislature. Unfortunately, owing to our arrange-ments, we have nothing corresponding to that, and the
whole work is cast entirely upon the Imperial Parlia-
ment here. We have to look after all things, great
and small, and it is exceedingly difficult to get a Bill
on any subject through the Imperial Parliament. IfMr, Hughes had had the experience of Imperial Par-
liament which I have had, 1 think he would realise
that there was a good deal of justice in the observa-
tions which I made. But I never said that nothingcould be done for 12 or 20 years. On the contrary,since Mr. Hughes made that observation, I have beengoing through these resolutions; they are very far-
reaching, some of them, and they involve something
to be done by us, and we can do it in a great many
cases without legislation. The survey, for instance,can be done without legislation; that is a matter ofenormous importance, and it can be done by adminis-IIat ion and by rules. We have great power of makingrules. It is one of the expedients which we have toresort to owing to the great congestion of business inthe Imperial Parliament.—we have conferred great powers
upon the different Departments, all making rules subject,
of course, to the right of Parliament to challenge them.
Therefore, it is not correct to say that I said nothingcould be done for 12 or 20 years. We are preparedto meet you, and we are going to accept these resolu-tions in good faith, and in so far as we can, we are goingbo carry them through, and I do not think we shall give
any legitimate cause for complaint, either to the Com-
monwealth or to New Zealand, in that respect. I am
bound to say that, because I want to put it on thenotes, having regard to what Mr. Hughes has said. We
mean to carry out all the pledges we have given to thisConference.

Now let tne say this with regard to the point of
order. All I say with regard to that is, that this isnot a Conference at which you can discuss a questionof jurisdiction. As Sir William Lyne has so very well
pointed out, in so far as merchant shipping legislationis concerned, it is covered already by the two resolu-
tions which he has quoted. If there is any point which
Mr. Hughes wishes to raise outside those two resolu-
tions, then we ciime to the very great question ofjurisdiction, and it raises constitutional issues which
will involve the Colonial Office, and which will involve
Foreign Powers, and which ought to be discussed atthe great Imperial Conference which will meet, I think,next week. Now, so far have the Australian repre-sentatives realised that, that I think a notice has
already been placed upon the papers to discuss it atthe Imperial Conference. Now I do not mean to saythat it will be impertinent for us to anticipate that
Conference, but I do not think it will be expedientthat we should do so. I will put it on that ground—
on the ground that I think it is outside the purview ofthis Conference to discuss a large question of that kind.because it is really a question of the right of the
Australian Commonwealth to treat Fiji and the Pacific
Islands as home trade—that is, if anything more isintended by Mr. Hughes than is already covered by
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the resolutions urged by Sir William Lyne. My own
opinion is, that they amply cover the whole ground, but
if Mr. Hughes intends anything more, I am certain it is
a great Imperial question that must be discussed else-
where. That is my view as to the point of order.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am quite satisfied if you
put it on the ground of expediency.

Me. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like to assure
Mr. Hughes on this point with regard to the observa-
tion which you made, sir, about there being no legisla-
tion for some ye.ns to come. I feel sure you die! not
intend to say that legislation was going to be shut out,
because we shall take good care that, as far as we are
concerned as representing the seamen, there will be no
rest until we get a manning scale. I am certain the
President will agree with me on that point.

The CHAIRMAN : No one knows better than Mr.
Havelock Wilson that it is the case that in the Imperial
Parliament the re is very great difficulty in getting any
considerable measure through.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : I know how difficult it
is to get a Rill tlnough, but that would not stop us from
fighting and agitating until we got ft through. Mr.
Hughes may rest quite assured as to that.

The CHAIRMAN : There have been at least 50 Bills
within the last few years carried by huge majorities up
to the Second Reading, which could not go any further
because there was not any time. For instance, the Light
Dues Rill is a case in point. A Bill has been carried
through Imperial Parliament up to Second Reading deal-
ing with the Light Dues, and it could not be carried any
fuither f'ir want of time.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What you have just said does
not apply to No. 2.

The CHAIRMAN : It applies to No. 2 on the ground
which was pointed out by Sir William Lyne, that that
is really covered by resolutions 5 and 9. That is not the
sole ground. In addition to that, we could not consider
here the question of manning for British ships—because
that includes manning.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Substitute "English."
The CHAIRMAN : We could not recommend forCanada and Natal when they are not presentV—in fact,

it would create very great unpleasantness.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I must be allowed to say onthat head — and I will say no more— that I do claim

the same right here, to make a recommendation as towhat is, in our opinion, fit and proper to be observed inthe British mercantile marine, as the British delegates
have to make a recommendation in respect to the Com-
monwealth mercantile marine. I am not speaking ofCanada and Natal—l am speaking of the British mer-
cantile- marine belonging to (Heat Britain and registeredin Great Britain. I say there are thousands of Aus-
tralians millions—that never come near Great Britain,and wc claim the right of making

The CHAIRMAN : I thought I had made it clear
that if you confined it to the United Kingdom I couldnot rule it out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I beg your pardon.
The CHAIRMAN : I could not rule you out in that

case. The resolution in the present form—No. 2—lcould not rule out if you confined it to the United King-dom, lint you cannot have a recommendation for the
whole Empire, and that is the form in which you haveplaced it upon the paper.

Hon W. M. HUGHES : To what part of it do you
say I can address myself?

The CHAIRMAN: If you confine it to the UnitedKingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, I cannot ruleyou out there.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I beg your pardon; I didnot understand that. Then I will be very brief. WhatI wish to say is this. I will make that alteration. Itwill read then—" Applicable to all vessels "
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : " All vessels registered"in the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zea-" land."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Yes, those words will suit
me very well.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : In regard to that reso-
lution, may I point out that the Chairman of the Aus
tralian Royal Commission is exceeding now the recom-
mendation of the Commission.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, no doubt that is right
enough. I am here now representing the people of Aus-
tialia in my own way.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It was decided by that
Commission—and the Chairman of the Commission was
a party to that decision—that the manning scale should
only apply to ships registered in Australia, ships
licensed to trade on the coast and ships continually
trading.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course, hut that is Aus-
bralian legislation.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is the recommenda-
tion, and as Mr. Hughes has said, it is the recom-
mendation of that Commission which forms at any rate
one great reason for this Conference. I am prepared to
hold by the recommendation of the Commission in that
respect, but a manning scale fixed by some formula has
not yet been shown to yield equitable results —to my
satisfaction, at any rate. So far as our evidence went
at any rate, no manning scale has vet been produced
which does not yield most extraordinary inequalities.
With regard to the manning scale for the stokehold that
has been proposed in the Australian Report, taking 100
vessels on our own coasts, it yields, as regards 50,extraordinary discrepancies up and down from the present
manning, which manning is agreed to by the men and
by the masters. Consequently, no scale has been pro-
duced as yet to show, to my satisfaction, that you can
by a si ale fixed on a certain formula, arrive at anyequality

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not wish to interruptMr. Thomson, but 1 thought it was usual, when a man
moved a motion, for him to be allowed to speak on it
fust.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I thought you had
stopped.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I stopped because you went
on.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Excuse me; I do notthink Mr. Hughes will accuse me of interruption.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No; I thought you weregoing to take a point of order.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Thomson has been addressingthe Confeience on merits.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I will let Air. Thomson finish
now.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I have only a few wordsto add. I do not know what Mr. Hughes means bythat motion. I do not know whether he means a ManningCommittee, which will deal with every vessel, or whetherhe means a scale applicable by formula to every vessel,but if it is to be not a committee or the Board ofTrade dealing with every vessel on its own merits,but a scale which is to apply universally to all vesselsaccording to a certain formula, then I say that beforewe decide in favour of that, in the interests of theEmpire tend of Australian shipping, we ought to havea scale produced which will give effective and equalresults. Until that is produced, I cannot support man-
ning scale based on formula, if Mr. Hughes meansthat.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Well, Mr. Chairman, all Iwish to urge is this. Everything that can be said infavour of a manning scale has been, I presume, saidover and over again. I do'not wish to say more thanthat in my opmion it is very necessarv to have a basisof some kind. I admit everything that Mr. Thomsonsaid about the extraordinary difficulty, and, indeed inmany cases impossibility, of fixing an effective or suit-i'hle scale, but at the same time, one ought to be fixedThere ought to be some basis, and the Royal Commis-sion has recommended what it considered a reasonableand practicable one. To deal with anomalies it suggeststhe appointment of a committee; and I see that inyour last Act, Mr. President, you have appointed a
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committee very much upon the lines the Commission
suggested. We call our committee a committee to
adjust anomalies. Its functions will be to determine
how many men are sufficient to man a ship in the
case of a new type of ship, or where there shall bo
a complaint by the shipowners that there are too many
men, or by the seamen that there are too few. We
consider that it is impossible to lay down a hard-and-
fast scale for all ships. I admit that that is impos-
sible.

The CHAIRMAN : That is a very important admis-
sion, but could you put it rather into your resolution,
because that looks as if you had a hard-and-fast scale
in your mind.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is the troublesome part
of the resolution.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Allow me to explain. One
cannot put everything in a resolution. I was just going
to explain it. Vou will see that in our Report we speak
about the difficulties urged by those who gave evidence
before us, and we have thought that those difficulties
might be avoided if we appointed a committee to adjust
anomalies.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do I understand that that has
been already done by the Imperial Government?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you will allow ine just to
go on for a moment, what I do say is this. I strongly
urge that the British mercantile marine in general ought
to have the benefit of a scale of manning, just as they
have a scale of provisions, and a number of cubic feet
of air space and accommodation, and so on. There
ought to be a minimum number. They ought not to
be permitted to send ships to sea undermanned. I do
not say that they do so habitually, but I say they do
so occasionally. They are not undermanned in the
technical sense of the word, but they are not efficiently
manned. Now you have, Mr. President (I think very
wisely, indeed) taken rare, under your new Act, to
insure the competency of seamen by insisting upon
their having served a certain period at sea. They
cannot be A.B.'s now merely by the production of a
discharge, if I understand the matter rightly. But
that is no good unless you have sufficient numbers.
In the Australian Parliament, I feel sure the majority
will support a manning scale. I should like to say
that I feel thoroughly with Mr. Thomson that it is
extremely difficult to fix upon a scale, but the ap-
pointment of a committee, such as I have referred
to, does away with a great many, if not all, of the objec-
tions.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is no difference
of opinion with regard to the ships being properly
manned.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The difficulty is to get just
what is enough without having too many, and I wish
to say myself, as an Australian, that all we desire is to
see this salutary principle enforced upon all British ships,
because we believe the British mercantile marine is not
only one of the chief, if not the chief, industries of the
State, but that its Imperial significance can hardly be
exaggerated.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you recommend a scale in your
Report ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We do.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The majority recom-
mend a scale, but the minority take exception to it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Mr. Thomson was very care-
ful to say that he did not assent to this, and he was
perfectly right to do so. We have it here, on page 29,
in my volume; the paging is different in yours, but
you will find it t-neier the heading of " Manning,"
No. VIII. In that, we deal with officers. We lay down
a scale for officers, and then we lay down, further on,
a scale for seamen, and for the engine room —for
engineers and for stokers. Now I want to say this,
with regard to the stokehole. We recognise a verygreat difficult there, and we have recommended a coal-
consumption basis, and if the Conference cares to do
so, although I would not suggest that it should do
anything more than consider the principle, subject to
this qualification which I have made mention of—
namely, the appointment of a Committee to adjust the

anomalies and to deal with particular cases—I do most
emphatically press that as a rider to my bald resolu-
tion here. I say that the very difficulty that you have
stated, of getting legislation through the House of
Commons, ought to be a reason why this Conference
should approve this resolution to strengthen the hands
of those who are desirous of bringing the British mer-
cantile marine up to the mark, and putting it upon a
satisfactory basis. Our Commission said: "The decline
"of seamen is principally owing to the bad accommo-
" elation, insufficiency of the number of men employed,"
and so on; and we consider that one of the methods
to insure their competency, and that there is a suffi-
ciency of them, would be to give them comfortable
decent quarters. For those reasons, I move this reso-
lution.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : Mr. President, I sup-
port Mr. Hughes in this resolution, and I do so because

1 have given very considerable attention to the ques-
tion of manning. I was also a member of Sir Edward
Reed's Committee, and no doubt the different members
present have had the opportunity of reading Sir
Edward Reed's Report. It will be noticed that
amongst the majority who signed the Report in favour
of a manning scale, was one of the principal shipping
owners of the United Kingdom — Sir Francis Evans,
representing the Union Castle Line—and the majority
Report was also signed by the Nautical Adviser to the
Board of Trade, and also by the Secietary to the Board
of Trade. This question of manning, I think, ought to
be taken up. It does not affect the seamen so much
on the larger vessels as it does on the ordinary tramp
steamers. Now I know that it is a common practice
with a tramp steamer to commence a voyage from the
Tyne to the Black Sea with no intention whatever to
proceed through the Suez Canal. When they get to the
Black Sea, they sometimes get a charter to proceed
from there to Bombay. Now they have only sent five
or six firemen to do the stoking work, which they maybe able to do in cold weather, but when that ship
commences to go through the Suez Canal, those five or
six men are expected to do the same work in tropical
climates as they would have had to do in the cold
climates. There are no extra men taken on board.Then, again, another thing to be taken into considera-
tion, is the difference in the quality of the coal. They
may get a class of coal in the United Kingdom with
which it is perfectly easy for five men to maintain
steam, but when they get out East and get an inferiorkind of coal, it is simply "blood for money," for those
men to have to do the work. In my opinion, this
question should have been dealt with long ago, after
a recommendation of a Committee in the year 1896,and here we are in 1907, and nothing has been done
by our Parliament. I certainly support Mr. Hughes'sresolution, because if Australia and New Zealand have
thought it possible to have a manning scale, I have
no doubt they had good reasons for making such a
recommendation; and, as a matter of fact, I am in-formed that the manning scale is in operation in New
Zealand already. The shipowner says "You cannot" make a manning scale." Well, my reply to that is,how does the shipowner regulate the manning at thepresent t'me? It is all done by rule of thumb. Oneshipowner says five seamen are sufficient; another
shipowner— a little more liberal — says, "I will give'them seven." But I do not think men ought to be
called upon to do excessive work without any regula-tion whatever. And may I also say this to the Con-ference, without taking up a great deal of time. Prob-ably they are not aware of the large number of firemenwho commit suicide on board of British ships—not onlythe British seamen, but the Lascar seamen and theChinese, very often. If members of this Committeewere to read the Board of Trade Returns of the deathsthat occur on board British ships, they would see everymonth, probably, 15 to 20 men who commit suicide—
they come up from the stokehole and jump right over-board. Mr. Norman Hill shakes his head, but all Ican do is to refer him to the monthly Return of theRegistrar-General, and he will see there this Returnof men disappearing. Certainly, I say suicide; that maybe

Mr. NORMAN HILL : 15 or 20 a month?

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: I said 15 or 20 amonth.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : A month?
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Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes. a month. Yon
will not find it then-, but if you refer to the Return
of the Registrar-General of Shipping and Seamen, you
"ill find there' the deaths on hoard of ships: you will
s.-e the causes of disappearance- ■'jumped overboard,"
and so on. Well, 1 say that that is due to excessive
work, and that it is not right to leave a shipowner to
regulate that business in his own way. I say. thaithe State ought to come in and say when a man is
overworked and when he is not. Now, the Committee,
which considered this question very carefully, said theywould fix a scale with regard to the stokehole on tin-
consumption of coal, and I think that is the lust basis
on which it could be regulated. In tropical climates,
if a man stokes 24 lons of coal every 24 hours, he has
done very well. In cold climates he might do .'ij tons,
but that means that in reality it may be o or 7 tons,because he has got to trim the coal from tin- bunker
on to the plate-, anil I do support the recommendation
ot Mr. Hughes for the- adoption of a proper manningscale.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I should like to say .me word,
please, because I must go.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I was going to suggest that we
should adjourn now for luncheon. I think this would
he a suitable time for luncheon.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: 1 should like- to get over my
one word first, if you will allow me, because I may
not be able to get back (o the minute. II is a matter
more for the British members than for the Australians,
although, of course, we are all anxious about it. I
think we, as Australians, have got, in the other two
resolutions, really what ws wen- aiming at, but I am
still of opinion that it would be a good thing for the
British Government if they could get something similar.
For that reason. I feel inclined to vote for the words as
alt ei eel now.

'The CHAIRMAN : Have they been altered?
Sm WILLIAM LYNE: 'The words have been altered

to " United Kingdom," I think it is. instead of
" British."

'The CHAIRMAN : Yes, that is right.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: It is not a matter I should
have brought forward, perhaps, but 1 would not like it
to be understood that I am not in favour of all conditions
of this kind. In this particular ease I shall vote- for
il for that reason. I.ut 1 think that, as far as we- an- eon
eeriic-el, we have got a great deal already in those two
re-solutions. •

('The Conference adjourned for luncheon.)

The CHAIRMAN : 1 think we might pjroc I with
the discussion now. We will lake the shipowners' case.

Mil. BELCHER : Before the shipowners an- .all.-.I
upon to express an opinion in connection with this matter,
perhaps I may In- permitted as one of the representatives
from New Zealand ■

Thk CHAIRMAN : We have- heard the case of the
seamen presented by Mr. Havelock Wilson and bj Mr.
Hughes. I thought we would then hear what the ship-
owners have to say. and then, of course, the de-hale will
go on afterwards.

Mn. BELCHED : Very well, sir.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : The debate will not conclude.
'Then 1 should like tin- representative of the Board of
Trade, Captain Chalmers, to give the official view of the
matter. Then it will be thrown open for general dis-
cussion.

Mr. BELCHER : As long as you give me an oppor-
tunity of speaking.

'The CHAIRMAN : Oh. eertainlv. Now. Mr. Norman
Hill.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: With regard to the motion
before the Conference I would wish, for the ship-
owners, to make it perfectly clear that we recognise- to
the fullest extent that efficient manning is one of (he
elements of seaworthiness. By efficient manning we
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mean such manning as is nei-essan to secure Die vesselbeing a seaworthy ship. We do not take into ouiconsideration and so far the legislation of this countryhas not taken into consideration questions of |al r;it has left that to be settled as between the mastersand the men. But without any reservation we agreethat ;i iressel that is insufficiently manned from the
Mew of safety is not a seaworthy ship. Starting withthat as our standpoint, we object entirely to the resoluI ion. ami I think we need only refer to'one observationmade In Mr. Hughes in moving it to justify our objec-tion. Mi. Hughes, you will recollect, said 'that it wasabsolutely necessary that his resolution should be qualiBed bv giving to the Executive the power to deal with
special ships. Now, to our mind, from the manningI1"' 1' "i v|, w. every ship is a special ship. Y anno more la\ down hard and fast scales for niannii-what is efficient manning for the purpose of seaworthi-ness, than you can lay down hard and last rules withregard to the load line. Every vessel must be ju.l Ion its own merits. We quite recognise that the
Executive, in enforcing the law as it exists in this
Rountry, has power to stop any vessel which bv reason ofundermanning it believes to lie unseaworthy. We quiterecognise that the Executive, in giving instructions to
its officers, must lay down in general terms some- scalesbut those- are very different from Statutory Scales. Wehave suffered too much in this country from ihe enact-ment ot Statutory Scales, which we- have stood year afteryear notwithstanding the fact that the 'lass of vessels t.iwhich they are applied has entirely changed. We knowthat this kind of Statutory Scales must effectually retardimprovement and development, as much as they punishreckless and improper action on tin- part .if the- shipowner. If the Executive in its instinct ions to it--officers, gave for their guidance certain rules or certainregulations, we could go to the- Executive and couldshow that we have- introduced improvements; we couldshow that what was necessaiy to-day will n.it be- necessary I'm tin- new ships ot to-morrow. Therefore wefeel most strongly that anything in the nature- of a
hard and fast scale is to be fought against to the lit mostof our ability, both in our own interests and in theinterests of the country. There- is one other point we
would like to refer to, and that is the basis put forward
for the manning scales which has been adopted by the
New Zealand ships and which was certainly suggestedby the Australian Commonwealth in the Commonwealth
Bill. Both those scales with regard to seamen you willnot,- arc based on the net registered tonnage. Now
there- is a controversy which is giving you a good
of trouble at the present time in this country from
which you will have gathered that the net registered
tonnage has no real reference lo the size of the ship.May I one other point with reference to manningin the engine department. Tin- suggestion is that inth. Commonwealth Kill it was based on the urate sur-
face, the grata area. You will see- in the Bill theytreated one man as sufficient to work IN fee-t ofsurface at ordinary draught and 14 feet at forceddraught. You see there- at one.- if you try to fix anysenile of that kind the disturbing factor introduced by
the- mechanical arrangements of the ship. The scale
assumes that, working not nuclei i0n..1 draught, a man
can take care of 18 feet, and that if hi' is working im.l.-iforced draught he can only take care of M superficialfeet of that area. At once' you see the disturbingelement introduced by the- n hanical arrangements of
the draught. Now. sir. that is one disturbing factor
which is in existence today, and which is recognised
by the Bill. The report of the Royal Commabandons tin- idea of grate surface, and suggest* it
should be' on coal consumed. No consideration is taken
of the conditions under which that coal has to be
brought from where it is stowed into the furnace. When
they wen- dealing'with draughts they had a certainregard fen- the mechanical arrangement of the draught,
but when they an- dealing with the coal consumed theyhave no regard to the mechanical and labour-savingappliances which are involved, and the position of I lie-
bunkers, and I will appeal to any practical man here
whether ..ii all ships under all conditions he would be
of opinion that three tons was a reasonable work for the

it must depend upon the nature of the \ve>rk he
has to do. In other words. I go barb to my first and
m\ only point, that is that each particular ship, as to
its manning, has to be judged by itself. That is our
reason. If I may end as I began, we admit to tin- full
that efficient manning is necessary to seaworthiness, but
it is "illy by fudging the particular ship that you can s;i\

what crew that vessel must have on board to secure thatorthineM.
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE: Whom would you appoint t..

make that ?

Mn. NORMAN HILL : Here the Board of Trade has
authority to stop any vessel which by reason of under-
manning is. in the opinion of the detaining officer, un-

fortny. Thai has been enforced since 1897.
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Not in the stokehold.

Mn. NORMAN llll.I.: If there is any deficiency in
I he- manning of the stokehold which makes a ship un-
seaworthy.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : It is not found out until the
ship is at sea.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: That is for the Board of
'Trade. Our Parliament has placed Ihat responsibility
upon the detaining officer.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I should like to ask if
Mr. Norman Hill can give us a reference to where the
Board of Trade has power to interfere with the- stoke-
hold.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: If il affect* seaworthiness.
W'e- believe thai it would I-- had policy to introduce any
system based on manning scales.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: What do you mean by the
term " seaworthy " ?

Mil. NORMAN HILL: If the- vessel can he navi-
gated with safety to the life and property on board.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Even supposing one man has
to do two men's work?

'Thk CHAIRMAN : The real difference is not one of
principle. Mr. Norman Rill, on behalf of the ship-
owners, admits the principle of the right of the Govern-
ment to interfere with the manning of ships, but he
objects to a rigid scale.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I fancy I understand that.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: I wish to ask Mr. Hill if the
remarks he made just now apply to the New Zealand
shipping law.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: Yes. Can VOU and do you
apply the scales in your Act to many of the existing types
of vessels which are now working?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : In our case we- give a minimum
only.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: You give a minimum, but
are there not at the present time many vessels engaged
in your trades which could not with safety 1..- worked
or. "that minimum—new vessels? In other words, are-
there not now many vessels w-hie-h necessarily have to
carry much greater crews than you provide fori

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have a minimum.
Mil. NORMAN HILL: But if there are vessels now

in existence which cannot be safely navigated on your
minimum, your Act is a delusion and a snare-.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We insure that under certain
conditions not less than a certain number of men should
lie carried. If the vessel, in the opinion of the owner or
anybody else, should have more, that is all right. All
we wish to go for is the preservation of a minimum,

Mn. NORMAN HILL: It does not secure safety.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : We do not go into the- question
of tonnage or anything at all of that soil.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : A certain horse-power?
Sin JOSEPH WARD : Yes.
Mu. NORMAN HILL: Unfortunately the minimum

becomes the; standard down to the point at which it is
fatal to development and improvement, and it encourages
1.a.l ship management.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : W.- an- s.. content with our
laws that I do not want to interfere with them. In .un-
ease it works very well.

The CHAIRMAN : I should like Captain Chalmers,
on behalf of the Board of Trade, to say a word about
this before the debate proceeds.

Captain CHALMERS: There was a Committee ap-
pointed by the Board of Trade, which sat in 1894 and

and that Committee reported. The majority
report and two or three of the minority reports prac-
tically supported this in substance, with regard to the
manning of the deck : first of all that the Government
should pass an amending Act and constitute under-
manning as a source of unseaworthiness, as well as over
loading and defective equipment and machinery, 'Thai
was done.-. 'Then the recommendations of tin- majority
report were- adopted with regard to the minimum
number of deck hands which should constitute under-
manning; that was ihat if then- were a sufficient number
of hands on clock, in addition (o the officer of the watch
and the master, to he divisible into two watches, having
one at the wheel, one at the look-out. ami one about
Ihe decks to trim the lamps or do anything that was
needed, no vessel which came up to that standard
should he deemed unseaworthy. That was adopted, ami
the regulations put forward ill a circular by the Board
..f Trade.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: I).. I understand Ihat thai
applies to cargo and pas-en gel s alike, to all hul emi-
grant vessels':

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: II applies to all except eon
grant ships.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Do yon think that Ihre-e- men
would be sufficient on a ship''

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: We who have had control of
the largest mere ant ile fleet in the- world consider il
answers the minimum of safety—that it comes up to the
standard of safety.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: On'.-i d.win ton vessel, or a
10,000 or 12,000-ton vessel'

Captain CHALMERS : While that ship is being navi-
gated at sea it does not matter whether sin- is :i.nun
ions or 10,000. What we have to consider is such under
manning as will cause serious danger Io life, and with
regard to the exigencies of navigation, with a hand
keeping a lookout, a hand at the wheel, and a hand
about the deck, the purposes of safety are covered. vVe
have had an experience of over thirty-one years now:we have had the power to detain unseaworthy ships
all this time; and our experience- is based upon theconstant diminution of both loss of life and property~ with the largest mercantile fleet the world has
ever seen, and we are quite- content with the results.
We are quite content with it because, we have a loss
of life and property at sea which is proportionately
tar smaller than in the ease of any other fleet in the
world.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Do you think they only keep
three men on deck ? I know when I was coming here
they had more than that.

Hon. w. M. HUGHES: llav,- yon done anything
with Hie- officers at all ?

Captain CHALMERS: With regard to the officers,
we have an officer on each watch.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You do not ch. anything
with reference to Cue boats? You do not have a com-
petent person to each boat?

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: Among the life-saving appli-
ances which these vessels carry, they have to carry on
each side a lifeboat or lifeboats sufficient to carry all
persons on board, so that if anything happens to that
ship all the crew can gel away in lifeboats. She has
to have on each side of the ship a lifeboat capable of
■allying all hands on board. If she- lias a list to one
side, and has to be abandoned, there is the other side-
available. If both lifeboats are- available, they can
divide- themselves and go in two boats.

Hon. \Y. M. HUGHES : Is a competent person al
lotted to each boat'

Cw-Tus CHALMERS : That we leave to llu- disciplineof the ship when she- gets to sea. We do not inter
fere with regard to that because we find it is done in
pracf ice.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Has your Department powei
io do that by administration, if you like?
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The CHAIRMAN : Yes. I have been looking it up
just now, and I certainly think we have. I think the
powers are wide enough, even if we wished to impose a
Male. I say this because I do not doubt it at all. As
a lawyer, Mr. Hughes, you will see that under the Mer-
chant Shi] ping Act, 1894, we have power to detain unsafe
ships, ships which are unfit to proceed to sea without
serious danger to human life, and that applies to ma
.liinery; and by the Act of 1897 the definition of unsea-
worthiness was extended to undermanning. There was no

CS le imposed.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We have not got that Act of
1897. 1 should like to have a copy.

The CHAIRMAN : We have issued instructions under
the Act of 1897.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : Which'section 1
'Tut; CHAIRMAN : 'There is only one section. We

have simply extended the definition of unseaworthiness
to undermanning. We can issue any instructions we like-
to our surveyors. We can impose 8 scale. We can say,
" Vou in list consider ships which have not got a certain
"number of men as unsafe." Take your point if you
like: we can say we must have a certain number of men
t-i each boat, and so on It strikes me that we have very
full powers without any legislation at all. There is no
doubt about it.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like that made.lear. It only applies to the deck.
Tin; CHAIRMAN : You are quite wrong there.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : There has never he-en a
regulation upon it.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : 'That is a question of the instrii.
turns which the Board of Trade issue, but, we have the
power without going to Parliament at all to extend that
to all hands on deck.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : The stokehold, I mean.

Captain CHALMERS: May I say a few words with
regard to the stokehold. With regard to that we have
never interfered. When the articles of agreement are
being signed, if the Superintendent finds that the master
is signing on short of six deck hands he sends a notice
to the detaining officer of the Board of Trade at once,
and says, " This man is attempting to clear with less
" than the proper number." The Board of Trade detain-
ing officer immediately goes to him and says, " If you
"attempt to go to sea with only five hands, 1 will detain
"you."

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : On deck?
Captain CHALMERS: On deck.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : May I ask if any cases of that
description have occurred ?

Captain CHALMERS: We had numbers of casesduring the first three or four years, about up to 1901,and invariably when the detaining officer interfered,the other hand, or the other two hands, were shipped.We never had a single ship detained, for the
simple reason that they carried out the recommen-dations without detention. With regard to the stoke-
hold, we have never found it necessary to inter-
fere except in eases where suicides have been re-
ported amongst the firemen. Invariably our practice inthat case is for the owner to he approached, and it is
pointed out to him : "We find that your stokehold
"is so manned that you seem to be putting an in-ordinate amount of work upon your men, that is to" say, there are more than 3j tons per man of coal
"being worked per day, and we consider that an unsafe
"standard, and you had better bring your manning up" to that."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Is that the standard observedby the Board of Trade?
Captain CHALMERS : It is the standard recommendedl.y the report of the minority.
Ilos. W. M. HUGHES: Is that the standard which-your Department acts upon "
Captain CHALMERS: We act upon that recommen-dation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I see.

Captain CHALMERS : I would like to read a clause
in the Committee's Report:—"After full consideration
"of the evidence laid before us, and after legarding the
"subject from all available points of view, we have come
"to the conclusion that no British steamer of over 700
"tons gross measurement ought to be allowed to proceed"to sea from a British port with less deck hands than
" six, in addition to the master "and the mates. Of the" six deck hands, at least four should be A.B.'s. All
"the six mi n must be watehkeeping men, so that there
"must always be three men on deck in addition to the
"officer of the watch during the night watches." This
is the Report of the Majority Committee, which Mr.Havelock Wilson signed.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : 1 would like to put this
liiestion to Captain Chalmers. What would the Board
of Trade do in the case where the owners or the captaintake two of the deck hands and keep them at work all
day, and then in the night time there are really only
two men in the watch? Would the Board of Trade sayI hat that was not right?

Captain ( HALMERS : W'c say it is not right, but wc
eannot follow a ship to sea,

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : If a case was broughtnuclei the notice of the Board of Trade, where they had
six dock hands and two of them were kept working on
paint work all day, and then the look-out anil the steering
was done by the other men in each watch, would the
Board of Trade say that that was right?

Captain CHALMERS ; The only way that that would
come before us would be in the case of a casualty, and
II we ordered a Court of Inquiry into that casualty andthe Court found llus wrong disposition of hands hadtaken place, the captain or master might be censured bythe Court and probably might lose his certificate for a
certain time.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : That is only in the case ofaccident!
Captain CHALMERS : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That would apply to longhours in the case of officers, too ?
Captain CHALMERS : No.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Supposing a casualty oc-curred as jcju say, and it was shown that an officer hadbeen lb, 20, 24, or 30 hours on watch or on duty, that
would be undermanning ?

Captain CHALMERS : It would be open to theCourt to find whatever they desired to find on thesubject.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : As an expert you would saythat was so ?

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: I am loth to express an
opinion, because such a case has never come before us
in our Courts of Inquiry. We have never had a singleras. where a casualty happened through an officer beingoverworked, or alleged to be overworked.

Hon W. M. HUGHES: 1 have evidence here whichI think ought to be brought under your notice. Here isa case of several collisions off the Australian coast, andthey have all occurred or nearly all occurred when theofficers have been on the watch for a very long whileI here was the- e-ollision between the " Dovedale " and the"Silver Cloud"; the officer had been on deck for 30hours. Another officer had been on deck hours, andanother 57£. It was observed that quite a number ofthese accidents occurred within the first watch after theship got to sea. They had been on duty all day, andthe man had to go on after being up all night and allday. The ship started at 5 o'clock at night; it was hiswatch, and he actually went to sleep, and the collisionoccurred within four or five miles of the coast.
Mr. DUNLOP : All these cases occurred in the coast-ing trade?

Hon W. M. HUGHES: Entirely.
Mi:. DUNLOP: You have ample power to deal withthem .'
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CAPTAIN CHALMERS ; In our coasting trade we have
never had a case. The only one was one which happened
in the North Sea. in I.road daylight. 'There were
three hands and an office] on deck. 'They were painting
the chart house, and the officer very unwisely went off
the bridge to help the men paint tin- chart house, and
a fishing craft was run down simply because- he was
not on the bridge. It was not because he was tired or
sleepy, but doing something which he ought not to have-
done.

The CHAIRMAN : Was his certificate suspended?
Captain CHALMERS i Yes.

Tin. (II VIRMAN : We have ample powers, subject to
the appeal to the Court provided by the Act?

Captain CHALMERS: Yes, certainly.

.Mn. HAVBLOOE WILSON : All on dock -ll.is. W. M. HUGHES: Oh. no; Ido not think so.

The CHAIRMAN : No. Mr. Hughes will bear me
out there.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What Captain Chalmers has
said with regard to the scale has impressed me very much
with reference to the 3£ tons, namely, that they regard
tin- 34 tons, when the question arises of whether a ship
is undermanned or not undermanned ; they ask, " How
"many tons of coal a clay are you in the habit of deal
" ing with?" and if it is more than tons per man
they consider that a prinid facie case has been made out
in favour of undermanning.

Captain CHALMERS : With regard to the other
I oint, as to the suicides of firemen, I have the official
return of the five years from 1901 to 1900 inclusive, and
tin total number of suicides in British ships amongst
Bremen and trimmers registered in the United Kingdom
during that pel iod was 152.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Those are what are put
down as suicides, but what about disappearances':

Captain CHALMERS: The disappeaiaiues which are
put down as supposed suicides are 159.

The CHAIRMAN : In five years?
Captain CHALMERS: Together, that is 311 in five

years.
The CHAIRMAN : It is about 60 a year.
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : What about the deaths

from excessive heat, heart failure, and so on?
CAPTAIN CHALMERS: On shore in this country the-

return of suicides is 250 to every million people. If you
take that 60 a year and apply it to 120,000 firemen, it is
a little-higher.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : It is 480 to the million.
Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : Where are you going toget 120,000 firemen?
Captain CHALMERS: In the mercantile marine.
Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : You cannot get any such

figures.
Captain CHALMERS : Yes, you do. The lascars are

included.
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Even it you take- the

lascars in, you cannot get 120,000 firemen.
Captain CHALMERS : It is 120,000 from our official

returns.
Tin. CHAIRMAN : Would this meet your view, Mr.Hughes? We prefer proceeding by something which ismore elastic-. We are agreed in principle. Would some-

thing of this sort meet your view:—"That this Con-
" fcience approves of the principle of provisions to pre-" vent dangerous undermanning, applicable to all United
"Kingdom, Australian, and New Zealand ships 'Hon. W .M. HUGHES : I see after what CaptainChalmers has said that it is the practice to impose some
restrictions, and there is a scale, because there must beone man on the look-out, one at the wheel, and one with
the officer on the bridge. I do not care how many—that is a matter for experts to speak about, not for me.

It is a matter which concerns each ship. You have a
scale for officers, there must be a man to each watch,
and there must be a certificated captain in all but the
home trade cargo ships; and you could stop him if
you liked bec:ause you might say, "This ship is not
■ seaworthy because this man is incompetent. ' Then
for the stokers you have the V2 tons. So that there
really is a scale.

The CHAIRMAN : Not quite. That is a minimum.
A scale runs up and down.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Suppose say some official
basis—that is all I care about.

The CHAIRMAN : Our basis is unseaworthiness and
danger to human life through undermanning.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Your practical basis is 3_
tons.

11..n. W. M. HUGHES: Yes, for the stokers. Anil on
the deck, one on the bridge, on on the watch, and one
at the wheel. As to whether there should be seven at
the wheel or 15, or a cwt. for each stoker, or 10 tons,
that is a matter for argument as to the kind of ship and
the kind of coal, and so on.

CAPTAIN CHALMERS: We .all it a minimum stan-
elarel.

The CHAIRMAN: We can agree to your resolution in
that form.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You can put any rider youlike.

The CHAIRMAN: We do not quite like, the word" scale."

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I think alt.i the remarks
which have fallen from Captain Chalmers, we ought toput in the minimum tons.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : W'c- could not do it.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: That is what we propose in
■our Rill.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Oh, no; I do not think we
need put it in. That only applies to the stoker. We have
evidence of the highest authority on this business, and
he says 'A± tons, anil our report says tons.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : And our Ril] says tons.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We all say the same thing.
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: The New Zealand law-

says horse-power.

Mr. FERNIE : If you insert anything at all, it willprevent improvements being made "which may come on
later on. We may find a lot of improvements later on.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I certainly object to not
having a minimum.

'Tut CHAIRMAN : Seeing we are substantially..greed in principle, would these weirds meet the view
expressed: "'That this Conference approves of the prin-ciple of a minimum standard of manning applicable"to all Dnited Kingdom, Australian, and New Zealand" ships " ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : After the remarks of CaptainChalmers, what objection can there- be- Io fixing it, at
•!! lons, because that is what everyone seems to agree

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We want elasticity.
HON. W. M. HUGHES: That only applies to stokers.My opinion is worth nothing as compared with IChalmers's. To say that three men are sufficient to keepwatch, which is all the scale says, is on the face of it

insufficient, docs not say anything at all. because youmight send a ship of 10,000 tons to sea with only 12 men
or !l men, and that we say is quite inadequately manned.However, I am not going to say that you would allow
a ship so manned to go to sea. But the 3£ tons is. different altogether. It could not be undermanned in ttie-stokehold.

Mr. BELCHER : If we get a resolution agreeing to
the minimum principle, then I think both from the
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New Zealand ami Australian points of view we- have'
nothing to , plain of. In our law we- have provided
what the- minimum shall be, and Australia will do the
same.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE ; We propose to do it.

fin CHAIRMAN : You are on a different basis.

Mi:. BELCHER: II we could have the principle ~t
a minimum it will appl_ to officers, seamen, firemen,
and everybody else, and 1 think you have- what you
want.

Mu. PEMBROKE: As an underwriter, 1 prefer giving
hand lo the Board of 'Trade.

Tin CHAIRMAN : That would be- our minimum
sia inlaid, whatever it is.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Is not the principle which we
accept, llie principle that we have laid down by the
Imperial Parliament, that a vessel is anseaworthj if not
efficiently manned?

Thk CHAIRMAN : That is it.

Mil. NORMAN HILL: 'That is the only principle.
If you lay down rules and instructions which exceed the
necessity of seaworthiness, we can challenge them.

Thk CHAIRMAN : The minimum standard is that
required by seaworthiness.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: The test is seaworthiness.
The test is not by scale.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I agree. That is why I object to
the word " scale."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Rut in "basis."

Thk CHAIRMAN : A fixed number is a different
thing, but the standard means the standard of sea-
worthiness.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: To come really to practicallybedrock, suppose we carry the provision which is in this
Rill which I have be-fore me now. which mentions 3i
tons as tin- minimum. If this resolution agreeing to the
principle is carried, might I ask this—l do not know
whether you can absolutely answer is that likely to be
used as a reason for not agreeing to our Bill?

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Your Bill only applies
to Australian ships.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I want a minimum, so far as
our powers go. If we put in a minimum of 3J tons, will
that be objected to when the Act is passed

Thk CHAIRMAN : Certainly not. You can impose-
any conditions you like for your own trade.

Snt WiLLIAM LYNE: 1 wish to see myself safe
in this matter, that is all. I want to be able to say
when I am dealing with this Bill, as I shall have to
deal with it if I am in the Government at the time,
that if this provision is put in, it will not be anyobstacle to the reception of the Bill by the Imperial(loverinnent.

Tin CHAIRMAN : Speaking for myself, I shouldcertainly not regard it as an obstacle'. The only thing
I am contending for is that each Colony and the Im-perial Government should fix their own basis, as it
wore.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I quite agree with you inthat.
'Thk CHAIRMAN: Sir .Joseph Ward has the New

Zealand Rill. 'They have- one basis, you suggest an-
other, and we have se-l up a third, hut we are all agreedthai there- ought to be- some minimum standard ofmanning. That is the principle upon which we arc allagreed.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : W,- an- affirming a principle.II this resolution, which is an open one to some extent.is carried, is it likely thai your minimum would be
adhered to at V2 tons ?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We could not say that.
Mr. CON: How far are you going to make- the-Aiistralian conditions apply ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : As far as we can.

The CHAIRMAN : Captain Chalmers points out a
very important consideration that we shall have to de-
part from the scale altogether if liquid fuel comes m :and it is coming in .erj rapidly.

Hon. W. \l. HUGHES: Or improvement in appli-
ances ?

Tin. CHAIRMAN : We can only affirm the principle.
There must In- certain elasticity io ini-i-t ne-w conditions,
and the great variety of conditions which have arisen in
t he- e onsli-in t ion of vessels.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is a well-known fact that
in some ships men can shovel o tons easier than inother ships they can lire \>' tolls. We had evidence
ol that before the Commission. In some of our ships
they are doing •'• tons, and in others -2.2 tons. The
position of the bunkers, and their condition, whether
they an- lull or not, the kind of machinery, and so
on. whether the ashes are 1 brown out by an ejector
or whether thev have to haul them up — everything
tells.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Cannot we only affirm the
principle that efficient manning is one of the essentials
of seaworthiness.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: If we do that, 1 want it to
he clearly understood that that does not interfere with
our proposal to make a scale.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, certainly mu.

Mu. NORMAN HILL : The only thing we do hope ithat Sir William will consider the expediency, lalhei
than putting it inlo a schedule of an Act of Parliament.
•it adopting the course our Government has adopted,
and put it in as instructions to their detaining officers,
so that those- instructions can be reconsidered and any
ship judged on its merits to meet the ease which Mr.Hughes has put. If your officers were satisfied thatbecause of the mechanical assistance given to the men
they could work more easily 5 tons on ship A than 3
tons on ship B, ship A should get the benefit of havingadopted those mechanical contrivances. If instead of
putting it into a schedule of an Act of Parliament vou
adopt our principle and give it as instructions to thedetaining officers, you will then be in a position to reconsider them.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: 1 think we should verylikely do it by a regulation under the Act in thatway.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: If vou would, it would help.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We shall have- some sort, ofCommittee, or experts.
Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : I think we might adopt

your proposal.
The CHAIRMAN : Allowing each Colony to take its

own basis, and alter it from time to time?

Bra WILLIAM LYNE: On that understanding—solong as it is clearly understood—l shall not press againstit.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : Would you mind accepting il inthis form, Mr. Hughes? '"That this Conference ap"proves ol the principle of a minimum standard ..I"manning applicable to all United Kingdom, Australian,
"and New Zealand ships."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes: I will am,-ml mm, tosuit that.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILBON : Could we have n madeclear that that manning means the stokehold as well asthe deck !

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh. Il does.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : It is all very well forMr. Hughes to say it does, hut 1 have had a good deal
1., say on this question in the Imperial Parliament, and
»e have never got that Far yet, to say it will apply tothe stokehold.

CapTAIM CHALMERS: It does apply to the stoke-hold.
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Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : I can only promise the
Board of Trade that they will hear more about this later
on in the House.

ll.in. W. M. 11l CHIOS : 1 shall not insist. I do
not see it will affect tin- matter. It cannot prejudice
the matter just to put "this applies to deck and stoke
-■ hold."

Mu. MILLS: 1 may say that I am interested in
Australia also, and I know the views of Australian
shipowners with regard to this matter, which was very
fully gone into before the Commission, of which Mr.
Hughes is the able exponent here. 'This question of
fixing a number of tons per clay was very strongly ob-
ject,-,] to by shipowners in Australia, for the reasons
stated by Mr. Norman Hill, that the conditions in each
ship were quite different. In one- ship the seamen and
firemen together can easily handle 5 tons, while in other
ships :i tons would be a hard day's work. It is im
possible to fix anything like a standard scale, for that
reason they objected even to tons being looked upon
as (he stan,lanl scale. 'The shipowners theie are quite
willing that the scale should be decided by sonic
authority, and that each ship should he considered on
its merits; either by the Departmental officers or by an
Advisory Committee to he appointed. _

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON :A C mittee was what
they recommended.

Mil. MILLS: Mr. Hughes admits that a Committee
is advisable, hut he lavs stress upon the point that
they must have a standard to go by, and that is 3_
tons a day. I have hail opportunities of discussing the
matter with Mr. Hughes, and have pointed out that
if 3£ tons a clay is fixed as a standard, and a Coin-
mittee is appointed with power to vary it in some
degree, that Committee as a matter of fact will go
little beyond the 3_ tons. 'They will not consider them
selves at liberty to consider the position of a ship in
which "i tons a clay would he a fair clay's work. The
result of fixing 3_ tons a clay as a standard would be-
an enormous increase in the manning of ships on the
Australian .oast, and they would he compelled in
many eases to carry useless men for whom there is no
work.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : That is not pressed as part of
Hie proposition. It is simply now the general prin-
ciple.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: We have got a ship running
between Melbourne and Launceston, which has an
apparatus by means of which all the ashes are thrown
out.

Mn. MILLS : W'c- have 30 or 3(1 ships fitted with it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I wanted to know whethei
that was a savin, of labour.

Mil. MILLS: It must be: otherwise the men would
have to' put the ashes out by hand.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I just wanted to know. That
is a case where there may he a lowering of the stan-
daid.

Mn. MILLS: I will give you a still more striking
case. A ship of large power and consumption would
under that Act be obliged to carry what you call the
minimum—what 1 call the maximum number of men,
regardless of whether it was steaming 'J.(Km. 3.(100. ~i
5,000 miles, or 500 miles, and regardless .if whether she-
was engaged ill a trade between ports where she would
be able to replenish her bunkers every day or two, when
there would be little or no work for the trimmers to do,
or whether she was steaming 5,000 miles or 20,000 miles,
when she would require an army of trimmers to handle
the coal. The same law would apply to a ship under
those different conditions.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 'Thai shows the advantageof having a Committee to consider everything.

Mu. MILLS: When the ship is efficiently manned
.an only he decided by a Committee, and not by attempt-ing to fix anything in the nature of the Australian
standard like 3.', tons.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We ought not to discuss this
at all.

'The CHAIRMAN : I rather felt that we were entei
ing into a discussion of detail.

Mk. MILLS : It has been mentioned very freely.
I'iik CHAIRMAN : It was not pressed. We are all

generally agreed as to the principle. I should like to
carry a perfectly unanimous resolution here. I should
like to have the representatives of the shipowners here-
with us, if we can. I have suggested to them that they
might he willing to adopt the words of the- AustralianBill —that is the old Bill - Section 200: "No ship"shall he deemed seaworthy under this Act unless she
"shall be in a fit state as to number and qualifications"of crew, including officers, to encounter the ordinate
"perils of the voyage then entered upon." I have left
out all about cargo and ballast, which we have had
already. That seems to put the thing very clearly, and
I think that we might adopt that. Then we do not entei
into a discussion as to tons of coal or horse-power or
anything of that sort.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We adopted practically the
terms of the judgment in the ease of Hedley V. ThePinkney Steamship Company.

Thk CHAIRMAN : I left out the words in the Actabout cargo and ballast, and simply , online,l it (~ the
number and qualifications of the crew, including officers.
It will read : "No ship shall be deemed seaworthy
"unless she is in a fit state as Io number and qualifica-"tions of the crew, including officers, Io encounter the
"ordinary perils of the voyage then entered upon."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 'There is only one thingwhich is lacking there, and that is all mention of a
definite basis. Now it is this very definite basis that Ithought was a new principle with the Board of Trade,hut which they say is not. a principle at all.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: 1 am prepared to accept Ihat
after Hie remarks of Captain Chalmers.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : After tin- statement of Captain Chalmers I am perfectly prepared to accept thai.with that interpretation put upon the- section.
Mr. BELCHER: Before this matte, goes Io Ih,- vol,-.

I want I,i say a word upon it. seeing that 1 come from
a Colony when- a manning .scale is in existence.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : Do you accept this?

Mil. BELCHER: No. I do not accept it at all: andI am going to give my reasons for it.
Siu WILLIAM LYNE: You can keep that mannings.ale still if you like. We do not interfere with that.
Thk CHAIRMAN: We do not interfere with it at.ill.

Mr. BELCHES : I quite understand that.

Thr CHAIRMAN : And we- do not interfere with tln-Australian proposal about coal.
Mu. BELCHER : I understand there is no attemptto interfere with any legislation we have- in existence

in New Zealand. The proposal before the Conferenceis that there shall be a suggestion made to the Britishshipowners that they should establish a minimum
manning scale of some description. My own opinion
;IS ■' practical seaman, is that the minimum that hasbeen suggested by Captain Chalmers for the deck purposes is altogether inadequate. It has I n stated herethat any vessel over 700 tons

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : 7,000.

Mn. BELCHER: 700 tons—is fully manned. ,„. matte,what her e-apacity above 700 tons is. provided she __egot three men in a watch.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Three men in the deckwatch, is it not?

Mn. BELCHER: That is the statement made by theresponsible official of the British Board of Trade 1 sivas a practical seaman that that is altogether inadequateand I shall not agree under any circumstances to thatbeing the minimum.

Ti.k CHAIRMAN: It is not. We an- „_( p.., slrl„it. '
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Mn. BELCHED : I am going on to other matters if
you will let me continue. I say that is altogether in-
adequate, and what 1 say in connection with the matter
also is this : that there is absolutely no provision made
to see that the minimum which may be necessary for
ca.li ship is observed or established. Now we have
that on the word of the responsible official of the Board
of 'Trade in the remarks which he made some days ago
in respect to the granting ..f certificates to vessels. It
was then stated yerj clearly and distinctly that to survey
all the ships that come nuclei the- purview of the Im-
perial authorities would necessitate an army of inspectors.
Now what I want to know in connection with this
manning scale, or basis, or whatever you like to term
it, is, who is going to administer il ? At present there
is no provision made for administration at all, because
il was stated by Mr. Norman Hill that the question
..I the manning of the ship in his opinion should be
left (and so far as I can see. it is to a very large extent
left) as bet ween the- owner of the ship and the seamen.
I say that it is not right that it should be left at that
stage, for this simple reason, that the crew of the ship
only meets the owner of a ship as a rule just imme-
diately before the vessel sails. The men, before they
go on board the ship at all, have to sign an agreement
which lakes them on their voyage, and they do not
know until they get on hoard that ship, what she is
like, how she is fitted, or what the nature of the work
on board of her is likely to be, and they cannot very
well, if then sign this agreement, without transgressing
some of the principles of the Shipping Act. refuse Io
go into that ship without the risk of being put in gaol.
'There may he an honest difference- of opinion between
the nun and the owners as to whether the ship is sea-
worthy or not with the number of hands she has on
board, and who is going to step in? Whom have you
to appeal to in connection with that matter to know if
she is seaworthy or otherwise in so far as manning is
concerned ?

'Thk CHAIRMAN : 'These are Ihe instructions: "In
"case of any such vessel failing to have a certain number
"of deck hands, in addition to the master and mates, the

Superintendent or the Deputy-Superintendent should
"draw the master's attention to the fact, and imme-
" dlately report the ease in writing to the Resident
'■ Detaining Officer or Surveyor of the Board of Trade."

Mn. BELCHER : That is all very well, but I still say
there is no provision in existence to say what number of
men that 7.(1110 ton ship shall carry.

The CHAIRMAN : No.

Mn. BELCHER : That is the whole point-to whose
discretion is that to be left? These are the reasons that
I see for saving there is no adequate provision made
for the- establishment of what you are trying to lead us to
believe is to be tin- minimum scale. I say the minimum
is not given effect to if you are going to take the two
eases which you have mentioned. If six men are
sufficient, and the Board of Trade apparently think it is.
to man a 700-ton ship. I say six men are not sufficient to
man a 7.000-ton ship, and that is where the necessity of
a scale comes in. You must have the gradations through
the whole gamut of the vessels from the smallest to the
largest. Io define (he number of men who must lie carried
on those vessels. Unless you have that, I say your
minimum is no use : there will be a possibility of vessels
going to sea constantly undermanned in the future, and
the provisions which you say will meet that will
not. in my opinion, do anything of the kind.
Now it has been stated also, which bears out my
contention—this has come from the report of one of
your own officers—that there was some years ago a
considerable amount of friction between the Board of
'Trade officials and the owners of ships as to the num-
ber of men that they were carrying. That shows most
conclusively that there was a disposition on some-
body's part to run a ship with less than what was
thought to be a safe number of men. That is likely
to be repeated again unless you lay down your gradations
and say what number of men each ship shall carry.
Now with regard to the net registered tonnage in New
Zealand, and the manning being based on the net regis
t creel tonnage. T have heard something here to-dav
which somewhat surprises me as to the manner in which
the net register of a ship is arrived at. I do nol
know what alterations have been made recently by the
Board of Trade with regard to the measu..ment of ships.
whether there has been any at all or not. but the British

shipowners appear to be very adverse to the manning of
(hi- deck on the- registered tonnage. On what other
l.asis are you going to man a vessel, if you are'not going
to take tin- registered tonnage? I do not know of any
other basis which can be taken for the manning of the
deck at all. I think the British authorities will be cm
safe ground by adopting a somewhat similar plan to what
they have in New Zealand; and while I am on this point
I would like to ask this question : With regard to the
minimum which has been mentioned here for the British
vessels, assuming a vessel goes to Australia or New
Zealand under charter Io run on the coast, and she has
some kind of acknowledgment or certificate from the
British Board of 'Trade officials, that she- is fully manned
in accordance with (he British Board of 'Trade require-
ments, will it be permissible for the Australian or New
Zealand authorities to step in and say, " Your vessel must
"be manned in accordance with our requirements"?
That is a point which will have to In- borne in mind,
In,,.use we have gone this far with regard to the issuing
of the certificate to a vessel, that, provided she comes
up to the requirements in regard to certain things,
thai she will lie- allowed to trade there, but that principle
has not yet been extended so far as the- manning is con
reined.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Yes, it has; we pass,-,l
,i resolution.

Mn. BELCHER: With regard to this registered ton-
nage. I should like to know, as a matter of information,
what there is behind this matter which is not quite
apparent to me just now, I am under the impression,
from the remarks which fell from the shipowners, that
there is something in connection with the registered
tonnage where an alteration has been made from the
previous system of measuring a ship. If there has been
any alteration 1 should he glad to know it. With regard
to the mechanical appliances which have been referred to
by the shipowners for the easing of work in the stoke-
hold. 1 know a good deal about a ship's stokehold, and Ido not know of one ship yet where there is any meehaiii
cal appliance that in any way eases the work of the
men. 'There may be some of them in Britain here, but
I do not know of one. either in Australia or New
Zealand, where the mechanical appliances have made
the work of the men in the stokehold any easier.
The ejector does not do so. It does not ' make a
man's work any easier : it may. in some instances,
shorten his work a little, hut the fact remains that
the ashes have to be got rid of just exactly the same
by the ash ejector as if pulled up by hand/ So far as
I he manning of the- stokehold is concerned, I do not
know which is the most scientific way of arriving at a
definite conclusion as to how it should be done. New
Zealand, as you know, has adopted the principle of
indicated horse power. It has. gene-rally speaking, inNew Zealand, worked out fairly satisfactorily; but this
fact remains, that in a great many of the vessels in New
Zealand the number of men carried in the ships is in
excess, and considerably in excess, of the minimum laid
down in (he schedule'. But there is no getting awav
from this fact.—that the essence of the whole thing, the
essence of all the work which has been done in the stoke-
hold by (he trimmers and the firemen—the essence of the
whole work is shown in the machine which is beingdriven. That is where the ultimate results go to—intothe cylinder; and I do think myself that the horse-power
is one of the best systems under which the stokehold
should be managed. That is always a known quantity—the indicated horse-power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Do you say it is better thancoal consumption?

Mn. BELCHER : I would not be prepared to say it isbetter than any system of coal consumption, but I do saythat the horse-power can be ascertained by mechanical
process ; it can be ascertained within a very nice pointof what the vessel is actually indicating. And thereason why I suggest the horse-power as the basis insteadof coal consumption is this : that the latter necessitates
the setting up of a committee; and I maintain it will be
a most difficult matter indeed for the committee, es-pecially in Britain here, where the ships are so numerous.to ascertain the exact coal consumption of every ship thai
is sailing out of Britain. For if the minimum manningis to be on the coal consumption, then there will haveto be accurately ascertained the amount of coal that is
consumed by each ship, and there is a possibility that
with a great many of the ships which are at present in
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existence you will never know the exact c.al consumption,
and the result is you will not know the proper number of
men to put on board that ship. So far as New Zealand
ships ships going Io New Zealand are concerned, the
work in the stokehold is getting a great deal harder than
it was previously; the stokeholes arc more cramped than
what they were. The' steam space of the vessel is being
cramped as much as possible, which necessitates harder
and more incessant work. I say that in opposition to
the statement which has been made here—that there are
appliances in existence which have a tendency to lessen
the work of the men.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Is the New Zealand scale
to., heavy?

Mn. BELCHER : For what !

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : For stokers'.

Mn. BELCHES : I can only say this, that if some of
the ships in New Zealand were manned on the bare
minimum allowed under the schedule, the ve-sse-l could
not possibly gel along.

Tin: CHAIRMAN: That shows, surely, the danger
of a rigid minimum.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: Well, it might be
worse.

Mu. BELCHER : I do not think it does that at all.
When I say the vessel could not get along, she would not
get along as fast as she would if she had a proper num-
r,ei of men on hoard : thev could not get the results out
of th,- ship. 'That is one thing which is very certain.

Mil. FERNIE : That will lie a loss to the- owners.

Mu. BELCHER : 1 am only mentioning this to show-
that it is necessary to have a minimum, and the mini-
mum, so far as the deck manning is concerned, should be
considerably higher than what has been proposed for the
British vessels. Anothei factor which should enter into
the manning of the deck department is th.' pas
certificate. I consider it is one of the most important
factors that there is in regard to a passen_,-i ship, be-
cause it means this : if you have 12 or II or 10 or IS and
in some cases 'JO life saving appliances on board thai
ship, and the vessel meets with a casualty, and there is
no one to man those boats, il will simply mean (hat the
passengers will have to scramble for themselves. I take
il there is a duty cast upon all shipowners to make
adequate provision' for the safety of the people they
carry. I say if they have life appliances and no one to
man inein. the ship is not properly manned and the in-
(erests of (he passengers are not being looked after.

'Tin; CHAIRMAN : I think I will put the resolution
now 1., (he Conference. I take il it will be moved in the
words of the Australian Bill. 1 am going to put it in
these words : " No ship shall he deemed seaworthy unless
"she is-in a lit state as to number and qualifications of
"crew, including office-is, Io encounter the ordinary perils
■of the voyage then entered upon."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Do you mind putting it in
plain words so that it can be added to the report, because
(his is rather an important thing from my standard,
that I was quite willing to accept that after hearing the
statement of the Board of Trade officials, notably Cap-
tain Chalmers.

Thk CHAIRMAN : That will be on the- notes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Very well.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: I elo not want to de-tain you a
minute.

Tin CHAIRMAN : I think you have already ad-
dressed (he Conference. I do not wish to be hard, but
still we could not possibly get cm.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: I said Ihat Australian shippers
would strongly object to anything in thv shape of s
34 i.m standard being set down. After I spoke-. Sir
William Lyne, in accepting this proposal, said he did s..
on the understanding that S_ tons would be- looked upon
as the- standard.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : We have nothing to do with that
at all. 'That is a matter entirely for the Australians.
We do not dictate to the Australian Commonwealth in

.1 to that and do not presume to dictate, and they do
not dictate to us; that is entirely a matter for Ihem.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Will you mind reading
ii again':

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : "No ship shall In deemed sea-
" worthy einless she is in a fit state as to number and
"qualifications of crew, including officers, to encounter
"the ordinary perils of the voyage- then entered upon."
{Carried unanimously.)

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I wish to ask permission to
alter On- wording of this slightly, and I hope it will
commend itself Io those present. I wish to make the
resolution read with the words after " desirability of"
left out. and to put in : "Giving to masters, mates, and

iieers the designation of officers in the Imperial
"Shipping Act and its Regulations." At present under
the law they come under the designation of seamen. The
resolution will then read : "That it be a recommendation

to the Board of Trade to consider the desirability of
"giving to masters, mates, and engineers the designation
"of officers in the Imperial Shipping Act and its Regu-
lations." Under our law, officers and masters, mates
and engineers, are known as officers.

Hon. W \l. HITCHES : Masters and officers.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: Yes. Under the Imperial Act
they are known as seamen, so that it is a recommenda-
tion to tin- Board of Trade—simply a recommendation to
them that the designation should be given to them in the
Act. of " officers."

Mu. NORMAN HILL: I think there is perhaps a
cat eh in this, that it is against the officers. Just at the
pie-sent time I am not quite sure how you would affect
their position. For instance, if yon take the provisions
of the- imperial Act as tei the repatriation of seamen

Sn: JOSEPH WARD: He is not mentioned as an
officer.

Mn NORMAN HILT,: T am speaking against the
shipowners' interests. At the present time the officer is

man and the master is not. If yon take him out of
(he category of seamen and put him into a new category
yon might affect his position under the Imperial Act.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : What about workmen's compen-
sation ?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Thai is in tin- same position,
Sir JOSEPH WARD: This is only a recommendation

to the Board of Trade, and if you find there is going to
be any serious trouble involved. I presume Mr. Lloyd
George would not allow it to go through.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: I would not like officers Io
think

I'm: CHAIRMAN : To think (hat we were depriving
them of the benefits of those- Acts. 'They enjoy them
now. 'Th.- moment they become officers they .ease to
enjoy those benefits.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Is that a motion of
sufficient substance 'Sm JOSEPH WARD: It could only be done by an
amendment to your Act. anil 1 take it you would make
provision to «ave all their rights.

\lu. HAVELOCK WILSON : You would have- to
.liter almost every section.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : How can we expe-.l the
British representatives to assent to this if it may have
serious effects?

Siu JOSEPH WARD : It cannot have unless yon do it
by Act.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But 1hey are asked to
assent t" it.

MB, NORMAN HILL: It would not he right to sup
port such a resolution without their being here.

Sin WTI.LIA.Vi LYNE : In (he Act which I shall have
charge of probably, we deal with this in the interpreta-
tion clause, and we- describe the word "officer" in re-
lation to a ship to mean the master, mates, and engineers
of the ship. That is the way we propose to deal with il.
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Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I do not think the
Biitish officers would be thankful for that alteration, as it
would shut out the officers from a good many privileges
that they enjoy under the different sections of the Act—
repatriation and other things.

Mn. DUNLOP : An officer is an officer, but he is still
a soldier.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Are you, Sir Joseph Ward, very
anxious to press this?

Mr. HISLOP : On behalf of New Zealand, I should
like this. It is purely a recommendation to the Board of
Trade.

'The CHAIRMAN : Supposing we put it that the
suggestion has emanated from New Zealand, and consider
what can be done.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We will put it on our
dossier or papers when an amending Act conies forward,
to consider it, but we think as a recommendation this is
rather too small a matter.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I will put it, that this be a
request to the Board of Trade to put it upon their papers
for consideration.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We will do so, but we
prefer you do not pass the resolution.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That might be put upon your
own agenda for consideration.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We will do that.
The CHAIRMAN: We are aftaid the officers might

think it was an attempt on our part to deprive them of
certain privileges they enjoy at the present moment.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : They want this to apply to the
Imperial Act as well, if it is possible to do it. Now, as
a matter of courtesy to these officers, there is no harm
in the resolution being put on record : " That it be a
" recommendation to the Board of Trade to put it upon"their agenda, as resolved."

Thk CHAIRMAN : It will appear in the papers to-
morrow that we passed this resolution, without any ex-
planation. 'The officers will see it, and they will say :
" W'c- are enjoying certain rights as seamen of which we
"will be- deprived as officers," and therefore they might
think it was an attempt on the part of shipowners or
somebody to keep them out of this privileged category.

Sii* JOSEPH WARD : I would suggest we get over
that by putting in " without deprivation of any of the
" rights accruing to officers."

Hon W. M. HUGHES : I do not think you need do
that at all. The recommendation would not take any-
thing from them.

Thk CHAIRMAN: "Without prejudice to any lights
" they enjoy at present under the designation of 'sea-

■ men.'" Very well. This is the resolution: "That
" it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade in anyamending Act to consider the desirability of giving to
"masters, mates, and engineers the designation 'officers,'
" in the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act and its Regula-
" tions, without prejudice to any rights they enjoy as- seaman." [Carried unanimously.)

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH -. We are not to bring in
a special Bill for this ':

Tin. CHAIRMAN : Oh, no.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: In an amending Act.
Sin WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think there is any

necessity for me to make a long speech on this. The
motion is: "'That every possible encouragement shouhl
"be given by legislation, and otherwise, to the employ
" ment of British seamen in preference to foreigners."
'The shipowners have put papers giving certain numbers
in place of other certain numbers. The Royal Commis-
sion also did the same, and those arc all available. I
feel there could scarcely be any opposition to a resolution
of this kind which simply carries the principle, and there-
fore at present, at all events, I do not think there is anynecessity for me to make a speech about it. You do not
know what has taken place at the Conference with refer-
ence to it.

14—A. sa.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Might I ask—would you mind
reading it like this: "That every possible encourage-
" ment should be given to the employment of British

seamen on British vessels," leaving out the words
"in prefe-rence to foreigners." It comes to the same
thing.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I know you are very tender
about these things.

The CHAIRMAN ; Our trade is an international one,
you must remember. We have half the carrying trade
of the world. We are doing more carrying for foreigners
than we are doing for our own country.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not mind.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think Sir William has over-
looked something there. That word "foreigners" does
not include the whole of those persons that Sir William
is desirous of affecting. As the President has just stated,
the object from his standpoint is the employment of
British seamen on British vessels.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I am agreeable. I do notwant to detain you.

The CHAIRMAN : " That every possible encourage-
" ment should be given "

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : "Should be given by legisla-
" tion and otherwise."

The CHAIRMAN : I do not know whether that is
necessary, because we have now got a Committee to con-
sider, and I hope we are going to get some money for
it. I do not know that yon want "by legislation or
"otherwise."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Unless you have any serious
objection, I should like to keep those words in.

The CHAIRMAN : No, I have not.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : We have the strongest objec-

tion to "by legislation."
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : This is only establishing the

principle. The chances are we will legislate.
Mn. NORMAN HILL : We could not possibly acceptthe bald resolution in this form, even if you left out
legislation or otherwise," because we have had instances

given us here, in the course of the Conference, of thehard fight Australian shipowners and the New Zealand
shipowners are having to maintain their trade with Fiji
and the islands Now all our trade is carried on under
similar conditions. We have to fight for every ton of
cargo we carry. We have to fight with conditions which
are far more against us than any conditions appertaining
in the Pacific.

The CHAIRMAN : But surely you would not object
as a shipowner to every possible encouragement beinggiven to the employment of British seamen on British
vessels. 'This is not prohibition.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: It is not prohibition, but
before we accept such a statement we want to have it
clearly recognised that we are not saying that the State
has anv right to impose upon us restrictions or obliga-tions.

Thk CHAIRMAN : They are not restrictions at all.
One of the things I had in my mind is that we know a
committee at the present moment is sitting to consider
this very question. 'There may be a recommendation that
a certain sum of money should be expended upon appren-
liiing for instance to encourage British sailors. Wecannot do that without legislation.

Mr. CON : It is the expression of a pious hope.
Thk CHAIRMAN: "Given by legislation or other-

■ wise " is suggested. /

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I am quite agreeable to that.
\ln. FERNIE : This looks as if in the opinion of theConference we should be restricted.
In. CHAIRMAN : Oh, no.

Mn. FERNIE : Why should British shipowners berestricted any more than a British hotelkeeper fromhaving foreign waiters.
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The CHAIRMAN : I must say that Sir William has
used a very judicious expression. He has used the word

'' encouragement.''

Mr. FERNIE : What about free trade?

The CHAIRMAN : If we are going to have free trade,
surely we ought to encouiage British industries. 'That
is not incompatible at all with free trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to direct
attention of the Conference to Section 18 of the Royal
Commission's Report in connection with this matter. It
is headed: —"Encouragement to British producers and• shipowners." I am sure the shipowners here will be
quite surprised that we considered their welfare.

The CHAIRMAN : I should be very glad to see them
get financial encouragement too; I do not suppose they
would object to that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I may say that I proposed it,
but my colleagues voted me down. In the last paragraph,
what we say is this : " The Commissioners are strongly
"of opinion that preferential treatment should be given
" to British ships trading with Australia if manned by
"a substantial proportion of British citizens or carrying
" cargo of which a substantial proportion is of British
"origin or manufacture." Then they say :—"But in the
"absence of any detailed information they are not pre-
" pared to commit themselves either to the suggestion put
" forward by the Chairman, or to any definite scheme.
" As the matter is one affecting the Empire as a whole, it
"is held by the Commissioners as peculiarly proper for
"consideration by the proposed Imperial Conference."

The CHAIRMAN : That, of course, I would have
to rule out, because that is certainly a question for the
Imperial Conference.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: They meant this particular
Conference.

The CHAIRMAN : Oh, we could not discuss it
here.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I know because 1 wrote it.
You will allow me to say what I knew when I put those
words down on paper. This is the Conference to which
we alluded.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, but the President says
we cannot deal with it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: All I wish to say is this:
Sir William has agreed to the words, "by legislation or
otherwise." I merely wish to say that the legislation
hinted at here is the legislation which proposed to remit
20 per cent, of the Light and Harbour and Pilotage Dues,and so on in reference to vessels carrying, say, 80 per
cent, of British crew and with British cargo, and so on.
We conceived that would really encourage the shipowner
and encourage him to employ British seamen. I will say
nothing further about it now except that it is a matter
upon which we feel very strongly, and I do not think
this Conference can do wrong in affirming Sir William's
motion without reservation.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We would support it, sir, as
you have varied it; we are quite prepared to affirm, as
strongly as we can, that it is our wish and desire to en-
courage the employment of British seamen on British
ships, hut we want it made perfectly clear that, in affirm-
ing that principle, we do it on the understanding that it is
without imposing on British shipowners, in the conduct
of their business, any eibligations or restrictions as to
manning, other than such as are necessary to secure the
safety of life and property, which, by increasing the costof carrying on their business, will prevent their competing
successfully with their foreign rivals.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think I could accept
that.

The CHAIRMAN : My opinion is that this will cer-
tainly not be restrictive legislation.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I hope that the representativesof shipowners will take what I have to say in the spirit inwhich it is offered. There is an impression, rightly or
wrongly, in our country, that there is not sufficient atten-tion paid to the employment of British seamen when
they can be obtained at the same rates. This is a motion
simply recetmmending that encouragement should be

given by legislation or otherwise to the employment
of British seamen. Now, if it gets about that the
representatives of the shipowners are opposed to pro-
posals of that kind, it will give colour to what I do not
believe to be the case myself, but it will give colour to
that feeling that British shipowners are opposed to the
employment of British seamen. I should be sorry for
that to happen. We do not want to interfere in the
conduct of British shipowners' business, but our people
feel that, as a British community, where we are carrying
on a very large British business —doing nine-tenths of
it with the Mother-country and between the Mother-
country and the colonies — we have a feeling that we
ought to lend our moral support to the recommendations
to have British seamen employed. With all due deference
to the shipowners, who have enormous responsibilities
1 know, I put it to them that it will convey a very
wrong impression from their standpoint if this is not
passed.

Mn. ANDERSON : In answer to that, I should like
to say that the British shipowner yields to no one in his
desire to encourage British seamen. It is subordinate

"to only one other instinct, and that is the instinct of self-
preservation.

Thk CHAIRMAN : We ought to make it clear that
we do not contemplate restrictive conditions "Provided
"that this resolution does not contemplate the imposition
" of rest lit tive conditions."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES; Sir William Lyne's proposi-
tion does not.

Thk I'll AIRMAN : Will you agree to that?

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I do not think so. 1 think
ii destroys the effect. My object is to have an effeel on
the public mind and on the British seaman's mind. I
wish the British seaman to see that this Conference, com-
posed of shipowners and the representatives of the two
Colonies, are anxious, if they can, to help their employ-
ment. If you put the proposed addition, 1 think that
destroys the good effect, or a portion of it, which will
come from passing this resolution.

The CH WRMAN : Except that I will point this out,
that the moral effect of the resolution will be very much
greater if we could have a perfectly unanimous vote here
which would carry the representatives of the shipowners
concerned.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I wish to point out, too, in
support of what Sir Joseph WTard said, that the fact of
the shipowners not agreeing to it, will not do them anygood.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : I do not think that that addi-
tion would prejudice the resolution.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think it would.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : It certainly does not interferewith what I have in my mind, because I am more or less
working on different lines, it is true, but to the same
end. I quite agree with you. I think it is a very serious
thing that we have something like 40,000 foreigners inthe British Mercantile Marine. It is true that that pro-portion is going down, and the proportion of British sea-
men is going up. I think it may be aided by encourage-ment, and that is why I like the reason which Sir William
Lyne has in his motion. But we wish to secure unani-
mity, whieh would be of enormous advantage to us. It
is really very important, because it is here that youwant legislation mostly. It is very important that we
should secure unanimity here, and we do secure it by
means of words of this kind. It would help us enor-
mously in attaining the object which Sir William Lynehas in view.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I do not like to whittle away
by amendment the effect of this resolution. And I am
afraid the amendment does whittle it away, to a largeextent.

Tin: CHAIRMAN: Then it would read: "That
"every possible encouragement should be given bv legis" lation or otherwise to the employment of British sea-" men on British ships, provided' that this resolution"does not contemplate the imposition of restrictive con-" ditions."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What does that mean? Howfar does that go*
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The CHAIRMAN : Restrictive conditions would be,
suppose we passed an Act of Parliament here, to say
that you should not employ Germans, or Swedes, or
Norwegians on British ships.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: The resolution as first pro-
posed gives very different reasons. That long resolution
which ,\lr. Norman Hill proposed really will not do any
thing which is going to cost shipowners more.

'The CHAIRMAN :We are not suggesting that. This
is a suggestion we are making with a view to effecting a
compromise. 'This is simply our suggestion with a view,
if possible, to secure the support of the shipowners and
get a perfectly unanimous vote, which will be- very im-
portant to us. It is purely ours.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : 1 want to say to Sir William
Lyne that I think we ought to agree- to that suggestion.
I have no fear of the proviso with regard to the non-
imposition of restrictive conditions. 'This Conference
has already passed a number of resolutions with re-
gard to seamen and ships, which we are trying to put
into effect. Where there is a great change it is un-
deniable that it has to hi- a gradual process. If we make
a statement that a particular thing is to he done, we
shall get a number ol people saving that it_should be put
into operation in a few months, and wo shall create a
wrong impression.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : I do not propose- that.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: I think by putting this pro
e iso in it will be all right.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON ; Might I call Sir Wil-
liam Lyne's attention to the Act of last year. I can
assure Sir William Lyne that it will have a great effect in
reducing the number of foreigners in future. It stales
that every seaman engaged on a British ship, either al a
p.ni in (he United Kingdom or on the Continent between
tin- River Elbe and Brest, must speak and understand the
English language. That will have a big effect in reducing
the number of foreigners.

The CHAIRMAN : I think, if I may press Sir Wil-
liam Lyne—-— _

Sir WILLIAM LYNE IQo on. You always press me
to do as you like.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : The resolution is: "'That every
"possible encouragement should be given by legislation
"or otherwise to (In- employment of British seamen cm
" British ships, provided that this resolution does not
"contemplate the imposition of restrictive conditions."

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It is encouragement and not
penalty.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 1 do not quit,- understand
how far those words go. "restrictive conditions." Do
you mind my looking at the resolution''

Tin CHAIRMAN : Certainly.
Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: "Restrictive condi

lions" would be Io say Ihat there must be so many
Britishers on British ships. That would be all right
in the United Kingdom, but a vessel might go to a
distant port where you could not ge-t Britishers to supply
the number of men required. This would be restrictive
conditions.

The CHAIRMAN : They would have- to leave the ship
behind.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE; 'That is why I wanted to
know what was meant by " restrictive conditions.'' If
one was dealing with this in an Act of Parliament, or i
Bill before Parliament' suppose somebody was proposing
this, and il was said, "the Conference was not in favour
"of imposing restrictive conditions," one would want to
know what won- the restrictive conditions.

Sin JOSEPH W'ARI): Suppose- a British shipownei
sent a ship to Hamburg with a British crew, ami when
there the British crew were paid off

Tin CHAIRMAN : Or deserted.
Siu JOSEPH WARD : Or deserted, and he had a

contract to go on to Melbourne or New Zealand, and had
to take on board a foreign , lew there. I should say he
was entitled to do that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : tjo should 1.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: Unless you make some such
reservation you would be imposing a condition which the
shipowner would have to evade. 'Then he would be told
he was breaking the contract.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: We have been working for
sonic- lime in Liverpool on a training school for Tacts for
the Mercantile Marine. We have it well established,
and we have got a certain number of boys and turn them
out each year. We have been worrying the President of
Ihc Board of Trade for some- time to give us a helping
hand. We are- having very good results and turning out
very good lads, and this resolution will give encourage-
ment to the President of the Board of Trade to worry
the Chancellor of the Exchequer to get him to see that
this is a national work, and to give us a helping hand.

Mu. PEMBROKE : There are a great many good boys
who are added to the number of seamen.

SIH WILLIAM LYNE: 'There is one thing which is
Underlying in my mind in this question, and that is the
education for the Mercantile Marine of men who can be
taken liv the Navy after going through that-naval
cadets I think you call them. Now, the system which is
adopted now. or which is allowed now, of educating so
many foreigners, to my mind is absolutely antagonistic
lo Great Britain, because you are educating men who will
ligiii against you. One of the strongest reasons why we
all like to see' the employment of British seamen is that
vou make a reserve which you can us.- in times of stress
in favour of ourselves instead of in favour of our enemy.
That is one of the reasons why I felt this question was
one which should he dealt with very strongly if we can.
Now I am quite prepared to say this, that if the proviso
with regard to restrictive- conditions is not meant in any
way to take away from the effect of (he first part of the
resolution

Tin CHAIRMAN : I .put,, agree.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: If those words are put in,
and that is understood so that I can use it hereafter. I
agree.

Tin CHAIRMAN : Certainly. Very well.

Mn. HUGHES: I should like to give my reasons why
I cannot vote for this. If that means restrictive
conditions so far as employment of coloured persons is
concerned

Thk CHAIRMAN : That is the next motion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It is all right. I see the
next motion. I have kept that well in my eye. After
all, there are persons who are not includeeJ in the next
motion that 1 object to. We are speaking now of the
whole of the- British Mercantile Marine. Sir. Belcher's
motion is confined to the coasting trade of Australia and
New Zealand. I moved an amendment in the House
imposing certain restrictions upon vessels carrying the
Australian mails, and in consequence one company is now
employing white persons in the stokehold instead of
coloured persons in the stokehold. I take it that is a
restrictive condition. If the "restrictive conditions" in
your rider means that, I shall have- to vote against it.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: But does it?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It means that they willget a subsidy if they employ white seamen.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : That is encouragement, surely.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The difference is this.
It vou say you will give certain concessions as you did
propose in your proposals before the' Etoyal Commission
to ships carrying 8-ri per cent, of British seamen, that is
legislation, but not restrictive. 'This is as I take it. If
on the otlni hand you say that no British ship should
entei Australian ports unless she had H."> per cent, of
British seamen, that would be a restriction.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES :No doubt it is as yousay. The
only point is this. It may be we shall carry our mails on
the poundage system yet, and it maybe that we should give
(he preference by saying that all boats carrying foreigners,sa, the Nord Deutscher Lloyd, shall not carry our mails.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: There will he no subsidygiven (o a ship which does employ foreigners.
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Thk CHAIRMAN : 'The condition with regard to tin-
mail contract is a different thing. 'That is a subsidy from
the State.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 'This does not apply to sub-
sidies granted by the Commonwealth or New Zealand in
respect to services rendered to those States. Would you
put this proviso in : " Provided that this rider docs n.U
"apply to the subsidies granted for service: rendered to
"the 'Commonwealth or New Zealand"?

Thk CHAIRMAN : Ton might have endless provisos
like that

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I would like Mr. Hughes to
vote lor it as well as myself. I do not want a division.
My wish is to have it'as originally intended. But in
order to get it unanimous I want to give something, so

it is clearly understood, as I said just now, that
this restriction is not one detrimental to either Australia,
New Zealand, or to Gnat Britain. 'That is what 1 want
to In- clearly understood.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is well to be plain with I he
Conference; there is no guarantee that the Australian
Parliament will not restrict its coasting trade to those
persons employing only while seamen.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is your own
coasting trade.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN: This is the British trade. This
is an Imperial resolution, and that is why I think it is
very important. Here r- a resolution proposed by Sir
William Lyne which will have Imperial effect if it is to
be carried, and therefore f think, if I may say so, that it
would be very wise if you could see your way to make a
tew verbal concessions of this sort, which would enable
us to get a perfectly unanimous resolution, so as to cany
all puts of the Empire along with us. I quite agree that
with regard to your home- trade, the- Australian trade,
you may do things which we- cannot possibly do here.
I want yon to take into account the difficulties of our
great international mercantile marine.

Hon. W M. HUGHES: Would you put in ihat the
resolution would not affect any right which Australia
may have in regard to her own coasting trade?

Thk CHAIRMAN : You do not want that. We do
not propose to interfere- with that at all. This is an
Imperial resolution, which is a very different thing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Il appears that because a
thing is called an Imperial resolution one has to swallow
it although it is most disagreeable both in odour, taste.
and everything else.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : No. Y.m know perfectly well
this is a resolution for our consumption, t<> put it quite
bluntly. 'This is a hint to us. Sir William Lyne is not
thinking about what is going to happen in Australia.
He knows perfectly well thai you can legislate there as
vou think proper. This is a hint to us that it is about
time that we should encourage British sailors in British
ships. We accept that, provided he will add those words.

Mn. DUNLOP: W'c have swallowed some of your
Colonial resolutions, and we- did not like them a bit.

Thk CHAIRMAN : 'This is for our own shipping.
'The shipowners have gone- a very long way to meet you.
It is an enormous thing for them to have accepted, even
subject to these words, and I trust that Mr. Hughes will
not be too insistent under these circumstances.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I am thinking, without wish-
ing to say anything at all against shipowners, thai the
readiness with' which they have accepted makes one be-
lieve there is nothing at all in it.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : Oh, no. Last year they did accept
a very important restriction, as Mr. Haveloek Wilson
pointed out. Employment was restricted on British ships
to those who can understand the English language-. That
has an enormous practical effect, and the shipowners did
not contest it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not wish at all to stand
out against the matured opinion of others. All I wish
to have is your statement that this is not to be regarded
in any way as limiting our own rights.

Sik JOSEPH WARD : Everything that Mr. Hughes
wants in the matter of mail contracts they can do ondei
their own contracts, and we can all protect ourselves.

The resolution, in the following form, was then carried
unanimously : " That every possible encouragement
"should be given by legislation or otherwise to the em-
" ployment of British seamen on British ships, provided
"that this resolution does not contemplate the imposition
"of restrictive conditions."

Mr. BELCHER : I move: "That this Conference- is
"opposed to the employment of Lascars, Coolies, Chma-
" men, or persons of any other alien race on any vessels
"owned, registered, or chartered to trade in the Common
"wealth or New Zealand." 1 think the resolution will
commend itself to the Conference for the reasons tljat
have been very ably advanced by Sir William Lyne. thai
is. that we should not encourage the employment of per
sons who will be of little use to us in the event of the
Empire getting into serious trouble with another nation
Th,- resolution just passed with regard to the employ
ment of British seamen, or the encouragement of their
employment, is a very good one. But I know of my own
knowledge that the employment of persons mentioned iii
my resolution is on the increase, and anything that can be
dune to reduce their number, and Io eventually exclude'
them altogether from British ships should in my opinion
he given effect to. I do not think it can be saiel that
these people are- employed because Britishers cannot he
obtained. My own impression is that if the shipowners
treated their men a little differently, making their con
ditions a little better than (hey are. they would get a suffi-
cient number of Britishers to man all the ships that are
run by the British Empire. It has been said —whether it
was said sincerely or not. I do not know-—it has been
remarked hen- by one of the British shipowners thai it
would be impossible to get a sufficient number of
Britishers to man British ships. 'That is a statement
which I can scarcely agree with. This resolution, as will
he seen, confines the exclusion of Lascars, Coolies, and
Chinamen from all vessels that an owned, registered, or
chartered to trade in the Commonwealth or New Zealand.
It is a well-known fact that in Australia there are a
considerable number of vessels trading from Australia to
Eastern ports, the shipowner practically deriving all his
profits, from the trade that that ship does between the
East and Australia. 1 contend that under these ciicum
stances the people of the country

Thk CHAIRMAN : I am sorry to interrupt you. Ihave a suggestion here that this affects India to such an
extent that it would he epiite- necessary Ihat we should
have the India Office represented. We cannot gel an
India Office representative to-day. 'Therefore I propose
that this should be postponed till to-morrow, when we
can secure the attendance of an India Office represents
tive, because it is very important that India should be
represented here. Therefore I will pass on to the next
resolution if you do not mind.

Mn. BELCHER : Will you allow me i.. make a ,e_
remarks outside those individuals?

'Tin; CHAIRMAN : You cannot. It is Lascars which
are of the most importance, and you cannot make one
speech now and another tomorrow when the- representa-
tive of the India Office is here. Sou had better postpone
ii till to-morrow.

tin BELCHEH ; Very well, provided you will give me
an opportunity.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : Certainly.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: I lino,. 'That the terms and
"conditions of the bill of lading at present in general
" use are iii many respects unsatisfactory lei shippers ami
"consignees, and ihat in the interest of traders generally
"it is desirable that the Board of 'Trade should publish a

" form of bill of lading containing such reasonable- con
"ditions as in its opinion are sufficient to safeguard the
"rights of the shipper, shipowner, and consignee." 1
hope that the Conference will unanimously agree to this.
It is a recommendation to the Board of Trade to endes
vour to frame a model bill of lading. 'That would he done
by them. I presume, after full investigation and inquiry.
at which the shipowners would have the' opportunity of
being consulted. But Ido know now that there is a great
deal of feeling on the part of the people who are con-
cerned outside of the shipowners with regard to the
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reasonable measure of protection which they ought to be
entitled to. At present the shipowners are contracted
right out of almost every liability. \\ ith regard to a bill
of lading which comes to us, I know there is a general
complaint about it from end to end of the colony amongst
the mercantile community. 1 am disposed to think that
if an effort were made to have something like uniformity
in the main conditions, it could be done. 1 assume the
minor conditions have to be put into different classes.
But the representative men connected with commerce in
New Zealand have an opinion that they are contracted
right out of almost every protection, although they have
to pay the freight. Therefore we desire shipowners'
responsibilities defined, so that if they want to protect
themselves they can be covered in the freight. As at
present, the bill of lading is so exhaustive for the pro-
tection of the shipowners that the consignee and the
shipper might just as well accept every liability. There is
scarcely a consignee in New Zealand who is satisfied with
the terms of the bill of lading. 'There ought to be some-
lliing definite, so that the consignees or the shippers can
protect both themselves and those with whom they are
trading. Now the whole thing is very unsatisfactory. As
this is merely a recommendation to the Board of Trade-
to endeavour to frame a model bill of lading, I hope it
may meet with tin- support of the Conference, and I move
the resolution. 1 do not want to take up time unneces-
sarily by going into details.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: I am sorry to have to dis-
agree on behalf of the shipowners, but we believe it is
bad business to restrict in any way the liberty of contract
cm charter parties and bills of lading. It is impossible
to impose on the shipowner full responsibility under all
circumstances for the cargo intrusted to him. Sir Joseph
Ward has pointed out that it is impossible to make him
responsible for perils on the sea. 'The terms upon which
a man insures, and the risks which he insures against, are
matters of bargain between himself and his underwriter,
and we think it has been established by trade all over the
world that it is far cheaper to the owners of goods to
insure the risks of perils of the sea, and include in that
insurance the insurance of the acts and defaults of ship-
owners, paying a premium to cover all that insurance
rather than for the owner of the caigo to insure only the
perils of the sea, and to impose on the shipowner the
liability for the acts and defaults of his servants, which
necessarily results in a higher freight being charged. The
point has been tested in many trades as a matter of
business. The shipowner offers two forms of bill of
lading, one form which assumes all responsibility for the
goods, that is to say, besides being the carrier of the
goods he is the insurer. The other form says he will
carry the goods subject to certain exemptions, and
amongst others he exempts himself from liability for
the acts and defaults of his servants, and leaves the
owner of the goods to effect his own insurance'. The
experience all over the woild in our trade has been that
the first form is never taken up. It remained a dead
form. The owner of the goods has found it cheaper to
pay a lower freight on the second form, plus the insur-
ance premium, rather than pay the shipowner for carryingthe goods ui,l for insuring them. When yon come to the
actual points in which these cases arise, of course, there
are cases in which some shipowners have been absolutely
unreasonable in repudiating responsibility, and it is those
bad cases which provoke what we venture to think is a
demand for bad law. You take the ordinary exemptions
on the question of seaworthiness at the start of the
voyage. The Australian Act imposes full obligation on
the shipowner if there is any damage resulting from the
ship starting in an unseaworthy condition. Take a vessel
sent from here in every respect seaworthy. She is lying
in an Australian port, and through gross negligence on thepart of her officers and e-rew, the sea communications are
left open. That vessel when she begins to take her cargoin the Australian port is unseaworthy, and, as the cargois put in. the ship settles, and she- finally goes down, or
the cargo is seriously damaged. Now, which is it morereasonable si II bear the loss which has been occasionedby that accident the shipowner who is paid accordingto the weight or measurement of the goods for carrying
them to this country, or the underwriter who has insured
these goods against the perils of the sea, ami been
paid a premium based on the value of the goods? If
you impose on the shipowner the responsibility for the
goods, in a ease of that kind your freight will be a mixedfigure.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I do not suggest that.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: The Australian Act does
impose that liability. That, I venture to think, is bad
business.

Sn: WILLIAM LYNE : It is the law.

Mu NORMAN HILL: It is (he law. and it is bad
business, we believe. 'This matter is no new matter. It
las been debated in the United Kingdom for years. On
the Continent, in Germany and France, in every country
at some time cn- another there has been a very strong
party amongst the merchants to adopt this form of
procedure, to introduce either a model bill of lading,
or introduce legislative restriction on the freedom of
contract. All those have gone, so far as Europe is eon
ecineci. At the last Conference held in Europe, it was
resolved thai it was in the best interests of trade to leave
tin' terms of these contracts to be settled as between the
parties, and that is the present position, and beyond
doubt it is the feeling in Europe. So far as providing in
one bill of lading any one standard form, it is impossible
to devise any standard form applicable to all the trades
and to all classes of cargoes. For these reasons I would
move as an amendment to this motion : "That legisla-

tion restricting liberty of contract on charter parties
anil bills of killing is unnecessary and undesirable, inas-

" much as the ordinary forms of insurance upon goods
"having been adapted to meet the well-known exemptions
" from liability for the acts and defaults of the shipowners'
"servants, protection against loss resulting therefrom can
"be more cheaply obtained by the shipper or consignee-,
" from the underwriter direct than by forcing a liability
" upon the shipowner and thereby increasing the freight."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think this matter is very
important, and I hope that you will take a division or

tain ih. ..pinion of the Committee with reference to
it. We have an Act in existence as follows : " Where any
" bill of lading or document contains any clause, covenant,
"or agreement whereby—(a) the owner, charterer, master,
"or agent of any ship, or the ship itself is relieved from

liability for loss or damage to goods arising from the
" harmful or improper condition of the ship's hold, or
" any other part of the ship in which goods are carried,
"or arising from negligence, fault or failure in the proper
" loading, stowage, custody, care, or delivery of goods
" received by them or any of them to be carried in or by

the ship; or (b) any obligations of the owner or
"charterer of any ship to exercise due diligence, and to
"properly man, equip, and supply the ship, to make and
"keep the ship seaworthy, and to make and keep the
"ship's hold, refrigerating and cool chambers, anil all
"other parts of the ship in which goods are carried, lit
"and safe tor their reception, carriage, and preservation,
"are in any way lessened, weakened, or avoided; or
" (e) the obligations of the masters, officers, agents, or ser-
" vants of any ship to carefully handle and stow goods,
"and to care for. preserve, and properly deliver them.
"are in any wise lessened, weakened, or avoided, that
"clause, covenant, or agreement shall be illegal, null and
"void, and of no effect." That is a clause we have in
our Act. One reason why that Act was passed was in
connection with ships which bring our fruit and butter—
of course, the over-sea ships. We put in a provision, at
my instance, that opportunity should be given somewhere
on the deck, or at some convenient place for any person
sent by the owner of the goods, or the underwriter of the
goods to be able to tell at any time by an indicator what
the temperature of the freezing chamber was. Shipowners
would not tender with that in. That was one reason why
this was brought in.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That was not the reason
for this Bill.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: That was one reason, because
1 had to deal with it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 1 was m the Ministrj
I hat passed I his Bill.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I know that, but that took
place before. 'This was a very sore point, and we had to
withdraw that from the terms of the contract. 1 always
h. Id. and hold now, that every shipowner should allow, ifthey continued their previous arrangement, the owner of
the goods, or the underwriter, full access to see that his
goods are not destroyed by negligence- on the part of the
officers of the' ship, and they would not do it. They abso
hitely refused. We passed this law, throwing the respon-
sibility on the shipowner, and doing away with the neces-
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sity of having the indicator which we desired to have in
connection with our fruit and our butter and those perish-
able things, large quantities of which are carried. The
motion of Sir Joseph Ward has mainly this object in view,
to prevent the bill of lading from absolutely taking away
every protection from the- owner of the goods, because
that is what it does. IT- must go and insure his goods,
and sometimes he cannot do thai under the conditions.
Il seems to me it is eery necessary to follow to a large
extent, if not wholly, the- lav. we have in existence at the
present moment, which is a fact so far as Australia is
concerned at any rate.

Mil. ANDERSON : With regard to what you said as
to tell-tale thermometers on hoard ship, it is common
report (hat _as meters are untruthful, but I believe
their veracity is very great as compared with tell-tale
thermometers.

s,it WILLIAM LYNE: Perhaps it is so. hut Mr.
Anderson knows very well that his ships were among those
which refused to teiidei under it. We were told, in
answer to oni pressing the- question, that we must watch
the result and must rely upon the officers of the ship look-
ing after the goods.

Mu. ANDERSON : We Hunk our officers understand
their business, and the responsibility is upon them of
'allying the fruit in good condition.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: And the poor shipper whose
butter or fruit is ruined- what has hi' to fall back upon?

Mu. ANDERSON : Oan you tell me of any case in
which that has happened?

Hon DUGALD THOMSON : I would like to say a
few words upon this matter. In I his I cannot agree with
the objections it the shipowners (hear, hear). If those
"hear, hears" are meant to indicate that I have agreed
with them previously 1 can only say this, that (he alii
I tide I have taken al this Conference is to deal fairly with
all the parlies concerned. I shall oppose what I think are
unfair propositions coming from any quarter. Now, I
have had a great deal of experience of bills of lading and
shipping contracts, and the result of the safeguards that
the shipowners have secured for themselves in recent yearsin I heir bills of lading. If you look at the bill of lading
of G>o or (id years ago you will see it is an absolutely
different document from the document of to-day, and that
every clause which has been put into that bill of ladingsince has been to enable the shipowners to escape from
their common partying liabilities, and to leave every loss,
ii possible-, with the shipper of the goods. Now, Mi.Norman Hill has said that can be covered by insurance.
Mr. Hill knows, I am sure (at any rate if he does not,
the shipowners know), the enormous cost of insuring
with particular average. And the reason of that is this.
th.it the extreme- possibility of loss is always taken by
the insurer, which may occur in the worst managedvessel, and the vessel in which the goods arc least
looked after, and that is fixed as the- rate of premium.Rut that insurance does not cover the enormous
national loss which is occurring, and has been occurring,through the shipowners escaping from their responsi-bilitj of looking after the- goods when they are theonly people who can look after the goods. That is a
false principle. If a person who has the custody of the
goods, and is the only person who can look after those
goods, fails to do so. then there- is no one else can do it,and surely if tin responsibility is to be on anyone itought, with reasonable restriction, to be on the shipowner
who has the custody. Owing to that not being the case.on our Australian coast and over-sea also, there has been
a constant loss occurring that was absolutely unnecessary.That is a national loss. It amounted to very big figureson the Australian coast, because the person who had the
goods in custody was freed from the responsibility oflooking after them. Now, that is undesirable, and all
this Austialian Ad does, so far as I am aware at any
rate, is to bring the shipowner hack to his common carry-ing responsibilities—he is not allowed to escape them,and may I point out to Mr. Norm in Hill that, whilst, he-says that the shipowners will have to get a higher freight
it these responsibilities are put on them, that tfjey wereactually carrying from the United Stales, where theHarter Act is in force, at lower rates than they were
carrying from Great Britain, where there was no suchprovision.

Mr. PEMBROKE : The Harter Act protects the ship-
owner.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I would like to see the
comparison. I am quite willing to enter into that matter
if desired. I would like to see in what this differs from
the Harter Act. There are protections here also for the
shipowner. I quite admit that some of these things, such
as the lower rates from the United Slates, are affected by
competition in particular directions. This low freight
lasted for a long time, and owners found apparently no
reason to increase their freights on account of that
responsibility, and why should they so long as they are
properly protected? It only means this, that in the one
case where the responsibility is theirs they look after
the goods, and the loss is not incurred. In the other

ase where there is no responsibility, they do not look
after the goods, and the loss is incurred. We had ample
proof of that on the Australian coast where great care-
lessness was show n in the treatment of goods; often
they weic allowed to be pillaged even under the eyes
of the officers of the ships. Cases of fruit were allowed
i, be emptied, and the empty cases were handed over as
a sufficient fulfilment of the contract. Now as to liberty
of contract. I myself where there is real liberty am per-
-fectly in agreement with those who would propose not
to interfere with that liberty, but there is no liberty.
because when the shipowners combine as they do. the
shippers have to ship under any conditions which thev
seek to impose, and that has been the case. 'There-fore 1hold that the proposal of Sir Joseph Ward is a desirable
one. I do not know how far the publishing of a fair bill
of lading will go, but 1 think it is desirable. And may I
point out that in the Australian Act the shipowners arc
protected against a great many things. They are- pro
tected against faults or errors in navigation, perils of the
sea or navigable waters, acts of God or the King's
enemies, the inherent defect, quality or vice of the goods
—that is perfectly right—the insufficiency of package of
the goods, the seizure of the goods under legal process.
any act of omission of the shipper or owner of the goods,his agent or representative, or saving or attempting to
save life or property at sea, or any deviation in saving
or attempting to save life or property at sea. And they
an- only liable where there is a failure to exercise due
diligence and to properly man, equip, and supply a ship
and keep the ship seaworthy. 1 need not read the rest
which Sir William Lyne has read, but it is only where
they have failed to exercise due diligence- and where
there has been negligence, fault or failure in the propelloading, stowage-, care and delivery of the goods that
they are liable.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It puts them on the level e>f
ordinary carriers.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Now I believe all these
responsibilities attached to shipowners at one period—
common carrier liabilities. They have seen reason to put
clauses in the hill of lading to specially exempt them-
selves. If the bill of lading of 60 years ago were adopted,with exceptions for special circumstances—l quite agree-with the need of special conditions in some circumstances,but they can always be filled in—then there would be no
necessity for these Acts. The shipowners are exercisingtheir powers in combination, and I think they are going
too far; they are leading to a heavy loss of goods, which
is a national loss and unnecessary, on account of refusing
to accept their own responsibilities. I think in their own
real interests if not their immediate interests, which arenot always the real interests of any concerned it wouldbe much better if, instead of expei'ting the shippers (for
as Mr. Hill said there were some unreasonable companieswho would not acknowledge claims) to be satisfied with
the reasonableness of a particular shipowner and were able
to recover nothing—where the owner is not reasonable—they were to allow fair conditions. They could have a
variation of these when- necessary, but there should be
only reasonable conditions in theirbill of lading. That. Iam sure, would be, in the e-nd. in the best interests of flu-
people who now sustain this national loss, and in the best
interests of the shipowners themselves.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Would you be content
with the Harter Act. because it differs materially fromthe Australian Act!

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 1 ,l„ not think it does.I have the comparison here.
Mu. NORMAN HILL: The Act which you havequoted from and the exemptions are all conditional onthe ship at the beginning of the voyage being seaworthy

in all respects. Therefore, if the ship in the case I put,
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through the negligence of the officer, started unseaworthy,the shipowner has amongst other things to be responsible
for inherent defect, quality, or vice of goods.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I point out this,
Ihat there must he somebody responsible in that ease.
The owner of the goods, or the shipper of the goods,
has no power to save- that loss or avoid it. If theie is
to be insurance against that loss, who is the party that
ought to be insured': Is il the party ihat cannot ever
.is.- any control over it. or prevent it. or is it the ship
owner!

Mm. ANDERSON : 'The Bill goes further. If a ship
siarts unseaworthy owing to a certain latent defect, and
is lost owing to a cause which has nothing whatever to
do with that latent defect, then the exemptions which
are mentioned under A. B. and 0 sub-clauses would not
apply for the protection of the owner.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not think that is
so; but. if so. it is epiite a proper point to raise as a
suggestion for any amendment.

Mr. ANDERSON : That is my reading.
Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Another'great differ

ence between that Act and the Harter Act is thai the
Australian Sea carriage of Ooods Act does not exempt
j shipowner from faults or errors iii the management of
the vessel which the- Harter Act does.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : faults or errors in
navigation.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Yes. but not in themanagement of the vessel. That is a material difference
..I' course.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The Sea carriage of Goods
Act was passed during the sitting of the Royal Com
mission, and we then had evidence from the merchants
and shippers as to the effect of that Act, and some- ofthem objected bo it, and they recommended the- Harter
Act. But in our opinion the Sea-carriage of Goods Act
was unite- sufficient, and the Commissioners did not feel
justified in recommending any amendment.

lin CHAIRMAN : I can see the differences are epiite
irreconcilable over this, and I think the only thing we
can do is to vote upon it. I do not think there is the
slightest chance- of securing anything like unanimity over
this, and if we do prolong the discussion I do not think
we would arrive at any practical issue which would be
generally acceptable, and I am afraid, therefore, ws willhave' to vole upon it. The Board of Trade could not at
the present moment accept it. There has been an amend
ment moved by Mr. Norman Hill.

Hon. W. M HUGHES: Will the British del,
consider the Harter Act?

Mi:. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Oh. certainly.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: In its entirety. 'That is theAmerican law.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH: We will certainly con-
sider it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is better than the exist-
ing law, a great deal.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: We are not going to alter
our law.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course we are not.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : We are not considering your law-
ami the New Zealand law. 'This is a suggestion for
Imperial law. which is a different matter. We could notaccept the re-solution. It is perfectly clear that the ship-
owners resist it, and at the present moment ther,- is nodemand from the merchants here.

Mn. DUNLOP : They are absolutely against it.

Hon DUGALD THOMSON : I think there is an ob-
jection. I saw several resolutions recorded of the
chambers of commerce recently in favour of a betterbill of lading.

TBI CHAIRMAN: But there is no real demand
here, and yon know very well that where there is no real
demand for a thing, and you have a powerful interest
affected, legislation is perfectly impossible. I am not
discussing the- merits because it is no use. As practical
politicians, you know what the position is here-.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: May I point out just om-
en two matters, and ihen I am clone: and so far as
I am concerned we can take a division and have clone
with it. 1 think Mr. Norman Hill's amendment is based
on a misconception of what it is I am suggesting. The
assumption is that this resolution if it is carried is going
to alter the whole- tone of the- bill of lading. I am sug
gesting nothing of the kind. 1 have in my mind's eyewhat was clone in New Zealand, and I think also in the
older country where we pill on record a set of model
by-laws for the- acceptance of municipal bodies. They
not infrequently go on with their own set of by-laws
which are outside the model set. Why should there not
be an opportunity for people to adopt a particular bill
of lading, the conditions of which thev know have the
approval tif you like) of shipping people and the Board
of 'Trade, in contradistinction to what the system is
now': I have very little hesitation in saying that I
could go to different importers in New Zealand and pro-
due half a dozen different bills of lading with different
conditions, although all are ostensibly to cover the same
thing, and none of those people in New Zealand know at
the time of shipment what the conditions of those bills of
lading are. It is very common in the commercial world
and in the shipping world, too. for a shipper at this end
to make large shipments and for the other man at the
other e-nd to carry out his own insurance without knowingthe terms of the bill of lading. This is just one of the
eases where the whole commercial community in our coun-
try at all events (and they are- not more intelligent there-
than elsewhere, so I assume that other people will have
the same ideas) would regard the interposition of the
Board of Trade as a very valuable thing for the develop-
ment of British commerce. I am exceedingly sorry per-
sonally—although I am perfectly prepared to see the
amendment carried if the majority decide it—I am sorrythat there is no effort on the part of the shipowners
and the Board of Trade combined to introduce a model
bill of lading. I have not suggested interference with the
charter party. That amendment does. I have not sug-
gested that we should impose disabilities upon the ship-
owners, such as Mr. Norman Hill's amendment proposes.
I am merely urging that the modern condition of affairs
requires modern treatment. If we had over our railwaysin our country documents for the carriage of goods of
any class that come by any of the ships to New Zealand
containing conditions similar to what they are in these
bills of lading, the merchants would be in revolt. They
want to have reasonable conditions in the bill of lading
provided so that they may know what they are doing.
They do not know what they are doing now. I am
not prepared to take the suggestion that we should
take another Act as against what we have in New
Zealand.

Mir. PEMBROKE : I have the misfortune to be the
chairman of the Documentary Committee of the Chamber
of Shipping of the United Kingdom, and I can assure
you that we have the greatest difficulty in getting any-thiner agreed between the shipowners and merchants. It
would take a lifetime to get a bill of laciing agreed
between them such as you suggest.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Suppose we went to inde-
pendent people outside.

Mn PEMBROKE : We- have various documents
agreed which are now in constant use. but the subject
bristles with difficulties.

The CHAIRMAN : I know there are certain thingswhich one may be able to put through, but there are
certain things which in the present coneiition of thing,it is absolutely impossible to put through. The mer-
chants even are perfectly satisfied with the present svs
teni on the whole.

Mil. DUNLOP : They prefer it.
Tui: CHAIRMAN': Where you get merchants and

shipowners agreeing, it would be impossible for us toalter it.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But the merchants ~f Aus-

tralia have not agreed.
The CHAIRMAN : Yon have carried your Act. I will

put the amendment first ; " That legislation restricting
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" liberty of contract on charter parties ami bills of lading
"is unnecessary and undesirable, inasmuch as the endi-
" nary forms of insurance upon goods having been
"adapted to meet the well-known exemptions from li-
" ability for the acts and defaults of the shipowners'
"servants, protection against loss resulting therefrom can
" be more cheaply obtained by the shipper or consignee
" from the underwriter direct than by forcing a liability
" upon the shipowner and thereby increasing the freight."
'The original motion by Sir Joseph Ward was : " That the

terms and conditions of the bill of lading at present in
"general use are in many respects unsatisfactory to
"shippers and consignees, and that in the interest of
"traders generally it is desirable that the Board of Trade
"should publish a form of bill of lading containing such

"reasonable conditions as in its opinion are sufficient to
"safeguard the rights of shipper, shipowner, and con-
" signed."

Tin amendment was not accepted by tin Colonial
delegations. Tin- resolution »■«.-■ supported by tin- Aus-
tuition nnil Xiir Zealand delegations, tin representatives
,il iln Board of Trade mm' Shipowners dissenting. TinColonial Offici representatives abstained from voting.

Tin CHAIRMAN : We record our dissent.

Mil. COX : Might it be- recorded that the Colonial Office
did not vote on that.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: 1 think the division on theamendment ought to be recorded.

'Tin CHAIRMAN : On the amendment we did not vote.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : May I say I was
neutral !

0
Tin CHAIRM -N : So were we.

Sik JOSEPH WARD : So long as it is put on record
the- result of both divisions on my motion also, it is all
right.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES gave the following notice of
motion :—
" 'To move that this Conference approves the principle
"of a Naval Reserve as outlined in Appendix I) of the
" Report of the Commonwealth Royal Commission on the
'Navigation Bill and suggests that if possible some
" uniform scheme he drawn up suitable for adoption
" throughout the Kmpire."

Siu JOSEPH WARD : Maj 1 suggest that we take off
the agenda paper the resoutions which I understand
cannot be put here. They were indicated by you this
morning. Nos. 8, 11, and 12?

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Yes.

Sm JOBEPH WARD : I understand your view is that
No. :i should come before the Imperial Conference. I
propose to confer with the Prime Minister of Australia,
and the matter can therefore go off the agenda paperInn'. In regard to 11 and 12, those I understand you
rule out of order?

Thk CHAIRMAN : Those will be out of order.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: 1 only want to say, while Ibow to your ruling. I understand it covers a great con-
stitutional question, and I am sorry that we should not
have a decision upon No. 11. for the reason that when
the Conference has finished

Tin: CHAIRMAN : We will have No. II on the paper
for the present. Nos. II and 12 I rule out, but 11 I
have* some doubts about.

('The' Conference adjourned till the- following day
at 11 o'eock.)

SIXTH DAY.

Wediiis,l,1 1,, April 10th, 1907.

The following were present : —
The Right Hon. D. Li.ovn Gamtoa, MR.. President of th.- Board of 'Trade. in tin chair.

United Kingdom Delegates.
Mr. H. Li.k.w Ki.ivN Sm ri M. I'.HA Mr. K. PEMBROKE, \Mr. Walter .1. Howell, C.8., in th. Board of Mr. K. Andcbson,Mr. 11. Ellis Cunliffs, 'Trad,-. Mr. 11. I-'. __R_n_, .Shipowners.
Capt. A. -I. G. Chalmers, J Mr. R. -I. Dunlop, |
Mr. 11. Bertram Cox, C.8.,'01 the Colonial Mr. Norman Hii.r. 'Mr. A. R. Kkitii, Office. Mr. .1. HavbloCE Wilson, representing Seamen.

lustration Delegates.
Hon Sir W. ,1. Lime, K.C.M.G. j Hon Dijoald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. Hughes.

Dr. 11. N. Wollaston, 1.L.D., 1.5.0., of th,' Australian Commonwealth Department of Trades and Customs, was
also in attendance.

Xiir '/.inland Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Waihi. K.C.M.O. I Mr. William Belcher.
Mr. JAMES Mills. ' | Mr. A. R. HISLOP.

Dr. Trie hi ii. Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Secretaries.
Mr. .1. A. Webster. I m , ~ , , .., , Mr. .1. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr G. E. Bakeu. I '*"'"" ""'" Mr. li, .1, Qroor, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

.GENOA.
I. Brussels Conventions as t.i Collisions and Salvage.

The text with translation and short explanatory Memorandum has been circulated to the Colonial Delegates.
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•_'. British and Foreign Seamen.
Motion by Mr. Belcher "that ibis Conference is opposed to the employment of Lascars, Coolies, chinamen, or

persons of any other alien race on any vessel owned, registered, or chartered to trade in the Commonwealth
or New Zealand."

3. Eyesight 'Tests.
Motion by Sir Joseph Ward " that the Board of Trade be urged to take into immediate consideration the question

of Eyesight 'Tests with a view to imposing a higher standard of efficiency than at present required."
A. Compasses.

Molion by Mr. Anderson " that the Board of Trade standard of compass efficiency as testified by current crrtifi-
slnvll be accepted for British ships in Australian and New Zealand waters as being of the same effect as

local certificate.-."
5. Payment of Seamen's Wages.

Motion by Mr. Belcher " that it be a recommendation from this Conference to the Board of Trade to suggest that
legislation he introduced whereby nil seamen be paid their full wages at every perl where the crew may desire
the wages to he paid."

6. clauses in Articles of Agreement.
Motion by Me-. Belcher "that it be a recommendation from this Conference to the Board of Trade to ascertain

and investigate the various clauses attached by shipowners to the Articles of Agreement signed by the crews
of vessels. 'This with the view of securing uniformity in this respect, unci also establishing the principle of
equity as between employer and employed."

7. Motions by Sir William Lyne—
(a) " that a scheme of compulsory insurance for seamen is desirable."
(/.) Load Line

(1) " that tin- North Atlantic mark should apply to ships leaving Australia, i-'m Cape Horn " ;
(•1) " that it is advisable to have s light load line for ship, in ballast"

(c) "that ell seamen he engaged only through a Government officer -the superintendent."
(</) "that advance notes he abolished, and allotment noies restricted to relations only."
(c) "that imprisonment for desertion he abolished."
(/) "that the adoption of uniform legislation is desirable, with a view to extend the benefits of the Workmen's

Compensation Ails to seamen."
(g) "that third-class engineers having sea-service, on passing . practice*] examination, he permitted to qualify

for higher grade certificates."
(A) "that all vessels constructed after a oertain date shall.be fitted with water-tight o partments.'
(,') "(hat all sea-going .-hips carrying more than passengers or being more than 5,000 tons gross measure-

ment .hill he litteel with apparatus fm transmitting messages by means of wireless telegraphy."
s. Resolutions of Conference,

Motion by Sir Joseph Ward "that tin- imperial and Colonial Governments concerned he requested to introduce
legislation to give effect to the resolutions of the Conference in oases where legislation is necessary."

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : I will explain to Mr. Belcher the
reason why we have not put his motion first. The reason
is thai the Secretary of State for India asked me- if !
could put it off for an hour so as to enable him to get a
good man from the India Office to conic- hen Io represent
the Department. If we get through tin- first in less than
half an hour. WS shall have- to put it off again. I pro
miseel to put it off for an hour.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: In the- report which 1 saw
to-day, 1 think there is a mistake. 1 understood the
resolution moved by Sir Joseph Ward yesterday, and
voted fpr by the Australian and New Zealand delegates,
was vote-el against by die shipowners; and I firmly under
stood that the Colonial Office did not vote at all.

'The CHAIRMAN : No: the Colonial Office took no
part in the voting.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I'nless my ears deceived me.
you declared the motion carried.

The CHAIRMAN : I simply declared the fact; the
Colonial representatives voted for it, the shipowners and
tin Board of Trade representatives voted against it. The
Colonial Office refrained, as they did not regard il as a
matter within their Department.

Mn. CON : I think it was my fault. We wore breaking
up. and there was a good deal of confusion from people
i ising from their places, and 1 intimated rather inaudibly
to the President that we did not wish to vote upon that,
but that we wished to remain neutral.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I heard that.

Mr. COX : And then I explained further after the
Conference had risen, because I was not e:ertain that the
President had heard what I said.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : It seems a little bit foolish to
me as it is now. I wish to mention that I have seen Mr.
Deakin with reference to one other matter. I asked him
io _ee Sir Joseph Ward as to bringing a certain matter
referred to yesterday before the other Conference,

15—A. sa.

Tan CHAIRMAN : 'That is a matter for the other Con-ference.
Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I told him what you said,

and he thinks it is a matter I'm ihis Conference. I do
not know whether he changed his mind aftei he spoke to
Sir Joseph Ward.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : I shall be very pleased t'i see him.with the Colonial Secretary, about it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I asked him to have a talk
with Sir Joseph Ward about it.

Tin CHAIRMAN : If they are all agreed to refer it tothis Conference, very well, I do not object: but I should
not like to do it without a conference- with the Colonial
Secretary and Mr. Deakin. I am not sure- whether
Canada would not care to have a voice in that matter.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : She would. She is inter
ested in the Pacific.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : I do not think we can do it with-out the presence of the Colonial representatives.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I ask if the- rasolution as to what constitutes coasting trade- was actually

put '
I'm: I'll AIRMAN : I was not here at the time.
Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : I want to know if myprotest of dissent was recorded. My dissent came at an

earlier part, and if it was put afterwards. I do not recol-lect its being put: but I will not say it was not. I donot know whether my dissent was recorded.
Mi: LLEWELLYN SMITH: The place for the re-cording of your dissent would be on the voting on Mr.Norman Hill's rider, which was that it was inexpedient

to apply the Colonial laws to the coasting trade.
Mi: NORMAN HILL: Mr. Thomson had left. Ihad to bring that up just at the very last moment with aview of getting it on the minutes, and, unfortunately,Mr. Thomson left before our innocent protest was made.
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Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I had to leave, an.l that
is perhaps why 1 do not remember its being put.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is how it was.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Rut 1 desire my dissent
recorded.

'Thk CHAIRMAN : I think we had better see that that
is recorded.

Mil. LLEWELLYN SMITH ; 1 do not see any reason
why it should not be. recorded. That would be on Mr.
Norman Hill's rider.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : It is in support of mine.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes : it was dissent to

the resolution as carried.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Before we get on to the agenda,
I should like to say this : it is a pretty formidable
agenda. lam not sure ihat il is not gathering m strength,
and certainly it is in dimensions, from day to day, and
we cannot get through it unless we are prepared to limit
the debate very considerably. Yesterday we took very
considerable time over certain motions;- 1 think, longer
than we ought to have done. 1 do not want to lay down
any five minute rule about speeches, but I think it is
desirable that speeches should be compressed within those
limits if possible. Alter all, we are only addressing this
Conference, and not our constituents, and we can explain
afterwards to our constituents what was the reason which
moved us, at greater length—the reasons which led us to
support or oppose certain resolutions. Rut I think it
would be possible to limit our remarks within five min-
utes. I think there is another rule which I must lay
down : that not more than one speech shall be delivered
upon a resolution by the same delegate; otherwise we
shall never get to the end of our business if two or three-
speeches are delivered on the same resolution by the same
delegate. 'That is a rule which I think I must lay down,
subject to any personal explanation which may be per-
mitted bj the Conference, lien- is a letter from the India
Office, which slates that Sir James Mackay is coining at
half-past eleven, so that if we are free then we will take
the resolution. Now we will proceed with the first item
on the agenda, "Brussels conventions as to collisions and
" salvage."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Who brings that on?

The CHAIR.MAX : This will be brought on by the
Board of 'Trade. Mr. Llewellyn Smith will perhaps ex-
plain.

Mn. LLEWELLI N SMITH : These conventions, win. I.have not yet been acceded to on behalf of His Majesty's
Government, have been circulated to the representatives
of Australia and New Zealand.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : 1 have- m.t teen one-.

Mr. MILLS : I have not had a copy.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Then we cannot discuss
it, clearly ; they were circulated.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I have no copy.
Mr. MILLS- Has then- been any list of the resolu

tions passed yesterday circulated?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : This was circulated some
days ago.

Mr. MILLS: But yesterday's work 'Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I cannot tell you.
Mn. MILLS: We have no note of the resolutions

passed yesterday, and sometimes there is confusion as tothe exact shape in which they won- passed.
Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It was at the suggestionof the Australian Government that it is brought beforethis Conference. I understand that the Colonial Govern-ments were asked their views as to the expediency ofadhering, and the reply from Australia was that it' was

a fitting subject to he discussed here. 'That was the
reason why it was put down. The main changes, theimportant points, to which attention should he directed,an Article 4, which proposed the apportionment of_es according to the degree of blame, in eases where
two ships in collision are- found to be in default, in place

of the present i ule that it should be equal damage if both
vessels arc in default. The second is Article -r>, which
establishes liability in eases where collision is caused by
the fault of the pilot., even where the- lattei is carried by
compulsion ol law: and Article .s. which prescribes th#t

.liter a collision, the master "i each cd the ships in
" collision is bound, so far as he can do so, without serious
" danger to the ship, its crew, and its passengers, to afford
" help to the other ship, its crew, and its passengers, lie
"is likewise bound, so far as possible, to make known I In-
"name of his vessel, and the port of registry as well as" the places from and to which it is sailing. The owner of

"the ship is not liable by reason of contraventions of the
"above provisions. Such contraventions do not either
"entail a legal presumption of tault from the point of
" view of pecuniary liability for the collision." 1 am
I. ailing from our translation, which is not an authorised
translation. It is made for the convenience of this Con-
ference. After consulting all the interests likely to be
affected in the United Kingdom, 1 may say that the' con
elusion of lilt Board of 'Trade is in favour id' adhesion.
ibis is an opportunity for an expression ot opinion on the

part of Australia and New Zealand, if they feel dispose.l
to express such an opinion.

Siu WILLI WW I.VNK : What on:

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : As t,, whether it is d,-sir-
ible that adhesion should b.- given to these conventions.These are .haft conventions I should not say they are
draft; they arc conventions which have been agreed to.
subject to adhesion.

Sm WILLIAM I.VNK: Numbers I and G 1 do not
propose to say anything upon. With regard Io No. X, out-
great objee-tion io it is that we do not want that regulation
taken away of standing by a ship.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not think it takes
away anything.

Sin WILLIAM I.VNK: 'That is the interpretation.When we had a communication from the Colonial Officewith reference to this, the idea was that an attempt was
to be made lei reduce the liability of the mast.-is if t heyelid not conform t., the regulation. 'Thai is really the onlypoint I want to watch.

'lon- DUGALD THOMSON : What is th,- differencebetween Section "->•-' of th,- M,-reliant Shipping An andthis proposal 'Siu WILLIAM LYNE: It seems to me il does take-
away something.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Does il take- away any liability?
Mn. NORMAN HILL: \,,: I think il brings foreign

\ cssels under our law.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : Do you hear (hat. Sir William'
Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I have (1,,- law ■,- -Clause122 of the Merchant Shipping Act With regard to thisRegulation 8, my officers conceive that that will reduce thepunishment. Now . under this law I d tknowwhethei

ii extends to both—the penalty feu not doing what isrequired, there is—(a) a ship not doing this is adjudged tobe in default; (b) the master is liable for misdemeanourIf that is not interfered with 1 have nothing more to saybut if it is interfered with, we desire that it should not be.
Mil. CC'NI.I.'KK: Article 9 says: "The high eontrading parties whose legislation does not forbid infra,•" turns ol the preceding article, bind themselves to take"or to propose to their respective legislatures the- stepsnecessary to insure the repression of such infractions"Ihe result would be that our Act dealing with thismatter, which is section 422 of the Merchant ShippingAct. will .over this case as a punishment for the Failureto comply with il.

Sin WILLIAM I.VNK : Will you show how it is pro-uded for here?—Why the necessity for having us toprovide legislation, if yon have the legislation now !
Hon. DOGALD THOMSON : Does Section 422 of theMerchant Shipping Act make the vessel, the master ofwhom fails to carry out those provisions, liable, or theowner .'

Mn. NORMAN HILL: The great object of this ,
„nv.-ntion is 1.. I,nnc all vessels under the same law Doesno. Article 8 adopt th,- wli.de- of our law, Section 422
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making it absolutely obligatory on the masters of vessels,
after collision, to stand by' 'The only difference is that
our law. unlike all continental laws, presumes that the
master who did not stand by is responsible for the
collision not responsible for not standing by, but respon-
sible for the collision. Now. that law is mil in existence
ill any of the continental codes.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: 'That just proves what 1 am
afraid of, that you are wanting to take away a part of the
punishment—the direct expression of part of the punish-
ment. 'The last subsection 3 provides thai if a master or
person in charge fails without reasonable- cause to comply
with this section, he shall he guilty of a misdemeanour.

Mu. NORMAN HILL : That stands.

Tin: CHAIHMAN : That would not be affected in the
slightest degree.

\ln. NORMAN RILL: 'This convention is the work
of a gnal many years. There have- 1 n very great difli-
iiilties in getting foreign countries to adopt our provi-
sions, and substantially we have got foreign countries on
these two matters, collision and salvage, to adopt the law
of the United Kingdom, and so far as I know, the law of
ih. United Kingdom is the law which b_as been in force
in Australia and New Zealand. We have made a very
great step forward in getting foreign countries to go with
us on these points.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK: Have you not reduced your
stringency''—l am seeking rather for information as to
what the effect is.

Mr. NORMAN RILL: The other particular which has
been specially mentioned is another example. Our law
is. Ihat. if two vessels are both to blame, each vessel payshalf the damage of the other, without regard to the
degree of blame. Now the continental practice generally
has I.ecu to apportion the damage according to the degree
ol blame, One ship may be very much to blame, and the
courts have been in the habit of appoitioning the damagu,
one- ship to pay one-sixth, say, and the other five-sixths.We have always said half, and on that point we have
agreed to take the- continental practice rather than ours.
With regard to this question of standing by, it is a kind
of compromise between our practice and the continental
practice. We insist on the obligation to stand by, and
we have provided for punishment if the master does not
stand by ; but we have agreed that the fact of not stand-
ing by is not to be a presumption that the vessel which
elects not to stand by was lo blame I'm the collision. It
is a very arbitrary rule to say that because you do not
stand "by after the collision you were responsible for bringing about the collision. As a matter of fact, it is a verydifficult rule to support. It has been our rule, but it has
been the rule of no other nation, and we think that ingetting them to toe: the line, in so far as imposing a directresponsibility to stand by is concerned, we- have made avery substantial step.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE; What punishment devolvesupon them if they do not stand by
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The master is punished.
Tin. CHAIRMAN: It is still a misdemeanour. If

vou look at the first page of this you will find thatarticle 8 is inconsistent with subsection ■> of the sectionwhich you quoted No. 122. but not with subsection :t.It you look at the front page you will find that the con-
vention provides for the repeal of subsection 2 of Sec-tion 122, but the section which yon quote, making Un-person who fails to stand by guilty of a misdemeanour,
remains. He is still guilty of a crime if he does not standby, and he will be punished accordingly.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The person who neglectsto stand by is punishable as much as he is punishableunder the other law.

Thk CHAIRMAN : That is so.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: But it does not cause-the implication that the collision was the fault of his shipwhen it may not have been.
Me. FERNIE : The underwriters would not be resoonSlble.

THK CHAIRMAN : The underwriters certainly wouldnot he responsible.

Sut JOSEPH WARD : Is there any reason why the
second line should not be deleted : " the owner of the
" ship is not liable by reason of the contravention of the

above provisions": 'That suggests that he incurs no
penalty, and that is going too far. If that were struck
out, it would read : " such contraventions do not entail
"a legal presumption of fault from the point of view of

pecuniary liability for the collision " ; there is a conflict
between the two.

Mi:. NORMAN HILL : Is not the object of 9 (2) to
maintain the right to punish your own officers for break-
ing the laws you lay down ? The object of 8 is to provide
lor collisions with regard Io vessels under different flags.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: In our Act the subsection
reads : "if the master or person in charge fails, without
" reasonable cause, to comply with this section, he shall
"be guilty of a crime." Then if he is the owner and
master too we have such cases—it goes on, "and the
"collision shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary,"he deemed to have been caused by his wrongful act or

default.'' and his certificate may be suspended. If youBtlike out "the owner of the ship is not liable by reason
ol contraventions of the above provisions," and leave

this in, -'such contraventions do not either entail a legal
presumption of fault from the point of view of pecuniary

"liability for the collision,'-' I think you do all you want.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : 1 am afraid we are not

in a position to amend this. 'This is a compromise arrived
it at the International Conference* which was a6 far

as we could get foreign countries to go. We are in a
position, all of us—the Imperial Government and the
Colonial Governments to consider whether, taking it as
a whole, it would be better to come in or not. It has
rather got beyond the stage at which we could have verbal
amendments.

S11: WILLIAM LYNE : Then what is the use of our
considering it?

Ma. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We were consideringwhethei Australia would be benefited by participation.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Suppose Australia says shedoes not want it '!

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Then she will not acce-pt.

JOSEPH WARD: Speaking for New Zealand,before we could be expected to give our general consent
to a prope;sal of the kind, obviously we ought to have
been asked beforehand, and as we- were- not asked before-hand, this is the opportunity. We have never limited ourAct in any way.

Mll. LLEWELLYN SMITH : The Colonial Govern-ments have all had it.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I am told there has been a replyfrom New Zealand.
.Mn. HOWELL: Perhaps 1 could tell the Conferenceexactly what has happened. As regards the Colonies, the

position is as follows : So far as the- Colonies not possess-
ion responsible government are concerned, the ColonialOffice are prepared to accept any course which the Boardol 'Trail.- may advise. The self-governing Colonies haveexpressed ehemselves as follows : Newfoundland sec noobjection to (he Convention if accepted. Natal agree towhatever action may be decided upon by the ImperialI'lcc'iiment. Cape Colony see no objection to the adop-tion ol the conventions which are approved generally bythe mercantile association, whose views have been soughtm the matter. New Zealand refer to certain points in thecollisions convention, Article 8, which they say wouldhave te, 1,,- considered in drafting legislation to give effectIo the convention, but do not say whether they favouradoption of the conventions or not.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Australia's reply wasthat it was a suitable subject to be brought up beforethis Conference, and that is why it was done.
Sin JOSEPH WARD: I would like the other mem-bers who are here not to assume too much. GenerallyI am quite prepaied to fall in with such portions of that

is are referred to in the despatch, whatever they may be ■hut that. ..I course, does not mean our legislating to putcn owner or shipmaster who may be on a ship in theposition ot being relieved from all responsibility
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Ron. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not think il does,
because that latter part docs not free the master. As
master he is not freed. II may free him .is owner, but
not as master.

Siu JOSEPH WARD: I desire to say that upon the
understanding that it is not assumed that wi are com
polled to legislate line lor line- with this document which
is here, 1 do not want to take up further time by offering
opposition to anything.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I an, advised by my officers
that it. would he en unwise thing to alter the law.

Tin, CHAIRMAN: You cannot see your way to accept
Ihe convention at the present moment?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE i Not at the present moment.
Tin; CHAIRMAN: In that case we had better pass no

resolution.
Sin WILLIAM LYNE: 1 would prefer not, because

at the present moment it is a legal matter to some extent,'
and I am advised that it is unwise to do it, so that Ishould be placed in a very invidious position if I gave my
consent on behalf of Australia.

Tin CHAIRMAN : We withheld our assent to these
conventions until we had consulted the colonies first of
all. At th, suggestion of the British delegate, a third
meeting will he held to consider any amendments which
may be proposed, so if we could get any suggestions
from the colonies we could bring them forward at that
third meeting.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : When will that take place?
Tin: CHAIRMAN : The Belgian Government are to

summon a meeting in the spring. There will be a third
meeting held. We have not assented te this convention
until we had the views of the colonies upon it. We have-
sent el along, niel now we know fairly well what the
position is so far as the colonies are concerned. A third,m-eling will be held, summoned by the Belgian Govern-
ment, some time this spring, and I should like to have anysuggestions on the subject which can be brought forward
then with regard to the convention. In the meantime Ithink we had better pass no resolution.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : I think so. I shall be glad tocommunicate with you after my return to New Zealand.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I think I shall very likelycommunicate before this Conference concludes.
The CHAIRMAN : If possible we should like to haveit, because they have promised to summon a Conference

in the spring. I do not know what that means.
Mu LLEWELLYN SMITH ;At this third meetingthere will be apparently- the chance of considerins it

furthe.i - *
Tin CHAIRMAN : Perhaps you would like to knowthe countries which have assented to the- convention.

They aie Germany, Belgium, Brazil, Chili, Cuba, theUnited States of America, Mexico, Roumania, Russia, andFrance.
Mn. PEMBROKE : Considering our interests are verymuch larger, I think it would be nice if the colonies could

sec their way to come into it.
Tin CHAIRMAN: It is very desirable, no doubt,that we should have an international convention.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think I shall be able to letyou know something more about it.
Tin CHAIRMAN : Mow that Sir James Mackay hasarrived, I think we can take Mr. Belche-r's motion ' MrBelcher will explain it.

■»■ BELCHEB: I move, "That this Conference isopposed t.i the employment of Lascars, Coolies, China-men, or persons of any other alien race on any vessel"ownetl, registered, or chartered to trade in the Common-wealth or New Zealand." The object of the resolutionis to try as far as possible to keep what I may term theblight ol the Asiatic as far away from Australia andNew Zealand as may be. You are all aware that thepolicy of the Commonwealth of Australia is distinctively

white. That sentimcnt has been clearly pronounced inAustralia. It has been expressed right throughout their
recent legislation. New Zealand, although it has not
spoken quite so loudly as Australia, certainly holds
generally, I think, the same opinion—that u requireswhite people [or its country: in fact, it wants race-
purity, and il also wants its vessels manned with whitelabour. There arc, I believe, certain vessels trading out
of Australia, running pretty regularly between Aus-
tralian ports and to Singapore and Calcutta and other
places in the East, which are manned with the class of
labour mentioned in the resolution. I regret very much
to say that New Zealand is also troubled in a small
degree with exactly the same complaint. There is a vessel
owned by the Union Company which trades generallybetween New Zealand and Singapore and Calcutta. For
some considerable time that vessel in that trade was
manned with white labour. For some reason best known
to the people who operate that company, the manning was
changed from that of white to black.' ami she now runs
regularly between the countries mentioned manned with
black labour. We have not in our legislation anythingrestrictive as against the shipowner from employing aliens
of any description. As I say. Australia is moving in that
direction, and I think it highly essential that exactly the
same thill"' should be done in New Zealand. 'The reasons
for excluding this class of labour are very numerous.
'They have- been already very ably expressed by Sir
William Lyne, and, generally speaking, we look' uponthese people as undesirables, and that where Australian
and New Zealand ships are concerned, where the profitsaccruing to the people who run those businesses are all
practically derivable from the white population of those
countries, we consider that the white community there
who are desirous of following the sea as an occupationshould have an opportunity in that direction as an outlet
tin their energies. There is no telling when once this
policy is commenced where it is going to stop. It mighthe extended to the coasting trade. In fact, we know
man} years ago in Australia, there was a certain shipping
linn (here which had (he whole of its fleet manned with
Chinamen. Public sentiment got so strong in connectionwith the matter (hat (hey had lo dislodge the whole lot of
them and deport them out of the country. There was no
gradmil removing of them in that case. They simply had
io do it in one act. That is the sentiment which prevailsin Australia and New Zealand with regard to the employ-men eif these people. I do not know what justificationthere is for employing them, except that they are cheap,for they arc in a great many instances unreliable. It isthe matter of cheapness, I think, which induces the em-ployment of these people, because I know that when thevessel to which 1 have referred was manned by white
labour under New Zealand conditions, the wage bjll forihe seamen and firemen was about £lf>6 a month; withi In employment of Lascars, the wage bill now, althoughthen- are double the number of men carried, is some-where about £60 a month, making a difference of aboutKICK) a month in the wages with double the number of
in.ui carried. Apart from that altogether, both Australia.mil New Zealand have legislation in this respect, that abond has to be given of £100 a head for the safe returnot these people on board their ships. That, to my mind,
is very repugnant indeed, and I cannot help saying thatit appears to me, from my knowledge of this subject,that these people are in a servitude which no white per-son m the world would possibly submit to. 'Thev haveno liberty of any kind. Contracts are made with thesepeople for lengthy poii,,ds. and they are practically theproperty ol the shipowner from the- time they contractwith them until the contract is finished. As [say thereis species of servitude about this kind of labour whichclose!) borders on what I can only term slave. \ I ■~.,very phased to have heard Mr. Hughes the other dayexpress ih,- opinion, and express it very pronouncedlythat the ( ommonwealth is opposed to employment ofthis class ol labour iii any kind of British ship, and Iwas also very pleased to hear hi,,, sav that the Common-wealth Government was hardly likely under the circumstances to grant a subsidy to anv vessels, with regard tomails ~i otherwise, which carried this class ~f labour Isincerely trust that the Australian Government will insistupon that principle.

win" 1 WILLIAM LYNE : V aj depend upon it they

■Mu. RKLCIIKR; And I hope that, New Zealand willadopt exactly the same- practice-. It appears to me thatrepresentations to the people who employ this class ofabour are orach™, ly nsele-ss. They are on the increase-there is CO doubt abuut Hut. The figures showconclusively
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that this class of labour is on the increase in I he various
British vessels. We in New Zealand, at any rate, want
to kee-p New Zealand lor Ihe New /.inlanders, or for the
Rritish at any rale, as far as we possibly can. and. as 1said before, it is highly desirable that we should have
some restrictive legislation on our statute-book pro
hibiting tin- employment of this class of labour. There
is a moral side to this question also. It is a well-known
fact that these people cannot have social intercourse with
the people of the- countries where they trade, and I
say the moral aspect of the question should weigh with
us very considerably indeed, so tar as the employment of
these people is concerned. Race purity. I maintain, so
far as our countries are concerned, is a thing which we
intend to insist upon, and all the' undesirables that
we can possibly exclude from the country are going to
be kept out. As a matter of fact, they are kept out
of the country; but, unfortunately, they an- allowed
to .on board our ships, taking the place- of white
men who arc willing to work and who, perhaps, have-
wives and families dependent upon them, and who are
desirous of bringing their families up under decent con
ditions. They are displaced, and the cheap, and in
desirable Lascars and Coolies are in their place. TheJ
are not in niy opinion, speaking as a practical seaman,
reliable men at sea. and I sincerely trust thai it will
never he my fate t■. be on board one of the liners if
an\ accident should happen there, and to be at the mercy
of assistance from the Lascars and Coolies. Only a
few weeks ago, on the voyage from Australia here, I
saw an exhibition of their ineptitude which was appalling.
A certain performance has to be done before a vessel
enters the Suez Canal. Tin- boat was manned by five
Lascars, and they were unable to do what was required,
with the result that four white quartermasters had (o

go down and do what the l.ascais were unable to do.
I merely mention this as an instance of their unre-
liability. At an;, rale', i he- great and broad principle
involved in connection with this matter is this: are
our Rritish ships Io he manned with Britishers, or are
they to become the dumping ground lor the surplus
population of the Kast ': It has been staled here. ,-i \
truly, that the mercantile marine may possibly at some
time be the recruiting ground for our fighting forces.
As a matter of fact, a good deal of activity is being
displayed, both in Australia and in New Zealand, in the
direction of trying to form a naval reserve. It is in
operation at the present time, and there are a considerable
number of Now Zealanders, whom I know personally,
who have become members of that reserve. As I said
In-fore, if the extension of this policy of the employ
ment of the Lascar and Coolie is going to take place.
then you can say good-bye to any possibility of es
talilishing your reserve, and you will also not have a
class of people which will be useful to us in the day when
trouble may c.ime along. I certainly trust that the
Conference will pronounce with no uncertain sound that
we believe in a white Australia and a white New Zea
land, and thai this class of labour should be excluded
from the vessels.

Mn. MILLS : May I say a few words on this matter?
'The companv with which I am connected has been
referred to by Mr. Belcher. IMo not want to prolong
the discussion, but 1 think 1 should say a few words,
although I may say af the outset that I think, as put by
Mr. Belcher, it is purely a local New Zealand matter,
and is not a suitable thing for this Conference to come to
,i resolution upon. He asks us Io legislate for Australia
and New Zealand, which it is beyond the province of this
Conference even to make a recommendation upon. I am
not here Io defend coloured labour in any way as regai.ls
the Australian and New Zealand trade; in fact, there is
no stronger supporter of white labour than myself. I
look upon all thai has been said in that direction from a
sentimental point of view with favour, and I am a
believer in it. Mr. Belcher has referred to one steamer
trading from New Zealand, which formerly had a while-
crew, and after sonic experience in that direction was
supplied with a Lascar crew, which he says is not so
efficient I can only say that although he is right in say
ing thai there is an economy in employing a Lascar crew
as against a white cn-w directly, in tin shape of wages.
there is a eery great eleal more in the way of efficiency.
I'lic reason why B Lascar er.-w was put in was because

the white men were not allowed by the authorities to
do any wink in the port of Calcutta, ami as often as
not a considerable proportion would be unlit for work at
sea ill hot weather. 'The efficiency of the ship was very
much impaired. K was more for (hat reason than
for any other that Lascars were substituted for a white
crew.

Sii: WILLIAM LYNE: Where was that?
Mil. MILLS: In a vessel trading from New Zealand

to Calcutta. Mr. Belcher has said that if the thin end
of the wedge is introduced it is only a matter of time for
aliens to be introduced into the coasting trade, hut that
is impossible; there is a. manning scale which would make
it impossible. I do not like to say SO it does not do to
publish these things far and wide but our limited
experience is that under many conditions the conduct
of these coloured men is not only exemplary, but com
pares more than favourably with the conduct of while
crews under similar conditions. Under very living cir-c stances with regard to work and weather we cannot
always rely upon white crews being lit for their work.
either from their physical conditions or from their own
fault. I merely make these remarks by way of explain
tion, as I have been referred to. As I say. 1 indorse all
that Mr. Belcher has said with regard to the desirability
of confining the employment on vessels in the coasting
trade in the colonies to our own countrymen.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I entirely concur in the
lion, anil will support it if it goes to a division. 'The

only two objections which I have heard raised with
regard to the employment of white men instead of
coloured men are these : one- is that which has been
let.'lied to i.\ Mr. Mills, that, not when fhe ship is at
sea hut when the' ship is ill port, and calls at a poll, there
u some) nne-s difficulty ill getting the men on board again

much greater difficulty Ihan there is so far as Lasers
are concerned; more difficulty than there is with other
coloured people- also, but particularly the Lascars. There
nun lie some little trouble ill thai regard, but 1 certainly
think that if the men become more wedded to their ships
and mine- satisfied with their conditions, that will lessen
verj much. Personally, I certainly think that if I was
in any trouble, or the ship was in any trouble, I should
feel much safer if we had a white Rritish crew than if we
had a crew of coloured men. As regards the stokehold
and the climate. 1 know that that has been raised many
times as the reason win coloured men should he employed
in the tropics: and the vessel which has been referred to.
trading from New Zealand to Calcutta, perhaps raises
tne question of their not being able to work in the stoke
hold. I have never heard the question raised except with
regard to the stokehold. We have a good deal of traffic,
anil many ships, between I hina and Australia, ill which
they employ Chinese. 1 forget the nan f the company,
but the "Eastern" is one of the ships, and there are
many. 1 am told it is the K. _ A. Company, and the
China Steam Navigation Company. I think there- is a
great deal too much made out of the assertion that white-
men cannot do their work wherever a black man can do
it. We know perfectly well that men-of-war in the
tropics do not employ black men. even when steaming
af a higher rate of speed, and the- white men can do the
stokehold work. In the ships of the "Archer" class
which came out to Australia, which are the very worst so
far as the ventilation of the stokehold is concerned, white
men did the work. If that is so, and if in every other
regard the- white men can do the work Germans can do
the work why not white Englishmen? 'The Nord
Deutsche! Lloyd do not employ black men, and they do
not employ oriental people to do the stokehold work.
Under all these circumstances I certainly feel thai there is
no reasonable objection to carrying a motion of this kind,
which certainly does express the sentiment of Australia.

Siu JOSEPH WARD ; I am very proud of the con
dition of shipping affairs in New Zealand, and I am
not saying so for the purpose of paying a compliment
to those responsible for the- control of the ships trading
around our coast. All the steamers which belong to
New Zealand employ none but white people, with the
one exception referred to by Mr. Belcher; and as a
country we are strongly opposed to the system of the
employment of Lascars or Chinese or coloured people
upon our ships. Il is only clue lo those responsible for
the control of the great Cllinn shipping line' which trades
to and from Ne-w Zealand, as well as its coadjutor, the
Huddart Parker line of steamers which hade lo our
country, t'> say (hat they have voluntarily, without
pressure from the Government, maintained all along while-
crews on board their steamers. Our country is very
proud of it. and I think it is only fair to say "il behalf
of my colleague who is associated with Mr. Belcher and
myself, Mr. Mills, the head of one of the great steamship
companies, there, that the country itself has so far clone
nothing els.' but approve the spontaneous and voluntary
efforts made in that direction by that organisation.
Years ago we stipulated, in a contract where we gave a
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subsidy to a line of steamers for carrying the mails across
America to England, for the exclusion of coloured crews.
The then proprietors of the steamers had a section of the
crew Asiatics. We pointed out that unless the conditions
we required under our contract were satisfactorily com
plied with, we would withdraw our subsidies. Now I
make a distinction between a country giving a subsidy for
the carrying of nails by steamers outside of its own conn
try. over which thev have no control as to the- conditions,
so long as they pay a subsidy, and t hose- which trade in
the ordinary sense as tramps or cargo steamers. I sup-
port the motion of Mr. Belcnei mi the principle, to which
we are wedded in our country, that we believe it is in
our interests to have white crews upon our vessels. I
fully recognise—and 1 want to say with all due deference
to everybody else here that after what we have done ill
our Parliaments, and what we are prepared t'. stand by
there with regard to the preservation of white crews, the
duty passes from us to the Imperial Legislature to make
provision for the' crews on Rritish vessels trading to and
from Rritish ports. We control our own ports and we
control our own class of seamen, and 1 am disposed to
think that until the Rritish people themselves see eye to
eye with us in our desire to maintain white men on boar,l
on, ships you will not he able lo get them from Rritish
polls except by legislation.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Does*this motion in-clude t hat '-

Snt JOSEPH WARD: I was just trying 1., put my
own position.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Does the motion include
Kl it ish ships from o-.ei sea '.'

Sib JOSEPH WARD: I for recognise that in
what we Inn. done and are doing and intend to do for
the preservation of white crews upon our ships, the duty
of dealing with over-sea Rritish ships passes from us to
the Imperial Legislature when in their judgment I he cir-
cumstances connected with the Empire as a whole may
seem such as to make it advisable to apply a similar
system lo vessels trailing from Croat Britain to either
parts o! the Empire. Speaking for New Zealand, we-
want the- white race on the ships coming then, and as a
matter of policy we would pot give a subsidy to any line
of slea is that did not carry a white crew. Tn that
respect we protect our people : we consider we are pro-
tecting our country; and wo believe that in a very
material respect we are helping to provide conditions for
having a mercantile marine there which in time of trouble
and stress and difficulty may be utilised for the defence of
New Zealand, and to that extent aid in the defence of the
Empire as a whole. 1 do not wish to introduce any senti-
ment into the matter. I support Mr. Rei,hers mot ion. and
hope the time- is coming when the Imperial Legislature
will see its way lo provide similar regulations for the ships
trading from this country lo thevariousparts of the world.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : I agree with previousspeakers that the sentiment of Australia, and 1 bine no
doubt the sentiment of all here present, is that it is
highly desirable to employ Rritish seamen on British
ships. At the same time I would not go so far as to say
that the feeling of Australia is that we- should go beyond
our own limits and trj by any means to impose' that on
the Rritish Government. We must recognise their free-
dom to legislate ill that respect for their shipping just as
we desire-oui own freedom. I do not think Me. Belcher'smotion means that. I think the resolution, as it is on the
agenda, in referring to "any c.-ssel owned, registered,
"or chartered to trade in the Commonwealth or New
"Zealand" means within our own jurisdiction.

Mi:. MILLS . Hear, hear.

Mn. BELCHED : I will go this far, that \es.sels that
an- chartered, but which do not by any means come under
Australian conditions, in so far as manning and (hat kind
of thing is concerned, vessels trading regularly from
Australia to Calcutta or any other of those places should
lie compelled to carry white crews notwithstanding the
fact that they may be on English articles.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I point out to Mr.Beloher that that is part of the matter that we have notdecided as to its being within the scop_ of this Confer
eiice. That is the matter which was alluded to by Sir
William Lyne this morning, ami which the President. Ibelieve, is going to consult Sir Joseph Ward upon, possibly

Mr. Deakin, and possibly one' of the home authorities, as lo
its being within the scope of this Conference. However,
I am dealing with the resolution as it is. which seems to
affect only those vessels within the Commonwealth and
Now Zealand jurisdiction. Mr. Belcher has said he de-
sires that Rritish seamen shall he employed on those boats
He will find a great many with him in that desire. Rut

as the resolution is phrased. I think there is a very incon-
venient and undesirable reflection mi British subjects.

Mu. CON : Hear, hear.

Ron. DUGALD 'THOMSON: We are here in confer-
ence, and we ought io consider the position anil the
difficulties of the British Government in this regard. Iwould suggest to Mr. Belcher that he- would obtain the
full effect that he desires wiiat he expressed as his
desire in his speech—if he phras*ed this resolution in a
different way. something to this effect : "That this Con-
" ference is in favour of the employment of Rritish
"seamen, to the extent that they may be available, on
"any vessel owned, registered, or chartered I" trade In
"the Commonwealth or New Zealand."

The CHAIRMAN : 'That is on the cast ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is. within our
jurisdiction, as I take it to he-.

Thk CHAIRMAN: 'That is not Mr. Belcher's reso
lit ion.

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : I was pointing out to
Mr. Belcher that going beyond thai raises the very
question that we are at present in doubt about, as to
whether any further extension of our powers beyond what
is admitted as being our jurisdiction is a matter for this
Conference, or a matter for the decision of tin- Imperial
Conference. At any rate, however far it is meant, to
apply. I think it would be much hitler that the wording
should he altered as I suggested, if Mr. Belcher is
prepared to accept that, namely : "'That this Conference
"is in favour of (In- employment of British seamen, to
"the extent that they may be available, on any vessel
"owned, registered, or chartered to trade in the Common-
" wealth or New Zealand." I am sun- we must see that
in conference here we have t" consider each other's posi-
tion and each other's difficulties. We must recognise that
the Rritish section of this Conference has fully done so in
regard to our affairs, and we ought to do so in regard to
theirs, and not east reflections by a special resolution,
naming these Rritish subjects, when we can get the same
result by a different phrasing of the resolution.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I would like to ask whether
this resolution, in your opinion, sir. does extend in its
present form to vessels other than those- employed on the
coasts of Australia and New Zealand !

Tin: CHAIRMAN: I haw- looked at it from thai
point of view, ami I think it is very ambiguous. Mr.Belcher's interpretation of it certainly extends it beyondthe home- conditions. _

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I know that.
Tin: CHAIRMAN : And I think il is very desirable

that the Conference should know what it is really voting
upon. Sir Joseph Ward's speech was directed purely to
the home waters.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Quite
'Tin: CHAIRMAN : And so was Sir William Lyne'sspeech, as I understood it.

Sin WILLIAM I.VNK: Direct,-,I to what, did you
say !

'I'm: CHAIRMAN : Directed to the territorial watersof tin- Commonwealth.
SlB WILLIAM LYNE: Yes. I do nof see how wecan extend it to India.

Mil. MILLS : 'Then we an- all agreed.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH: We passed a resolutionthat the Australian conditions applv.
llos. DUGALD 'THOMSON : Vou may have anopinion on the phrasing of this motion?
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Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We could not assent to
the motion as at present phrased.

Thi CHAIRMAN : No. It is too ambiguous.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What I wanted to say was

this: that if it applies only to vessels 0wn..1. registered,
in chartered to trade in the Commonwealth and New
Zealand, ii is quite unnecessary, because it has already
he en conceded here in the fullest possible way that we
have the power to make laws for ourselves in this or in
mi) other respect. Now. as to whether we should ask
this Conference to affirm the expediency of making laws.
I submit we an not here for that purpose at all. If there
be a very good and sufficient international or Imp.'rial
reason why this should mil he done, no cloubl you your
self, or the representative of the India Office here, would
let us know it without more ado. Rut I take it, that
if Mr. Belcher's resolution merely applies to those vessels
that are trading on the coast, within the meaning of the
resolution already agreed to. then it is not necessary.
If it means something more than that. 1 should be very
glad indeed t.i support il. in spite of what my fiieiiii.
Mr. 'Thomson, has said. Mr. 'Thomson has an idea that
we are to In limited by the recommendation of the Royal
('ommission.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : No.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Now, thai is not s,, at all.
'The recommendations of the Royal Commission only
incidentally arise here, and because we there said thatcertain things shall only apply to New Zealand and the
Commonwealth, it does not follow that here we may notsay that it would be a good thing if a principle were
enforced on the British mercantile marine generally. Ido not wish to labour the epieslion at all ; but I do think
it would be a good tiling if Rritish seamen were em-
ployed, wherever that is possible, in place of Lascars,
Coolies, or Chinamen. A very large number of vesselst lading from the Commonwealth to places oversea do.any whole coloured clews -the- _, and A. Company, the
China Steam Navigation Company, the B. I. boats, the
Calcutta i.oats —nearly all carry coloured crews: and
it would l.c a very much better thing foi us if they.allied Rritish cr.-v.s. If this resolution of Mr. Belcher.
is confined to the Commonwealth and New Zealand Ishould he inelincl to rote for its withdrawal. I wouldnot vote against it. of course, but it is only saving the
same thing twice. But if he will make it applv generally,1 shall certainly support it. although I am quite free toadmit that if the Rritish representatives hen- if yonyourself, representing the Government say that we ought
not even to express a pious hope that the British Government might see their way to favour this, then I shall sayno more, liecause. of course, if the Government havemade up their minds on this matter, no recommendationfrom us could do anything unless it were unanimous.which, of course, I readily concede it would not then beI should like you, therefore, sir. to ask Mr. Belcher fornially how far he intends (his re-solution lo apply.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN I understand Mr. Belcher to intendthat it should apply beyond the limits of the home watersof New Zealand and the Commonwealth.
Mb. BELCHED : Vis: that is my intention.
The CHAIRMAN : And that is vour Interpretation ofyour motion '!

Mr. BELCHER : Yes.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Do I understand that youwould say that the Imperial Government must not emplovLascars in Indian waters'

Mn. BELCHER: No; not at all. I have alreadyreferred to one case where I think the stoppage of theemployment of Lascar labour is highly desirable, that is
in vessels trading from Australia regularly to Singapore
•""l Calcutta. I have a , ase in my mind where a steamvessel cam.- to New Zealand not long -~ r_ with a ear fguano from on,- of the outlying islands. I believe thatvessel ran two ,„• three cargoes there to the detriment ofNew Zealand vessels, and not only to their detriment, butit practically ran vessels sailing from Australia out of thetrade altogether.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is not what I wanted toget at. If this is to apply only to certain places you mustput it in the- resolution, otherwise- it will apply every-where. I agree with you that there are certain plae'es

where' ii is desirable that coloured labour should not be
employed, if we can so get it agreed to. hut I cannot think
that we can prevent the Imperial Government employing
coloured labour all over its dominions.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : Unless we ire prepared to give- up
India, and all places where we have coloured subjects, it
would he impossible.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I will suggest to Mr. Belcher
e.n elilir.it ion which he might agree to. lie names
Lascars. Coolies, and Chinamen: what he really means,
of course, is coloured labour; he does not bother whether
thev .in- Lascars, Coolies, or Chinamen. I quite agree
with Mr. 'Thomson thai there is no good purpose to be
served by emphasizing this matter, ami if Mr. Belcher
persists in his timi. which 1 certainly shall not take
exception to. he should withdraw those words "Lascars.
"Coolies, and Chinamen," and substitute the w.u.ls
" coloured labour."

Mn. BELCHER : I am quitewilling to allow tin- words
"coloured labour" to be substituted.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN: There is no substantial differencethere. 'Tin- whole point is whether this is proposed as a
resolution governing legislation within the home waters
of the Commonwealth and New Zealand, or whether it is
intended to be applied all over the Empire.

Me. BELCHEB : N...

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : Or beyond territorial waters.
Mn. BELCHER : It is staled here, "any vessel owned.

"registered, or chartered to trad,- in the Commonwealth" or Ne-w Zealand."

'Thk CHAIRMAN : If you mean trailing within the
territorial waters then it is absolutely unnecessary, and
outside that we could not possibly accept il. Sir.lames
M.nkav will speak on the subject.

Sm JAMES MACKAY: I do not think I have- verymuch to say. It is unnecessary for me to go into the
question of whether Lascars or Europeans are the betterBailors. That has been thoroughly veil threshed out inanother committee, th,- report of which I think you havebefore you. Rut I would strongly urge this Conferencenot to adopi ~ resolution which is worded as this resolu-tion is worded. It is a great reflection upon 2(10 or .(Hi
millions of the Kin_'s subjects, who are just as loyal, justas law abiding, just as industrious, just, as sober, and just
as good citizens -is we are ourselves I should like topoint out le. Mr. Belcher (hat if this resolution is adopteditwould place- vessels belonging to Australia under a seriousdisability. No vessel belonging to Australia, according towhat Mr. Belcher said, would be able to go to Calcutta.Singapore, or China except with a European crew.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK : Co from where'
Sir JAMES MACKAY: From Australia —a vesselowned in Australia. He proposed that no vessel ownedor regist, i,d in Australia or chartered to trade, there
Tin: CHAIRMAN : Tt might he a Rritish ship.
S,n JAMES MACKAY : v..
Sm WILLIAM LYNE; I do not think under ourlaws she would be allowed to go away without a whitecrew.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Oh. yes, if she was going
.nit of our wafers.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK: When she leaves the Aus-tralian coast I do not think she- would be allowed to goWithout a v hlte crew not if we could stop it, at any rate.
Sm JAMES MACKAY: Surely, an Australian ship

going up to Calcutta, an Australian owned ship, can signon a crew in Calcutta anel trade between Calcutta andother places. I lure is no law to the contrary.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : If we could stop it, we would.
Sir JAMES MACKAY : If you did stop „. what Iwould like to point out is that you would pi,,,,- vour ownships under a great disability.
Sir WILLIAM I.VNK ■ I do not agree there, at all.
to JAMES MACKAY : You drive a trade, which isearned on now by vessels owned in Australia, to other
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ships, because you cannot possibly object to an English
red ship going from Calcutta, and trading regularly

between Calcutta and Australia, with a Lascar crew.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Yes, we can; we can stop
them by making them pay treble wages.

Sin JAMES MACKAY : 1 do not think that is pos-
sible.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : When they get into our waters
we will deal with them.

Tin 1 HAIRMAN : 'The case put is where they are
engaged in Calcutta. 'The contract is not made in your

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That very point comes in on
the question I asked Mr. Uertram Cox in reference to
Fiji. When they take on a crew to go to Fiji, we can
deal with them when they leave our waters; and if they
make a breach of what we tell them to do, we can deal
with them when they come back, and so we can with a
vesse-l going to India.

Sir JAMES MACKAY : H cannot he the intention of
the Commonwealth to prevent a vessel belonging to India
to take a cargo down to Australia and bring a cargo back
to Calcutta!

SlB WILLIAM I.VNK: It is the intention of Aus-
nalia, if she can, to prevent the- employment in our waters
of coloured people at all.

Mu. CON : Wherever engaged?

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: Vis; we are dealing with
....■an going ships as well.

Tin. CHAIRMAN: 'That is a question of international
la w-.

Sm JAMES MACKAY : Sou will not allow a Herman
ship to come into your waters either?

i
Siu WILLI AM LYNE: Oh, yes, we do; this refers to

c oolies.

Siu JAMES MACKAY : 'This says aliens "or per-
" sons of any other alie-n rs

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I do not want to delay this.
I have slated exactly what our spirit is.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What your spirit is!
Noil cannot Speak for Australia in that respect.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Do you lay down the prin-
ciple. Sir James, that a vessel is perfectly justified in
carrying a crew belonging to either of the countries be-
tween which she trades: for instance, that if she trades
between Australia and China, she should carry either Aus-
tralians or Chin.se, which ever she prefers; if 'die' trades
between'here and Manilla, she can carry either Knglish-
meii ... natives of the Philippines, and so on': l>.. you
lav ilow n thai, principle 'Sm JAMEB MACKAY : Yes; 1 do not see how you
can get out of it.

ll.is. W. M. HUGHES: Logically, no doubt,,that is a
\i l \ difficult position to assail.

Tin i HAIRMAN : As a matter of international law
it is absolutely unassailable.

Sir JAMES MACKAY: Vou cannot get out of it.
Otherwise, you prevent any Australian-owned ship trading
to the East.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 'The only point is this, thai
iin Rritish shipowner, in very main eases, uses the natives
of those countries, not because they are natives of those
countries, but because they are cheaper than the natives
of other countries; cheaper, f.n instance, than the natives
of Australia.

Sm JAMES MACKAY: 'They may be cheaper perhead, but they will probably work out just as expensive.
Hon. W. M. HUCI IKS : I do not, think so.

Siu JAMES MACKAY : I can speak from some ex-
perience. 'That is the- ease in our ships.

lies. W. M. HUGHES; The evidence- we took is cer-
tainly against that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think it is very likely that
this matter may be decided in connection with Chinese
cie-ws. 'There have been great complaints with regard to
those two lines of ships which run from Hong Kong
down lo Sydney, anil which sometimes do coasting
trade.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : To say that the natives of Hong
Kong should not b. allowed to man ships which trade
between Hong Kong and any other port in the world
seems to me to be an infringement of international law.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think we have decided that,
so far as Australia is concerned, when we are dealing with
the coasting trade', we shall do what we like.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : In the coasting trade,
\ es.

Siu WILLIAM I.VNK: What is the coasting trade?
Suppose a ship goes from Brisbane down to Sydney, that
is coasting trade.

ll.in. DUGALD THOMSON : N...

Sm WILLIAM I.VNK: If she takes cargo?

Hon. DUGALD 'THOMSON : If she takes cargo, yes.

Tin CHAIRMAN : 1 do not think it is necessary for
us to enter into that, because we have already said that,
with regard to the coasting trade, you can make any regu-
lations you like I think you have had rather favourable
resolutions carried with regard to that, and therefore I
should not reopen iL

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I do not want to say any
more about it.

Sir JAMES MACKAY: I should strongly urge yon.
in your own interests, not to pass this resolution.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: We know what, our own
interest is, you know.

Sn: JAMES MACKAY i Vou place your own ships
under a disability, and they will not be able to engage in
any trade between Australia anil the Blast.

_
If you do

pass tie- resolution, I would strongly urge you to put it
in ol her terms.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: I am not speaking about the
wording of this resolution. I think it goes too far.

Siu JAMES MACKAY: It is very objectionable thai
the Commonwealth and New Zealand should use languageof this soil in a resolution passed formally.

Sm WILLIAM I.VNK: Vou have no objection to
moderate the language. Mr. Belcher?

Mu. BELCHER: I have said that I am prepared to
erase the words "Lascars. Coolies, and Chinamen," and
substitute the words "coloured people."

Snt JAMES MACKAY : They are equally objection-
able.

Mil. BELCHER : So far as the objection is concerned.
1 can assure vou that whatever e bjection the Colonial

Office, or the Foreign Offie:e. or the Tndia Office may have
with regard lo the way we- express ourselves here, they
are no more- offended in that respect than we are in Aus-
tralia and Ne-w Zealand in seeing our white men standing
on the beach unal.le to get employment because black
fellows have got it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I point out to Mr.Belchei that as his proposal is the employment of Rritish
seamen, why not put it in that way, and cast no reflectionwhich may he awkward for the- 'rntlia Office or for theBritish Government. All he is proposing is tin- employ-ment -'f Rritish so.mien.

Sm JAMES MACKAY : Australia is very much in-debted to India in the way of trade: India 'has taken avery large an nt of timber from Australia.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I am not sure that that is avery good thing for Australia.

Sm JAMES MACKAY : You need not sell it.
Sm WILLIAM I.VNK: WY an- sending too muchtimber away.
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Sm JAMES MACKAY : You can stop where you like.
'Then there are your horses.

Snt WILLIAM LYNE: Ves ; yon take our horses, Iadmit, ami we can breed others.

St_ JAMES MACKAY ; it would be a great pity to do
anything to injure the trade between the two countries.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: 1 do not think this will do
so 1 hope the trade will be* done by means of white men
instead of black.

Mr. COX : As regards this question, everybody sympa-
thises with the wish of Australia and New Zealand for
the employment of Australian and New Zealand sea-
men; there is no question about that. If this is eon
fined to the class of ships which Australia and New
Zealand have- the right to legislate for in their own waters,
ships registered there, and so on, nobody can object to it.
Rul there is one thine that I should strongly object to on
behalf of the Colonial Office, and that is exclusion on the
ground of colour. That question was fought out in 1897.
I will read in.m a speech of Air. Chamberlain made at
the Premier's Conference in 1897, the part dealing with
alien immigration: "One other question I have men-

' tinned, and only one. that is. I wish to direct your
attention lo certain legislation which is in process of

" consideration, or which has been passed by some of the"colonies, in regard to the immigration of aliens, and
" particularly of Asiatics."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: What about our Alien's
Law '!

Mr. COX : That is what I am coming to. You do
not exclude on the ground of colour. This motion wishes
to exclude on the ground of colour, and under that
name, and that is going bae:k on the compact and
agreement which Australia and New Zealand have made,and honourably kept with this country for the last 10years. Mr. Chamberlain proceeds :"I have seen these

Bills, and they differ in some respects one from the
other; but there is no one of them, except perhaps the" Bill which comes to us from Natal, to which we can

" look with satisfaction. I wish to say that Her Majesty's
"Government thoroughly appreciate the object and the
" needs of the colonies in dealing with this matter. We
"'(juite sympathise with the determination of the white
"inhabitants of these colonies, which are in comparatively
" close proximity to millions and hundreds of millions of" Asiatics, that there shall not be an influx of people alien
"in civilisation, alien in religion, alien in customs, whose•influx, moreover, would most seriously interfere with
"the legitimate rights of the existing labour population.•An immigration of that kind must, I quite understand,
"in the interests of the colonies, be prevented at all
" hazards, and we shall not offer any opposition to the
"proposals intended with that object, but we ask vou
" also to bear in mind the traditions of the Empire, which
" makes no distinction in favour of, or against, race or"colour; and to exclude, by reason of their colour, or by
"reason of their race, all Her Majesty's Indian subjects," or even all Asiatics, would be an act so offensive to those
"peoples that it, would be most painful, I am quite cer-
" tain, to Her Majesty to have to sanction it. Consider
"what has been brought to your notice eluiing your visit
"to this country. The United Kingdom owns as its" brightest and greatest dependency that enormous Empire"of India, with 800,000,000*0f subjects, who are as loyal

to the Crown as you are yourselves, and among them
"there are hundreds and thousands of men who are every" whit as civilised as we are ourselves, who are, if that is"anything, better born in the sense that they have older
"traditions and older families, who are men of wealth,•men of cultivation, men of distinguished valour, men" who have brought whole armies and placed them at the

service of the Queen, and have in times of great diffi-
culty and trouble—such, for instance, on the occasion

"of the- Indian mutiny — saved the Empire by their■loyalty. I say, you, who have seen all this, cannot be" willing to put upon those men a slight which I think is•absolutely unnecessary for your purpose, and which■ would In calculated lo provoke ill-feeling, discontent,•irritation, and would be most unpalatable-to the feel-'ings, not only of Her Majesty the Queen, but of all her'people. What I venture to think you have t., deal with'is the character of the immigration. It is not because a
'man is of a different colour from ourselves that he is' necessarily an undesirable immigrant, but it is because'he is dirty, or he is immoral, or he is a pauper, or he•has some other objections which can be defined in an

16—A. sa.

"Act of Parliament, and by which the exclusion can be

•' managed with regard to all those whom you really desire
"to exclude. Well, gentlemen, this is a matter, I am
'sure, for friendly consultation between us. As I have"said, the Colony of Natal has arrived at an arrangement" which is absolutely satisfactory to them." The arrange-

ment which was made by Natal was accepted by Aus-
tralia, accepted by New Zealand, and all your legislationhas gone on those lines since. Mr. Belcher is departingfrom that in this motion. What he wants to do is todepart from the compact and arrangement which has been
carried out by all of us for the last 10 years, and exclude
Asiatics on the ground of colour. You can exclude them
perfectly well on other grounds. You have kept themfrom immigration by other tests than that of colour, and
you can do the same with regard to crews.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The resolution is onlyin favour of British seamen. Why not say sol
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Since that speech has been

read, I want to say that there is no doubt that MrChamberlain's despatch changed the course of legislationin the Commonwealth. It caused the education test to beput in, and I do not hesitate to say that that has done
Australia—and perhaps the Empire too—infinitely more
harm than anything else. We have achieved the reputa-tion, not rightly at all, that we are trying to exclude white-
people. I suppose Australia is chiefly known to manypeople by the exclusion of the six hatters. That speechcaused the hatters to be excluded.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : No.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Mr. Watson's motion to pievent the importation of coloured aliens
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The hatters were heldup because they were under contract conditions.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Was only lost by three. Hadit been carried we should have heard nothing about thesix hatters.
Mr. COX : I daresay this may have been unpleasant toAustralia. Things must be unpleasant to Australia occa-sionally, as they are to every other self-governing colonyand every other country. But what I say is that this isa compact which was made ten vears ago, and has beenhonourably kept; and, for my part, I am not going totake part in any resolution, or vote in favour of any reso-

lution, which will upset that compact which has beenacted on for the past ten years. That I absolutely declineto do.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Will you allow me to make a

suggestion? Mr. Belcher has moved a resolution, and hasput his views on record, and in order to bring aboutunanimity, and meet what Mr. Belcher proposes, I wouldsuggest that the resolution be altered to read as follows :
—" That this Conference recognises the right of the self-governing dependencies to limit or exclude the employ-" ment of specified classes of persons on any vessel owned" registered, or chartered to trade in the Commonwealth"or New Zealand." That omits all that is objection-able from the British point of view, with regard toa great country such as India; it omits the referenceto race or colour, while doing exactly what Mr. Belcherwants.

Mr NOILMAN HILL : Is not that repeating what hasalready been carried, which we agreed to!
Sir JOSEPH WARD : That had reference to thenumber of men, and Mr. Belcher has a different object.I think this removes the personal aspect which Mr Coxobjects to.
Mn. NORMAN HILL: May I suggest that thecolonies have told us with the utmost frankness that theywill not discuss with us in any shape or form flu- policyof the laws which they make with regal d 1,, such mattersas are within their jurisdiction? Thev have refused overand over again to accept any suggestions from us. Theyhave told us they settle all those matters for themselves.Now, this is a matter which they claim a right to settlefor themselves. They have passed a resolution affirmingthat right. They want us now to say (because, I suppose,they think there may be questions about the policy ofexcluding these races) that we agree to their views Ithink that they are not entitled to ask us to take thatposition. If they are willing to discuss with us what ispolitic and what is impolitic in the laws which they make
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in their own countries with regard to trade within their
own jurisdiction, we will discuss it with pleasure, and
will do our best to point out why we think in many
respect their laws are very impolitic. 1 suggest that the
subject of the motion is not one to be discussed here.

Sir JOSEPH W' Mil) : I really think yon might sup
port this, with one further suggestion which I will submit
to Mr. Belcher, who, I understand, is favourable to the
alteration : "That this Conference recognises the right
"of the Commonwealth and New Zealand to limit or
"exclude the employment of specified classes of persons

"on any vessel owned, registered, or chartered to trade
"in the Commonwealth or New Zealand."

Mr. COX : That dues not deal with the ground. It
would enable them to put it on colour pure and simple.
1 had not quite finished what I had to say, but I will be
as brief as possible. 'There is no objection to the exclu-
sion of coloured persons otherwise than on the ground of
colour from the ships which are engaged in the coasting
trade of the Commonwealth or New Zealand, or in any
either conditions where the Colonial regulations under the
law apply. That is agreed. But His Majesty's Govern
ment are trustees for enormous numbers of coloured
people, and the Colonial Office cannot agree to the exclu-
sion of Rritish subjects of any race only on the ground of
colour on vessels which are not amenable to the Colonial
regulations. That is to say, if a vessel goes from Calcutta
t.. Australia, engaging her crew in Calcutta, we cannot
agree that Australian conditions should be applied to that. rew simply because the vessel goes backwards and for-
wards between Sydney and Calcutta.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : You can support the resolution
as I have amended it.

Sir WILLIAM IW NK : What about the wage test
Mr. COX : The contract is not made in Australia. You

can do this. You can make it an offence for that vessel
to come into Australian waters a second time if she has
not paid Australian rates of wages the last time she was
there.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : 'That is what I said.
Mr. COX : I know; but if that is going to be put

higher than as regards persons engaged in Australia that
runs us, in regard to foreign ships, up against the obliga-
tions of international comity, and with regard to British
ships we should have very seriously to consider whethei
we should allow that Act or whether we- should not have
to disallow it, however serious the conseejuences might be.
I wish lo speak quite plainly. I recognise that Australia
has a right to do it.

Sra WILLIAM LYNE: Have not we already passedresolutions which apply to Australian waters regarding the-
question of wages?

Mu. COX : As to vessels registered in Australia and
engaged on the coasting trade, I am not dealing with
them ; 1 am dealing with a vessel registered in Calcuttawhich engages an Indian crew and goes to and from
Sydney with a cargo, backwards and forwards, whose
articles are signed in Calcutta on Calcutta conditions.
Those are the cases where I say Australia cannot inter-
fere.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : We can interfere with them
in another way.

Mr. COX : You will have to do it by legislation.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I will ask Sir William

Lyne this : Would he not raise great objection if any ofthe dependencies of the Empire were to exclude fromtheir ports, or to inflict heavy penalties upon, Australian
vessels manned by Australian crews? If so, he cannotexpect other parts of the Empire to assent to the sameinfliction of penalty or refusal to allow ships to enterwhich are manned by the crews of that portion of theEmpire. We are going beyond our sphere altogether inthat. I think he would be the strongest objector to anvsuch treatment of Australia in that regard. When weare within our own waters it is a different matter. Wehave got our rights, and we can deal as we choose withthose vessels within our own jurisdiction. But I wouldlike to correct a statement made by Mr. Hughes as

regards the holding back of the celebrated six hatters
being due to the language test under the Commonwealth
Act. The exclusion of those hatters was not due to that.
It was because they were under contract conditions. I
did not wish that statement to go uncontradicted. It was
under the contract conditions that they were held, con-
ditions which are now changed by an amendment of my
own. The Prime Minister, Mr. Deakin, objected to any
mention of colour in that very amendment.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : With regard to the ques
tiem of Lascars and Chinamen, before I say what I want
to say may I ask the representative of the India Office a
question or two? I would like to ask him whether there
is any restriction as to the latitudes in which Lascar- are
employed ?

Sir JAMES MACKAY" : Yes, there is.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : Would you mind telling
me what is the restriction in that respect?

Tin: CII AIRMAN: 38° N.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: That is t,, say, Rritish
ships are not allowed to employ Lascars in a higher lati-
tude than 38° N. ?

Sir JAMES MACKAY : Except firemen and stewards.
They are not allowed to employ deck hands. That is for
the- protection of the Lascars.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : May I ask this? How
do you manage with the deck hands who are on ships
coming to England ?

Sir JAMES MACKAY : If they are proceeding further
North than 38° N". they must pay off their Lascars and
transfer them to another ship.

Mi:. HAVELOCK WILSON : But if they are not
allowed to be employed in a higher latitude than 38° N.,
how is it they ire allowed to conn- on ships to the UnitedKingdom ?

Captain CHALMERS: It is 38° N. in the westernpart of the North Atlantic. The British Islands are not
in that portion of the North Atlantic.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON : Let me get this point
out. 1 would like to ask tin- representative of the India
Office why they have a regulation to say they shall not be
employed in a higher latitude than 38° north or south,
.mil yet they allow them to come on ships to the United
Kingdom, which is 50° N.

Sir JAMES MACKAY : 38° N. in tin North Atlantic
is very much colder than 38° here.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That is news to me.

Sir JAMES MACKAY: The Board of Trade con-sidered that, and the shipowners entirely agreed thai38° N. in the- North Atlantic is too .old for Lasers
Me. HAVELOCK WILSON : It is news to me thatSB< N. in the North Atlantic is colder than 50° elsewhere.

May I ask if that applies lo south latitude'
Captain CHALMERS : No, I do not think so.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Is there no limitation atall?

The CHAIRMAN : I want you to speak to the resolu-tion.
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I am going to.
Tin; CHAIRMAN: New Zealand and th,- Common-wealth arc not 38° N. nor !50° N. This is confined tovessels registered or owned in New Zealand and the- Commonwealth, or charter.-.I to trade there.
.Mu- HAVELOCK WILSON : Before they can get toNew Zealand they may have to go into a 'much hit_her

latitude than 38c. 6

Thk CHAIRMAN : I know; but this resolution wouldnot affect it at all.
Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON: 'That is the point Iwanted. However, we will leave it at that. I haveenough information for my purpose. With regard toLascars and Chinamen, there is a good deal of canttalked about this matter. It has been said in the House
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of Commons and elsewhere that the Lascars are British
subjects. Now, I want to say emphatically that a large
number of the Lascars, perhaps half of them, who sign on
Rritish ships, are not British subjects at all, but subjects
of foreign countries. That 1 am certain of. The same
thing applies to the Chinamen. We are told that the
Chinamen are British subjects. That I emphatically deny.

Mu. COX : Enormous numbers are.
Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : I know, but I am quite

aware of the fact that a large number of Chinamen
are said to hail from Hong Kong who do not belong to
Hong Kong. Men are entered on the ship's articles as
Hong Kong Chinamen who were perhaps never in HongKong in their lives. That is done as a matter of con-
venience. A large number of Chinamen and Lascars, I
say, do not belong to the Rritish possessions at all, but
are men belonging to foreign Governments, I do not
exclude any men. I never have advocated the policy of
excluding any man on the ground of being a Chinaman,
or a Lascar, or a foreigner. What I have always con-
tended for, and what I strongly contend for now, is this:if a shipowner prefers to employ a Lascar or Chinaman,
let him give them the same conditions that he gives to
an ordinary British subject. Now I want, to tell the
India Office this : that then- is no proper supervision of
the engagement of the Lascars in ports of India. The
Lascars arc very often compelled to sign agreements of
which they do not understand a single line. The result
is we have a good deal of trouble in English ports when
those Lascars refuse to proceed on a voyage somewhere
where they never agreed to go. Frequently those L
are sent to gaol because they refused to fulfil an ,
ment that I hey did not understand and knew nothing at
all about. If the Government would say that if a Lascar
is employed on a Rritish ship he shall have the value
amount of accommodation as a white man then we are
getting ni-ai the mark, and I should say also that the
Government who are giving out mail contracts should snv
lo the shipowner who is getting a big subsidy from the
Government (and one company is getting over £400,000
a year, noi in the mail service alone, but cargo-
carrying boats) ihat they must pay the English rate of

Now I know the answer to that has been given
more than ..nce in the' House of Commons, namely that
'I"' Lascars an- engaged at ports in India. Rut l' againdeny that, and say that very often the Lascars are en-
gaged, in ports in Ihe United Kingdom. It is tine thati hey are brought from India for ships in ports in the[Tilted Kingdom. I advocate before this Conferencethat whatevei legislation may be passed, either in ourParliament or in the New Zealand Parliament or in theAustralian Parliament, it should be laid down that the
Lascar must lu.ee- the same conditions that are given toother seamen on British ships. I can quite understand
the ease- with regard to Lascars being engageel on shipsregistered and owned in India ; there I see the Indian
law applies: bul that ought not to apply to ships owned
and registered in this country, or in Australia, or Ne-w
Zealand.

Sm.WILLIAM LYNE : Did I understand it was said
that the arrangement was that Lascars were not to eobeyond 38° N. ?

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, in the North Atlantic.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK: Why does not that apply tothe South ■'. VV3

Captain CHALMERS: I think there is a regulationabout Cap.- Horn: they are not allowed to go roundI here.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I find they are going far below38°—to Hobart. They are doing that now, and it is verycold there. I am a Tasmanian, and I know it is verycold, r only raised this question to be quite sure; lamvery glad indeed to know it. It will be a help in some-things that I would like to do.

iMmin CHALMERS: This is ruled by the isother-mal line. VVhat the Government has done is to take theisothermal line—the equal heat line—in each hemisphere.For instance, if you take the latitude of New York, it isabout IS* North, or something like that, and the line of
average temperature in winter there will go right up North
of Norway.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: I am very glad to hear that
there is a provision that they shall not go too far North,
and I hope they will not be allowed to go too far South.

Mn. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : That is what I should
like to see carried out.

Tin-; CHAIRMAN : I am going to appeal to Mr.
Rile her not to press this motion. In so far as trade on
the coast of New Zealand and the Commonwealth is con-
cerned, although 1 do not say that they have specificallyihe right to exclude Rritish subjects of any colour (which
is a matter that I do not want to express any opinion at
all upon; it is a constitutional question which I would
rather not say a word about), still they have the power
oi excluding Lascars by other means—by means of wages,manning, accommodation, and food scale.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I am glad to hear that you
agree with what I said. Somebody did not agree with me

Tin; CHAIRMAN : That is so far as the coasting trade
is concerned. There is no doubt that they can insist uponcertain wage, being paid, upon certain accommodation
being provided, upon a certain minimum manning scale,
and a certain food scale also being imposed, which would
have' the practical effect of excluding Lascars. So far as
that is concerned, it is a mailer entirely for themselves
and not for this Conference. But this motion goes veryfar beyond that.

Sm WILLIAM LVNE: It goes over the universe.
Tin CHAIRMAN : Especially as interpreted by Mr.Belcher, and I could not possibly accept it. It is not

merely the representatives of the shipowners, but the
Imperial representatives would certainly vote against it.I dei not know what would be thought in India of theBritish Government if they assented to a proposition of
this sort,, which would exe hide Indian sailors from thebenefit of a trade which we have captured from them.The Lascar is a sailor; he is an hereditary sailor sincethe Flood lie used to have all the coasting trade of
India. Now, we have taken it away. Our steamers callthere, and have practically destroyed the Lascar tradethere, and the only opening they have got for sailoring,

in mship. is in our steamers. They are all heredi-
ailors. .Mr. Have-look Wilson says they are not allRritish subjects. 'That may be so. I daresay, for in-stance, if you go on some of the steamers, you will findnatives of Oca, who are really Portuguese. They arestewards.

Mu. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : And firemen too.
'Tin: (HAIRMAN : Vou cannot sift them and insistupon certificates of origin. But in the main they areBritish subjects. 'They are much better paid than theyever were in their own trade, and much better treated.Ihey are extraordinarily well satisfied. They have beggedami prayed and petitioned the House of Commons notI' interfere with their accommodation or their food scaleIhey say it is exactly what they want.
Mu. BELCHER : Who did?
The CHAIRMAN : The Lascars.
Mu. lIAVKLOCK WILSON: The shipping .on,

punics.

Thk CHAIRMAN : The Lascars have already senta petition to the lion,.- of Commons. I know that Mi-ll avelock W ilson has doubts about the way it was got upbut they came and gave evidence themselves. There isno doubt that they are very much better paid and betterted than Ih.y used to be in their own trade. I do notsuppose anyone will doubt that at all. That is theposition. Suppose we were to assent to a propositionwhich would be a very grave reflection upon them' In"". '""' I'l'' 1"' *ey are very touchy on the question ofcolour. I ,, 'men,her a great row because the late LordBfJlsbury referred to a learned and distinguished HindooMr. Naorpji. as "a black man." 'Thai c-ated a tre-mendous feeling throughout India. We are responsible
in the government of :Son millions of these people, andtherefore we could not possibly assent to it, and I askth.- ( olonial representatives not to ask us to do so.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE: I am not asking you.
Tui. CHAIRMAN : I would rather not. if they cansee their way. We are not interfering at all with" theirlegislation.
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Sir WILLIAM LYNE : As long as you do not take
away from us the right of dealing with them when they
are trading to Australia.

The CHAIRM \N : We have already assented to reso-
lutions which give you the fullest powers.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE: I think you yourself pointed
out how we can deal with them.

The CHAIRMAN : If you said that no Hindoo should
be employed in ships on the coasting trade, I do not
suppose that we could possibly assent to a law it hat does
not belong to my Department) expressly framed in that
way, because it is a reflection upon millions of the King's
subjects. But yon can do it in ways which are quite as
effective.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We have ways of doing it.
The CHAIRMAN : Yes. I beg you not to ask us to

assent to a resolution which goes outside your acknow-
ledged powers, and which will bring us into great trouble
in India. It is, as a matter of fact, now the subject of
conference and of discussion in India. They are very
sensitive on these points, and therefore I think it would
be a great misfortune if at an Imperial Conference of
this kind we passed a resolution which will be regarded
by them as a great offence, Mr. Belcher's object has
been attained. I was unwilling to rule the matter out,
because I know it is one of very considerable importance
in New Zealand and in the Commonwealth. But his
object has been attained. He has made it perfectly clear
that the Commonwealth and New Zealand have a perfect
right to deal with the matter in so far as their own coast-
ing arrangements are concerned. But I do not think it
can be claimed that where you have trade between two
countries—l do not care what the countries are, whether
it is China, or Germany, or America, or India—you are
able to say, "We will only allow shfps containing our
"own subjects to trade between these two countries.'!

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We can do it in one way, but
not in another.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : On our own ships, of course,
we can do it ; there is no doubt about that.

The (HAIRMAN : That is a different matter when
you are legislating with regard to ships registered in your
own country.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : We can do it in any ships,whether our own or not, which are in our coasting trade.
The CHAIRMAN : Ves. But it is so utterly opposed

to all international traditions. We could not do it with
regard to (lermany or any other country, and would
not dream of doing it, nor would they dream of doingit with us; and it is rather hard that the amenities
which are preserved between one nation and another
should not obtain between different parts of the same-
Empire.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK: How about what they do in
.-vmerica?

The CHAIRMAN: That is purely with regard to
coasting. America would not dream, supposing there was
a trade with India or China, of saying, "No Indian or
"Chinese sailor shall ever enter our ports engaged on
"vessels in the Indian or Chinese trade." That would
really be regarded by the United States as an act ofimpertinence.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The Japanese do tradedirectly with China and with San Francisco.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Was not a case given atHonolulu!
The CHAIRMAN : That is an American port. Thatis a totally different matter.
Mr. COX : It is as much coasting as trading betweenthe Cook Islands and New Zealand is.
The CHAIRMAN: The result is that, practically,America has no international trade at all —absolutely

none. She use-d to have half or nearly half the trade ofthe Atlantic It has now been captured almost entirelyby us. Fifty per cent, of the international carrying trade
is done by us. But that is another matter. I thereforeask Mr. Belcher, now that his object has been attained inthe discussion we have had here to-day, not to put us to

the necessity, not merely of voting against this, but of
making it appear that the representatives of the colonies
have pressed upon the Imperial Government a resolution
which will create a good deal of ill-feeling in India and
which will be regarded by them as a reflection upon our
fellow subjects there. 1 trust Mr. Belcher will now see
his way to withdraw the resolution.

Ron. W. M. HUGHES : I would like to ask youwhether you would regard more favourably a suggestion
thrown out by Mr. Wilson: "That this Conference is
"opposed to any discrimination between coloured and
"white .lews with respect to accommodation, superficial
"space, and other general conditions provided in any
"Imperial, Commonwealth, or New Zealand law." 1
know something may be said against that, but it is an
entirely different sort of thing after all. It does not aim
at the colour line. It may be passed without offending
any national susceptibilities, and practically it is similar
to the method which Mr. Bertram Cox pointed out we had
adopted instead of putting a colour test in regard to
immigration.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : 'That is a very different propose
tion. There, Australia has the right to impose such con-
ditions upon her own ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I wanted to know whether the
Imperial (.ov-rnment would consider that more favourable.

'Tin: CHAIRMAN : The Imperial Government would
equally resist that, for this reason. Where a British sea-
man comes forward and presses Parliament to improve
his accommodation and conditions, then the Imperial
Parliament says, "Very well, we will do it," and we have
done it elsewhere. Rut when the Lascar ccmes to us and
says, "Do not do it, because it will have the eff.
"excluding us from employment," that is a differentmatter. It is very hard to legislate for the benefit of a
class which says, " For Heaven's sake, do not do it! "

Mn HAVELOCK WILSON : I hardly think that it is
i en to keep harping on the fact that the Lascars sentpetitions. I know as a matter of fact that those petitions
were prepared by the shipping companies, and the Lascarshad nothing to do with them whatever. I think it is
unfair to keep putting that forward. I disagree with it
entirely, and I always have done. I examined those men
l.e-fore the Commission on the Mercantile Murine, and
1 know how they were brought there. I know allabout it. It was at the instigation of the shipping com-panies.

1,11 CHAIRMAN: Supposing you approached the
Lascars—a perfectly impartial person like yourself—andsaid to them, " Would you like to have legislation which
"will put you in the same condition with regard to"manning, accommodation, food scale, and everything"else as the British sailor'' " Do you suppose they'wouldsay yes ?

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : I do. I believe theywould say that they are perfectly satisfied to be employedon their own coast. They have a right to be employed onthen own coast; they have a right to do their owntrade. Rut the Lascar and Chinamen do object to betaken into high latitudes and compelled to do trade whichthey never agreed to do. Centlemen here who do not
know much about it may dissent, but I know somethingabout it.

Mr. BELCHER : I have- listened very carefully to the
various opinions expressed with regard to the employ-ment of this class of labour. With a great many of themI entirely disagree. Gentlemen representing the various
departments, who have spoken on this matter, havepointed out to me many Imperial difficulties which willarise, and seeing that I am now assured that, so far asvve are concerned in Australia and New Zealand, we havethe power and the right, if we choose to exercise it, ofexcluding that class of labour, I will now, with the per-mission of the Conference, withdraw the motion alto-gether. (Motion by lenre withdrawn.)

Sin JOSEPH WARD : I move, "That the Board of1 rade be urged to take into immediate consideration the"question of eyesight tests with a view to imposing- ahigher standard of efficiency than at present required "1 move this resolution because there are different systems
in operation which involve a very great deal of troubleand in some cases those concerned have hardships imposedupon them by the different grades and methods of testingwhich apply under the Board of Trade rules. I have one
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case specially in my mind with regard to a big shippingorganisation in New Zealand. I have a letter here from
'in' of the best authorities upon eye testing, a medical
gentleman in New Zealand, who mentions that 2,700 cases
have come before him. and they have induced him to make
representations with a view to an alteration. I should
say that those eases an- not all eases of men at sea. One
of the difficulties which has presented itself to the officers
on some of the ships in our waters is that their sight vas
not tested when I hey originally won! to sea. or at any
tune after joining until they became officers. Sou may
lind a young man who goes on board ship with the inten-
tion of m.iking the sea his profession, ami who. after
spending a number of years is confronted by the fact that
under the eyesight tests carried out in our country hi'
cannot be passed, and he has to go ashore and commence
life again. What ought to be done, in my opinion, is this.
'There should be uniformity of .system extending to all
parts where an eyesight test is imposed, and the Board of
Trade- should investigate the present conditions of the
eyesight test, and should submit it to the- respectiveauthorities of the different countries, and eneleavour to
have uniformity of system, so that an officer who might
he passed in one part of the Empire under certain eon.
ditions required by the Board of 'Trade or other com
intent authority might not find himself excluded in some
ether portion of the Empire cm account of some other
different conditions. What I mean by* the resolution is
that there should be no possibility under the regulations
of the Hoard of Trad-' I'm any man with indifferent eye-sight, in colour-blind, to be allowed to take charge of a
ship or be the officer of a ship where the care of the lie.-.
of others are neeessaiily under his control. Mr. Mills
knows a great deal about this matter because il has Dome
under his personal administration, ami I should be very
glad lo near what he has to say about it. I certainly
think we ought to have uniformity of system, anil that
it should extend to all parts of the Kmpire.

.Mr. MILLS : I should like t.i say .1 few word* in sup-
port ot (he resolution. It is a subject in which 1 have
taken an interest as a shipowner for a good many years.It is recognised in many quarters that the Board of Tradetest is not adequate for the conditions of the mercantile
marine at present, and it has been under consideration bymedical nun in the colonics. I will read you the resolii
lion arrived at by the Intercolonial Medical Congress of
Australasia in 1896- that is II years ago. 'Th,- (',,.
urges. "(1) 'That th.- Governments of the different
"colonies should take steps to insure the proper testing"of the vision of all men who arc- -mployed either at
" sea or in railway set vices whose duties are such that the
" lives of others depend on th. acuteaess of their sight"either for form or colour. (2) That all examinations"of vision should be made by ,i properly qualified"ophthalmic surgeon. (3) That a'high standard of vision
"and perfect colour sense should be insisted on for all
'men who arc- engaged as deck hands at sea. and who
" have to undertake duty on the look-out or in steering."Also that such a standard be fixed for those engaged"iii the engine-room as will suffice for their own safetv
"and that of the- ship. (4) That a high standard be" fixed for vision and perfect colour sense- required in"all deck officers of ships, that they In- re-examined"on each promotion, and after reaching the- rank of" mastei at intervals of five yean. (6) That the attention" cif the different Government* he- called lo the Report

ot the Committee on Colour Vision presented to theHouses ..f Parliament in .June-. 1898, and to the Report"of the Council of the British Medical Association on"the efficient control of railway servants' eyesight, pub-lished in the same year, and that the standards recom"mended in these- reports be taken as the basis on which"the requirements of vision should be framed, (ii) 'That"the attention of the different Governments In- special]}"directed to tin- law passed in the state of Alabama"in IKB7, dealing with railway servants' eyesight, en"titled 'An Act for the Protection of the Travelling"Public against Accidents caused by Colour Blindness"'and Defective Vision.' as a model' on which suitable"legislation might he based. In order to put in a defi-" nifc form the standard that should be aimed at. the" Congress suggests that no candidate be allowed to enter" the dangerous services unless he is free from any chronic"inflammation <if the conjunctiva or lids: he must be free" from strabismus, and possess perfect equilibrium of"the external ocular muscles: his distant vision must not"be less than ;: in one eye and 9 in the other without"glasses, the tests to be made with Snellen's types; he
"must have a perfect colour sense, tested both with

"Holmgren's wools ami with distant colour tests under
-ing conditions j and be must also have a normal"field of vision Eoi both form and colour. Hyp"tropis of more than one diopter should I", a bar t<.

"entering the scrvi<<■..." I daresay tl fficiala represent
ing the Board of Trade will say that their system ii
present is quite adequate, and probably shipowners mayWe have done very well during the last fifty years,
"ami why not let well alone?" But I maintain

.wner that the present condition of affairs is not
satisfactory. As ■ matter of fact, a young fellow <<n
passing his examination is submitted to an eye test more
oi less complete, and that is the last that is heard of it.
Wβ are assured by ophthalmic surgeons that the Board of
Trade test is sn h that a man can pass it who is blind of
one eye and has half the normal vision with the other.
You will understand that that is because he is required
to pass the examination with both eyes together; there-
fore, it hi' can see with one eye only he can pass the Board
of Trade examination. I will read you a few suggestions
by an ophthalmic Burgeon of some distinction in the
('<.lonics who has gone into this matter very closely, anil
who perhaps puts them in fewer words than I could <l<>.
Hi- says : " I would urge that the eyes of all boys should
"be examined by an expert before tli<\ go t<. sea at all,

am! that unless their standard of vision is ami
"their eyes are free from inherent defects which are
" likely to reduce the vision later they should be stopped
"at the threshold of their career instead of being allowed
"to serve their apprenticeship. Our State railways test
■ the vision of all cadets on entering the service, ami
"keep up a periodical series of tests of a practical nature
"all through tin' period of service of those employees

who an' engaged in connection with trains and signals
Iheie is n<. hardship involved in refusing a boy en

"trance i<. the service, but there would be hardship if
"a cadet were accepted ami. after five years' service,
" rejected for visual defects which might have I n
"found out by a competent examination in the first"instance. The same reasoning applies to the sea. There"is no hardship in saying to a boy, you cannot !><■
''taken as an apprentice because you have not enough''vision i<. be safe as an officer,' but there is hardship
"in refusing an officer's certificate to a boy who hasked five years t<. get it. but who ought never t<.
"have been allowed i<. start a sea life at all." Thenwith regard to the test itself, medical men to whom the
test has been submitted in the colonies pronounce the
Board of Trade test to be dangerously low. One saysthat it is criminally dangerous: another that it is <lis

111 : another that it is absurdly low. and another
that it is ridiculously inadequate. The surgeon, fromwhose letter I quote, continues: "The Board of Trade
"asks that a candidate should, with both eves open, read"at six metres three letters out of five of a line of
"letters, the whole five of which tlu ordinary person with
"average \ ision can read with either eye at a distance ol"12 luetics.'' .lusi above he says: "1 have met with" instances in which stonemaa ins, ami even labourers

n excavating work, after injuries to the eves."have declared that they honestly felt unfitted to earn"on their usual work, though their vision was quite sum"cient t<. meet the Board of Trad quirements for a
" masters certificate." Then he continues: "It is <|iiite
"impossible t<. say what amount of vision is necessary for■safe navigation. I have come across cases in which

i<ts whose vision was far below the Board of Trade"standard as the result of the indulgence in alcohol, oriloin the presence of cataract <>i other disease have come
"< lit in charge of ships which have arrived safely, but if"any emergency had arisen in which prompt action was»ary, it cannot be doubted that the master's ha/.\ion would have been a greatly increased risk t<. theship. It is hardly necessary l<. point out to you thai
■tin- increased --peed of modem ships renders dai"more imminent, ami prompt and decisive action moreI' imperative. Personally, I do not think it would b<. to,,
"mud] i<. insisi that every boy going to sea shonld haverage normal vision in each eye, and that n<, eertifi-"cate should be given unless the holder bad normal i"in one eye, and at least <; in the other. 1 h<. defect, if"any. being <lu<> t<. some non-progressivi TheI 1"1"1 i», we think, that there should be some legislationby which boys taking to sea life should be examined at
an early stage; there should be a provision thai theexamination for the Board of Trade certificate should b<.conducted by experts, and there also should be regulationsthat officers should be examined ai certain stated periods>n in their career. Tn this respect I think thatresponsibility rests upon owners, ami the question affects
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the seaworthiness of ships. Take the case of an owner of
a steamer who requires a master. A man offers himself
who is in the prime of life, perhaps 50 years of age, who
has a good character and has had a good character; he is
taken on the strength of a Board of 'Trade certificate
issued 30 years before. No owner, so far as I know, ever
asks the- man to have his eyes n- examined, and there
is no provision by law. Such defects may have arisen
that this man may be ejuite unfit to go to sea. There
are a great many disasters at sea, collisions and strand-
ings, which occur under circumstances which to landsmen
are unexplainable : we see cases of collisions and strand-
ings under circumstances which we cannot account for.
My opinion is that many of these cases are due to defec-
tive eyesight.

Mu. PEMBROKE: We have the New Zealand cap-
tains' eyesight tested every two years.

Mn. MILLS : The question of eyesight efficiency should
be considered in regard to seaworthiness, and I propose
to move as follows, as an addition to the motion, or as
a separate motion, whichever is thought desirable : " That
"in determining questions of seaworthiness, considers-
"lion be given whether suitable precautions have been
" taken to ascertain the efficiency of officers in regard to
"eyesight." The motion of Sir Joseph Ward is declare
tory : it does n .1 ask for any standard : it merely asks
the Board of 'Trade to impose a higher standard, and to
reject this motion would be practically to affirm that a
high standard of efficiency is not necessary. That can
not be contended for a moment. Kyesight efficiency is
more important than an extra few feet of accommodation.
or even improvement in the matter of food. 1 do not
know that I nee-el say any more. I think there is a
responsibility in this matter on the officials of the Board
of Trade, and there is also responsibility on shipov
Speaking for myself, when it became necessary to go
into the matter after this deliverance by the Intel
Colonial Medical Congress of Australasia, and repeated
by them, I adopted eleven years ago the eyesight test
which has been carried out during this period in the
service which I represent. It is a standard somewhat
on the lints of ihat adopted in the navy. But there is
this proviso, that general health, eyesight, and hearing
will be tested on joining the service, and at the ages of
•tO, 35, 40, +5. 50—in fact, every live years. In the event
of an officer failing to pas.- the company's test before
the ordinary examiners, he is allowed to appeal to an
expert, approved by the examiners, and the examiners
shall then confer. That is to prevent any injustice-
being done to a man as the result of too drastic treat-
ment by any individual examiner. I cannot too strongly
impress the importance of this question of eyesight
examination upon the Conference. As I say, I think
that the governing bodies, the Board of 'Trade, or the
Commonwealth and New Zealand should make it im-
perative, and mike it practically a condition of seaworthi-
ness.

Sm WILLIAM LVNK: .lust two or three words. Of
i ourse this is done in connection with our railways. The
Government railways in Australia have been very severe
during the last few years on the colour and eyesight tests.
They held an examination in New South Wales last year.with the result that, a large number of drivers and guards
have had to be made conductors and given work in other
ways, because their eyesight would not stand the test.
Now what applies to trains applies to some extent to
shipping, especially where yon have the ships going at
a high rate of speed, as you have in certain parts. 1certainly think that the proposal which has been made by
Sir Joseph Ward and supported by Mr. Mills is not one
which could reasonably be objected to. But I want t..
ask those connected with the Board of Trade this : if it
came to their knowledge that a ship's officer was colour
blind, what steps could the Board of Trade take toprevent his continuing as an officer, and how could thev
legally punish him ''.

Mu WALTER -f. HOWELL: I will explain that
directly.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : Because I am informed that
in Victoria a case took place some little time ago where aman was found to be colour defective, and an attemptwas made to prosecute him. In fait, he was prosecuted,but they could not do anything to him. Mr. Mills hasjust reminded me- in connection with the wreck of the"Australia" .it the entrance to Queenstown, that in con-sequence of the evidence which was given with regard to

the bye-laws they have now adopted a very severe test
for the sight of pilots. That test is just as necessary for
those in charge of the ship as it is for the pilots, because
certain point. Under those circumstances I very strongly
the pilots are in charge of a ship only when she gets to a
support the proposal with regard to this test. Perhaps
ihe Board of Tirade, and the Government too, will see
that it is necessary to have this matter very thoroughly
gone into and dealt with. Mr. Mills speaks as a large
shipowner, and he knows more than 1 do about this
question. He speaks from the experience of a lifetime,
knowing what they have done in regard to their lines of
steamers for their own protection. If it is necessaiv
for them to take those steps, surely it is necessary for
'.In Board of Trade to have some sort of test, and some
means by which they can prevent owners from employing
men or keeping them on their ships when they may be a
source of danger to the passengers.

Sin JOSEPH WARD: 1 would suggest the word
"general" instead of "higher," in the resolution—" im-
" posing a general standard of efficiency."

Tin; ('HAIRMAN : Yes "with a view to imposing
" .< general standard of efficiency."

Mu. MILLS: Vou have that already. They contend
that the present standard is adequate; we say it is not.

Hon. IHCA11) THOMSON : But we do not know
what the standard is. It may be too high.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : In the new Bill we have pre-
paid we have this provision: "If at any time the
"holder of any certificate appears lo he physically unfit
"to perform the duties required of him. the Minister may
" require him to submit himself for medical examination,"
and then if it appears that the unfitness exists and is
likely lo be permanent he can be dealt with.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I think Mr. Walter Howell had
heller reply now.

Mn. WALTER ). HOWELL: 'The subject which is
ilea It with in this resolution is, of course, most important.
That has been admitted by the Board of Trade, and it has
had for several years a very careful system of examination
in force in this country. In 1877, the Board of Trade
made the passing of a colour vision test a necessity for
all candidates for examination. The test then instituted
eeas by means of coloured cards and glasses, the object
being to determine whether the examinee could distin-
guish satisfactorily the colours used most frequently inunbination of signals employed at sea. In 1890 there
were a good many complaints made by doctors urging the
Board of Trade to adopt a different system of tests,
and the Board of 'Trade invoked the aid of the highestscientific body in the country, the Royal Society, and
in 1890 the- Council of the Royal Society appointed a
Committee on Colour Vision, consisting of gentlemen of
the highest scientific attainments. Among them I maymention Lord Rayleigh, who was the Chairman, Lord
Kelvin. Professor (afterwards Sir Michael) Foster, Mr.Brands Galton, Sir George Stokes, and Captain (now Sir
William) Al.ney. who is. I believe, recognised as one of
the great, st authorities on colour blindness in this country.
After carrying out a thorough investigation, not merely
with regard to colour vision, hut also with regard to form
vision, and so on, not only as regards the- mercantilemarine, hut as regards railways, the Committee came toa unanimous report. The Board of 'Trade at once had
that report presented to both Houses of Parliament. That
was iii June, 1892. In 1894, the Board, following theunanimous recommendations of the Committee, institutedthe present system of testing the colour vision of candi-
.iates by means of Holmgren's sets of wools, this beingthe test recommended by the Committee from among the
various methods which came under their consideration.I shall he happy to circulate among the- members of the
Conference copies of the report of that Committee, ft isan exceedingly interesting document. It shows with whatminute care that Committee went into the subject. Itrefers not only to ships, but to railways and other sub-jects, and I think it will be found of the utmost interest,I am perfectly sure that, however great the authoritybehind the view of the Board of Trade- may be. they willalways be- ready io listen to any evidence brought beforethem in regard to anything concerning them; anil if thecolonies, or anybody in this country, can bring forwardevidence of at least equal weight to that of the RoyalSocu-ty, tending to show that the whole system requires
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reconsideration, 1 am sure the Board of Trade will give
it their most attentive consideration. A full account of
the method of applying the test which is followed in prac-
tice is given in the Board's regulations relating to the
examination of masters and mates in the mercantile
marine, copies of which I shall be happy to furnish to the
members ol the Conference. The examinations in the
sight tests are conducted by the examiners of masters and
mates and some of the superintendents, all of whom have
passed a satisfactory examination in the sight tests. With
regard to their qualifications j here, again, the Board is
acting under the advice of Sir William Abney. The work
of the Examiners is, moreover, under the continual super-
vision of the principal examiner, so that there can be no
doubt as io their competency to conduct the examination
in colour vision. An appeal is allowed in all cases where
any doubt arises, lo a special examination, which is con-
ducted not in wools simply, but by means of the spectro-
scope as well, and it is generally conducted by Sir William
Abney, who is, as I have said, a recognised authority
upon the subject. It is an exceedingly severe examina-
tion, and is as advised by Sir William Abney. ft will
be seen that the present system of testing for colour
blindness is not inly based upon undoubted scientific
authority, but can claim to be as complete and sound as
can well be desired, so far as our information goes at the
present moment. I should like to. say that, of course,
the Board of 'Trade only have distinct statutory powers
for i.-st, io i.e applied when a candidate comes up for
examination for certificates. The candidate for the cer-
tificate of a second mate has to pass it, and if he comes
up afterwards for the certificate of a first mate he has to
pass it, and also when coming up for the certificate of a
master. Refining now especially to what has been said
here. I may add that, if we have reason to believe that
any officer or any master is so colour blind or so deficient
in form vision that he is incompetent to perform his
duties, we refer the matter to a Local Marine Board, or
some ejualified court, to deal with his certificate. The
Board of Trade have no power to cancel his certificate
themselves, but these courts have power. Therefore, the
Board of Trade put the scientific evidence- before- those
courts, and those courts can ileal with the certificates.
The wool test, instituted in this country in 1804, was
adopted also by those Colonies which issue certificates
of competency recognised by Order in Council to be'Vof
equal validity with the- certificates issued by the Board
of Trade. A list of these Colonies will be found at page147 of the Board's regulations. I ought to add that every
year I present a report to the Board of Trade upon the
results of the colour tests. We also go as far as We can
in the direction of cautioning boys and persons going into
the sea services. We have issued a notice to all the
examiners and all the superintendents, indeed, to all our
officers throughout the country, instructing them to make-
it generally known that any boy or man going into the sea
service for any time should submit himself voluntarily to
this test, and a great number of persons do so. They only
have to pay a very small fee, Is., and the results of the
examination of those persons, as well as of that of officers
are contained in tin- report which is submitted to Parlia-
ment every year. I hope that nothing that I have said
will be construed into meaning "Best satisfied as you
are." If any evidence can be adduced and sent to theBoard of Trade sufficient to induce- (hem to consider
whether their examination requires to Te made more
stringent, or less stringent (because many people in thiscountry have said it is too stringent; I do not think so,
but they have said so), I am sure the Board of Trade willgive it their most attentive consideration.

Thb CHAIRMAN : That is with regard to the case
you brought before them, Mr. Havelock Wilson.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : I did not say it was toostringent.

Mr. BISLOP : With regard to this matter the Mer-
chant Service Guild of Australasia are finding fault with
the companies in regard to imposing a very severe test.
They are not finding fault with the Board of'Trade itself;
they are finding fault with companies imposing this test.What they would like to see would be a test imposedby the Board of Trade which should be a guidance and
a rule to the employers of masters and mates, so as totake this altogether out of the hands of employers, if it
is possible to do that. That was their contention. This
morning, just a few minutes ago, a letter has come to
me on behalf of 14,000 British captains and officers,signed by Mr. W. T. Moore, in which he says: "The
" present official eyesight tests are quite admirable, in

" fact almost too severe if anything. We have it in our
"own experience that members one week have passed
" their official eyesight test without the slightest ques-
" tion, and have also passed their examination for master's

certificates. Next week they have applied to certain
"firms of shipowners who have had these nun medically
"examined in sight tests themselves, with the result that
•'their applications for employment have been rejected
"on tin- score of defective eyesight. These expert eye
"specialists always greatly magnify minor defects which
'may exist, and do not understand that to judge a man
"in such a way is to ruin his professional career at
"sea." 'Thai is what the Merchant Service Guild wish
to bring forward- Hint the eyesight test should be esta
blished by the Board of Trade and made binding upon
the employers.

Mu. WALTKR .1. HOWKLL: I think it would be a
little difficult to do that.

Mil. HISLOP : I epiite recognise- the difficulty.
Mu. WALTER -I. HOWKLL: We can only lay down

rules and say that unless the standard laid down is
attained the- certificates shall not he issued. Of course, inthis country, we must recognise that this question of
colour blindness is one on which there are gnat differences
of opinion among medical men anil scientists, and if an
owner desires to submit the matter to a doctor he is quite
at liberty to do so.

Mn. BISLOP : I iocs it not appear to you ihat there
must hi- something wanting in the Board of 'Trade ex-
amination wli.-n shipowners, not only in Australia, but
also in Britain, find it necessary to subject a man to some
further test !

Mb WALTER -I. HOWELL: No. I do not think so
at all. In all these matters of scientific ..pinion, just like-
technical questions, you will find opinions expressed on
all sides. Anyone who reads the "Lancet" and othermedical journals will know that this subject is being con-
tinually raised. It seems to me that when they cannot
find anything else to discuss, they discuss colour lesls.The question of division of opinion in .such matters wastouched upon in a cartoon of "Punch" this week which
referred to doctors being divided into two camps, one,I think, calling alcohol poison and another calling it food.

Mil. HISLOP : H does seem to me thai there is something for the Hoard of 'Trade to do in this matter. We
have had cases lately in Australia. 'There was the case ofthe boat wrecked at Port Philip, where the pilot wasblind. He- had been going on upon his old sight test.There was a case recently where a man had I n master
of a sea-going ship; it was necessary for him lo go upfor some examination, and he was rejected. 'These men
had their certificates under the Board of Trade, and con
tinned lo act upon them.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : I do not want to restrict the dis
enssion, if it is de-sired to proceed with it, but wouldthis satisfy you : "That the Board of 'Trade be urged 1,,"take into immediate consideration the -question of eve" sight tests " !

Mn. MILLS : No. The Board of Trade officialsalreadysay that their eyesight test is more than sufficient. Iwant a higher standard of efficiency.

The CHAIItiMAN : In that case we will take the shortadjournment now.

(The Conference adjourned for lunch.)
'Tin: CHAIRMAN : I understand Mr. Mills is nowprepared to agree to Sir Joseph Ward's resolution, asaltered, in this form: "'That the Board of 'Trade- be'urged to like- into immediate consideration the question"ot eyesight tests with -.< view Becting improvements"it found necessary."

Mn. MILLS: Under the circumstances, I am preparedto accept that, is I have the assurance of the officials ofthe Board of Trade that they will accept it in the spirit
in which it is moved.

Tin. CHAIRMAN: They will look int., the matter-they have- promised that. Very well: I will pass it inthis form :—" That the Beard of Trade be urged to take" into immediate consideration the question of eyesight
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" tests with a view to effecting improvements if found
" necessary."

The resolution was carried unanimously.
Tin. CHAIRMAN : Now we come to th-- question ot

compasses.
Mn. ANDERSON: I move: "That the Hoard of

" Trade standard of compass efficiency as testified by
current certificates shall be accepted for British ships
in Australian and New Zealand waters as being of the

" same effect .is local certificates." The purpose of this
resolution is to make the principle already accepted by
re-solution No. 1 lor hull, machinery, boilers, and life-
saving appliances, applicable also to compasses. Assuming
that sections 2i5, i46, and 247, of the Australian Naviga-
tion Bill are maintained in principle, and that it is the
intention that every ship should have her compasses

Tin. CHAIRMAN : 1 think it is very important that
the Australian delegates should be present. Dr. Wollas-
ton, I call your attention to No. 4 of the agenda, and ask
you whether it can be discussed in the absence of your. olleagiies.

Dr. WOLLASTON : We do not conside. that a matter
of very great importance. I think the meeting might deal
with that. In our new measure we propose to provide for it.
I think it was our intention that the Board of Trade cer-
tificate should be1accepted. Generally we always try to
accept the Board of Trade certificate and rules and regula-
tions; even in cases where we take the power to make
our own regulations we always base them on the Board
of Trade regulations, so that they are practically the
same. That was the case for many years in Victoria.

'The CHAIRMAN : Then you may proceed, Mr. Ander-
son, under those circumstances.

Mr. ANDERSON : I do not think I need labour the
point if that is the case. If it was intended that the
compasses should be surveyed on every occasion of a ship
setting out on a voyage, I am advised that such procedure
would not only be without advantage, but would be a
positive source of danger. It is a highly technical ques-
lion, and I do nol profess to be an expert, but I will do
my beet to explain tie point. 1 am told that deviation
in compasses is caused by two kinds of magnetism, one
permanent and the other induced. The permanent mag-
netism, as its name implies, is a constant, factor. Induced
magnetism varies with geographical position. lam further
told that the accurate adjustment of compasses depends
upon the nice apportionment of the influence exercised by
the permanent and induced magnetisms respectively. Now
that nice apportionment can only be arrived at after a
long series of experiments, and it follows therefore that.
given the necessary knowledge-, the people who are best
qualified to adjust compasses are the officers of the ship
itself. Of course, where the officers of the ship have not
the necessary knowledge it should be done by an adjuster.
In any ease, however, I maintain the responsibility should
he left upon the officers of the ship to see that the corn-
passe- are- to theii satisfaction and may safely be left
upon them, because, after all, their lives and their liveli-
hood depend upon the efficiency of (he compasses. On
tin- other hand, it would be a distinct hardship in the
case of a captain who is an expert, who by a long course
of study has acquainted himself with all the idiosyncrasies
of his compasses, and is able to adjust the errors, or
knows the errors, that the ship should have to have the
services of an adjuster who, although he may be perfectly
qualified to adjust the compasses so as to be true for
one given position, would destroy the confidence of the
captain in those compasses for every other position on
the face of the globe. In fact, the captain would have
to recommence his labour all over again. lam told that,
as a matter of fact, there are very few men living who
have the- necessary scientific qualifications to adjust a com
pass finally and completely, and I therefore urge that tin
Board of Trade principle should be adopted in the
of compasses of " leave well alone." The captain is
called upon by the Board of Trade either to give a cer-
tificate of satisfaction or call in an adjuster. I would
like to remark that it is not the intention of this resolu-
tion in any way to derogate, any more than resolution
No. 1 cloes, from the powers of the Commonwealth or
of New Zealand to intervene, if they have reason tosuppose that a ship is unseaworthy in the matter of her
compasses, any .more than it was the intention to limit
their powers with regard to a ship which they have eto suppose was unseaworthy in other respe

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like to ask Mr.
Anderson this question. Would he say that a ship which
has been absent from the United Kingdom, say, three
wars, should not have her compasses adjusted by a proper
compel, nt adjuster

Mn. ANDERSON . 1 do not know of any certificate
which runs for three years.

Mu. HAVELOCK Wll.sox ; 1 quite agree with what
you say that there are many masters, and perhaps officers
for that matter, who are competent to adjust their own
compasses, but at the same lime there nc many officers
and masters who know- nothing about it.

Captain CH M.MEKS : It is in tin- master's examina-
tion.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : A master might pass an
examination to adjust a compass, but that does not make
him a competent adjuster of compasses. As a matter of

I think Mi. Anderson will agree with me on this
point thai n.-arly every ship has hei compasses adjusted
from time lo time in the United Kingdom. Although a
master may have knowledge to do it himself it is done by
proper adjusters. I am looking at ships which are a long
time away from the United Kingdom.

'Tin: (HAIRMAN : I am told a certificate only lasts
twelve months.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That is what I want to
know- from Mr. Anderson.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: As the resolution stands it
only deals with a vessel holding a certificate from the
Board of Trade.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON : I think that is all right.

'Tin; (HAIRMAN : This has been suggested to me.
mi Joseph Ward did not quite like the form in which the
resolution was placed upon the paper; he thought it
might he capable of interfering with New Zealand rights
in the matter, but he is willing to accept it in this
form: "That a current certificate issued by the Board
"of 'Trade as to l he efficiency of compasses shall have
"the- same- effect s local certificates." Mr. Anderson is
prepared to accept it in that form. 1 want to get on to
Mr. Belcher's two resolutions, and 1 put this.

Mr. BELCHEB : Before it is put to the- meeting Iwould like to ask this : Is there .my Board of Trade
-upei vision over tin- adjustment of compasses, or is it left
.ntirely to the officers!

Captain t HALMERS : The Board of Trade surveyor
in giving his declaration has to declare that boats, signals,- ompasses. 4c, arc- m such condition as are required by
Hiis Act. In our instructions we tell them that if theyiertificate signed by the master and the mate of the
ship who have been with her on her previous voyage,
saying that the errors of her compasses are known to
I heni and can be applied, he has to accept that certificate,
and embody it in his own, or the certificate of a knownadjuster they ire to accept that.

Mn. BELCHEB : What I wanted to get informationabout was whether a certificate with regard to the correct-ness ot the compasses or otherwise was provided by anofficer of tin Roard of Trade, or whether it was suppliedby the' officei of th,. ship. Apparently it is done by theofficer of the- ship. Now. in New Zealand all compasses
an- adjusted bj a licensed adjuster. It is not left to themaster or officer of the ship at all to issue a certificate inconnection with that matter. I quite see- certain objec-tions to that being permitted. It has I n said, of course-,
with a good deal of foiee perhaps, that 11„- officer of thehip will always see ihat his compasses are in good orderfor his own self-preservation. That, of course, is an

ion. Rut, as has been said by Mr. Wilson, some ofthose officers may not have sufficient scientific knowledge
t, know whether they are correct or otherwise. Mr.Anderson has told us it is a highly scientific piece of workto know just exactly when a compass is efficient or other-
wise. Personally, I would not care to agree- (as one of
Ihe New Zealand representatives) that a certificate of
efficiency with regard to compasses should be acceptedthere which was of a lower description than what isrequired in New Zealand.
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Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Von will remember, a
resolution has already been passed that if a ship is sur-
veyed in the United Kingdom (and the owner can please
himself whether he surveys or not) it is accepted by the
Australian and New Zealand Governments as sufficient,
so that if a vessel is properly surveyed that would include
the compasses, and therefore that certificate would be
available in the colonies. If she is not surveyed, then the
colonies would survey the compasses.

Mr. BELCHER : That does not get rid of my point.
I have a certain objection to the officer of that ship giving
any opinion as to the efficiency of the necessary navigating
appliances on board that ship, which I contend should be
under the control of the Board of Trade.

The CHAIRMAN : It is under the control of the
Board of Trade.

Mr. BELCHER : Yes; but it has been stated that the
officer of the ship can go to an officer of the Board of
'Trade and make an assertion to him that the compasses
are in good order, but what guarantee is there that they
are in good order? ,

Mr. ANDERSON: Practically the officers of the ship
are the only people who can say whether the compasses
are in good order, because, as I have explained, the errors
of the compass only develop as you alter your geographical
position. I have known, for instance (and for that reason,
I think, I have good cause to distrust so-called professional
adjusters), the case of a ship which was adjusted in
London ; its compass was accurately adjusted for London,
but it developed in Australia a deviation of 24 degrees.

Mr. MILLS : I think I am right in saying that in New
Zealand those masters who are competent are allowed to
pass an examination and get an adjuster's license, in which
case they can adjust the compasses of their own ship, and,
as a matter of fact, they get a fee for it.

The CHAIRMAN : Substantially, it is the same posi-
tion. Will you take it in this form : " That the current
" certificate of the Board of Trade as to the efficiency of
"compasses shall have the same effect as local certifi-
"cates." (The. resolution in this form was carried unani-
mously.)

Mr. BELCHER : I move, "That it be a recommenda-
" tion from this Conference to the Board of Trade to
" suggest that legislation be introduced whereby all sea-
" men be paid their full wages at every port whore the
"crew may desire the wages to be paid." This resolution
has been framed with the object of altering what is now
the present system with regard to the payment of seamen's
wages. This is meant as a suggestion to the Board of
Trade that the system observed in Great Britain should
be altered. Whether it is going to be a contentious point
or not, as to whether it is permissible for one of the
Colonial delegates to offer a suggestion to the Imperial
authorities with regard to their own domestic legislation,
is, of course, for you to decide, Mr. President. I do not
want to enter upon this subject at any great length, and
find, after it has been discussed at some length, that it is
one of those subjects which does not come within our
purview. At any rate, my object is to alter the system
that now exists with regard to the payment of seamen's
wages, and to give them the opportunity of demanding
their wages periodically wherever they may be, and when-
ever they may require it. The British system, so far as
I know and understand it, is this : that when a crew
signs on articles of agreement in Britain, it does not
matter how long that agreement may be for—it may be
for three years, 18 months, or two years, as the case may
he—that seaman has no legal right whatever to demand
his wages at any port he is in. if the crew require money,
the only method in which they can get it is by making an
application to the- master of the ship, who has the right
of giving

Tin: CHAIRMAN: Shall I read our section; it was
amended last year ?

Mn. BELCHER : Oh, indeed!
The CHAIRMAN : It is a very important amendment :"Where a balance of wages due to a seaman is more than

" £10, and a seaman expresses to the master of the ship
"his desire that facilities shall be afforded him for re-
" mitting all or any part of the balance to a savings
" bank or to a near relative, the master shall give to the
" seaman all reasonable facilities for so doing as far as
" regards so much of the balance as is in excess of £10,
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"but shall be under no obligation to give facilities while
"the ship is in port if the sum becomes payable before
" the ship leaves the port." That is to prevent desertion.
But he can demand all his wages over £10.

Mr. BELCHER : That appears to me to be qualified.
That money can only be drawn for the purpose of remit-
ting it to someone else.

The CHAIRMAN : That is so.

Mr. BELCHER :To that I entirely disagree. Sup-
pose the man wants it for his own purposes, surely the
man who has earned the money, who has money due to
him, should have the right of demanding that he shall get
a portion, if not all, at any time he may require it. That
is my contention in connection with the matter. I know
complaints have been made to me by men on British ships
in New Zealand that they found it impossible to get
money from the master of the ship. They have gone to
him repeatedly and asked for money to purchase neces-
saries, or for the purpose of going on shore and enjoying
themselves, and they have been denied. I suppose a sailor
has a right to enjoy himself occasionally.

The CHAIRMAN : I hope you will not misinterpret
my smile.

Mr. BELCHER : I do not suppose anyone will deny
that a sailor has the right to enjoy himself as well as any-
body else. That is by the way. I hold that it is an
axiom of equity that a person who earns money is en-
titled to receive that when he requires it. I say the spirit
of equity is altogether absent in the agreements which are
now entered into in ships which sign their articles out of
Great Britain. I suppose the members of the Conference
have noted the remarks made in the Report of the Royal
Commission appointed by the Commonwealth in connec-
tion with this matter. They have expressed so tersely,
and in such splendid language, their views that I will read
this portion of their report, which practically embodies
all the views which I have in connection with the matter,
and expresses them a great deal better than I could pre-tend to do. This is what the Commission say in their
report : "Although the rate of wages paid to seamen on
" foreign - going ships of the mercantile marine of the
" Commonwealth is somewhat higher than that paid on
" vessels of most other countries, it is still considerably
"less in general than that paid to workers ashore. We
"are, however, not so much concerned with the rate of
"wage as with the manner in which payment is made.
" By practice, as well as by law, the seaman is not entitled
"to demand his wage until the completion of the voyage,
"or of the period for which he has engaged. This places
"him in a position of dependence, and has a most de-
" moralising effect upon his fortunes and character. No
"matter what length of time he has been on the ship, nor
" what he may require in the way of clothes or other
"necessaries, he cannot legally demand one penny. Other
"workers receive their wages whim earned; the seaman,
" who works harder than most men, is not even entitled
"to payment at reasonable intervals. Where ill-fed,
"badly-housed, and sometimes even ill-treated, and, to
"crown all, unable to obtain a penny of his wages, it is
" hardly a matter for surprise if the sailor on such ships
"succumbs to the deteriorating influences of his environ-
" ment. The effect, too, of this practice upon the masters
"and owners is in some cases not less deplorable than
" upon the seamen. Evidence was given before the Com-
" mission, in Newcastle, that one master of a vessel
"trading to that port made a boast that he had not paid
"a man for three years. The incentive to unscrupulous
"masters and employers to connive at desertion, or even
"to induce seamen to desert is, under such circumstances,
"considerable. It is not contended that the practice is
"general, but that it is not unusual the volume of testi-
" mony given before your Commission at Newcastle clearly
" shows. As this matter is dealt with more fully under
"the heading of 'Crimping,' it is not necessary to enter
" into further particulars here. But it is thought impera-
" live that these conditions should be altered at the
"earliest possible moment. It is, therefore, recommended
" that in the foreign-going trade seamen shall be entitled
"to receive, at the expiry of one month from the time of
" shipment, and thereafter at intervals of a month, at any
"port where the ship calls for trading purposes, two-
" thirds of the wages earned by them. Those are the
words of the recommendation of the Royal Commission
which sat in Australia, and which took voluminous evi-
dence as to the deteriorating effects of the withholding of
the wages upon the seamen. The seamen, to my mind, at
anyrate in what might be termed deep-water ships, appear
to be the victims of a good many people. It is a well-
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known fact in a great many ships that where the seamen
require money urgently for their own purposes they can-
not get it. Suppose a man on board a ship left London
imperfectly clothed, or with a short supply of clothes,
and on getting to another port desired to replenish his
wardrobe, the master of the ship point-blank refuses to
give him any money, for the reason that he thinks that he
may desert. What the master does do in many instances,
if he has not what is known as a slop-chest on board the
ship, is to give th an an order on some clothing manu-
facturer to go and get these goods ; and we have this for
a positive fact, that large commissions pass between the
person who supplies the goods and the master of the ship.
It is obvious that the seaman must necessarily be preju-
diced to the extent of the commission that is given; in
other words, he is not getting full value for his money.
The general principle is this : the seaman is a worker in
the same sense as any other worker, and when he has
earned money he should have the right under the law to
demand either the whole or a pint of it. I will not go so
far as to say that he should get the whole of it. I would
not mind if there was a little restriction in the direction of
a small proportion of his wages being held in hand by the
shipowner. But there is no getting away from the fact
that the withholding of the payment to seamen has been
the means of enriching somebody very considerably right
up till now. Supposing a man deserts, under the present
circumstances he leaves nearly the whole of his wages
behind him. I will go further than that, and say that if
a man does desert and he has got a certain portion of his
wages, he has only got what is justly due to him ; and it
is the shipowner's duty, if he can manage it, if he wants
to punish that man for desertion, to do so, and he has a
very elastic Shipping Act which he can put into operation ;
he has all the local forces at his command in the shape of
law, police. &c, &c, to find the man and punish him. I
think the argument which probably will he used, and
which I know has been used, that this would be an induce-
ment to desert is not altogether sound. As a matter of
fact, the commission in its report refers to that aspect of
the question, and this is the way in which they put it :
" It appears that the practice in the Australian trade is to
"pay wages to seamen monthly, and the evidence given
"shows that desertions are most unusual, and that it is
"no uncommon thing for men to remain in the service of
" the same employers for years together. With prospects"of permanent employment better men are attracted,
" thriftier habits are induced, domestic ties encouraged,"and, generally speaking, the seaman compares favour-
ably with the man on shore. In Australian-trade and" limited-roasting ships, where the time agreement pre-
" vails, the alteration in the law will effect no change in"the custom." It is shown that both in New Zealand
and Australia, where the wages are paid monthly, deser-tions are practically unknown. It, therefore, cannot be
urged. I think, that making periodical payments to the
seaman will be conducive to desertions taking place. Atany rate, I say, as a practical seaman myself, who hasbeen subjected lo the disabilities under which they labourin connection with this matter, that the present system isaltogether wrong and untenable, and that the seamanshould be treated exactly the same in this respect as anyother person, that is that he should get his wages whenthey are earned. I commend the resolution to the Con-
ference-, with the hope that the Board of Trade officialswill very carefully and favourably consider the desira-bility of going even further than thev have done in theiramending Act of last year, which I was not aware of untilit was brought under my notice to-dav bv Mr. HavelockWilson. I beg to move the resolution.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: I hope my friend Mr.Belcher will not press this resolution. I do not like to be
in disagreement with him in any respect whatever, butI would like to sav to him that last year in the House ofCommons, as you know. Mr. President, we fully discussedthe whole of this question

The CHAIRMAN : And at private conferences.
Mr HAVELOCK WILSON : And at private confer-ences between ourselves and the shipowners, and we cameto the conclusion that if the seamen had the right to claimall money due to them over £10 that gave them the privi-lege of having that money remitted on to the UnitedKingdom, and if a seaman sent it to a friend, and wantedthe money, he could always get that friend to transmitit to the next port, so that he would not be without thatmoney if he wanted it. I quite agree with what Mr

Belcher said as to what did exist, and probably does exist
at the present time; that seamen who have been two
years on a ship and wanted money for the purpose of
buying clothes could not have it, but the captain would
say, "I will send you to a tailor; you can go to a
"certain tailor and have what clothes you want," and as
a result the captain got 25 per cent, from the tailor at
the expense of the sailors and firemen. That is the reason
that we put this clause in the Act to enable the men to
have the means of getting money. But I might also call
Mr. Belcher's attention to the fact in connection with the
new law that comes in force in June next that a seaman
now in Kngland has the right to claim an allotment note.
He did not have that light before, but now he has it.
When he signs on, all he has to say to the superintendentis, "I want an allotment note for my family," and it
must be given to him. Before, it was an option, because
verj often the owners stipulated that they would give
an advance note but no allotment. If that man went on
a long voyage his family was left without any means of
subsistence whatever. But now the new law which is
coming into force in June alters that, so that he can have
his family provided for. Then under Section 63, when-
ever there is over £10 due to him, he can have the balance
remitted. If he has a friend in England, whether it is a
relative or anybody else, he can have the money sent on to
him ; or if he has a bank, he can have the money sent on
there. Should he require any money during the voyage,I do not see that it would be an impossibility for that
man to send to a friend and say, " I am bound to a
"cert iin p.ut: 1 want a sum of money; send me on
" so much—£10," or whatever it was he required. So
that although the resolution moved by Mr. Belcher is a
very proper one, I think until the new law has come into
operation we might suspend judgment on that. Let us
see what the new law is going to do for us. It is quite
true, as Mr. Belcher has said, that it is very hard lines
on ~ seaman, who may have a large sum of money due tohim, who cannot get any part of it when he arrives at a
port, and wants it, not for the purpose of going ashore to
enjoy himself, hut even to provide himself with the neces-
sary ewittit—it is very hard lines if he cannot have it, but
I think the new Section will practically cover that point,and do what we have been trying to do for many years.'Then, on the other hand, I do not think it would be goodpolicy on long voyage ships for a man to be drawing the
whole of his money when he wanted it. My experienceof dealing with seamen tells me that many of the chapswould end up at the end of the voyage a jolly sight worseoff than when they started. 1 think it is policy to be alittle hit on the safe side, and seeing that Section 63provides for what we require, I think, Mr. Belcher, itwould be well if you could see your way clear to allowthis new Act to come into operation, and see what it willdo for us. I will promise you this, that if it does notwork well I will not forget to ask the Imperial Parlia-ment to do a little more.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : Do I understand that at thepresent time there is no money payment at all exceptunder very extreme conditions '!
Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: I refer you to Sec-tion 63.

Mr BELCHER : That is the position at present untilthat law comes into force.

. The CHAIRMAN : Under the present law he is en-titled first of all to make an arrangement before he I-port that 50 per cent, of his wages shall be paid regularly—I think once a month.
Mr. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : To his relatives ?
The CHAIRMAN : To anybody he names.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But not to himself?
Thk CHAIRMAN: Not to himself, no, but to asayings bank I hen with regard to Section 63, anybalance over £10 he is entitled, on arriving at a port Jodemand being remitted to England.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What seems to me extraor-dinary in this regard is why sailors should be treateddifferently to other men. In every other contract that Iknow of there is always a provision that a certain per-centage either of the wages, or for a certain amount ofthe work done generally 75 per cent., is paid to theperson. .on do not treat the sailors in the same way
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I cannot see why he should not get something direct,
except that it may be they arc afraid of his going on the
spree. I do not know whether that is the reason. I say
that a sensible man would not go on the spree. But at
the same time 1 think it is very hard if a man cannot get
something without going through all those byways of
sending it to somebody else and getting that somebody
else to send it to somebody else at another port. That
seems a hardship. I feel that the sailor ought to be able
to get something if he wants it, without going through all
those channels. I presume that is what Air. Belcher is
aiming at.

Mn. BELCHER : Undoubtedly. I think seamen
should be treated exactly the same as any other workers.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I will say that he is not
epaite in the same position, and if there is any dread that
serious trouble may be caused you may reduce the amount
of the proportion that may be paid, but that a man
should go a long voyage and be unable to get anything
at all when he gets to another port is, I think, a species
of slavery; he is not a free man.

Mr. MILLS : I must say I am very much in sympathy
with this motion, although I think it -goes too far. If it
were altered in the direction that he should be paid not
less than half his wages then due in any port he desired
it would meet the case. It is an unreasonable thing that
a seaman's wages should be kept back for two or three
years, and even this provision in the new Act only
permits him to send it to relatives. He may be a man
without a relative, and may want a few pounds to spend
on clothes or other things, and he cannot get it. We see
more of it in the colonies, perhaps, than you do here. In
some ships their lives are made so uncomfortable that
they eventually clear out and leave their wages behind
them; and we have heard of a case, in the evidence
before the Commission, where the master boasted that
for three years he had paid no wages at all. At any rate,
during those three years the men had received little or no
wages. I do not suppose there are very many numerous
cases of that kind, but such should not be possible.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We think such cases should
not be possible. Surely the law of any country must be
in a very peculiar condition which could enable a man to
make such a boast as that without being put in gaol.

Mr. MILLS : The men get tired of it, and sometimes
they quarrel among themselves, and they go and leave
their wages behind them.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Under the new Act they can
only be affected to the extent of £10.

Mr. MILLS : No; a man can only get money for the
purpose of remitting it to his relatives or to the SavingsBank, but he wants to spend it on the spot.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : A dishonest master, such asthe one you have instanced, cannot under I he new Act
rob a man to a greater extent than £10.

Mr. MILLS : He can.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: No. A man can have any
money at any port above £10.

Mr. MILLS : He can send remittances, which he
does not want. He wants to spend the money on thespot.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : The question is how much
can the dishonest man rob him of. If the man chooses
to say before he clears off, "Give me facilities to remit
" £20," or whatever it is owing to him over £10, and
the master has to do it.

Mr. MILLS : The men are not always guided by
reason.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We are considering extreme
cases. The practice in the Australian trade and flu-
New Zealand trade has been quoted. It is the pr.-u-tice-
here in our coasting trade to pay the men weekly, and
it works very well.

Mr. BELCHER : That is only in the case of what are
known as weekly vessels.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : That is in our coasting trade-- in the home trade. Now when you come to over-sea
hade you have the position that the man is in one port

and his dependents are in another. The point was most
carefully considered last autumn; we debated it in
every way: we were most anxious to do what was fairand right by the seamen ; we were most anxious not toincrease their difficulties, and our difficulties, in ports,such as San Francisco, for instance, where we know the
men are reckless and are robbed; and we devised thebast scheme, with the help of Mr. Haveloek Wilson, tomeet that kind of case. It seems to me that it would
be most unfortunate to make any general recommenda-
tion that a man, when he is out of this country, awayfrom his dependents, should be entitled to draw his
wages as he pleases. Of course, on the well-managedships a man gets his necessary pocket-money as a
matter of course; it is never refused him on well-
managed ships._____ MILLS : Oh, yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : He is not entitled to it, butthey give it to him.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Now we have strengthenedthat to provide against the badly managed ships, andthe dishonestly managed ships, so that the dishonesty islimited now to the extent of £10. 1 should have said it
was a very extreme case in which it was worth anycaptain's while to drive the men off the ship in a foreignport for the sake of stealing £10 from him when heknows that to find a substitute for that man will almostcertainly cost him more than £10.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Do you not think a manshould have some right ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We are giving him full rightsexcept as to £10.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like to ask Mr.'Norman Hill one question.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : May I add one other point.Last autumn we went one step further, and said thatany money left in the possession of the ship by the menwho had left no longer goes to the shipowner; it goes tothe Government; and under penalties we are bound toremit to the Government all those forfeited wages. That

is under the Act of last Session.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Under the last Act?
Mr. NORMAN HILL : Yes, There is no possibilityof our making any profit out of it. Whether we areright or wrong in taking a fatherly interest in theway the men spend their money, all I can say is, thatwe have had the help of Mr. Haveloek Wilson in de-

vising the scheme, and I understand he is anxious thatthe scheme should be tested before we go to any neweleparture.
Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : I would like to ask

this. I can quite see what Sir William Lvne has said,and I agree there is a good deal of hardship in it. Ifa ship is in Sydney and a man has £20 due to him,and wants some money to purchase clothes, before hecan get that £20 he has got to send it home to some-body in England, and get that person to send it out,and that is a hardship. Would the shipowners be pre-pared to recognise that a seaman should receive, say,£111 of his wages, by a note in Sydney, so that he couldgo to the Seaman's Union in Sydney and hand that noteover to them, and say, "I have £10 due; you might"pay me that £10, and collect it from the owners."Would the owners in England be prepared to honourthat note if it was cashed by the Seamen's Union inAmerica, or Australia, or New Zealand, or anywhereelse? Then the men would have the money at once tospend if they wanted it. Would the shipowners beprepared to do that?
Mr. NORMAN HILL: As it stands now, we are

bound by the Act of Parliament to give him facilities to
remit.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : It would be remitted.That amount would be remitted by the Seamen's Unionto England for the owners to pay. Would the ship-
own.-is honour that note if it was" transmitted by theSeamen's Union ? I think that is a reasonable pro-position. It would not be paid until after the ship had
left.

Mr. NORMAN RILL: By the same mail by which
we remit the money the seaman could also remit the
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order t" the Savings Rank. 1 know nothing to stop
that.

Mr. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : I mean, if the man got
an older which would not be payable until the ship left
that port, of course, he could not draw it. That order
has lo be sent to England for collection. Suppose the
Seamen's Union in Australia, New Zealand, or America
said, "Very well; that note is all right" (or he could
go and see the captain to see that it was all right), and
then the men went to sea in the ship, having got the
money in flu meantime, and the Seamen's Union sent
that note on to England for the owners to honour, would
the English shipowners honour that note and transmit the
money? Because that would be one way out of the
difficulty!

Mr. NORMAN HILL: There can be no question
about it. We should have- to send £2(1 to the Savings
Bank. The same mail which takes the remittance t"
that bank could, if the seaman pleases, take his cheque
on that Bank.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: I only want an ex-
pression from the owners to that effect, because I can
conceive it possible for it to be done if-4hc owners would
honour it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: It would be for the Rank to
honour, not for us.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: Not necessarily.
Mn. FERNIE: If the Sailors' Union will honour a

man's cheque in Sydney, the Bank would have to pay;
it would have nothing to do vvSth the shipowner. I
would like to say one word. It seems to me, as far as
Australia is concerned, there is no practical difficultywith regard to this. We find that the crews there in-
variably get a considerable portion of their pay. and.
furthermore, there have been very many cases where there
have been some complaints against the captain, and insuch cases the crew have applied to the local courts, and
in every ease they have had an order from the- court to
have the- Articles rescinded, and the captain has been
obliged to pay their wages.

Mn. BELCHER : That is only in gross cases of breach
of contract, and the man has to prove it right up to the
hilt before that can be done.

Mr. FERNIE : Our view is, that these decisions are
always in favour of the man.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: In supporting this, I would
like to say that the Royal Commission gave this con-
siderable attention, and took a great deal of evidence,
particularly in Newcastle, which I think deals with
oversea shipping more largely than any other port in
the Commonwealth—l mean there is very little coasting
shipping there. We found a condition of things, with
regard to crimping in connection with oversea shipping,
which-was most extraordinary, and even disgraceful.

Tin; CHAIRMAN : Mr. Belcher read that part.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: 1 want to say that almost

all those persons who were called gave it as their
opinion that one method of putting down crimping
would be to pay the wages of the men, and that the
men deserted principally—not entirely—from the fact
that they did not get any wages. We had, not one
case, but quite a number, where men who were, per-
haps, owed £60 took £5 and went off. Another man
who was owed £20 took £2 to get paid off. One man,
a boarding-house manager, was asked Question 2007 :"The practice of the British ih not giving any part of
"their wages, is that largely responsible for the num-
" ber of desertions? " and he said "Yes." The American
Consul, who gave evidence, said that practically there
were no desertions from American ships; and Mr. Lam-
bert, the Master of the Seamen's Home in Melbourne,
foints out that there is very little desertion from
oreign ships, and a great deal from British ships;

and upon being asked why, he said it was on account
of the accommodation—the wages were lower on foreign
ships, but the accommodation was better. He says
the wages are lower but the general opinion is that
the accommodation is better on foreign ships than on
Rritish. Besides this, the sailors on British ships do
not get any money until the end of the voyage, and
there is consequently no incentive at all for them to
stay there. But when, if he deserts and ships on an-
other ship, the pernicious system of advance notes

comes in. A man knows he can have a wc-eks spree
and a pound or two out of an advance note. He does
not get what he has earned when he goes to sea. He
gets what he has not earned when he deserts and
ships on another ship. Of course, he is cheated
all the time on shore by the people who cash advance
notes. When he goes to sea, he has a month or so to
work, and in another month's time he gets to a port.
They won't give him any money, and he does
the same thing again. The system is a pernicious
one. A seaman is treated like a child. He should
not get a penny until he has earned it, and when he
has earned it he should get every penny. There could
not be any more desertions than there are now. At
the Port of Newcastle, at any rate, I can say that
there are absolutely hundreds upon hundreds of deser-
tions every year from Rritish ships and hardly any from
foreign ships. Now you know that wants answering.
The German and the other foreign ships pay a certain
proportion of the wages—the American and the Herman.
I think we ought to do the same. Whether we should
pay all or not is a matter of opinion. The Commission
recommends two-thirds. I should be quite satisfied
with that. Of course, there is no real reason why the
seaman should be treated differently from any other
workman ; and this system of advance notes I disagree
with entirely. I think the allotment note might be
extended to relations and to relations only, and confined
to them. The advance note ought to be abolished, and
wages ought to be paid when earned. I feel sure that
if they were paid there would be no desertions, or
comparatively few. Where sufficient inducement is
offered, no doubt a man will always desert. But
this applies to all callings. Where sufficient induce-
ment exists everybody would. I suppose a man would
even desert a Government if he could get a better
billet in another Government. I certainly would em-
phasise the necessity of an alteration in this matter.
I believe it is a hoary tradition which belongs to
the time when a seaman was practically a slave,
and he is the only workman now who is treated
as a slave and a child. He ought to be treated as
a free man, and I shall certainly support Mr. Bel-
cher. But whether he should get his full wages or
two-thirds of them, as we recommend, is a matter of
opinion.

Mn. DUNLOP : It seems to me the discussion is all
on the part of Australia. The object of the discussion
seems to be to try to teach us how we are to do better
than we are doing. Now, speaking for tramp ship-
owners and sailing vessels, we, the owners of these
vessels, feel that the law we in this country have
recently passed already goes much too far. In the
Australian trade and our own coasting trade there would
be no objection to such conditions, because the ships
can come and go to and fro back to the same ports,
and we can therefore, if a seaman deserts, quite easily
replace him. A good deal has been made of the dif-
ference between land employment and sea employment.
Well, to me the difference is very obvious. If a ship-
builder or a house-builder or anyone on land has men
leaving from any cause whatever, he can very easily
replace them because there are men near. The same
thing applies to many coasting boats. But take the long
distance vessel, take the steamer going to the west
coast of America, say, to a place like San Francisco,
where there has been an earthquake and men can earn
epiite easily £10 a month. I say it is very necessary
for us to have some pull on the men. We have no
desire to keep the men's money, but we want to keep
the men and not allow them to go ashore and leave a
valuable ship without a crew. I had a ship the other
day in the Northern Pacific ; she had to wait four weeks
to get a crew, simply because wages were so high on the
spot that the men cleared out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They do that under present
circumstances.

Mr. DUNLOP : You have said if they were paid
their wages they would not desert. I cannot see how
you can use such an argument. I am speaking from
practical experience. For example, one of our vessels
where the crew had misbehaved on the way out, and
they raised a complaint in the San Francisco Court
with a view to getting the wages, and the captain
said "No"; and it was finally referred to the United
States Courts, and the captain was highly commended,
and the crew were told they could not get their dis-
charge, and they remained on board and came home.
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What we want is not to make a rule that will encourage
desertion. We know every inducement is given to seamen
to desert. When we go to San Francisco, we have had
to make regulations to keep the crimp from coming on
board, but they often get hold of the men when they go
ashore and say, " Come along, we will give you a good
" time," and when a man has been at sea for three
months he may yield to the inducements and go and
have his good time and desert his employment, and the
Board of Trade can tell us men might come home some-
times with a good deal of money, and how little is left
when they get ashore at such ports as San Francisco.
Why should they not have a good time?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Rut they do that now.

Mu. DUNLOP: Are the great Imperial shipping
interests of this country to be sacrificed that men may
have a good time?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Would you say this is right?
A captain in Newcastle gave evidence that he bested
every seaman: that he had come in and out of port and
never paid one man's wages.

Mr. DUNLOP : I do not believe such a statement.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It was Inspector McVane, I
think.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : That was a Nova Scotia
ship, and they very seldom pay wages on those ships.

Mn. BELCHEB : There is another point in connec-
tion with this matter. Will you allow me to mention
another practice that goes on in New Zealand ? It is
this : A man is anxious to get away from the vessel.
The master says, " Yes, I will let you go, but you will
"get no money," and he takes him along to the
shipping office and gives him a clearance in the shape of
a discharge. Now I say if the master of a ship has
power to let a man go, and can see the possibility of
filling that man's place, the man who has earned the
money is justly and legally entitled to it, and no man
should he permitted to be discharged un'der those cir-
cumstances.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But he has not fulfilled
his contract.

Mn. BELCHEB: Take another case

Tin: CHAIRMAN: I am sorry. I thought you had
just one point to make, but I laid down a rule this
morning, and I think under the circumstances it was
quite justifiable, that there should be not more than one
speech by the same gentleman on the same motion. I
did not want to interrupt yon until you had made that
point. This discussion has been going on now for nearly
an hour, and I think every interest has more or less been
represented in the course of the discussion and that the
thing has been exhausted. I will just say a word, if I
may, on behalf of the Government. This is a recom-
mendation to the Board of Trade to legislate; it is
nothing to do with the Colonies, with the Commonwealth,
or New Zealand, but it is purely a recommendation that
we should legislate. That is within the purview of
the Conference. I am not making that point at all,
because we have accepted one or two recommendations
of this character.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : This applies to all ships.
It does not say that here, but it is meant to apply to
all ships.

The CHAIRMAN: No; this is a recommendation
that we should legislate.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes. but you should applyit to all ships.
The CHAIRMAN : I take it this is a recommendation

to us that we should legislate.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes. but in respect of all

ships.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : New- Zealand and Aus-tralia do not come in.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You should legislate in

respect of British shipping.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : But you legislate with

regard to your own shipping.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Is Mr. Belcher's meaning
that you should, in respect of your own ships, pay then
full wages?

Mr. LLEWKI.LV N SMITH : Yes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is what I want to
know.

The CHAIRMAN : Now I have two objections to the
resolution bearing that interpretation. First of all, we
have dealt with this matter last year. I am not going
to say that the settlement we arrived at was a final one,
or altogether a satisfactory one, but here is something
we arrived at last year after a good deal of discussion,
and by agreement. This is not a thing that was
thrashed out in the House of Commons where the sea-
men proposed a recommendation of this kind and were
voted down. They met in Conference at the Board of
Trade. I presided over that Conference, and Mr. Have-
loek Wilson represented the seamen, and we had
several representatives of the shipping community, and
we agreed, and the agreement we arrived at is embodied
in our legislation, and it undoubtedly marks an enor-
mous advance upon anything which had previously been
the law.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Which section?

The CHAIRMAN: Sections 61 and 63. Section 61
goes farther with regard to that than Mr. Hughes would
be prepared to go in Australia, but Section 63 does not
go quite as far as he does. We have gone further
than he would in 61; we have not gone as far as he
would in 63. But on the whole it represents an agree-
ment which I thought ought to be tested by practice
and experience for some time before we can accept any
recommendation for altering it. My opinion is that it
will work out all right, and that in the long run it will
be found that shipowners will agree to give something
to men whom they can trust; that is really what it
comes to. There will be a certain discretion vested in
the master as to the kind of men he will give his money
to. To my mind that is not a bad thing. I do not want
to say a word about sailors. Every shipowner and
master will admit that there are difficulties when you
get sailors on a ship. After they have been some time
on the ship

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They cannot drink in New
South Wales and Victoria.

The CHAIRMAN: It does not all go in drink.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: We have stopped everything
else a long time ago.

The CHAIRMAN : I am sure it does not go in
clothing altogether. It is an unsavoury topic, which
I think we had better rather imagine than describe.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The seamen would not .all
it so.

The CHAIRMAN : That is one objection with regard
to desertions. We have a very serious problem, a iperial problem, to deal with. There are about 27,000
desertions a year. I am not convinced the shipowners
are not partly to blame. I am not sure, but I think,some of the legislation was based on the assumptionthat shippers and captains were partly to blame, and a
good many clauses were inserted in our Imperial Act
with a view to stopping what we rather thought was a
desire on the part of certain captains to encourage de-
sertions, and in future they will not he able to make
any profit out of them.' With regard to German
desertions, there are two things to be said about them.
It is true you may not have the same number of deser-
tions from f lei man ships and French ships, and fortwo reasons : there is a greater sense of discipline among
the German workmen, which is attributable to the fact
that they have served two or three years in the Army.That does not merely apply to seamen. The second
reason is that, after all, if a German deserts at New-
castle, he deserts among foreigners, men of a different
race, men who talk a different language, and men with
whom he has nothing in common. A Britisher who
deserts there is among his own kith and kin; he is
deserting among his own people, and therefore it is so
much easier for a Britisher to get away than for a
German or a Frenchman. Now, under the circum-
stances, I trust that the Conference will not think it
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necessary at the present juncture to pass a recommenda-
tion of that kind. I hope we may possibly have another
Conference at some future time.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Perhaps you will come to
Australia.

The CHAIRMAN: Is that to be taken as an in-
vitation 'Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, certainly.

The CHAIRMAN : Wherever the Conference is held
next time, it may be our duty to make recommendations
for the alteration of your law.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You would get a little clearer
light on the subject in Australia.

The CHAIRMAN : I have no doubt. And therefore
I trust that the present Conference, at any rate, seeing
that our new legislation has not even come into opera-
tion, but will on the Ist June, allow us, first of all, to
see how the new provisions work, considering they are
enormously in advance of past legislation; and I hope
Mr. Belcher will not put us to the necessity of dividing,
because the Imperial representatives would have to vote
against him.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : Would it not be a good thing
to have it on record that the Australian and New Zea-
land delegation had this opinion? It would do no harm.

The CHAIRMAN : But the Australian and New Zea-
land representatives have not that opinion ; they have
not supported Mr. Belcher's recommendation. They have
supported a certain proportion of wages.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : I think it would be better not
to pay all.

'Tin. CHAIRMAN : Mr. Belcher's resolution is for full
wages—if the Australian and New Zealand representa-
tives would like to vote for a resolution of that kind.
At the present moment we must abide by our own Act
until we see how it works, and our opinion is that it
will work out satisfactorily.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What in effect does your Act
say?

The CHAIRMAN : It gives him perfect freedom of
contract. If he likes to make a contract before he goes
on board for the payment of every penny, very well;
the law allows it. But we provide, in the absence and
in spite of a contract, that he must have the right to
allot at least 50 per cent, of his wages to relatives or to
savings banks.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : After the expiry of what
period ?

The CHAIRMAN : One month. That is to be paid
regularly up to 50 per cent. Then when he lands at
any port, he has the right to remit all the money he
has earned over £10 home. He has not the right to
demand any portion of money for his own pocket.
That is the difficulty, no doubt; but he is entitled to all
tin- money over £10 to be remitted home or where he
likes.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : And you allow advance
notes ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is something; that is
a substantial point.

The CHAIRMAN : It is a very substantial improve-
ment on the law, and I hope Mr. Belcher won't press
his motion. If Mr. Belcher presses it, we shall have to
put on record some counter-resolution of our own;
because I would not like it to appear as if we were
assenting altogether to the proposal that the sailor should
not have the whole of his wages.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : Supposing it is not carried.
We have come a long way, and I cannot see what ob-
jection there can be to the delegations from.New Zealand
and Australia, even if the other delegations are against
them, placing on record their opinion.

The CHAIRMAN : Nor I.
Sir WILLIAM LVNK : Because it can be used here-

after. You would not be compelled to do anything at
all, and it would only be the delegations' vote from

distant parts. And if your Act does not work as v. II
as you think, you have that recommendation as far as we
are concerned for future action.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well, I'll put it to the
meeting.

Mn. DUNLOP : This is really altogether outside Aus
tralia, and it is subject to considerations which they have
not the opportunity of discussing as we have, and there-
fore I think it is hardly fair to us that such a proposition
should be put.

Siu WILLIAM LVNK: I am inclined to think Mr.
Norman Hill may not object to have on record the
opinion of the shipping delegates that they were alto-
gether opposed to it.

The CHAIRMAN : This Is with a view of securing
uniformity of legislation, and therefore I could not pos-
sibly rule it out of order.

Sm WILLIAM LVNK: I put it this way. You are
against it '

The CHAIRMAN : Ves, we stand by our Act for the
present.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: I will ask Mr. Belcher to
make it a proportion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Is it in place of the provisions
of our Act?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is only a statement of our
opinion. It will not be carried, because there will be-
as many on one side as on the other, but there will be
a record of it.

The CHAIRMAN : What proportion do you suggest?
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why name the propor-

tion !
Mr. BELCHER : Two-thirds.
The CHAIRMAN : Let us divide at once; I think

we have exhausted this now.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : If our Act does not work
well

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : It will have no effect at all
so far as your Act is concerned. It will not be carried,
but it will be on record; that is, we shall have it put
on the minutes, because we are not coming over here
every week, athough you might desire to come out to us
every year. But having come so far, I think we should
put on record our opinion in reference to this point, and
that could be used hereafter if you find your Act does
not work as you expect.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Will you refer to our Act in
your resolution; don't put a mere negative on us. We
have done our best last year, and arrived at a settlement
which was satisfactory to our seamen. Don't put it on
us that we are standing in the way.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't put it on you. I
merely go for all we can get. I want to put it as a
bald opinion from these two delegations that it mayhereafter be used, if your Act does not work as well
as you think, without our having to come to London
again.

The CHAIRMAN : This is the motion :—
" That it be a recommendation from this Confer-

ence to the Board of Trade to suggest that legislation
be introduced whereby all seamen be paid two-thirds
of their wages due at every port where the crew
may desire the wages to be paid."

This is the motion of Mr. Belcher. And then there is
an amendment.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: 1 would prefer to move that
it is not desirable to deal with this question until the
Act of this Session has been tested.

The CHAIRMAN : This is the amendment :—
"That this Conference approves of the principleembodied in Sections 61, 62, and 63 of the Merchant

• Shipping Act, 1906, with respect to allotment and
payment of seamen's wages, which embodies an agree-
ment arrived at between representatives of British
shipowners and seamen."
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The CHAIRMAN, having put first the amendment and
then the resolution, said :—The Imperial representativeshave voted for the amendment, the Colonial representa-tives have voted unanimously, I take it. for Mr. Belcher's
resolution.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. President, I am
certainly in favour, and I have voted in favour, of the
amendment. 1 did so because I think that an arrange-
ment having been come to by the British seamen and
the British owners, it is undesirable for us to try and
disturb that arrangement; I think we should leave it to
British interests to see how it works. With our own
legislation, it is another matter.

Mr. MILLS : I would like to say one word. Sir
Joseph Ward asked me to explain that he had an im-
portant appointment which might prevent him from being
bare. As regards this question, I do not know how he
would vote. The New Zealand delegates present have
voted for Mr. Belcher's motion, Sir Joseph Ward ex-
pressed himself in favour of it as it stood on the paper,
but in view of the amendment I do not know whether he-
might have modified his views. I merely offer that
explanation

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Mr. Belcher, I think your motion
comes next.

Mr. BELCHER : My motion is as follows :—
" That it be a recommendation from this Con-ference to the Board of Trade to ascertain and

investigate the various clauses attached by ship-
owners to the Articles of Agreement signed by the
crews of vessels. This with the view of securing
uniformity in this respect, and also establishingthe principle of equity as between employer andemployed.

This resolution, Mr. President, is in connection with
the clauses that are attached to ship's Articles of Agree-
ment at the time the engagement is made with the crew.
Now this might also be said to be a subject on which
the Colonial delegates have no right to make any sugges-tion, seeing that it mainly applies to British ships; Imay mention that in New Zealand the system that hasbeen adopted recently is this, that no stipulation of anydescription shall go on a ship's Articles unless it hasfirst of all been agreed to by the seamen and employers,and then receives the sanction of the Marine Depart-ment. Some few years ago there used to be quite anumber of stipulations on the New Articles,some of which were found to be prejudicial to theinterests of the men, and others which were found tobe in conflict with the Merchant Shipping Act. A gooddeal of friction occurred in connection with this, and
what I stated just now with regard to the employersand seamen and the sanction of the Marine Department,that is the arrangement now come to with regard tothe clauses. As far as I can understand here in Britain,and so far as my knowledge of the English Articleswhich J have seen in New Zealand is concerned, itappears to me that the British shipowner can attachany conditions that he chooses on the Articles of Agree-ment. Whether that is permissible under your law ornot, I do not know, but I notice that in some of theclauses which are attached to the Articles—and I havebefore me a ship's Articles where the thing occursI notice there is a clause there which allows the masterof the ship to deduct two weeks' wages for an act ofmisconduct in the shape of being absent without leaveNow if the clauses in the British Merchant ShippingAct and in the New Zealand Merchant Shipping -Vetare looked at, it will be seen that the penalty thatis laid down there for being absent without leave isa forfeiture of two days' pay. My contention is this,that the clause on the Articles here, which reads asfollows :— The said master shall be entitled to deductfrom the said crew two weeks' pay,"is illegal, and that m all cases where this deductionhas been made from the men's wages, that they havepractically been mulcted unjustly, for the amount ofexcess beyond that laid down in the Merchant Shipping
knd ,_t

erh?' hf£ ,eCently
ur°P f,e,i "P in New Zealand, and that is the reason which prompted me to giveof motion in connection with the matter Thecase has cropped up in New Zealand since I left Themaster of a British ship endeavoured to deduct 14 days'I„S_ Ta ,iX ', i'S cr«w'-_-Wagcs in a P°rt in New Zea-land and he local authorities there ruled that the clauseon the Articles being contrary to law it was ultra vires

and that they would not allow the master to make the
deduction. I want to point out that your ships are
constantly coming to New Zealand and our localauthorities are continually being asked to adjudicate,and I therefore suggest the desirability of placing as
few clauses as possible on your Articles, and havingthem strictly in accordance with the law, so that thereis no conflict. Another aspect of the question is the
legal one. In this respect the craw of a vessel are,perhaps, prosecute'd by the master of a ship for notdoing certain things, and, invariably, when the case
comes before what might be termed the Inferior Courts—that is where the matter can be dealt with summarily—the magistrate simply looks at the clauses of theArticles and very often says it is a contract whichmust be adhered to. Now if that is held in law tobe the case, what I want to point out is, that seeingthat the crew are the persons who have to abide bythat contract, they should have some voice in sayingwhat the nature of the contract should be. Now Ido not want to say anything which may appear tobe offensive, but I must say that so far as the clausesof English ships' Articles are concerned, it appearsto me that the Shipping Federation sit down calmlyand deliberately and frame these clauses for the Articleswhereby they protect themselves, and impose as manyobligations as they possibly can upon the men whoare going to form their crew. I do believe, fromsome of the sets of Articles that I have seen inNew Zealand that that is done, if I may say sowith malice aforethought; it is done with the de-liberate intention of keeping these men as closely undertheir subjection as they can possibly keep them. Thereis no doubt about that judging from the stringencyof the clauses that are attached, and this is the unfor-tunate position the seaman is in. The shipowner hasthe very best brains the world can provide him withto frame and adjust those clauses for him Thevare put on the ship's Articles. There is a crowd o'fmen, many of them illiterate, many of them, unfor-tunately, in an unfit condition to know what they are
signing or anything else; these mea are collected to-gether at a shipping office, an Agreement, or allegedAgreement, is itad over to them very rapidly in somecases, and I will defy the most intelligent man inthis world to understand from a brief reading of thoseclauses the correct import of what they mean I there-fore say that advantage is taken of the seaman in thisrespect, that he really does not know what is the natureof the agreement he is signing until he gets intosome kind of trouble, and the agreement is taken upbofore a magistrate for interpretation. To avoid whatappears to me an inequitable and unjust advantagewhich is taken of the seaman, I think there shouldbe some understanding between the shipowner and thernens representatives, and they should come to someconclusion among themselves as to what they think areproper precaution! to take with regard to agreements,and those should be submitted to the Board of Tradetor their approval or otherwise; and if the Board ofTrade approve of them, then let those clauses go onthe Articles, and let them be the standard ones whichno one can either add to or take away from. In theNew Zealand Articles, all that is recited on Uhem ishe nature of the voyage If it is coastal, it is simplvthe coastal trade, and if it is inter-Colonial, then ofcourse the latitudes and longitudes between which theycan trade are specified. Then on the other hand'the only clause which is allowed to go on, as is shownon these Articles, is this :-" The New Zealand Arbi-tration Court awards in respect of seamen for thetime being in force shall be deemed to be part ofthis agreement so far as they apply." Now that i

?Jkwhich is illegal, nothing which takes%n unjust advan
an
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d it wcV61, Wh °T are b°Und by that agreement;

70.l A a t , ' l- can assure y°u' b "th in NewZealand and I know in a much larger degree in \»7
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lf tllese agreements were made morecaTses should
6 n°t * Unif°rmclauses should not be put on agreements. I remembergoing on board one ship-which, unfortunately, iTetherat the bottom now or else floating about the SouthernOcean, that is the "Port Stevens" which broke hershaft and was abandoned-I remember going on boarden,m2r? mto a ,disP ute as to whether the8 men were2&? LneaTma5pnnted matter on that ship's Articles as would almost
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fill a page of foolscap, all of which was restrictive
in its application; the men could not do this and
the men could not do that, and there was a clause
at the bottom (o this effect, that the chip had to be
hi ought back to Britain and the master had a perfect
right, if the vessel called anywhere on the Continent
between tin- Kibe and Brest, the master had the option
of getting the crew to discharge the cargo. That, to
my mind, is unfair and unjust; there is not the slightest
doubt about it, and 1 would like the Board of Trade

Is to get copies of these Articles and examine
them for themselves, and then express their opinion
as to whether they think, the clauses on the Articles
are fair or otherwise. The difficulty, as I said before,
that we meet with, both in Australia and New Zealand,
in trying to get some of these contracts interpreted
by the magistrate is veiy great, and as I said before,
there is not, perhaps, sufficient seriousness attached
to the thing to take it to the Higher Courts, where
we could, perhaps, get the law interpreted in connec-
tion with the matter. But the magistrates, as a rule,
simply take the clauses on the Articles as a portion
of the contract, and they are very often enforced, and
what I would like to point out is— whether it was
good or bad law, I do not know—that some years ago
in Australia, during a somewhat serious industrial
trouble that was pending there at the. time, the ques-
tion of the clauses of ship's Articles came up for
decision before a full Court—l am not sure whether
it was in Sydney or Melbourne, but I think in Sydney
—but a full Court on that occasion ruled it was illegal
for a shipowner to put any clauses whatever on the
Articles except to recite the nature of the voyage that
such ship was going to make; whether that was good
or bad law, I do not know; at any rate, I throw the
suggestion out for what it is worth believing that the
men are at a disadvantage, and I throw the suggestion
out for the consideration of the Board of Trade officials,
and I trust that some decision will be come to whereby
the privileges of the men will be as fully considered as
those of the shipowners.

Mu. HAVELOCK WILSON: I hope my friend Mr.
Belcher will not think that I am in opposition to him
just for the sake of being in opposition. I had rather
be in perfect agreement with him on all points if Icould. Anyhow, it is a good thing to see that the
representatives of one class can disagree on points, and
certainly it is an honest difference of opinion, and,
what is more, it is a matter of having to work the
thing from a different side. Now I want to say to my
friend Mr. Belcher this : I do not want my occupation
to be gone. I foresee that if the Board of Trade are
going to do all these things for the sailors and firemen
there will be absolutely no necessity for a Sailors' and
Firemen's Union, and certainly there will be no neces-
sity for the President of that Union, and I am very
much concerned about that. Well now, Mr. Belcher
has said with truth that there are a good many clauses
in the articles of agreement that make the conditions
very slavish indeed, but I would like to point out to
Mr. Belcher — and we have talked this matter over
private*?, I might say — that it is immaterial what
clauses the shipowners put into the articles of agree-
ment. If they are contrary to the law, they are no
good. Take, for instance, the clause of 14 days for
every day they are absent without leave Well, I do
not care if they put that in ; they can put it 50 days
if they like. All that we need to do is that when anyof our members are affected by that clause under the
new regulations of the Board of Trade, the seamen's
representative has the right to go to the ship's offices to
represent the man, and he goes in and calls the super-
intendent's attention to the fact that they are deducting
14 days' pay when the law only allows them to deduct
two, and of course in every ease it is reduced to the
two days' pay. Well now, I do not see vhat advantageit is to the shipowner to put that in. Then, with refer-
ence to the final port of discharge. There has been a
controversy in this country on that point, and we are
now awaiting the decision of the House of Lords as towhat is the final port of discharge, so that the ship-owner may not put in any port he likes. Eventually
the law will decide which is the final port of discharge.
So that, so far as I am concerned, and of course repre-senting the views of the people on this side, we do notmake any strong point on this. We certainly think it
is foolish on the part of the shipowner to put clauses
in the articles of agreement that are not in accordance
with the law. because then, if the case comes up, andthe seaman discovers that the owners have no power to

enforce that law, it weakens, in my opinion, the position
of the shipowner. It certainly must weaken that posi-
tion if they put in the articles of agreement that a man
who is absent without leave is liable to be fined 14 days'
pay, and then afterwards the seamen find they cannot
bo fined anything of the kind—that weakens the position
of the shipowner. And it is just the same with almost
every other class of agreement. If it is contrary to law it
cannot stand, r.nd it is certainly to the advantage of
tin- spirit of the Union to be called in to settle those
points. So that the shipowner, when he puts in a
clause like that, is helping the Union the whole of
the time. I would like to impress that on my friend
Mr. Belcher, that the shipowners are rather helping
us in that direction, when they put in a lot of clauses
that they cannot support. They are advertising the
influence of the Union, so that personally I do not
object, and I think we arc able to take care of ourselves
in the Law Courts. We have demonstrated over and
over again in this country that when it comes to the
Law Courts we can take our stand, and fight a good
battle, so that I do not see that much advantage would

ineel by us. I am sure my friend will pardon us
taking this view.

The CHAIRMAN : Before the debate goes on, I
should like to say just a word about the next meeting.
I do not know how late you propose sitting, but I have
an appointment at ten minutes past four, and must leave
shortly.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I think it would be
better if we could clear the business on the paper to-
night.

The CHAIRMAN : I am afraid you cannot. 'There
are Sir William Lyne's motions, which will take some
time.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Sir William Lyne's arc-
simply recommendations — except one — of the RoyalCommission, but he has failed in his notices of motion
to limit the application as the Royal Commission did.

The CHAIRMAN : That in itself shows it is a debat-
able proposition, but I can quite see we had better keep
clear of merits if we can. I am sure this will take
time.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am quite sure t*o or three
will, unless you are prepared to accept them.

The CHAIRMAN : We have already debated some of
them. I am afraid you are behindhand, Sir William.
Let us arrange to resume Monday week, and then you
can go on sitting now.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : Before you do that I want to
ask a question. The most important notice of motion
that has been given has been given by your delegation,
and that is in reference to the treaty rights, and Iwanted to ask a question with regard to it. It seems to
me the wording is a little bit involved, if I may be
allowed to say so, for I cannot quite clearly make out
what is intended. Is it intended to ask the Colonial
legislators to make a reservation in any of their Mer
chant Shipping legislation that all treaties that are
entered into and exist, or may exist, by the Imperial
Government shall have full effect so far as our legisla-
tion is concerned ?

Mn LLEWELLYN SMITH : No.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : Or is it that you propose that
your treaties shall not clash with our legislation?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Not quite either, Sir
William ; the proposal merely is

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I think if we are going to
discuss this at all—this is a big question and you can
not answer -Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Excuse me, it can be an-
swered, so far as I want, in two minutes. If it is
intended to override our legislation I have amendments
I am going to make, but I'd like to know that before we
come to it, or whether it is intended only to allow us to
exempt ourselves from your treaties?
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Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It is not intended for
either purpose. It is simply a suggestion that there should
always be a clause saying : " Nothing in this Act shall
"be construed in a manner inconsistent with treaty
"obligations which are binding on the Colonies."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is the very point; that
is what I shall oppose.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I want to ask a ques-
tion as to business. Is there to be any limit of time
as to the notices put on the business paper, becanse
it seems to me •it is like the widow's cruse of oil,
it is always growing ? When we think we are near
the bottom, we find next morning we are only at the
top.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Mr. Thomson wants to get
away.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I do not want to get
away.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you do not, what do you
want to get away for ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I want to get on with
the business.

The CHAIRMAN : I have been thinking the same
thing, because they grow every day. But it seems to me
in going through the resolutions that it is very likelythat the Imperial Government or the Commonwealth
Government may find there is something that wants to be
cleared up before we part, and that it will be necessary
to move a supplemental resolution in order to clear up
one or two things.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Anything arising out of
the business done I would not object to, but anything
entirely new ■

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think we ought to have
a new matter. Is there any chance of disposing of Mr.
Belcher's motion before we go? I suggest you should
conclude this, and then we could begin next time with
your big motion, Sir William. I do not think it ought
to take long.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There is a lot I want to say
on that.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : It is a technical matter, and
I have nothing to say.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not think it would take more
than twenty minutes.

The Chairman then left, and Mr. Llewellyn Smith
took the chair.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think there is a feeling we
should'not go on.

Mr. Llewellyn Smith then took the feeling of the
meeting, and it was decided to finish the discussion of
the motion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I wanted to bring the atten-
tion of the Board of Trade particularly to some cases
which show the necessity for the regulations in connec-
tion with articles being either amended or more strictly
enforced. Now you say the law is that a man's wages
cannot be forfeited beyond a certain amount, that cer-
tain things have to be done, and a certain procedure
observed. Now the Royal Commission when it was at
Fremantle, in Western Australia, had the case of two
ships, the "Sultan" and the "Charon," in which it
was shown positively that the load line was not marked
on the articles; in one case it was shown conclusively
that the captain had signed his name first and not
last; it was shown in the case of the " Charon " articles
that they had not been completed in Singapore, where
the crew was shipped, but in Fremantle, after the in-
quiry was made _y us. It frequently happens, bo it
is said, that the articles are not read over to the crew
so that they can understand them, and I do say this
from having been present when an agreement was read
over that no Englishman could understand, and as most
of the men are foreigners, I am sure that they do
not know in nine cases out of ten where they are
going or what are the conditions of the voyage. Now
the intentions of the Act are admirable. The idea is
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that no man ought to be shipped or taken to any place
unless he has a clear understanding where he is going
and the conditions of the voyage. As a matter of fact,
the seaman frequently does not know where he is
going, and as to the conditions of his contract he
knows nothing. There was a clause put in the
" Charon's" Articles to this effect, that if one man
was found smuggling opium, the whole of the crew
was to be fined— a quite illegal thing, and against
equity and common sense That was in the Articles,
and what is more it was carried out. These men were
Chinese and, of course, they did not know anything
about it.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : What is the gist of what you
want to make ? I want to know what is at the bottom
of it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The kernel of it is this,
that the regulations in respect of the Articles are very
loosely carried out, that clauses are put in the Articles
that are illegal, and what is more to the point they are
enforced, that in very many cases where the Articles
should be read out, they are not read out. When they
are read, they are read in such a way that the men do
not understand them.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : Do you want them explained?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want the law to be carried
out.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Then you want some one to
carry the law out?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The shipmaster is supposed to
carry it out, but he does not do it, and I am pointing out
to the Board of Trade the necessity for the enforcement
of the law; lam pointing out that clauses are put in
the Articles that are absolutely illegal, and what is more
to the point, that they are enforced against the crew,
and that it is one thing for the Act to provide that a
certain thing shall be done, and quite another to insure
that this thing is done.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I should like Mr. Howell
of the Marine Department just to explain to the Con-
ference what is the present state of the law and the
practice about that?

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : The position of this
country is exceedingly simple. It is laid down in
Section 114 of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, and
I think the third Sub-section contains the gist of the
whole matter :—" The agreement with the crew shall
"be so framed as to admit of such stipulations, to be
"adopted at the will of the master and seamen in each
" case, whether respecting the advance and allotment
"of wages or otherwise, as are not contrary to law."
Now that strikes the keynote of the whole thing. The
one object of the Imperial law is to secure freedom of
contract.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We are against freedom of
contract.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Any stipulation in the
contract that is not contrary to law is allowed. There
you see the final judgment in the whole matter rests with
the Courts of the country. I very much agree with a
great deal that has been said with regard to the undesir-
able flexibility of the Articles. Some of them approach
the modern bill of lading, and it is hardly possible to
explain what all the stipulations mean. At the same time,
I do not quite see how we can help it. So long as those
stipulations are not contrary to law we cannot keep
them out.

Mr. BELCHER : The Board of Trade cannot ?
Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Not if they are not con-

trary to law.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You could set out in the

Regulations what the law would not permit.
Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Let me take the next

step. The Superintendent of the Board of Trade hasto look after the crew. He holds office as a sort ofinterpreter to see that the crew understand what they
are doing; and if he has any donbt, it is his duty
to point out that he thinks any stipulations are illegal.
If he is actually advised not to allow them to go
in, or if there has been a decision of the Court on
the matter, he does not allow them to be inserted.
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But if there is any doubt about them, they have to go
in, and the ultimate appeal must be to a Court. Now
that, shortly stated, is exactly what happens. With
regard to the cases that have been put before us by
Mr. Hughes and Mr. Belcher, I should say that a
great many of those stipulations were illegal so far
as my experience goes, and they ought to have been
contested. If anything is put in the Articles which
is contrary to the law, the Courts will not sustain
them.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Cannot you do it without
going to Court?

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : No. The principle of
the law is that the Articles should be elastic to suit
different circumstances, and the ultimate appeal as to
what is legal or not legal is to the Courts.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But the Superintendent
points out what he considers illegal.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : Very often when a crew
comes before the Superintendent to be engaged, some new
and altogether unknown clause is proposed to be put in
the Articles. Tf the Superintendent has. any doubts he
wires up to the Board of Trade or comes to the Board of
Trade and says, "What do you advise me to do?" The
Boarel of Trade do the best they can to advise him ; but
unless it is perfectly clear that it is illegal all the Board
of Trade can do is to say, "We cannot say it shall not
"go in, but we caution the parties that it is open to
"grave doubts, and that if it is tested, our opinion is
"they will find that to be the case." As the matter
stands, it is simplicity itself.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I think that makes it
clear what the situation is. I do not know whether the
shipowners have anything to say on this; we have heard
Mr. Belcher and the seamen, and we have heard Mr.
Hughes and the Board of Trade.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Is that a matter we in Aus-
tralia can legislate upon?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : For your own ships.
Sir WILLTAM LYNE : We have a provision here

which says, " The Agreement shall he framed so as to
"admit of stipulations (not contrary to law) approved
"by the Superintendent, being introduced therein at the
"joint will of the master and seamen."

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is word for word
the same as ours.

Sib WILLTAM LYNE : The troublesome part seems
to me to be the going to law. We generally let the
Government say what is to be final, and not force them
into the law courts.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMTTH: We have not quite seen
our way to do that, and it seems to me that your law
has not either, frrm what you read.

Mr. COX : Supposing anvbndy disputes that decision,
is it not taken to the Courts?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That I have not innuired
into. In this particular case, I do not know whether it
has to go to the Court: but we do not allow so manyappeals to the Court as yon do.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : Not even the Court of Arbitra-
tion ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : We try to settle them with-
rut going to the Court. The reason is this, the wealthy
shipowners have far greater advantages than the men,
and we try to protect the men as far as we can frombeing driven into the Courts.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We go rather far inletting our Superintendents warn the crew that so far as
we can see certain Articles are illegal; but if they acceptthem they do it at their peril.

Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : We in this country—l
am speaking as representing the British seamen—wewould rather take the decision of a Court of Law than
we would of the Board of Trade.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is not saying much forthe Board of Trade.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I am not casting any
reflection on the Board of Trade, but I must say that we
would far sooner have the interpretation of a Court of
Law than we would of the Board of Trade officials. I
say that without casting any reflection on the Board of
Trade.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : You are perfectly
right.

Mb. COX : Because the Court of Law gives a binding
decision.

Mb. DUNLOP : With reference to what Mr. Have-
loek Wilson said, in a case such as has been cited, when
an improper reduction of wages has been made, would
it not be the duty, and would you not be perfectly
satisfied, Mr. Howell, if the Shipping Master or Super-
intendent would take care that only the proper de-
duction would be made? I take it that this is his
duty?

Mb. WALTER j. HOWELL : Yes.

Mb. DUNLOP : And without any intervention of any-
body?

Mr WALTER J. HOWELL : I am not quite sure
about that. If it is obviously illegal, the Superinten-
dent is empowered to refuse to put it in.

Mr. BELCHER : Do I understand that this clause,
which is obviously in my opinion illegal, do I understand
that this clause is allowed to go on all these Articles now
without any objection being made, I mean this clause
which stipulates that two weeks' pay can be deducted for
absence without leave ?

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : If illegal, it is abso-
lutely void.

Captain CHALMERS : The acting superintendent
would say it is inoperative.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Why doesn't he strike it out?
Captain CHALMERS : Because there has not been a

decision of the Court.
Mb. HAVELOCK WILSON : We have never allowed

them to stop that two weeks' wages. We do not care
whether they put it in or not; we know what the law
is, and we do not allow them to stop it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : It seems to me, if the Super-intendent does his duty there is very little necessity tointerfere with it at all, and if I was dealing with the
case of a Superintendent, I would make him do his duty
or I would dismiss him. We have that power.

Mb. COX : And so has the Board of Trade.
Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : That is the position

we take. We believe absolutely in freedom of contractwithin the law. If the law is clear, it is quite obviousthat the Superintendent is neglecting his duty if heallows a condition to be inserted which is contrary to thelaw. On the other hand, if there is a doubt, that is a
question to be settled by the Courts and not by theExecutive, and that is the whole reason why we supportthe present state of affairs.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : You say you are in favour offreedom of contract?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : My difficulty about this
motion is, that the debate does not seem to me to havebeen on it. This is a recommendation to the Board ofTrade to ascertain and investigate the various clauseswith a view of securing uniformity. The discussion hasbeen on the question of the enforcement of the existinglaw. f do not know whether there is any amendment toanything.

Mb WALTER J. HOWELL : You cannot get unifor-mity for all trades.
Hon DUGALD THOMSON: "So far as possible"might be inserted.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It is rather a simplifi-cation we want.
Mb. WALTER J. HOWELL: You want to secureuniformity; we want to secure elasticity.
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Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : If there is no more
debate and there is no amendment, I will put the pro-
position.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Might we ask that if the
Board of Trade do investigate and do make recom-
mendations, whether those recommendations will be acted
on in Australia and New Zealand ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : You always ask knotty ques-
tions.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Surely it is not unreasonable
to ask that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We have our own power to
legislate, and if you don't do what we think right, we
will legislate for ourselves.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Is it reasonable to put a
motion asking the Board to make inquiry when you won't
act on it ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I did not _ay we won't.

Mr. NORMAN HILL :If it pleases you. If it does
not please us, we shall have to submit to it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I think it is a matter foryour sailors, and if they submit to it we do not mind.
We will look after ourselves.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : You have heard whatthe representative of the British seamen said, Mr. Rei-
cher; I do not know whether you wish to press yourmotion.

Mb. BELCHER : Supposing the resolution is lost, Ishould like to have it on record that the matter was taken
into consideration.

Mb. ANDERSON : The first part of the motion is
superfluous, and with regard to the last part it seems to
me it is not desirable or applicable.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. Belcher has brought
forward a motion and stated his views. We have our
own legislative powers; isn't that sufficient?

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We are content, of
course, with our present system, and both the seamen
and the shipowners are content with it, and under the
circumstances we naturally cannot accept the motion.
You have powers, of course, to do what you like for
your own business. Still, I cannot say, and I won't
say, this is out of order. The motion is perfectly in
order.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : It seems to me the effect of
the motion is this : there is the law and there seems
to have been a weakness in the administration. The
effect of this motion, I take it, would be simply to
direct attention to that one fact that the administra-
tion has not carried out that which was intended, and
emphasize it so that the administration may be more
completely carried out—that seems to be the effect of the
motion.

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I think that is the effect
of some of the speeches, not the motion.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL : I cannot admit any
weakness in administration. What you propose is that
the Board of Trade should act as a Court of Law, and
that is impossible.

Mr. BELCHER : If the motion is withdrawn, will it
appear on the notes as having been discussed ?

Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Certainly.
Mb. BELCHER : Then I will withdraw the motion.
The Conference then adjourned till Monday, April

22nd.

SEVENTH DAY.

Monday, April 22nd, 1907.

The following were present:—

Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P., Chairman.
United Kingdom Delegates.

Mr. H. Llewellyn Smith, C.8.,} Mr. E. Pembroke, \
Mr. Walter J. Howell, C.8., I Of the Board of Mr. H. F. Fernie
Mr. R. Ellis Cunliffe, Trade. Mr. R. J. Dunlop', f shlPowners.
Capt. A. J. G. Chalmers, ) Mr. Norman Hill,' JMr. fl. Bertbam Cox, C.8., of the Colonial Office. Mr. J. Havelock Wilson, M.P., representing Seamen.

Australian Delegates.
Hon. Sir W. J. Lyne, K.C.M.G. I Hon. Dugald Thomson.Hon. W. M. Hughes.

Dr. H. N. Wollaston, LL.D., 1.5.0., of the Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs, wasalso in attendance.
New Zealand Delegates.

Hon. Sir Joseph Ward, K.C.M.G. j Mr. William Belcheb.
Mr. James Mills. | Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. Fitchett, Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.
Secretaries.

*' &\% EB' lOf the Board of Trade. I Mr. J. Hislop, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.Mr. G. E. Baker, f | Mr. D. J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.
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AGENDA.
I. Resolutions submitted by Sir William Lyne:—

(1.) That a scheme of compulsory insurance for seamen is desirable.
(2.) (a) That the North Atlantic mark should apply to ships leaving Australia, tita Cape Horn ;

(t.) That it is advisable to have a light load line for ships in ballast.
(3.) That all seamen be engaged only through a Government Officer—the Superintendent.
(4.) That advance notes be abolished, and allotment notes restricted to relations only.
(5.) That imprisonment for desertion be abolished.
(6.) That the adoption of uniform legislation is desirable, with a view to extend the benefits of the Workmen's

Compensation Acts to seamen.
(7.) That all vessels constructed after a certain date shall be fitted with water-tight compartments.
(8.) That all sea-going ships carrying more than passengers, or being more than 5,000 tons gross measure-

ment shall be fitted with apparatus for transmitting messages by means of wireless telegraphy.
(9.) That Third Class Engineers having sea service, on passing a practical examination, be permitted to qualify

for higher grade certificates.
11. Resolutions submitted by the Imperial Delegation (to be substituted for the notice already given):—

(1.) That it be recommended to the Australian and New Zealand Governments in any future Merchant Shipping
legislation to insert an express provision safeguarding the obligations imposed by any Treaties which arc
now binding on Australia and New Zealand respectively or to which they may hereafter adhere.

(2.) That all resolutions adopted by this Conference are understood to be without prejudice to the decision of any
legal questions involved. -(3.) That the obligations imposed by Australian or New Zealand law on shipping registered in the United Kingdom
should not bo more onerous than those imposed on the shipping of any foreign country.

(4.) That, with a view to uniformity, it be a suggestion to tho Australian and New Zealand ministers that in e-xci■-
cising any powers conferred on them by legislation to make regulations with regard to matters affecting
Merchant Shipping they should have regard to the corresponding provisions of the Imperial Merchant
Shipping Acts, or regulations made thereunder, so far as circumstances permit, and that at least three

}.. months' notice should be given before any such regulations come into force.
(5.) That it be a recommendation to the Australian and New Zealand Governments that if conditions arc imposed

by local law on vessels incidentally engaging in the Coasting Trade in the course of an oversea voyage,
care should be taken that these conditions should not be such as to handicap these vessels in their trade.

111. Resolution submitted by Sir Joseph Ward :—
That the Imperial and Colonial Governments concerned be requested to introduce legislation to give effect to

the resolutions of the Conference in cases where legislation is necessary.

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA.
Motion by Mr. Hughes :—

That it be a suggestion to the Board of Trade to take into immediate consideration the necessity of including in the
regulations for examination for officers the following subjects directly relating to navigation :—The practice and theory ofjplane and spherical trigonometry.

Geometry.
Geography, hydrography, and meteorology.
Naval architecture and the structure of vessels.

The addition of the following subjects to examination on general knowledge:—
The English language—Grammar and composition.
A knowledge of at least one foreign language.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Before we commence, I think
you asked Sir Joseph Ward and myself to send in some
remarks with reference to the Brussels Conventions.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : There is, perhaps, no occasion
to read them. I have consulted Mr. Deakin, and I put
in this memorandum. (See Appendix D, p. 176.)

Thk CHAIRMAN : We will go through them first of
all, and see whether there is anything we can confer
further upon. We will go through them later on.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Mr. President, might I
ask, on a question of procedure, if it is intended now to
cease adding proposals to the Agenda paper, because if
so, I am quite willing to conform to that to save time, as
I recognise we ought to get this finished with as soon as
possible. There are one or two matters "I might give
notice of.

The CHAIRMAN : I agree myself, subject to this :
there are a good many things that might arise out of the
resolutions which have already been carried and which
will involve clearing up. Then a suggestion has come
from the officials of the Board of Trade that it might be
very desirable—perhaps this would not be the time to

discuss it, but I should like the delegates to consider it—
there are two minor points where the legal gentlemen who
are representing the various interests here might meet
to consider some small matters in connection with the
Merchant Shipping Act, and the Imperial Shipping Act,
and the Colonial Snipping Act. They might confer about
these minor points, and then perhaps report to a final
meeting of the Conference with regard to them. There
are a few things which I feel require adjustment. They
are minor points, but, at any rate, they will be subject to
the final decision of the Conference.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I hope they are not such
minor points as you have given notice of in the new
Act?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to make
publicly a formal statement as to those resolutions that I
submitted to you, and which do not appear. Both of
them had relation to the status of officers, and on one of
them was submitted suggested emendations of the syllabus
for examinations. I cannot repeat them, because they
were the suggestions made by the Merchant Service Guild
of Australia, and I have no means of finding out what
they were.

The CHAIRMAN : Were they given to me?
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I gave them to you.

The CHAIRMAN : I will make a search. Oh! here
they are! Captain Chalmers had them. lam so glad,
because I feel rather responsible.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There is another. However,
I can repeat that without any trouble, and, if you will
allow me, I will get them fixed up for the final session.

The CHAIRMAN : I am so glad they have been
found. We will get copies made and circulated at once,
and will treat them as being on the Agenda, seeing that
it is my fault—if the Conference will allow me to repair
my error in that way.

The CHAIRMAN : Now, Sir William, will you kindly
move your resolution ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : 1 do not intend to say very
much about most of these resolutions, because I do not
want to delay the Conference. The first resolution is :—'That a scheme of compulsory insurance for seamen is
desirable. In reference to that, I wish to say that the
object of this has been given by others as well as by
myself, and I think it was considered by the Royal Com-
mission that sat in Sydney. No doubt the dangers to
seamen are very exceptional, and we have recognised this
principle in our Public Service Law in the Common-
wealth, where we have compulsory insurance, and if the
individuals do not keep up their premiums or payments,
they are deducted from their salaries, and we have also it
in another form in New South Wales, where it exists now.
That is so far as miners are concerned. The miner con-
tributes I think it is one-third to a fund, the owner of
the mines one-third, and I think the government one-
third—l am not sure that lam right in the proportion,
but I think that is the proportion to meet any accidents
that may occur to the men employed. Now, with regard
to seamen on ships, there is so far as I know no provision
for insurance, and surely there might be some compul-
sory insurance recognised the same as in recent legis-
lation in Great Britain for servants and employees.
Why cannot it extend to seamen as well as to others,
especially as their work is perhaps more dangerous than
any of those referred to in the cases to which I have
alluded ? They are exceptional at the present moment,
and I think there might be some measures suggested that
shipowners bear a proportion, say half, and the other half
be borne by the seamen. Of course, I do not expect the
Government here would do as we do in New South Wales
—bear one-third of the insurance themselves—but I sub-
mit this with a view of trying to put the seaman in as
good a position as we have placed our public servants and
others in New South Wales, and I think in the other
States, having regard to the dangers of the work they are
engaged in.

Mb. FERNIE : Do you mean the employers on shore?
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Do you mean in the Common-wealth ?
Mb. FERNIE : Yes.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I am not sure the regulationsgo so far as that, but I put this special provision inreference to public servants.
Mb. FERNIE : Should seamen be insured, if othersare not?

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : We have that in the States.I do not know whether we have it in regard to theCommonwealth, but I think some of the other Stateshave.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: As regards miners'Seamen are included in the Workmen's Compensation Actby the British Parliament.
Sip. WILLIAM LYNE : I do not wish to delay theConference, and I have just stated baldly what myreasons are for submitting this. I have just got the Actto show what we do in New South Wales. There I seethe mineowner pays 10s. per annum, the Government anequal amount, and the miner 4£d. per week.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Read the first paragraphon the next page. 6 r

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : "In the absence of sufficient
(
evidence your Commissioners do not feel themselvescompetent to recommend any of these schemes," &c.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is no approval.
The CHAIRMAN : I think you have to deal with

resolutions N os. 1 and 6 together; you will see they are
practically dealing with the same subject.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No. 6 says : " That the adop-
" tion of uniform legislation is desirable with a view to
" extend the benefits of the Workmen's Compensation
" Acts to seamen."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : As a matter of fact, in New
South Wales we are rather worse off than you were here
before the amending of the Act which included seamen.
Our Act hardly at all affects the common law. We have
the Employers' Liability Act, I think it is called; but
practically the doctrine of common employment is not
materially affected by the Act.

The CHAIRMAN : You are a long way behind the
old country.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We are—very, very far; and
therefore, no doubt, if we got an up-to-date Workmen's
Compensation Act it will be a very good thing for us—I
may say that one of our judges framed one many years
ago, I should say seven or eight years ago. I do not
know what became of it. I fancy the Legislative Council
of New South Wales threw it out with contumely.

Mr. COX: Under the circumstances I think the resolution should be made : That Australia should adopt a
scheme of insurance for seamen.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What we might say is this:That it is a very desirable thing that the Workmen'sCompensation Act, as amended by the Act of 1906, shouldbe adopted in Australia or throughout the Empire.
Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We might meet it byResolution 6, if you tack on the words "as has already" been done by the Act of 1906."

Mb. NORMAN HILL : I won't agree to that, because1 venture to think that the system inaugurated by SirWilliam Lyne is a far juster one, and is the right one toadopt. The Home Office appointed a Committee in 1904,and on that Committee there were : Sir Kenelm Digby, inthe chair; Sir Benjamin Brown, representing employers;Judge Lumley Smith, a Judge who had a great experi-ence; Captain Chalmers, of the Board of Trade; andM.r- Barnes> the Secretarv of tQe Amalgamated Societyof Engineers. Now that Committee made very carefulinquiry—there was no wicked shipowner on it—but therewas the Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Engi-neers. That Committee made a report that it wouldbe wiser to deal with seamen by a separate scheme of
insurance. They pointed out the difference between sea-service and land-service. They pointed out that at sea aman was on risk during the whole 24 hours; they pointedout there were many occasions in which risks had to berun, not in the interests of employers, but in the interestst>f humanity and cargo owners, and they were strongly ofopinion that there should be a General Insurance Scheme,and they said they thought a case had been made out forbtate contributions. We supported that report. Unfor-tunately, it was ignored by the Government, and theseamen were included in the Workmen's CompensationBill, bo tar as I know, no reasons were ever given whythat report was ignored, and I believe the system SirWilliam Lyne has advocated is the right one. I think itwould be a mistake for Australia to depart from theirpresent established custom and merely extend the Work-men s Compensation Act to seamen. You must rememberwe here, and you by your Act, have dealt with all cases ofrnaf,tla' d„s.b!em?, nt alr ,a,dy u"der your Merchant ShippingBill That is all provided for, and what I would like i!that we should agree on a resolution that the Conference

u r?rPOrt made in 19M by the Committeeappointed by the Home Secretary in so far as the reportadvocates in lieu of the provisions of the Workmen'sCompensation Act, the adoption of some system of com-pulsory insurance which would provide compensation withcomplete security without imposing an undue burden on
contribute
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is the system as regards
miners.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : And it was the system which
the Home Office here pronounced in favour of.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That matter is one of con-
siderable importance to New Zealand as well, and I
should like to say that the proposal of Mr. Norman Hill
requires very grave consideration from our standpoint.
When that report was made our seamen were all pro-
vided for. They had been provided for for many years
before under the Workmen's Compensation Act. The
clause reads as follows:—"Worker means any person of
"any age or either sex," &c. (Heads clause.)

The CHAIRMAN : What is the date of that?

Sm JOSEPH WARD : 1900.

The CHAIRMAN : You extended the Workmen's
Compensation Act, did you?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Yes. Now if this proposal,
which requires from my standpoint to be very carefully
considered, if this proposal that we are.to look upon the
recommendation made to the Home Government just as
though there had not been a Workmen's Compensation
Act in New Zealand or Australia, was suggested with a
view of taking the place of what we have in our country,
I could not agree. We provide for every trouble that
might arise. We do not ask our sailors to give a contri-
bution, and the colony itself does not give one-third,
neither are we prepared to agree to anything of that kind.
It would mean the dislocating of a law that works very
well. I would suggest to Sir William Lyne that in the
absence of a Workmen's Compensation Act such as we
have, it might be desirable for him to get it. But I would
suggest it would be far better for thein to have their Act
on lines similar to ours. If you get into the question of
the Government giving one-third

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I am not proposing the Go-
vernment giving one-third.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : Well, it is suggested that the
sailors should give one-third.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I do not propose that.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Sir William Lyne quoted

a scheme from New South Wales.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : On the question of miners,
we put them in a different category. In our case, we
provide for the temporary disablement of a miner, because
we create a fund from which the assistance to the miner
is drawn, and then contributions are given by the miner,
the men themselves and the Government of the country,
and in the event of death, there is a lump sum paid to
the widow, but that is quite a different category. I think
it would be better for Sir William Lyne if he could see
his way to drop No. 1.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I would put 1 and 2 together.

Mr. BERTRAM COX : Might I suggest that Sir
William should modify his motion to this effect :—That
the Austialian Commonwealth Government be recom-
mended to follow the example of Great Britain and New-
Zealand of extending the benefit of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act to seamen.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The United Kingdom have
no Workmen's Compensation Act at all. You could say
" the adoption of."

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Wc agreed to extending it
last year contrary to the Report of the Home Office, and
we think it an unjust law.

Mb. COX : So far as that is concerned the British
Government has adopted it. No doubt the British ship-
owners did their best to represent their views. It was
not adopted by the British Government and not adopted
by the New Zealand Government, but it is obvious that
Sir William Lyne should adopt something of the kind,
and I will accept the suggestion of Mr. Hughes and word
it an he suggests.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is the principle of the
Act as amended.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I want to know more about
that before I agree. I find that Act is only for ships
registered in Great Britain.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This is his proposal to
extend it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I know that, but it does not
say one-third shall be paid by the Government.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : The whole of the trouble is
that your No. 1 conflicts with No. 6. We have No. 6
in operation in New Zealand, and if you put that in
operation in your country you would do all you want to
do under No. 1.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : As a member of the
Commission which decided that it had not sufficient
evidence to adopt any scheme, might I point out to Sir
William Lyne the difficulty about this compulsory insur-
ance. I know there are tremendous difficulties in con-
nection with compulsory insurance, difficulties that do
not apply to miners who are resident in a country and
who are, for the most part, citizens of that country. But
with ships always changing their crews, men landing,
going away, disappearing, foreigners on board those ships,
black seamen on those ships, the difficulty of an insurance
scheme is very great, and Sir William Lyne would have
to put forward a scheme which we could adopt. But
there is an insurance provided in the subsequent resolu-
tion, that of the Workmen's Compensation Act, and it
has been adopted by Great Britain, and I agree with the
proposal Mr. Hughes makes that we should indorse the
adoption of that scheme, and then we do what Sir William
Lyne proposes without committing ourselves to what
might be an impossible scheme.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I suggest the following:" That the Australian Commonwealth be recommended to
" adopt the legislation providing for compensation to
"seamen, now in force in Great Britain and New Zea-
"land." I think we should be very well satisfied if we
could get that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I do not feel disposed to
agree to that at present. I think No. 1 does not inter-
fere at all. It simply declares that a scheme of com-
pulsory insurance for seamen is desirable.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It may not be desirable
if it is impossible.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is just what I do not
want to leave open. .

Mr. MILLS : Does this mean "accident" or "life"?
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Both.
Mb. MILLS : They are quite a different thing.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : So far as seamen are con-
cerned, I want an insurance scheme to protect the seaman
if anything happens to him, more particularly for the
sake of his wife and family. That is what I want, and I
do not want to have it cut up in this way if it does not
carry out what I want.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act does do that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not think it does. So
far as accident is concerned, perhaps it does, but not so
far as life.

The CHAIRMAN : Well, I will put the amendment :—
"That the Australian Commonwealth be recommended
"to adopt the legislation providing for compensation to
"seamen, now in force in Great Britain and New
" Zealand." That is the amendment. The original
proposition as moved by Sir William Lyne is:—"That
"a scheme of compulsory insurance for seamen is de-
" sirable."

Mr. BELCHER : Before the amendment is put, I
would like to say this in connection with this compulsory
insurance that, while I recognise Sir William Lyne is
actuated by most humane sentiments in suggesting that
this scheme should be put into operation, as a practical
seaman I see immense difficulties in the way of establish-
ing this scheme. Ido not think it could operate properly
unless this suggestion was agreed to by the shipowners
right throughout the Empire. The difficulties that have
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been pointed out by Mr. Thomson are obvious and are
real ones.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Are you speaking of compul-
sory insurance ?

Mr. BELCHER : Yes. What should be done, I think,
is this, that the Commonwealth Government could, in
any legislation that they liked to pass, include seamen
under the Workmen's Compensation for Accidents Act,
and if they thought it necessary for local purposes to
establish an insurance fund, they would be at perfect
liberty to do so. There are certainly a large number of
men who are permanently located on the Australian coast
who would probably feel disposed to join in any insur-
ance scheme. If they feel disposed to do that, by all
means let them do so.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : May I say the reason why I
cannot see my way to support No. "1 " is this. If we
insist upon a system of compulsory insurance, it must
impose a burden on the person it provides for. Under
our law in New Zealand the Judge who assesses the
amount to be received takes into consideration all the
benefit he receives, otherwise now if you impose a burden
on him and he is killed, his family get a reduction on the
amount he is entitled to under our la\? because he has
been compelled to insure a portion under a compulsory
scheme, and I would strongly recommend my friend
Sir William Lyne not to get into conflict with the pro-
visions of the Workmen's Act, and any proposal for a
scheme must inevitably result in contributions coming
from recipients, the sailors, and it is better not to do it.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Docs not the resolution fall
under the category of questions that we have not voted
on, but left to be settled by each country for itself. So
far, Australia has not been very much disposed to ask
our opinion or our assistance in framing her own laws;
is not this one of the questions on which we have not
voted ? It is a question within their own jurisdiction,
and in this case we are entirely at one with Sir William
Lyne that the best basis is insurance and not workmen's
compensation.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But do you agree with
the insurance of lives in case of death from natural causes ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : I think a fair and reasonable
insurance scheme would be far juster.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Do you mean for death
from natural causes?

Mb. NORMAN HILL : Yes.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Then no ship going to
Australia could go to sea unless every man was examined
physically to know if he was fit for insurance.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : Do you agree that the Work-
men's Compensation Act should remain in full operation
at the same time ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Oh, no.

Mb. PEMBROKE : But what we want is a contri-
bution from the Government and the seaman.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : You are giving a preference to
the big ships over the small, which is not a just basis.
We are quite agreed that the men are entitled to it, and
we are quite willing to support Sir William Lyne.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : I do not want you to support
me to take away any rights they have.

Mb. NORMAN HILL : It is a case in which we must
each work for ourselves.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think myself that when youconsider that the Commonwealth Parliament has no powerto do anything for any other workmen than for seamen
practically—because we have not power to make indus-trial laws and regulations generally—and when you cometo consider that in most States there is no Workmen'sCompensation Act at all, that the doctrine of a commonemployment is in force in New South Wales and in other
States. I think that one of the effects of the introductionof such clauses into our Bill as would put a seaman on alevel with the workmen of Great Britain would be tostimulate the States to legislate for other workmen, whovery much want it. I think it is far and away the best

principle, and while I have nothing to say against com-
pulsory insurance, compulsory insurance, in my opinion
and in the opinion of those who signed that, was simply
only the best way under certain circumstances. TheWorkmen's Compensation (British) Act, I think, is an
admirable piece of legislation. It seems to cover allreasonable risks, and if we want some other sort ofscheme to deal with sickness, that could be done quite
differently. There is no method at all by which a sea-
man now can guard himself against risks. There ought
to be one, and as it is a risk arising out of his employ-ment, it ought to be made to fall on the shoulders of the
person who profits from his employment.

The CHAIRMAN : I will now put Mr. Hughes'samendment.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Before you do so, I wouldlike to say I do not want these two to conflict, if there is
any danger of it. I must say again that I am strongly infavour of a compulsory insurances schems for seamen, notonly against accident, but against loss of life.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Death from natural
causes ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes. I think it is just as
right to meet one as the other, because it is a veryhazardous life.

Mr. FERNIE : And the shipowners to pay for thatentirely.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I think they might be left todevise a scheme. I do not mind if the Government payspart for life insurance; Ido not mind at all.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Of course you do not; but

will the people of the Commonwealth mind ? Upon whose
shoulders does the responsibility properly rest?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Well, I do not know that itrests entirely on the shoulders of the shipowner.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There you are entirely inaccord with Mr. Hill.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : No, I am not. But so far asthe shipowner is concerned, he has to bear his share.But I want to be fair, and I want to see the men pro-tected ; and I want to devise some means by which themen can be protected, because we know that shipwreckstake place and there is loss of life. It is not only themen themselves, but it is their wives and families. AndMr. Thomson says you would have to see that every manhad a doctor's certificate. Well, I suppose if he was

going to be insured by an insurance company he wouldhave to have a doctor's certificate.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Of course; but you donot provide that every workman shall be insured.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : If No. 1 and No. 6 are goingto conflict, I won't say that I shall not move somethingbefore we conclude, but I am quite prepared to let it restupon No. 6.

The CHAIRMAN : Then you withdraw No. 1?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Yes. It seems to be thewish of the Conference that No. 1 should not becarried.
The CHAIRMAN : Then will you take it in MrHughes s form ?
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : No. I think my own is better.
The CHAIRMAN : Well, I think the thing has beendebated very fully. I therefore put Mr. Hughes's motionas an amendment to No. 6. No. 1 is withdrawn, No. 6

is moved, and Mr. Hughes moves as an amendment •That the Australian Commonwealth Government should''be recommended to adopt the legislation providing for"compensation to seamen now in force in Great Britain"and New Zealand."
The CHAIRMAN then put first the amendment andthen the original motion, No. 6, to the Conference, andsome of the members voted in favour and some against.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I did not vote. I wantto see an amendment which will accomplish both.
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Could we not say, "as has been done by the amended
"Act?"

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That would not do it "by
"the amended Act," because the principal Act is also
necessary for us '.n New South Wales where we have no
Act at all. The only point about Sir William Lyne's
motion is this

The CHAIRMAN : There is no difference, except that
we want to make it perfectly clear.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You can say " the
" adoption of legislation is desirable with a view to
"extend the benefit of the Workmen's Compensation Act
" to seamen, as has been done in Great Britain and New
" Zealand."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The only point I see about
that is that a recommendation from this Conference to
the Commonwealth Government would carry more weight
through the House.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I will accept your suggestion
Mr. Thomson.

The CHAIRMAN : But we enly want to make it
clear. Do I understand Sir William Lyne to say he will
accept Mr. Hughes's amendment?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No, Mr. Thomson's.
The CHAIRMAN : Then your resolution will read :

" That the adoption of uniform legislation is desirable
" with a view to extend the benefits of the Workmen's
" Compensation Acts to seamen, as has been done in"
"Great Britain and New Zealand." I think it is right
to both New Zealand and Great Britain, that should be
perfectly clear. Very well, that disposes of Workmen's
Compensation.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We would like it on record
that we believe the recommendations of the Home Office
Report affords a much juster basis. The representatives
of the British shipowners cannot support the resolution,
and they desire to record their approval of the Report
made in August 1904 by the Committee appointed by the
Home Secretary, which advocated, in lie.i of the exten-
sion of the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation
Act to seamen, the adoption of some system of compul-
sory insurance for seamen, which shall provide the
intended compensation with complete security without
imposing an undue burden on the shipowners or seamen,
and to the cost of which the State should contribute.

Mr. HUGHES : That really do._ not actually state
the case, " with a view to extend the benefits of the
"Workmen's Comnensation Acts In seamen" We have
no Compensation Acts in some parts.

The CHATRMAN : That is why Mr. Thomson's
addition- makes it perfectly clear. Now we will take the
next resolution, No. 2.

Sm WILLTAM LYNE : The resolution is :— (a) "That
"the North Atlantic mark should apply to ships leaving
" Australia, via Cape Horn : (b) " That it is advisable
"to have a light load line for ships in ballast."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What line would you recom-
mend?

Sir WTLLTAM LYNE : Under the Board of Trade, a
load line is prescribed for vessels in the North Atlantic
trading to Great Britain. The same class of weather is
met with around Cape Horn, and therefore I would like
to see the mark that is adopted by the regulations of
the Board of Trade. This is my proposal, to have that
extended to vessels coming via Cape Horn.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Leaving Australia.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, or New Zealand.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What is .the custom in

Great Britain now?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Do they come back via the
Horn or the Cape?

Captain CHALMERS : The application of the North
Atlantic load line to the Cape Horn route was thoroughly
considered by the original Load Line Committee in the

year 1884-1885. It was reviewed in 189R by a very large
Committee presided over by the late Lord St. Helier,
and the report of the Committee was that it was quite
unnecessary, and for these reasons. The addition for
the North Atlantic load line is in the case of steamships
2 inches, and in the case of sailing ships 3 inches. With
regard to steamers, the storm area in the neighbourhood
of Cape Horn is contracted, and it leaves the distance
between any Australian port and the storm area about
5,800 miles. In going those 5,800 miles, the steamer will
lighten by the consumption of coal some 2 feet, so it
is absolutely unnecessary for her to be lightened 2 inches
before leaving Australia. With regard to sailing ships
coming from Australia homewards, the Cape Horn route
has always been chosen ever since I can remember as the
better route, the more favourable route, and the safer
because there we get what seamen call the brave west
winds of the Southern Ocean—not necessarily gales—but
west winds that blow with almost uniform force between
the parallels of 55 and 60 South. And the only danger is
fiom drifting icebergs. That is the reason that that route
has always been chosen in preference to the Cape of Good
Hope—and it is quite my own experience, I have circum-
navigated that part five times ; once from Fremantle T
came back nn a sailing ship via the Cape cf Good Hope.
and we wished we had gone the other way. The reason
the Cape Horn route has its bad name i-i from ships
outward bound going to ports of the West Coast of
America, and there for a radius of about 100 miles you
get what we call the "storm area." But even then the
danger is confined to losing masts and spars. We have
never had a record of any complaint from want of free-
board.

Sir WILLTAM I.YNE : Yon gave as a reason why
steamships should not be subject to this provision that
they used so much coal. Now, have you any other
reason why steamships should be exempted ? Because
that does not apply to sailing ships, and therefore I do
not see the argument has any effect in application to
sailing ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Your ship is leaving Aus-
tralia.

Sib WILLIAM LYNE : There is a provision in the
New Zealand Act to allow it to be done.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : If in your Shipping Bill you
make the same provision, you meet the same thing. Our
Act says : (1) "The owner of every British ship proceed-
" ing to sea from a port in the Colony (except snips under
" 20 tons register employed solely in fishing, pleasure
"yachts, and ships plying within restricted limits) shall,
" before the time hereinafter mentioned, have marked
" upon each of her sides, amidships, or as near thereto
" as is practicable, in white or yellow, on a dark ground,
"on in black on a light ground, a circular disc 12 inches
"in diameter, with a horizontal line 18 inches in length
"drawn through the centre." (2) "The centre of this
" disc shall be placed at such level as may be approved
" by the Minister below the deck-line marked under this
" Act, and specified in the certificate given thereunder,
" and shall indicate the maximum load-line in salt water
"to which it shall be lawful to load the ship." We also
make provision that we accept the Board of Trade mark
as well, so that if you put in a provision of that character
in your Act, you control the whole thing.

Captain CHALMERS : We think it entirely unneces-
sary, for Cape Horn vessels which run along between
the parallels 55 and 60 are out of the storm area.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Why should there be any
objection to it?

Captain CHALMERS : Because you will handicap
sailing ships to the extent of 3 inches of loading.

Mr. FERNIE Have you any records to show that
there has been any danger or any losses of ships going
round Cape Horn, because so far as we can find out there
are none.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No, I have not.
Mr. FERNIE : What is the use of handicapping the

trade?
The CHAIRMAN : Sailing ships have been vary hard

hit, not merely by steam competition,- but by the Work-
men's Compensation Act of last year, amongst other
things. They have had a bad time, and they are going
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out gradually, and that is a misfortune for the Navy.That is where our sailors are trained. We don't wantsailing ships to go out altogether; we don't want to
handicap them unless we are bound.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You have this provision inthe North Atlantic-, and I do not think you will find
heavier seas there than you will round Cape'Horn.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Have you ever been
there ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : No, but I have read terrible
accounts.

Captain CHALMERS: The Cape Horn sea is a longregular sea. The North Atlantic is like a boiling porridgepot; you never know where the sea is coming from. Younever get a true sea in the Atlantic, and south of CapeHorn there is a long regular se-a which seldom or never
changes.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : I saw a person the other daywho came from South Africa, and he said it was like
a boiling pot sometimes, from the Cape of Good Hopeto Australia.

Mr. DUNLOP : The whole point is this : you are notgoing to handicap a trade which is of great benefit to thenation simply out of an imaginary idea? You must show-
proof before you do a thing of that kind.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : They have the power to do
it in New Zealand. Give ns the power: that is all wewant.

Mr. DUNLOP : You are here to confer with us. Ithink Mr. Chalmers, as a practical seaman, has givenvery good reasons why you should not apply it, andtherefore we want you to give a good reason whv vouwant it.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : May I ask New Zealandif they apply the North Atlantic mark to ships goinground the Horn ? b

Sir JOSEPH WARD : If we found a ship lifting this
mark up, we should step in and exercise the provisions ofour law and detain her. We don't use it for the purposesof restricting our trade. We have the power to protectpeople by the use of the mark. We accept the ImperialBoard of Trade's mark upon ships that come to ourcountry.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I would like to suggest toSir William Lyne, if he is going to stand by subsection Aof Clause 2, that he should not put it on ships leavingAustralia via Cape Horn merely. As a matter of fact,very few vessels do leave Australia via Cape Horn totrade to any British port. There are ships that runfrom Newcastle to Valparaiso or Rio de Janeiro, but that
is another thing. If you mean it to apply to these, welland good. As a matter of fact, they don't go—CaptainChalmers will tell you how near they go to the Horn
It might apply to these, but it does not apply to theregular trading steamers. The one only comes to Aus-tralia 111a the Horn and goes back via the Cape. If weare to have a bad weather load line, it ought to apply tovessels trading round Australia as well as those—if thereare any—that go round the Horn from Australia. Iventure to say this, that you get on occasions, as heavyseas round the Australian coast as you get anywhere.The Commission, however, found it oould not fix a seasonfor a winter load line; we could not get evidence towarrant it. You might get heavy seas in the summer or
in the spring. Round the south, east, and west vou getrough weather at any time of the vear, and thereforeif we are going to have this mark we'ought to have it toapply indifferently to all seasons and all voyages, and itcertainly should apply to the coast. The evidence wehave with reference to the " Nemesis," a coal-laden boatthat went down, was, that she was loaded right to hermark, and it was sought to be shown that if she had hadthe lower mark she would not have gone down: but wecould not get that evidence.

Mr. COX : Might I ask Sir William, if he gets theNew Zealand provision, will he undertake to follow theNew Zealand practice ?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Oh, no; I do not make anypromise of that kind, because I can only promise while Iam in office.

19 -A. sa.

Mil. COX : I only asked for yourself.
Sir WILLIAM LVNK . I would be quite prepared toaccept the New Zealand provision, and I think we shouldmost likely deal with it in the way they do, that is, havethe power to raise or lower the mark if it appears avessel was too heavily laden. I only want it for safetv :I don't want to do anything to injure the trade.
The CHAIRMAN : Which is the section of the NewZealand Act?
Sir JOSEPH WARD : Section 207.
Mr. CUNLIFFE : I should like to point out thatunder the Imperial Act, Section 440, if a vessel leavesour waters marked according to our law she has to keepthat mark the whole time she is out there, and she comesunder a penalty, and it must be considered, as it hasbeen considered in New Zealand, that it would be verydifficult, if not raising a point of law, if after a vessel hasleft our port properly equipped according to our law andgoes on her voyage, because she happens to touch at acolony she should come under a new condition. TheImperial Act says: "Where a ship proceeds on any' voyage from a port in the United Kingdom for which"the owner is required to enter the ship outwards, the"disc indicating the load line shall be marked before so"entering her, or if that is not practicable, as soon after-" wards as may be." I want to save that position, at allevents, and I have very little doubt New Zealand hasborne thai in mind in framing their Act.

Sip. WILLTAM LYNE : Cannot vou trust Australiathe same as New Zealand?
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We have the power.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : New Zealand has made aspecial law.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We can do the same.

The CHAIRMAN : May I ask Sir Joseph Ward what
is the effect, of the New Zealand law upon this proposalwith regard to vessels leaving New Zealand by way of
Cape Horn ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We would follow the Board ofTrade; there is no doubt about that.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Would you if, in your opinionor in the recommendation of your officers, that vessel wasgoing away and it was unsafe?
Sir JOSEPH WARD : We could deal with her underthe general provisions.
Mr. COX : I understood Sir William Lyne to say heonly wanted it for the purposes of safety.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't want it for any otherreason.
The CHAIRMAN : Your general provisions will pro-tect you.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What is your proposal?
Mr. CUNLIFFE : My point is that if a vessel leaveshere and goes to Australia she is under an obligation tokeep her mark according to the Imperial Merchant Ship-ping Act. I think that ought to be borne in mind inconsidering this. If the mark is altered, she comes undera technical penalty. She is bound to keep her mark,and if we are satisfied here, and after many inquirieswe have come to the conclusion that is a safe mark,I would suggest you give that consideration before yonlegislate.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES ? If that principle be admitted,and I think it is a sound one since we have accepted theSurvey Certificate, you are not going to handicap theAustralian shipowner by insisting upon him having amark that practically puts him 50 or 100 or 500 tons tothe bad. You cannot do that.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I will put it in another way.Supposing we provide in any Act we are passing, as wewill pass one almost immediately we go back, a provisionsuch as New Zealand has, are there any exceptions to betaken to it?
Mr. FERNIE : So far as the shipowners are concerned,we should very strongly object.
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Mb. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We should like to look
at it—it is a page of small print—before we answer.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I don't want to waste time;
I don't want the discussion to last any longer than is
absolutely necessary, but I want to put my position
clearly. If we get the powers that they have in New-
Zealand—if there is any necessity to do it, there must be
a great necessity before we would interfere—if we get
the same powers T am quite satisfied ; I don't want any-
thing more.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : You don't want a resolution
for it at all.

Mb. BELCHER : I would like to ask this question :
what is the official recognised storm area of the Cape
Horn locality?

Captain CHALMERS : A radius of 150 miles, which
is about 2£°.

Mr. BELCHER : Well, with regard to the question, I
think that the Colonies should have some law whereby
they are empowered to interfere where they think it
necessary. Now, with regard to the Storm area around
Cape Horn, I have had a great deal of experience in the
water south of New Zealand. What I want to point out
is this—that there may be cases of a ship coming to the
Colonies, where she has been properly surveyed and per-
haps properly marked in accordance with the Board of
Trade Regulations in Great Britain, but the vessel on her
passage out has, perhaps, shown such bad behaviour
through being loaded to that mark, that there may be a
general complaint from the whole of the crew, the master
included, that the ship is not safe. That may be the
case. Sir William Lyne says he knows of a case of that
kind happening. I say, under those circumstances, the
Colonies should have the right, notwithstanding the fact
that the vessel has passed the Board of Trade Regula-
tions, to alter her load-line if they think it necessary in
the interests of the safety of the people on board.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have that power in New
Zealand ; we can absolutely alter the load-line.

Mr. BELCHER : Another thing that has to be looked
at is the disc which is put on the ship. If you notice a
properly marked ship, you will see that allowances are
made for the Indian winter and the Indian summer: that
allows the ship to be submerged a matter of two or three
inches below her ordinary normal load-line. And I con-
tend, as a practical man who has had as much experience
of the Southern Ocean as a good many, that it is almost
a necessity to have the Atlantic load-line mark on vessels
going from Australia round Cape Horn.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : What, steamers ?
Mb. BELCHER : I won't go so far as steamers where

they are loaded with coal for consumption, but so far as
the sailing ship is concerned, who does not lighten herself
by coal consumption, I think the North Atlantic load-line
should be attached to these vessels going round the Horn.
because there is no part in winter that is more bleak,
where there are heavier gales of wind, than from Australia
down to the Horn. And I contend that there is as much
necessity for the preservation of life and property down
there as there is across the North Atlantic.

Captain CHALMERS : There are steady high winds,if you like.
The CHAIRMAN : Sir Joseph Ward, I have been

looking at Section 207, subsection 4, and I see it says :" Ships which have a disc marked in accordance with
"the requirements of the Imperial Board of Trade shall
"not requite to be remarked under the provisions of this
"Act." ,

Sm JOSEPH WARD : For purposes of safety wecan cause ships to be detained irrespective of that, on
the grounds of safety, and I think no one takes exception
to that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should like to ask CaptainChalmers a Question, if I might—under Clause 206 of the
Bill upon which the Commission sat, page 288 of vour
Blue-book we say this: "No ship shall be deemed sea-" worthy under this Act unless she is in a fit state as to" condition of hull and equipment, boilers and machinery,"stowage of cargo, number and qualifications of crew," including officers, and in every other respect, to en-" counter the ordinary perils of the voyage then entered

"upon." Now, in respect of ships laden with coal—ii a
lower load-line is wanted on any class of ships, it is on
that class of ships—that is the class that is most likely to
be over-laden. W'e could not get evidence upon the point,
but we have reason to believe occasionally, although thev
are not submerged below her proper mark, still that mark
is not sufficient, and if they meet heavy weather they are
liable to be waterlogged and sink. And we say, under
Clause 206, v,e have power to deal with such ships. Does
Captain Chalmers agree with me?

Captain CHALMERS : I am afraid that is a legal
point.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What does the Board of Trade
think ?

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Cunliffe, will you answer
that?

Mr. CUNLIFFE : Would you mind repeating it?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Clause 206 says: "No ship
" shall be deemed seaworthy under this Act unless she is
"in a fit state as to condition of hull and equipment,
" boilers and machinery, stowage of cargo, number and
"qualifications of crew, including officers, and in every
"other respect to encounter the ordinary perils of the
" voyage then entered upon."

Sm JOSEPH WARD : There can be no question if the
Government considered the ship unsafe, irrespective of
the load-line, they would stop her from going to sea.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want to ask whether we
have that power under Clause 206?

Captain CHALMERS: If the vessel is in the same
structural condition as she was originally, we absolutely
do not interfere with her, but if we find she is not in the
same structural condition we withdraw the certificate; we
do not detain the ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What we want to get at is
this: here is a vessel, the load-line may be perfectly suit-
able for vessels having ordinary cargo, but say with a
stie-i ial cargo of coal, a dead weight going a bad trip, I
think under that section we ought lo have power if the
ship is old or in any other respect not fitted to encounter
the ordinary perils of the voyage, we ought to have power
to prevent her going.

Tui-: CHAIRMAN: Yes. if she is in other respects not
fitted.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If she were 20 years old,
under Captain Chalmers, we should have to let her go.

Mn. FERNIE : Why should she be any worse because
she was 20 years old ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not know; but if she-
were a hundred ?

Captain CHALMERS: The maximum load-line repre-
sents the maximum draft to which the ship could he putwith any cargo.

The CHAIRMAN : This is fixing an arbitrary load-line.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I know it is, but I am not

taking an arbitrary line now. I want to ask Mr. Cunliffe
whether, under Section 206, that will give us power to
deal with special ships?

Mit. CUNLIFFE : My impression is that if a ship has
left the United Kingdom and is m irked as she is requiredto be marked by the United Kingdom regulations or law,that if you detain her you have no right to do it. If youhave safety behind your back, or some other grounds—well, the probability is there would be at once an appeal
to a Court of Suivey, and the matter would be taken up
as to whether you were entitled to or not. We cannotprevent you from stopping her. hut the thing would befought out.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : My idea is that you would
never stop her for that alone, assuming the ship to be infirst-class condition. But this particular ship I have in
my mind is not fitted to take this particular cargo.

The CHAIRMAN : Because she is not in a fit struc-tural condition ?
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Yes. Then I think we could
ileai with nearly all the cases for which legislation should
be provided. And if you have a North Atlantic line for
ships going via the Horn, at any rate you want it all
lound Australia as well, because on occasions we have
some very bad weather indeed.

Mr. DUNLOP : Mr. Hughe* says, if a vessel were in a
a certain structural condition she might not be able to.
Now they must not interfere with a load-line which has
been arranged in this country. What they have to do is
to put her into a structural condition ; you must not touch
the load-line.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I am not talking now of a
particular kind of ship; I am speaking of all ships.

Mr. DUNLOP : If her disc and mark have been placed
by the Beard of Trade, they have taken all these matters
into consideration. But if something has altered that
structure after the time of her having the- United King-
dom, then you can insist upon her being put back into
that condition, but, you must not touch her load-line.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I mean if they are in a eon
dition to demand the other mark.

Mn. CUNLIFI'E : Surely we ought to be unanimous in
our load-line and in our disc. It ought to be a matter to
be settled.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But you make a different load-
line for a different part. We say it is bad enough to have
that special load-line you make.

Mr. FERNIE: All the figures are against you; you
cannot show that there have been accidents around Cape
Horn.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 know perfectly well there
have. ,

Mr. FERNIE ; You have a fixed idea in your mind

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I know perfectly well Cape
Horn is one of the woist places in the world.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I point out that
this resolution proposes only to deal with vessels leaving
Australia. Any assent by the British authorities would
inferentially mean not only vessels leaving Australia, but
vessels going round the Horn from this side or coining
from San Francisco or anywhere else. That is, of course,
a very important thing for the British ship. 1 quite agree
with Captain Chalmers. I have had some experience of
the Horn. I have been in a ship on her beam ends with
her cargo shifted. That ship suffered that damage going
from this side, and afterwards she had to abandon her
effort to get round and make for the Falkland Islands.
But she came through all right in her manned condition
when going in the opposite direction. It is vessels
going from this side that encounter the greatest diffi-
culties and dangers; there is no great danger from the
other side.

Mb. PEMBROKE : Was that going out J
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes; it is a different

thing altogether the other way.
Mr. PEMBROKE : I have had sailing ships going to

New Zealand for twenty-five years. We went by the
Cape of Good Hope and home by Cape Horn, and the
only trouble we had was with icebergs.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I want to point out,
if this is adopted by the members of the Conference,
inferentially it will mean the adoption of the Atlantic
mark for all ships going round the Horn.

The CHAIRMAN : In the face of the unanimous re-
ports of our Commissions of experts who have been sitting
on it, we could not possibly agree to it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Why object to the provisions
that are in the New Zealand Act?

The CHAIRMAN : I understand they were subject to
a certain despatch that was sent out there.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: You are referring to the
despatch with reference to their remaining until this Con-
ference ?

The CHAIRMAN : No; I think another despatch
which would suggest that some of the provisions are

ultra vires. For instance, 1 am told 209 would be limited
to cases to which Clause 440 of the Imperial Act does not
apply.

Sm WILLIAM LVNE : We- are delaying a good deal,
and if there is anything the authorities can bring forward,
would it not be better for them to bring it forward ?

Tin; CHAIRMAN : I think so.

Mr. DUNLOP : I want to say one word. There is the
point of view of the underwriters that it is the cheapest
voyage round the world.

Captain CHALMERS : I cannot trace a single record
of a disaster coming home that way.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am prepared to accept the
provisions of the New Zealand Act without specifying the
North Atlantic mark. And if this is given it won't be
abused, as it is not abused in New Zealand.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : Here is the despatch. May I read
it? It is the despatch of Mr. Lyttelton to the Govern-
ment of New Zealand, 6th March, 1905: "Referring to
"your telegram of 13th February, His Majesty's Govern-
" ment much regret delay in assenting to Shipping and
"Seamen's Bill, which has arisen from apparent conflict
"of some of its provisions with Merchant Shipping Act," 1894. After full consideration, I have decided to advise
" His Majesty to assent, and Order will accordingly be
" submitted to the King in Council at first opportunity.' Your Ministers are, of course, aware that any provisions"in Bill conflicting with Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,"are void and inoperative under Colonial Laws Validity
"Act, 1665, and that any provisions purporting to regu-" late conduct of ships, and persons on ships, not regis-tered in New Zealand when these ships are outside the" limits of the Colony must be equally inoperative. I'shall address you shortly by despatch on the subject of" Merchant Shipping legislation."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That means if the law doesnot stop it. It is there. I am prepared to take it on the
same understanding.

The CHAIRMAN : It is suggested that we shoulddiscuss it at this Conference, and we have discussed it.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : What is going to be the

general result? All I want to do is, I want to have it
understood, and I should like to have it on record, and wccan put it on record, and a clause can be drafted later onby the officials, perhaps, to make it similar to the New
Zealand Act.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Well, Sir William, that of coursewould involve a recognition on the part of the ImperialGovernment that where there was a conflict between theNew Zealand provisions and ours, we accepted the New-Zealand interpretation.
Siu WILLIAM LYNE: We cannot upset your law. Ifthe law is good
The CHAIRMAN : No, I don't want the Executiveto be bound over, because it is the Executive who will putthe law into motion.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We cannot possibly acceptanything less than New Zealand has; we cannot go backand say, " Yes, we are prepared to accept this suggestion,"but the New Zealand people have a right to do some-■' thing else." We cannot do that.
The CHAIRMAN : No; but we accept the interpre-tation placed by New Zealand upon their Jaw.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What they say is, they acceptthe Imperial disc.
The CHAIRMAN : They made the exception that ifthey think a ship is unsafe on general grounds, they saythey must interfere. We do not challenge that. If Aus-tralia is prepared to accept that interpretation of the law,by all means we do not challenge it. But the Imperialdisc is paramount so far as we are concerned ; but if ongeneral grounds they say she is unsafe, we never chal-lenge that right.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The interpretation of anysection of any Act does not depend upon what the Crownlaw officers say. A shipowner might take a case intoCourt, and of course it would be the Court's interpre-tation of the law that would decide the matter, anet no
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evidence would be received as to what we think here or
what they thought in Parliament. And therefore if we
say we are prepared to accept what New Zealand has, and
if those words mean more or less than they think, that is
a question for the Courts. But we cannot have less than
their words. I would not be prepared to accept them
with that qualification.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : When the Colonial Secretary wired
the King's assent to that Bill, he made the conditions
perfectly clear. I have read the despatch. We cannot
possibly recede from that position.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I did not ask you to. But
you cannot ask us to take a position inferior to New Zea-
land in this matter.

The CHAIRMAN : We are quite satisfied with the
New Zealand position.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : There can be no doubt about
this, that if Australia adopted a law similar to ours, what-
eiii that law means would be settled by a Superior
Tribunal. That is, I think, all you can expect. You
cannot expect this Conference to give an interpretation of
what the law is. In our country the application of the
Act has worked admirably. We have had no trouble
with it.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : And none with the Merchant
Shipping?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : No. If we found a ship
which we believed to be unsafe, under our Act we would
stop it.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : And you have the clause: -'Ihat
"ships which have the disc marked in accordance- with

"the requirements of the Imperial Board of Trade shall
" not require to be remarked."

Sir JOSEPH WARD : We have that in our Act.

Mu. I-KRNIK : There are very few sailing vessels in
your trade coming home round Cape Horn.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Is this the resolution
that Sir William Lyne wishes, that the Qommonwealth
accepts the New Zealand Act as regards the load-line?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Yes.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I would go further than
that. I would say that there should be uniformity in the
shipping laws of Australia and New Zealand. That is
something further.

The CHAIRMAN : Will you move that.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Yes. "That the Com-

" monwealth adopt the provisions of the New Zealand
" Act with regard to the load line." That is only a
matter for the Commonwealth.

The CHAIRMAN : I will put that to the meeting.
Mn. FERNIE: No; I think we ought to protest

against any colony having the right to alter the load-
line.

Mr. DUNLOP : You have made it perfectly clear that
the New Zealand law has no power to alter the free-
board. Mr. Hughes is saying he wants the same as New
Zealand; but New Zealand has no power to alter our
free-board.

The CHAIRMAN : I do not know whether we have
made it perfectly clear what our position is.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What we are doing now is
practically getting the power to repeat in words the terms
of that section in the New Zealand Act.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : I want to point out this, that one
of the provisions of the New Zealand Act, 209, did not
have following it the proviso : " That ships which have
" the disc marked in accordance with the requirements of
"the Imperial Board of Trade shall not require to be re-
" marked under the provisions of this Act." I under-
stand that that sub-section which I have just read is
accepted by New Zealand in their interpretation. There-
fore, when you come to formulate your Act on the basis
of the New Zealand Act, see that that exception covers
the whole of your legislation, and do not put it half-way

through like New Zealanel has done, because it leaves a
certain amount of ambiguity.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I object altogether to that.
You are seeking to tie us down. I do not know which
section comes first.

Mr. CUNLIFFE :_ 207. In the New Zealanel Act you
will find the exception.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : And which is the other sec
tion?

Mr. CUNLIFFE : 309 does not have it repeated.
The CHAIRMAN : It seems to me it is perfectly

clear. I cannot interpret it as a lawyer would.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : I said there was an ambiguity.
Tin, CHAIRMAN : I think it is perfectly clear, .mil

Dr. Fitchett agrees that the New Zealanel Government has
not claimed the right to alter the Imperial disc. If that
is the case, I do not see why the Australian Colonies
should not do exactly the same.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I want to put myself in the
same position.

Hon. \\. M. HUGHES: That does not do so. The
mere fact of Dr. Fitchett saying that, does not alter the
fact that at law these words mean what a Court of Law
may say they mean.

The CHAIRMAN : Let us proceed now; I think we
have made the position clear. Let us proceed to (6) :"That it is advisable to have a light load-line for ships in
" ballast."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : In reference to (6), I do not
know of any cases where there is any direct provision or
definite provision, but I do know that some of the most
dangerous voyages that are made- by ships are by sailingships in light ballast. I have had an experience myself,and I think it is very dangerous. Now there is a provi-sion in the New Zealand Act in reference to that question
also. That, I think, covers it.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : N... we have nothing bearing
upon light load-line.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : I am not going to keep theConference- long with regard to this matter. I think it
must be patent to everyone who has been to sea that it is
not advisable that a ship shall go to sea without sufficient
ballast, especially on a long voyage, and such things dohappen. We have had a good many casualties with shipsin ballast. Now I want to see whether the Commission
will agree that these ships shall have a light load-line inballast or whether it is to be .left with the respectiveGovernments to see when a ship is seaworthy or when she
is not. Now I do not know what the Imperial Govern
ment Act elms- The question is this—a ship is goingto Australia in ballast from here or anywhere, she has
a load-line, and it is the other way about, she does notcarry enough.

Mn. NORMAN HILL: We should detain her if she
was unseaworthy.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Do you give her a certain
minimum '.'

Mr. NORMAN HILL : No.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Now, supposing that ship goes
to Australia, what power have we?

Mu. NORMAN HILL: If we go to an Australian
port, and she is unseaworthy, you could detain her.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : 1 want to know if we have
some light load-line ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is very difficult. Some
ships can travel without ballast.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : They should not.
Hon. \V. M. HUGHES: Have you no regulations about

ballast load-line?

The CHAIRMAN : I will ask Mr. Howell to answer
that.
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Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL: If the Conference will
allow me, I may say that this subject is by no means new
in this country ; it has been under the consideration of
successive Governments and Parliaments for at least 10
years. In 1878 a private member of the House of Lords
called attention to the alleged insufficient ballasting of
ships, and the Board of Trade got together what evidence
they could and argued against that resolution, and it was
withdrawn. In 1898, 1901, and 1902, Bills were intro-
duced into the House of Lords, and on each occasion
they were withdrawn. But when the latter Bill was
withdrawn, the Government promised that the whole
matter should be referred to a Committee, and a strong
Committee of the House of Lords, under the chairman-
ship of Lord Spencer, was appointed to go into the
matter. That was in 1902, and it began its sittings
in February, 1903; and after hearing a large number
of witnesses, reported in May of the same year. The
report was presented to Parliament, and copies are, of
course, available for members of this Conference. I
will read one or two short extracts from it. The first is
this

HOT. W. M HUGHES: What report is that?

The CHAIRMAN : It is a report from the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Lords to inquire into the question
of the light load-line. They went into the matter very
fully, and a large number of witnesses were called, and
Mr. Howell is now going to read one or two extracts from
that report.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWKLL: "Although for various
" reasons the practice of sending ships to sea in ballast
"seems to be increasing, the Committee find from the
"evidence which they have received, and from the Board
"of Trade statistics, that there has been no serious loss
"of life on ships in ballast, as compared with such loss
" in the case of vessels with full cargoes, and that acci-
" dents to the machinery in such ships are decreasing."
Further on they say : " The Committee are informed by
" Mr. Howell, C.8., an Assistant Secretary of the Board
"of Trade, >n the authority of statistics produced, that
"of the total tonnage which cleared at the various ports
"in the United Kingdom in 1902, 32j per cent, was in
"ballast, as against per cent, with cargo; and that
'' whereas of the vessels totally lost in the 17 years ending
"on the 30th June, 1901, 17 per cent., as against 83 per
"cent., were in ballast; of the tonnage totally lost, 13 per
"cent., is against 87 per cent., was in ballast; and of the
"seamen lost, 10 per cent., as against 90 per cent., were
" lost from ships in ballast. The average annual number
"of seamen lost fiom all kinds of merchant vessels belong-
" ing to the United Kingdom in the 17 years ending on the
" 30th June, 1902. was 988, and the average number of
" lives lost from vessels in ballast was 99. During the last
"year there has been a decided diminution in the number
"of lives lost from vessels in ballast, and only three
"vessels in ballast, have been missing during the- last two
" winters. It cannot, therefore, be said to be proved that
" vessels in large- numbers are unseaworthy because want-
" ing in ballast. While such vessels are undoubtedly
" difficult to manage in rough weather, tin- number of
" accidents seems to be smaller in proportion than to ships
"in cargo." After making several other comments and
recommendations, the Committe-e went on to say, in para-
graph 13 of their report : " The Committee are, therefore,
" unable to recommend the adoption of a light load-line,
"because, in their opinion, there has been no loss of life,
such as was proved to exist when the deep load-line be-
" came law, sufficient to justify legislation of this restric-
" tive character, which would of necessity press hardly
"upon shipowners." In the concluding paragraphs of
their report, the Committee observe: "The Committee
"have received important evidence from Mr. W. J.
" Howell, C.8., an Assistant Secretary of the Board of
"Trade and Chief of the Marine Department, and find
"that the Board, whilst strongly opposed to any fresh
" legislation at the present time, believing that the evil of
" underballasting is being done away with, yet consider
"that it is possible to make further improvements in the
"ballasting of ships. The Committee, therefore, confi-
" dently rely upon the Board of Trade to use the powers
"already conferred upon them by Parliament to prevent
"the improper or insufficient ballasting of.ships. It will
"be the duty of the Board to apply at once to Parliament
"if at any future date they consider any extension of
"their powers necessary in the public interest." Now, in
accordance with the recommendations of the Committee,
the Board of Trade issued instructions to their detaining
officer and surveyors as to their power to detain ships if

unsafe by reason of insufficient, improper, or improperly
secured ballast. At the same time, warnings and caution-
ary letters were issued broadcast to all concerned, urging
the necessity for the exercise of great care to secure
proper ballasting. A paper showing exactly what was
done was presented to Parliament in July, 1903. I am
glad to be able to add, in conclusion, that nothing has
happened since 1903 that would justify the Board of
Trade in applying to Parliament for further powers. The
fact is. that the statistics of loss of life on ships in ballast
have been even less serious in recent years than in those
reviewed by the House of Lords Committee. I find that
the total number of seamen lost from vessels in ballast
during the period from June, 1901, to the present date
has been 321, as compared with 773 in the six previous
years, and of these deaths only 87 occurred in steamers
in I he latter period, as compared with 197 in the former.
I will only add that, in my opinion, these facts show the
wisdom of the course adopted in this country with regard
to the matter referred to in the resolution before us.
With full powers of prevention and punishment in their
hands, His Majesty's Government has felt, as the Com-
mittee of the House of Lords felt, "that it would be
" unwise to put any further legislative restrictions upon
■British ships which could not equally be applied to
" foreign vessels, unless it could be proved that such
" restrictions were absolutely necessary for the safeguard-
ing of human life." 1 think I have- told the Com-
inittee enough to show that this subject has had great
attention paid to it in this country, and although it is
being still carefully watched, there can be no doubt that
loss of life has been decreasing and a remedy is beingfound.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I understand you have been
very careful or more careful than you were before, which
has .aused a decrease of loss of life in certain periods.That is in consequence of that report. I suppose, first,by careful inspection, and, secondly, by not allowing thoseships to go to sea unless they were seaworthy.

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL: I think the improve-ment can be attributed to many causes. Stronger pro-peller shafts is one cause, and then another is the in-creased .are of shipowners themselves to issue instructionsto s.c lire proper ballast, and the third is, of course, theincreased vigilance of the Board of Trade.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: That seems to me to have
something to do with the increased strength of the pro-peller shaft.

Mn. WALTER J. HOWKLL: With regard to the pro-peller shaft, it will be interesting if I tell you what theCommittee of the House of Lords said under the circum-
stances. The Committee attribute this decrease in acci-•'dents to the machinery in steamers very largely to the"action taken by Lloyds' Register, on the recommenda-

tion of a Special Committee which sat some three years"ago. to devise means to prevent the large number of"breakages to screw shafts which were alleged to be due"to the iinderhallasting of ships. On the advice of this"Committee, Lloyds' altered their rules with regard to" the size and strength of propeller shafts. The results"of this policy seem to have been most satisfactory, judg-" ing from the large decrease in the number of accidents"to propellers and shafts since- 1899." I think it is onlyfair to mention that, although that has been a cause, butthere have been other causes.
Hon. \V. M. HUGHES: 1 would like to ask this,

whether in effect the regulatipns or inspection that theBoard of Trade makes of vessels in ballast—how theofficials determine whether a vessel is or is not fit to go tosea, whether this does not, in effect, amount to a light
load-line ? 6

Mr. WALTER J. HOWELL: Every ship has to beconsidered on its merits by experts.

Hon. W#M. HUGHES: As a matter of fact, don Ithose experts look at the depth to which the hull is sub-merged ? Doesn't that amount practically to a light load-line'' " °
Mu. WALTER J. HOWELL : Not to marking a lightload-line. s *
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But marking is not the pointat all. It is submerged to a point the expert considerssufficient.
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Captain CHALMERS : According to the duration of
the voyage or the nature of the voyage.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would like to say that a light
load-line by itself would be no protection at all, because
you might shove the vessel down to that with a deck
cargo, and over it would go with the first squall. If you
insisted upon a light load-line without saying where the
load was to be put, certainly men would put it in the
most convenient place. A ship too light would be sub-
merged to the required line or point with a deck cargo or
ballast and might go over.

Mu. WALTER J. HOWELL : With regard to what
you say, I will read another paragraph. "The Committee
" would also point out that a light load-line, although it
"might prevent the insufficient loading of a ship, would
"be no real protection against improper loading."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You must put your cargo in
the bottom and trim the ship.

Mr. FERNIE : In some ships you would not be able
to do that. They have such a peculiar construction you
would have to put some of the cargo above the water-line.

Thk CHAIRMAN : This seems to be the position:
you have considered the matter vary carefully in Aus-
tralia, and after hearing a good deal of evidence you
evidently could not come to a conclusion and referred it
to the .Merchant Shipping Conference. We have con-
sidered the matter over here very carefully, and had a
great many witnesses and decided against it. We decided
the best method of meeting the difficulty was by more-
rigid administration. Well, under those circumstances, I
suggest to Sir William Lyne it is hardly a case for a load-
line.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 do not intend to press that.
It seems to mi- you have a very strong report—a report, I
think, I should like to have a copy of. We have still the
power to deal with any ship that attempts to leave our
shores too light in ballast; we have that power, and there
seems to be such an objection to marking i light load line-
in ballast that it does seem, as Mr. Hughes just now
said, you simply put ballast down at the top instead of at
the bottom. Ido not propose to press it; I think it has
been a very good discussion, so that I will not go further
with it.

Hon. \V. M. HUGHES : I was just going to su
that we should amend it to make it read "Advisable that
"a ship in ballast should be subject to inspection."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I have withdrawn it for the
reason that we have the power.

The CHAIR.u AN : Now No. 3 :—" That all seamen
"be engaged only through a'Government officer — the
" Superintendent.''

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON • Might I suggest to Sir
William that both 3 and 4 are matters entirely within our
own hands.

The CHAIRMAN : No. I I hove uiled out of order,
because we have already discussed and passed resolutions
on it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : In moving No. 3. there is
some difference of opinion, T know. Now under your
Merchant Shipping Act seamen can be engaged by any
person in regular employment of the shipowner, by any
superintendent, that is what your Act provides. And T
was asked the question by Mr. Mills the other day.

The CHAIRMAN : No; all foreign-going ships. You
would have to engage your seamen through a superinten-
dent.

Hon. W. M. HUOHES : Since it only affects us

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : One moment. Those very
methods are enforced here, so that I am advised

The CHAIRMAN : 'Ihat is a very different matter.
That is the licensing to supply seamen. You have to en-
fage seamen for foreign trade through a superintendent,
'hat is not the case for the home trade.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : This is the point I wanted

to get at.. Mr. Mills asked me the other day what would
happen in the case of a person who was employed by the
shipowner or by a member of his crew —that, I under-
stand, can be dime in New Zealand ?

Mr. MILLS : May I read the New Zealand Act? It
says :—" No person other than a superintendent or a
"person licensed under the last section, or the owner or
" some person in his constant and exclusive employ, shall
"supply or engage a seaman to be entered on board any
" ship."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is done without being
licensed to do it. What I want to ray about this is this.
Y'ou, Mr. President, said it was done through a superin-
tendent. We know our Act proposes it a little different
to that, and we propose to license, and I certainly do not
intend in the Act to allow the master or anyone connected
with the ship to engage without they are licensed to
engage, for this reason—we have in some of our ports,
especially in Newcastle, the officers of the ships that do
the damage and give the opportunity to do it, and we pro-
pose to license, at any rate in the case Mr. Mills put.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: License generally. The Com-
mission recejjtimends nobody should be licensed.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I know that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is entirely a misappre-
hension of the position.

The CHAIRMAN : That is a very different thing from
the engaging by a superintendent.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Engaging before a superin-
tendent. Who appoints that superintendent ?

Thk. CHAIRMAN : The Board of Trade. At least,
since last year the Board of Trade : formerly it used to
be the Local Marine Board.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Don't you allow any man to
be engaged except through the certificate of your superin
tendent ?

The CHAIRMAN : No.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: That is the point, because
an objection is raised, and it has been pointed out that
cannot be done. What we are proposing is to deal with
this matter.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What you say is not the point
at all.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We are proposing this : the
Minister may grant a license to any person for engaging
seamen.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is your new Bill.
Sin WILLIAM LYNE : Yes. That is so far as I am

concerned and so far as the Government is concerned.
They are not going to allow the present system which is
carried on in some of our ports to continue. That is to
say, we are going to have someone whom we can tnist to
deal with this matter, and not allow the crimping that
takes place at the present time.

The CHAIRMAN : But we have absolutely nothing to
do with that. We have absolutely nothing to do with anyregulations you may make with regard to seamen engagedin Australia. We have our own regulations here, and
if it will be of any use at all to you to make clear what
our position is, we can supply you with a memorandum.
But I do not see why it should come before us to be
discussed. You are inviting us to discuss your domestic-
affairs.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We do not believe in what
Sir William Lyne has said, either.

The CHAIRMAN : It is not really a matter for us to
discuss at all.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : I do not agree with you, for
this reason : We are going to put this thing in an Act,
and we are going to vary what you are doing, and the
object of this Conference is to try and act unanimously
if we can.

Thk CHAIRMAN : No, pardon me, so far as sailors
engaged in Australia are concerned, we have nothing to do
with that. We have nothing to do with regard to your
method in engaging seamen.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE: I know that; but I think it
is very much better for you to know what we are going to
do in this regard now instead of hereafter.
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Mr. MILLS : Sir William wants to make the way clear
for his Act.

The CHAIRMAN : These things do not interfere with
us. I think it is very desirable that we should arrive at
an understanding, but with regard to any machinery
which you may set up to protect men engaged in the
Commonwealth, that is entirely a matter for yourselves,
and I do not see how we can interfere.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : 1 should like to say that
Clause 3, as put forward by Sir William Lyne, is not at
all conclusive or satisfactory in any shape or form to me,
and therefore I would not have it. It is Ineffective.

The CHAIRMAN : That is why I do not think we
ought to engage in the discussion. Now No. s:—"That
"imprisonment for desertion be abolished.' I wish Mr.
Haveloek Wilson was here, because he represents the
sailors, and he is strongly in favour of imprisonment for
desertion. And therefore I think, perhaps, Sir William
had better open, and then we will adjourn.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : So far as this resolution is
concerned, I do not think you have any provision for im-
prisonment for desertion.

Thk CHAIRMAN : Last year we reinstated it in
another form. We found we could not very well get on
without it, because some sailors when engaged go on
board ship, and after having been engaged or paid some-
thing in advance, they sometimes get drunk or get into
bad company, and the ship might be detained for hours
or a day or two.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We propose to abolish the
advance note. They won't get that, and then there will
not be so much inducement to take drink.

The CHAIRMAN : It is a very serious matter here,
and Mr. Haveloek Wilson agreed in a case of that kind
they ought to be punished. It was moved by Mr. Have
lock Wilson, who is the sailors' representative here, " That
" where a seaman has been lawfully engaged and has
"received an advance note .... 21 days." That
includes the element of fraud; it is where he has receivedmoney and then does not turn up.

Hon. W. M. HUGHKS : That is obtaining money under
false pretences.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : All I stated, Mr. President, is
that your law does not provide any imprisonment fordesertion. Of course, if you bring in the element of
fraud, it is quite a different thing, and I do not proposein any way to allow any person to get off without im-prisonment if there is any fraud. But what you did inEngland, surely you don't object to our doing, that isabolishing imprisonment for desertion.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Would you extend the
abolition to desertion from foreign ships' Would youimprison at the instance of the Consul !

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I do not know how far thelaw would take it. I object altogether to imprisonmentfor desertion in the way it has been done. We had a casenot very long ago in Australia, anil it was a very seriousone. Sometimes, very often, the fault is altogether withthe master in causing the man to desert ; in fact, I thinkin nine cases out of ten it is with the master

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I think vou. in yourBill, retain imprisonment for desertion from foreign ships.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES i If we apply it to Britishships, we should certainly apply it to foreign ships.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : In Section 176 of the Common-wealth Bill, they take very wide powers to restore desertersto foreign ships, not foreign-going ships.
The CHAIRMAN : That is very unfair to the British.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I should not relieve foreignships and place them in a better position than Britishships.
Hon. W M. HUGHES : Will you let me point out thaton page 16 of your Blue-book the Commission recommendsthat : " Imprisonment for desertion to be abolished in'I respect of :—(1) All desertions in Australia from anv"vessels. (2a) Desertions abroad from ships registered

" in the Commonwealth. (26) Desertions abroad from
"ships continuously trading to any port in the Cotnmon-
" wealth and whose final port of discharge of crew is in
"the Commonwealth." That would be covered by their
contract. Men under Articles drawn out in the Common-
wealth are subject to Commonwealth law.

Mr. COX : Might I ask one question. Supposing a man
deserts from a ship under a foreign flag in an Australian
port, would Australia give the assistance of the police to
recover the deserter?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We hand him over. I am
almost inclined to think that international courtesy would
make us do that.

Mb. COX : I only raised the question because there are
certain treaties by which we are bound to do that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I don't think there is any
intention to interfere with the present practice in that
respect. We merely say we don't allow our jails to be
used, but if you want the man we will hand him over to
you.

Hon. I)U(.ALI) THOMSON : The recommendation of
the Commission says :—" In cases of desertion in Com-
" monwealth ports from ships other than those mentioned
"in la and lb" deserters should be placed aboard such
vessels upon request by competent authority—that means
in respect of cases of desertion from ships not registered
in the Commonwealth or not continuously trading to any
port in the Commonwealth, and whose final port of dis-
charge of crew is in the Commonwealth.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think that covers the pointraised.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We are making this proposi-

tion for desertion, forfeiture of all accrued wages and
emoluments and all the effects he leaves on board; and in
the case of foreign ships, for desertion we propose 12weeks' imprisonment for the first offence and six months
for subsequent desertion.

Mr. COX : For ships under a foreign flag'.'
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Yes.
Mr. COX : You would punish the foreign deserter, hutnot the British.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : So far as I am concerned.

British ships will get all the advantages the foreign do.
This is the draft Hill ; but I won't do anything that willgive a foreign ship an advantage over a British ship. The
Minister may order any seaman sentenced under any partof this Act to be put on board the ship.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Does that apply to all ships ?
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : No; only foreign ships.
Mr. ANDERSON : On the homeward voyage thebalance of account is against the seaman.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is your argument infavour of imprisonment.
Mr. ANDERSON : No, I am not arguing in favour ofimprisonment. I am arguing for something in favour ofinducing the man to keep to his bargain. I am not vin-dictive.
Sir \\ I LI. IAM LYNE : No, I don't suppose you are.But the proposal we have made is simply to forfeit all hiswages and his effects.
Mr. NORMAN HILL: He won't have any underthose circumstances. And when you consider the questionof the abolition of all imprisonment for desertion I thinkit is necessary you should consider the necessity forrelieving the shipowner of all penalties for leaving thedeserter behind.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : We have some very drasticlines with regard to that.
Mr. NORMAN HILL : But if you encourage the mento desert by freeing them from all effective punishment,and then fine us, because thev have deserted, it would bea little bit hard.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : You have a very nice simpleway of putting a very drastic position ; there is no doubtabout that. If we did that, it would be a very extremecourse to take, because we have laws that are very con-
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crete, I may say, with regard to leaving men behind,
especially such men as we don't want.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We point this out on page 17
of your blue book: "And the law should be further
" amended so that any seaman may, by giving due notice.
" quit his ship without incurring criminal or civil liability.
" If he does not give notice your Commissioners consider
"the case will be met by the forfeiture of all or any part
"of the wages, at the discretion of the court, then due to
" him together with the liability to be sued for such
" damages as his employer may have suffered through his
"action." If he gets another job, supposing he leaves
you, you could sue him.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Suppose he leaves us and steps
on shore you fine us ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You can sue him.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: You are telling the man that
he is entitled to break his contract whenever he pleases,
and if he does break his contract and remains ashore, and
you consider him undesirable we are fined £100.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Oh, well, if you persist—you
are really between the devil and the deep-sea there. Sup-
posing a coloured man comes off a ship, we should cer-
tainly fine the master or owner or agent £100 for lettinghim come ashore, and then hand him over.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: You'd catch him and carry
him on board.

The CHAIRMAN : But they have to pay their £100
and lose their man.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No. We would give you the
man back. In all cases where you pay the £100 we deliver

man.

The CHAIRMAN : Vou only deliver the goods to the
foreigner.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Sir William Lyne has
proposed they should be delivered, and the Commissioners'
Report suggests they shall be delivered.

Mr. COX : Does it recommend that if they do not
deliver, the fine is remitted ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : There is only a fine inexceptional cases

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We are under obligations to
keep our men on board under these very heavy penalties,
and it is important nothing should be done to weaken the
obligation on the part of the men. So if they are going
to say to the men, " You may break your contract when-
" ever you please, and if there is anything due to you,
" you lose it"

The CHAIRMAN : They don't quite say so now.
What they say now is, "We won't allow you to break
" your contract. We will catch you if we can and put you
" on board."

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Which is a very different posi-
tion. But they have weakened our position in dealing
with the men very greatly. That man is no longer guiltyof a criminal offence. They have told the man, " You
"may break your contract, and we won't punish you."
But at the same lime they must relieve us from all penal-
ties for leaving him on shore.

The CHAIRMAN : We say, in case of desertion in
Commonwealth ports from ships other than our own, or
those ships whose final port of dischaige is in the Common-
wealth, we hand them over by request of the competent
authority which in one case would be the Consul and in
another case the captain of the ship.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I quite agree shipowners
can very properly urge that if those with whom they have
a contract are allowed to break it whenever they choose,
that they, as shipowners, should be allowed to break their
contract whenever they choose. Well, that would not be
agreed to. I don't suppose you would let shipowners dis-charge men all over the world in places where they could
not get employment, and in that case there is inequality.
Of course, this is complicated by the other fact that in
Great Britain there is no punishment by imprisonment for
desertion unaccompanied by fraud, and of course it is
therefore rather difficult to say that in Australia they
shall be imprisoned.

Mr. DUNLOP : The position is a little different
because it would be a mere case of keeping the man in
prison and putting him on board the ship when he is about
to sail.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Norman Hill has moved this
not as an amendment, but to add after the words " that
" imprisonment for desertion be abolished," add the words
"in the country in which the seaman is engaged except"in the case of a seaman who, after negotiating his
"advance note, wilfully or through misconduct fails to
"join his ship or deserts before the note is payable. And
"that in the case of a deserter the shipowner be relieved
" from all responsibility for his repatriation, and that
" no penalty be imposed on the shipowner by the State
" in which the deserter is left for leaving such deserter
" behind."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We could not have that.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : That might mean that if an
alien, who was on board a ship, deserted and got into our
country, he would have the right to remain there. Now,
as a matter of fact, if an alien comes to cur country we
won't allow him to land, and we impose upon the ship-
owner that he does not land passengers of that kind. If
you put that latter portion in, clearly we might have the
introduction of aliens brought about in the other way.
We don't want to imprison aliens. We don't want them
in New Zealand at all.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: If you have them and keepthem till they are ready

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Supposing your ship came to
Australia and one of your crew deserted, and he was an
undesirable, yon are liable.

Mr. DUNLOP : What you are saying is to encourage
them to desert.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : We don't want to keep them ;
we want to help you.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I will move as an amendment
on the bare motion, " That in cases of desertion in Com-
" monwealth ports from ships other than those registered
"in Australia, or ships whose final port of discharge of
" the crew- is in the Commonwealth, that the deserters
"shall be placed on board such vessel upon request by"competent authorities." That is what we recommend inthe Commission, and that seems to place shipowners in afair position ; that is to say, if the men get off, if the
owners request, they can be put back on the ship.

The CHAIRMAN: I think we will adjourn for lunch,and if Mr. Hughes will put that in, we can consider that
and the shipowner's amendment after lunch.

(The Conference adjourned for lunch.)

Afternoon Session.
The CHAIRMAN : Well now, this is Mr. Hughes'sproposal, to add after Sir William Lyne's resolution

"That imprisonment for desertion be 'abolished " the
words " provided that in respect to desertion from ships"other than those (a) registered in the Commonwealth.
"(6) whose final port of discharge is in the Common-" wealth, deserters shall be placed on board such vessels"by request of the competent authority, in the case of a" foreign vessel the Consul of that country, and in the
"case of a British ship the captain." That is Mr.Hughes's proposal. Now, Mr. Norman Hill wants to add
this : " That you should imprison in Australia, in cases" where provided for elsewhere, that is where there has"been an Advance Note, and he wilfully, or through mis-
" conduct, fails to join his ship." That is a case of fraud.
And the seeond point he wants to add is : "That in the
"case of a deserter, the shipowner be relieved from all" responsibility for his repatriation, and that no penalty"be imposed on the shipowner by the State in which the
" deserter is left, for leaving such deserter behind."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Well, as to the first, the case
of fraud, that will not apply to any ship that is in Aus-tralia other than in the case of those seamen who haveshipped in Australia. The case of fraud that Mr. Hill has
in his mind is where a man engages to come on a ship,ureives an amount of money in consideration of his so
promising, and then fails to fulfil his contract. That
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cannot apply in Australia except in iegard to ships regis-
tered in Australia—we propose to abolish Advance Notes
—it cannot apply to any British ship except in cases where
the seaman has been engaged in Australia. With regard
to the second part, if that refers to a foreign seaman that
our Immigration Acts may apply, I feel sure the Parlia-
ment would not repeal or amend the law in that particular.
But I must say to Mr. Hill, the law has never been
enforced in regard to any other than coloured seamen, the
law is never enforced at all. I will first put the question
to Dr. Wollaslon. (To Dr. Wollaston) : Is the law ever
sought to be enforced in reference to foreign seamen, other
than colcuied aliens who leave their ships ? I mean to
say, do they ever seek to impose a fine of £100?

Dr. WOLLASTON : Yes, certainly.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have put the question to Dr.

Wollaston, but I am quite sure that it is not so enforced.

Mr. ANDERSON : Where the deserters became a
charge on the State, would the fine not be imposed ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : it only applies to coloured'
men.

Dr. WOLLASTON : It is only put in operation with
coloured men.

The CHAIRMAN : This is the point of Mr. Norman
Hill, and I agree this meets your amendment. But take
the case where you fail to find the deserter. Supposing
you fail to capture you deserter and to put him on board.
In that case Mr. Norman Hill says you ought not to fine
them because they cannot capture him.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is his point. Very well,
on that point first of all I say that it is confined ex-
clusively to coloured seamen, and therefore it does not
apply to a case of white deserters. And so far as it
applies to coloured men we could not possibly allow the
onus to be shifted. We must have somebody who is re-
sponsible for the influx of coloured persons. We apply
the test to all coloured people. If, then, they could go
aboard a ship and desert there might be connivance, there-
fore we cannot agree to the suggestion. Mr. Hill will see
our position. It won't affect nis white seamen, and it
won't affect this particular question of desertion as such.

The CHAIRMAN : I think the best plan is to have
this resolution separately.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would like to point out this
to Mr. Hill. That although we may abolish imprisonment
for desertion, that does not at all affect the proviso in the
Immigration Restriction Act that these people who are in
Australia—I do not know whether I am making myself
clear ■

The CHAIRMAN : Supposing first of all we get this
out of the way, and then we will deal with the question
of repatriation afterwards. You do not object to the first
part of Mr. Norman Hill's amendment?

Hon- W. M. HUGHES : Well, if he will specify what
he means by fraud.

The CHAIRMAN : He does.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That is to say, the taking of
the Advance Note. That he does already.

The CHAIRMAN : Then I will put your resolution.

(The Chairman then put the resolution to the meeting
and declared it carried.)

The CHAIRMAN : Now, Mr. Norman Hill, do you
want to raise this specifically ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL :If you please. By contract we
have taken every precaution we can think of to secure the
man standing by the ship until it returns. Now, sir, they
are weakening our hold over that man. They do not want
him; we want to keep him. They are weakening our
hold. They should not fine us; they should fine their
own Executive for failing to capture him.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What I want to pointout is this, that you are afraid the abolition of imprison-
ment will weaken your hold on that man and you will
incur a liability because he is at large in Australia. The
hold is not weakened as regards the penalty of imprison-
ment. He is still subject to imprisonment, and to a
longer imprisonment than would be impossible under the
desertion punishment. He is to be imprisoned and held
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till he is repatiiated, and he is still liable for that im-prisonment, an imprisonment that is more likely to be
enforced in Australia than imprisonment for desertion, and
therefore that liability for the man himself is not relieved,
and it is a greater liability than for desertion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Where is the equity of punish-ing us ? A man who has done what he is not entitled to
do deser "es to be punished, but because he deserts we are
punished.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That could not apply to a
coloured seaman, because he could not desert for higher
wages. He could not get employment in Australia. The
moment he comes tljpre he is an outlander and can be
apprehended.

The CHAIRMAN : Then Mr. Thomson points out they
are liable to imprisonment.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : He would be imprisoned, of
course, under the Alien Law.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : But surely it is extremely hard
to hold us responsible for his desertion. It was hard
enough when it was a criminal offence for the man to
desert and we could appeal to the law, but now you are
saying to everybody that they may break their contract
with the shipowner whenever they please. It is not a
criminal offence, and the imaginary penalty of losing what
is not due to him is nothing. But still they are holding
us liable for the desertion. Surely there is no equity in
that?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It can only apply to your
coloured people, and we cannot amend the Immigration
Restriction Act in this particular, because if we did we
should never see the end of it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You have a safeguard as
regards the imprisonment, because it is there in a stronger
sense than with an ordinary deserter. On the other hand,
if the authorities were asked to relax as regards crews the
provisions of the Immigration Restriction Act, excluding
these coloured aliens, the answer at once would be, " but
" there is an opening created for the introduction of
"coloured aliens, because they have only to come down
" here as crew and walk ashore and the shipowners won't
" mind, and they obtain entrance to the State."

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Will you deal with it in this
way : leave the law with regard to coloured seamen as it
is now, and leave him liable to imprisonment.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We could not make that
distinction. The Board of Trade would not wish to.

Mr. ANDERSON : If you put a deserter on board a
ship, has the owner of the ship legal powers to detain that
deserter until he is ready to sail ?

The CHAIRMAN : That is proposed by this resolu-
tion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : He can go on leaving the ship
as often as he like, and it depends on them whether he is
caught.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : In my amendment you get the
fullest possible protection that you can have. When you
want them put on board your ship the machinery of the
law of Australia is at your service. We do what we can
to get them and put them on your ship; that is all you
want.

The CHAIRMAN : Ab a matter of fact, I think Mr.
Norman Hill is raising a new point, not strictly relevant
to the motion which is before the Conference. But it is
a point. What he says is this : "We cannot prevent these
"men running away; they are injuring us, we would

'' rather keep them on board, and you are punishing us■' for a thing which is an injury to us and which we would
" stop if we could." But I agree with Mr. Dugald Thom-
son that you are going as far as you possibly can in the
way of putting the man back, and you punish him under
the Aliens Act if you catch him. But there is something
to be said from the shipowners' point of view.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The same thing applies to
quarantine. A man suffering from some contagious or
infectious disease may get on a ship, and for 14 days the
whole ship's company is guaranteed. In this particular
case you know what you are doing; if a man gete off, you
know what will happen.
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Sir JOSEPH WARD : Our law is clear. If a man were
to run away, as indicated here, he would come under our
Aliens Act. We cannot have an infraction of that, because
it opens the door very widely. Under the Aliens Act, per-
haps only a percentage of them could land under normal
conditions. If they were caught we should send them out
of the country at the expense of the ship they had run
away from.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : The first part of the resolution
declares to all those alien seamen whether coloured or of
whatever nationality, that whenever you please you may
break your contract with the shipowner, and there is no
risk of getting sent to jail for doing it. Now, so far as
I know, all over the world it is a criminal offence if he
breaks his contract, except in his home port.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Not in our country.
Mr. DUNLOP : It is everywhere treated as a criminal

offence for a seaman to leave his ship in a foreign port.
Mu. NORMAN HILL: In this country it is not an

offence, but abroad if a seaman leaves his ship at any'
foreign port it is treated as a criminal offence.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Why is it -not treated as a
criminal offence in England ?

Mr. DUNLOP : Because we can get another man here
to take his place.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON :It is a criminal offence
in England now for a man to desert his ship. Supposing
a man has made a voyage and arrives at a port in the
United Kingdom, and the ship is not going to pay off and
he deserts, it is a criminal offence now.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : It is a criminal offence, but
the punishment is not imprisonment.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : We have a case which
is going to be tried at Barry to-day, where the crew left
the ship at Tilbury. She was proceeding to Antwerp, and
the men had a dispute with the master, and now they are
being prosecuted at Barry for desertion.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: They forfeit their wages.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : And imprisonment. The
imprisonment means before the ship starts on a voyage,
but not during the progress of the voyage.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : You don't get imprisoned in this
country. You get prosecuted for desertion, and you are
liable ito forfeit certain things, but you are not liable to be
imprisoned.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON: Well, I will tell you by
and by about that when I get a telegram.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : The man is liable to be prosecuted,
and his wages are forfeited.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I will tell you more
about that after to-day.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : If he is guilty of absence without
leave, he is liable except in the United Kingdom. Have
you ever had a man imprisoned in the United Kingdom
for the last 20 years ?

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I don't think we have.
We knew prosecutions are going on. but I don't remember
a case of imprisonment.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want to take formal excep-
tion to your acceptance of Mr. Hill's amendment since
it involves an encroachment upon the Immigration Restric-
tion Act, 1901, of the Commonwealth, and the Amending
Act of 1005. Practically, these are purely local Acts,
and not within the scope of this Conference. It is true
they apply to seamen, but only as they apply to everyother person. Every person must arrive at Australia
on a ship, and it is very unfortunate, of course, that Mr.
Norman Tl ill happens to be connected with the shipping.
But we cannot help that. People cannot get to Aus-
tralia except by a ship, and whether they are one of the
crew, or a_ passenger, and fail to write fief] words in the
language—it is the Colonial Office that dictated to us our
policy- Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Not the policy, but the
legislation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : And the policy.
Mu. COX : And the form which would enable you to

do what you wanted to do without raising the objections
of foreign powers.

The CHAIRMAN: 1 think Mr. Dugald Thomson's
answer is fairly complete; you do imprison now. You
imprison under the Aliens Immigration Act, and I don't
think it substantially matters whether he is imprisoned
iin.lei the Aliens Immigration Act or any other Act. I
don't think it would matter very much to the shipowner;
the man is liable to imprisonment now.

.Mr. DUNLOP . Yes, if he does not answer the neces-
sary test.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We deal with every man who
does not pass the test. He is a prohibited immigrant.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : When they ask us to agree to
a policy of abolishing imprisonment for desertion, we say :" Are we to consider it merely as we consider it here in
"this country, or are we to consider it having regard to
"the fact that we are fined £100 for certain kinds of
"deserters if we leave them ashore?" If you are going
to leave that liability on us, we regard desertion as a much
more serious offence. It not only puts us to great trouble
and expense, but it exposes us to punishment. Now if
the Australian Government is asking us to agree that it
is wise to abolish imprisonment, surely it is reasonable to
ask what is your policy with regard to these fines? Our
answer is different, according to the answer they give us.
Otherwise must not we leave it as a point which they
must settle for themselves, because both to abolish im-
prisonment for desertion and leave us with these fines we
say is unjust.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Mr. Hill is asking us to do
something in addition to that which we have already pro-
mised to do, which is very unreasonable. At the presenttime, the law is, if any one deserts from a ship, and is
found on shore, and is a prohibited immigrant within the
meaning of this Act, he is taken and put on board the
ship, you are fined for letting him come ashore, and youhave to take him home. Now nothing that this Conference
can do can alter that law. We say you are in no worse
position after this Conference than before it in respect to
that matter, because we say we will put on board yourship anybody you ask us to put on board. You are no
worse off with regard to this class of deserters than before,
and in addition we will put on board your ship anydeserter other than a prohibited immigrant, therefore you
are in a better position.

Mr. ANDERSON : We say if you abolish imprison-
ment for desertion pro tanto.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We do not imprison coloured
deserters now. We won't have them in the country. Weput them on the ship, and you must take them to the
place you brought them from. We won't imprison them.

Mr. ANDERSON : What would be the position of a
white deserter if he became a charge on the State?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know what would bethe position. lam assuming you do not bring people onyour ships as a crew who will be a charge on the State.
What do you want to do a thing like that for? If youlike to bring people with one lung and one arm and one
eye on your ship

Mr. ANDERSON : A man when he gets on shore maybe unable or unwilling to work.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The only time the Seamen'sUnion sought to enforce that, to eel deserters declared acharge upon_th-_ State, they utterly failed to do it. andT do not think it has ever been done since the law hasbeen in force.

Str JOSEPH WARD : Our position is perfectly clear.Here is our law on the point :—" Every seaman or"apprentice who commits any of the following offences" is liable to he punished summarily as follows : (a) Tf"he deserts from his ship he shall he liable to one"month's imprisonment, or to forfeit all or any part"of the wages which he has then earned : and the" master or shipowner shall not be accountable for anv"effects which such deserting seaman leaves on board,"but shall as far as possible deliver them up to the
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"superintendent or collector of customs at the place of
" desertion or at the first port of arrival. (6) If he fails
' without reasonable cause to join his ship, or to proceed
"to sea in his ship, or is absent without leave at any
" time within 24 hours of the ship's sailing from a port,
" either at the commencement or during the progress of a
" voyage, or is absent at any time without leave and with-
" out sufficient excuse from his ship or from his duty, he
"commits the offence" of absence without leave, and is
"liable to forfeit out of his wages a sum not exceeding

' two days' pay or any expenses properly incurred in
"hiring a substitute, and is also liable to 14 days' im-
" prisonment : Providing that any dispute arising as to
"the liability to or amount of such deduction may, with
"the consent of both parties, be decided by the superin-
"tendent." Now that is quite clear. The shipowner
under that is not liable to this suggested penalty of £100.
Where I desire to see a line of demarcation drawn is that
the difference between the case of a man who deserts and
is punishable under our law, and a man who under the
Aliens Restriction Act, and who was upon a ship's articles
as an alien, if he deserts, we want to get it clear that the
onus of that man going out of the country falls back on
the shipowner just as though he had brought him down
as an alien passenger, and we want to ensure that we
have the right not of putting him in jail, but of seeing
that he is expatriated at the expense of Ale shipowner. I
think that position ought to be kept clear, otherwise we
get into very serious trouble. That is our law under the
Aliens Restriction Act. We don't want to get the two
things mixed, and 1 think there must be some way
of meeting the question of desertion in a reasonable
manner.

Mr. DUNLOP : We ship our men here, and if they
desert they come under the law of fraud. But when we
take our men to your country, if they desert they may
leave us without a seaman. What has been said as to
your wishing to impose Colonial rates of wages has rather
a sinister effect; it almost looks as if you wanted to en-
courage our men to desert.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: How is that?

Mu. DUNLOP: If you are going to do away with
imprisonment for desertion the men will desert, and then
we shall have to pay your Colonial wages..Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We engage to put them back
on your ship ; what more do you want?

Mr. DUNLOP : I want to ask a question about that.
How are you going to put them back on our ship? Sup-
pose the vessel is lying alongside the wharf, and is not
going to sail for a week or two, does it mean that we are
to keep them prisoners instead of your keeping them
prisoners. Are we going to make prisons of our
ships?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What you suggest is that we
keep them for you ; that we should pay for them and look
after them. That is absurd.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : Would not the expenseof the imprisonment be on the shipowner, if they were
kept on shore ?

Mr. DUNLOP : That is a matter of appeal.

The CHAIRMAN : I don't think the Commonwealth
proposals, with regard to foreign seamen, . r. Hughes, are
the same as regard to British seamen,

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : British and foreign.
The CHAIRMAN : That is a great advance upon the

Bill introduced some time ago. Under that Bill it was
proposeel that foreign seamen should be forcibly placed
on board the foreign ship; but with regard to Rritish
seamen, no step of that kind was taken. This seems tome to represent a very substantial advance upon anything
we have seen before.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think our Parliamentwill agree to that. I don't think they will agree to the
Government undertaking to put these men' on board. Iwill take a case. A very short time before I left I hen-was trouble

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Here is your own clause.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : There was a case which hap-pened not long ago where they could not get through.

The men all left. What are the Government going to do
in regard to a case like that ?

The CHAIRMAN : You undertook to do that with
regard to foreign seamen.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That is a very different ques-
tion. I am not quite sure we could do. I do not want
to rush into any recommendation unless I feel fairly
sure the House will accept it, and I don't think they
will.

Hon. DUtJALD THOMSON : You proposed it in your
own Bill.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Now, in the first place, what
is desertion?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is in your own Bill.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Will you, please, be quiet.

1 never heard anyone talk so much in my life. I cer-
tainly hesitate before I agree to placing men on board a
ship which they desert. I don't say altogether; but I
cannot see, so far as W9 are concerned, that the foreignship is quite in the same position as our own ship. It istrue it has been suggested the foreigners should be placed
on their ship, and it has been stated by the shipownersthat that places the foreign ship in a better position than
the British ship. Now, I want to know whether that isso. It places the shipowner, probably, in a better position—that is, the foreign shipowner in a better position—sofar as keeping his men is concerned, but does it placehim at any great disability in comparison with uie foreignship. We had better look at this from a practicalstandpoint. How is the Government to make itself re-sponsible to find out where these men are, to catch them,probably to keep them in prison for a week, or keepthem on board the ship and make a prison of that '!'ihat would not be a very desirable thing. Either theywould have to put them in chains or else lock them upwhen they are in a harbour like ours, which is one of the
best in the world, or where a ship is alongside the wharf.I do not see how the shipowner could keep them onboard, and if the Government are not going to put them
in prison, I do not see how the Government can deal withthem.

.Mu. DUNLOP: That is why we do not want toabolish imprisonment.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I think we are fairly deter-mined to do so.

Mr. ANDERSON : If the Government are powerlessto capture, how can a private shipowner do it?
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The Government has in thepast lent the assistance of their police to capture thesemen, and they have detained them until they have had an

opportunity of handing them over to the shipowner.
The CHAIRMAN : But, Sir William, in your own Billyou propose with regard to foreign seamen to capturethem and put them in prison.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I admit that is so. But Iwon't do anything to place the foreign shipowner in abetter position than the British shipowner, and I want tosee my way clear that I can deal with that in a way that

is equitable to the British shipowner, and I do not quitesee how it is possible in either case to do it withoutimprisonment.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Have we not passed thatresolution ?

The CHAIRMAN : Yes; strictly speaking, the dis-
cussion is out of order, but Sir William Lyne happenedto be absent.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Which resolution ?
The CHAIRMAN: This is the resolution: " Pro-" vided that in respect to desertion from ships other than"those (a) registered in the Commonwealth, or (b) whose" final port of discharge of the crew is in the Common-" wealth, deserters shall be placed on board such vessels"upon request by competent authority."
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I did not know that had beenpassed, and I should have objected to it if I had beenhere.
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The CHAIRMAN : And then there is Mr. Norman
11 ill's addition.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : All I will ask is this, if ivuat
question is decided so far as my resolution is concerned,
that I have the right, if 1 wish—I want to analyse the
amendment; 1 don't like it at the first glance, and 1
want to analyse it, and all I shall say is, I should like to
have permission, if 1 see any objection, to refer to it
again.

The CHAIRMAN : Now we are considering Mr. Nor-
man Hill's proposition : "That in the case of a deserter
" the shipowner shall be relieved frum all «sponsibility
" for his repatriation, and that no penalty be imposed on
" the shipowner by the State in which the deserter is left
"for leaving such deserter behind."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Isn't that part and parcel of
the other resolution?

The CHAIRMAN : Not quite, and for this reason.
Mr. Norman Hill says, if you are going to abolish im-
prisonment for desertion, it is rather hard on the ship-
owner that he should be punished, not for an offence that'
he has committed, but for an offence which he has done
his very best to prevent. We have separated it, because
it raised the Immigration Restriction Ae_t.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I ask you to declare that
irrelevant and out of order, for the reason that it deals
with a matter that this Conference is not competent to
decide. So far as imprisonment is concerned, we shall
always imprison those persons until we can hand them
over to the shipowner, and we shall compel the shinowner
to take them away at once, and we shall fine him in
addition.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Norman Hill says it is unfair.
I can hardly rule it out of order. I have ruled many
things out of order which have been discussed. I have
not objected to discussion, because, unfortunately, we are
under the terms of the despatch sent out by Mr. Lyttel-
ton, with regard to uniformity of legislation for the
Colonies and the Mother Country, and I could hardly rule
out of order a discussion on our own laws, because it is a
very wide invitation.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Would you allow me to point
out that the proposal does not make any alteration with
regard to the position of the shipowner, because it is
proposed under the clauses as passed now that we shall'
apprehend these people and we shall deliver them to the
shipowner.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I can quite see a ship-
owner's difficulty in this, and I can also see the difficultyof interfering with another Act of the Commonwealth
Parliament, that is, the Immigration Restriction Act, and
leaving a loophole by which that Act could be evaded.
I can quite see that difficulty without entering into the
merits of the Act one way or another. But I can see also
that relief could be given as regards those not coming
under Section 3 of the Immigration Restriction Act, which
refers to prohibited immigrants.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : If Mr. Norman Hill will add
" That this resolution shall not refer to penalties and
" fines imposed under the Aliens Restriction Act," I think
the matter will be all right.

The CHAIRMAN : Unfortunately, Mr. Norman Hill
wants it to refer. I think the only thing is that the ship-
owners should put on record this proposal of their own.
It is quite clear.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : They would get relief to
that extent in the other case.

The CHAIRMAN : I think they have a case for con-
sideration, and if I may put it to the Commonwealth and
New Zealand representatives, it does seem to be rather
hard that they should be punished when they are not
responsible, and when they nave done their very best to
prevent the offence.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Yes, they would be
relieved by such an addition excluding those shut out bythe Immigration Restriction Act; they would be relievedto a considerable extent by not being liable.

Thb CHAIRMAN : Would the Commonwealth repre-sentatives agree to that ?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is excepting those
excluded by the Immigration Restriction Act. You might
say that in the case of other seamen, who might desert
and become a charge on the State and who were not ex-
cluded by the Immigration Restriction Act, that they
should not be liable.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The Immigration Restriction
Act excludes everybody upon whom a penalty could be
imposed.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : They tell me the first por-
tion of Mr. Norman Hill's addition to No. 5 has not been
submitted.

The CHAIRMAN : The first certainly has. It has been
added to with regard to cases of fraud.

Mb. CUNLIFFE : I think, if I might suggest it, this
question is a matter which the colonies and the Mother
Country might very well consider legislation on, because
they overlap each other to a certain extent, and the
colonies have not their legislation in line with ours. At
present, we have no definition of desertion. Forty-eight
hours' absence is desertion in the colonies. If that is
desertion and the shipowner can show that it is desertion,
he might be relieved from the cost of repatriation. You
have to prove it as a fact that a man intended to desert,
otherwise he is simply left behind.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I quite agree with that. The
question of what is desertion is a very important one.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : It is, and I am glad to hear you
say so, because I do think it ought to be considered
before you define it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : 1 do not know about the
Courts, but if you make a hard and fast rule, you may
place a seaman at a very great disadvantage. Supposing
a man goes on shore when a ship is likely to be stopping,
and for some reason during his absence she leaves, accord-
ing to the New Zealand practice he is likely to be charged
as a deserter.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : " Desertion means the absence of a
"seaman or apprentice from his ship without leave for
"a period of 48 hours without lawful cause or excuse, or
"any unlawful departure from his ship with the intention
"of not returning thereto." That is in the definition
Clause of the New Zealand Act.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I do not at all agree that 48
hours should be fixed as an absolute rule. I think it maydo great injustice.

Mr. DUNLOP : Forty-eight hours provided he intends
to desert.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : At the same time, it crystallizesinto 48 hours if he is not able to show he did not mean to.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Would you let me read thedefinition here, in the new Bill? It means "the absence" of a seaman or apprentice," _c.

Mr. CUNLIFPE : Forty-eight hours makes it sufficient.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Sir William does not agreewith that.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : I don't either.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : But that is in his Bill. 1don't agree with it either.

The CHAIRMAN : I don't think we can carry it
any further than that. The shipowners will move thisresolution and put it on the record :—" That in the case" of a deserter the shipowner be relieved from all respon-sibility for his repatriation, and that no penalty be" imposed on the shipowner by the State in which the"deserter 13 left for leaving such deserter behind." Iunderstand the Commonwealth and New Zealand repre-sentatives do not see their way to accept it, but it ismoved by the shipowners. Very well, now we will go onto No. 7.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : How does it stand ?
The CHAIRMAN : It stands in this way, that theonly resolution that is carried is your resolution with MrHughes 8 addition. Now No. 7.
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE : " That all vessels constructed
"after a certain date shall be fitted with water-tight
"compartments." I do not know whether it is necessary
to fix a date. Perhaps it would be, but I mention it in
that way because I do not want it to apply to ships
already built; only to new ships.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What is included in
vessels ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : What is the proper term to
use?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : How far are you going?
Steamers or sailing ships ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Only apply it to sea-going
vessels.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You want it more par-
ticularly with ferries.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Ferries, decidedly. We hav.!
our ferries running in Sydney Harbour. Make it apply to
passenger ships.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why not say all vessels?

The CHAIRMAN : This is the coasting trade.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : So far as we are concerned, it
is the coasting trade or any ship in our waters.

The CHAIRMAN : We cannot interfere with the coast-
ing trade, so far as I can see.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The recommendation
from which this is drawn applied only to boats in our
own waters, especially ferry steamers; then we don't need
to come to this Conference.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Not if it is held that we have
that power.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We have obviously the power
over our own ships.

The CHAIRMAN : I should not have thought it neces-
sary.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I don't want to delay this
Conference. If we have that power, it is no use coming
here.

The CHAIRMAN : Have you anything to say about
that, Mr. Norman Hill.

Mu. NORMAN HILL: No; if it is confined to the
Colonial registered vessels and coastal trade.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Might I point out to
Sir William Lyne that in the report from which these
resolutions are drawn it only refers to ferry steamers;
it recommends that no further licenses should be issued
to ferry boats unless provided with a sound hull and
equipment, first-class machinery, and an up-to-date system
of water-tight compartments.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I want this to extend to ships
that go to our coast. It goes further than the resolution
we have already passed.

Mr. FERNIE : As a matter of fact, I don't think you
would find any ocean-going boat without it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : We have control of our own
licensed ships or boats, and we ought to have control of
ships trading on our coast whilst there ; and if we can do
it, I want this resolution to apply to ocean-going steamers
which engage in the coasting trade. Look at resolution
No. 9, you will find there it is defined what trading is.

The CHAIRMAN : I should not have thought it neces-
sary.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I think the New Zealand law
meets the whole thing. It applies to iron steam ships :"Every steamship built of iron (except ships used solely
"as steam-tugs) shall be divided by substantial trans-
" verse water-tight partitions, so that the fore part of the
" ship shall be separated from the engine-room by one
"of such partitions, and so that the after part of such
"ship shall be separated from the engine-room by another
"of such partitions; and every such ship shall also have
"a water-tight collision bulkhead fitted at a proper

" distance from the bow or stem to render the same

'' effective.''
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Does that apply to ships that

come to your coast and trade on your coast!

Sm JOSEPH WARD : It applies to everything.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : If that applies to ocean-going
ships that come and become traders under resolution No. 9
that we have passed, I don't want to say any more.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : I think it does.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is the point I want to
know.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This was the resolution :
" That the vessels to which the conditions imposed by the
" law of Australia or New Zealand are applicable should
"be (a) vessels registered in the Colony while trading
" therein, and (b) vessels wherever registered while trad-
" ing on the coast of the Colony."

The CHAIRMAN : The only point is this, we have got
our regulations with regard to water-tight compartments,
and we ask you to extend the same courtesy to us as we
extend to foreign powers. Supposing your regulations do
not correspond with ours, we ask that you shall accept
ours if they do not quite meet yours.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : No doubt we will.
The CHAIRMAN : I understand there are five water-

tight compartments in every ship.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I quite understand in the dis-
cussions that have taken place, it is admitted we have
power over our locally registered ships to do what we
like. But until that resolution No. 9 was passed defining
what was trading, it was very indefinite if we had that
power at all. Now, under that No. 9, the Conference has
agreed that certain ships registered, we will say, in Eng-
land or anywhere else, that if they do our coastal trade we
have power to deal with them. Now I want it clearly
understood.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : That was never in doubt.
Sm WILLIAM LY'NE : I think it was very much indoubt, and I want this to apply to those ships coming

from a distance or registered elsewhere if they cannot
come under our conditions of coasting trad9, if we find a
ship comes and we don't consider that that ship is pro-perly constructed with water-tight compartments, we will•give preference to the Board of Trade and what is done
here; but there are cases where ships do come, and they
are not pioperly constructed, so far as safety is concerned,
with water-tight compartments, and if they come trading
on our coast, no matter what class of ship it is, or what
country they belong to, if they become our coastingtraders, I want it to be clearly understood that we reserve
to ourselves the right to legislate to see that they have
proper water-tight compartments.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : But we have alreadypassed a resolution, and it is perfectly clear, which are
the vessels to which the conditions imposed by Australia
and New Zealand apply. Now, I suppose it is unques-tioned that the law of Australia and New Zealand can im-
pose these conditions. It is as stated before, vessels regis-tered in the Colonies and vessels trading on the coast.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That resolution was con-
structed on one that I proposed that did not contain that
specific provision (h), and Mr. Hughes moved an amend-ment to bring in (6), and if he thought it was not neces-sary to do it under the powers that we already have, whydid he bring it in?

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That is not the ques-tion. Thi3 resolution covers all you want.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That resolution definedthe classes of ships. Within that limit you can imposethe conditions; outside that limit you cannot. That was

the intention.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : But before, we had not thedefinition of what trading ships were.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I was in the Chair, andI remember that.
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE ■ That is the object I had in
startiug the resolution. Now, 1 \jant it to be clearly
understood by shipowners that if they come to our coast
and trade we have the right to deal with that ship and see
she has proper water-tight compartments.

Mr. ANDERSON : We have already laid it down that
standards as to hull, machinery, boilers, and life - saving
appliances, established by the Board of Trade and testified
by current certificates, should be accepted for British ships
in Australian and New Zealand waters.

Sir WILLIAM LY'NE : A ship is not seaworthy if
she has not water-tight compartments; that is, she is not
safe.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: But whether she has four, or
five or six compartments is a matter to be judged under
our own flag.

The CHAIRMAN : We would not give a ship a certifi-
cate that has not water-tight compartments.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What Sir William Lyne means
is, we say, there should be transverse water-tight compart-
ments, and we really think some of the ships on the coast
are not seaworthy.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : There is no doubt about that.

Mr. DUNLOP : Have they ever gone down ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Sometimes they go right down
to the bottom.

Mr. ANDERSON : I think this is a very essential
point, and I should like to get to the bottom of it. If,
as I understand Sir William Lyne, the standard of sea-
worthiness is not to be established by a Board of Trade
certificate, then resolution No. 1 is absolutely valueless.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is clearly understood in
resolution No. 1, no matter where she came from, if there
was necessity to overhaul they had a right to do it.

Mr. COX: May I ask this question? Supposing Aus-
tralia thinks that 463 water-tight compartments are neces-
sary, and a vessel goes out there with five, would Aus-
tralia say that ship is not seaworthy because she had not
so many water-tight compartments ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think she would have the
right to say so.

Mr. COX : That is very important. It seems to me in
that case any ship that goes to Australian waters, no
matter how safe she may be deemed to be in this country,
may be held to be unseaworthy when she gets to Aus-
tralia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You assume that we won't
regard the Board of Trade certificate at all. We.give it
the highest record.

Mr. COX : That is what I want.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : And we very seldom inter-

fere with it. I want it to be understood, if any untoward
circumstances arise where we think a ship should have
more water-tight compartments, or that she is not really
safe as a passenger-ship, we reserve to ourselves the right
to deal with her; and what I want to emphasize is this,
we have passed certain resolutions, defining what a trading
ship is, that we have control over, and always having
regard, in the fiist instance, to the Board of Trade certifi-
cate, which we hold in the highest esteem, and will not
interfere with unless there is some really strong reason
for doing so—l want it to be understood we reserve to
ourselves, under the right of what trading is, to interfere
if those ships have something which appears of a serious
character which we ought to deal with. That is all I
want to do.

The CHAIRMAN : I think that is all right.
Mr. DUNLOP : There is just this difference between

foreign ships and British.
The CHAIRMAN : I want the Australian Common-

wealth to extend to us the same—I won't say indulgence
—but the same courtesy as we extend to foreign ships
here. I mean, take the German regulations, they are quite
on all fours with ours, but substantially they comply with
our law. That is all we ask. And we ask you to treat
us as we treat foreigners.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: All we want to do is to be
able if occasion arises, which may never arise. We don't
want to mislead you.

Mr. COX : In an extreme case you would interfere?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, and we would not touch
it otherwise.

The CHAIRMAN : Now that is withdrawn.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Now I put down No. 8:—

'' That all sea-going ships carrying more than ( 1
"passengers or being more than 5,000 tons gross measure-

" ment shall be fitted with apparatus for transmitting
" messages by means of wireless telegraphy "—down more
for discussion than anything else, because I do not know
whether it is practical in all cases; but I want it to be
brought before the Conference to obtain an opinion as to
how far we can go in having this wireless telegraphy.
Now I know that there are various classes—or I do not
know what you describe them as—there are various com-
panies or descriptions of wireless telegraphy. There is not
only Marconi, but there are a good many ether systems,
and I do not know whether we have arrived at that stage
now when we could compel or request this to be done,
because you must use one system right through, I believe,
you must use the projector in the shape of the instru-
ment, and you must have the corresponding receiver to be
able to work this instrument at all. You cannot take
Marconi and apply it to another system.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : If the new Convention
comes into force, you will be able to.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I made inquiries from Mr.
Walker, who is representing Marconi out in Australia, and
we are trying experiments now. He has put up, with our
consent, one station at Queensland and we have another
in Tasmania, and from him I understand you cannot mix
up the stations—that is, you cannot mix up one receiver
with another projector. So that a ship that is going to
use this wireless telegraphy would have to be in con-
nection with a projector of the same class. That is as I
understand it, and he has described it very clearly to
us in Australia. I do not know whether or not we have
got far enough to know which is the best, and which is
going to be the one that is to be used. I believe the
Admiralty are considering which is the best to use, be-
cause their ships will have to be in connection at various
points with the same system. There may be some gentle-
man present who knows more about it than I do; but
I have taken a great deal of trouble to find out exactly
what the practical effect will be. I have brought this
discussion forward for this purpose, that if, shortly,
there is one general system adopted, that that general
system shall be applied, as far as British ships are con-
cerned, to all passenger ships over the tonnage that I
mentioned, or some tonnage to be mentioned. For more
than one reason, of course, we know it is a great con-
venience if you are going a long sea-voyage to be able
to know the news of the world as you go along. Going
to and from Australia I should very much like to know
all the news.

Mr. COX : It may be an advantage to address con-
stituents from the steamer.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : In addition to that, it is use-
ful for the safety of human cargo as well as the ship. I
saw an instance the other day. Several ships had their
shafts broken, and one was drifting about for a long
time, and only then was found by accident. I have been
told by some of the shipowners that they are trying to
obviate that in their own way by putting better shafts
and twin screws and turbines with three screws. They
are effecting it to some extent, but I think there should
be a system adopted before long by which all these vessels
should have wireless telegraphy. Now I have just started
this expression of opinion, and unless the Conference will
agree to it I am not going to debate it. I think it
should be brought before the public. All things require
to have a start, and that is the reason I brought it for-
ward.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : May I say my sympathies
are entirely with Sir William Lyne in this matter. I
have for some years been taking a very considerable
interest in this wonderful development of telegraph-
ing through the air without a wire. I am anxious,
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first, to see which system is going to be the best before
we have it applied in our own country, and very much for
the same reason that Australia gives. We are partners
in the State-owned Pacific Cable, and we believe, or, at
all events, I believe, from the New Zealand standpoint
that our system of wireless telegraphy when we adopt it
ought to be used very largely for the purpose of protection
of life on board ship, and for the purpose of communi-
cating with our outlying lighthouses. In the meantime,
we have not arrived definitely at what is the best thing
to do. We have the full authority of Parliament to pur-
chase or hire a, system of general use in our country; and,
while I sympathise with the motion of Sir WTilliam Lyne,
I think as an expression of opinion it would be the right
thing to do. But this resolution goes a little bit further
than that. I th'nk that if Sir William were to say that
"as soon as a uniform system can be arrived at, to be
"approved by the Board of Trade as representing the
" different outlying portions of the British Empire," so
that we might have the same class of instrument on board
all ships. If we express a desire that there should be
a uniformity of system in our different countries to enable
one to communicate with the other, then I think we shall
be doing the right thing.

The CHAIRMAN : What would it mean from the point
of view of expense?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It is not a very expensive
thing.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : A good set of instruments for
ship use costs, I understand, about £700.

The CHAIRMAN : It depends on the royalties.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : And the length you want it to
carry messages. We had a three or four hundred mile set
of Marconi instruments when I crossed the Atlantic to
America last July. We sent messages to other ships, and
they passed them on to the mainland, and it was most
satisfactorily done. However, I think it is the proper
thing to do.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Wouldn't a provision of
this sort meet the case : " That the desirability of the
" provision on board ship, especially those carrying pas-
" sengers, of an apparatus for transmitting messages by
" means of wireless telegraphy should he taken into con-
" sideration by the Board of Trade and the Australian
"and New Zealand Governments." I may say that Aus-
tralia has not, and I don't think New Zealand has, any
means of receiving messages.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I will suggest Sir William adds,
"As soon as a uniform system is approved by the Board
"of Trade."

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Then we have this—
"of over 5,000 tons gross." We have nothing to go on.

Mr. PEMBROKE : I think it is desirable that we
should have a uniform system.

Mr. ANDERSON : Don't you think it is a mistake to
force the pace in the matter ? It can safely be left to*
competition.

Sir WILLTAM LYNE : I think it is a good thing to
get an expression of the feeling of this Conference.

Mr. DUNLOP : I think you have an exaggerated idea
of the value of this so far as life is concerned. A ship
was lost the other day. but she had all these appliances
on board. T think, from a life-saving point of view, theadvantage is very small.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : There was a case occurred the
other day where, as a result of being able to communicateby means of wireless telegraphy, the ship was saved. Its
value is undeniable, and if the words I have suggested
were added there would be no objection to it.

Mr. PEMBROKE : At present it is only used for theamusement of passengers.
Mr. MILLS : Speaking as a shipowner,' I should saythere is no doubt that this motion of Sir William Lyne is

in the right direction, but I think it is rather prematureto attempt to lay down any law. Shipowners will all
adopt the appliance as soon as ever it is commerciallypossible, but meanwhile it is not ripe yet. To pass thatresolution to bring it in force at once would place us
entirely in the hands of one particular maker, and that

would be very undesirable. I have seen a good deal of
the use of wreless telegraphy on the Atlantic steamers,
and so far as I have observed it is merely an amusement
for passengers—Americans especially—who want to know-
how a favourite dog is getting on, and various other little
domestic matters. But at present it is not of much
practical use. I think Mr. Thompson's suggestion is the
best.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There should be uniformity.

Ms. LLEWELLYN SMITH : What do you mean by
uniformity?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I mean the same system is
installed on all ships.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : The line on which people
have been advancing is to make all systems interchange-able rather than uniform.

The CHAIRMAN : Well, this has been moved by Mr.
Dugald Thomson. It is substantially the result of what
has transpired : " That the desirability of the provision
"on board ships carrying passengers of an apparatus for
"transmitting messages by means of wireless telegraphy
" should be taken into consideration by the Board of
"Trade and the Australian and New Zealand Govern-" ments."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I think we should recom-
mend that adoption of the same or an interchangeable
system seems very desirable.

The CHAIRMAN : We have a Convention on that
subject. It is under consideration now.

Mr. COX : There was a Congress in Berlin. (Theresolution was then agreed to.)
The CHAIRMAN : Now No. 9.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The resolution is : "That
"third class engineers having sea-service, on passing a
" practical examination, be permitted to qualify for higher
" grade certificates." I was approached by engineers inAustralia before I left with reference to this matter, and
it was considered in those cases where third-class engineers
have had the necessary experience and have had full
technical knowledge they should not be debarred from
proceeding to the higher grade because they have not com-
plied with the technical requirements of the regulations.That was what was laid before me by engineers in Aus-
tralia before I left. The technical regulations requirethem to go through a certain grade. We have provisions
at the present time, and I do not know whether you
have.

The CHAIRMAN : We have no third-class, as I under-
stand.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : That resolution of thereport really applies to Australian waters only.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We have nothing to do withthat.
Mr. MILLS : Don't the provisions of the New ZealandAct meet the case ?

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That's the very point. Thereare also provisions in some of the State Acts in Victoriathat a man must go to sea for a certain time during that
period.

Mr. MILLS : Not for a third engineer.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : The difference is this,

that providing he could get his second engineer's certifi-cate, he must have been on watch.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Yes.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Perhaps I might be permittedto explain just what the injustice is. Under our Local

Act, a third-class engineer can never become a second-class engineer. By the law of the country he is limited,and by the Board of Trade amended regulations, particu-larly, he h restricted to employment upon a certain horse-power ship, and within a certain radius. A second-classengineer, on the other hand, must have been an engineer
on the watch for a certain length of time before he canpresent himself for examination. Very well; you see athird-class engineer can never do that, because by our law
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he is prevented from going on a ship with a sufficient
horse-power to qualify him for attending the examination
for the second-class.

The CHAIRMAN : This is a purely local matter, and
I do not see what on earth we have to do with it.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The only point is this, it is
local, and yet it is general in so far as this, that your
regulations have placed our men in a very much worse
position than formerly. Formerly they could get from
one grade to the other providing they had the skill. Now
no skill in the world will pull them through.

Mr. PEMBROKE : Send them over here.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES . If you will give me a list of

how many you want and what you will pay them, I will
send them.

Mr. HISLOP : There is no difficulty in New Zealand.
In the engineering company of which Mr. Mills is the
managing director, they have no certificate at all. As
they get on they are allowed to sit for their examinations.
They start as third engineers, put in twelve months, and
then pass to second, and there is no difficulty about it.

The CHAIRMAN : All that is required is that the
Commonwealth should alter its law to conform to yours.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I should like the Board of
Trade to take this into consideration. They have made
their alterations in the regulations, but they should not
make it apply to those persons who will be prejudiced by
the change, but allow all those who have held third-class
prior to the amended regulations of 1902 to come up under
the old regulations, and then a great deal of trouble would
be avoided.

The CHAIRMAN : We might consider that.

Mr. HISLOP : I should like to say, for the informa-
tion of Mr. Hughes, we are under a little bit of disad-
vantage in New Zealand on account of the 66 h.p. for the
second-class and 99 h.p. for the first-class. Captain
Chalmers says, if New Zealand will represent the matter
to the Board of Trade under special conditions, the 66 h.p.
will not be insisted upon. Our examiners stick closely to
the letter of the law. Captain Chalmers tells me, where it
is shown an engineer is competent to pass, they will waive
that. I was proposing to ask Sir Joseph Ward to make
the representation to the Board of Trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Perhaps Captain Chalmers
will supply me with the information, officially?

Captain CHALMERS : I said if a case were presented
to us where special merits justified an exception, we would
waive the rule, but I am bound to say very few cases come
where special merits do enable us to do so. You give a
third-class certificate to a man who has never been to sea,
absolutely had no sea-service, and you put him in the
position of a watch-keeping officer, and then after he has
served twelve months in a vessel under 66 h.p., you want
him to be a second-class engineer. We say that is wrong,
and for this reason : under 66 h.p. the qualifications are
very small for second-class certificates, and the moment
you give him a second - class certificate you make him
eligible to go as second engineer on the biggest boat in the
world. We say that should not be. A man who has been
on a 50 h.p. boat is absolutely unfit to have charge of one
of 4.000 h.p.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would be very glad if you
would supply me with a formal statement with regard to
that.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I would be only too glad to
consider sending to the Board of Trade cases where
special merits warrant their being sent, and I hope any
case we submit will be recognised.

Sm WILLTAM LYNE : Mr. President, you have asked
us to accept as far as we possibly can anything you do.
Now. supposing you pass legislation which will leave an
inequality such as will prevent our man, as described by
Mr. Hughes, from rising from third-class engineer, will
the Board of Trade here recognise what we do?

Captain CHALMERS : We could not recognise your
second-class certificate. If a second-class engineer came
with your certificate which allowed him before he had
had twelve months' experience

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We do not ask that. Our
resolution says "third-class engineers having sea-service."

Captain CHALMERS : Well, but sea-service in the
necessary power boat.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Our coasting men know more
about the sea than those who have gone through the posi-
tion you have described, because we have a great sea-
service along our coast, and those men are in a very un-
fortunate position at the present time, and I want to be
able to relieve them.

The CHAIRMAN : Safety of life comes in here.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : We always look after that

first.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I may say this, that these men
are very competent and are employed in long voyages on
non-passenger ships. All we want is practically for you
to allow those to qualify who were in possession of those
third-class certificates and were just going up for examina-
tion when your new regulations stopped them.

Mr. HISLOP : There was about two years' notice of
these new regulations.

The CHAIRMAN : We will see what can be done to
meet the case.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Will that be allowed to be
considered later on?

The CHAIRMAN : Captain Chalmers will consider it,
and we will tell the Conference later on what answer we
give. Before we come to the resolution for the Imperial
delegation I think we might settle when we shall adjourn
to. lam told Friday is the only day.

Mr. COX : Friday morning. The Colonial Conference
sits on Friday afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN : I think we might dispose of the
rest of the business in a day.

Mr. MILLS : I propose, with a view to shorten the
proceedings, that no one be allowed to speak more than
once on a given motion.

Mr. BELCHER : I should like to give notice of
motion :—" That this Conference recognise that the Mer-
" chant Shipping and Seamen's Act of Great Britain and
"the various self-governing colonies be amended so as to
" exclude from seamen's certificates of discharge any
"reference to the character or ability of the person to
" whom such form of discharge is issued ; all discharges"tohe a record of service only. That certificates of com-
" petency be issued to all persons employed on board ship

_.' for the respective grades occupied ; the production of
"such certificate to any shipping officer to be sufficient
" guarantee of the man's competency and his right to ship
" in the capacity set forth on the certificate."

The CTTATRMAN : That is raising an absolutely new-
issue, and I think we have ruled since the last meeting
that there should be no new motions.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : T would suggest that Mr.
Belcher be allowed to put it on record upon the under-
standing that he cannot discuss it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I am holding back a
number of my motions for that reason.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : May I just say a word
in respect to that notice of motion of Mr. Belcher's ? Ithink it is a very important question, because it affects the
whole of the Empire.

The CHAIRMAN : If it was so important, notice of
motion ought to have been given at least a week ago.
(The Conference was adjourned till Monday, 29th April.)
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EIGHTH DAY.

Monday, 29th April, 1907.

The following were present:—
Right Hon. I). Li.nvn (.loner, M.l'.. Chairman.

Uni/id Kingdom Delegates.
Mr. 11. Likwki.ivn Smith, C.8.,j Mr. E. Pembroke, \
Mi. Walter .1. Howell, C.8.. Of the Board of Mr. K. Amikrson,
Mr. R. Ei.lis Ci'.M.ii i i . Trade. Mr. 11. I-'. Pbbnib, [ Shipowners.
(Captain A. J. G. Chalmers. I Mr. Robert J. Dunlop,
Mr. H. Bertram Cox. CI!, of the Colonial Office. Mr. Norman Hill, I

Mr. J. HAVELOCK Wilson, M.l 1., Seamen.

lustralian Dili-gates.
Hon. Sir W. I. Lyne. K.C.M.G. I lion. Dugald Thomson.
Hon. W. M. Hdohes. .

Dr. 11. \. W'.H.i.vs-i-eiN. 1.L.1).. 1.5.0., if th.' Australian Commonwealth Department of Trade and Customs,
wae also in attendance.

\'c ir Zealand Delegates.
Hon. Sir Joseph Warp, K.C.M.G. I Mr. William Belcher.
Mr. James Miiis. | Mr. A. R. Hislop.

Dr. FlTCiil.Ti', Solicitor-General of New Zealand, was also in attendance.

Secretaries.
Mr. .1. A. Whistiii. IQ, .. R—.-J ~f t—j, Ml- •'■ Hia_OP, Private Secretary to Sir J. Ward.
Mr. (I. E. Baker, | ■ Mr. I). J. Quinn, Private Secretary to Sir W. Lyne.

AGENDA.
I. Resolutions submitted by the Imperial Delegation:—

(1.) That it be recommended to the Australian and New Zealand Governments in any future Merchant Shipping
legislation to insert an express, provision safeguarding the obligations imposed by any Treaties which ere-
now binding on Australian and New Zealand respectively or to which the-y may hereafter adhere.

(2.) That i.ll resolutions adopted by this Conference arc understood to be without prejudice to the decision of any
legal questions involved.

(3.) That the obligations Imposed by Australian or New Zealand law on shipping registered in the United Kingdom
should not he- more onerous than those imposed <>n the shipping of any foreign country.

(4.) That, with a view to uniformity, it Ih- a suggestion to the Australian and New Ze-aland ministers that in exer-
cising any powers conferred on them by legislation to make regulations with regard to matters affecting
Mi .-chant Shipping they should have regard to the corresponding provisions of the- Imperial Merchant
Shipping Acts, or regulations made 1 he rcundcr, so far as Circumstances permit ; and that at least three
months' notice should be given before- any such regulations oome Into force.

(5.) That it be- a recommendation to the- Australian and New Zealand Governments that if conditions arc imposed
by local law on vessels Incidentally engageel in the Coasting Trade in the course of an oversea voyage,
care should Ik- taken i"hat these conditions should not be such as to handicap these- vessels in their trade.

11. Resolution submitted by Sir Joseph Ward:—
That the Imperial and Colonial Governments concerned be requested to introduce legislation to give effect

to the resolutions of the Confi-n-nc e- in cases where legislation is necessary.

111. Resolutions submitted by Mr. Hughes :—
(1.) That it be a- suggestion to the Beiard of Trade to take into immediate consideration the necessity of including

in the regulations for examination for officers the- following subjects directly relating to navigation: —
The practice and theory of plane and spherical trigonometry.
Geometry.
Geography, hydrography, and meteorology.
Naval architecture and the structure of vessels.

The addition of the following subjects to examination on general knowledge:—
The English language -Grammar and composition.
A knowledge- of at le-ast one foreign language.

(2.) That it be a recommendation to the Board of Trade that all vessels should be sufficiently staffed with officers
to enable the- principle of four hours on watch and eight off being rigidly adhered to. In vessels of ..mail
tonnage the regulations should provide that the master shouldkeep a sea-watch of eighthours out of every
twenty-four,

21—A. sa.
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Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Mr. President, I suppose Sir
Joseph Ward will be here presently, but I am going to
move an amendment to the first resolution, and also to
some of the others—the fourth and the last.

The CHAIRMAN: Have you a copy of your amend-
ment, Sir William.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : Yes, I am going to propose
striking out all the words "obligations imposed by any
" Treaties which arc now binding on Australia and New
" Zealand respectively, or to which they may hereafter
■adhere," and inserting other words so that it will read :" That it be recommended to the Australian and New
" Zealand Governments in any future merchant shipping
" legislation to insert an express provision safeguarding
" the possibility of any interference by any Treaty rights,
" unless those rights have been expressly concurred in by
" the- Colonies."

Mil. COX : That is the position now.

Sir W ILI.IAM LYNE : What position does the resolu-
tion take up ?

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I think we cannot get on with that
before Sir Joseph Ward cornea; but perhaps we might get
on with Mr. Hughes's resolutions.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Would you let me make a
prefatory re-mark in reference to a matter which calls for
sonic notice ?

The CHAIRMAN : What I am suggesting now is—
Sir Joseph Ward is not here, and therefore it is rather
awkward te; deal with the resolution affecting the treaties
regarding X™ Zealand in his absence—so I was going to
suggest you should move your resolution now.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The resolution is : "That it
"be a suggestion to the Board of Trade to take into im-
" mediate consideration the necessity of including in the
" regulations for examination for officers the following
" subjects directly relating to navigation : The practice
"and theory of plain and spherical trigonometry, geo-
" metry, geography and meteorology, naval architecture,
" and the structure of vessels. The addition of the follow-
" ing subjects to examination on general knowledge. The
"English language, grammar and composition, a know-
" ledge of at least one foreign language." Well, Mr.
President, these resolutions have been suggested to me by
the Merchant Service Guild of Australia, and they have
for. their object the raising of the status of officers, and
incidentally by raising the standard of examinations, and
including Knglish grammar and composition, making that
essential, to confine it as far as possible to persons who
speak the English language fluently. Practically, of
course, the tendency will be to confine it purely to British
subjects. W'ell, now, as far as that phase of it is con-
cerned, I most emphatically declare that it is a most neces-
sary reform. Your own legislation recently passed has
done something in that direction. The expression of
opinion now made in all directions is to the effect that it
-is a very desirable thing that "British ships should be
manned by British officers and British seamen. I under-
stand that the examination in other respects to which
officers have to submit themselves to obtain certificates is
not at all difficult. It ought to be made more difficult
for the purpose of insuring a good class of man coming
up and a good class of man being employed. Of course,
I know very well that nothing that here can be said or
done will really affect the position until some increase in
the remuneration to officers is made. I suppose everybody
h. i. knows the conditions under which officers work; but
when you come to consider that a man gives five years of
his time practically for nothing, that he spends a good
deal of money in addition to that, and that he may, if
he is fortunate, then get £5 a month or five guineas, or
if he is taken on a mail steamer he will get, after he has
been perhaps sixteen years at sea, and holds an extra
master's certificate, £6 a month—l realise however that
we cannot do anything here to remedy this state of things,
but we may do something by amending the syllabus, to
insure that those who have certificates are quite competent
men, because there is no sort of doubt at all, that the
low rate of remuneration does tend to exclude a varylarge number of desirable men, and to divert them to
other channels of employment, and that therefore there
is a very great danger of men getting certificates who
are not so competent as they should be. I move this
resolution standing in my name, and I should like to hear
from Captain Chalmers, who knows this from the stand-

point of an expert, whether he has any objection to urge
against it.

Captais CHALMERS : The view of the department
has always been that as this is a compulsory certificate by
statute, the examination should be confined as far as
possible to securing that the man is fit to fulfil the duties
of a master in the Merchant Service, the duties being to
navigate ships to and fro safely and to do the ship's
business. The consequence is, the standard has been
designedly kept at a minimum and raised from time to
time so as not to shut out those men who, being other-
wise good seamen, came in with a very small education
and worked their way up to the quarter deck. But with
regard to the first subject you mention, the practice and
theory of plane and spherical trigonometry, that, however
desirable it may be from an educational point of view,
unnecessary for a man navigating a ship. The difficult
problems in nautical astronomy and navigation can be
worked out and are worked out, with absolute precision
by means of tables of logarithms which have been pro-
duced from the first principles of spherical trigonometry,
.and therefore, when a man takes an observation at sea he
does not require to construct his problem ; he only re-
quires an intimate knowledge of the formula and the
mathematical tables with which he has to deal, and he
is able- to wink out every problem to within a mile of
a correct solution. So that if you add these subjects,
you will absolutely bar all those men who have had an
elementary education, and who have come in through
the forecastle, because after a man gets to about 20 or
21, you cannot teach him satisfactorily spherical trigo
nometry; you must begin with a lad of 12 or 13. The
point is the problems are all satisfactorily worked out
and with absolute precision by means of calculation.
With regard to geometry, that has mostly to do with
lanel surveying. That is a matter not at all required
for a shipmaster, and we have never had it submitted to
us before.

Hon. W. 11. HUGHES : What do you mean by
geometry ?

Captain CHALMERS : Land measurement. Do you
mean Euclid, Mr. Hughes?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, I do not.
Captain CHALMERS : You mean geometry pure and

simple.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Why is it not needed?

Captain CHALMERS : Because a shipmaster does not
require to go ashore and survey. Geometry is all very
well for a surveyor or a man to go out to Africa and
fix the position of different places by means of triangu-
lation, but a shipmaster does his work by nautical
astronomy.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I have not sufficient technical
knowledge to know whether geometry is required; how
ever, geography is.

Captain CHALMERS : You don't say whether you
mean political or physical geography or commercial.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I mean that kind of geography
which it is desirable for him to know.

Captain CHALMERS : That is physical geography.
That is sufficiently tested.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We do not want our ships
manned by politicians.

Captain CHALMERS : The shipmasters' knowledge of
physical geography is sufficiently tested by the viva voce
examination. We question him with regard to winds and
currents.

Hon. Wt. M. HUGHES : I suppose that does include a
knowledge of climatic conditions and currents and all that
sort of thing?

Captain CHALMERS : Oh, yes. Hydrography is a
special subject which has to do with the, plotting out of
the configuration of land and sea with soundings and
drawing a chart from it. Cartography is one of the
branches of it, but as every shipmaster is compelled to
use Admiralty charts, it would be useless to make himcompile a chart for himself.
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Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I see; the things he is not
called upon to do are rather formidable.

Caitain CHALMERS: The results have proved not.
We are carrying our Mercantile Marine on in 20,760
bottoms or thereabout, each commanded by a master, and
the result in losses is so small that we never hope to get
a better result. Then his knowledge of meteorology is
sufficiently tested in this way : that we examine in the
theory, construction, and use of the barometer and ther-
mometer, both aneroid and mercury column. He has to
explain how a thermometer is constructed, and the theory
upon which it is constructed, and the barometer also; he
has to tell what the various indications forecast. If it
ceases to fall suddenly, and begins to rise, he has to tell
you what that means.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If he knows how a barometer
is constructed, that won't help him. The man that makes
it needs that. Meteorology, as far as I understand it,
means aii acquaintance with some of those facts that
enable a man to foretell changes of weather.

Captain CHALMERS: Those facts cannot be deter-
mined without the observation of the barometer and
thermometer. Then he is examined in the use and
practie f observation of both the- thermometer and
barometer.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Is he examined in deductions
from these observations?

Captain CHALMERS: Yes. Naval architecture, we
put that iu our fiist-class examination—an intimate know-
ledge—but every candidate from the second mate up has
to show sufficient knowledge of the construction of a ship,
to be able to describe how the vessel is divided into com-
partments, the position of the ballast tanks, and every-
thing connected with them. He has to have an intimate
knowledge with the bottom of the ship; the upper decks
we do not trouble about till it comes to first-class extra.
The English language, grammar and composition are suffi-
ciently tested by means of a dictation paper which lasts a
quarter of an hour.

Hon. W. 11. HUGHES : What is that?
Captain CHALMERS: A dictation paper.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Lasts how long?
Captain CHALMERS: L6 minutes; and he has to

write definitions and explanations of all the various astro-
nomical teims, a great many of which the average layman
has never heard of.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: In a quarter of an hour?
Captain CHALMERS: No. The composition and

grammar are tested by means of him having to write
definitions and explanations of all the various geographical
and astronomical terms which are in use, such as equi-
noctial, solstice, horizontal parallax—all these terms which
the aVeiage layman knows nothing about. His spelling
has to be correct, and his grammar has to be correct, so
we consider that fairly tests his knowledge of English
grammar and composition. With regard to the foreign
language, we think that is not required.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: Not while they carry
crews of about seven or eight different nationalities who
cannot speak English ?

Captain CHALMERS : As a matter of fact, the master
of a big foreign ship does as a rule speak more than one
language.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : He ought to speak a
dozen.

Mr. FERNIE : But under the new Act the sailors will
have to understand the English language.

Tin; CHAIRMAN : We are remedying that.
Mu. DUNLOP : Might I say one word in answer to

Mr. Hughes's remark regarding the lad who goes to sea?
I should say those remarks exactly apply' to most lads on
land, because anyone who has a son, after he has finished
school must know that it costs him a great deal after he
has finished his apprenticeship on laneL If then he gets
£30 or £40 a year on land, he does very well; whereas
there is no employment in which he is less dependent
upon paternal care than at sea. When he has finished his

apprenticeship he gets, to take Mr. Hughes's own figures,
live guineas a month; he is housed and fed. Can you tell
me of any lad who, after four years' apprenticeship on
land, gets a payment proportionate to that? I think there
is no life for a young man that gives him a better chance
of dapitalising than going to sea in the marine service,
where he needs to spend so little; he is entirely kept and
fed.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Hughes, are you fairly satis-
fied with Captain Chalmers's answer?

Hon. vV. M. HUGHES : I put my resolution forward,
and Captain Chalmers seems to consider that the present
examination is sufficient. I do not agree with him; but
as I am not in a position to discuss the matter with that
technical knowledge necessary, I can do no more than let
it stand there. If you like, I will move my next resolu-
tion.

Tin: C 11A I l.'MAN : That is a different point altogether.
Now 1 think we can get back to Resolution 1.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: It was on that I wanted to
say a word. The agenda says, " Resolutions submitted by
" the Imperial Delegation." Now, there are no resolutions
submitted by the Imperial Delegation, because there is no
Imperial Delegation. There is a delegation representing
the British < .o\eminent; there is a delegation representing
the Commonwealth Government of Australia; and there
is a delegation representing the New Zealand Govern-
ment; but au Imperial Delegation would be a delega-
tion representing the whole Empire; and therefore while
it is immaterial, still I do not know why this word
" Imperial" gets in. Why not say British Delegation?

Tin. CHAIRMAN : British Delegation.

Mn. COX : Why not Board of Trade representatives?

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It need not appear on
the notes, anyhow.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I have nothing to do with
that.

Mr. LLEWKLLYN SMITH: Mr. President, Resolu-
tion 1 won't need more than a word or two from me.
There is no question, of course, among us as te the
sanctity and binding force of treaties. The only object
of submitting any resolution bearing on this subject. ■

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : What did you say, no doubt
about the binding force of treaties ?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH: I mean if a treaty is
binding, it has to be observed.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Binding upon whom?

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Well, if it is binding on
the Australian Commonwealth, for example.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What, a treaty entered into
by you ?

.Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH: I say if a treaty is
binding upon the Australian Commonwealth, there is no
doubt it has to be observed ; it goes without saying.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Don't say it goes without
saying; there would be a lot to be said about that.

Mu. COX : Not if Australia has adhered to it.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Certainly; it is binding if it

expressly mentions us, or if we agree.
Mr. COX : That is all that is meant.
Mn. LI.KWKI.LV.\ SMITH : The only criticism that

I could conceive that might be made upon this resolution
is that it might be suggested that it was for the Home
Government, when a Bill came for the Crown to assent,
to detect if there was any conflict with any treaty, and
to disallow it if that was discovered. But this is a very
cumbrous, sometimes rather an irritating way of carrying
on business. It involves a great delay, and if Bills carried
provisions within them which safeguard treaty obligations
in terms, it would often avoid delay w liich might postpone
or prevent the bringing into force of a great number of
very valuable provisions. If you take a great Bill like a
Navigation Bill with several hundred clauses, there might
lurk in one of those clauses, or possibly not in a clause
at all, but in regulations that might be made under that
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Act, the possibility of some conflict. It is a very difficult
thing for any Government to advise disallowani
such a thing as that, and we merely suggest that the
way might lie smoothed if there were provisions in the
Hut safeguarding treaty rights. Sir William Lym •

il words safeguarding the possibility of any interfer-
ence by any treaty rights unless those treaties had been
expressly concurred in by the Colonics. Mr. Bertram
Cox represents the department which deals with those
things, and he will deal with that, tiut it is an understood
thing that no treaties -ire made or will he made—com-
mercial and navigating treaties—purporting to apply to
self-governing Colonies without their voluntary adherence
to them.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: This will have a far more
reaching effect than it has now. We have already a dis-
pute with the Imperial Government on this very point,
and if this is carried

Mr. COX : What is that ?

Siu WILLIAM LVNK: 'that is with regard to the
British preference. That is the very thing that is being
disputed now, and if you pass this, it certainly weakens
our position. We hold that there are Do treaty rights that
should interfere with that,

Mu. COX : May I say what the position of things is at
the present moment. A rule has been laid down lor some
years tint when any treaty is made between Great Britain
and a foreign power, a clause is put in to the effect that
this treaty shall not bind any Colony in any way whatever
unless that Colony separately adheres to it; and that when
the Colony has separately adhered to it, it may independ-
ently terminate it if it thinks fit by giving twelve months'
notice.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Is that put in.
Mr. COX : That is a clause we now put into every

treaty, and helps us a great deal. These negotiations have
to be carried on with great rapidity, and there is not time
to consult, and if you do it takes a long time, and there-
fore it would help a Colony.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : A telegram is pretty rapid.
Mr. COX : But if you are engaged on a commercial

treaty it takes more than a few hours; it takes a few
months. Now I do not see how any Colony in the world
can object to the provision that no Colony need come in
unless she likes, or that she can go out when she likes.
If the law and the treaty conflict, it is the law that
prevails. You may have a treaty which the law won't
allow you to enforce; consequently, in times past when
we have sent out a treaty to which Australia has adhered,
we have called their attention to this fact : Saying ineffect that His Majesty's Government would ask yourMinisters to consider whether the law of the Colony allows
this treaty to be carried into effect with a view of amend-
ing the la.w, if it does not it is understood that if a person
willingly contracts to do anything, he ought not to put
it out of his powers to carry that into effect. Therefore,it does not seem to me that any difficulty is raised byputting a provision in the law which has been put in inNewfoundland and New Zealand, to the effect that this
Act shall be so constructed as not to infringe any treatyrights.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: Is that in the New Zealand
Act?

Mx. COX : I am not certain about New Zealand; Iam pretty certain about Newfoundland, because I had toconsider the Newfoundland Act with regard to Fisheries.The French and Americans have treaty rights in New-
foundland, and therefore they put in that the Act shallnot interfere with treaty rights. That saves the situation;
it saves a foreign power, when they ask to be given theirtreaty rights, from somebody getting up and saying the
law does not allow it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The law does not allow what?
Mr. COX : Does not allow the treaty to be carried into

effect. If you bind yourself by a treaty and the law ofyour country does not allow that treaty to be carried out,it is the law that prevails, not the treaty.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I do not quite clearly see theposition. You at the present time exercise rights ; we pro-test against that. If you put it into a Bill, how does that

alter the position at all, except it is a kind of tacit agree-
ment by us as to the right of your interfering.

Mu. COX : We do not wish to interfere at all. Sup-
posing Australia has willingly agreed to a treaty; suppos-
ing Australia has clone that, anet the law of Australia does
not permit Australia to fulfil its obligations under the
treaty, is Australia prepared te. alter its i.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : There is no necessity.

Mr. COX : These alterations cannot altei the law.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: In future we won't lie bound
by any law we have not concurred in. It goes a long way
further than that.

Hon. W. el. HUGHES: What Mr. Cox says does not
go further than Ihat.

Siu WILLIAM LYNE : I beg your pardon, it goes a
deal further. It will come up to-morrow or the next

nlay; it will come up on this very point.

Mb. COX : 1 don't mind if it does. 1 want to be
allowed to explain what this resolution means. What l
say is, that it has been laid down by the Courts in the,
country, and there is not the slightest doubt in my mind
the Australian Judges would follow the same rule i«
it is common si use.

Sm .KiSKl'ii WARD : To meet Sir William Lym- Ithink yon .Iter it slightly. Say, "That it be
"recommended to the Australian and New Zealand llei-
" vernments that in any future Merchants Shipping legis-
" latum to insert an express provision safeguarding the
"obligations imposed by any treaties to which they have
"adhered," and stop there.

Mn. COX : Quite so; that is all we want.
Sir WILLIAM I.VNK: 1 do not sec the- necessityfor it.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : The point, I take it, is this, if,
as Mr. Bertram Cox has said, m all future treaties there
is to be a clause Baying that this treaty shall not hind in
any way whatever unless ihat Colony separately adhered
to it, well and good; hut if there are now treaties iii
existence to which we have adhered, it is only right that
ihe continuous adherence should be provided for.

Siu WILLIAM LVNK : I don't want any resolution to
be passed which would have the effect of interfering with
our position regarding treaties of the past.

Sir JOSEPH WARD: This does not.
Tin: CHAIRMAN : Surely, if you have adhered to

them—it is only a provision which we are putting into
our own Patent Bill which we are passing through the
House ..! Commons, that nothing shall interfere with any
treaty obligations, That is really all we want.

Mr. COX : I am quite prepared to alter it.
Sir WILLIAM LVNE: What is the d:fference betweenthat and mine. I propose to strike out certain words and

put in others, so that it would read : "An express pro-" vision safeguarding the Colonies from the possibility of
"any interference by any treaty rights unless those rights
■■ have been expressly concurred in."

Mr. COX : Sir Joseph Ward's puts the resolution inthe same way. May I point out that I think Sir WilliamLyne is unduly suspicious on this point. There were two
treaties when Canada was giving this country a prefer-ence, there were two treaties with Germany and Belgiumwhich stood in the way, and the British Governmentat once denounced those treaties. You cannot say this
country stood in the way, and you cannot say, havingregard to that provision, that this country does not
recognise the right of every Colony to come into a treatywhen it likes and go out when ,t likes. Vou must givethem perfect freedom to come in and go out when theylike, and what we do when we negotiate a treaty is this,we send out and say, " Here is this treaty, do you want" to come in ? " Some Colonies say " Yes," a great manysay " No."

Hon. W M. HUGH _S : Can you give us that clause.
Mil. COS : I can give you a copy. It was a clause forwhich I am myself in sonic degree responsible for pressingon the Foreign Office, because it saves everybody's rights.
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and saves a lot of time and trouble. You can come in
at any time, and go out at any time. You have an
opportunity of trying it, and if you don't like it you can
go out. lSut it keeps the Colonies and Great Britain
entirely separate.

Sm WILLIAM LVNK: 1 don't think so. I really
cannot agree with Mr. Cox on that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What do you apprehend is
the danger?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: The danger so far as this is
concerned is. it will have a moral, if not a legal, effect
upon I'.ist treaties with which this is going to interfere.

Hon. \\ . M. HUQHES : There is only one way a treaty
can be accepted by Australia, and that is alter discussion
of the terms of the treaty by the Parliament of that
country. Very well, if the Parliament of the country
having discussed the terms of the treaty in the same
way that they .iiseiiss anything else, affirm il is a desirable
thing to come in they can conn- in. and if they do not
like it. they can go out after L2 months by giving notice.
I don't sec that it is any difference from any other legis-
lation, except that it can be repealed by just a formal
notice.

Mu. (OX : You ask the Foreign Office to give notice,
and in 12 months it is all over.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : One point Sir William
Lyne does not seem to see in this matter is that it is only

list, where Australia has adhered to a treaty, that
theie should he a provision in their Act of Parliament
enabling that adherence to be carried into effect, which
cannot new be done if any of their laws are adverse to
that treaty.

Siu JOBEPH WARD : I am quite clear in my opinion
upon this point. I prefer to see the resolution carried,
because it distinctly states that a colony is not to be bound
to any treaty to which it has not adhered, and I think it
is very important we should carry it.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE: We have passed a resolution
already, that the Colonies are not to be bound by any
treaty they do not agree to; then what is the necessity
for this at all ?

M ii. COX : It is what we may call a rider.

Sm JOBEPH WARD: We do not do any harm by
saying we elo not object to those treaties. We have
the light by our legislation to legislate out of those
treaties.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I am absolutely opposed to
it, and I will ask to press my amendment because it is
going to interfere with the very thing we are fighting
with the British Government for. Here is the Act, and
the British (lovernment have informed us that it is an
infringement of the treaty, and we say it is not; and
we are going to make our representations to the British
Government. I find it does interfere with Morocco.
Well, I think Morocco should not stand in the way of
our legislation.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You were against the
very point you are: sticking for.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It says, "to which they may
"hereafter adhere." It does not apply to every treaty.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I say we have every provision
lor putting into our law, according to a resolution already
passed, the provisions under which we are going to make
an arrangement with the Imperial Government, and why-
load that with anything more at the present time? I
think this goes a great deal further, and I must be allowed
to give my opinion.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: You ought to give a good
reason. I must be allowed to have my opinion, too.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: You are quite welcome to
have it.

The CHAIRMAN : I think we can accept Sir Joseph
Ward's suggestion. •

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : But I have given notice of an
amendment. I feel very strongly on this matter. It is
the same as Sir Joseph Ward's.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : May 1 say Sir William Lyne's
V lew would i.e quite right ill my opinion

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Say in which they have con-
cur! cd, which is practically the same.

Sir JOSEI'H WARD : It is the same as mine.

.Mu. COX : It is the usual phrase "adhered."

Siu WILLIAM LVNE : New Zealand is in our posi-
tion.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It docs not affect the
dispute.

Sm JOSEI'H WARD : 1 want to say that upon one
point ret erred to by Sir William Lyne in reference to the
former resolutions, he would he right if those resolutions
suggested that legislation should be introduced to give
effect to the resolutions, but nothing of the kind has been
suggested, so that that point referred to by Sir William
Lyne and its application lo this does not, in my opinion,
hold.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK: What right has this Con-
ference to say we are going to put any resolution into
effect !

Sir JOSEPH WARD : 1 think we ought to put this
resolution on the Statute Book for the reason I have given.
We arc adhering to some of the treaties, and we want to
iiave an express provision safeguarding any treaties to
which we have adhered. If we wanted to object we
should nave done so by special despatch. We have not
objected. iSo I conclude we want them in operation, other-
wise we would have rejected them. Now we cannot do
any harm by saying that so long as it is treaties to which
we have adhered. If we put that in, we cannot do the
slightest haim, and it is not going to affect the matter
one way or the other. It won't do Sir William Lyne
either good or harm in that respect. Hut 1 want to be
sure that we are not going to lie asked to give effect to
treaties we have not adhered to.

Mr. COX : Certainly not.
Thk CHAIRMAN : the form of your resolution will

make it clear. I will put it in the form amended by Sir
Joseph Ward.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 object to that. 1 ask to have
my resolution put.

lin. CHAIRMAN : If you don't mind, I have to put
the resolution first of all. 1 will read the resolution as it
is proposed to the meeting, and then I will read the
amendment.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK :My amendment. 1 submitted
it as soon as 1 came in.

The CHAIRMAN : You moved it as an amendment.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : I move it as an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN : I will read the resolution of the

British Delegation :—" That it be recommended to the
" Australian and New Zealand Governments in any future
" Merchant Shipping legislation to insert an express pro-
" vision safeguarding the obligations imposed by any
"treaties to which they have adhered.'' To that Sir
W illiam Lyne has moved an amendment.

Siu. WILLIAM LYNE : I moved the original resolu-
tion before that was submitted. 1 don't know why I am
to be cut out in this way. I moved an amendment on your
resolution first, and if Sir Joseph Ward is going to bring
in an amendment he should come after me. I moved the
original, and you are putting Sir Joseph Ward's first.

The CHAIRMAN : We have accepted his amendment.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : That does not matter.
Tin; CHAIRMAN : Very well, I will put your amend-

ment. Your amendment is this, to leave out all the words
after "safeguarding the" to the end in order to insert
the words "possibility of any interference by any treaty
" rights unless those rights have been expressly concurred
"in by the Colonies."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want to strike out all the
words after the word "treaties" and insert the words
" in which they may concur."
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The CHAIRMAN : That will come afterwards. I now
put Sir William Lyne's amendment.

(The Chairman then put the amendment to the meeting,
but it was not carried.)

The CHAIRMAN : Now I put our resolution in the
form suggested by Sir Joseph Ward, and Mr. Hughes
moves an amendment to leave out the words "to which
'they have adhered" and insert the words "in which

i '' they may concur.''
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Mine was exactly the same

except that I have used Sir William Lyne's words " that
"they may concur." You might bring in legislation deal-
ing with immigration, you might make a treaty for that;
the treaty might be in conflict with the law, and Sir
Joseph Ward's resolution would not help you because it
was not something to which you had adhered at the time
it was passed. It would be a treaty to which you adhered
subsequently.

The CHAIRMAN: You say, "in which they may
"subsequently concur"?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : No, in which they may con-
cur. The " may " will cover past or future or present.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I don't think it will.
The CHAIRMAN : Wouldn't it answer your pur-

pose if you added "or in which they may subsequently
" concur " ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Ah, no. Obligations imposed
by any treaties other than those in which they have ex-
pressly concurred, are obligations which I do not wish to
recognise at all further than they are now recognised by
us. I don't want to accept any fresh obligations.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : Might I suggest upon this point
that we want to bear in mind the fact that in future
treaties there is a clause goes in which makes them not
binding upon the Colonies unless the Colonies agree. That
is very important. Very well, if we have all adhered to
any treaties that exist now, that resolution to which they
have adhered must be quite right. Now if you add the
words "or may concur," then you meet what you want.
We are guaranteed in the future, and you get exactly
what you want.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : You say, "to which they have
adhered "or may concur."

Hon. DUOALU THOMSON : I think it is perfectly
effective without those words at all. It says, "in any
"future legislation."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Very well.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I don't see that it is

wrong as it stands ; it says, "in any future legislation
"there shall be an express provision inserted safeguarding
"the obligations imposed by the treaties to which they
" have adhered." It is all a matter for the future.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Don't you cover all points by
leaving out the word "have" and saying "to which they
" adhere " ?

The CHAIRMAN : I think Mr. Hughes's suggestion
covers it, "or in which they may concur. 'Hon. W. M. HUGHES: The words "adhere" and
"concur" do not mean precisely the same thing.

Mr. COX : The technical term that is always used in
diplomacy is "adhere."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Concur used in this sense
really postulates Parliamentary sanction, and postulates
express Parliamentary sanction. I want to put in "express
" Parliamentary sanction," so that there can be no mere
Executive sanction. It is conceivable that the Executive
might assent without consulting the Parliament, but it is
not desirable. For my part I would never assent to any-
thing that might

Mr. COX : That is really for your Government, whether
they take it into Parliament or not.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Quite so.

The CHAIRMAN : I think it covers everything you
want. "Adhere," as Mr. Bertram Cox says, is a diplo-
matic word. That implies you are treated as a party to
the treaty.

Mr. PEMBROKE: 1 think the original word covers
the thing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Although it is not elegant
English to say "in which they have concurred or may
subsequently "concur." At the same time, it is unmis-
takable. "Concur" does mean something different to
"adhere" in a Parliamentary sense. "Concur" applies
to a case where some matter has been laid before a number
of persons—they concur.

Mb. CUNLIFFE : If you adhere you can call your
officials over the coals. It seems to me the proper word.
Once adhere, and you are bound by the treaty.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : After all, it is only a matter
of words. But I prefer the word "concur." 1 move the
omission of all the words after the word "treaty" with
the view of inserting the following words: "in which
"they have concurred or may subsequently concur." That
will govern all kinds of treaties, and will govern the case
which is a very likely case to occur, where a treaty might
involve an alteration of the Immigration Act or the Com-
merce Act.

lin ( HAIRMAN : Personally, I think it is better to
stick to the words which are diplomatic words—"adhere"
or " accede."

Hon \V. M. HUGHES : For the reasons I have stated,
I prefer my own words.

The CHAIRMAN: Very well, I put Mr. Hughes's
amendment,

(The Chairman then put the amendment, but it was not
carried.)

Sm WILLIAM LVNK : How is that going to be taken.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Surely we can agree on

a word.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : There are some of the New
Zealand delegates voting for it. I want to know how Un-
vote is going to be taken.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I press it merely because I
know "concur" does convey to the average person a
different meaning. And even etomologically it means a
particular assent by a body of people, and "adherence"
is more particularly appropriate to the high contracting
party, the Executive Government.

Tin: ('HAIRMAN : But, of course, it is the explana-tion you give which makes the thing rather doubtful.
For instance, take the Italian Treaty. The Australian
Government sends its adhesion to that Treaty. Well, I
do not know how the Australian Government did it—
whet her it brought it before the House of Representativesor not—and it does not matter to us, but do you mean
that that is not a concurrence on the part of the Aus-
tralian Government

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It is because I wish to insure
that treaties shall be treated like any other Bill, that they
shall be statute law.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you mean to say, with regard
to the past, you regard them as not binding ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I do not say that. But Iwish to prevent anything binding in the future.
The CHAIRMAN : Very well, if that is perfectly

clear it does not matter to us. I thought you were draw-
ing a distinction between what has been done by the
executive.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I merely say, in the future a
treat} shall have the force of law; that it shall not con-
flict with the law that il shall be, in fact, the law.

Mr. COX : That is what it is in the United States, Iunderstand.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why not use the word

" adhere " in one case and " concur " in the other.
Hon. W. M HUGHES: No, because that will cover

treaties made prior to this amendment. But I am speak-
ing here of treaties that may be made prior to the intro-duction of a statute to give them effect in law as well as
to those treaties which may subsequently to that time be
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entered into, and which the statute may govern and may
make legal. All those treaties which now are binding on
Australia cannot be effected by any resolution we pass
here ; they are binding, and there*s an end of it.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It is the legislation that
may be affected.

Hon. Wr. M. HUGHES: In such a case, if the thing is
binding, a proviso would be inserted in the Act as would
make them binding at law. I do not think we are opposed
to that.

The CHAIRMAN : I agree with Mr. Dugald Thomson
that it is much better we should have a fairly unanimous
vote, and not have any dispute about words.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : There is no division among the
New Zealand delegates.

Mn. BELCHER : I was under the impression that the
words "adhere" and "concur" were contained in Mr.
Hughes's amendment. I have not the words in front of
me, and I really do not know what they are yet.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The point I make is this, that
"adhere'' is not the: proper term. It is The term used for
a nation's agreement to the terms of the treaty which is
entered into by the executive. "Concurrence," on the
other hand, postulates the thing being laid before the
people's representatives and being adopted by them. For
that reason, I prefer my word.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : It does not pledge that.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : It does imply it.

The CHAIRMAN : Sir Joseph Ward, would you mind
the words " in which they have concurred or may subse-
" quently concur " ?

Sir JOSEPH WARD : No, I do not.
Sm WILLIAM LYNE : That is the point I don't want.
'I'm: CHAIRMAN : Now I put Mr. Hughes's amend-

ment, and it will read as follows :—" That it be recom-
" mended to the Australian and New Zealand Govern-
" mints in any future Merchant Shipping legislation to
" insert an express provision safeguarding the obligations
"imposed by any treaties in which they have concurred
"or may subsequently concur."—Carried unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN : Now No. 2 :—" That all resolu-
" tions adopted by this Conference are understood to be
" without prejudice to the decision of any legal question
" involved."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I would like to know before
1 say much about this what is the object of it? The

resolutions have no effect whatever, and how can theyaffect l he legal position ?
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Throughout all the sit-

tings of this Conference there has been a mutual agreementthat we should discuss all questions as practical questions,and not as legal questions. That, I think, has immensely
increased the utility of our discussions. But we seem to
want some declaration on record that that is so. We
have not been discussing as lawyers the question of
powers or jurisdiction. We have been discussing practical
questions, and at some point or other I think it will be
necessary that that should be recorded, and it will be
understood that all our decisions are without prejudice
to l'-_al questions. Personally, I am not a lawyer. I do
not know whether you are a layman or a lawyer, Sir
William.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I am a layman.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I do not want to be told

that in something we have recommended we have led the
various Governments astray. There is nothing in it
beyond that.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I must say I cannot compassthe meaning of this.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : It is very necessary.
Sir JOSEPH WARD : I am opposed to this for this

reason. This Conference is not a constituted authority
to create a legalising. If there is any legalising of our
motions required, that must be done by our Parliaments.

Why yon want to introduce this, seeing it is without
prejudice, unless they are legal decisions affirming their
legality, I do not know. I do not quite understand why
it is put.

Mu. COX : I confess I have some difficulty about it
myself. The law is the law, and nothing you can do
here can alter it, and we may go on passing resolutions
by the yard, but the law is the law. I don't think it is
necessary.

Mr. CUNLIFFE : I wish, as representing the Board
of Trade from a legal point of view, to say this : That
I might have points put to me hereafter, or points may
crop up on which I might have to say, however much this
resolution is of practical value, from a point of law, I
cannot agree to it.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : If we confirm a resolution like
this, it is practically saying all the resolutions we have
passed at this Conference are not to be put into effect
until we have ascertained the legal position. There
are some in which no legal consideiation is concernedat all.

Mr. COX : I think Mr. Cunliffe has made his position
perfectly clear. Someone may come to him and take his
advice on the question of whether having regard to the
resolutions of this Conference- he may interpret the law
in a particular way. He will say, "I am extremely sorry
"the resolutions of the Conference have not the force of
" law, and I must decide this is law, and not what the
" Conference has said."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would like to point out this,
that it frequently happens now, and it did happen in the
High Court in reference to a matter that was brought
before it for judgment, that the debates of the Conferencewhen delegates from the. Commonwealth came home to
discuss exactly what the Constitution Act meant in certain
particulars for instance, what is meant in regard to the
appeal to the Privy Council, the Court will look at these
debates and these discussions, if there is no other way of
coming to a decision, and no doubt they may affect its
decisions. Now here is a bald resolution, affirming that
nothing that is said here is to.have any weight. Now I
fancy that while we cannot alter the law, I think that
where the law is not in harmony with any of our decisions,
our resolutions, that the particular Government, the law
of which stands in the way, ought to amend its law ifits delegates have assented to that decision and if they
make out a good case. That being the position, I thinkthere ought to be e rider to the effect that while every-thing done here is without prejudice, still the intention of
this Conference is to recommend such an alteration of lawas will effect uniformity.

Mr. PEMBROKE : Is not all this covered by Sir
Joseph Ward's resolution.

The CHATRMAN : I think we have made our positionclear in the matter, and I suggest this might he withdrawnnow.—(Agreed.)

The CHATRMAN : Now we come to No. 3 :—" That" the obligations imposed by Australian or New Zealand" law on shipping registered in the United Kingdom"should not be more onerous than those imposed on the
" shipping of any foreign country."

Sir WILLTAM LYNE : Now in reference to that, Ithink it has been stated, and I have stated myself, that Ishould be opposed, if possible, to putting anv restrictionson British ships that are not imposed on foreign ships.but I cannot see why we should have a resolution of thiskind passed after what has taken place, and I shall opposeit because we do not know exactly what we may decide todo. and we may possibly give British shipping greaterfacilities. I should like very much to.
Mr. PEMBROKE : This would not prevent you.
Sir WILT.IAM LYNE : But I do not think it is a

judicious thing to have it exercised in this particular wayin the resolution. We are supposed to be left fairly free
to deal with matters as it seems best in Australia, and a
resolution of this kind, I think, is superfluous. That is
the only objection I have to it.

Thk CHAIRMAN : You don't object to it.
Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I have already said, so far as

I am concerned, I shall prevent, if I can, anything being
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introduced into our legislation which places British ship-
ping in a worse position than foreign shipping. I believe
Sir Joseph Ward is of the same opinion, and I think that
ought to be quite sufficient. He represents one Govern-
ment, and I have no doubt those who are with him will
agree that should be done. That ought to be enough
without putting a resolution on paper. It is because I
think it is superfluous and would be ignored.

The CHAIRMAN : I know. But I am certain if Sir
William Lym- knows that it will reassure the shipping
community here, he won't object to a resolution of this
kind appearing in the report.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Supposing Parliament says we
are going to do it no matter what I say, then they would
go directly opposite to a resolution of this kind. Still 1
do not think it is wise.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I will tell you why I am
opposed to it. I am for giving British ships preference
in every way over foreign ships, and to do all in our
power to give them preference. But as a matter of
we sometimes find it impossible to apply that to a foreign
ship in the same way as we can do to a British ship ; but
we can in other ways handicap a foreign ship greatly in
favour of a British ship. If you pass-this resolution :—
" That the obligations imposed by Australian or New
" Zealand law on shipping registered in the United King
" eloni should not be more onerous than those imposed on
" the shipping of any foreign country," we get into a
position where we cannot expect to procure the King's
assent to our legislation because we would get into a
position of legislating on a foreign ship, which you know
could not be assented to. If you are prepared to put in
the words "British Government" so that it will read
" That* the obligations imposed by the British Govern-
" ment," put the British Government in with us so as to
insure when we do deal with a foreign ship they will do
the same, then there is uniformity of action and procedure,
and uniformity of treatment to the various ships. But
you are tying our hands by imposing upon us an obligation
that we are not to impose upon foreign ships conditions
other than we do upon a British ship. We are strongly
in favour of British ships, but if you pass the resolution
as it stands you tie our harjds.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : We attach great importance
to these terms. We have heard with very great relief the
statements made by Sir Joseph Ward and Sir William
Lyne as to their intentions, but we, the British ship-
owners, have had to sit here to take the punishment that
has been given to us. Now, of course, these statements
have had a very great effect, but they have not been com-
municated to the people whom we are representing, and
the result of the Conference certainly has not been to
commend the wisdom of the representatives of the British
shipowners to the British shipowners generally, and if
we go away without having had published these very
kindly sentiments that have been expressed so clearly
and so forcibly, it will increase our difficulty. Therefore,
we do trust that Australia and New Zealand will see their
way to put in the form of a resolution, the opinions
which the British delegates have put down on this
notice.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : T will move as an amendment :
That the word " British " be inserted before " Australia."
We should not be put in a different position to the British
Government.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Would you also add
"registered in the United Kingdom, Australia, and New
"Zealand?" At present we are only asking equality of
conditions imposed by your laws on our shipping, not on
your shipping.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : I want all British ships.

Sir WILLTAM LYNE : If you pass the resolution, I
am afraid it complicates matters. It almost is a direction
not to put anything more onerous on the foreign ships.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is not intended.
Sir WILLTAM LYNE :It makes for equality. Now

this very Act that I was referring to just now. it is held
up at the present moment because it provides for an
advantage to an English ship against the foreigner. And
that is what we want to do so far as we possibly can; we
want to give an advantage to the British ship.

The CHAIRMAN : This is not superfluous at any rate.
Sir Joseph Ward contemplates certain cases where he is
imposing on British ships that which he would not impose
on a foreign ship.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I would not, if I had power.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : The same here.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: Would it be covered if the
resolution read as follows :—" That the obligations im-
" posed by the laws of the United Kingdom, Australia,
"or New Zealand on shipping registered under their flags
" should not be more onerous than those imposed on the
" shipping of any foreign country in the ports of those
" States."

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is an enormous
extension.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : The position is this. I do
not know whether there are any treaty rights, but sup-
posing there are any treaty rights by which any one State
is bound to any foreign power, or supposing hereafter
it entered into a treaty, say with Germany or America
—it is conceivable and Canada contemplates it—suppose
then that Australia entered into a treaty with America,
and one of the terms of the treity was " That a ship
" should be allowed to trade on the Australian coast sub-
ject only to the conditions imposed by the United States
"laws." Then we should have to allow all United King-
dom shipping to come under the same terms. Well, then
we should have to allow all other favoured-nation ship-
ping to come in under the same terms. But that simply
means we could never enter into a treaty with any country
at all. Because that would include nearly every maritime
nation in the world.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You must if we have
assented to that in the first place.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I am supposing that we enter
into a commercial treaty with, say, America or some other
country to which Great Britain may not assent, because
it would not affect Great Britain—it might be an arrange-
ment as to the Pacific Coast trade, or something of that
sort.—or the Island we should have to extend those pro-
visions to all other ships, and so our legislation would be
null and void.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why should we make a
treaty with America that is more advantageous ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I do not know why we should.
I am not saying why we should.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Your argument depends
on that, that we make a treaty with America which is
more advantageous to the ships of America engaged in a
particular shipping trade than to British ships that might
enter that trade. Surely it is a very reasonable thing that
there should be some safeguard against that to the British
ships engaged in that trade.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: No doubt; but as a matter
of fact, there is a trade between America and Australia,
and it is conceivable there would be, with which British
shipping could not compete. But, at any rate, this limits
our right to make commercial treaties. Personally, I have
gone so far as to suggest that there should be a rebate for
British ships, of light, harbour, pilot dues, and we are
entirely in favour of them not being subject to the coastal
restrictions so far as mail steamers are concerned. But at
the same time it is a different thing to say you must not
do what we think proper in the. matter. Once you do
that, we can never enter into any treaties with any country
at all; we are completely hampered.

The CHATRMAN : You know you pass any laws you
like : but you must not impose worse conditions upon
us than upon the Germans. That is all we ask.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I know that. But the obliga-tions imposed on shipping registered in the United King-dom—that does not say coasting trade.
Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : That is governed by

Resolution No. 9.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I would be willing to saythat all ships should be treated alike, whether Colonial.British, or foreign. Practically, that is what our Bill does.
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The CHAIRMAN : Take a case of this kind. Vou
may say we will not allow a British shin to entei into
the coastal trade. A ship calls at an Australian port,
picks up Australian passengers for an Australian port, and
you say now you are entering into the coasting traeh
you imp ise obligations upon it. But unless there is some-
provision of this kind you might allow Germany to come
in on better terms
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We might.

The CHAIRMAN : I want to make it perfectly clear
—I am sure you don't intend to- but we want to make it
perfectly clear that is not the intention, otherwise it is no
use offering us preference if we don't get equality.

Sm JOSEPH WARD: If applied to coasting ships only,
there would be no trouble. But this goes farther. I
want to guard against a position which would arise, which
would be exceedingly objectionable and would cause a
great .leal of friction on the part of the administration
that was trying to do the right thing. Under the Im-
perial Shipping Act we have (lie power now to deal with
ships registered in our own country. Very well, leave
the- question of coasting out altogether, because it does
not come into the point that i a be- the primary
one in dealing with this matter m tin* future. This is
going to affect the question of oversea trade from port
to port a direct port, New Zealand to London, if you
like. Now, under existing conditions, we cannot, under
our legislation, we cannot control in any way say the
German ships. They are governed by the German law.
But we can. under the law which the Imperial statute
gives us the power to do, we can govern the British ship
that is registered in New Zealand and the British ship
Ihat collies out to New Zealand. Lot if we assent to this
proposal, here is the position we an- going to get into : we

.ing to deny ourselves what we have now the right to
mi.lei the Imperial Act. lo regulate a ship registered in
N'.-w Zealand.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Only registered in the
United Kingdom.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : If the ship from New Zealand
is registered under our laws, we call upon them for con-
ilil i.-ns as to crews.

The CHAIRMAN : Look at these words, "The obliga-
'Mions imposed by Australian or New Zealand lav mi
"shipping registered in the United Kingdom." Not on
your registered ships at all.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : But Mr. Norman Hill's resolu-
tion

The CHAIRMAN : We could not accept that.

Sir JOSEI'H WARD : That would take away all our
power.

The CHAIRMAN : I agree.

Mr. PKMBROKE : It has been stated here, over and
over again, that ships of the United Kindom were to be
on the best footing in Australia. We are on the best
footing in New Zealand, we know. _

The CHAIRMAN : This resolution would not affect
your powers at all, and I do not see why you could not
agree to it.

Hov. W. M. HUGHES: I think the word "obliga-
tions" really covers my objections, because an obligation
after all is something different from that which I had in
my mind. An obligation is not a condition.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : In spite of what Sir
Joseph Ward has said, I do not see myself why we can-
not agree to a resolution of this sort. If we intend to
implement the words that have been used at this table,
surely we are not afraid to put it into writing, with any
proviso that seems necessary, such as this, "Except where
"the imposition of the latter is prevented by inter-
" national treaty or arrangement." We have stated we
are prepared to do as well for British ships as for foreign
and we ought not to be afraid to put it into, a resolution.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : There ought to be no necessity
to.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Sir William Lyne has
said he personally would do so, but Sir William Lyne is
not the permanent minister. I don't wish to see him out,
speaking personallv. but he is not the permanent minister.
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Sir WILLIAM LYNE : You ha/e tried hard enough.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : He speaks about British
interests. Well, I have known Sir William Lyne to bring
in resolutions dead against British interests, and to glory
in them, such as tariff provisions : but all I say is
this

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : you are making statements you
have no right to make.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I might return the com-
pliment. All T say is this, that the resolution is only
putting in words what has been stated in speech, and I
think we ought to be prepared to do that. Surely we are

in.: back on what we have stated in our speeches:
we should not be afraid of putting it into a resolution, and
it is a reasonable thing for the British re preventative* to
ask. Tfiere may be no necessity for it, but with a proviso,
I think we ought to make our declaration.

Sm: JOSEPH WARD : I think there is no necessity
for a proviso. I object to be put in the position of saying
I am afraid to have a resolution put on record in favour
of British shipping over foreign. In my own country,
both in the House and out of it, I have said I would do
everything in my power, and if the word " British " is
put in before " Australian," so as not to have it imply in
(he resolution, as it stands now, that Australia and New
Zealand want to do something adverse to British ships,
then I, for one, am quite prepared to support the resolu-
tion.

The CHATRMAN : Just one word. If you mean that
no obligations shall he imposed by the laws of the United
Kingdom and Australia on shipping more onerous than
those imposed nrion the shipping of a foreign country, we
certainly will do that. If you want to say "that the
" obligations imposed by British law on ships registered in" Australia and New Zealand should not be more onerous
"than those imposed on the shipping of any foreign
"country." we are prepared to add that.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : All I want is the United King-
dom and Australia and New Zealand to be in the same
condition.

Mn. FERNIE : We are practically asked to give up
<v. tvlhing. The shipowners wo represent have- not heard
what has been expressed here. They only see what is putin the- papers, and they feel we arc. getting into a very
false position, and it would reassure them if such a resolu-
tion as has beep proposed is passed. After all. it is only
expressing what you intend to do.

Sin WILLIAM LYNE : I would ask you a question.
Ts it a fart that vour law compels a certain load-line on
foreign ships as well as British?

Mr. FERNTE : Yes, under the new law passed last
year.

Sm WILLTAM LYNE : When we were discussing this
matter on a resolution of mine, the question was raised
Hint we had no power in Australia to compel the foreign
shins to have a. certain load-line. Now, supposing this
resolution is carried, the result in the record will be this,
that whilst we compel our own ships to have a load-line,
or foreign ships that come in and have not the proper
load-line, we cannot do it, and. therefore, British ships
are at a disadvantage to the foreign. Now. that being so.
it nullifies the whole thing. Tt is stated in this resolution
we must give a foreign ship an advantage over a British:
we compel British ships to carrv a load-line, and we
cannot compel the foreigner, therefore it nullifies our
power.

The CHATRMAN: We are not interfering with your
power. All we want is that yon should not impose any
obligations on our ships you are not imposing upon foreign
ships.

S'n WILLIAM LYNE : Then this bald fact stares us
in the face, that we are not to place the British ships in a
worse position than the foreign. We cannot say our law
docs not make the foreign ships carry a load-line.

Mr. DUNLOP : Yon cannot make a British ship carry
a load-line different from the Board of Trade regulations.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : You can only enforce the
British law.
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Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Then you create a complica-
tion at once, because you cannot do it to British ships, and
you shipowners come down and say, 'Why donjl you
"put Hies, foreign ships on the same basis as ours"?

The (HAIRMAN :We have done it. Of course we
can do it; you can impose the same obligations on the
foreigner as you are imposing on us.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : It was stated in reference to
the load line and the storm-line that we could not impose
it on foreign ships.

The CHAIRMAN : I have no recollection of that.

Mn. WALTER -I. HOWKLL: I think Sir William
Lyne must be thinking of a light load-line.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : 1 was not.

The CHAIRMAN : I have no recollection of that state-
ment being made.

Siu WILLIAM LVNE : It was.

The CHAIRMAN : By the Imperial Act we- have a
right to impose a load-line on the foreign ship correspond-
ing lo our own.

Mn. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : In British ports.

The CHAIRMAN : We can pass an Act corresponding
to that.

Mil. HAVELOCK WILSON : 1 may tell Sir William,
the British shipowners will support him because they have-
advocated that in the House.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : The only question is the
power.

The CHAIRMAN : I understand from Sir Joseph
Ward that he accepts in principle Resolution 3, only he
wants to make it perfectly clear. Ihat we extend the same,
I won't say courtesy, but the same conditions to Australian
and New Zealand snipping as we invite them to extend to
us. I think we ought to take time to consider a form of
words. Could we postpone this till after lunch, and in the
meantime try and consider a form of words.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I don't object to it, but I
think it is only casting a reflection on what has been
said.

Mr. FERNIE: The British shipowner wants to be
reassured on this point, because he will only see the bare
resolutions which have been passed in this respect.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : If it is carried, I wish to put
in : "That it is desirous that obligations," and you say
" should not." I wish to put in more tentative words.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Say " It is desirable."

The CHATRMAN : Sir William Lyne suggests that we
should say, " that it is desirable that the obligations
" imposed."

Sin JOSEPH WARD : I agree to that.
The CHAIRMAN : The resolution will then read:—

"That it is desirable that the obligations imposed by
" British, Australian, or New Zealand law on shipping
" registered in the United Kingdom should not be more
"onerous than those imposed on the shipping of any
" foreign country."

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I am afraid if we put
in the word " British " it would do you some damage. It
might relax a lot of restrictions.

Sm JOSEPH WARD : Might it not do the same in
Australia?

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I don't think so.

Siu JOSEPH WARD: Very well, if you say, "That
" it is desirable that the obligations imposed by Australian
" or New Zealand law on shipping registered in the United
" Kingdom should not be more onerous than those imposed
"on the shipping of any foreign country," I agree.—(The
resolution was then carried unanimously.)

The CHAIRMAN : Now No. 4 :—" That, with a view
"to uniformity, it be a suggestion to the Australian and
" New Zealand Ministers that in exercising any powers
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"conferred on them by legislation to make regulations
"with regard to matters affecting Merchant Shipping,
" they should have regard to the ecu responding provisions
"of the Imperial Merchant Shipping Acts or Regulations
"made thereunder, so far as circumstances permit; and
"that at least three months' notice should be given
"before any such regulations come into force.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK : Now, I'd like to know in line
:t where it says. " in exercising any powers conferred on
"them by legislation," what legislation does that refer
to?

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Local, Australian, or
New Zealand legislation. There are a number of clauses,
Mr. President, in the Australian Bill—I do not know how
far they are reproduced in the new Bill—and there are a
good many sections in the New Zealand Act which give
power to the Minister to make regulations. It is a very
necssary power. It is a power given in our Act, but
some of cur shipowners have been very apprehensive as
to the possibility of want of uniformity resulting from
those regulations. We have been discussing general prin-
ciples, arising out of the Act and Bill because we have
no regulations before us. This was merely intended to be
a suggestion which might be put. perhaps, in better
language, that.it is desirable that uniformity should be
loot in view, so far as differences of circumstances permit.
I don't think this goes beyond that. It is not the inten-
tion to go beyond. It was a suggestion that the corre-
sponding regulations might be taken into consideration
when framing them.

Mr. COX :It is merely a matter of language The
same thing can be put in various different ways. If
there are three sets of regulations, a shipowner naturally
wants to know where he is. but il thev are practically
the same, he knows where he is, and it is just as easy for
him to conform to the one as to the other.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK : I want it to be clearly under
stood we already have the three months.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : I want to know, is it our
ordinary three months' notice, or do we give three months'
notice, too ?

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH: T am not quite sure it
is not only two months. Our shipowners want to know of
the new regulations in time to comply with them, and
they will be satisfied with three months.—(The resolution
was then agreed to.)

The CHAIRMAN : No. 5 :—" That it be a recommen-
" dation to the Australian and New Zealand Governments
"that if conditions are imposed by local law on vessels
" incidentally engaging in the coasting trade in the course
"of an oversea voyage, care should be taken that these
"conditions should not be such as to handicap these
"vessels in their trade."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Well really, I don't think we
ought to agree to that, because we cannot tell. There
may be cases where a question may be raised that does
handicap, and it may handicap, and we will very likely
pass regulations tttat the ship will be handicapped, and
then it comes into a question of opinion, and so far as I
am concerned, I do not care.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I am sorry to hear it.
It is a matter that has excited considerable apprehension.
W'c have- passed a resolution quite definitely, recognising
your power to make these regulations. There is no ques-tion of that. The- resolution submitted by Mr. Norman
Hill which was not accepted, which asked as a matter ofexpediency that vessels incidentally engaged in the coast-
ing trade should not be deemed to be in the coasting
trade, that has gone.

Sm WILLTAM LYNE: What is the interpretation of
" incidental " ? You create a trouble. And with the word
"handicap," you create a trouble.

Mu. LLEWELLYN SMITH : This was only a sugges-tion, while recognising your power to apply local law.
that you should try. as far as possible, to see that the
provisions should not handicap our ships. I think it was
intended to mean in competition with a regular coaster.
They will come under local conditions, hut local conditions
may be such, that while quite tolerable for the regular
ee.aster, they might impose an enormous burden on the
oversea ship that is only for a short time in the coasting
trade: for example, a structural requirement might, I
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imagine, be not imposing a burden on one, but imposing a
very heavy burden on the cither.

Slit JOSEPH WARD : I suggest the word "needlessly"
be put in.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: I don't agree with that. We
have words here that create no end of trouble. What is
" incidentally " ? What is " handicap " ? Now if it means
only as in regard to other coastal trade, we don't mind
that a bit, because we want to handicap outside vessels.

Mu. PEMBROKE : It is only a recommendation.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: I don't care how it is. If you
incidentally or otherwise join in the coastal trade you are
liable to all our laws and conditions. It is any coasting
trade which you can prove is coasting trade under the
interpretation we phu:ed on it in No. !). If you put the
word "incidental" it is like (1) vessels registered in the
Colony, (2) vessels wherever registered, under different
conditions. I could not think of accepting a proposition
of that kind.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : I quite agree with Sir
William Lyne that there is some difliciiltv.in the vagueness
of such a resolution, but possibly it is meant to meet a case
of this sort, that if it were attempted—as it was in some
legislation in Australia —which was never passed—to make
such conditions that British oversea ships would have to
pay Australian rates of wages on the whole of their
voyage, that would be handicapping their general trade
outside of Australia.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : For my part, I am not going
to be curtailed in what we do. In that regard I asked
some questions as to what power we had, and I had a very
distinct reply that when they came back we should deal
with that. I can make no promise so far as I am con-
cerned.

Mu. COX : And I can make no promise that that Act
won't be disallowed.

Sit: WILLIAM LVNE : Very well, we will fight it. I
am not going to agree to a handicap beforehand.

Mr. COX : Well, so long as we understand where we
are.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : We have not reached the
stage of passing anything at all, but if such a thing as
that were attempted, as it was attempted at one period of
our Parliamentary history, we must not be surprised that
the shipping authorities desire to get some expression of
view in that connection. Sir Joseph Ward, I think, made
the suggestion of putting in the word "needlessly."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : Then you have to interpret
" needlessly."

The CHAIRMAN : You are your own interpreters.
Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: If you are going to

interpret these resolutions legally, perhaps not one of
them will hold water. They are simply suggestions of
the opinion of the Conference. Perhaps, with Sir
Joseph Ward's add;tion, we might meet Sir William
Lyne.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I want to be left absolutelyfree. 1 don't want any words put in which will cause
a question as to whether it is needlessly handicapped.
We have a bald resolution as it is now, and it is onlycomplicating to my mind the whole question by putting aclause like this in.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON: Put the word "over-
sea" in front of "trade."

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: No; supposing our peoplelike to say you shall trade, but you will have to pay our
wages all the voyage, what right have you to say theyshall not.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : What is the Conferencefor? Suppose Great Britain says you shall not impose
your law. She could do it.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK: I don't think she is verylikely to.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : Why are we conferring?We are not conferring on those lines at all. What we
are conferring on is what is reasonable, what is fair, what
is just to the interests of all concerned, and that is how
we ought to look at it.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I don't think this is consider-
ing what is just to Australia.

Mr. COX : May I ask Sir William Lyne one question.
Does he consider that it is just that Australia should
legislate for British ships when they arc in Valparaiso ?

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : No. But if they come and
trade with us, and take away our trade, we have a right
to say what conditions we shall place on them.

Mr. COX : Luring the coasting trade, yes. But when
she is on the other side of the globe, are you going to say
Australian conditions are going to apply '

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : We may or we may not. Idon't want to be dictated to.
Mr. COX : We don't want to be dictated to. There is

(mi feet freedom of legislation and government all over the
world; but we are a nation of 43,000,(100, and we object
lu being legislated for by Australia outside Australia.
Where Australia is concerned in her own waters, we bow;but in our own waters and on the high se.es, which are theproperty of all the world, we object to being legislated for
by Australia.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE ; I do not know that that is the
feeling of the ministry if it is of the officials.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: May I make a suggestion.Does this assist a vessel incidentally engaged in the coast-ing trade in the course of an oversea voyage? Now, so far
as the coasting trade is concerned, I quite agree you can-not make any difference In;ween a vessel incidentally or
ordinarily or habitually engaged in the coasting trade, so
far as they are actually engaged in the coasting trade fora day, or a month, or a year. I propose, therefore, thatyou should confine your resolution to that part of the
trade which is not incidentally coasting trade. For in-
stance, if you say care should be taken that these con-
ditions should impose the minimum handicap upon these
vessels in the oversea trade. What I mean to say is, youcould impose such conditions upon British ships under
Section 5 of our Constitution as you could not impose
upon foreign ships. And, no doubt, the British Govern-
ment would be very loath indeed to limit our powers underSection 5 provided we made reasonable iaws, and those
that are reasonable to the Government might really handi-
cap the British shipowner very considerably. We don't
want to do that; we want to do the very opposite. I
I don't want to, personally; I want to handicap theforeigner as much as I know how, and I shall neverhesitate to declare it and do it. When a vessel is engaged
—say in trading—from Adelaide and Newcastle and loadsthere for Valparaiso; from Adelaide to Newcastle it iscoasting; but we don't want to impose such restrictions
as will handicap it when it is quoting for freight Val-paraiso against foreigners. But we are very jealous of
our rights to keep our coasting trade under conditionswhich we consider decent and proper. Therefore, if we
say that care shall be taken that these conditions shall notbe such as to handicap vessels in their oversea trade, thatwill be sufficient.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I go further than that. Letme take a case. Take the case where a ship comes along;
a P. and 0., or an Orient, and they come and do ourtrade, and they come under the definition of what is trade,our provisions are that they shall pay certain wages. Theypay those wages whilst they are doing that trade, andwhim they get away from the coast and go to GreatBritain they average the wages and pay the same amount
to the men they employed between Great Britain and
Australia, which means a lower wage when they get awayfrom the coast. What effect has our law ? They may snaptheir fingers at us.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : They may, but you can refusethem their license to trade on the coast. A contract is acontract. If a man signs articles for £4 a month out of
London for a round trip to Australia and South America,and he trades for four months on the coast of Australiaduring those four months, he has to be paid Australianrates. Then when he gets off the coast he must still getnot less than £4. If the contract in black and white sayshe is to get £4, it is not a payment of £4 to give him£2 10s. ; and if that vessel does not provide in its Articles
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for those added payments that are demanded under out-
law, then we can refuse to give it its license to trade.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: If we were to adopt this, I
don't think you could.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Why not'.' My resolution is
this : That these conditions should impose a minimum
handicap upon these vessels in their oversea trade. It will
be a handicap, but it will be the same handicap on all.
What Sir W llliam Lyne has urged is, that it is very
obvious a vessel might come from Cardiff to Adelaide with
men engaged at £4 a month. We pay £7 on the coast,
and as soon as they go off to Valparaiso or Rio they drop
the wages to JU2 10s. and take it out of the men that way.
We won't have that. That is an evasion of our law.

Mr. DUNLOP : We should not do that.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : Isn't this getting off the point
of the resolution ? As 1 understand the Australian dele-
gates, the one point they are anxious about is to put
the oversea vessel winch engages incidentally in their
coasting trade on a business equality with their own
vessels. We have dealt with all questions of safety by-
conceding that the Australian Government can enforce
such safety regulations as they think necessary. Now.
there is only left the business equality. Now the whole of
this resolution, as I understand it, is that when tiicy im-
pose obligations on oversea vessels engaged incidentally in
that coasting trade, that vessel should be put on an
equality with their vessels engaged in the same trade. But
that is all we want. It is very easy, by imposing the
same obligations on an oversea vessel, to put her at a most
serious disadvantage with a local vessel; and we want to
say this, when you are enforcing these obligations, take
care that you enforce them in an equitable- way, so as to
put the two vessels on an equality. Don't put it higher
than that. And when you are enforcing these regulations,
which have nothing to do with safety, which have merely
to do with business, apply business principles and impose
equal conditions, and that is all, 1 think, the resolution
points to. If we can alter the wording of the resolution
so as to make that clear, we shall be perfectly content,
because we have been contending over and over again at
this Conference that the object is to secure equality, not
to give an undue preference to the Australian coasting
boats, but merely to put us all on the same footing.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES Supposing a vessel comes out
and home, and is away six months, and she is paying £4
a month to her men

Mn. NORMAN HILL : And paying Suez Canal dues
to get there ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : We can't help that; we can't
seize the canal. You have to pay £4 a month, but on our
coast we won't let you trade unless you pay £7. There is
no obligation to come on our coast; you can't complain

' of that. But if you are going at the end of your voyage
to so adjust your wages so that when you get home after
six months you won't have, paid more than an average of
£4 a month, because you have lowered the wages during a
part of the voyage, it is not an equality for our shipowners
because they have to compete against men who are paying
lower wages.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : I think the remedy is
what Mr. Hughes suggested, that when the Articles of

incut are drawn up a provision should be put in to
say that should the vessels during the course of the voyage
trade on the Australian or New Zealand Coast, the
Zealand or Australian rate of wages should be paid. That
would be quite good enough for a seaman to claim those
wages in a port in the United Kingdom, and then the
Australian and New Zealand Government could refuse to
frant a license unless that clause was in the Articles,

hat would settle the whole thing.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If the Board of Trade would

draw up an agreement with that clause in it that would be
satisfactory. Otherwise a ship comes on the coast, there
is no consideration in the new contract for seamen suingin a British port

Mr. NORMAN HILL : You are saying that big linerwhich is carrying between two Australian ports, thatis a liner that is manned to look after the safety andcomfort of two or three hundred passengers, you say thatship is to pay the extra wages to all those men, not tothe men who are employed in looking after the twenty

passengers it may pick up at the Australian port. Vou
are seriously handicapping the ISritish ship by imposing
any such conditions. And what we say is, when yon are
applying business regulations in order to put two classes
of ships on an equality, you should do it justly and
equitably.

IH. W. M. HUGHES : We shall impose the ..null
tions just the same on a tramp coming to Adelaide and
taking ore In Sydney or to Newcastle: we should impose
just the same conditions although there is no pas-,
yet they will have to pay the crew the same .

Mil. ANDERSON : But the whole of her capacity fen
the time being will be devoted to the coasting trade. But
iii the i ted by Mr. Hill, it is different.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Sou have 8 nicely.
don't engage in a coastal trade that does not pay you.

Mn. ANDERSON : Vou propose to impose these extra. no! only upon the whole staff, lull dining the whole
lime' of her sojourn on Ihe ci ast. Now a good part of the
time is devoted not to trading at all. but to business con
nected with her oversea trade, either the discharge of her

or overhaul lor Ihe I ovarii
e. It is not merely the injustice' involved in apply-

ing it to the whole of tile crew, hut the- llll'tliel injustice
ill applying lo the whole of the time. I must say I am

the opposition to the- resolution. All it calls
for is fair play.

Mn. BELCHER : I to me the true inwardness
of this resolution is tning to the surface. Mr.
Norman Hill has just said in so many words, and hin'ic instance where he does not think coastal Condi
tions should apply. Why, it is the essence of the whole
of our contentions here that when these vessels come on
to the Australian and New Zealand coast they must complywith the coastal conditions, and if these vessels are known
to escape the coastal conditions which are imposed upon
them by Colonial law, well then, every ship that comes
into Australian waters will necessarily ask exactly the
same exemption. That is what the thing is gem
resolve itself into. Where is the unfairness to the P. and
0. Company or the Orient. Company if any of these vessels
trade on the coast '.' II i.s ill very well to use a case where
there are only 20 passengers. But take the case of a ship
where they have 150 passengers, which they do carry some-
times.

Hon W. M. HUGHES : Take the case of a P. and O.
filled right up, and they skim the cream of the passenger
trade- from all the local boats.

Mu. BELCHER : This is superfluous, "Care should be" taken that these conditions should not be such as to
"handicap these vessels in their trade." You must handi-
them in their trade, that is from the British shipowner'spoint of view ; that i.s, you must impose coistal conditions
upon them. If the shipowner says that is the; handicappinghe wishes to escape, my consent will never be given to
that resolution.

Sm WILLIAM LVNK: If I understand what yousaid. Mr, Norman Hill, it is that if there is a loophole left
under which you can equalise, though you pay the rate of
wages decided on the coast, that you will equalise by onlypaying as much as you paid previously during the whole
voyage.

Mr. NORMAN HILL: No. What I am asking youto do is to equalise the conditions upon which the twovessels trade, not to subject the British ship which is
calling incidentally, on a long oversea voyage, betweentwo of your ports, not to put that vessel with regard to
the coasting trade in a far worse position than you areputting your own vessel.

Sir WILLIAM LVNE : But it is not a worse position,because supposing you paid one-fifth, as you do eachvoyage from Kreinantle to Sydney, you are there perhapsfor a month or five- weeks ; you only pay the wages forthose weeks, and our people have to pay them all the
time.

Mr. NORMAN HILL : And five passengers only are
going from one port to another. The whole of the restare going oversea.

Mu. CUNLIFFE : A very small proportion in relationto the coasting trade.
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Siu WILLIAM LVNK: Vou are raising a question I
.mi sorry to hear raised at the present time, because you
are raising a question that has been underlying the whole
of the Conference, as to whether we shall or shall not be
allowed to mike large ships conform to the same provi-
sions that we make our own trading vessels, and if you
are going to raise that question now, because that :s
underlying it, then it is a very serious matter.

Mil. COX : It seems to me that is already covered by
lution 9.

Thk ( HAIRMAN : It is only raised as a recommenda-
tion now.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE: I hope that recommendation
will be woided with some consideration.

'Till. CHAIRMAN : 1 am sorry to hear that.

Sm WILLIAM LYNE : I want to prevent the recom-; ion, Mr. President.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : I certainly can be no
parly to reopening Resolution 9. W'c- passed it. and Mr.
Norman Hill moved a rider which was* not accepted, and
therefore, as fai as this Conference is concerned, we fullyand frankly admit that we recognise your full right to
adopt local conditions to these ships. All we wanted to
il. and perhaps we c old gel a more felicitous mode ot
expressing it—is to suggest that in framing those con-
elitions you should have in your minds the interests of the
ship which only engages for a short time and for a small
pari of its business in this coasting trade, and not have
your minds entirely, upon the habitual coaster which is
always engaged on the coast and derives all its revenue
from the coast.

Sm WILLIAM LVNE: We must not have a loop-
hole-.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We arc not asking for
exemption, but in framing the conditions we ask that
you should remember there are these two classes of ships
to be considered, rot only the habitual coaster, but theincidental.

Mu. PELCHEI! : These vessels are- constantly on the
Australian coast. As soon as one vessel leaves Fre-
mantle and goes to Sydney, there is another vessel
behind.

Hon W. M. HUGHES: The effect is just the same
as if some ships are on always.

Mu. BELCHER: So far as the wages are concerned,
let me have a word to say in regard to that matter. Iknow of a case that happened on the New Zealand coast
when one of the New Zealand Company's or Shaw Savill

is traded on the coast for a considerable time. Be-
lorc that vessel left New Zealand, an indorsement was
made on her articles that she was trading on the coast,and when the vessel came to Great Britain, the men ex-
pected to be paid the coasting rate of wages for the time
they did coasting work. But the shipowners objected topay them, and contended that no alteration could be madeon the contract entered into in Britain. The case was
taken before the Courts, and the men had to go withoutthe wages. So it appears to me there is a very urgentnecessity that the stipulations that have been mentionedby Mr. Hughes and by Mr. Haveloek Wilson should beinserted on tile- articles of all these ships, so that it is
possible to enforce the conditions they would have tocomply with while on the- New Zealand coast.

Sin JOSEPH WARD : I want to refer to a clause in
OUT Act, the subsection of Clause 75. It makes the position
quite char by law in our country. The subsection is as
follows : "Provided that this section shall not apply to"ships arriving from abroad with passengers or cargo," but not trading in New Zealand further or otherwise" than for the purpose of discharging snch original pas-"sengers or cargo in New Zealand and their shipping
'' fresh passengers or cargo to be carried abroad." I thinkthat this resolution, No. 5, ought to be .made clear that
it does not apply to coastal work in the ordinary way. Inour country I would look upon it as a needless handicap ;if a vessel has a through bill of lading to touch at a dozenports, we would give them the same facilities to landtheir cargo in such a way as they thought best; but wewould look upon it as an unfair thing to the steamerslocally owned if an oversea liner could come along withoutthe handicap that our local vessels have of complying with

our requirements for our own rates of wages—that theyshould a-lively engage in competition would be unfair.
My opinion is, the whole difficulty might be provided for
not. by contract but by statute law, and what the Aus-
tralian delegates want 1 believe could be got over by
inserting the word "needlessly" before "handicap," and
the word "oversea" before "trade."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That is what I am proposing
—" That the conditions should not be such as to handicap
" them in their oversea trade."

Sir JOSEPH WARD: Put "needlessly" before" handicap," then you arc meeting the whole difficulty.There is one thing in preventing them and another inneedlessly handicapping them when they are complyingwith your conditions as they apply to their own coast.
Siu WILLIAM LVNK : They want to equalise the pay-

ment from London to Australia and back, including thecoast.

Mu. NORMAN HILL : 1 have not said that.
SlB JOSEPH WARD: What 1 understand upon that

point is that the liners who are called upon to have con-
ditions similar to those imposed upon the local traders,that they should not have excessive conditions imposed
upon them. 'That is as 1 understand it. If I am wrong,
then I misunderstand the position. My opinion is, you
ought to put, in the word "needlessly." You get all
you want. Our law and your law are going on the same
Inns. It is not a matter of contract; it is a matter of
law.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : How can you prevent it whenthey pay £10 to a man going to Australia and back again ?
Ami we make them pay double while ilu-v are trading on
the coast, hut the total they pay is £10.

Mr. FERNIE: Who suggested that ?
Mr. COX : It was suggested by Sir William Lyne.
Mu. NORMAN HILL : All 1 said was thai thi

vessel which comes for a limited amount of cargo andpassengers, I say that the whole of that crew should not
he subjected to those conditions if she is to be put on a
position of equality with the vessel trading on the coast.

Sir WILLIAM LVNK: I take it what Mr. NormanHill meant wis that only a portion of the crew should
receive the additional wages—is that what you meant?

Mu. NORMAN HILL: Yes, it must be adjusted on
some such basis.

11on. W. M. HUGHES : I venture to say, this resolu-
tion is quite unnecessary if it is not to do more than toplace the British shipowner not on a footing of equality,but to give- him a very unfair handicap, or to put theAustralian in a very unfair handicap, because Resolu-
tion 3 says : " That the obligations imposed by Australian"or New Zealand law on shipping registered in the United
"Kingdom should not be more onerous than those imposed" on the shipping of any foreign country." If you like to
improve that now and say, " That the obligations imposed"by Australian or New Zealand law on shipping registered" in the United Kingdom shall not be more onerous than" those imposed on the shipping of Australia or New Zea-" land," personally, 1 am perfectly prepared to accept that.We- only want a fair and square deal. We don't wantanything more than that.

Mn. NOH.MAN HILL: It is the application. We arenot challenging your right, but we say apply it equitably
so as to secure the vessels being put on an equality.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Hut we do do that.
Mu. NORMAN HILL : Not if you enforce the wholeof it.
Mn. DUNLOP : Suppose you had twenty stewards forthe purpose of the whole of the passengers, and you tooktwo or three passengers on board at Adelaide, you have topay the whole of the twenty stewards.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES : When your ship calls at Fre-mantle or Albany, perhaps it takes only six, but it wouldhave taken sixty if they had been there.
Mr. DUNLOP: But the stewards are not there forthese Australian passengers.
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ilon. W. M. HUGHES: Then our boat follows
after yours, and they only take ten or twenty.

Tut. CHAIRMAN : The suggestion has been made
that the wen,ling should read in this way: "That e_are

" should be taken that these conditions should not be such
"as to differentiate to their disadvantage as compared
" with the colonial registered vessels."

Sir WILLIAM LVNE: That is more reasonable, but
I want to know whether that in any way recognises or
allows shipowners to ride through any provisions we may
make and not pay their men while on the coast more than
the ordinary payment of the whole voyage.

The CHAIRMAN : It does not.

Sir WILLIAM I.VNK : Because I don't want anything
put here that prevents action.

Hon. DUOA LI) THOMSON : Might 1 point out this,
that evasion of the law could be a leason for refusal of
license, and you can only deal with a vessel that ref u
pay its crew coastal wages after the vessel came back.

Tin. CHAIRMAN : I have been listening to the debate,
and, so far as I can see, there is no objection to this. I
do not know what the shipowners would say, but it would
read like this : " That it be a recommendation to the
•'Australian and New Zealand Governments that if con-
" ditions arc imposed by local law on vessels incidentally
"engaging in the coasting trade in the course of an over-
" sea voyage, care should be taken that these conditions
■should not be such as to differentiate to the diaadvan-
" tage as compared with colonial registered vessels."

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What can that mean ?

Thk CHAIRMAN : That is your point, Mr. Hughes.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Ves, if they are placed on an
equality, say, if you have to pay your men £7 and I have
to pay mine £7. But Mr. Hill says, well that is really
not so, In cause we have to pay all the men, when perhaps
only 5 per cent, are engaged in looking after the casual
passengers ; therefore it is to our disadvantage.

Mr. .MILLS: These remarks have all been in the
interest of one side. Would it not be well that they
should not differentiate all against the locally - owned
vessels!

The CHAIRMAN: I think we can trust you to do
that. (The resolution as amended was then adopted.)

sm lOSKIMI WARD: 1 beg to move the following
resolution :—" That the Imperial and Colonial Govern-
" ments concerned be requested to introduce legislation to
"give effect to the resolutions of the Conference in cases
'where legislation is necessary." I think that can be

.1 to w nbout discussion.

Siu WILLIAM LVNE: There is no objection to it.
We may or we may not.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: I object to that word " I in-
"periai." Say 'That the British and Colonial Govern-
" ments."

Sir JOSEPH WARD : 1 will make it British.
Mit. LLEWELLYN SMITH : Shall we say "That the

" various Governments concerned"?

Mr. DUNLOP : I think we ought to stick to " Imperial."
Mr. COX : Mr. Hughes, don't your .'vets very often

say : Whereas by an Act of the Imperial Parliament, such
and such has been done?

Sm .lOSKIMI WARD: I will make it "the Govern-
" ments concerned." I would like an alteration made in
the second line. Say "introduced legislation to enable
"effort to be given" instead of "to give effect." (The
resolution was then unanimously adopted.)

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : With your permission, I should
like just for i moment to refer to a resolution that was
carried one day when I was not present. It was Resolu-
tion No. .'i in reference to desertion. My resolution as
proposed was amended.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : There is my resolution on the
business paoei :—"That it be a recommendation to the

Board of Trade that all vessels should be- Sufficiently

"staffed with officers te. enable the principle of four hours
"on watch and eight oil to be rigjdly adhered to. In
" vessels of small tonnage the regulations should provide
"that the master should keep a sea-watch of eight hours
'■ out of every 24."

Tin; CHAIRMAN i We arc going back to manning
again, it strikes me. This is not the resolution you gave
notice of. When did you give notice of this ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: That was one of those I
handed to you.

I'm: CHAIRMAN : This seems to me to be going back
to manning again.

11 on. W. M. HUGHES : No, it is not in the sense the
other was, because this has nothing to do with a schedule.
It does not say there must be so many or so few."

'Tin, CHAIRMAN : This says "staffed with officers."
I i.ally think this is manning.

Hon. W. \l HUGHES : I am entirely in your hands,
but I shall certainly insist upon that resolution being dis-
cussed, and put unless you say it is out of order. And if
that is out of order, then I want to ask what all these
others have been about. I know, .Mr. Chairman, very well
that there ii ~ desire "il the part of dl ' jump
thin_s through just now.

Thk CHAIRMAN : I don't like to rule anything out
of order that conies from any of the delegates here. But,
at the same- tin-, this really ought to have been discussed
under manning. We discussed wages and a sufficient num-
ber of hands, and I know- perfectly questions were put to
Captain Chalmers about it. We discussed all that, and
I ehmt think it is fair to the Conference to go back to it

and re-discuss the whole thing. I don't want to sayit is out of order. As a matter of fact, I think it is.
Having been discussed, we cannot go back to it; but if
then- i.s time at the end

Hon. W. M. HITCHES : I throw myself on the mercy
of the Court, for one thing, and I call your attention too,
to the fact that you definitely promised that this resolution
should be discussed, owing to the fait that it had been
mislaid.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : All I promised was this. I had
ruled out all fresh amendments on the ground that notice
ought to have been given. I said yours should be put on
the agenda because I had mislaid it, but that did not mean
all the things in it were in order.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : If you merely preserved this
infant of mine for the purpose of choking it-

Thk CHAM! MAN : That's it. We present it for
execution.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: Then I insist upon it being
tried properly before you do it.

Tin: CHAIRMAN : I am afraid I must rule it out. Ithink it was .in oversight on your part n t to move an
amendment to the manning resolution. Sou are doing
your very best to make up now. but it is rather at the
expense of my ruling.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to say the
principle discussed formerly was different to this. It was
not whether ships should be sufficiently manned, but that
a schedule, a principle which heretofore Ins not been ac
cepted, should be adopted. Now this is entirely different,
and this applies, I take it, to your vessels. The schedule
applies to ours. The manning applies to us.

Mn. LLEWELLYN SMITH: No ship should be un-
seaworthy.

THE (HAIRMAN : Vou look at this : "No ship shall
"be deemed seaworthy unless she is in a fit state as io
"number and quality of crew, including officers," &c.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Let me ask you this question :Does that apply to British ships ?
THE CHAIRMAN: I certainly thought so. We dis-

cussed it from that point of view.
Hon. W. M. HUGHES; Then my resolution in

nee to ihe manning schedule has never been
disclosed

166
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The CHAIRMAN : This is the amendment that was
carried eventually. We really have covered this.

Ilov. W. M. HUGHES: Perhaps you will allow Cap-
tain Chalmers to give an expression of opinion about it.

The CHAIRMAN : That will lead to debate.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : Will you allow me to do this,
when the other matter has been discussed will you allow
me to bring this in after that!

Tin; CHAIRMAN : Vou have all the tenacity of the
ancient race to which you and I belong, and which has
enabled us to survive 2,000 years of persecution.

Hon W. M. HUGHES : Kven though the persecutor is
one of our own race.

Tiik CHAIRMAN : I have been excessively indulgent
to you. Now, Sir William Lyne.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I was referring to this
tion that was made to my resolution as submitted. No. :( :
—" Providing that in respect to desertion from ships
"other than those (a) registered in the Commonwealth,
"(b) whose final port of discharge is in the Common-
" wealth," &c. I may say that I have consulted Mr.
Deakin about this, and he agrees with me that, unless an
interpretation is placed upon this which it does not bear
on its face now, it is simply impossible. How can any
Government catch these men and put them on board. If
it was inserted here that these deserters, "if captured,"
shall be placed on board, it would be different, but no
Government can undertake to catch these deserters.

Mr. COX : They undertake to try, and every foreign
Government does

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : This says, " Shall be placed
"onboard such vessel." Mr. Deakin agrees with me it is
an impossibility. I should like, if possible, to have that
so worded that there is no obligation intended to be plac.d
on the Government to capture these men.

The CHAIRMAN : Very well, I think that concludes
our business.

Siu JOSEPH WARD : As we have finished our busi-
ness, I want to move a resolution : " That this Conference
" desires to place on record its appreciation of the ability
" with which its proceedings have been presided over by
"the Right Hon. Mr. Lloyd George, the President of the
"Board of Trade." I want to move that resolution, and
to say how very much we appreciate the courtesy and
consideration, and recognise the marked ability that has
been displayed by Mr. Lloyd George in presiding over
the Conference. It has been a pleasure to us all to have
been associated with a gentleman who not only thoroughly
understands the intricacies of the Complex Shipping
world, but who has been so kind and considerate (as have
also been his co-delegates and staff) to us all.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I should like to say, Mr.
Lloyd. George, that I entirely concur with the remarks of
Sir Joseph Ward, and if it had not already been moved, I
should have moved a resolution myself to thank you all,
and to thank you, sir, especially under very trying circum-
stances, for having conducted this Conference in a manner
that I think must be satisfactory to every one. In one
or two cases, if you had not had a great deal of tact,
and displayed it, there might have been trouble. In
addition to that, we might not have arrived at the har-
monious conditions we have at the end of the Conference,
and we might not also have arrived at decisions which
mostly, I think, will commend themselves to our respec-
tive- (lovernments. So that we have to thank you in
this regard. And I should like to add as well, that all
the officials, not only on our side but on your side, have
conducted the work with so great ability as to leave a
lasting impression, so far as I am concerned. The great
ability displayed and the great attention that has been
given to everything that has been submitted to the Mem-
bers of this Conference' has impressed itself upon me,
and I shall return to Australia, so far as this Conference
is concerned, and convey to those whom we come from,
so far as I can, the same impression of matters. And I
also have great pleasure in saying, that T have come to
a somewhat different idea of the very imperious and
persistent manner in which T anticipated the shipping
delegates would have proceeded in consequence of the very
able manner in which they have conducted their case, and

especially Mr; Norman Hill. And while he has been per-
sistent in wanting to get something that he considers fair,
it has been done with that grace and ability which has
left no sting behind.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : For once I entirely agree
with Sir William Lyne.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES : So do I.

Mr. MILLS: 1 would like to say.l quite agree with
what has been said by both Sir Joseph Ward and Sir
William Lyne. Speaking as one of the New Zealand
representatives, although we have not taken a very active
part in the discussion, we have very highly appreciated
the ability with which the business of the Conference has
been conducted; and also the courtesy and consideration
we have received from the other representatives of the
Colonies, the members of the Colonial Office, and the
Board of Trade, and also from the representatives of the
shipowners. This has helped a great deal to smooth over
differences and has had a considerable influence in regard
to the satisfactory conclusions that have been arrived at.
The representatives from New Zealand have not taken
a very active part in the business of the Conference, as
the shape which the proceedings have taken has rendered
it unnecessary. When we were invited here, it was to
consider the New Zealand Act and the proposed Aus-
tralian legislation, and also to try and bring about some
uniformity between Imperial legislation and Colonial. But
that seemed to be put on one side at a very early date.
The New Zealand Act was admitted to be unassailable,
and also the right of the Colonies to legislate for them-
selves was conceded. Therefore, our part in the proceed-ings was a very small one.—(The resolution was then put
to the meeting and carried unanimously.)

The CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the British delegates
and myself, I thank you for the resolution which you
have- so kindly passed. It has been a great pleasure to
me to meet the Colonial representatives for the first time.
I am fairly new to office, and I undertook this task with
a great deal of anxiety, because I saw that there were
questions of very great moment, and of very great in-tricacy and complexity which would come before the
Conference. But this Conference has proved by the
result that there are no difficulties that cannot be over-
come by people who have made up their minds to find
a solution, and who have met in a perfectly amicable
spirit. We have discussed these questions, and I think
we have found the best possible solution under manycircumstances. I must congratulate the Conference, as
a whole, upon the workmanlike way in which we have
proceedejd. I agree once or twice the proceedings were
rather lively, but they were always conducted in the best
of temper, and that has helped us to come to these con-
clusions which, I think, are very satisfactory, taking all
things into account. I am exceedingly obliged for the
courtesy which has been extended to me, personally, byall delegates present. I think before we part we oughtto pass a resolution of thanks to the secretaries for the-
very admirable assistance they have rendered us, and Imove :—" That this Conference desires to express its
"appreciation of the valuable assistance it has received
"from its Secretary, Mr. J. A. Webster, and his col-" leagues, Mr. G. E. Baker, Mr. J. Hislop, and Mr. D. J.
"Quinn." The energy and ability shown by these gentle-
men have greatly lightened the labours of the Conference,
and have materially tended to enable it to bring its sittings
to a close in so short a time, and with, it is hoped, sosatisfactory a result.

Sir JOSEPH WARD : I have much pleasure in second
ing that. I just want to say I am perfectly certain we
ill agree with the good work they have done. And I wantto further express the opinion that the result of this Con-ference, with such difficult, complex matters approachedfrom various standpoints, shows the value of these Con-
ferences, and I personally express the hope that from timeto time such assemblages may take place.

The CHAIRMAN : I only supplement that by expres-sing a hope that at the next Conference we may have theassistance of representatives from the other colonies as
well. I think in certain respects it is a misfortune we did
not have them this time.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I would like to add that 1hope the next Conference will be an International Con-
ference, with a view of getting foreign Governments tobring their legislation up to the level of ours.
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Sir JOSEPH WARD : I suggest you hold the next in
New Zealand.

Sir WILLIAM LYNE : I suppose we have concluded
our work. I don't think there is any objection to what I
suggested, that we must protect ourselves as to catching
these deserters. I presume there will be a Report of the
Conference, and I should like to know what form it will
take.

The CHAIRMAN : I think we might meet informally
at 3 o'clock and discuss that, and see if there is anything
to be said about a Report.

Afternoon Session.

The CHAIRMAN : Sir William Lyne had some ques-
tions to raise about the Report. He is not back yet, but
I think we might, discuss the questions until he returns.
What is the usual thing about reports': I think Mr. Cox
can tell us what happened with the last Conference.

Mb. COX : The Conference of the Naturalisation Com-
mittee is the only one I have experience of. What hap-
pened was that the members of the Conference made a

tei the Office that convened it. I presume that this
Conference would make a Report to the Board of Trade
enclosing all the documents and materials. That is what
usually happens.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : In this case I think it
would be simply a report, but not going into merits.

The CHAIRMAN : What is the view of the Colonial
delegates about the publishing the full shorthand notes ?

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: My opinion ie this, that it
will be a mistake not to publish them. This is the first
Conference.

The CHAIRMAN: In that case each delegate ought
to be allowed to correct his remarks. What is the feeling
of the shipping delegates about publishing the full short-
hand notes of the proceedings ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL: We will leave it entirely iii
your hands.

The CHATRMAN: You do not object to them being
published ?

Mr. NORMAN HILL : No.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : We can get all the cor-
rections in from the Australian and New Zealand delegates
before they leave this country. We shall not have to send
anything to them out there.

The CHAIRMAN : I think they will have to be cor-
rected under Hansard rules. The chief of Hansard allows
corrections, but he won't allow an addition or interpola-
tion of a substantial kind. He won't allow a material
alteration in the Report.

Hon. DUGALD THOMSON : This might be a material
alteration. For instance, I just glanced at some copy
that has gone out already, and I was represented as
saying "Yes" to the question of publishing daily re-

ports in the press of the full proceedings. If I said
anything T said " No." Perhaps somebody else said
" Yes."

Tin: CHAIRMAN: We should not be allowed to put
a whole new speech in or anything of that sort.

Hon. W. M. HUGHES: What we do in the Eederal
Parliament is, that corrections are subject entirely to the
discretion of the chief of Hansard. If you make an altera-
tion and he does not think it permissible he simply dis-
allows it and there's an end of it.

The CHAIRMAN : That is what I mean. It ought
to be under Hansard rules.

Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON : There is one correction
I should like to have made, Mr. President. I understood
that Mr. MacKay did represent the India Office; am I
right in believing that this Mr. MacKay is one of the
Directors of the British India Steamship Company?

Mr. PEMBROKE : He is Sir -lames MacKay.

Mn. HAVELOCK WILSON: If that is so I should
like to have it stated in the Report that he is a
director.

The CHAIRMAN : He did not conceal anything. He
talked about his own ships in the course of his speech
and it is perfectly well known.

Mi:. HAVELOCK WILSON: I did not know until
afterwards, or otherwise I should have said something
more.

The CHAIRMAN : Perhaps it is a very good thing you
did not know.

\in. HAVELOCK WILSON : I thought the gentleman
was representing the Indian Office.

Mr. LLEWELLYN SMITH : He is on the India
Council. He was sent to us by the Secretary of State for
India.

Mr. lIAVKI.OCK WILSON : But I can quite under-
stand Sir .lames MacKay taking a very strong lead on
the Lascar question, when he is a director of one of the
companies. If that can be put in, that will satisfy me.

The CHAIRMAN : I am very glad Sir William Lynehas returned before we disperse. We have been discussing
the question of a Report, and the decision we came to
was this : a full shorthand note of the proceedings has
been taken and that will be published; each delegate
will be supplied with a copy of what he said ; he will
be allowed to correct it under Hansard rules, and then
the whole thing will be published in the form of a Blue
Book.

Sir WILLIA A! LYNE : Will you publish it as it was
taken in shorthand ?

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. The full shorthand notes.
That is the decision we came to. Does not that meet
your view ?

Sir WILLTAM LYNE: Yes.

The CHAIRMAN : Subject to correction under
Hansard rules.
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APPENDIX A.

Memorandum submitted to the Conference by the Representatives of tne British
Shipowners.

The Navigation and Shipping Bii.i. of the Commonwealth of Australia.
The British shipowners note with great satisfaction

the generous recognition in the Report of the Royal
Commission of the facts that the welfare of the British
shipping industry is of fundamental .importance to the
Empire, and that the British shipowner in the conduct
of his business has to face most determined efforts on
the part of other nations to wrest from him, by sub-
sidies and other means, his hold on the sea-borne trade
of the world, lhe Royal Commission recognise that in
this contest the British shipowner has to pay higher
wages than the shipowners of most other countries,
whilst his vessels are subject to a more rigid system of
inspection.

They further note with equal satisfaction that the
Imperial Merchant Shipping Act of last year is in a very
remarkable manner and degree in accord with the opinions
and recommendations of the Royal Commission, and in
submitting their suggestions and criticisms on the Com-
monwealth Bill they would point out that the President
of the Board of Trade acknowledged in Parliament that
that Act could never have been passed last Session if it
had not been for the co-operation and assistance he
received at their hands.

The Royal Commission founded in great measure their
recommendations on the decline in the number of British
seamen employed on British ships between the years 1890
and 1900, and in the increased proportion of the trade
of the world carried by foreign vessels during the same
period. As bearing directly on these questions the British
shipowners would venture to direct the attention of the
Commonwealth to the following points :—

1. The President of the Board of Trade stated last
Session in the House of Commons that whilst since 1870
the number of British merchant sailors has decreased from
200,000 to 176,000, during the same period the Admiralty
has practically taken the cream of the men anxious to
engage in a seafaring life; and that the number of sea-
men employed in the Royal Navy had increased from
70,000 to 1'29,000. Therefore in the 30 years there has
been a total increase of 35,000 in the number of British
seamen employed in both services—an increase equal to
13 per cent.

Since 1900 there has been an actual increase of 6,000 in
the number of British merchant sailors.

2. The British Manning Committee estimated that at
the present time one out of every 36 of the male popula-
tion of the United Kingdom over 15 years of age, in some
form or another, earns his living on the sea.

3. The United Kingdom owns, in round figures, one-
half of the oversea tonnage of the world, whilst its total
population does not exceed one-twelfth of that of the other
ship-owning countries.

4. It would be absolutely impossible, with the limited
population of the United Kingdom, to maintain its mer-
cantile marine as it now exists without employing foreign
and lascar seamen.

5. Tn considering the increased proportion of the trade
of the world carried by foreign vessels, the Royal Com-
mission has in particular referred to the mercantile
marines of the United States, France, Germany, and
Russia.

The evidence given before the United, States Commis-
sion on the merchant marine of that country, which was
published in 1905, showed that the ocean-going tonnage
of America which in 1861 was 2,600,000 tons had shrunk
in 1903 to less than 900.000 tons, notwithstanding the fact
that foreign commerce had in the interval quadrupled:and, further, that the percentage of the import and export
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trade of the United States carried in American bottoms
had fallen during the last 50 years from 72 to 9 per cent.

Great efforts are often made to prove the vitality of
American shipping by reference to the tonnage employedin the coasting and lake trades, but the evidence givenbefore the Commission showed that there are only some
900 American steam vessels of over 1,000 tons on the
Lakes, on the Pacific, on the Gulf, and on the Atlantic.

In France, subsidies amounting to upwards of £1,500,000
are paid annually to maintain vessels of a net tonnage of
1,200,000 tons. These subsidies represent, probably, an
annual payment of not less than 12_r per cent, on the total
value of the French mercantile marine.

In Germany there has been a great increase of tonnage,
but it must be borne in mind that this increase has, ingreat measure, been in the fleets of three or four large
shipping companies, who have received and are receiving
directly and indirectly great assistance from their Govern-ment.

In Russia the ovgrsea mercantile marine is, for all
practical purposes, a Government service.

6. There has of recent years been a marked and steady
decrease in the number of lives lost from British ships.
In 1872 the loss of life amounted to 3,533, whilst in 1904
it was only 1,113. During that period British shipping
had doubled in size.

7. The reduction in the loss of British vessels through
wreck during the same period has been equally striking.
The comparative figures are not given until 1876, in which
year 280,000 tons were lost out of a total of six millions,
whilst in 1903 the loss was only 135,000 tons out of a
total of 10£ millions.

The British shipowners in submitting these points for
the consideration of the Commonwealth do not wish to
minimise the importance of the considerations of safety
and comfort on which the Royal Commission has laid so
much stress, but they believe that they are justified in
claiming that the British mercantile marine is at the
present time better equipped and better manned than it
has ever been.

If British shipping is to maintain its hold on the sea-
borne trade of the world, it is essential that it should be
managed on sound business lines. It must show reason-
able security for the capital invested, and it must be made
to yield a reasonable return on the investment, otherwise
the capital employed will be diverted into safer and more
profitable channels. Further, if the disasters which have
overtaken the oversea shipping of the United States are
to be avoided, the British shipowner must be allowed in
his business to deal with its constantly varying and grow-
ing requirements free from all unnecessary rules and
regulations, the enforcement of which place the British
vessels at a disadvantage with their foreign competitors
on the high seas.

Rules and regulations are necessary to secure the safety
of life and property at sea, but it is essential in dealing
with a world-wide trade, that all such rules and regula-
tions shall be not only reasonable in themselves, but also
that they shall fix standards applicable to all ports and on
all seas.

The shipowners, as such, are not interested in questions
of Constitutional Law, and they have no desire to conduct
their business through the Law Courts. Therefore, in this
memorandum they have not attempted to deal with legal
difficulties. They have assumed that it is the desire of
all parties to the Conference to enable British ships, with-
out distinction of register, to trade on fair and equitable
terms in a" British Possessions.
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In the interests of British shipping there should be :—
(1) Uniformity of Shipping Law throughout the Empire,

including a uniform standard of efficiency, or
(2) If any local differences exist, reciprocity in accepting

compliance with the legal standard in all other
parts.

It is obvious that British shipowners cannot carry on
their business, or can only carry it on under grave dis-
abilities, if they have to comply with different and possibly
conflicting requirements in every part of the Empire, and
to pass in every British Possession surveys in order to
establish their cempliane_e.

The position, even for liners regularly trading on a route
between two parts of the Empire, would, at best, be haras-
sing, whilst for fast passenger steamers sailing on fixed
dates, which leave no margin of unemployed time, it would
be impossible; except at the prohibitive cost of running
additional steamers.

Liners constitute but a small proportion of British ship-
ping. The larger proportion has no fixed route. Such
ships on leaving the country of their register have fre-
quently no programme beyond the first stage. Their
owners cannot, therefore, provide for compliance with
divergent standards when they are ignorant of the ports
which I heir ships will visit.

Vessels engaged in the general carrying; trade of the
World, must of necessity be prepared, if they are to
be worked to the best advantage, to accept employment
wherever offered. This ability to go anywhere and to
accept all employment offering has, in the opinion of the
liiitish shipowners, I n one of the most important factors
in building up the British mercantile marine, and, by
avoiding voyages in ballast, cheapening the cost of sea
carriage.

A nation requiring the vessels using its ports to con-
form to special and unusual standards will of necessity
deprive itself in great measure of the services of this very
important class of shipping. A vessel which has been
built, equipped, manned, and provisioned in accordance
with the .requirements of the laws of its own flag must,
as a matter of business, follow, at otherwise equal rates,
the trade open to it as it is, rather than enter on employ-
ment which will impose the expense and delay incident
to the adoption of other standards. The special standards
required may differ only in minor points of detail, but
even then the difference introduces an element of uncer-
tainty which is most prejudicial to business interests.

As yet the separate legislation is confined to New Zea-
land and the Commonwealth of Australia, but what they
can do to-day South Africa and Canada may do to-morrow,
establishing divers standards which must act as toll bars
to the Rritish mercantile marine, and as a bounty to the
foreigner to the extent that the same disabilities cannot
be imposed upon him.

If this is injurious to British shipping, it will be equally
injurious to the trade of the Empire; intercourse cannot
be cheap unless it is also free.

It is having regard to these considerations that the
British shipowners maintain that it is of the utmost im-
portance to the trade of the Empire that the rules and
regulations imposed on shipping should not only be reason-
able in themselves but applicable to the whole of the
Empire.

The requirements in Parts 11., IV., and V. of the Act
differ, or may differ, most materially from the Imperial
requirements, and, though compliance- with local survey
may be unnecessary or impossible, no exemptions are
granted, except in the ease of certain foreign ships.

The provision that all steamers shall, it required, be
divided by transverse watertight partitions, as prescribed,
might have the effect at any time of rendering it im-
possible for British ships of the highest class to qualify
as seaworthy.

As a matter of business, it would be impossible for
ships, at all events, liners, to incur, whilst on a voyage,
the expense and delay incidental to a survey.

It would be equally impossible, from a business point
of view, for ships to comply during a part only of their
voyage *ith the special rules which are or may be set up

with regard to life-saving appliances, manning provisions,
accommodation, lights, sailing rules, &c.

Assuming that the Australian and Imperial conditions
are assimilated, or that reciprocity as to standards is
secured, there would still remain the condition as to
wages, imposed by Part VII. of the Bill upon all ships
engaging in coastal trade. It would appear from the
Report of the Royal Commission that there is diversity of
opinion in the Commonwealth as to the expediency of
imposing any special Australian conditions on British over-
sea ships, taking passengers or cargo between their Aus-
tralian pi.rts of call, and it is submitted, for the reasons
so ably summarized in the Minority Report of the Royal
Commission, that in the interests of both the Common-
wealth and of the Empire, the wages obligation should
not be imposed upon vessels which engage only incident-
ally in the trade. The competition of such ships is not
severe, as is evidenced by the flourishing condition of the
coastal companies. If rates of wages and cost of upkeep
are higher lor the coastal boats, the scale of earnings is
at least proportionately high. Further, in the case of
oversea ships, the service of only a small proportion of the
ship's complement can [airly be attributable to the coastal
traffic ; and, if the object is to equalise conditions, it is
clearly overstepped by an obligation placing on the over-
sea steamer to pay coastal wages to the whole of the crew.

Apart from all considerations of sentiment, it is more
than doubtful whether it would be advantageous to Aus-
tralia to pursue a policy, which, to the extent that it com-
pels oversea ships to abandon all participation in coastal
traffic, must result in higher charges for oversea traffic.

The British shipowners believe that it is neither just
nor expedient to restrict by positive enactment the liberty
of the shipowner, on the one hand, and of the shipper or
the consignee, on the other, to contract in any manner they
please. It is not possible for any country to establish the
conditions under which alone it will engage in trade with
the rest of the world. It can enforce such conditions in
its own courts, but it is powerless to control effectively
the contracts in relation to such trade made in foreign
countries, or to control the manner in which such con-
tracts will be construed and enforced by the courts of
those countries. Any legislative interference with inter-
national trade contracts must therefore of necessity be of
a limited character and uncertain in its application. To
introduce into oversea trade uncertainties may benefit the
underwriters and the lawyers, but it cannot in the long
run benefit the cargo owners or the shipowners.

It would be manifestly unjust to make the shipowner
in all circumstances responsible for the goods entrusted
to his charge. For instance, the shipowner cannot, in
reason, be held responsible fur loss resulting from the
perils of the seas; and therefore, whatever reasonable
conditions are imposed, it will still be necessary for the
owner of the cargo to insure his property. It has been
proved by experience that insurance against the risks
excepted in the ordinary forms of charter parties and bills
of lading, can be more cheaply effected by the shipper
with the underwriter direct than by forcing the liability
upon the shipowner, or by leaving in a stale of uncertaintythe questions as to where the liability, in fact, rests.

Many attempts have been made to frame a uniform bill
of lading for use in all countries, but without success, as
it has been found impossible to provide in any one docu-
ment for the varying requirements of all trades.

The principle that the interests of 'nternational trade
are best served by leaving the interested parties complete
fn.dom to arrange, as they see fit, the conditions of all
shipping contracts is now accepted by the merchants and
shipowners of almost all nations. The United States of
America has interfered with this freedom but in doing
so, has only avoided difficulty by adopting, in the Harter
Act, the standard conditions which had previously been
agreed between the representatives of the merchants Bad
of the shipowners. So far, those standard conditions have
not interfered with the conduct of the oversea trade of the
United States, but from their adoption the merchants
have obtained no relief either in freights or in insurance
premiums.
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APPENDIX B.

Memorandum submitted by Sir William Lyne in reply to the Shipowners'
Memorandum.

With reference to the statements made by the ship-,
owners' representatives, the following remarks may be
made :—■

The fact remains that whilst in the year 1893 the
number of British seamen employed upon British ships
was 186,628; yet in the year 1905 (the latest available)
that number had decreased to 180,492. When it is remem-
bered that the tonnage of British shipping has increased
in the _ame period by 2,056,373 tons, it is clear the pro-
portionate decrease is much greater. In the year 1893 the
total British tonnage was 8,541,388 tons, and the number
of British seamen employed 186,628, whilst in 1905, the
tonnage being 10,597,761 tons, the British seamen num-
bered 180,492. Whilst it is no doubt correct to say that
since 1900 the number of British seamen has been increased
by 6,000, yet the tonnage since that year has also largely
increased, and the fact is still patent that as against
180,492 British persons employed in our Mercantile Marine

(1905), there are 83,194 of other nationalities employed, or,
excluding Asiatics, 39,711 foreigners.

I contend that under proper conditions there is no reason
why British men should not be substituted for these. In
regard to statements in shipowners' memorandum Nos. 2
and 4, it is contended that under such conditions as ought
to prevail the attractions to sea life would be increased,
and that there would be no difficulty in securing the neces-
sary supply of British sailors. Australia desires to build
up a mercantile navy, and with that view to so improve
the conditions of seafaring life that Australian youths will
be attracted to it equally with land pursuits.

The remarks of the shipowners' representatives as to the
general principles which should regulate the conduct of
seaborne trade are no doubt in the abstract eminently
correct, and it cannot of course be disputed for a moment
that such trade should be free from all unnecessary rules
and regulations; but the whole case depends upon whether
such regulations as a matter of fact are unnecessary. I
contend they are not. I agree with the view that any-
thing which places British vessels at a disadvantage with
foreign, is to be avoided ; but our Bill provides that no
distinction shall be permitted.

I maintain that so long as no difference is made between
the two classes of vessels, the British ship is not placed
at a disadvantage, and I do not hold with the representa-
tives that the "same disabilities" cannot be imposed on
the foreigner. The general question of policy is one for
Australia herself to consider. She has to take the risk of
what ihe effect of her legislation may be; but from her
point of view the advantages to be gained outweigh the
possible disadvantages.

As to the remarks in regard to the coastal trade, a
question of policy to be determined only by Australia her-
self again arises.

It is alleged that the scale of earnings of the Australian
coasters is greater than that of the oversea boats. This
is hardly the fact in the case of passengers, and probably
not in regard to cargo.

I do not consider that it by any means follows that if
oversea ships are excluded from coastal traffic, the result
will he higher chaiges for oversea traffic.

In the memorandum under remark, it is observed that
"it is not possible for any country to establish the con-
ditions under which alone it will engage in trade with
"the rest of the world." This is an assertion which is
hardly the fact. A country can do this if it so deter-
mines, and it is for it alone to decide whether it will
do so.

It is maintained that it is quite open to any country to
say that when certain contracts are brought before its
Courts to be interpreted or enforced, they shall be read
in a certain way. As to the liability of shipowners, Aus-
tralia has in operation a Sea Carriage Act, which serves
her purpose, and which will be maintained. It is desired
only that shippers shall be protected from attempts by
shipowners to contract themselves out of their liability.

One point deserving consideration, which from an Aus-
tralian point of view is of considerable weight, has not
been taken into account by the shipowners; that is, the
great desire of Australia to give the British owner a
preference as against his foreign competitor. The oversea
trade of Australia is now 112 millions per annum. I desire
that all that trade shall be carried in British ships. This
view was recently given effect to by an Act which imposed
in many cases much higher duties upon goods imported
from foreign countries, or in foreign ships. As regards
Australian trade, this is a great consideration. Such an
enactment practically gives the trade to British ships, and
if we adapted the shipowners' own arguments, will lead
to increase in charges for freight, which will be to their
advantage.

Shortly, the Australian views are as follows :—•
(1) The requirements proposed are necessary and desir-

able;
(2) Foreign ships must be subject to all the require-

ments of British ships;
(3) The latter, in the carriage of goods, shall have the

preference over, and De protected against, the
foreigner;

(4) The proportion of British seamen can, and should
be, increased, until the foreign element is reduced
or eliminated :

(5) The Australian coasting trade shall be restricted to
such vessels as comply with Australian conditions,
and in such trade preference to be given to British
ships as far as practicable;

(6) The requirements and laws relating to shipping
should be uniform throughout the Empire, but we
consider the lines of New Zealand legislation and
Australian should be generally followed as the basis
of a uniform law ;

(7) That in all sea trade each British Colony should give
a preference to British vessels.
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■ APPENDIX C.

Brussels Draft Conventions on Collisions and Salvage.

PEOJETS DE CONVENTIONS.

Annexes au Protocouc du 20 Outohkk, 11)05."

CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE
POUR

L'UNIFICATION DE CERTAINES REGLES EN MATIERE I)'ABO HI)AGE.

Article Premier.
La reparation des dommages causes pai tin abordage suxvenu cut re navirea de mer em entre navirea demer et bateaux de navigation int.ricure, est soumise aux dispositions suivantes, sans c|ti'il y ail a tenircompte

des eaux oil i'aborda<cc s'est produit.
Article 2.

Si l'abordage est fortuit, s'il est du a un cas de force majeure, ou s'il j a doute sur les causes de l'abordage
lee dommages sont supportes par ceux qui les ont eprouves.

Cette disposition reste applicable dans le cas ou, soit les navires, soit l'un d'eux, sont au mouillage aumoment de l'accident.
Article 3.

Si l'abordage est cause par la faute de l'un des navires, la reparation du dommage incombe a celui qui
l'a commise.

Article 4.
S'il y a faute commune, la responsabilite de chacun des navires est proportionnelle a la gravite de safaute.
Les dommages causes soit aux navires, soit a leurs cargaisons, soit aux effets ou autres bieaa des eeiuipages,

passagers ou autres personnes se trouvant a bord, sont repartis entre les: navires, dans la dite proportion, sanssolidarity a l'egard des tiers.
Article 5.

La responsabilite etablie par les articles precedents subsiste dans le cas oil l'abordage est cause par lafaute d'un pilote, meme lorsque celui-ci obligatoire.

Article 6.
L'actionj en reparation des dommages subis par suite d'un abordage n'est subordonnee ni a un protet., ni

a un protet, ni a aucune autre formalite speciale.

Article 7.
L'action se present par deux ans a partir de l'evenement.
Les causes de suspension et d'interruption de cette prescription sont detenninees par la loi du tribunal

saisi.
Peut etre considere comme une cause de suspension le fait que le navire defendeur n'a pu etre saisi dansles eaux territoriales de l'Etat dans lequel le demandeur a son domicile ou son principal etablissement.
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Article 8.
Apres un abordage, le capitaine de chacun des navires entres en collision est tenu, autant qu'il peut le

Inn- sans daitger serieux pour son navire, son ei|uipage et ses passagers, de prcter assistance a l'autre batiment,
a son equipage et a ses passagers.

II est egalement tenu dans la mesure du possible de faire connaitre le nom et le port d'attache de son
Ini i i ment ainsi que les lieux d'ou il vient et oti il va.

Le proprietaire du navire n'e-st pas re-sponsable a raison des contraventions aux dispositions precedentes.
Ces contraventicins nVntrainent pas non plus une presomption legale de faute au point de vue de la respon-
sabilite pecuniaire de l'abordage.

Article 9.
Les Hautes Parties contractantes, dont la legislation ne reprime pas les infractions a l'article precedent,

s'engagent a predre ou a proposer a leurs Legislatures respectives les mesures necessaires pour que ces infrac-
tions soient reprimees.

Les Hautes Parties contractantea si- enmmuniqueront, aussiteit que faire se pourra, les lois ou les regle-
ments qui auraient deja ete edictes, ou qui viendraient a I'i'tre dans lean Etats pour l'execution de la disposi-
tion precedente.

Article 10.
Sous reserve de conventions ultt'-rii'ures, les presentes dispositions ne portent point atteinte a la nature

ni a I'entendue de la responsabilite des p_opri_tairea des naviree, tellea qu'elles sont reglees dans chaque pays,
non plus qu'aux obligations resultant du contrat de transport ou de tous autres contrats.

Article 11.
La present. Convention est sans application aux navires de guerre et aux navires d'Etat exclusivement

affectes a un service public.

Article 12.
Les dispositions de la present* Convention aeront appliqueea a L'6gard de tous les interesses, lorsque tous

les navires aeront reeaortisaants aux Etats contractants es dans les autres cas prevus par les lois nationales.

Article 13.
Les Delegues dee State contractants ae n'-uninint a Bruxelles, troia ana apree l'entree en vigueur de la

presente Convention, elans Le but de- rechercher les ameliorations cjui pourraient y etre apportees et notammentd'en etendre, s'il est possible, la sphere d'application. »

Article 14.
Lea State qui n'ont pas signc la presente Convention sont admis ii y adherer sur leur demande. Cette

adhesion sera notifiee par la VOW diplomatique au Gouverneinent beige et, par celui-ci, a chacun des autres
Gouvernements ; elle sortira ses effets un mois apres l'envoi de la notification faite par le Gouvernement beige.

Article 15.
La presente Convention sera ratifiee et les ratifications en seront deposees a Bruxelles aussitot que faire

se pourra. A l'expiration du delaifde deux ans, a compter du jour de la signature de la Convention, le
Gouvernement beige entrera cn rapport avec les Gouvernements qui se seront declares prets a la ratifier, a
l'effet de fai.e decider s'il y a lieu de la mettre en vigueur.

Les ratifications seront, le cas echeant, deposees immediatement et la Convention produira ses effets
un mois apres ce depot.

Le protocole restera ouvert pendant une autre annee en faveur des l'ltats represented a la Conference de
Bruxelles. Passe ce delai, ils ne pourraient qu'yadherer, conformement aux dispositions de l'article 14.

Article 16.
Dans le cas ou l'une ou l'autre des Parties contractantea denoncerait la presente Convention, cette d.non-

ciation nejproduirait ses effets qu'un an apres le jour ou elle aurait ete notifiee au Gouvernement beige, et
la Convention demeurerait] en vigueur entre les autres Gouvernements contractants.

En foi de quoi, les Plenipotentiaires des Etats respectifs ont signe la presente Convention et y ont appose
leurs cachets.

Fait a Bruxelles, en un seul exemplaire le . . . .
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CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE

RELATIVE 'A

L'UNIFICATION DE CERTAINES RKGLES EN MATIERE D'ASSISTANCE ET DE SAUVETAGE
MARITIMES.

Article Premier.
L'assisi.ini-c e-t le- sauvetage des ttavires de mer ou de tours cargaisons ainsi que lea services de- meme

nature rendus entre navires de mer et bateaux de navigation inteneure sunt sounds aux dispositions Buivantes,
sans qu'il y ait a distinguer entre ces deux sortes de services et sans qu'il y ait a benir compte des eaux oil
ils ont ete rendus.

Article 2.
Tout fait d'assistance ou de sauvetage ayant eu un resultat utile- donne lien a une- .quitable remunera-

tiein.
Rien n'est du si le secours preite reste sans resultat utile.
En aueun cas, la soinnie a payer ne peut depasser la valeur des choses sauvees.

Article 3.
N'ont droit a auoune remuneration les personnes qui ont pris part aux operations de secours, tnalgre la

defense expresse et raisonnable du navire secouru ou qui ont frauduleusement cele les objets sauves.

Article 4.
Le remorqueur n'a droit a une remuneration pour l'assistance ou le sauvetage du navire par tui reniorque

ou de sa cargaison que s'il a rendu des services exceptionnels ne pouvant ijtre considered comme l'accomplisse-
ment du contrat de remorquage.

Article 5.
La remuneration est due encore que l'assistance ou le sauvetage ait en lieu entre navires appartenant

ait meme proprietaire.

Article 6.
Le montant de la remuneration est fixe par la convention des parties et, a defaut, par le juge.

Article 7.
Toute convention d'assistance ou de sauvetage passee au moment et sous l'influence du danger peuf,

a la requete de l'une ou de l'autre partie, etre modifies, par le juge s'il estime que les conditions convenues ne
sont pas equitables.

Article 8.
La remuneration est fixee par le juge selon les circonstances en prenant pour base : (a) en premier lieu,

le succes obtenu, les efforts et le merite de ceux qui ont prete secours, le danger couru par le navire assist i'.
par sa cargaison, par les sauveteurs et par le navire assistant, ainsi que le-s frais et dommages suliis par ces
derniers, en tenant compte-. le cas echeant, de l'appropriation speciale du navire assistant; (b) en second lieu,
la valeur des choses sauvees et du navire sauveteur.

Article 9.
L'action en payement de la remuneration se prescrit par deux ans a partir du jour ou les operations d'as-

sistance ou de sauvetage sont terminees.
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Les causes de suspension et d'interruption _e cette prescription sont elc'ti-rminees par la loi du tribunal
saisi.

Pent rtri' considdi. comme une cause de suspension le fait que le navire assiste ou sauve n'a pu etre saisi
dans les eaux territoriales de- I'Etat dans lequel le demandeur a son domicile ou son principal etablissement.

Article 10.
Tout capitaine est tenu autant qu'il peut le faire sans danger serieux pour son navire, son equipage, ses

passagers, ele preter assistance ii toute personne, un'me ennemie, trouvee en mer en danger de se perdre.
Le- proprietaire du navire n'est pas responsable a raison des contraventions a La disposition precedente.

Article 11.
Les Hautes Parties contractantes dont la legislation ne reprime pas l'infraction a l'article precedents'engagent ii prendre ou a proposer ii leurs Legislatures respectives les mesures necesaaires pour que cetteinfraction soit re'-primi-i-.
Les Hautes Parties contractantes se communiqneront, auasito. que Eaire se pourra, les lois ou regtomentsepii auraie-nt deja et. i-ilic-l.'-s em qui vii-ndraie-nt _ I'etre elans leurs Ktats pour ('execution de la dispositioni|iii precede.

Article 12.
La presente Convention ne porte pas atteinte aux dispositions des legislations nationales ou des traites

inti-rnationaux sur I'organisation de services d'assistance et de Sauvetage par les autorites publiques ou soustour contre'ile.
Les dispositions relatives ii la remuneration ne concernent pas le sauvetage des personnes, sans quecependant il soit porte'- atteinte- aux prescriptions des lois nationales a cet egard.

Articlk 13.
La presente Convention est sans application aux navires de guerre el aux navires d'Etat exelusivemi-ntaffectes ii un service public.

Article 11.
Les dispositions de la presente Convention seront appliquees a l'egard de tous les Lnteresses lorsque soitle navire assistant, ou sauveteur soit le navire assiste ou sauve appartient ii l'un des Ktats contractants ainsi

que dans les autres cas prev us par les lois nationales.
Toutefois, et sans prejudice des dispositions plus etenduea des lois nationales. l'article- 10 n'est applicablequ'entre navires ressortissant aux Etats contractants.

Article 15.
Le-s Delegues des Etats contractants se reuniront a Bruxelles, trois ans apres l'entree en viemeur de lapresente Convention, dans le but de rechercher les ameliorations qui pourraient v Stre apportees et notamment

d'en etendre, s'il est possible, la sphere d'application.

Article 16.
Les Ktats qui n'ont pas signe la presente Convention sont admis a y adherer sur leur demande. Cetteadhesion sera notifiee par la voie diplomatique au Gouvernement beige et par celui-ci a chacun des autresGouvernements ; elle sortira ses effets un mois apres l'envoi de la notification faite par le Gouvernementbeige

Article 17.
La presente Convention sera ratifiee et les ratifications en seront deposees a Bruxelles aussit6t qui faire sepourra. A l'expiration du delai de deux ans, a compter du jour de la signature de la Convention, le Gouverne-ment beige entrera en rapport avec les Gouvernements qui se seront declares prets a la ratifie'r, a l'effet defaire decider s'il y a lieu de la mettre en vigueur.
Les ratifications seront, le cas echeant, deposees immediatement et la Convention produira ses effets un

mois apres ce depot. Le protocole restera ouvert pendant une autre annee en faveur des Ktats representesala Conference de Bruxelles. Passe ce delai, ils ne pourraient qu'y adherer, conformement aux dispositionsde l'article 16.
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Article 18.
Dans le cas oil l'une ou l'autre des Parties contractantes denoncerait la presente Convention, cette denon-

eiation ne produirait ses effets qu'un an apres le jour oil elle aurait ete notifiee au Gouvernement beige et la
Convention demeurerait en vigueur entre les autres Gouvernements contractants.

En foi de quoi, les Plenipotentiaires des Ktats respectifs out signe la presente Convention et y ont appose
leurs cachets.

Fait a Bruxelles, en unjseul exemplaire, le.

APPENDIX D.

Memorandum by Sir W. Lyne on the Brussels Draft Conventions on Collisions
and Salvage.

Handed in by Sir Wm. Lyne at the Colonial Merchant Shipping Conference on thk 22nd April.

Exception is taken to the proposals made in regard
to :—

(1.) Abolition of the defence of compulsory pilotage
(Article 5).

(2.) The repeal of portion of Section 422 of the Mer-
chant Shipping Act, 1894 (Article 8).

In regard to (1), it would seem that if the master of
a ship is required by law to take a pilot, and that by
the act of that pilot damage is occasioned to another
ship, the owner of the offending ship should not be held
liable for damages. Should, however, it appear that the
master of the offending vessel could have prevented the
casualty had he exercised his judgment, and could have
ascertained that a collision was impending, in that case
the owners of the offending ship should be held liable.

As to (2), it is considered that nothing should be done
which in any case would lessen the present liabiliay of
both master and owner. The provisions that one ship
should ctand by another in case of collision, and that the
master should render every assistance, and that the master
of the one ship should communicate to the other the name
of his ship and other particulars, are most salutary ones.
It is well known that in case of collision in thick weather
it is easy for an offending ship to escape without being
detected, or these particulars becoming known to the
master of the other ship, and that to ascertain them sub-
sequently would involve delay and possible heavy expenses,
and that in some cases it would not be possible to trace
the offenders.

It is, therefore, thought that no amendment of the kind
suggested should be made in the existing law.
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